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PREFACE

Utilization of the ltF portion of the spectrum has long been ,ecognized as a useful
and economic method of ach eying wide distribution of energy over loag distances, whether
it be for communications or other purposes Broad area surveillance systems are being con-
templated which must contend with problems ranging from short term predictions and real
time freouency management to clutter backgrounds and noise and interference variations.
Although satellite c•mmunicatior systems will replace HF in some areas it will stil: be
retained by many of the world nations for point-tn-pc,:nt transfer of information and by
most of the nations for ship ar.d aircraft communicatiomis. These systems will depena
heavily on accurate predictn.uns and new technology to improve circuit availability and
reliability. The utility ofi tF has also created the overall problems of interference and
spectrum crowding and it is anticipated that by the early 1980's spectrum usage will be a
major world concern. It is important. therefore, thai as new technology evolves which will
contribute to a better understanding of the transmission medium that it be readily made
available to all potential beneficiaries.

The purpose of this symposium was to transfer information on the state-of-the-knowledge
of tF propagation as it applies to communication, surveillance, and otiher systems coatem-
plated or presently in use by NATO nations. The goal was to foster an exchange w'iich will
allow exammnation of requirement-. an assessment of capability and, wherever poss ble, a
definition of areas where ae ,tional work is required.
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ED)ITOR'S COMMENTS

The primary purpose of the symposium wts to .:\chjng,: niformnation on the state of
the knowiedge of 1WF propagaition. That purpose was successfully accomplished by the effort%
of the program committee ard session chairmen who selected tho paipers. directed their
presentation and monitored the discussions.

A secondary purpose of the symposium was to odentifý dreas where .idditioiial effort
is required. That purpose was only parmially satisfied, however, it should be noted that a
working group on FIF com~munications his been formedl which \%s ill suivev it e ý. rrent i.se
of Ill- in NATO nations and will determine future III communicat ions requirements lor
N ATO in ~'ooth a primary and backup m~ode. Dr Jules Viron%. deputy chairman ot EPP,
will chair th-! study group which will optratc for the n,.\ 30 months. It is; hioped that the
symposium and proceedings will be usefu! to their effort.

These proce~edings represcrnt a compilation of the papers presented at the symposiunm
as %vell as a significant amount of the discussions following ea~h prewsentat-on. rhe papers-
are ieproduced from ':opies furnished by the authors The discussions published at the end
of each Vape arv not verbatim a% spoken but rather more concise written records provided
by thle individuals involved. In sonmc instances it was nicessary for the editor to estia~t and
mlwerpret ý:onments from thle tapedl 01riascrirt ! hope that I have been accuraite and apologize
for changes in meaning that may have resulted

The session summaries presented lit. rein were mostly provided by ihle session chairmnen
listed onl a following page and I thank. themi for theii efforts

I \Nish to acknowledge the support pio% ded t-N, the EPP Fxec'.tise, Ll Colonel John
Catiller and his secretary, MaJarne'Tessier, in the preparation o hese proco.edirngs as well
as, thle suipport pro\iWed bý Mrs P.Van D~resar, R 1X'.

Grateful acknowledgment is extended to Dr A.S.Mendes of The Instituto Nac:enal
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SUMMARY OF SESSION I

OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

The sessioh. opened with a review of airborne communications by Dr B. Burgess, (UK). Following a historical
introduction the conent techniques employed were discussed in some detail. Attention was given to factors which affec:
the system performance including Ine ionospheric limitations. Suggestions were then presented for improving the
performance Finally, future trends in the general field of airborne communications were reviewed and the advantages of
techniques such as digital coi.imunications, channel evaluations etc, emphasised.

The second paper, by Dr N. Maslin, was presented by Mr A. May, (UK) and was concerned with the assessment of
HF communications reliability. It was shown that circuit reliability depends on two imp,,rtant parameters ( I ) the ratio of
the operating frequency to the MUF and (2) the rati of the requeny m qag red signal-to-noise ratio t iwas demonstrated
that wherti hne parameters are optimized by corrt fre cdquency management appreciable imp oovement in system
performance can be achieved.

The next paper, by Mr Brune and Ricciardi (US), was presented by Mr Ricciardi and dealt with the problems of
communications with low flying aircraft, and with helicopters in particular The talk emphasised the difficult operational
conditions which are expenenc,.d in this type of communications activity. 'he results of field trials Aere considered,
problem areas identified and solutions postulated.

In Dr Fenwick's paper on 'Real-Time Adaptive HF Frequency Management' the problem of optimum utilization of
the HF frequency band was addressed. By use of a Chirp sounder and a spectrum-monitoring system it was
experimentally .hown that real-time information of propagation and channel occupancy ,lowed sharing of the HF
spectrum with an acceptable minimum of interference. This would be of particular interest to the tactical communicator
with a high-pno t" requirement

Dr Maslin's paper on 'HF Communications With Small Low-Flying Aircraft' gave an application of his earlier .-aper
on HF communications reliability to this short-sample communicatiors requirement. He showed that this type of
communications gives very poor reliability if direct communications is iequired and arses from both propagation
limitations and aircraft antenna performance. The use of long range propagation to distant HF relay stations is
recommended and shows major increases in reliability of th- HF link and ease in frequency management problems.

D)r Damboldt urew attention to the day-to-day variability of the ionosphere wifich ha3 an appreciable influence on
the performance of HF communications systems. By noting the time at which signals trom a distant transmitter are first
received, a measure of the MUF can be obtained. These 'transition times' allow a measure of tonosphenc variability on a
day to day basis.

An interesting paper on 'The Augumentation of HF Propagation' was given by Mr Barrett. Here em,)hasis was
placed on the use of chemical releases in the ionosphere to create an enhanced ionized reflection region in order to allow
communication at certain critical times, i.e., at times of high-altitude nuclear explosions. Evidence was given to show that
communicat'ons over wide geographical areas could be achievet by the appropnate chemical releases it a small number of
locations in say the NATO area.

The session closed with a paper by, Dr Millman, which drew the conferences attention to the influence that the
troposphere can play in extending somewhat the range of HF propagation due to the refractive nature of the lower
atmosphere. Applications to radar and communications system were mentioned and showed that to a first-order,
tropospheric effects are negligible.
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TILE ROL, OF HF IN AIR-GROUND COMUNICATIONSF AN OVERVIEW

Dr. B. Burgess
Royal Aircraft Establishment

FARNBOROUGH, Hants
UK

SUMMARY

HF radio is a prime means for beyond line-of-sight air-rround communications and will remain as such
into the foreseeable future, complementin. Satellite communications where this latter system is employed.

This paper will review various aspects that make up an HF communications system and the contr:bution
that they make to the overall system performance. Consideration will be riven to the needs of the r,.dern
user in the use of HF communications, emphasisirg the changing requirements on the 11F link that for
example, the use of digital communications brings. Such aspec~s as error rate performance, avoidance of
interference, HF prediction techniques for Northern latitudes, role of channel evaluation techniques etc
will be addressed.

The aim of the paper is to acquaint the research worker with the status and trends in airborne HF
communications and to indicate where further work may profitably be undertaken to eventually improve sytem
performance.

1 . INTRCDUCTION

Airborne communications goes back to almost the start of flying. Wireless had been tried out inairships and aircraft for some time before the First World War; in the UK the Royal Engineers and Marconi
had carried out experlments on what is now par- of the RAE airfield at Farnborough. Durinr that war
wireless was used more extensively in aircraft than in the forward areas of the Weltern Front. These
wireless sets operated on frequencies in f*e MF band and used lonr wire antennas that were trailed from
the aircraft (Ref 1). Whilst not strictly HF, this form of communications underlined the importanne that
the wireless/radio has played in flying from its inception. Prior to World War II, communications with
iircraft was almost entirely by HF, and commonly enployed -and operated morse. However it is of interest
to note that as early as 1928 the first trials of voice air-ground communications were being made in the
USA and in that country there was no transition from morse to voice in airborne communications (Ref 2).

It was World War II that saw the development pnd introduction of VHF for airborne communications ýRef 19).
This was employed for the control of fighter air~raft during the ?attle of Br. in and the end of the war
saw VHF in genera2 use in the allied air fleets with longer term plans to go to the 225-400 MHz band. As
of today the VHF band, 118-136 M4Hz, is used for Civil Air Traffic Control communications and the
225-400 MHz UHF band for military air-ground communications. There frequency bands are of course const ained
by line-of-sight (los) propagation and any communication link to the aircraft at ranges beyond line-of-sight
(blos) required the use of HF frequencies.

It is interesting to note that just after the end of World War II, before VHF Air Traffic Control
communications were fully implemented, air to ground communications were conducted usine frequencies

Sbetween 3 and 6 MHz and ground to air communications at about 300 kHz. Using these frequencies comments
such as "Why can we hear the broadcast bands loud and clear but ATC cormunications is terrible?" were
cow.un, and where air to ground communi~ations ranges of about 50 km were desired, communications were
often found to be very poor, whereas the ground station could receive distance stations ()1000 km) loud
and clear. These problems, typical of airborne HF communications, will be returned to later in the naper.

In the early 1960s with the emergence of satellite communications, the possibility of high quality
communications for blos ranges was with us. While air-Ground communications via satellites has been
demonstrated (Ref 3), with superior quality to HF, it is still not, in the late 1970s, evident in aircraft
use except in a few special applications. It is noteworthy that the AEROSAT programme which was launched
in the early 1970s for Air Traffic Control use over tl.e North Atlantic has now been abandon'ed. One of the
main reasons for this state is the cost of satellite communications, including its airborne installation.
Thus, until the day arrives in the near future when satellite communications for aircraft is viable, HF
will remain the primary means of blos communications, due mainly to its lower cost and free provision by
nature of a reflecting region in the upper atmosphere, albeit an imperfect one.

Since HF communications for aireraf- will remain with us into the foreseeable future, and more demand-
ing requirements will be sought by the users, it is appropriate to review the use of HF in current airborne
systems and its role in future systems; also what the problem areas are and what measures can be taken to
improve the current systems.

2. CURRENT USES AND PERFOR4ANCE

In considering the use and performances of HF communication syst, ms for aeronautical purposes it is

convenient to categorize the usage into en-route and off-route applications. An en-route usage can be
exemplified by civil aircraft flying the North Atlantic route between Europe and North America. The
routes are laid down geographically and most flights are scheduled. The aircraft need to communicate over

CopyrightiController H44SO, London 1979I



long ranges by HF and this is undertaken in order to give positional information at certaen times, or
times of cr•-ning certain longitudes, and also such information as estimated time-of-arrival, fuel state,
airfield diversion etc. Theue messages from the aircraft are relatively short and usually require a
sert acknowledgment from the ground. If the information does not get through first time but takes say
ten minutes or so, this is usually acceptable.

The Communications frequencies to be used, both primary and secondary, are provided at crew briefing
and because the tracks flown are well charted, past experience helps a great deal in achieving reliable
communiz-ations. Overall such communications is relatively satisfactory, but of course problems occur

during ionospheric disturbances. For long transport routes in temperate and lower latitudes, high
availability and reliability is usally achieved.

On the other hand when one ccnuiders off-route usage, a different picture can emerge. Take a
military aircraft flying on a route that is not regularly used; it may be a large aircraft with a crew
which may or may not include a specialist radio operator, or a high performance aircraft with only a one
or two man crew who u"e the radio as a tool. In these cases it could be that the aircraft does not wish
to transmit unless it is essential, but that when it does, the response of the co•'-uni~atxon system must
be highly reliable and quick. The choice of the correct frequency is in this case important. As an
example take an aircraft operating to the North of the UK in summer 1977 and wishing to communicate with
a base in Southern England. Fitgure 1 indicates the frequency that should be used depending on time of
day and distance from the base. One could easily require up to 8 frequencies for a typical sortie. As
Wright (Ref 4) indicates communiceitions in this environment has proved to be difficult and improvements
are needed.

The above remarks have implied that speech is the normal mode of cemmi.nications. This is the case
in Civil aircraft where the use of the radio operator aboard airliners has been eliminated. Military
aircraft however do operate other modes besides zpeech. Morse is still a fall back position where a
crew member has this skill; also radio teletypes (RATT) operating at low speed data rates are in use
in some Air Forces where security is a requirement.

Future recluirements where security of speech transmissions and an NCCM capability are deemed desir-
able indicate a trend towards higher speed digital transmissions (up to 2.4 kb/s) and the use of advanced
modulation and coding techniques in HF communications (Ref 5).

3. FACTOS GOVERNING PERFOR2.ANCE

In order to gain an insight into the performance of aircraft ecommunications systems it is necessary
to look in snme detail at such a, air-ground link. and highlight areas where there are deficiencies in the
system and possibly indicati. improvements. Consider Figure 2 which gives in block form the components of
a communications system. At the outset it is important to appreciate the difference between a mobile
air-ground circuit and a poiu.t-to-point or broadcast circuit. On a point-to-point circuit advantage can
be designed to rive azimuthal and some elevation (ain or directivity. This is not possible in the military
aeromobil - case where a low gain antenna is usually employed in order to cover the wide geographic area
where the aircraft is likely to fly. Currently adaptive antenna arrays have not been used to select the
optimum beam for communications with the mobile. In the case of transmissions from the aircraft, no gain
is possible from the aircraft antenna; in fact the efficiency of the aircraft antenna can be very low
(vide Reference 6). On antenna gain alone some 20 dB or rore is lost to the mobile compared with the
fixed user.

Turning to the transmitter, fixed and broadcastinr services use powers often in excess of 10 kW and usu-
ally in the hundreds of kb range. Aircraft power and weight restrictions limit the power output of airborne
HF transceivers to a maximum of 1 :-W, thus giving- a deficit of the order of 20 dB on transmitter power.
These factors alone give some indication of why the early users queried why their communications were so
poor compared with the broadcast bands.

Haslin (Ref 7) has considered these factors in detail in assessing 11F blos airborne communications
reliability and the reader is referred to this paper for a consideration of the relative importance of
the system parameters.

Two environmental factors that are significantly different for the aeromobile user and have to be
taken into account under certain conditions are (1) the aircraft cockpit noise levcl and (2) the level
and nature of interference in the aeromobile bands. For hiCh performance aircraft the acoustic noise
that is generated in the cockpit is extrznely high and even with flying helmeta the noise occlusion is
not sufficient to enable a rood dynamic range for the audio output t) give high quality speech intelligibility.

Regarding the radio interference in the aeromobile bands it has been found (Ref 3) that this is very
JfLen of a narrow band nature, indicatinr that, for example, an FSK radio telet.pe sirnal, which uses
two tones in the 3 kHz bandwidth, can be stror;ly interfered with, but if these tones were moved to another
spot in t::e I kHz. audio band, no interference would be observed. This fact gives a possibility of improve-
mento to thin type of transmission.

if we look to the possible use of 2.4 kb/s transmirsions of daLt over HF links, the ionosphere has
proved to be a limitinr factor ir the desigon or an 6fficient modem (modulation/demodulator). Due mainly
to multipath effects a serial bit rate of the orde: of 100 b/s is an upper limit to avoid excessive error
due to time dlspersi 3n. Thus in a 3 kiliz bandwidth miltiplP tones hare to be ured in order to ootain bit
rates of the order oi 2400. Frequency dispersion in the ionosphere also puts a bound on tie Minimum spac-
ing of the tones. Vincent et al (Ref 9) shov. that under these tine and frequency dispersion conditions,
increarWin, the sig•.al/n "se ratio vile i ,provinr the error rate performance up to a certain level, does
not give irnprovenents at hKiher levels, the dispersion effect often linitint t!.e error rate to relatively
high values.



Over the past 20 yeagýs a number of modem designs have been tested to see if they will successfully
combat ionospheric dispersion and variability. Of att mpts, such as Kathryn, Andeft, Adapticos and
Kineplex (Ref 10), only Kineplex has entered service on point-to-point circuits. Recent approaches using
coding (Refs 11 and 12) as well as complax swo'ulaticn schemes look promising, but experimental validation
of these techniques coupled with an economic solution to the cost of these complex modems will be needed
before they are likely to be used.

ir such techniques &L, those above &ro used t-, try and combat ionospheric effects care huas to be

taken in the airborne environment to also desien the modems to take account of the doppler effect introduced
by the motion of the aircraft. For small hirh performance aircraft, doppler shifts of the order of tens
of Hertz cma easily be achieved and the tone filters used in multitone modems have to either accomodate
this shift of I-ave compensating circuits designed in order not to suffer loss of performance.

4. ImpwROimnsT3 IN HF SYSTm!S PERFO•maCE

HF Communi.ations with aircraft flyinI7 on off-route schedules is difficult for a number of reasons
ue outlined above. This is the case even thourh it has been assumed that prediction techniques have been

used to select .he optimur, frequency of t-ansmission and also that sufficient equipment is available to
utilise tie rar4ge of frequencics that are predicted for optimum use. A caze can be made out for improving
prediction techntiques b. limitinr the Ceographic extent "f the mappini; of ionospheric parameters that are
used in tii'se piedictxon programmes. F(r example higher ac.ýuracy could accrue for operations in NW Europe
by limiting the rapping to that area instead of using world-.iide maps. In the context of Northern Europe
prediction techniq-es have been lackr.ng in coverine northern latitudes where auroral activity is evident.
Recent work by Brad~ey and Fhpiano (Ref 13) have addressed this problem but more work is reeded to achieve
better prediction methods on a world-wide basis (Ref 14). What is recommended here is a family of pro-
cedures that would cater for needs between the highest accuracy us.nE lerge computers and those only employ-
inr hand held calculatoz- with a consequent reduction in accuracy.

For shorter ranges of comn.icati3n (50-500 krm) in the case of small high performance aircraft, where
the aircraft antenna efficiency pleqvs a major role in the system performance, Haslin (Ref 15) has shown
that good frequency management, coupled with the use of (1) directive antennas on the ground and (2) a
number of geographically separated ,emote receiving stations, are vital to the provision of satisfactory
comUnications.

WorK in the LI over the past several ycara (Ref 2 has shown that a do!rinant cause for degradation to
HF communications in the aeromohile band has been narrow band interference from other legitmate users of
the allocated frequencies. This is particularly the case for two tone FZK low speed data transmissions
(75 b/s). Interference statistics show that conditions at either end of the link are uncorrelated and hence
if one is to choose tne bcst frequenc3 from an interfererce point of view then information on the inter-
ference characteristicG at the receiving end of the link needs to be provided to the transmitting terminal.
This can be achieved by monitoring the interference s&atistics at the reception point on the frequencies
allocated for communications and transmitting this on a broadcast basis to all ur.rs. The user can then
choose the propagating frequencies that indicates the best signal to interference level that would be
received at the reception point. Sloggett (Ref 16) has shown that the error rate performance of a 75 b/s
transmission car, be very significontly improved by (1) choosing the tone pair in the 3 kHz baseband giving
the least interference; (2) using directional antennas and (3) employing error detection and correction
techniques. The percentage of error free messages on a 2000 km link in Northern Europe was improved from
20-40% to 80-95% using these techniques. A real time channel estimation (RTCE) technique such as described
above shows rromise of optimisin, the performance of HF circuits for mobile applications and ensuring that
their reliability is acceptabl:y high. RTUE system of the type described above have also been proposed by
Darnell (Ref 17) and Canadian agencies (Ref 18).

As mentioned earlier in the paper the aircraft antenna can be a source of major system degradation.
Particular attention must be paid to its design to ensime that an optimum performance is achieved. For
small aircraft this may well be the limiting factor in : system design and could well preclude the use
of HF for certain operational uses, ag in helicopters.

5. FUTURE TRIENDS

In both Civil and ;iilitar- applications there has been a move to pass information in digital form.
Sensors in aircraft have been evolvin7 so that their output i" in digital form and informati~n passed to
ground terminals is, these days, most conveniently handled in di,4ital formats. Information sent through
HF communications links will be no exception. Concepts of data links for passing information from civil
airlines for Air Traffic Control purposes have been discuss-ei over the past 10 years or so. In military
circles secure voice requirements indicates di.,ital radio tranm.issions. At HF this implies data rates
of 2.4 kb/s. Hligher bit rates would Cive better speech quality from the speech synthesis aspect, but
channel bandwidth considerations indicate that around 2.14 hb/s data rates are the highest that can be
tolerated in 3 l.11z channel. As dizcussed earlier the design of 2.4 kb/s modems to achieve satisfactory
transmissions of the bit rate over HF channels nas not yet been solved satisfactorily and the airborne
environment will put extra constraints on the modems performance.

Ince (Ref 5) in his paper has indicated that the military will pay increasing attention to BCGM
aspects of communications. HF will need to be protected and complex modulation schemes involving
frequency hopping and sp' ead spectrum techniques will need to be addressed. Consideration of the propama-
tion medium to determine whether these forms of wide bandwidth modulation techniques are transmitted
with fidelity will have to be studied. For example is there a limit to the bandwidth that can be used
and does the medium support one type of modulation better than any other? These techniques will tend
to be implemented digitally and hence time and frequency dispersion effects on error rates become of
prime importance.

A question that is raised when consilerinr predictions is: can one predict the arror rate
performance of systems under different ionospheric conditions? Is this the right question to ask or
should one rely on simulating the medium and the system to measure its performance?
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DISCUSSION

E. Lampert, Ge
It is appreciated that there is .4n operational necessity of rroviding ECM-resistant links in HF However, considering
the spectral occupancy ct the band an6 restricted RF-bandwidth bf-cause of the necessity of turning from a
theoretical anti-jamming margin of about 0 to 6dB nothing will be left. Could you thermfore comment on whether
there is a real chance of getting ECCM equipment for -fF in the near future?

Awhor's Reply
As mentioned in the paper, frequency-agile systems give some ECCM capability and there will be constraints on the
-system imposed by vehicular aad medium chractenstics; for example, in aircraft the HF antenna can be a high-Q
levice with a limited bandwidth, for transmissior purposes The techrology for giving an ECCM capability is with
t.s today, the question that neLds to be addressed is, as in normal HF communications, what is its "refiability""

11'
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HF CONHUNICATIONS TO SHALL LOW FLYING AIRCRAFT

by

N. M. Maslin

Radio and Navigation Department
Royal Aircraft Establishment

Farnborough, Hampshire, England

SUMMARY

HF (2-30 MHz) radio communication is a principal means of beyond line of sight communication to
aircraft. There are particularly serious problems for the small aircraft, Many factors degrade the over-
all received signal-to-roise ratio both at the ground and in the aircratt. To achieve satisfactory results,
careful =onsideration should be given not only to tne terminal radio equipment but also to the long term
geographic planning and to the management of the frequencies to be used over mc;ile HF links.

The worst HF communication problems occur for a shcrt range air-ground sky-wave link at night which

requirea frequencies at the low end of the HF band. Working over a longer range link increases the 'optimum
working frequency', thus avoiding the poor antenna efficiencies and generally reducing external noise
levels.

It is shown thit good frequency manzgement, ground antenna directivity and the use of a number of
geographically separated remote receiving stations are vital in providing satisfactory comarnications
reliability to the saall aircraft.

I INTRODUCTION

HF (2-30 MHz) radio communication is an important, and in some cases the only means of beyond line of
sight coneanication to aircraft. Diurnal ionospheric variations necessitate the use of a number of fre-
quencies ozer a 24 hour period and different propagation modes are utilized according to the range.

There are particularly serious problems for a small aircraft, whose physical size is much less than
the wavelength in the lower part of the HF band. Constraints are placed upon the aircraft antenna con-
figuration so that its efficiency may be degraded; radiation patterns ate obtained that may not be suited
to the propagation mode. The transmitter power is limited (to about 400 W peak envelope power) and serious
excess noise, both acoustical and electrical, may be present in the aircraft, High levels of external man-
made noise and interference may also be experienced in the receive mode, The aircraft height may give rise
to additional multipath t~ropagatict. mechanisms, wnilst its speed may LausL Doppler frequency shifts. All
these factors degrade the cverall received signal-to-noise ratio both at the ground and in the aircraft.
To achieve satisfactory results, careful consideration should be given not cnly to the terminal radio
equipment but also to the long-term geographic planning ane to the management of the frequencies to be ised
over mobile HF links.

This paper attempts to quantify the problem of air-ground and ground-air communications reliability
tor the small aircraft, to pinpoint sources of performance oegradation, ard to suggest appropriate solu-
tions to obtain the best available performance for such a communications link. The most difficult HF
communications problems occur for a short range air-ground sky-wave link at night wnich requires frequencies
at the low end of the HF band. Working over a longer range link increases the 'optimum working frequency',
thus avoiding the poor antet.na dfficiencies and generall' reducing external ncise levels. It is shown that
good frequency management, ground antenna directivity and the ase of remote receiving stations are vital
in providing satisfactory communications reliability to the small aircraft,

Although effects such as multipath foatures, time and frequency dispersion, change ir apparent aii-
craft antenna performance due to ground reflection, uncertainties in the aircraft antenna polarisation
c.haracteristics 2tc have not been specifically addressed, it is believed that tire fundamental principles
of communication to small aircraft have been established.

2 THE PROBLEM

It is com.'on experience that at the shorter ranges (50-500 km) HF communications can be unrcliable
to small air:raft. These difficulties arise a3 a result of one or more of the following:

(a) For sma'l aircraft the antenna efficiencies are poor at the low end of the HF band. This fact
coupled with the limited available transmitter power means that the effective radiated power is
of the order of a few watts or less at these frequencies.

(b) For these shorter ranges, the sky-wave mode with frequencies in the range 2-6 MHz must often be
used, It is at these frequencies that the small aircraft has poor antenna efficiencies, The
problem is particularly acute at night when frequencies at tne low end of the 2-6 MHz range
must be used and where a

4
rcraft antenna efficiency is very poor.

(c) The ground station antenna system often has inadequate high angle (>450) coverage. Moreover the
range of sky-wave an-" - of elevation to be covered, together with the 'ide azimuthal coverage
required, inhibits .he use of good directive antennas on the ground,

Copyright ©, Controller HMSO, London 1979
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(d) The rapid variation of oltimum wo-kinp frequenry with range between 100-250 km imposes an
aircrew workload which is, at best, unacceptable and at worst, unachievable in a high
performance aircraft.

(e) Interference is hi'h at night in the 2-6 MHz band as propagation conditions restrict th,. se
of higher frequenc~es and users crowd into the low end of the HF band,

(t) Propagation paths in the auroral regions can be subject to extreme attenuation with consequent
communication blackout,

(g) Electcical and acoustical noise generated by the aircraft can be very troublesome, particularlv
when the aircraft operates at low altitude.

3 PARAMETERS Of THE HI LINK

In order to study some of these problems it is necessary to calculate the received signal-to-noise
ratio, S/N . This can be expressed as

S/N - P + G - L - V + 1) - (kT) - r - B 0)t t a

where the terms are defined as follows (logarithmic units)
Pt transmitter power (dBW)

(kT) thermal noise power density (-204 dBW per Hz at 300 K)
L path loss (dB)
V polarisation mismatch loss (dB)
Gt transmitting antenna absolute gain with respect to an isotropic antenna (dB)
D receiving antenna directivity factor against far field noise (dB)
B receiver banduidth (dB Hz)
Fa effective antenna noise power factor (dB) which results from external noise power avail ible

from 3 loss free antenna. The receiver performance is taken to Le limited Jy external noise..

Ithc signal-to-noise density ratio (dB) (ie the signal-to-noise ratio in a I Hz b..'dwidth) is then

S/N 0  = S/N + B . (2)

For th' air-to-ground link, the available power Pt from the aircraft transmitter is assimed to be 400 W
pep, Vie HF piediction program (CCIR, 1974a; HAYDON, G.W, et al, 1976) 'Bluedeck' was .sed to calculate
the pazh loss L over various sky-wave paths and Fa was assumed to be governed solely by atmosrheric
noise. The polarisation mismatch loss factor was taken to be constant at 3 dB; the aircraft antenna
efficiency and he.lLe Gt is a function uf the carrier wave frequency and was assumed to he that typical
for a small aircraft (PAVEY, N.A.D., 1973). For example Lhe efficiencies at 2, 5 MHz are typically 0.01%
and 1% respectively.,

The assumption that man-made noise and interference are below the levels of armospheiic noise ensures
that the results given here are the optimum obtainable, In some of the following examples difficulty in
communicating is experienced even under ideal conditions. Hence when man-made noise, interference and air-
craft noise problems are present, satisfactory communication will be even more difticult to achieve.

The calculations are made for median signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios. The CCIR (CCIR, 1974b) recommends
S/N ratios of 15 dB for marginal and 33 dB for good commercial quality of communications with HF SSB voice
in a 3 kHz bandwidth. This corresponds to a signal-to-noise density ratio, S/No , of 50 dB for marginal
and 68 dB for good commercial quality. We shall work th-oughout in terms of signal-to-noise density
ratios sa that the results presentec here may be applied to other modulation modes,

To illustrate the results obtainrd, a number of widely geographically separatad locations of ground
stations have been considered; these ate given in Table I and are designated W, X, Y, Z. Although the
ranges 'o stations Y and Z are similar they are assumed to be well separated in latitude.

Table I

Parameters relevant to the ground stations

Ground station Rang- (km) Classification

W 280 Short range

X 1200 Medium range

Y 2500 Long range

Z 2200 Long range

4 AIR-GROUND LINK PREDICTIONS

4.1 Form of the pedictions

The predicted median signal-to-noise ratios for three sky-wave circuits are given, assuming that
atmospheric noise is the predominant noise source at the receiver site, The density of shading in
Figi I to 3 shows increasing values of :Peeived signal-to-noise density (S/NO) for a given frequency at
"a specified hour of the day. Because S/,, is a median value, the achievement of a given criterion gives
"a communications reliability (MASLIN, N.M., 1978) of approximately 50%. Thus cross hatched squares in
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theov examples indicate S/Nti %tloes o2 :ettWec!% 1S dhl anJ htt io1. VwN- show that SWý a cii tb.ti I *

greatrr wiould he produced fot a 20 -is 1-otos kriteriori, !,Ii. is ciaetto ýSli vole in a
I k~z banideidth wi~t SiN0 - SS dfi. Wh~ere no shading ia Shown inl ti- diagra'A. S., Nt) is less tthan 4, dr;
-,SB voice transmiss tonu woulId at b,-ý,t be bare la e'ai undetr egni tot id.*a¶' -~s 1'%iI'Z

bxidv 1,k)vi'd he iiriui~cetable.l

':%e hrighest 4viitI able frequt-nihy (%I ii ~qtiA olmmainz. at ion at a gtiven hour Ii. toikei, *o he t he F011
kopt iium rKal li.- frequenacy) defined here ab i, kv--xtv yie f qire av~tilahle !or 4t-% of Ci'e litne. The
lowost usable frequencv ;,LVF) deli-adt upoiu live. required 'ý '4t :I I terion, aid thius a-v improv-itilnt lin t he
tcve I of -ceived signal or i re-duct ion in thle .i Ase le'.el wil I lowvr t he 1."F. Thle tVi'T, vowevr, is
independent of on, crteria , beinig oilly a fui~ct ion YAL N.MN). , P478) of (he piiVY Ill Ing I OMiph-r i.
',ond.- ions. .iihich inl turn depeud upon hour lit tix dla , . easou ,I t he -,,ar and sui..pot number.i

4.2 Short iange t-orwaull'at~ion

S.Fig I ilowt hth predicted / NO rat tos Ii r 7 imaiunt, at ion wit ýi grounid al-it ton I. during !I 7, a low
sunspot ', ; %ru-ibe'- year I '!S).- It should be %,z.ed Chtat onuiiatonis more di fficul t .it Summer
moinths than it-, i ',-r. patt y As a rostul t ofin it.wt- 'M' ts*e nost, al Ievel ,iaat the ý.i otun. -titation.
Between 800I ho-- t aind Oct10 hours k:, main ly dusk-nitght -dawnt thit ',,:i ratito does not t each 0, dhlo to
aný at;,taft posit i-i at any title ot v,-r

4 .3 Mediuma and loio, ratige conimunxicatton

Conasider. now. ranigr 1 'o~tmunhicattisl grea~tr than 1000 1,m. I',S .' .nd I no tilh' e~pec t,1 ,
ratioi- at receiving stEat tonts X aind Y tor airc~aft trAAlari tonsl, In the l0o. SSN V atIi . Thle tol o'Winiz
Should be notpd:-

ti) Between 20010 hours And ti-GO hotirs tile S /N L rat it) doe., not zea. h -*s tit di ,t a: at Wto X~
for any titrwe of year.

(ii ) For the Ion,; range link ito, startion Y). the ccc iced SINtt ratito it the 1`0l t en-ti to
greater at night,

(iii) Ovier the long range link S/Ni valutes for tile davt iume tend to he- poor,

*4.4 Mkore than one rtmote station

Thle va mo of working over i 11onger ranige I in.- s showna s.Ilemat ical lv fo i a x iventitonll"1 gtrot'l'i
stat ion in Figs 4 to #),- Fig 4 shows the vnaxit-ira ,' No' obi axnabi e t or an' £ rvquitigN for a given hou- of
Ithe day by a ;mal aI~irtcraft transmittiing 1, h.,thI hi gi k 1001 anld l ow Is,'knui..pot numhet vears, -. he ahlds-d
arecas show reception at stat ion W and thle 1totters X. Y, - desitgn-ate thet rettote retoexvitrt s-tations o
Table 1. A 55 LIB SiN 0j criterion call be lcive oi a large percent age ot th-~ dls (-;cc Fig 1t b- us ing
these longer range links. If ground stat ion W only-.core ,o he used for tecept ion, a '%S till criterioin
would be achieved for only a smnall percentace of Elie .v In winter and not at all in thie aunmiet months.

A part iciilarly valuable feature of usin.g mire lie1 ,tile lemo~t atat ion Ia that aI fat rlv constant it,,
-,it hit, 1-10 dBi) S/NL0 canl be achieved thbroughout a 24 l our period prov-ided £chat dit£ferenit grounti ~tat ons
are utilized at different times of day, Wiorcover if ut e rrý)ote rtat i,,ns ate at s-at iout range, and ont
difterent bearings from the aii~ rat., carefai planning nutl I virtually el i'.inite !he need t or frequency
ctiaagini

1 ig t, demonst rates the consistenc:. of freijuetto7y for a givett range and pe,'.too ot thet aav. InI t 1,c
winter months the frequency used is. 7.5 MHz and inl surmer 4 or Ii')' %lit-- dc1 'oidtig ui-on solar atiit.
The medium range link (%12110 kmn) to stationi X occupie.s thle dayl igtt holn: and thle longer ranges, to
stations Y and Z cover thle difficult d..wn-dus,ý pet iod and night -t imc -ondi tiona; bi-tuven them, a-;a
result of their geographicsl Separation. This example of aI constant irequency canl be -ompat-ed with lig
which shows the effects of using the optimum feenii.It cain be seett that on-. -I f"w dli are 1o-t b\
carefully choosing the :onstant frequency and attiilcing all thre,- eremote Stations. Ilhiz. qituA(t not ol
help to ;elie-ve airerew wotk load of constsantly chaagingrg treijuerccie Adv ant age% oM (lie longor ilange
lit-ks are stimarised in Table 2

4.5 Further improvements i,% Asgnal-to--noise

The result of introducing a 10) dl ground directivity is; eff-ectively to reduce thle 5'1 dBi criterie-'. to
45 dB. Once ag~ain the advantage of a emote station is aipparent. since the 45 dB criterion is achievedI
for only a munll fraction of the time at station W during thle Sumer monoths (Fig 5).

U1 improvement in aircraft antenna efficiency at thle low end of the band 12-6 "'11r) canl en~hance the
SIN0  ratio received at station W .although it still does not offer the saw Advantages as working over
the longer range links. Flight trials (SLOCCEFTT, l'.ti.. 147s) performted by RAE, Farnborough have showrn
that the low effective radiated power from a small W~minie Aircraft at the' low c-ad if thle HF bantl, dute to
poor antenna efficiency, is a major c~ontribultor:* factor to the unsatis*fact ory air-groundi comuniciat ions a
night. A

4.t' HF communications reliability

This is defnled as thie fraction of days that successful -Ottt~nica' ion mavt be exrected ot A given hour
within the month at & spEcilit: operating fre'qiancý. A t'ctailcd discussion of HF reliability is giver in A
companion paiper (MASLIN, N.M . 197(j)) the result tic ligs 4 atad % i-. sumniart-aed in rig 7 in terms of tile

reliability at i giveul time of day. Thle advantages of thew -ittggc-,te1 improvemients are self-evident.



Table 2

Factors, cotnnected w~ith us1tj remote.1anF.d recei an t ions

jRequir-mt-'t.. for remote
sa~in wokingCanseticences of using remote stations

A 10nly trequencies a~~cve I Poor aircraft antenna efficiencies are avoided

~~~5~ ar euienterc'erence is reduced at night since lower frequen-

Icies ate employed by other users

niarrow azimuthal beamwidth1 inte.f ,-, can be discriminated against

statons2 Changes in aircraft position will not necessitate
I frequency changing

fFor aircraft in Northern waters reflection of signils
it- auroiral regions can he avoided

D I wo ornthree remote 1 hl 24 hour period can b- covered by using ranges ofL stations ideally required, i i200 km by day, %2",0 kmn by night
with odeqtiate geographical

6 e p sr a tio n 
F re q u e n c7y c h -,n g in g c a n to - e f fe c tiv e ly ci im i ticte d b y
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S GROU'l-AIR LINK PRFI)ICTI0NS

5.1 %ircraft genI~erated neisec

Probably the most itiportatnt feature of the ground-air link is the noise environm'ent of the aircraft.
All aircraft s-stems which tits, electrical energ\ are likely to generate~ unwanted FM energy, and this may
couple into the aiicraft radio systems and degrade their performance Conversiely, almost every aircrait
radio transmitter generates intense EM fields which may affect other avionie systerts, incluiding installed
radio systems operating at tie same tin... Coupling mechanisms between an interference source and the rest
of the avionic installation, may he co-Wpicated; interference levels are affected by factors such as design,
praictiý7e and wor~manship of the avioni.- i-.stallation, imperfect shie-lding of braided coaxial cables and the
RF attenuation offered by the air.,raft skin.

At HF it is commc~n experience that thoi noise received '.v the antenna increases as the aircraft
I ~systems are progressively switched oi., but little quantitative info.i-ation seems ito exist. Accordingly

the followding approach has been adopted to on.rtain an order-of-magnititide estimate of broadbanJ ir'terferelnce
fields in the vicinity of an iircraft HF antenna.

Specific-aticin BE 3C 100 lays (ES!, 1473) down maximum permiss~ble radiated interference limits for

-iequipment, expressed in dB re'ative to I iim t . These limnits have been recalculated as dB relative to
antennas thermal noise power kToB for niirrovband and 'oroadb~tid interference, The resulting values have been

* ~taken to represent the F.M field levels existting inside the ,ircraft from all of the installee systems anid
the EIM fields immaediately outside the aircraft sKin, have b)etn estimated by putting the hutil attenuation
equal to 30 dB.

It is clear that in a study of ground-air co,~urir, Jons reliability more detailed information is
required about levels of a:rcraft electri.cal noise so t~-sr more scc-irate estimates, tnan those prssible at
nicsent, naty he mtade of the! noise environment in the aircraft.

An aircraft in flight can become electrically charged by tht influence of electric fields in the
atmosphere, by the impact upon its fuselage of both charged and neutral particles and by ioniz~tion in it-:
engine. The currents which flow during thie charging and siobsequent discharging processes radiate and co'--
tribute a component, called precipitation static, to the noise power received by an antenna on the aircraft,
In tinfavourable circumstances and if no steps are taken to reduce it, the intensity of Precipitation statitf
noise can exceed the intensity of the noise from ,Iny other sources in the HF band (CRANVILIF-GEORGF.. D.A.,
SMITH. B.G., 1,975". If dischargers are fi ted to the aircraft, howevcr, the antenna noise figures can be
reduced bv 40 dB to 601 dB. U~nder these circtimstanices the radiated interferenee, reduced hy the appiepi iate
value o! till attcnuation, is the dominant noise source. This is shown as curke I] in Fig 8. and can be
compared with other sources of noise in the HF band.

5.2 Propagation aspects

Since the poor aircraft antenna efficiencies are relatively unimportant in the receive mode tsee
Appendix) it is ionospheric absorption that is the most important .requencv dependent paiam iter in the link.



This, in turn, implies that frequency management is relatively more important than for the ai -ground situ-
ation. It is assumed that the transmitting antenna efficiencies for the ground station are not frequency
dependent.

5.3 Effective radiated power

For thp levels of noise in the aircraft assumed here, a similar calculation to tbhse performed for
the air-ground link shows that a I kW effective radiated power from the ground transmitter is not adequate;
i0 kW (40d3W) would be more suitable, Communication would still be difficult during the daytime, however,
particularly during the summer months. Under these circumstances 50 dBW would be otre appropriate. For
the shorter range links the available frequency band is beverely limited and there may be considerable pro-
blems with interfering stations, particularly at the lower end of the HF band. For the longer range Links
the available frequency band is wider but the ionospheric absorption tends to be stronger for a given fre-
quency due to the increased propagation path length.

5.4 Communications reliability

Some of the results for the ground-air link can be bummar~sed in Fig 9 which sbors tile effect of
increasing the radiated power from the transmitter at station X . Ic is clear that I kW (30 dFW) does not
provide adequal.e communications reliability since at no time does the reliabilLty figure reach cven 50%.
An appropriate 'operationally acceptable' figure would be closer to 80%. Under these circumstances 50 dBW
of radiated power is generally required. This implies some directional gain on the part of the ground
transmitting antenna,

6 OTHER ASPECTS OF REMOTE TER14INAT. OPERATION

6.1 Beamwidths of ground station antennas

Table 3

Requlirements for ground station antenna coverage
(angles in degrees)

Giound station

Minimum elevation angle 10 0 0

Maximum elevation angle 60 25 j17
Elevation beamwidth 50 25 17

Azimugnal beamwidth 30 20 10

Gain (dBi) 13 18 23

Table 3 shows the azimuthal and elevational angles and beamwidths required to accommodate the pre-
dominant propagation modes, using different remote ground stations for a typical flight profile. The
achievable gair in Table 3 is taken to be

Gt = 30000/WHWV (3)

where WH and WV are the azimuthal and elevational beamwidths. Table 3 indicates the gain Gt which
could theoretically be achieved by concentrating all the available transmitter power into the appropriate
anteni a beamwidths.

Thus, for example, the required beamwidth coverage from station Y is narrower than from station W
and an extra IG dB gain should be possible over that achievable from s'ation W , This snould more than
offset tha extra ionospheric absorption which the longer range link experiences.

6.2 Operational frequencies

Ideally the optimum traffic fiquency (FOT) needs to be continually Lhanged because of the varying
range of the aircraft, The rate of :.ange is a funtion of the distance from the aircraft to the ground
station and is depenuent upon the t'me of day. This is illustrated in Fig 10 which shows the percentage
change in FOT requied for communication to the aircraft flying a typical mission,

The advantage of the longer range link is clear. It can avoid changing the FOT over, say, a two
hour flight. For ground station W , however, the frequency would have to be continually changed over a
wide range of frequencies,

6.3 Auroral effects

Consider an aircraft within the auroral region, which extends down t3 about 600N in Europe, If
station Y is used as the ground station then the reflection area of a one hop mode might be around 50°N
but for the link to station X would be near 62 N. An advantage may therefore be obtained by working over
the long link, thus avoiding the troublesome auroral region, (LIED, F., 1967).

7 "ONCLUSIONS

[he worst HF communication problems for a small aircraft occur over a short range sky-wave link at
night vhich requires trequencies at the low end of the band, where transmitting an enna efficiencies are
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very poor. The only satisfartory solution is to work to ground stations at longer ranges to permit the use
of sufficiently high operating frequencies. Good antennas are required at the ground stations since the
improved signal-to-noise ratios that can result from the use of directional antenna can substantially
increase the overall link reliability. By using good frequency management and by working to a remcte
ground station, a 50% reliability figure is achievable under average propagation conditione. Good ground
antenna directivity can substantially improve upon this figure.

We have seen that the use of longer range (>3000 km) links offers the following advantages:

(a) Higher frequencies in the HF band can be used since the MtJF is greater over the longer link.
The resulting increase in aircraft antenna efficiency is considerably more than the increased
proFagation loss due to increased path length.

(b) The high angle coverage requir-meits of the greund antenna system are reduced. Moreover the
range of elevation and azimuth anglez to be covered is reduced, naking directive antenna
systems feasible. Avoidance of the usage of the lower HF band (<6 MHz) riduces antenna dimen-
sions and cost.

(c) Interference is reduced at night since lower frequencies are employed by other users.

(d) The optimum w-rking frequency as a function of variation in position of the aircraft changes
slowly. The aircrew workload of f:-equency chan'ing becomes acceptable and achievable.

(e) By using two or more ground stations which are widely separated geographically, frequency
changing can often be eliminated by careful choice of ground station operation. The chance of
cognunications blackout due to anomalous propagation conditions is considerably reduced by
employing this extreme spatial diversity scheme.

M For aircraft in auroral regions, reflection of signals in regions where auroral absorption
occurs can be avoided by using longer links. The possibility of communications failure is
reduced.

In the ground-air situation inprovements that can be made to the link are generally limited to the
ground terminal because of cost and design consideration- on the aircraft. Poor aircraft antenna efficien-
cies do not usually degrade the signal-to-noise ratio on reception, although it is important to receive an
adequate signal level at the receiver. The primary constraint on the ground-air link is the noise at the
aircraft terminal, This c=n be divided into two catagories: electrical and acoustical noise.

The level of electrical noise degrades the received signal -to-noise ratio at the airc aft antenna
receiving terminals whilst the level of acoustical noise at th. crewman's ear determines whether the
signal from his headphones (with an adequate signal-to-noise ratio) is intelligible. It is important,
thetefore in a study of the ground-air link to be able to adequately assess the aircraft noise levels.

With a knowledge of Lhese no.se levels the required output power from the ground station in the air-
craft direction can be estimated, The transmitted power is more readily controllable than in the air-
ground situation. The directivity and absolute gain of the transmitted signal zan be controlled reasonably
effectively ano it is vital to make use of these features if adequate signal-to-noise ratios are to be
received at the aircraft.

Remote ground station working is not as essential for providing adequate communication as in the air-
ground link. Ionospheric absorption is the most important frequency dependent factor in the ground-air
direction whereas the dependence of the aircraft antenna efficiency on frequency is more important in the
air-ground direction. A remote ground station link does, however, increase the available frequency range
of operation and decrease the required range of elevation angles at the transmitter. The remote link may
be useful if there is strong interference on some frequencies. It is usual for the aircraft to transmit
and receive on the same frequency. Thus, since the air-ground situation requ;res the longer link for
satisfactory operation the same link and h-nce the same operating frequency will have to be used for the

ground-air link,
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RECEPTION PROBLEMS WITH SMALL AIRCRAFT

SThe reception of !'V signals by small aircraft is subject to a number of sources of degradation and
it is necessary to know how these can affect the overall circuit reliability on a ground-air link. There
are two important feature4 to consider.

"(a) The degradation of the signal-to-noise ratio at the signal passes through the receiver.

(b) The absolute level of the signal at the receiver input.

A.I Degradation of signal-to-noise ratio

Consider an incoming signal of mean povcr S at the aircraft antenna and an incident noise power
No in a I H' bandwidth., Let tho (omni-directional) antenna have efficiency ri at the frequency con-
sidered. Then after reception by the antenr.o the signal power is -.S . the noise power is *NO and the
signal-to-noise ratio remains SIN0 ., At the iecsiver input other losses such as those due to imperfect
matching reduce the signal strength to n'S and the noise power to 'NO ,

As rhe signal passes through the r,,ceiver, the receiver noise power Nr per lit contributes to the

total noise power and the final signal-to-noise ratio bLcomes

n'S/(n'N0 + Nr) (A-t)

if

Nr 11 n-'Mfl (A-2)

then the signal-to-noise ratio at tie receiver output i.% the same as at the antenna. Now (A-,') can he
expressed in logarithmic units as

n' + Fa IN Fr (A-3)

where n' dB is the loss in the receiving system, Fa is the 'effective -.ntenna noise power factor (dB) and
Fr is the receiver noise figure., Inequality JA-3) is the condition that the receiving s8stem performance
in the aircraft is limitid by external noise. Provided that (A-3) in valid the receiving antenna effici-
ency is unimportant.

Suppose that n - n', -.' only the. receiving antenna efficiency contribztes to the power losses. For
an antenna on a svAli aircraft. n may be very small. The receiver noise figure can be taken as 10 dn.
"which is typical of good current practice; typical antenna efficiencies are given elsewhere (PAVEY. N.A.D.,
IQ73).. Then the minimum required external noise to ensure that receiver noise is unimportant can be
calculated.

With tht best estimates of F. available equation (A-!) is neaily always satisfied. Although the
aitcraf: noise figures are estimates it is felt that they are Lnlikely to be in error by wort than a few
dJ. Thus even if there are mismatch losses in the receiving system of 1O dB tcorresponding to a VSMM of
approximately 40:1), the signal-to-noise ratio should not Se degraded on reception,

A.2 Absolute signal level

Becaus., of the nature of the airborne receiver it is necessary for the input signil to the receiver
to be of the order of 2 tV (6 dB teV). It has lieen shown that to achieve satisfactory commnication for
SSB voice cl.annels a signal-to-noise ratio (S/IN() of 55 dl is required. Now if the noise power at 2 MIt:
is -132 dBW per I H2 bandwidth, the signal S .et the antenna must be -o? dBW, Suppobe at 2 MHz ;1 is
-38 dB and assume a 40:1 VSWR; then the value of n' is 48 dB, and W'S is -125 dEW in the worst case.
This is 12 dh i±V (in 50 92) at the receiver in;.ut, which is quite acceptable, To protect against fading a
margin of some 6 dD is required. Therefore even under the imost unfavourable conditions the signal level
should be adequate at the receiver. Note, however, to achieve -77 df1W at the aircraft would require
40 dUW or more of radiated power from the ground station.

C-
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MODERN HF COMMUNICATIONS FOR LOW FLYING AIRCRAFT

JOHN F. BRUNE and BERNARD V. RICCIARDI
Communication and Sensor Division

US Army Avionics Research and Development Activity

Fort Monmouth, New Jersey

SUMMARY

The obsective of this paper is to describe an applic.tivn of the HF propagation phenomenon that can
provide relatively short range, reliable, terrain independent commun.cations. It has been shown that com-
munications out to ranges of 50 km, under varying terrain conditions, to and from low flying aircraft, is
an extremely difficult problem especially for air mobile tactical forces, rhe US Army under the Nap-of-
the-Earth Communications (HOE Comm) System program has conducted extensive tests and analysis using the HF
media for tactical communications with low-flying aircraft. This paper, based on the tests performed,

describes how the near-vertical-incidence skywave (NVIS) portion of the HF channel can be used for air-
craft communications. After considering the results of the tests and analysis, the US Army is planning to
procure and field a modern HF-SSB radio which will take advantage uf this channel to improve NOE aircraft
comwnunications.

HF-SSB radio systems have the capability of operating in either a ground wave or NVIS mode. For the
NVIS mode, the energy is directed vertically to the ionosphere and returned to the surface of the earth.
The NVIS mode provides umbrella type coverage. Because of NVIS propagation, HF-SSB systems with appro-
priate antennas have the capability of providing communications coverage out to ranges greater than
50 km in any type of terrain. The NVIS mode is terrain independent.

This paper addresses primarily the characteristics of the HF NVIS mode and also notes the features
required of a modern HF radio system to make efficient and practical utilization of the already over-
crowded hr band.

1, INTRODUCTION:

1.1 BACKGROUND: Aircraft radios utilizing the frequency range of 30 to 400 MHz have been standard
equipment on Army aircraft for more than a decade. These sets have provided an effective communication
system with normal high flight altitudes; however, current battlefield tactics require very low levels
(often in defilade) to reduce vuinerability to sophisticated antiaircraft weapons systems, The effec-
tiveness of the communication links utilizing the VHF and UHF bands is severely impaired due to loss of
line-of-sight (LOS) conditions. The present VHF and UHF systems are limited to short ranges which are
often insufficient to support combat operbtions involving aircraft on the modern battlefield. Thus an
alternate method is necescar- for conunications to, from and between low-flying aircraft.

A system that uses an H! skywave propagation path provides such an alternate method that fun'tions
independently of terrain fý-atures. This system is based upon a natural phenomemon whereby a radio fre-
quency signal directed at the zenith within a lu-ited band of frequencies is reflected back to the earth
from one of several of the ionized layers with r minimal path loss. Thi, propagation mode is identified
as the Near-Vertical-Incidence-Skywave (NVIS) mode. The basic scientific principle of this approach has
beer Dbserved and reported early in the iays of electro-magnetic experimentation. The NVIS mode was used
for Army ground-to-groi'nd comnmunications since World War II; however, the short range characteristic
afforded by the NVIS mode had little practical application to Army aviation until recently. The classic
application of the HF spectrum is for communication over long ranges (e.g., 200-8000 kin) , The current
A:'my need is for a system that functions at a close range of 0 to 50 km, the range where VHF or UPF fre-
',.encies are normally employed, The choice of frequencies to achieve short range skywave paths ;,re

different than those normally used for a long range application. The best frequency of operation lies
within a small pass band (Eometime3 only 1 to 2 MHz wide) within the 2 to 10 MHz frequency band. The
pczition of the pass band o- "window" is a function nf the time of day, season of the year, degree of sun
spot activity, geographical location, etc. Modern computer propagation prediction techniques or an area
ionospheric somnder can readily provide the guidance necessary to develop an acceptable frequency manage-
ment plan.

Uge was made of the NVIS principle for ground-to-ground communicationa by the Armed Forces ourirng
World War II, when tranmnis~ion difficulties were encountered with ýHF equipment opezatinq in iungles and
mountainous terrain.' 6 

The principle was further pursued and used during the Vietnam conflict. Some hel-
icopters in Vietnam were equipped with HF-SSB equipment (including an open wire zig-za4 antenna) , This
approach did not receive widespread favor as a solution to the NOE communications prmblem for reasons
such as:

a. Difficulty in predicting and using the best frequency of operation to permit frequency assignments
to follow the "window",

b. The available aircraft radio did not contain state-of-the-art technology whici resulted in a poor
communications channel (e.g. no squelch or preset channelization),

C. The aircraft antenna for the 2 to 10 MHz range was inefficient for NVIS propagation and mechani-

cally undesirable.

d. Aviators lecked understanding of the HF media.,

e. The pilot burden in flylnc' aircraft at low levels is too great for hia, to devote tne time required
to communicate properly asing the Hr media.-



1.2 TESTINGs 1'' 10 Tests on thi, NOE Comme low flying aircraft communicationn g'rosra weas -:01h tit an
engineering and operational nature. The onginearinr, tests were conducted at Fort Notlaouth, ariIq the
Central, Western and Northern, Now Jersey areas whi~c, are characterized an both moderatol-I rolinsr, and
hilly terrains in the rugged White Mountain area of New Hamp.Iiiral and In both tI~e hilly and £omtutsi-Aws
areas of' Oahu, Hawaii. The operational toots were conducted in the moderately rolling torrali, orf rort
Hood, Texas.

1.2.1 Fort Monmuouth, New Jer~sey Ares Tesets The tests in the Fort Morwouth, Now Jormey area pri-
marily centered around small and medi as size helicopter antenna design and an investigation or NVIS prop.o-
qation characteristics. The aircraft antennA was a shorted loop type antenna, made out or 2.5-c" aluinulm
tubing, 4.5mi long, spaced 30as froft the fuselage avid groundod at the rcar of tho helicopter near the s'erti.
cAl utabliver (see figure 1). This antenna exhibited good mechanical characteristics and provided the
desired NVIS radiation characteristics, with as high anl aircraft radiation efficiency as practical. me-
cause it was of the current food variety, it was not noticeably susceptible to dotuning effects (0.9.,
rotor modulation). The antenna pattern which was predicted using computer modiling predi~tion t echniquee 7

was val~dated during the test program. It provided the desired high angle radia:tion pattern needed for
NVIS propagation.

Commaunications range and field strength measurements were made. It is intereisting to note that. &t a
range of 35 hsa and with the proper choice of frequency for the particular time-of-day operation, thle 1VIS
skyway. signal was vinsistently 25 to 35 da greater in field strength than that expected of a ground wave
signal. Furthermore, the field strength at an extended range of 167 kos was within 2 dli of that t~aken at
35 los. This uniform coverage is one of the most significant advantages in usir'q this moie of transaissions
however, it may be a disadvantage regarding undesired signal interception anti ziuceptance to interference.
The terrain independence characteristic~s of the NVIS mode wero demonstrated in flight tests to tile western
and northern parts of New Jersey.

1.2.2 white MourtAain Area of New Hampshire Tests: The New lIampshire National Gilald (NHUNG) p5rovides
a search and rescue service tor vacationers in the rugged mountainous terrain in New Hampshire. Conven-
tional LOS - limited radios do not work in this area and multiple relay stations were not practical. In
response to at request to the Army for communications ABSiRLance, a NVIS system was provided to the MHN1G.
Based on frequency predictions and tests in this area, a reliable NVIS helicopter comnmunication channel
was established. A solid channel was established throughout all aircraft test maneuvers In many locatior';
within the State. even with a very low power output ground based portable tran:=itter (20WPEP). The tcst a
wore conducted in daylight hours on a low noise, clear channel chosun froem the best Available allocation.
The conclusions reached froms these tests ware that the NVIS channel is terrain independent And that rela-
tively low radiated power output can be used to ecommunicate during the dAy if t~io operating frequency io
properly chosen.

1.2.3 Oa?-.L tawaii Tests: Similar NVIS tests were performed in a different type rugged mountainous
terrain as found in Oahu, Hawaii. Here more engineering teat planning was uned to assess thle effective-
naes of the HF Nvis channel as compared to that of the current LOS - limited tactical VhlF-PH aircraft
system and of a prototype Army aircraft sitellite communications system.

The NYIS and satellite channels performed well over the test course. In the few areas where the air-
craft-to-satellite channel was obstructed by the terrain the NVIS channel itill provided satisfactory
commnunications. The VHF-rM channel, on the other hand, provided very liniý,od ccommuniications cover-age,
and it typically showed outages at tanges of 5 to 13 km.

The overall conclusion was that the HF-SS13 system, operating in a N'VIS mode, anid UHF-FM (satellite)
system both provided a solution to thle NOE commsunications problem for operation over any part of tile
Hawaii NOEs flight course terrain, or terrain similar t.:ereto, during daylight hourn, whereas VHF-PH is
generally unsatisfactory for conducting a low flight mission~ over that type of terrain.

1.2.4 Fort Food, Texas Tests:8 ' 9 '
1 0

1.2.4.1 Test Program Purpose? A large scale combined operational andi engineering test was conducted
at Fort Hood, Texas, to quantitatively assess the performance and effectiveness of nine candKidate radio
systems (both the tactical vlif-FSI currently fielded system and HF-.SSB systems) and contmunication mvodets.
The experiment design considered variables including rangc, altitude, terrain, timo-of-day, frequencv, and
power that affect the radio channel signal to noise ratio (SNR). The tests were d.o'iigned to dotrsine hlow

*the performance of the non-LOS and LOS radio systems depended on these major varl~n~t'.1. Thle test, con-
ducted over a three month period in 1976, involved over 100 personnel, 1000 hours of flight testing, and
utilised over 10,000 randoms alphanumeric (A-N) test messiqas to determine and evaluate quantatIvely the
effectiveness of the voice channels of t~he radio systems.

1.2.4.2 measure of Effectiveness, V) evaluate the ccesnunicationnr cffec~i;o-ness of the 11F channel,
*randomnly selected alpha-numseric (A-N) characters ware sent through the radio channel. coemunication

effectiveness was defined as the percent of the A-N characters sent one way without repeats througth tieo
cammUnicAtion channel which ware correctly received. This measure provided a quantitative ev-aparison of
the channels tested as a function of the range and other test variables. (i.e.. power output, time-of-day,
link, range, altitude, terrain.) Commuunications effectiveness was the primary measure of effectiveness.

1.2.4.3 Test Message: A 30-character test me3sae of randomsly selef.ted (and equally probable) lettera
and nmibers were used. This wass called an A-N too: message. The A-N test messages were formatted And
tranismitted in a tactical saot report format by the tester. These messagels operationally resemble target
qriO coordinates of a type that helicopter pilots routinely transmnit ovet radio symtems. Spot reports in
~his format sent one way through the channel without repeats were a demanding telst of the communnication

channel. Finally, these A-N messages were recorded in the helicopter by 4 test observer and graded at the
end of the mission. A word consists of six randomnly selected A-N characters. In this message tfhe charac-
ters and numsbers wore sent using the phonetic alphabet.. Thirty randcom A-N characters were sent in Qrotgs
of six A-N words per reports that iii, "Spot report nnzsbera 1 - AC90X4" ve.'uld be transmittfti as "Spot
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report number One, Alpha, Charlie. Niner, zero, X-ray, Four". These massages were copied down on anser
shoots. grated and uued as the primary mtoaure of effectiveness for the toots. This method of moasurlt
comunications effectiveness was used exclusively for the field teats performed at Fort Hood. Texas and
Oahu. Nawaii.

1.2.4.4 Tout Results Sumary. The mean A-N intelligibility scores are summarised in Table 1 for the
25 and 50 I= rang**. The , unications effectiveness is shown by link (i.e., aircraft to aircraft (A-A).
aircraft to ground station (A-G), and ground station to aircraft (G-A)) and time of day for the various Hr
equipment rated power outputs (400. 200, 100 and 40 WPZP). The times of day are definedi day (0900-1100
hr LT), dawn (0530-0730 hr LT) and night (0200-0400 hr LT). The frequencies used ranged from 2.240 to
4.370 M6us and. once oleocted per the test plan, they were not changed for the duration of a toot run.
That is. if interference appeared on the toet channel, or if Hr conditions changed during the teot run. the
operational teetor was not allowed to change to a better channel, The mean A-N scores shownt however, do
not take into consideration A-N-0, or no counications link. scores. The mean includes only those scores
where a comunications link was established (A-NW0) to show channel performance. The ser• scores (A-N-0)
will be treated as part of the probabLlity of successful clunication discussion in section 2.3.2 of this
paper. Table I shows the suitability of the NVIS mode for tactical communications and supports the con-
clusion reached in earlier tests in New Jersey, New Hampshire, and Hawaii.

2. HVIS CHANNIL:

NVIS propagation is dependent on the frequency of operation and the antenna characteristics (e.g..
polarioation and antenna directivity). The main difference between NVIS and long-range HF usage lies in
the angle of the incident signal on the ionosphere and the resultant frequency band of operation. For
NVIS the best angle of incidence is greater than 80 degrees and the frequency band is below 10 Mi1z. The
ionospheric layers return the MVIS signal and create an umbrella type range coverage with no "skit, mone"
or 'quiet son." effects. Any ground wave present with the skywave signal results in wave interforence
effects. In the low altitude tests conducted at Fort Hood. the ground wave interference was constructive
and enhanced signal performance at close ir r enges. The tests conducted in the Fort Hood. Texas area
showed ground wave enhancement out to about 20 ha. In more rugged terrain (e.g.. Oahu. Hawaii) the
qround wave was noted as being important to ranges lea. than 10 ha.

2.1 ANTUIA COSSIDIMATIONS,

2.1.1 Ground Antonna: A horisontally-polarimed antenna in preforrable for KVI- propagation. On
short range circuits (0 to greater than 50 ha) higher gain at radiation angles neao the senith is do-
sired . 3,4.10.1i A ground based, unbalanced half-wave horizontal dipole, placed 10 to 12 meters above
ground provides good results for NVtS. It is noted that an unbalanced antenna, a. currently used by the
tactical military forces. provides both horizontal and vertical components which enhances close-in
signal performance. Table 2 shows the calculated gain of a dipole antenna at 10e elevation above good
ground for a radiation angle of S5 degrees. For NVtS a ground based dipole can be ekpected to provide 4
to S dP of gain toward the menith when it is elevated one-eighth wavelength to one-quarter wavelength
Above ground.

2.1.2 Aircraft Antenna: An HF shorted-loop antenna (as tested on the ON-50 and UH-I aircraft) is
near-optimiu for all Amy aircraft that will use the NVIS mode. This antenna radiates both a horitontally
polariscd skywave component toward the aenith, and also a vertically polarized groundwave component off
the aircraft nose ant tail. The pattern toward the nenith io essentially tmnidirectional for raivies out
to greater than 50 ka. The groundwave pattern has maxima off the nose and tail of the aircraft, and nulls
off the sides of the aircraft (but not a perfect fiquro-eLght pattern). The shorted-loop antenna as shown
in figure I has a predominately Inductive characteristic when the operational frequency is lose than a
quarter wave. It can be matched to a SO-ohm impedance level by capacitive elements to achieve hi.;h
efficiency in the coupling transition. Results of tests of the shorted loop installed on the electrically
small Oat-50 show an efficiency as shown in Table 3. Those qain estimates are considered to he the best
practical attainable efficiency on mall aircraft. The antenna couples energy into the whole airframe to
provide radiation at the lower froquencies. The amount of radiation is physically limited by the area of
the loop and by the waveIoemth-aIrframe mime ratio. The efficiency of about 3% (-15dB at 2.1 MiH) does
not appear to be good, however. when compared to the estimated efficiency of present antennas on mall
aircraft of only 0.3k we note an order of magnitude impiovement. The shorted-loop efficiency is adequate
for commtnications when the "vindow" Is open anr noote and interference levels are normal. as will be
shown later in this paper under the "System mariin" section.

2.2 FR].QUN CONY SIDERATIONt The best operating frequency to use at a particular time it generally
an interference-free frequency with the lowest propagation loss. The presence or absence of interference
is difficult to predict, but, rulatively reliable predictions of ionospheric propagation and atmospheric
noie* are available. An example of the output from a computer propagation prediction service program
used during a field test to develop a frequency plan is shown in Table 4. This Table shows the statisti-
cal monthly reliability of certain designated teot frequencies at two-hour intervals over a 24-hotur
period for operation over a specific 50-ha path at Fort Hood. The Haximum Usable Frequency (Mui) and
Frequency of Optimum Transmission (rOt) are also shown. In general, the trend for the best operating
frequency, as shown during the month of November 1976, And during the daytime was 4 to 6.5 MH, 2.7 to
3.5 lMa during the night, and 2.6 to 3.0 pal just prior to sunrise. IEperience has shown that the boet
quality circuit io attained when the operating frequency is close to the predicted FOT. However, for the
Tort 'o-d toot program, primary and alternate frequencies were selected for the three testing intervals
of night, dawn and day. These frequencies were selected on the basis of a predicted reliability (of
propagatinqg greater than 90 percent e.g.. for 90 percent of the days in the month, the given frequency
would propagate with a reliability of 90 percent or greater. The frequencies selected from Table 4 for
the btre test time periods weres
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PERIOD HOURS (LT) PRIMARY (MHZ) SECONDARY (MHz)

K Night 0200-:)400 2.240 2.489

Dawn 0530-0730 2.240 2.489

Day 0900-1100 4.370 4.089

The experiment was not designed to nermxt selection of best operating frequency. If the best operatinr
frequency is selected by a combination of propagation predictions as shown in Table 4, updated channel and
traffic analysis information, a more effective communications channel would be available.

Figure 2 was derived from experimental station to station field strength data, It shows an average
example plot of dB extra loss in the strength of a radiated siqgnal versus choices of frequencies from. the
best choicea operating frLquency (fr), It is rccognized that the extra system loss may not always be
symetrical as shown and that th,, slopes do vary depending on the environmental conditions; 1 2 

however, this
figure is included to illustrate the fact that an extra system loss can be expected when not operating on
f.-. A varianc, of only ±1 MHz ii the early morning period could mean an increase in syscems loss of 10 dB,
1l2 real time ionospheric soundin'; is used the best choice frequency could be dete-mined from empirical anal -
ysis. However, under tactical cinditions it is not always possible to choose the best frequency, and the
penality payed to overcome the additional losses is by the selection of higher power output and alternate
modulation methods.,

2.3 CHANNEL CONSIDERATIONS:

2.3.1 Relationship Between A-N Scoras and operational Charnel Suitability: Tablf 5 is inciuded Lo show
the relationship betvaen alphanumeric (A-N) score and operationl suit bility of the channel for aircraft
voice communications. Based on laboratory tests, an A-N score of 90% can be achieved by pilots for a cir-
cuit merit 3 (CM3) channel. A CM4 channel in the laboratory degrades to a CM3 channel for a pilot flying
at low altitudes primarily because of the aircraft man-machine envIronmental interface. Th( CM3 channel
is equivalent to an FM channel with a 10dB SNR and an HF channel with a 6dB SNR., Operation below these
SNRs usually requires disabling the radio squelch control! It is noted, that squelch disabling is often
used to detect a mrs age in the noise from a distant statiun; how•ever, this results in a poor-quality
circuit requiring na.iF' rapeats to achiieve a 100 percent score for a random A-N message.

2.3.2 Probability of Successful Crmnunication Analysis: For the analysis of the test results at
Fort Hood, a point estimete of the probability of soccessful communications (Ps) was computed, fr-m the
multiple .*bservations at each range Vi deterning the fract on of the attempts when the A-N score was
equal to or greater than 70 percent. Zero A-N scores (A-Nr 0) were taken into consideratimn In determining
Ps.- Zero scores occurred and were recorded during the HF test primarily because of either severe channel
interference or equipment malfunction and ooerator problems (e~j., improper squelcn adjustment). Table 6
is a sumsmary of the data. These results are considered real ' IS c and typical for HF NVIS tactical opera-
tvin with current frequency management techniques. From thi " toble the following conclusions can be drawn:

a. The 400 W transmitter produced the high.est Ps.

b. The P. for both ranges considered are essentially ti.e same.

c. The mea.i value of s shows that communications can Le expected to be better , iring -he day than at
eit~hhA' the dawn or night *ime periods.

d, The speech processing added to the 100 W transmitter produces a higher Ps than the 200 W trans-
mitter without speech processing.

e., Communications will be difficult during the dawn and ni-ht time periods with a 40 W transmitter.,

A significantly higher channel reliability would have been achieved for the HF-SSB systems 'f other
te.t frequencies had been , ed and if such freaiuency changes had been permitted during a given te.:.t period.
If we assirne that performance on single HF-SSB frequency is interference-limited, that tne interference
is~ narrowband, tl-at two frequencies are available, and that interference on channel A and B ae tincorre-
lated then:

P{A,B} = probability of successful corimunacation on either channel A or B

F{A,B) = 1 - p (failure)

= I - p (both channels fail)

= 1 - p (channel A fails) X p (channel b .ails),

For Example:

let P(A} = 0.67 (asstned)

PfR) = 0.80 (assumed)

P{A,B} = 1 - (U - 0.67} {l - 0.80)

= 1 - (.33) {.20}

= 0.93



In summary, two-frequency operation increases reliability of li-SSB in the preocn7to of narrowband inter-
ference (fro .67 to .93) for the exanple and the asJumptions qiven, This example points out the n:edt

for prIiary and an slteinat.,i channel assiqnments in lhen of a real t ime on-i ne frrqu•,•'y a•. liunct.lt
i.'anlaqinent tooL1.

2.4 SYSTEM MARGlN.

2.4.1 vefinition: The probalIl-ity of ,uccessful•y c,'=unicatxin at a distance fot a ,iveOt Systbte.,

environment and operational doployment condition can be definied in terms of a system maixitn, Sdd)2,'
rhe syutoo margin cmpar.i5 the maeasored or computod predctectioa sig'val-to-n<oise ratio kSNR) at a dis-

ta.ace d, SNR(d), with the zequized rec.olver pradotectio.i SNR, R . tno syste m aigin '1(d) is.

t%) M(d) - SNR(d) -•r

For values ot M(d) , > 0 an acceptable comr'unicat ions circuit iý achio.ved. The actual values of SId) show

the relative circuit mrqgin available,

The system marqin M(d), in itq expAtnded fom is:-10

m2 M(d) - P T - I.T , %7- - I1b - Fa- 8 h r+ 17t, 013)

These terms art definoti in. the followlti] sub-seti'ton And tit the, Appendix. This eqlu,'t.,U assume~lC'- tha•t the

fete'tyilng antOnMIA cir7uit Lo•e , , (it, dB), Are, approximAteJ by 2'dB m.ttu- the re• viovtl Ante~nna I.ln•~

(in dBI).

2.4. ' Assualtions to' Analyis: To analyze the exi.e'red systot" mar';t for a NVIS sxqnal t&4A:lat IM
fiom either a lmall helxoiopt,)r or a tixed qroulun station the fotlowill.] general assiumi tions are made

Fa. 'requency of Operation (f) f 2Mr i at 0700 ,hi Lr

t 4MHz at 1000 hr LT

b. Times of Day (101)) : Dawn - 0700 hr L."

Day 1000 hi IT

c. Rantles: 25 km And 30 kil

d, Average height of ionosphere: 300 kmi

e. Transmnitter Power Output: PT - 56 1iFI (400W)

PT - !"3 dFIM (202W)

1'T - 46 ,bm (40W)

T',ransmission i.an., Los.: L.1.r -dM tor qrounrd

SI- - ,0.5dB for Aircraft

q. Antenna 4n C-i :

I2MIIr 4WIX
Will) (dD.)

Aircraft -15 -1o

Oround +4,3 #4.')

h. Basic Transmission Path I.ss Lb Ithere Lb - Ld + LA'A:

I2 km ',0 km

f (dW) (dIt)
'NilD (WHr) LTA Lb Lad LT. Lb

Dawn 2 94.5 5 ')'. 1 04.6 1'

Day 4 100.5 :0 00.t,-0.10.

I . Antenna Environmentdl Noise Figure Fa.

Fa- 48dB Rural Noise at 4%iliz

Fa- 65dB Atmospheric Noise limited at 2Mz1

1 ,. Bandwidth B 1 10 log b:

B - 35dB for a 300011z voice channel

B - 25dB for a otE'z CIW channel
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k. Required SNR. Mr - 6d2m1 for a CM.! voice channel achievtnq A-N acor.. yreater three 70 percent.

(radinrg not cons idered.) ltr - (kin was chosen for CW in% this example.

1. Terrain and aircraft low altitude are nolt considered.

.. 4.3 An1alyi: A sumary of the analysis for the syste margins for a teigiial extinatlitj from it:'s
the aircraft transmitter WAC XI4TR) or the groundl tratismitter (GHD XKTRt) are aihow% Lit Tabl.,e 7, 1, 'A as,
10. The Tables show the sensitivities of time of (lay and trananitter power output for the range.t of 21, kil
and 50 )=. Tables 7 and 8 were derived for a voico chaninel with a typical I~r-,;sIi bandwidth of lt)OC4z..
Tables 9 and 10 were included to show how the marqin would be Improved if the lkandwidth was reduced to
30011z for CV type operation.

'.4.4 conclusions: from this analysis the fol lowingl conclusions,* which w,,re born out durting the
testing program, are made:

a. Variable power output provides needed system margin euipecially for daw'i and niqhttime operartionst.

b. Trantiission frt-a the ground ba-w-d antennta canl provide more margin becitise of better gain.

c. CW operation could provide up to MAPB system marvin over voiee circuit.- because of bandwidth
redtuction and less susceptable to interference, effects.

dI. The margin at 25 ket and 50 Ion is substantially the same.

E * tw power out put (40Wl) voice operation at (law" And at 1night is difficult and will ;Csult ill a
noisy communications channel.

f. Low power output operation duringl the day should procvide adequatev margjin if operatinq onl the best
frequency.

9. Improper choice of the best frequeno, ior operation can be overotno by inicreased p._,er output.
This is a reason why conventional type %,-Ni t ion methods call provide an adequate frequency plan under
normal condititons.

3. CXNCLUS IONS:

An )IF-SSB radib with modc- o features operating in the NVIS mode ectn be used successfully to providle
satisfac:tory comliunwication4 for low flyingl tactical aircraft over a 5o kil (or greater) range inl viturally
Any ty"- of terrain condition. By proper frequency selectioa, with the best results being obtained
during daytime operatio;is, lower power output canl be used. At night tine and during dawn, high power out-
put is frequently required because of the presence of noise ,knd interference in the channel. The fre-
quency of operation for the NVTS mode is from 2M411 (radio equiluent anl! aircraft ant.onna limitations) to~

* about 10tatz (expected upper limit for NVIS frequency supportability) . Frequenicies selected near the 0T'r
should be used. The predominant advantage of the NVIS mode is that otiol the fundamenital path loss .'nd

* ~~ambient noise factors are overcome by the transmission system in a given geographical area, succesu
comunications can be expected between two or more other points out to a radius of at least 50 to I~00 kin.

*with complete independ~ance from terrain features. The predomuinant disadvantage is the vulnerability to
* undesired interception and interference.

The channel quality of 11F-SS8 is inferior to that of the present VIIP-t' tactical channel; however, it
is operationally acceptable if used with an HF-SSB radio with modern features. We have shown that at
channel with' a CM3 rating canl be used to relialbly communicate A-N messages such as spot reports, targetim?
infom~ation, status reports, brevity codes, etc. However, if anl aviator listens to this type channel
(with C143) for a period of time, pilot fatigue will result due to the continuous ba~ckgiround noise (and
sometimes tho interference) present In the channel. An optimumi receiver squelch is required. A selec-.
tive addressing squelch will be used to ensure positive communications contact. (The aviator will listen
and reply only onl a selected channel when being addressed.) This feature, coupledi with frequency scannilng'
of multiples preset channels, provides added system flexibility with simplicity of operation..%

To take maxistus advantage of the NVIS mode other factors must be considered in the modern IIF-SS!' radio.
Ingle side band suppressed carrier modulation on either/or the upper (USB) aKd lower (ISB) side band with

audio sylabic speoch processing (about 3 to 4 dB) enhances the aviators talk power with minimum loss in
speaker recognition. The choice of USE or LSD~ provides two channel assignments onl the same frequercy, and
this choice can be used to minimize narrowband co-channel interft-rence. F'urthermore, the reliability of
the lIF-SSB radio channel will be increased further by assigning two (or more) frequencies, i.e., a primary
and a secondary frequency, to support a coamiunications net for a giveni time oiF day. This gives Additional
capability to avoid narrowband frequency-selective interference. The frequency scanning feature comnbined

4 with selective addressing will accomodato this procedure.

On-li'ne ionospheric sounding could provide the real-time selection of the best choice of frequency,
the choice for the power output requirnd resulting in the lowest power output being used for a transmitter

* with the lowest possiblo envirormenta interference effects, the highest possible chaninel circuit reliabil-
ity, and efficient utilization of the crowded frequency spectrum . As an alternative to on-line ionospheric
sounding, multiple frequency (channel) assignments which are based onl prediction services information must
be used. The user in this case either manually or automatically selects the desired frequency for opera-

* ~tion. it is envisioned tat~the m~odern HF-SSB radio will be controlled by a sticro-ccatputor which could be
programmsed to provide full automatic frequency decision making and selection, if desired. Current plans
include a limited manual capability.



The addition of a manual-keyed cont*.--s wave (MCW) capability fo-r the tianesmissiol oif briovity codes
will provide at least 10dB more sySteM gain ~.va.arily because of a bandwidth reduction; of 10 (3000 to
300 lHz). It is noted that with 100B more system gain, the very low jx~wer output can be used effectively
The radio will also have d data transmission capability for further communication~s enhancnnt wita :future
appliques.

The results of this test program, suppltmented by extensive analysis, were a contributirv4 fac'tor in
the decision of the US Army to procure an HF-SSB system icr use on tac'ical low-flyxinci aircraft.
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APPEiNDIX DEFINITIONS

PT transmitter output power (dan)

LT insertion loss of transmission line for the transmitter (dB)

rT antenna gain for the trantnnilting antenna to include coupler lot-ses (dBi)
Lb =basic transmission path loss (dB)

Le total NVMS free space distance loss (dB)

I-A= turn .-ound loss WEB)

Fa= enviroruental antenna noise figure (dB)

B =noise power bandwidth (dB)

Rt = required predetection SNR (dB)

176 - is a constant term c erived from the noise rigiure (io = Itk to b) referred to the Iterminal.s of a loss-

free artenna, Reixjer antenna system considerations (dB) are also included.



MEAN ALPHANUMERIC (A-N) INTELLIGIBILITY SCORES

ALTITUDES Om AND 10m COMBIN2D (NO FREQUENCY CHANGES PERMITTED)

TRANSMITTER MODE 25)kn RANGE 50km RANGE
POWER OUTPUT PATH (% A-N CORRECT) (% A-N CORRECT)

(w) - _ _ _

DAY DAWN NIGHT DAY DAWN NIGHT

400 A-A 98 95 94 82 93 97

400 A-G/G-A 96 93 96 99 93 96

200 A-A 96 85 82 82 87 *

200 A-G/G-A 96 89 87 80 75 96

100"* A-A 96 96 81 93 91 96

100** A-G/G-A 92 94 90 95 91 86

40 A-A 99 * 90 * 80 75

40 A-G/G-A 85 91 9[P 94 85 87

I-SOURCE: TCATA FM-320 NOE COMM SYS TEST DAT;.

*Sample size too small, results inconclusive.
**Include 3 to 4dB syllabic speech processing.

-IABLE 1
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LIS ARMY COMMUNIc'A'rTONS-ELEC:Ti'INILC'" XNGI NElI-RIN(;' !NTAIN.STLATION Ak;ENCY

*FMRI:QlIFNCY REI,TAB I I, ITY TABI.!:

PIR)JECr 141 PPA 761.51.0 !X7A SSN 1'..1 NOVE.MBER 19/6
GROUND STATION 2 IX) FORT IHOOD, TX AZIMUTh's m MI .l.q KM.
31.414N - 97.87W 31.0IN - 97.87W 180.00 . 31.1 t 50.')
TYPE OF SERVICE, 3A3A MINIMUM ANc;IJa' - .0 I):,,il;:
XMTA 2.1-30 IIORZ 11W DIFOU,, fit 9.14) 1i, -. !)0 1I(A -(I ,I f F,

RCVR 2.30 flORZ 1IW DTPoIE-"' (11 9.14 1 ,V -.( 0) ',A -01 (it-,
POWER .200KW 3MIIz MAN-MANDV" NO0SI.81 - -I tI.:s'w/N - 501*

PRIEVIENC FS IN MIIV,

FT HOOD LT 2.2 2.5 3,3 4.1 4.4 5.1 5.M b.1 6.5 7.4 7.7

20 .9? .90 I .b2 .21 .12 . . . . . .. RI.

22 .90 .89 .63 .22 .13 - -RI.:..

29 .86 .88 .76 .13 .2.13 .07 -.. . RIV..

02 .45 .87 j .88 .5c .44 .IU .07 .04 - - - RM1,..

.04 .85 .B-1 .09 .34 .24 .07 . ..- - Hil'.

06 .92 40 6 . 0 .21 .-- -.. .. R1 ...

08 .90 .9t)f .99 .99 .99 .93- .j. .41) .28 .04 - 141.

10 .99 .99 .90 .99 .9t) .90' 1.')8 .95 .88 .54 .4. RE:.,

12 . 99 .9) 9 . 49 .q9 .48 95 .9.! .81, .5) 4 t)

14 .99 .99 999 .99 .99 .()9 I. .92 .8, .t,0 .51i RM1..

i6 .99 .99 .99 .9,) ..9t (1 85 .71 .29 .20 RFL.

18 .96 .9b i .9l .H) .T79 .1 .05 - - - - R"L.

FT HOOD LT IS 20 22 24 02 04 06 oil 10 12 14 1t
NUF 4.8 3.5 3.5 3."' 4.3 3.8 3.7 ,! 7.5 7.6 7.7 (-.t
POT 4.1 2.7 2.8 3.1 3.5 2.8 A . * .2 (.4 b,.3 6.3 5.9

DASHES IN RELIAMIJIT LINES S.,.NIFY R.LIABILITIRS OF 00 PRCENT

TA8I11l 4
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AND) OPE.RATIONAL suirAIIIAT OF. v CHv~ANNH. FM' AlK C!;AI*`I' A'OMMUNICY, 104%

100

8 t0

0.

ZO

Miq-qual itv circuitt VýYel ltct Mi% rleats re~quivd
chanikolW~~t limt)t td. Squ4'1Ut %h

num*nbr of topIeats. Good t-anInolu' . 1. 1.taccojt ahth 40,

3. Marginal. rvor-quality '.ceklcit s 0. VII&tbh, No channel
frequent repeats I Bet weti A-N
70-30,* a maiq i nal chantio- ox ist s,
wht, :, is .ai.'quat.' fiar cmit-wutI1icat i-m.

TABI.FX



OBSERVED PROBABILITY OF COM•4tICATIONS SUCCWSS, Pr
MOR A-N TEST SCORES ) 70 PERCP.NT
(Mo Frequency Changes Permitted)

Altitudes Om and 10or Data (Owbinnd

TRANSMITTER 25 ) RANG? 50 )a RNA-G
POWER OUTPUT MODE ps ps

( w ) P A T H ... . . ... ..

DAY DAWN NIGH1T DAY DAWN NIC,11T

400 A-A 1.00 .92 .87 .69 .132 .92

.400 A-G/G-A .96 .q3 .96 1.00 .93 1.00

200 A-A .87 .80 .74 .73 .(2

200 A-G/G-A .97 .94 .72 .97 .72 .50

100"* A-A .98 .79 .79 ,96 .79 .73

100"* K-G/G-A .89 .90 .88 .97 b,4 .73

40 A-A .95 * .135 * .33 .50

40 ý-G/G-A ,87 .59 .73 .90 .31 .338

I (MEAN VALUE) .94 l 84 ,82 ,89 ,15 ,61I

Soureet TCATA FN-320 mOE C( V4 Sys TEST DATA.

*Sample size too small, results inconclusive
**Includes 3 to 4da syllabic speech processing

TABLE 6
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Figure I

EXTRA EXPECTED LOSS WHEN OPERATINGAT A FVQýENCY
CLOSE TO THE BEST CHOICE REQUENCY

STNT'IO4 TO STNTIONl EXPrRI12MAL DAT~A DERIVED
AT FT. ?IRMUtrf NEW JmI'SEY ARVI (31.917 1976)
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DISCUSSION

E.R. Schmullg. US
Voice bandwidths and Ionospheric communications need careful frequency management, Tactically, this can be
"way difficult. The moment that nar-6zw band (tvletype or equivalent) is allowed, satellite communications at very
high lfequenclos using non-directional antenna provide reliable communications and avoid tho frequency
management problem.

Amihee's Re*l
Satellite communications to US Army aircraft provides a good quality communications chann~el. (See paper rer. 10).
However. there are many key tactical limitations that preclude present consideration by Army Aviation. They are,
very limited band of UHF frequencies assigned to Army for priority traffic; no tactical UHF around equipment;,
aircraft directional antennas are too bulky and too heavy: satellites provide a prime modal co nmunicatlions systemi
which is highly undesirable for tactical purposes and availability for tactical operations is Motr.

M. Soiciter. US
You mentioned the importance of frequency management in circuit reliability? How wert the frequencies used
chosen at the various test sites? Hlow did you amssm ionospheric conditions at time of test',

Author's Re*l
From the computer generated frequency predictions (sample given in paperl a conimunicatio-is plan was established
with at least two frequencit.% (primary and alternate) being chosen from the issignm. test frequoncics. They were
chosen based on the best predicted probability of suc%%ss However, prior to any tcst tun a station to station
-on-the-nir sounding was mude to determine the better of the two channels. Ther~fore, a comnbination of a-priori

knowledge of the best frequenc-y of the assigned frequtncies (via prediction serviiccs) and on-1isi limitedt type
sounding (via listening and talking over the channels) made the plans workable.

Prof. Shuowman. UK
The use of ground wave propagation is proposed as giving an alternative to NVIS of particul.:" value at 10to higher
frequenciems. Is the antenna proposed suitable for this role? Grounad waVe los~s is hkwr At IV- frequencies And, in
the daytimne, noise level is low at the low frequenici-. so the proposal to use high frequencle is surprisirg.

Author'& Reply
To answer the question let me define the terms used which may be misleading:

(a) NYIS propagation mode - Bland of HF frequencies Q2 to about lOMhj) where we have )lgh angle radiation
ionospheric supportability. This produces terrain indvpendiant coverage. Any groundi wave generated is of
secondary nature ano tends to enhance short range communications. The skywave *ignal is what is use for
communications.

(b) Ground wave propagtion mode - Band of 11F frequencies where we do not have NVIS supportability (about
lOM~u to 3OMhz's. Here we use low angle radiation to produce extended 'me-of-sight coverage which is terrain
dependent. The proposed antensla is suitable, but not optimumt. fir. this purpose. The use of Ht:-SS in this
particular mode must be compared to that of the tactical VhFV-FM (.10 to 118Mhz) band to fully understand
the advantages to be pained for army operations. (Referswne 10 of this paper provides a good source).

T. DubaldtGe
Did you make a record of the cames when communications were disturbed by unintentional interference fromt other
stations using the same frequency! I have the feelingt that this Interference may sometimes be the limiting factor
rather than atmospheric or man-made noise.

Author's Re*l
During the test program limited tecords wete kept on untintentional interference fromn stettlons using the same
frequency. The main disadvantage of the NVIS communications mode is in the area of non-directional Interference.
Your assumption is correct; however. it is noted that once atmospheric and/or man-made noise Is overcome an
Acceptable channel as described in this paper can be established (i.e. 6dBSNR. A-N 70%, with repeats required to
Achievm 100%). To overcome the noise high transmitter power output is required lose&~ or with ihe ability to change
frequencies rapidly.



REAL-TIME ADAPTIVE HF FREQUENCY MANAGEMENT

Dr. Robert B. Fenwick
BR Communications

Post Office Box b1989
Sunnyvale, CA 94088 USA

Mr. Teren~e J. Woodhouse
Tactical Communications Area (AFCS)

Langley AFB, VA 23665 USA

SUMMARY

In 1972 the United States Air ro:ce began a program aimed at improving tactical HF com-
munications. The approach involved (1) measurement in real time of the important un-
knowns: propagation, noise, and spectrum occupancy, and (2) adapt>ng operating frequen-
-ies in real-time to the conditions medsured. A potential problem with this approach is
causing harmful interference to other spectrum users,

An exercise called TROPP!V DASH III was conducted to assess the ability of a particular
technique to permit real-time selection of frequenc:is while yieldiny acceptably low
interference. TROPHY DASH III results are viewed as siqnificant, First, in spite of
extensive notifcation of other spectrum users, negligible ý.nterference was reported.

Based upon these results, real-time adaptive sharing of the HF spectrum in the tactical
theater appeared both valid and feasible for a limited number of high-pr ority users.
and procurement of the AN/TRQ-35(V) Tactical Frequency Management System was authorized.

1. INTRODUCTION

Vigorous efforts to obtain highly efficient spectrum sharing are vital at HF given its
unique combination of widely varying propagation and noise conditions, extremely limited
bandwidth, and far beyond line-of-sight range, Yet in many respects spectrum sharing
techniques have differed little from those used for other parts of the radio spectrum
where propagat.'-,, noise, and occupancy can be predicted with ccmparatively high accuracy.

Satisfactory HF communications can be obtained by the largest number of users only if
real-time, adaptive frequency management is employed. Technology now makes possible
effective real-time, adaptive frequency management to those users who can justify its
cost. Ctrtain military communicators have a mission of sufficient priority to justify
this expense. While these military communicators can undoubtedly optimize their own
communications, the problem exists of how they can choose frequencies while at the same
time minimize harmful interference to other spectrum users. The new AN/TRO-35(V) Tacti-
cal Frequency Management System (TFMS) has been designed to help reach this goal, and the
concepts embodied in the AN/TRQ-35,V) have been tested in an exercise called TROPHY
DASH III.

2. DESIGN OF THE TROPHY DASH III EXERCISE

2.1 Background

fiL~torically, U.S. military exercises have been preceded by assignment of the available
discrete frequency assets, by link, according to circuit or net priority. This system
lacks flexibility, however, in that there is no provision, nor in most cases any capability,
for modifying those assignments in the field after deployment, Since propagation and in-
terference conditions change constantly, there is no guarantee under this rigid system
that the most important links will always h*oi tle best available frequencies. To make
possible this kind of guarantee. two pieces of inFormation are essential: real-time prop-
agation information and current, :ts well as historical, channel occupancy information. To
obtain this information, the AN/TRQ-35(Vý Tactical Frequency Management System has been
developed.

The intent of the design of the AN/TRQ-35(V) is to provide as complete information as is
practical to obtain on optimum frequency selections and at che same time minimize inter-
ference to other spectrum users. Relevant factors measured, and the techniques employed,
in the AN/TRQ-35(V), are:

Propagation - "Chirpsounder" ob].iquo sounder
Noise - "Spectrum Monitor"
Occupancy - "Spectrum Monitor" receiver with

channel-occupancy memory

That the Chirpsounder can provide an adequate reasure of propagation conditions is widely
accepted. However, whether or not a "Spectrum Monitor" can determine satisfactorily if a
frequency is "in use" is open tn question. To provide an answer to this question, the
TROPHY DASH III exercise was conducted in early 1275.

Ideally it would be desirable from ,.he r.ilitary communicators' point of vLew t.ý place no
frequenc,% restrictions on him. Thi', is unrealistic, however, cince unaer such conditions
harmful interference would undou'tedl• iccur, partic.dlaAly on the usually-quiet emergency
channels and on those channels where low-power communications take place -- especially
portable/mobile. The frequr.ncy assignment process used in the TROPHY DASH III exercise

.. . . .. ...



was first to assume that ALL f-c;uencies were available for military use (2-30 MHz) --then eliminate frequenciei-or bands of frequencies where harmful interference wasjudged most likely to occur.

To determine what frequencies were not to be used, all U.S. government agencies were
given the opportunity to request specific deletions. At the end of this process, 70%
of the 2-30 MHz spectrum was authoiized to TROPHY DASH III for a one-time test. This
available spectrum primarily comprised International Broadcasting, Fixed, and parts of
the Maritime Mobile Bands.

2.2 Objectives

Objectives of the TROPHY DASH III exercise-were: (1) an assessment of the feasibility
of using "band* assignments, rather than specific frequencies, in the tactical theater
as determined by the number and type of complaints received from other spectrum users
and (2) to arrive at final specifications for a TFMS Spectrum Monito-.

2.3 Exercise Configuration

The geographical configuration of the test is shown in Figure 1, which depicts a simu-
lated Tactical Air Control System (TACS). MacDill APB was the locate.on of the simulated
Control Center; the other locations co--aunicated only with the Contr,:l Center.

A Chirpsounder receiver and Spectrum Monitor were located at MacDill AB, while Chirp-
sounder transmitters were deployed at the other locations. The widely varying path
lengths were selected to enable assessment of the Spectrum Monitor's ability to determine
occupancy at varying distances.

Figure 2 shows block diagrams of the equipment used at the various test locations. Full-
duplex, IS8 communications, 1 kW oz 2.5 kW, took place on all three paths, SA9b emission
throughout the test, using intermittent voice on one sideband and continuou3 16-tone
multiplex teleprinter signals on the other sideband.

Z. .Exercise Schedule

The exercise was conducted 24 hours per day, for five days, in January/February 1975.
The schedule called for changes of both frequencies on each duplex link eve::y 30 minutes
in order to maximize spectrum usage. In addition, it was felt that some spectrum users
might not report intermittent voice interference. Hence voice and teleprir ter sidebands
were interchanged 15 mirnutes int-othe half-hour spent on each frequency. voice iden-
tification stat~ment was tr&nsmitted at least once every 15 minutes.

2.5 TFMS Characteristics and Operating Procedures

During the test period, TFMS personnel monitored the propagation and interfLrence con-
ditions over the three HF links across the bands of frequencies authorized 9;or test use.
Operating frequencies were chosen within these bands on the basis of propagation quality
and freedom from interference at the test network terminals, in order to ortimize com-
munications over the test links. Complete logs of the operation were kept.

Chirpsounder information was used to maintain the highest possible signal-to-noise ratio
on each path. As much as possible MacDill transmit frequencies were kept below the cor-
responding receive frequencies on each path to ensure that "MUF failure" did not result
in the loss of frequency control from MacDill. Figure 3 illustrates the Chirpsounder
transmitters and Figure 4 the receiver in their final AN/TRO-35(V) package. Basic spec-
ifications are given in Tables I and II, respectively, and sample record is shown in
Figure 5, illustrating the capability of the Chirpsounder to separately measure mode
structure (i.e., line-of-sight, surface-wave, sporadic E, E-layer, F-layer, and multiple-
hop modes) and received power at all frequencies within either 2-16 'r 2-30 MHz.

Spectrum usage information was provided by a specially built "breadboard" Spectrum Monitor
which was designed to measure spectrum occupancy in the 2-20 MHz frequency range (pro-
duction version 2-30 MHz). This frequency range was divided into 6000 "channels" of
6 klz width (typical occupancy of the AN/TSC-60(V) communications systems in ISB mode)
and 3 kfz spacing of center frequency. The TD III spectrum monitor measured the ampli-
tude of signals in each of the 6000 channels each 12 seconds, at which tilm it was
determined which of four adjustable amplitude thresholds had been crossed. Statistics
of threshold crossings up to 30 minutes old were compiled by a minicomputer an, displayed
on a CRT having a TV-raster format.
The Spectrum Monitor of the AN/TRQ-35(V) does not differ significartly in important
specifications from the TROPHY DASH III "breadboard" other than for expanded frequency
coverage. The R-2093 Spectrum Monitor is shown in Figure 6, and b-.sic specifications
are given in Table II. Figure 7 shows examples of the displays and data obtained during
TROPHY DASH III, which depict percent-of-time each amplitude threshold has been exceeded
in a 30-minute period. The lowest threshold is typically 3 dB above atmospheric noise.
Display widths of 100 kHz and 500 kHz are available, as shown.
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TABLE I

BASIC ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF
T-1373/TRQ-J.%kV) CHIRPSOUNDER TRANSMITTER

Freqiency Range 2-16 or 2-30 MHz

Output Waveform linear FM-CW

Sweep Rates 50 kHz/sec (2-16 MHz)
100 kHz/aec (2-30 MHz)

Transmitting Times selectable transmit/no transmit each
5 minutes in 1 hour

Output Powet 0.2W or 21J antenna diplexed;
IOU or IOOW dixect into antenna

Noise and Spurious >55 dB below fundamental measured in
(non-harmonic) 10 kHz bandwidth >150 kHz from funda-

mental

4nrmonies >60 dB below fundamental

Frequency Blanking 16 frequency bands 30 kHz wide may be
programmed as no transmit

SUf Test t,,st of synthesizer lock and standby
battery supply

TABLE 11

BASIC ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF
R-2081/TRQ-35(V) CHIRPSGUNDIZR RECEIVER

Frequency Range 2-1o ar 2-30 Mhz

Input Waveform and
Sweep Rates/Format compatible with transmitter

Number of Transmitters Received can be programmed to automatically
receive and store data from up to
three Chirpsounder transmitters

Time Delay Window 10 msec (2-16 MHz); 5 masec (2-30 MHz)

Time Delay Resolution 100 psec noainal (2-16 MHz)

Time Syachronization with
Transmitter automatic if sweep started uithin

f + I sec of the transmitter

Propagation Data Displays (1) RF signal level vs. frequency over
60 dB range above -110 dBm

(2) time delay vs. frequency stored
for up to 3 paths

Self Test test of receiver sensitivity, synthe-
sizer lock, audio spectrum analyzer,
CRT display and standby battery supply
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TABLE III

BASIC ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF
R-2093/TRQ-35(V) SPECTRUM MONITOR

Frequency Range 2-30 MH2

Number of Frequencies

("Channels") Analyzed 9333

Channel Spaciag 3 tzHz

Analysis Bandwidth (3 dB) 6 kHz

Analysis Filt,ýr Shape Factor
(60:3 dB) 2.0 maximum

Type ,,f Analysis andlyLes frequency of occurrence of
crossings of 4 received-power thresh-
olds spaced by 10 iB + 1 dB

Data Memories last 10 sec, current 5 minutes, lai-
complete 5 minutes, last 30 minutes

Threshold Adjustment Range lowest threshold automatically adjusted
from -110 dBm to -62 dBm in 3-dB steps

Lowest Threshold Level in most sensitive setting lowest thresh-
old is typically 3 dB above background
noise level

Period Bet'ieen Amplitude
Samples, per Channel !1 sec nominal

Channel Sampling Interval 3.2 msec

Spurious Responses response to two -30 dBm signals <-110 dBm
outside f 150 kHz of each signal; response
to one -40 dBm signal <-110 dBm outside
+ 30 kHz of signal

Monitor Modes audio monitoring of 1SB, LSB, AM, FM

Monitor Tuning + 3 kHz from indicated center frequency

Display Type Bar graphs of refreshed 5" CRT (TV raster
display, refresh rate >50/sec)

Display Formats "CURRENT" giving most recent thresholds
crossed; updated each 10 seconds

"CURRENT 5 MIN" giving histogram for
each threshold during current 5 minute
block

"LAST 5 MIN" giving percent of time
threshold crossed in last 5 min block -
the final values in "CURRENT 5 MIN"

"LAST 30 MIN" gives percent of time each
threshold crossed in last 30 min, ueighted
to favor more recent data; rise and decay
approxi4=teq exnonential with 7 min time
constant

Display Frequenc;' Pange Selectable between nominal 100 kHz
(33 channels) and nominal 500 kHz (167
channels)

Display Indicators Digital indication of center freluency
on CRT; signal threshold in dBm of
CURRENT scan; digital indication of fault:;
found in memory and receiver tests

Computer Fault Red switch light indicating computer fault

Self Test test of receiver sensitivity, memory, and
battery supply

<I&



The procedure used at the time of each frequency chanqe (which occurred every 5 minuter
throughout the test -- 6 liaks, each charged e~veiy 30 minutes) was as follows:

a. Dteteiinine from Chirpsouznder data, duplex separation requirements, and
"MacDill frequency lower" requirement in which 500 k!Iz band the assiqn-
ment is required. Figure 5 shows a saimple sounder display whiý,h was
used for this purpose. Wote that. the display is in two parts: the
upper portion depicts received sikgnal strength and the lower shows prop-
agation modse information, Operai- frequencies %ere chosen on the
basis of maximum amplitude (first p, iority) and minimum multipath, with
a bias toward higher frequencies 1-- maximize signal-to-noise ratio.

b. Set center frequency of bpectrurr m.onitor to center of 500; kHz band and
call up CURRE'NT 5 MIN display for i* west threshold.

C. Identify frequency or frequencies where threshold i-, exceeced a small
fraction of the time (say 5% ci less),

u. Verify that can.didate frequency is within assigned band. If lot, find
another which is, using above proce,'ure..

e. Switch to 100 kHz display and center candidate freýquency display,

f. Switch display to I-AST 5 MIN and verify no occupancy in this period,

q. Switch display to 30 MIN and verify no occupancy' in this period.

h. Switch display to CURRENT and verify no present occupancy,

i. Pequest operator at distant end of circuit to verify no occupancy
on c rndioate channel, using his spare receiver of the AN/TSC-60(V),

j.If favorable report is received from distant operator, change to
new frequency.

2.6 Effectiveness Criteria

Several indicators were considered as test success criteria, First, of course, cool-
munications of hiqh quality should be obtained at all times. Second, th- number of
complaints received from other spectrum users was considered an indication of the
viability of the spectrum sharing concept. All agencies on the U.S, Interdepartment
Radio Advisory Committee were advised of the test and several gave special notification
to their subordinate units. Some of the' U.S. Government spectrum users initiated
specia'. frequency watch procedures in order t., piovide contact reports to "lhe test team
in the event one of their frequenvieý ws used. A special telephone number, directly
into the TFMS van And manned continuously by test team personnel, was made known to all
IRAC members ;n order to facilitate the interference reporting~ procedure.

3. RESULTS AN4D CONCLUSIONS

Figure 8 shows examples of iinoqirams obtainecd during the test on the threc paths.
Note at the top of Figure 8 the chancie in Maximum Observed Frequency from 9.3 M11Z
at 0300 to approximately 13 MHz an hour and 15 minutes later, a change of almost 4 MHz,
Ti-e predicted MUF (obtained from standard prec~iction techn.. .ucs) :changied less than 400
kHz during this period.

Figure 8c illustrates an occurrence encounterod fitequently during TROPHY' DASHI 111, The
sporadic-E propaqation shown in Figure 3c made possible transmission at much higher fre-
quencies than predicted for that time of daý -- up to 12 MHz could have been used when
the predicted MUF was only 4.4 MHz. In contrast, Figure 8d shows P~ layer propaciation
which was almost one MWz (nearly 25W belo.-w the vredicted MUF for that time o day.
Figure 8e agein shows propagation via sporadic E of frequencics in excess of 8 MHz (the
predicted MU!' was 4 MHz). Note the contra',t with normal daytimt, conditions in Vi'ioure 8f.

All of these illustrations have two tnivigs in coiriton: they do':-ument propaozation con-
ditions which were typical during the 'Lest, and the rea'--time infoimation shown differs
substantially from the predicted valu.ýs. Without the real-time informati.ý'n provided by
the sounder these propagation condi t ons would niever have been ful lv exploited ir su:t~port
of communications, and optimum spect~rum usacie would not have been poussible.

At no time during TROPHY DASH III was theiv a circuit outagie dlue to propa.iatio:i or inter-
ference. Signal -to-noise ratios -;ere very higjh at .7,1 ti1nevz Also, at no time was intel-
ference from other spectrum userq cý:-erienced on any channel.

Tt was concluded that use of a single Spectrum Monitor is satisfactory :n a theater of
diameter ot a few hundred kin, where operation is conducted b-eow the vertical-incidence
critucal frequen'-y, but for paths outside this area (ehg.,7the K m Altus path ot the
test) spectrium monitoring should be perform.ed at both ends.



During the test, 1049 frequency changes were made using 745 discrete center frequencies.
In spite of this expanded use of normally unavailable spectrum, only two valid inter-
ference reports were received -- both involvinq receiving stetions monitorinig quiet
channels. In addition, two invalid interference reports were received [l.e., the inter-
ference was being caused by someone else). Based upon these results it has been con-
cluded that a spectrum sharing scheme similar to that employed on TROPHY DASH III would
be feasible in the tactical theater for unitr equipped with a TFMS.

During TROPHY DASH III,a 24 hour study was undertaken to determine tie availabiity of
assigned tactical training frequencies. A total of 56 HF frequencies were assigned to
USAF Tactical Air Command (TAC) which could have been used by the test team without the
special U.S. government authorizstjon.

Each hour, the Chirpsounder was used to determine the limits of the propagation window.
Then, all of the TAC frequencies that fell within this window were investiq,.ted asinq
the spectrum monitor to determine how many of them were unoccopied, and were therefore
available for use on a non-interference basis. The results are illustrated by Figure 9.
During the 24-hour period, there were six hours when none of the 56 authorized fre-
quencies were avail&lale to Altus. A simila,, conditioi existee- for six hours to Robins
and for seven hours 'o Homestead., For t'-ree of the 24 hours, ntc frequencies wele avail-
able inteoference-free to any of tne sites. During in a-tual exercise where only TAC
trequencies were available the situation would have bcen far worse, as the average ex-
ercise nas 6 to 10 duplex HF links to support with the same number of frequencies, In-
stead of only three as operated on TROPHY DASH Il. It can therefore be concluded that
the seemingly generous frequency assignments normally available to support this kind of
exercise operation -- even when as few as three links are ,ised -- are inadequate .f harm-
ful interference is to be avoided.

From the results of TROPHY DASH III it can be concluded that the concept of sharing lie
,F spectrum in a ;-inner similar ,o that used during the test, is not only feasible but
is necessary and viable in the tactical environment, The test demonstrated that in
Sspit•j of heightened awareness on the part of the government sector of HF users, this
sharing of frequencies can be accomplished with a minimum of interference. The concept
of this type of sharing is very attra.:tive in that it makes more efficient use of a Scý.rce
Sglobal resource.

Aspects which need to be defined in follow-on testing programs Lnclude sharing lilita-
tions, the possible need for automation (expanded effectiveness vs cost), the ramifica-
tions of operating more than one TFMS in a theater and the interfices required by suc.'
a confiouration, the practical security advantages of frequenc\ changes made possible
by the TFMS, and the possible EC'M/ECCM applications of the Splectrum Sur~eillance Monitor.-
It appears that implementation o" the TFMS sharing concept ir. one means of achikevino at
the theater level the U.S. policy of morn effective management of the frequency resource.

4, SUBSEQUENT OPERATION OF AN/TRQ-35(V)

Since the completion of TROPHY DASH III the ANITRy,-35(V) bhs b(4-n, 'I p.-t of the USAV
inventory and has been used with great success by all of •he fou U.S. nmilitary services.
Appli.ations have included qround-ground, air-oiound, ship-shoi N, and ship-ship cci-
munications. Figures 10-15 show typical data obtained by the AN/TRQ-3_ (V) in tmese
various applications.
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-'lDISCUSSION

Prof. Shearman. UK
The appro3kh to channel selection adopted in tile paplc is to see whether the chawiei was received at the receiving
station of the system is dear of interference. However, this tc,,t does not guira•atec that transmission on tills
freqilency wviil avoid inteiference with a remote receiver For instance if that remote receiver is listening to a
transmitter within the skip range of our station, we will only receive weak bak-,,,cattere1 signals and may consider
the channel clear.

Author's Reply
While freedom from interference cannot be guaranteed by tile method proposed ,he p,-obability of interference
is greatly reduced by the feature of statistical compilation over a 30 minate neriod In tile method proposed it has
been recommended that spectrum monitors be deployed at both ends of a path il operation is to be above the
-vertzca-,-ijcidel Ice citilcal ,requeit.v Note furiher mat a chinnei appears as "occ',ipid if signal-to-noise ratioS~exceeds 3dB in ,a Oki lz bandwidth, rhus ground backscatter from| beyond the skip zone" will very trequently be

•.. receiv'ed and displayed by the spectrum monitor in tihe situiation described by Prof. Shoarynan

"I'F



ASSESSMENT OF HF COMMUiWCATION; RELIABILITY

Sby

SN. H. MaL.in

Radio ano Iavigation Department
Rroai Aircraft Establishment

Farnborough, Hampshire, England

SUMMARY

The c•,cept of circuit reliability for an HF sky-wave link is discussed. Its frequency dependence
is considered together wizh the relationbhip to the median received signai-to-noise ratio for a given HF
circuit. The importance of a study of this kind is the ability to be able to quantify changes that could
be made in an HF circuit, in terms of reliability improvemente, and hence to make decisions of the cost
effectiveness of increasing transmitter power, antenna efficiencies, directional antenna design, etc.

This study shcld prove particularly useful for HF communications to mobiles such as ships or aircraft.
High transmitter powers and high gain antennas of point-to-point land fixed HF communication circuits are
not available and the paver budget is more critical. Furthermore, cost-effective improvements are often
of prime concern when a lirge number of shipbor'e or airborne equipments are involved. The assessment of
(ommunications r-liabilhy, particularly to military aircraft, can have an important bearing upon mission
effectiveness.

I INTRODUCTION

High frequency (1-30 MHz) radio waves that nropagate via the ionosphere are used extensively for long
range point-to-point communications and broadcasting. Circuit planners need to know what frequency ranges
their systems should be capable of covering, what transmitter powers are necessary to overcome the back-
ground noise at the receiver, and what antenna configurations would be most suited to the applications
required. These are all factors dictated by propagation considerations and long term prediction techniques
are available for this purpose (BRADEY, .A., 1975; BARCLAY, L.W., 1974). Characteristics of such links
have consequently been extensively studied; commercial services are available for prediction of optimum
working frequencies and quality of communications at these frequencies. Most point-to-point land fixed HF
commtunication circuits use high-gain rhombic or log-periodic antennas, whilst arrays of horizontal dipoles,
also with significant directivity, are popular for broadcasting using the sky-wave mode. In principle,
therefore, the capability of these links may be optimised by good engineering design and practice in respect
of the equipment and antenna aystems, whilst powerful transmitters are often available.

Much more difficult problems are presented, however, by HF communication to mobiles such as ships or
aircraft, and some examples of air-ground links are given later. Often communication is required at ranges
from a few kilometres to several thousand kilometres over a wide variety of terrain, and this implies dif-
ferent modes of propagation according to range. Difficulties arise from the physical constraints which are
placed upon the aircraft antenna, from serious excess noise as well as from additional multipath propaga-
tion mechanisms and Doppler frequency shifts. To achieve batiafactory results over an HF link of this kind,
careful consideration must be given to the terminal radio equipment, the planning of operational links and
the management of the frequency to be used over those links.

Faced with problems of this complexity, the communications system analyst seeks to isolate a number
of problem P-eas for study. This paper endeavours to clarify the steps necessary to evaluate the relia-
bility of an FF link and shows the value of such an assessment for air-to-ground communication links in
which sources of degradation in the circuit can be very troublesome, It does not specifically address th-
problems caused by multipath features, time and frequency dispersion and the conclusions reached apply
assuming ti'at such effects are not major. It is hoped, however, that the following procedure may help thi
communications engin,!er to decide what improvements are needed and how they can be made in the rinst cost
effective manner.

2 CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE TOTAL ASSESSMENT PROBLEM

2CA typical radio communication circuit is reqaired to perform a function. Usually this function

involvea the transmission of information from one location to Another. The measurement of how well the
circuit performs involves both the volume of information that can be transmitted during a given period of
time as well as the accuracy with which the input information is reproduced at the output,

We wish to maximise information transfer rate, and minimise the required transmitted power. Nature
and man are the sources of all engineering problems. Effects of nature are centred upon the existence of
the Earth and its environment within the universe and aolar system. Electrical noise impinging upon the
Earth from solar and cosmic sources establish an ultimate bound on the information that can be conveyed
throughout the HF radio spectrum. This bound is modified by radiation from noise sources within the tropo-
sphere, the terrestrial environment and primarily from man-made radio frequency sources. Long-term charac-
teristics af this noise affect the required transmission power whilst short-term chatacteristics determine
how the signal should be desipned and detected to convey the desired information.

Fig I shows a concept of a communication circuit. The message is inserted in the trantsmitter system
where it becomes part of the modulation of an EM wave radiated from the transmitting antonna. The receiv-
ing antenna picks up only an infinitesimal amount of the power radiated as well as unwanted radiations from
many interfering sources. The ratio of the power input at the terminals of the transmitting antenna to the
resulting signal pc-ier available at the receiving antenna is known as the system loss.

Co t ,



The receiver itself contributes some thermal noiso although at HF the receiver noise is not usually

the limiting faetor.

At the receiver output the signal carrying the desired information must be of sufficient energy rela-
tite to all of the unwanted signals and noise combined to provide for a sufficiently faithful reprodiction
of che original message. There are many sources of RF interference and Poise. Some are in a sense control-
labl from the standpoint of adequate receiver design and siting, whilst others are likely to bc present in
all cases. After allowance for the system loss, sufficient transmitter power must be used to overcome the
cumbinet effect of all of the sources of unwanted RF power at the receiver, Diversity transmitsion and
receptior depends upon the degree of 4imilari~y in fading occurring simultaneously on propagation paths
separated by space or frequency or with different polarisations. As modulation bandwidths are increased,
selective ttding becomes more of a problem.,

To tranemit information it is necessary to modulate the fundamental operating frequency of the trans-
* mitter. Regardless of whether t0e modulating signal is digital or analogue, or whether amplitude, fre-

quency.phase or ither type of modulation is ust, the output signal tontains many frequency components
other than the funJamental.

A given commuvication system can only be as effective as the weakest link in the chain from transmit-
ter to receiver. In the case of air-ground systems, therefore, the ground terminal is just as Important
as the aircraft terminal, and must be specified accordingly. Since there are likely to be many mote air-
craft than ground stations, and all airborne electronic equipment penalises the aircraft performance
because of its mass, volume and power consumption, it is important to keep the complexity of the airborne

corsunication terminal as low as possible.

It may, of course, be expensive to realise communication reliability targets and cost-effectiveness
studies must be carried out. This, in turn, implies a subsidiary study relating communications reliability
to mission effectiveness. The main faccors which degrade reliability need to be identified. Assessments
can then be made of reliability improvtrent which may be achieved by realistic modifications to the total
air and ground systems.

In the initial planning stages it is important to have an overall picture of the HF link, This maN
be obtained from a power level diagram, such as shown in Fig 2. The vertical axis is scaled in power, the
horikontal axis is arbitrarily scaled but progresses from left to right as one goes from the transmitter
output power PT via the propagation path to the receiver input. Gains are indicated by positive slopes,
!cases by negative sloper, The space between the broken lines drawn parallel to the horizontal axis repre-
sents signal-to-noise ratio prior to the receiver demodulator. Fig 2 shows a long range sky-wave propaga-
tion path at night. Note that although the propagation losses are similar for 4 MHz an, 9 MHz, the overall
signal power at 4 MHz is reduced due to the poorer aircraft antenna radiation efficiency. Fig 2 clearly
shows that the 9 MHz frequency would be satisfactory with a signal-to-noise ratio of about 25 dB; the 4 MIHz
frequency would be totally unacceptable, however.

3 BASIC DEFINITIONS AND CONCEPTS

3.1 Sky-wave availability

The upper limiting frequency of sky-wave propagation is goveined by the distribution of electron con-
centration along the propagation path. This upper limit is known as the maximum usable frequency (MUF) and
may be considered as the maximum frequency of a wave capabl, c-f propagating over a given sky-wave path.
Because the properties of the ionosphere exhibit temporal variations, the MUF continually fluctuates; but
predictions of ionospheric conditions are based upon monthly median cor.ditions and some allowance must be

* made for day-to-day variability. Thus the predicted MUF is defined as that frequency for which signals are
expected to be available for 502 of the days at a given hour within a given period, usually a month, It is
denoted here by tm " A note of caution should be made. The HUF concept can only be considered an approxi-
mation since many factors can lead to errors in estimates of the MVF. For example, when the ionosphere is
highly structured spatially the HF signal may not disappear completely when the frequency is above 'the MITI'.

The sky-wave availability Q is defined as the percentage probability that radio signals can ;.ropa-
gate at a given hour ovea. a given sky-wave path. It may be derived in terms of the statistics of the day-
to-day variations of the hui.

3.2 Variation of received signal-to-noise ratio

The transmission loss of an HF sky-wave propagation path depends upon a number of factors, and these
can have implications on various aspects of the communication link. Day-to-day variations in the electron
concentration within the E and F regions of the ionosphere influence the direction which a given ray
path takes through the ionosphere to reach the receiver. These fluctuations in rae path direct;on may, in
turn, change the effective gains of the transmitting and receiving antennas, Different ray path directions
can produce different effects of focusing, spatial attenuation, sporadic E losses, polarization losses
and multipath phenomena. Changes of electron concentration in the D and E regions can greatly affect
the value of ionospheric absorption. Day-to-day variations may also be proouced ii. aitmospIeric noise inten-

sities by these mechanisms.

The monthly median value of the mean signal power, S , for a particular mode may be combined with the
monthly median of the mean noise power, No , within a I Hz bandwidth to produce an estieate of the monthly
median value of S/N 0 , the signal-to-noise ratio in a I Ha bandwidth, From a knowledge of the day-to-day
variability of the signal and the noise it is then possible to determine the probability of exceeding some
specified required SIN0  ratio. We shall denote by P the percentage probability that rhe mean received
S/No , whose monthlymedian is Lm , is above some specified level R"
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3.3 Circuit reliability factor

This is defined (CCIR, 1974a) as the fraction of days that successful communication may be expected
at a given hour within the month as a specific operating frequency. The circuit reliability factor is
based upon monthly median estimstes of propagation parameters and their distributions and represents the
fraction of days in the month at the given hour that sucicessful communication is expected.

The primary factor in determining the circuit reliability is the long term median S/N 0  rat.o. This
is directly associated with a grado of service, which in turn defines the type of communication desired;
for example, the percentage of error-free messages in teletype transmissions or the intelligibility of
voice transmissions. A minimum required S/NO ratio is associated with the desired grade of service.
!his ratio depends upon many factors such as modulation index, signalling rates and codes and includes
effects of fading, error-correcting schemes, optimum modulation -nd detection techniques anZ diversity
schemes.

Mathematically, the circuit reliability factor can be expressed (HASLIN, N.M., 1978) as a dimensien-

less quantity p given by

P - QP/ioo

where p, Q, P are expressed as percentages,

3.4 Dependence of reliability on frequency

The magnitude of p depends ultimately upon two oppobing effects:

(i) P increases with increasing freq-tency. Ior a given sKy-wave path the higher the frequency
the less the absorption and the less the received noise: hence the greater the received
S/NO ratio.

(ii) Q decreases with ncreasing frequency. The higher the frequency the less the chance there is

of ionospheric reflection .t Z"Ut fir ueltmy.

A typical variation of reliability with frequency is shown in Fig 3.

3.5 Effect of signal-to-noise on reliability

Consider now the effect of iticreasing the received S/No ratio of the HF link by some means such as
increase of transmitter power, iimrovement of antenna efficiencies, reduction of received noise, etc. Then
P increases, as shown in Fig 4 and hence P also `. ;reases (hig 5). The factor Q , howeve., remains
constant and shows the maximum value of p which is attainable. As Fig 5 shows, the Q curve forms an
lenvelope' to the reliability curves.

Thus, for example, if the median received S/N 0  ratio, R. . is such that curve F is applicable
in Fig 5 and 902 celiability is required, then a horizontal line drawn from p - 90% cuts curve F at
two values of f , denoted by f! and f1 * The lower value fl is known as the lowest usable frequency.
LUF, the upper value f 2  is just below the optimum traffic frequency, FOT. For frequencies below the LUF,
absorption is too great to give tne required S/NO ratio; above fU the ionosphere cannot support the
given frequency for the required percentage of time. Thins satisfactory operation can only be achieved
between ft and f2 , Note that if the median S/N 0  ratio is reduced to that for curve D . there is .1o
frequency which would satisfy the service criterion.

3.6 Agsessment of reliability improvement

So far circuilI reliability has been discussed in qualitative terms. To adequately assess the perform-
ance of a radio link, the communications engineer needs to Lnow what improvement in circuit reliability can
be achieved by a given increase in the receivet S/NO ratio. The increased value of o does not depend
on how the improvement is made; for example it might be achieved by an increase in transmitter power, use
of directional receiving antennas, improved transmitter antenna efficiency, etc.

Fig 6 shows the values of reliability calculated using the CCIR Bluedeck (BARGRAUSEN, A.F. e .,
1969; HAYDON, G.W. er at, 1976) program for a point-to-point link in Februar) 1976. It is convenient to
label theabsciqsaas 'dB above required signal-to-noise' and thirs a direct .omparison of the effect of

C different frequencies is made, although different initial transmitter powers or system gains are required
to produce the same signal-to-noise value for different frequencies.

Thus, for example, if the signal-to-noise ratio on the link is improved by IW dB by some means
(increased transmitter power, improved efficiencies, antenna gain, etc) the corresponding improvement in
reliability can be estimated from the curves. The following points should be noted:-

(i) For large values of (R - RO) , P tends to the value Q since P tet,ds to unity. This
means that well below the NUF P i while as f increase-, p decreases for a I;j1 ,2, signal-
to-noise ratio. At the MUF p - 4 and above it p , I ,

(ii) For very large negative values of (R - Ro) , V 1 0 for all frequencies, since the probabi-
lity that the instantaneous S/N ratio exceeds the required levei RO is very small.

(iii) Between the extremes (i) and (ii) the curves aje approximately lineat, passing through the
value IQ at R - RO . The slope is determined by the statistical spread of absorption loss
and external noise characteristici.

(iv) The slopes of the curves in Fig 6 are proportionately reduced by the value of Q . Thus the
MUF has a slope of one half of that for frequeucies which have Q - .



(v) Fig 6 appears to show that iha lower frequencies are the most reliable,- This is only true
it the actual received signal-to-noise ratio f,, ,ach frequency is the same. In this case

* the lower frequencies are advantageous because of the more favourable valn of Q H However,
the lower frequencies are often more heavily absorbed, particularly during the daytime.

M.7 The required signal-to-noise ratio

To assess the circuit reliability it is first necessary to adopt a minimem required S/NO ratio
.,iterion for a given grade of service. For example. CCIR (CCIR, 1974b) recosmend a 15 db StN ratio

I for marginal end 33 d3 for good commercial quality of communications with HF SSB voice in P 3 kiHz band-
& width. In practice, criteria must be chosen to suit the communication requirements; higher S/No ratios

than the minimum usually specified tvight be required to reduce data errors due to bursts of noise or to
achieve intelligibility of unrelated words on speech transmission.

4 AIR-TO-GROUND COMMUNICATION LINKS

4.1 General teatures

[ From the foregoing sections it is believed that some guidance can be offered for the design and
operation of air-ground HF comaunication links. It is first necessary to choose some reliability fLctor
criteria, bearing in mind that these may be much lower for mobile communications than for commelcial
point-to-poini li-nKs. For the present purposes p - 20% (nearlv useless) and v - 80% ksatisfactory)
have been choien.

In common with fixed point-to-point links it is most important to choose an operating frequency
appropriate to the propagation and noise conditions prevailing at the time, Provided that this is done,
the margin between nearly useless and satisfactory ý smunications 'ias been shown (MASLIN. N.N., 13777) to
be from 20 dB to 35 dt depending upon the time of day. Frequency allocations and interference may limit
the choice of frequency; unfortunately, operators do not alwavs strive to achieve optimim conditions.

4.2 Modification of the reliability curves

Consider now how the properties of, for example, the aircraft antenna winuld change the shape of the
reliability curve in t'ig 3, A typical graph of aircraft antevna efficiency against frequencv is shown
schematically in Fig 7a. The frequencies flo, f 20 . . . . . designate antenna efficiencies of -10 dB,
-20 dB ..... and are different for large and small aircraft, The modified reliability curve for

*O 0 dB in Fig 7t is then gi -on by the chain curve, which passes through the RO - 10 dB curve at
f - flo , RO - 20 dB at f .,20 and so on, The effect of the frequency variation of antenna efficiency
is therefore to shift the RO - 0 dB cur--,e towards the higher frequencies and this restricts the frequency
range capable of providing a giv.en reliability, o' , from (f, - fl) to (f2 - fl) , see Fig 7b, The
width of the frequency 'window' is reduced.: The cent:e of this 'winoow" mvei along the frequency axis
according to the prevsaling confitions. For example, a high sunspot number ycrr tends to increase q for
a given frequency because higher frequencies can be propagated as a result of the increase in 411F. The
value of P , however, may decrease for a given frequency because of the greater ionisation which enlhances
absorption. Thus the centre of the frequency 'window' moves to higher frequencies than those for low
sunspot number years. The width of the 'window' also cnanges. Diurnal variations also radicallv affect
both the width and centre frequency of the window.

Based on the example of the Norway-UK link the calculated results for large and small aircraft are
given in Fig 8. In these examples the efficiencies at 4 tH.! of the antennas ' we been taken as 10' and
0.1% respectively, which are typical results (PAVFY, N.A.!`., IQ7.1, .-he ettt of the poorer antonna
efficiency on the small aircraft is tmfold:

Wi) the usable frequency range is decreased; from 4.4-11.8 .1Z to tH.:-Il,8 SI8e for 0 - 80%,

(ii) the reliability at the lower frequenciies is decreased; at 4.a Mitz from 80* to 27.,

The example chosen is considered to be fairly representative of a long range air-ground linyK. o1w-
ever, as mentioned in the introduction, conaminication in a variety of circumstances is cortmonly eqiuired;
both ground-wave (for short distances) and higher 4.ngle skv-u-qve (for medium distances) propagation paths
nead atso to be considered if an effective overall assessment of cosmmunications reliability is to be made,
These cases may be treated initially in a similor manner to the anelvsis in this '-_'er. The valuo of Ft)
needs to be established for particular cases and this may be influenced by xevetal factors associated with
the aircraft.

4.3 Example ot a small aircraft

T'he dependence of reliability upon frequencv is shown in Fig 'Q, which gives predicted values f-r a
small aircraft operitivg over two short range links at noon in January IQ7t,. Note sitat at the lover fre-
quencies there is a rapid decrease in reliabilitv due to the decrease in antenna etficiencie; ksee Fig 'a).
The c-rves D to A show examples of progressive imptovements which might be made, Curves C and 11
show the effect of HO dB ground directivity factors whilst curves A and B show how progressively
increasing the antenna efficiencies could increase reliability.

4.4 Example of a large aircraft

The purpose of this section is to illustrate how conditions are likely to change and how these changes
can affect the overall reliability for a typical mission profile of a long range maritime patrol aircraft.,

Consider air-ground voice comminications utilizing It) dB groutnd receiving antenna diroctivitv and
assume that the mission is of 10 hours duration. The ground station is in North Scotland and the aircraft-_ _

1
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flies northward at 450 kn for 3 hours, remain* at this range for 4 hours and then returns, again at 450 kn,
during the last 3 hours of the mission.

Four curves are given: the PUF, the frequency which provides the best reliability (this is not
necessarily the optivamn working frequency), the reliability factor for this best freqiency and the relia-
bility factor for a given fixed frequency.

Fig 10 shows a mission startiqg at 0200 hours. The optimum frequency is a comprcmise between sky-
wave availability and signal absorption. Note that the optimum reliability attaznable is approximately
constant over the whole mission. For a constant (3 MHz) frequency the January results show that this
would be a reasonable frequency for most of the mission, but when the HUF increases (aroind 1000 hours)
the reliability of 3 Hx decreases and the optimum froequency rises to about 8 MNH. Results for April to.hqw
that the MUF is greater than for January and hence 3 Hzt is not a good choice since the HUF is above 8 Mtz
for most of the mission; 3 MHx sie-als are too heavily attenuated to be useful.

S5 DISCUSSION

It has been shown that the reliability of an HF air-ground sky-wave link is a complicated function
of a large number of factors. Recourse has therefore been made to representative examples to illustrate
the main phenomena. Based on thece examples the objective of this section is to provide guidance for the
design and management of such links.

Consider firstly the link management aspects. The most crucial factor is the zhoice of operating
frequency for a particular set of conditions. The upper frequency bound is determined by the availability
of a suitable propagation path, which is governed primarily by the HUf. The lower frequency bound is
realised by the absorption within the ionosphere, so that it is a function of the performances of the
communication terminals. The useful frequency band available to the colmuniLator depends not cnly on the

! signal strength and fading characteristics, but also on the dispersion caused by multipath propagation

and ionospheric movements. The normal prediction methods should therefore ideally be supplemen-ed by
daily forecasts and perhaps ionospheric soundings, The system designer needs predictions of friquencies
which have tolerable dispersion in addition to adequate signal-to-noise ratios. If a choice of frequency
is available, the highest frequency which offers acceptable reliabiiity is often to be preferred since this
minimises multipath effects ie f is preferable to fl in Fig 5).

Ground-air and air-ground communications must be treated as separate situations in view of the dif-
ferent transmitter powers, radio frequency noise-field and antenna characteristics at the ground and air-
borne terminals. The NUF increases with ra:te and if a choice of ground stations is available it may
sometimes (LIED, F., 1967; HASLIN, N.M., 19?')- be advantageous to work to the more remote station so that
higher working frequencies can be used. Lonsequently the need for continual frequency changing woald be
eliminated; the sky-wave propagation modes would also be operable over longer periods of a flight 2ompared
to the shorter range link.

Particularly severe problems are presented by lF communications with small aircraft at moderate
ranges, primarily as a result of very poor aircraft antenna efficiency tn the low part of the HF bdnd.
Working over a longer range communication lin. increases the optimum traffic irequency, thus avoiding the
poor antenna efficiencies and generally reducing the external noise levels. This is d~scussed more fully
in a comparison paper (HASLIN, N.H., 1979).

If all-round coverage is not required by the ground receiving station, then an important parameter
is the directivity (ic a geometrical factor) rather than absolute gain of the ground antenna.

Ground antenna directivity gives improved circuit performance when the system is limited by external
noise, but is of little help when availability of the propagation pnth itself is a major constraint.

Sources of aircraft noise (4SI, 1973) are important factors for consideration and are often the
predominant noise sources received in the aircraft. They include electrostatic discharges, rotating
electrical nachinery and switching transients so thac the noise is likely to contain both Gaussian and
impulsive components. Radiated interference from the avionic installation is picked up by the aircraft
antennas; it is important to provide adequate attenuation of this noise by the aircraft airframe.

All the above featurci. are important when assessing an HF air-ground link since the power bu.dget is
usually more critical than for a fixed point-to-point link, Suppose it is deduced from the foregoing dis-
cussion that a 10 dB improvement in median received signal-to-noise ratio would provide a worthwhile
increase in communications reliability for a given air-ground link. It is then neces..ary to decide upon
"t"he most cost effective solution. It might be better, for example, to improve the around station direc-
tivity factor by 10 dB rather than increasing the aircraft transmitter power tenfold or improving the
antenna efficiencies of a large number of aircraft.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The assessmert of circuit reliability has been shown to depend upon two important parameters.

(i) The ratio (f/fm) of the operating frequency to the MUF. Since the MUF is fixed for a
given time of day, season and latitude, the associated sky-wavt availability Q is fixed
and the reliability has a meximum value of Q

(ii) The ratio of the received to required signal-to-noise ratio (R1 - R9 in dB) . The required
ratio go is fixed for a given modulation mode by the grade of service needed, whilst R.
can be clanged by adjusting parameters within the link. The associated probability factor

P is, therefore, to some extent controllable.



I The range of reliability improvements which is possible for a given increase in (RU - RO) has
been discussed. In this way a conmsnication link can be assessid to decide what improvements would prove
cost effective.

The choice of a suitable frequency for the link for a given time of day involves an assessment of
two conflicting factors.

(i) Higher frequencies are less liable to be prcpagated (Q is smaller).

(ii) Lower frequencies are more heavily attenuated (P is smaller).

Moreover atmospheric noise generally increases with decreasing frequency. Thus for a given situation
there may be a band or 'window' of frequencies available within which the required reliability could be
achieved for the particular link configuration employed,

This paper has concentrated on examples of an air-ground sky-wave link because the power budget can
be very crucial; an assessment of the communications reliability of aircraft under operating conditions is
an essential step in the evaluation of their effectiveness. It has been shown how the resultant received
median signal-to-noise ratio, and in turn the circuit reliability, depends upon a number of factcrs such
as transmitter Power, propagation path loss, antenna efficiencies, etc. In the course of this study a
number of simplifications have been made. Such effects as multipath features, time and frequency disper-
sion, the change in apparent aircraft antenna performance due to ground reflection, and uncertainties in
the aircraft antenna polarisation characteristics have not been specifically addressed. However, it is
believed that an understanding of the basic features, outlined here, should prove oseful ro the comnmunica-
tions engineer concerned with the planning and assessment of HF sky-wave links.
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- DISCUSSION

Comment by Dr Klaus Bibi, US
(a) A distribution is necessary if mome-tary MUF values are available on only monthly averages since geometric

focussing near MUF is of great importance for signal-to-noise calculations

(b) Interference measurements and calculationm dependent oa height of aircraft and radio activity areas are
important for HF communication reliability assessments, as oi'r results in the airborne ionosondes have shown

Author's Comment
Yes we do agree with these two comments and in connection with the second we are proposing to undertake a
measurement program as we shall mention in a later paper at this meeting.

L
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COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND PREDICTED

MUF'S AT A RE'OTE LOCATION
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SUMMARY

During the past years measurements of the signal strength of distant HF transmitters have

been carried out at Ui:chow, F. R. of Germany, by the Research Institute of tne Deutsche

Bundespost. The times at which the signals are received first and last by ionospheric

propagation during the diurnal cycle define the times where the frequency of the trans-
mitted signal is equal to the path MUF (maximum usable frequency), Values of these tran-

sition times are taken from the field-strength records of a path fr)m England to Germany

and then compared with the predicted values. A further comparison i.; made between the

Lbserved MUF transition times and the ionogram critical frequencies at the approximate

path mid-point, i.e. de Bilt in Holland for the above mentioned patt.

Good agreement is obtained between the ionogram critical "requencies and the measured

MUF's. It is suggested that information obtained from signal-strength records can lead

to substantial improvements in MUF predictions. 1hip is of considerable importance since

operetional requirements usually exist for real-time siTuations and not for the average

conditions computed by prediction programmes.

1. INTRODUCTION

rhe basis for this "passive sounding systems" is the continuous measurement of the signal
strength of distant HF transmitters. A number of meteorological broadcast stations trans-

mitting 24 hours a day is suitable for this purpose. For the work presented here. the

station "Brack'ell' in England was chosen which transmits on several frequencies simul-

taneously. The field strength of these transmitters is recorded on the follow~ng fre-

quencies: 18.2 MHL, 14.4 MHz, 11.0 MHz, 8.0 MHz, 4.8 MHz and 3.5 MHz. The path length is

about 800 km. Located within a few kilometres of the path mid-point is the ionosonde

station de Bilt (Figure 1).

2. F-LAYER AND SPORADIC-E LAYER MUF TRANSITS

A typical example of a field-strength record with the sudden increase in field strength

is shown in Figure 2. The scatter field strength is about 20 dB above the noise level.

The MUF transit time denotes the time at which the propagation mechanism ,,hanges from

scatter to ionospheric reflection or mode propagation. At this point the field strength

increases by about 40 dB (Damboldt and SUBmann, 1976).

The gradient of the field-strength inc-ease at a fixed frequency is depenient on the gra-

dient of the critical frequency in the course of the day. Figure 2 shows a typical winter-

day record, where the diurnal variation of the critical frequency is much more pronounced
than on a summer day.

Generally a MUF transit is much less distinct when the sporadic-E layer MUF equals the

path MUF. Figure 3 shows a typical example if a field-strength increase caused by a short



enhancement of the sporadic-E critical frequency. An exact MUF transit time is difficult

tu determine and due to the spgradic behaviour of this layer, information about the crit-

ical frequency on one path can not be used to estimate ic on another path.

3. COMPARISON OF PREDICTED MEDI,,N MUF WITH OBSERVED MUF TRANSITS

The vertical critical frequencies and the MUF factor were taken from the CCIR Atlas of

ionospheric characteristics (CCI}', 1978). They were then converted to an 800-km path with
the transmitter at Bracknell and the receiver at LUchow. The upper decile, median and

lower decile MUF's are shown it F..gure 4 for October 1978. Also shown is a number of MUFI transit times at the frequencie:s recorded during this month. Good agreement between pre-

dicted and measured values is obtatned, however the spread of the daily values - due to
cifferent propagation conditions - is obvious. Therefore, the daily measured values of

the MUF transit times can be used to update the MUF cur e in real time (Beckwith and Rao,

1975; Jones, Spracklen and Stewart, 1978).

4. COMPARISON OF MEASURED IONOGRAM CRITICAL FREQUENCIES WITH OBSERVED MUF TRANSIT TIMES

The 4onosonde station de Bilt makes %ourly measurements of the' vertical criticsl frequen-

cy and other ionospheric parameters. Figure 5 showc +he diurnal variation of the F-layer

critical frequency on the day indica:ed. Also given are the times of MUF transits observ-

ed on the 800-km path at the frequent ie3 indicated. Ii is obvious that the ionogram ver-

tical critical frequencies can very iell be anferred from the observed MUF transits and

vice versa.

Figure 6 shows the diurnal variation of th- F-layer ve-tical critical frequency (of the

day indicated) of the ionosonde at Lindau, F, R. of Geraany. This statiun is located

about 200 km south of the receiving station. Unexpectedly good correlation between iono-

gram critical frequencies and MUF trsnsits i:s obtained altiough the ionosperic reflection

point for the oblique path is about 00 km d&Etant from the ionosonde station. Under

quiet ionospheric conditions rhpre stcms lIL-le difference between the critical frequen-

cies at the two mentioned ionosonde :tations which are about 5C0) km apart (Figures 5
and 6).

5. CONCLUSION

r'he conclusion which can be drawn ftom thes observation results is tl:at - at least in a

limited geographical region - measu'ements of ionospheric critical frequencies on one

path (or a, one location) can be used to update the ýritical frequencies for another
path (or another location) in real time.
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Fig. 1 Map of Europe showing the locations of transmitter, receiver and ionosonde
stations.
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In short , HF frequepies are generally limited to about 15 MHz for transmissions at long range and perhaps
Shalf tb;lt value fur shorter rn:wge. There are large regions in the noithern hemisphere to which Conus-based
transmissions cannot propagate at np.ght.

3.0 CHEMICAL PELEASE CHARACTERISTICS

Sohum, cei,,un, and barium have all been used in past chemical release studies A great weatth of data was
obtained during past tests. Barium 4as utilized in the dayt-t, with both tunris, and sunset releases.
Barium vapor is generated via a therriite reaction with copper or with harium nitiate. Typicallv, 10 percent
of the available barium is vapor:zed. rh.s vspor is rcadily photoionized by sunlight. The data base shows
that the Lime history of ionization in the ion clouds behaves as

N ... .4 x 10Y -3
V'' -tl/--- cm i

where Me is the electron concentration and t is tht timu after ior.ization expressed in seconds Barium
released under night conditions will not produce an ion cloud. The initial thermal ionization is :apidly
quenOhed by reactions with 02 That is, thc barium ion is energetic, the oxidation reaction

Ba + O-0 BaO+ + 0 (2)

occurs rapidly and is Pollowed vy the fast dissoiative recombination reaction

BaO* + e-Ba - 0 (3)

in the day, reaction (3) is followed by the competing reactions

Ba + hv Ba + e
(4ý

Ba + 02 -BZB- ÷

1he oxidizi;ig reaction in Etquation 4 is much siluvr ;han in Equation 2 because the ion is no longer highly
energetic. Ion/electron concentrations described by Equation 1 result from ambipolar diffusiohi of the
cloud. (Ion/electron radiative recombination is too slow to nave any effect on N e).

Rarium releases have provided ciouds which are large (5 to 30 km radii, depending on release altitude) and
which have radar cross sections which approximate geometric values, 10m

2
, Unfortunately, larium ion

clouds are only useful as a scattering device while the clouds are sunlit.

Cesium and sodium occupy a different column in the chart of the elements. These elements have only one
electron in the outer shell, compared to two electrons for the barium atom, As a resalt, an energetic ion
such as C1 does not readily react with 02. the thermal ionization created via thermite reactions is not
oxidized by 02 (though it would be oidized by 03, and, therefore, is probably not useful at altitudes
below about 80 ki) and the time histor) of ceýium is given by

No -4
e •-T7 ci

where N is the initial concentration of cesium ions generated by thermal ionization. Data shows that

No for small (i kg) releases at about 105 kms i3 on the order of 2 x l07 c-i
3

. Cesium (or sodius) thus
provides ion clouds which possess large sc.ttering coefficients during both day and night conditiorS.

The initial clouds are spherical. Dispersive spreading and magnetic containing forces gradually distort
the initial spherical shapes into ellipsoids with the major axis aligned with the geomagnetic field.

Gradient drift instabilities cause the ion cloud to develop a sharp edge and eventually striate into field-
aligned filaments of ionization. At this time, usually several minutes or more, the cloud becomes a
diffuse scatterer and may no linger be useful in terms of co.aIurzication ,ugm2ntation.

4.0 SCATTERING CHARACTERISTICS AND GEOMETkY

The plasma frequency of an ion cloud can be expressed as

f = 8.9 x 103 N
11 2 Hlz (6)

p e

where Ne is the electron concentration (cm-
3
). Using Equations 1 and S, the plasmni frequtencies f;r

barium and cesium ion clouds are

5.7 x 10" "Z
PB 1 1/4

8.9 X 103 N 1/2

"PC t-/4 H /(8)

Equations 7 and 8 show the frequencies which will backscatter from the cloud. That i ,, radio waves of any
frequency f such that f - fp will backscatter. At angles other than backscatter, 3r addtional factor
secant 8 (8 is the angle between the incoming wave vector and the normal to the surface), multiplicative-
1) increases the usahle frequency. Taking No= 106 cm-

3 
in Equation 8 and a scattering ,ngle of 45 degrees,

the maximum usable frequency versus time for both barium and cesium ion clouds has beei cc outed. The re-
sults are shown in Figure 6. N(.te that for the cesium cloud, a frequency )f 30 Mliz t.' h ;ed for
approximately five minutes.

S==
C • : " : •" "
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Figure 7 shows the hackscatter radar cros, sections measured during a barium test. Note that the cross
section exceeds lOs m2 at 10 1 11hz for about 18 minutes after release.

Figure 8 shois a propagation link between a transmitter. T, an ian cloud located above the E-layer, and a
recei',er, R, over-the-horizon from the transmitter. During a ,,est serie, an ion cloud %as released over
florida at about 200 km altitude. Transmissions from White Sands, New Mexico were scattered off the cloud

T, a,," received at Antigua in thiet Carribean Sea. rhe range from transmitter to receiver was ahout 3000 miles,

Figure 9 shows four circle, with diameters of 3000 miles. Note on the lower -ircle that White Sands and
Antigua lie on tne periphery, with the ion cloud over Florida at the center -,f the circle. The other three
c~rcles show the geom(tri,, coverage which could be provwdea by ion clouds, for transmitters located at
Seattle, Washington., Omaha, Nebraska; and Banir, Maine. The entire II S Northern boundary aitd up to the
North Pole can be covered with three ion clouds.

*[ Figure 10 shows a 3000 mile diameter circle centered at Rome, ltalv. Note that communications can he made
tron London, England to Istanbul,, Turkey. The entire NATO communit., can communicate using a single cloud.

5.0 NUCLEAR ENVIRONMENTS

[ii systems subjected to rnuclear environments are extremely susceptible to blackout due to the absorption
produced by X ray, gamma-ray, and beta-particl', ionization. Figure 11 shows an artists concept of a
large yield nuclear burst occurring at an altitude of 100 km directly above a transmitter which is propa-
gatingawave up toward a chemical release cloud. The range from the burst to the region of ionization is
about 200 km, Figure 12 shows the one-way venitical absorption* produced during the day by X-ray ion,zation.

Note that 10 dB absorption at 10 Mliz persists for about 25 minutes while at 50 MHz, only for about one
minute. Clearly, increasing the frequency of propagation produces a large reduction in the duration of
blackout. For X-ray blackout, the duration of a given level of absorption scales about as f 2, hence,
five-f-'d increase in frequency results in a 25-fold diminution in duration.

Figure 13 shows the one-%3y vertical absorption produced by the delayed gamma-ray ionization from this
burst. '. system operating at 10 %2iz would be blacked out for several hours after the detonation. At 50
MNz, the blackout (10 dB) persists for five or 10 minutes depending on ray path geometry.

Figure 14 shows the absorption produced bi oeta-particle ionization, arbitrarily spread over a 200 km
radius. For ray paths which intersect the beta-patch, even systemo operating at 100 Mliz are blacked out
for over one hour. Clearly, beta-patch regions must bt avoided by any HF or VHF communication system.

6 We will now briefly d-scuss methods of assessing such environments and describe mitigation techniques that
could be ewployed to minimize the effects of nuclear detonations.

6. ASSESSMENT AND MITIGATION

Past studies have .hown that elcctronic sensors can be used to identify a nuclear detonation and locate
the burst position with reasonable accur,,cy. Studies have also shown that electronic measurements can be
used to obtain estimates of the weapon yield to within about a fac*or of two.

With these estimates as inputs, computer simulations can be used io provide estimates of beta patch loca-
tion as a function of time. In addition, such a simulation can provide estinates of the absorption time
histories for any ray path of i:nterest.

S

* To obtain the two-way slant path absorption, multiply by 2 see E, where E is the ray elevation angle.

k 1
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DISCUSSION

J. Rottger, Ge
Wh. does Ge sotropi(, rur at frequencie, lower than the critical plasma freqtincy 9 Isn't "(total)

retlection" from the s,.r clwid?

Author's Reply
No, total reflection is too sim,?le a concept here. RAth r the incoming wave generates surface currents which
produce isotropic scattering at from a metallic sphert..

T B. Jones, UK
W,.,ld you please comment on the possibility of the production of electrostatic images of the cloud in the L layer
The E layer conjugations produced in this way can support additional modes of propagation which result in modal
interference etc.

Author's Reply

Images can be generated, both in the local E region but also in the magnetic conjugation region over the equator.
These images may support other propagation modes. This problem has not been addressed to date, but will be
considered in future experimental planning

James R. Wait, US
Could you indicate what t0' .retical model was used to calculate the hi-static cross section of the cloud? In this
connection, did you account for the radial density of the cloud density?

Author's Reply
Short pulse radar returns from the cloud showed no pulse spreading indicating the electron density gridient was
short compared to a wavelength As a result computations of the cross section using geometrical optics
approximations were employed.

Comment by N.C. Gerson US
If the ionization produced by the chemical releases becomes field aligned, several factors restrict the results
presented. First, field aligned propagation implies an aspect sensitive condition, in which the transmitter and
receiver must be in certain areas, respectively, for propagation to take place. Secondly, with field aligned
prvpagation, both the trarsmitter and receiver must be located below a given geomagnetic latitude for the reflected
ray to be ieturned to :he earth

Author's Comment
I agree with this comment The results presented only apply prior to the ion cloud becoming field-aligned.
approximately 5 minutes aft -r release.

George H. MiUman, US
You mentioned that transinission distances on the order of 3000 miles were attained during one of the barium
releases. Could you amplify this statement in terms of transmission frequency, and reflection height?

Author's Reply
The transmission frequency was approximately 10Mhz. The height of reflection was about 215km, hence some
refraction occurred to achieve the range of 3000 miles.
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TROPOSPHERIC EFFECTS ON HF PROPAGATION

George H. Miliman
General Electric Company

Syracuse, New York 13221, USA

SUMMARY

An evaluation is made of the effect of tropospheric refractive bendi-g on the propagatin of HF radio waves.

The index of refraction in the troposphere is modeled in terms of the CRPL Reference Refractivity Atmosphere -

1958, while the index of refraction in the ionosphere is defined in terms of the transverse-ordinary mode of propaga-

tion, the electron density being represented oy a Chapman model.

Ray tracings are performed based on the assumption that the propagation media are stratified into layers of

constant refractive index. The ground scatter distance and the true and virtual reflection heights are calculated as

a function of surface refractivity and vpric.,s electron density profiles.

The relationship between radar range and target-ground distance is also examined. The existence of long range

propagation paths beyond 4500 km for specific tropospheric and ion:spheric conditions is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

When electromagnetic waves are propagated through dIe troposphere and ionosphere, they undergo a change in

direction or refractive bending. This phenomenon which arises from the nonhomogeneous characteristics of Lhe media

introduces an angular error in radar measurement data (Millman, 1958).

The elevation angle deflection of radar waves in the troposphere is independent of frequency, and in the iono-

sphere it is frequency dependent, i.e., inversely proportional to frequency squared (Millmran, 1958). However, in

the case of the troposphere, the angular deviation is directly proportional to the surface refractiv.ty, No, i. 0., the

deviation increasing with increasing N (Millman, 1971).
0

In predicting the range-coverage performance of an HF backscatter radar or the transmission-frequency

requirements of a communications system, ionospheric propagation characteristics are only considered. The 4fects

of the tropospheric refractive properties on HF propagation are in general not taken into account.

However, a preliminary examination of the HF propagation phenomena has revealed that the ground-scatter

distance and the true and virtual reflection heights are modified when tropospheric refraction effects are taken into

account (Millman, 1975).

In this paper, an evaluation is made of the effect of refractive bending in the troposphere on the propagation of

HF radio waves..

2. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

2.1 Tropospheric Index of Refraction

The index of refraction, nt, in the troposphere, can be expressed in terms of the functions

N = (n- 1) x 106 (1)

and

N b(2)

where N is the refractivity, T is the air te.,perature P°K), p is the total pressure (mbar) and ( is the partial pressure

of water vapor (mbar). According to Smith and Weintraub (1953), the constants, a and b, are 77.6oK/mbar and

4810°K, respectively.

It should be noted that the above expression for the refractivity of air is independe.'t 'f frequency in the 100- to

30,000-MHz range. The first term in Equation (2), ap/I, applies to both optical aii radio frequencies, and is often
2ref';rred to as the dry term. The second term, abE /r2, which is the wet term, is the water vapor relationship

• •required only at radio frequencies.



The tropospheric refractive index model employed in this analysis is the CRPL Reference Rtefractivz) AtMnos-

pbere - 1958 (Bean and Dutton, 1966) which is described by

Nih) N + (h-bh),0 N (3)

where N0 is the surface refracti Ity and h is the surface height above mean sea level. This expression is %adid foi

ho --- h : (ho + 1) km. The paranieter, \N, is defined by

\N = -7. 32 exp (0. 005577 N ) (4i

For the region defined by (h° + 1) • h :- 9 km, the refractivity decays as

N(h) = NIexp1-c(h-ho- 1) (5)

where N1 is the value of N(h) at 1 km above the surface andI -o .(N 6
Above 9 kin, the exponential decay is of the form

N(h) ý 105 exp -0. 1424 (h - 9)1 (7)

Surface refractivities of 320-N and 400-N units were only considered. The latter is reprvsenmative of severe

refraction conditions while the former of average conditions.

2. 2 Ionospheric Index of Refraction

The index of refraction in the ionosphere can be expressed by the relationship

1/2 1 1/2
N e -

Ne1
tOn ne(

[3
where .N is the angular plasma frequency of the medium (rad/s,. N eis the electron density (electrons/rn), e is the

electron charge (1.6 x 10 C), me is the electron mass (9. 1 x 10"31 kg) ,. is the elecmric permittivity of free

space (10 -936,r Fm' m) and e is the angular frequency of the incident wave (rad/s).

The distribution of electron detisity with height is assumed to follow the Chapman model of the form

Nn IIIi III
N ie n n exp I 1 H exp s ( /

where H is the scale height of the neutral particles and N is bhe electron dcnsit3 at the level of maximum
ionization, hm.

The values of the parameters defining the di time ioncspheric electron density profiles and the equivalent

plasma frequencies of the maximum ionization levels, used in the calculations, are presented in Table 1. Minimum

elcctron density between the E- and Fl-layer is attained at 128. 01 km altitude and between the Fl- and F2- 1ayer at
213.55-kin altitude.

it should be noted that the ionospheric refractive index, given by Equation (8), is also a function of both 'he

electron collision frequency and the earth's magnetic field. For frequencies on the order of 10 MHz and above. and

at altitudes greater than 80 km, the effect 3f the collisio;: frequency term on the index of refraction is negligible

(Davies, 1965).,

44
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The refractive index is slightly in error when the magnetic field is neglected. It can I*e s), tu that, when -.e

magnetic field is taken in account, the refractive index is defined by the following (Ratcliffe, i•..J

1., Longitudinal-ordinary propagation mode

N e" e

ni l'2 leý

tOe L

'ni Tran-sver,tr-ordlnary propagation medle

" 1 1/'2

IIn
L OC

4.; Trans% erse-extraordinary propagation mode

N 2 i eB 2o e

[~jm42 \ e~ ) 1 ~/2

insi

where B is the magnetic induction (\'b/m) and v is the r i, e., the angle between the magnetic held
vector and the direction of propagation.

When evaluating the errors with respect to the transverse-ordinary mode of propagation 'Ahich corresponds to

Equation (8), the nonmagnetic field case, it is found that the maximum error in the refractive index occurs the

peak of tb', F2-layer and, at .30 MNIL. is less than 0.4 percent. At 20 MN1z, the error increases to slightly greater

than 1 percept. The calculations are based on the electron density models described in Tible 1 and on a magnetic

field intensit" of 0. 5 G (B = 0. 5 \ 10-4 WbM/ni 2) which is assumed to be invariant with altitude (Millman, 1977).

It should be tidied that transverse propagation is applicable, to a first approximation, to transmissions origi-

hating in the midlatitudes and oriented towards the polar ionosphere, Longitudinal proplgatioc, on the other hand,

applies to midlatitudes transmissions directed equatorward.

2.3 Computaticnal Procedure

In this analysis, it is assumed that (1) the troposphere is contained betwee:, the earth's surface ,nd 30-km

:altitude. (21 the base of the ionosphere is locazed at an altitude of 80 km and (3) free space prevails in the region

between the troposphere and the ionosphere.

in e'aluatug the effects of the tropospheric refraction phenomenon on HF propagation, the basic assumption

employed is that both the tri posphere and tonosphere can be cohsidered to be stratified into spherical layers of

constarut refractive in'ex. The stratified layer method, although approximate in nature, can be greatly improved by

me-rei-1 increasing the Lumber ol layers in the medium, ., decreasing the thickness of each individual layer

element (Millman, 1961k.

Tho sl,-Ab smzes employed in the computations are as follows: 50 1 in the altitude region from hI 0 to 30 km;

50 km from h z 30 to 80 kni;- and I km from h $ 60 to 300 kin.
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3. DISCUSSION

Estimates of the effect of tropospheric refraction on IHF propagation are presented in Tables 2 through 7 which

list the ground-scatter distances and the true and virtual r .flection heights for transmissions at 10, 20 and 30 MHz

and at V° and 3. 5" elevation angles. The calculations are ',ased on the nonmagnetic field, ionospheric index of

refraction, i.e., transverse-ordinary mode of propagation, d, .ined by Equation (8) and apply to the four electron

density models described in Table 1.

The analytical expressions for the true reflection height, hr, and the virtual reflection height, hr, are given by

(Millman, 1977)

hr n. cos E 0 .... - 1 (14)

and

h' ro oE cos E °E + -!•t5

Swhep r oois the earth's radius, n is the index of refraction at the earth's surface, E is the apparent grour ;\'a-
tion angle and S is the ground-sc..tter distance.,

Arn examination of the data reveals that, for a given set ofi propagstioa conditions, -.. e. , tropospheric and iono-

spheric models, the true reflection height increases with increasing transmission frequency and elevation angle. It

is seen that, for a given electron density model, the true reflection height decreases with increasing surface

refractivity.

The ground-scatter distance and the virtual reflection height, on the other hand, increase with increasing

surface refracti-ity except in the case of the 20-MHz. 1' elevat,'n angle datzi (Table 4) where the reveise occurs for

electron dens-,ty model C. This reversal -an be attributed to the fact that the true height of reflection of N - 0 takes

place above the peak of the Fl-layer, i.e., at an altitude of 214.17 km whilb the No ý S20 and N 400 reflections

occur below the Fl-layer peak, i.e., at !.2.30- and 179, 56-km altitude, respe"tively.

It is of interest to note that the decrease in the ground-scatter distance at a surface refractivilxt of 400-N units,

electron density model A (Table 41, is mainly the r-sult of the true -eflection taking place at approximately the peak

of the E-layer, i.e., 99.96-km altitude. This is in contrast with the N, = 0 an1 No z 320 data which reflect at the

lower portion of the Fl-layer, i.e., 174.41 and 172.34 km altitude, respectively.

An interesting disclosure in the 20-MHz risults, Tables 4 and 5, is the existence of long-range propagatio.,

paths for specific tropospheric and ionospheric conditions. It is noted that long-range propagation, i.e., ground-

scatter distances greater than approximately 41,00 kin, generally tends to occur for rays undergoing reflection at

altitudes on the order of 214 km which is slightly above the altitude where the Fl- and F2-layer are joined together,

the ionization valley being located at 23. 55-km altitude.

Figures 1 through 3 disclose 20-Mlz lugh-raN one-hop FI mode propagation (Pederson ray) at distances up to

6200 kin, with maximum range being attained at elevation angles between approximately 1" and 3.5'. As illustrate'

in Figure 4, a slight variation in the electron density profile can result in: (1) the maximum range being acquired at

the lowest elevation angle and, (2) the disappearance of the Fl propagation mode.

Long-distance, one-hop Fl propagation over approximately a 4500-km path has been observed by Tveten (1961).

Propagation by the one-hop F2 mode over a 5300-km path is possible according to the experimental measurements of

Warren and Hlagg (1958) and the theoretical calculations ,if Kift (1958).

Utilizing ray tracings techniques, Muldrew and Maliphant (1962) investigated the properties of long-distance,

oiie-'top propagation. They found that long-distance propagation may occur via the FI- and as well as the F2-layer

and that one-hop propagation may extend to ranges in excess of 7500 km in the temperate regions and 10, o90 km in

the equatorial region.

2-
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It shot'ld be apparent from Figures 1 through 4 which are %isual representations of the data in Tables 4 and 5

that, at lov elevation angles, the ground-scatter distance is controlled to some extent by the troposphere. As

previously mentioned, when tropospheric refraction is severe (i. e., high surface refractivity) the ground scatter

distance is g....aity a maxiumm. It is a minimum when the surface refractivity is not taken into account (i.e.,

N" Z 0). For example, the ground-scatter reflection point, at 2' elevation angle for ionospheric model D, Figure 4,

evaluates to 5052.50 km for No .. 400 and decreases to 4966.34 km for No = 320 and 4738.26 km for No - 0.

An additional feature of interest in Figures 1 through 3 is the indication of the possible existence of multiple

rays incident t the same location on the earth's surface commencing at distances greater than about 3800 kin. This

phenomenon implies that there is a focusing of the rays wbich results in an apparent enhancement of the incidert

radiation at the long ranges.

An evaluation of HP radio focusing at maximum range caiused by the .rmzation distribution between ionospheric

layers has been made by Croft (1967).

Figures 5 and 6 are plots of the radar range, i.e., group path length, as a function of the ground distance at a

frequency of 20 MHz for ionospheric models A and D, respectively. It is seen that, for a given set of propagation

conditions, i.e., ionospheric model and high- or low-ra3 propagation mode, a linear relationship exists between the

radar range and the ground distance which is independent of ýhe tropospheric refractioi conditions. It follows,

thereore, that there is no need to take into Pccount the effect of refractive bending in tne troposphere when deter-

mining the location of an object in space by HF backscatter radar techniques. !n other words, no special calculations

have to be made to a-count for the effects of the troposphere on radar-target, coordinate-registration process.

On comparing Figure 5 with Figuie 6, it is found that the high-ray (F2 mode) slopes are practically the same.

-I An identical situation ex.ists for the slopes of the low rays (F2 mode).

The 30-MHz radar-range data shown in Figures 7 and 8 also display similar slopes for the low rays and for the

high rays. It is rnoted that the slope of the data poiate of the high rays is slightly greater th,,n that of the low rays for

both the 20- and 30-Mliz computations.

The linear relationships between the radar ranges and the ground distances illustrated in Figures 5 through 8

are summarized in Table 8.

Additional items which should be mpntioned with regard to the 30-Mttz data are:. (1) lcng-range propagation

beyond 4 500-km ground distance was not attainable for the four ionospheric models considered in this analysis, (2)

the elevation angle versus ground-scatter distance plots were similar in appearance to the curves illustrated in

Figure 4, and (3) the ground distance traerseO by the high ra~s tended to approach that of the low rays.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The presence of tropospheric bending tends to have the following effects on HF propagation, to decreaa'- the
true height of reflection and, for the most part, to increase the ground distance over which the waves can be trans-

mitted and to increase the virtual height of reflection.

Slight variations in the ionospheric electron density distribution could result in the ground scatter distance and

virtual reflection height decreasing with increasing severity of tropospheric refractioa.

Inasmuch as a linear relationship exists between radar range and ground distance, tropospheric refraction

effects need not be taken into account when deducing the location of a target by means of IIF backscatter radar

techniques.

Long distance propagation beyond 4500 kin appears to occur for rays:. (1) having very low takeoff angles, i.e.,

less than about 4' and, (2) undergoing reflection in the altitude region where the F1 and F2 layers are joined together.

It is found that, for the electron density models considered in this analysis, the long-distance propagation mode

is frequency sensitive in that the extended surface coveiige occurred only at 20 M'Iz and not at 10 and 30 MHz.
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TAB •LE 1

IONOSPHERIC ELECTRON DENSITY PROFIL:S

SI Maximum Electron

Scale Height Altitude Density Plasma FrequencyModel Layer 11 (kin) (kin, N,(x 10 electron,/m3 (MHz)

A E 10 too 1.500 3.477

Fl o 200 3.000 4.917

F2 50 300 12.500 10.037

E 10 o00 1.459 3.429
Fl 40 20u 2.918 4.850
F2 50 I 300 12. 160 9.899

C E 10 100 1.440 3.406
FI 40 200 2.879 4.817

F2 50 300 11.997 9 833

D E 10 100 1.421 3.384
Ft 40 200 2.841 4.785

F2 50 1300 11.838 J 767

TABLE 2

GROUND-SCATTER DISTANCE AND TRUE AND VIRTUA' REFLECTION
HEIGHTS FOR 10-MHz TRHA1SMISSIONS AT P ELEVATION ANGLE

I rouj-Scatter True Reflectio, Virtual Reflection
Electron Refractivity Distance Height Height

Density Model (N Units) (kin) (kin) (km)

A 0 1163.96 81.66 85.38

320 1V19.20 81.58 92.67

400 1M 4.80 81.56 95.80

8 0 1863.86 81.77 85.37

320 1948.78 81.69 92.63

400 1984.26 81.66 95.76

C 0 1863.90 81.82 85.38

320 1948.70 81 74 92.63

400 1984.16 81.71 95.75

17 0 1864.62 81.87 85.39

320 191.2.88 81.79 92.99

. 40, 1984.12 81.76 95.74

TAB L: 3

GROUND-SCATTER DISTANCE AND TRUE AND VIRTUAL REFLECTION
IHEIGHTS FOR Il-MHz TRANSMISSIONS AT 3.5" ELEVATION ANGLE

Surface Ground-Scatter Truc Reflection Virtual Relection
Electron Refractivity Distance Height Heliht

Densit, Model jN Units) (km) (kini (kin)

A 0 1478.28 82.15 89.16

220 1534.18 82.07 94.30
o00 1559.27 82.05 96.65

B 0 1467.92 82.27 88.23

320 1507.60 82.19 91. Ml

400 12L.72 P,2.16 93.05

C 0 I,6 5. It 82.33 87.98

320 1502.46 82.24 91.37

S400 1514.52 82.22 92.48

1 0 1463 28 82..19 87.81

320 1499.74 8?. 30 91.12

400 1510.6n 82.24 92.12



TADLE 4

G ROUND-SCATrEiE DISTANL E AND TRUE AND VIRTUAL RE I LECTION
IIEIRHIIIS FOR 20-Mliz TRANSMISSIONS A 1 ELEVATION ANGLES

SUrface Ground-Scatte Reflection Virtual Reflection

,lectron Refractivity Distance Height Height
De: ity Model (N Cnit,) (km) (kin) (kin)

A 0 4117.06 174.41 387.16

20 4282.24 172.34 418.92

00 2336.74 99.96 151.34

0 417f A4 179.66 398.43
320 177.47 4?0.79

400 4297. ?0 176.92 422. 00

C0 5767.26 214.17 773. 9,

320 46,19.34 l1Fl. 30 4b. 1

400 4360.96 179.56 434.56

0 U 3220.18 20. 75 627.80

320 5732.76 214.3- 7b4.18

400 5934.86 214.25 822.66

TABL' 5

GHOUN'yD-SCATTER DISTANCE AND TRUE AND VIRTUAL REI LECTION
HEICHTS , OR 20-MHz TRI NSMISSIONS AT 3.5" ELEVATI,.. ANGLE

Srface Grouna-Lcatter True Reflect.on Virtual Reflection
Electron Refractivity Distance Height Height

re• * Mjdel (N t nits) tkm) (kin) tkmý

0 4590.08 214 49 597.49

320 4992.12 214.12 700.99

400 5179 02 214 02 752.59

B 0 4203 46 215.71 507.14

320 4393 . 2.4 215.33 550.4u

400 4453.82 2!5.23 564.65

S0 4124 14 2 '6.33 4- -.2 4
320 '224. 52 215. 94 511. 84

400 45-7 90 215.84 521.50

0 00.94 27.95464.72

320 4145.30 246.55 494 30

400 4185.52 250.45 503.61

TABLE 6

O'ROUND-SCATTER DtIStANCE AND TRUE A21,D VIRTUAL REFLECTION
HEIGHTS F:OR 30-MHz TRANSMISSIONS AT V° ELEVATION ANGLE

] urae Ground-Scatter True Reflection, Virtual Reflectior,

Electron I Re~fur~activity Distance Height Height

Denrity Model (N Undth) (kin) (kin) (krm)

t . 3944.84 2,46. F7 355.56

i 32C 4093 26 246. 16 382. 70
40 1135 32 I 2,46.03 400.1I1

B 0 3973.60 248.48 360.73

320 4045.06 247.95 373.75

_400 4089.60 247.62 382.01

S0 3989.24 243.39 363.56

S320 4057.56 248.86 376.07

S400 4102.84 248.72 384.49

•"D 0 4011,14 250,31 367,61 '

S320 4074,.66 24P. 77 379.23

S400 4116.58 249.64 387.07 ,



TABLE 7

GROUND-,CATTER DISTANCE AND TRUZ AND VIRTUJAL REFLE.'TION
HIVIGHTS FOiR 30-MH: TRANSMISSIONS AT 3.5' ELEVATION ANGLE

Surface Grximd-Scattsr True RoflcUon Virtual Reflectin
Eloctroi ltofracUtqty Ditstwae " eight |Hefght

DomktyaModl (N Unnttk (kmi (kmn)

A 0 3472.76 24P 44 350, 21

320 3484.48 -148.94 361.91

l0o 3505.9P 248.8 !.465.32

It !b01.88 261.62 364.57

320 351.1.48 250.99 367.82

400 3538.14 ZO.83 371.29

0 3510.42 252.78 366.14

320 3550.222 25.. 14 ,53.,55

400 3611.44 251.98 385.10

D0 3,110. 88 253.95 367.71

320 j 3603.22 253.30 383. 3

400 j W42.38 2:3.13 391.01
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Commntwi by N-C. Geot)m U'S
It sh.atldlhe notard thid inodtt'ied refricti~c indices. of 4W1 occur prima~ril) -n tiol'icdiI octrsnic zirs ON~r i1dai~
duraing the tnotboon PcnOd And WWrdl Other m.amidarijographic arr~ ang l g !IeKip 4C~I~ o
bee jcavd to occur prim'srily in these areas A, iniddke tattudeb, n'odii'kd mrative inditis of 400 tir 111re AOUk:
occu'r prknfarli) duriiff winu'ier an ovur lArge bodic- of water At high Utiudr-ý .udi refijcmi it\ ~are rarely attianed
If e all

Author'~s Cornment
It is true thit surfacx el'. ie of 40) IN imitN most fikrl) cni-vflrt lie ittaincd tit the high latitudes. I hts %maru

titem-Ii rv ailts tit the mavnitiua etitC'ccis Tha could be encotinceret III lI I -popagationa surfa..c retrdActl att of*C-

tinits which I ha'e 4h coonstdered in this \tdlj% Is appliv~ile lto 4ýCrase conditions

Commen~nt by J.R Wait. US
I feel t'hat uopospheric dai t~ng coulu i'ii\ a rolk lot gaihing hi 1v no at 11.1 Suchi duct o'curence could naod'i,
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Author's Reply
A.% Ii mntione. in this ýttid) I on1% e'ittimd the ef'iects of tfia, Ntindard Atmospheric mode) It Is quite jx)s'qbk
thAit tWri0Sp~henc %lUCtang couldt Jitcr the rem.!:ý l'isented
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SUMMARY OF SESSION If

MODELING OF IONOSPHFRIC PARAPIETERS

The session ent'tied, "Modeling of Ionospheric Parameters'" dealt with recent developments in the area oi
ionospheric modeling for the purposes of improving the sp-cification of radio propagation conditions. The tapers
presented in ,he session and the ensuing discussions .vere concirned with improvements jr our understanding 9f the
dy ,a:nics of the ionosphere, improvements in our ability to observe significant icnospheri- changes, and improved
methods for translating ionosp. ;c information into radio progagatiGn data (and vice versa).

The paper by Wright and Paul discussed various aspects of a proposed n.-w ionospheric sounding network This new
network is composed of modern, digital ionosondes 'hat are fully computer-interactive. These ionosondes could provide
vertical incidence and oblique incidence ionograms. signal amplitude, direction of am% al information and polarization
1 he authors point out the advantages of such a network of sophisticated ionosonles and call for deliberate planning in
the upgrade of the existing ionoscade r.?twork.

The paper by Cho, Migdora and Felsen addressed a new method of analyzing radio propagation using a combination
of ray and mode theory Using as an illustration the propagation of radio waves in an elevated tropospheric duct. the
presentation given by Felsen stressed how the hybrid ray-mode approach could be readily applied to a number of
different propagatiori related problems across the frequency spectrum

The paper by Fleury aitd Gourvez discussed the importance of vrious ionospheric parameters in the determination
of HF long-distance predictions. The authors pointed out that the crit.cal frequency of the F2 region, foF2 is the most
important parameter in the determination of HF propagation conditions and they discussed how uiicertainties in foF2 are
manifested in uncertainties in HF propagation predictions.

The paper by DuBroff, Rao and Yeh addressed the problem of irtermining ionospheric conditons from swept-
frequency oblique bakscatter ionograrrib. The presentation by Yeh emphasized the methods developed to obtain an
estimate of the equivalent eiectron density profile that results from the inversion of backscatter measurements.

Goodman discussed tl'e morphological behavior of HF radio waves that propagate through the ionosphere and are
observed at satellite levels. Performing calculations using realistic ionospheric models the author described the types of
informatio about the ionospheric structure tha. could be deduced from satellite meastrements of ground-based HF
signals or HF noise sources.

The paper by Pr61ss provided a discussion of how classical ground-based ionospheric data coupled with satellite
observations can help unravel the problems associated with understanding the dynamics of the ionosphere during a
geomagnietic storm. The author pointed out the extemely important fact tlmt the earth's ionozed atmosphere can not be
understood and predicted in the atsence of comparable knowledge about the neutral atmosphere.

The paper by Harnischmae!ier and Rawer addressed the day-to-day fluctuations in the ionospheric parameters and
how they a;,pear tied to lunar influences. In additicn, the authors discussed apparent p anetary influences on the
observed behavior of the F2 region cntical frequency.

HanLaba describec efforts to determine operationally useful methods of predicting the maximum usable frequency
(MUF) The tpchnique developed permits the electron density model given by Bradley and Duderey to be subjected to
analytical expressions in ordcr to determine HF propagation parameters.

.I
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TOWARD GLOBAL MONITORING OF THE IONOSPHERE IN
REAL TIME BY A BOTTOMSIDE SOUNDING NETWORK-,

THE GEOPHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS AND THE TECHNOLOGICAL OPPORTUNITY

J.W. Wright and A.Y. Paul
Space Environment Laboratory

NOAA Environmental Research Laboratories
Boulder, Colorado 80303

SUMMARY

We take as granted that improved knowledge of the upper atmosphere is necessary for scien-
tific, social, comniiercial, and defensive purposes; that even as such knowledge advances, practical
applications will require continuous m'..itnring of easily-observable atmospheric properties; that of
these, the concentration of ionizatior between 6C and 400 Km is at once th'e most informative and
easily obserdable property; and finaliy, that HF radio sounding retains an ,mpcrtant-and perhaps
predominant--role in this field of envalrynental Hrositoring.

Current develooments in ionospheric sounders demonstrate the advantages of fully computer-
interactive systems and digital data acquisition, in which all aspects of system control and real-
time data processing are software-defined. Priority is at present given to "vertical incidence"
capabilities, and particularly to automatic estimation of the electron density distribution (and its
time variation) overhead. Two or more such instruments can obtain measurements oistatically t.
sample ionospheric properties at intermediate locations. Measureable preoerties, whether b:. verti-
cal or oblique soundinq, include the time and frequency dependence of group path and phase, the
signal amplitude, the echo direction of arrival and polarization. Deducible ionospheric properties
again include the vertical electron density distribution, but now extend to its spatial and temporal
variations over the region. Reduced data may be exchanged anong the systems using the sane facili-
ties as used for bistatic soundings. Additional irformation on :onospheric structure is available
to each system by ground backscatte- and by passivc observation of nraroy (100-2000 Km) transmitters

f known location, frequency, and transmission schedule. Sounder transponders, using telenhone
lines to return information, can provide additional detail. A global network u;ing ionosonde
systems of thi-. kind is virtually certain to evolve naturally out of p,-esent interests and capabili-
ties. It will replace the 150-odd obsolete ionosondes now in use with a minimum of about 90 widely-
spaced digital ionosonde centers having the ,.apabilities described above, 90 such instruments being
sufficient for global bistatic soundings over 2500 Km distances. The "natural" evolut-,n of this
program might consume 25 years, and be rather haphazard. Deliberate planning today can reduce tiis
time and improve the resulting system.

1.0 iNTRODUCTION

1.1 The Present lonosonde Network

There are about 150 iunosondes operating on the globe today, at locations identified by the
various parts of Figure 1. Only a handfull of these are reasonably modern instruments, the great
majority followiqg design concepts which were developed in the 1940's and 1950's. They commit their
measurement information to analog film in the farm of "ionograms". Even a few manually tuned
instruments are still in regular use, requiring ful-time operators. Only a small fraction (usually
25') of the i~nograms are reduced to numerical data. Reckoned in terms of directly meaningful geo-
physical ojantities this amounts to some half-de-n parameters manually "digitized" for each hour.
Long multi-colar cycle tim. series of only a few of these narameters are available and 'rom only a
few stations. Conversion of ionoarams to electron oensity profiles (N(z)) is only done ir,]guiarly,
with a few exceptions (Wright and Smith, 1967; IAG-54, 1976, p. 27-29.

This is an unnecessarily wastetul situatioi, and one unworthy of carrying on throigh the
1980's. Many of the traditional installations of Figure 1 should be considered by their governing
administrations, not as "better then nothing" contributions to an interna-ional "network". tut as
actual and acti',e obstacles to the evoiution of a servicable network• Ar unfortunately preialent
example of the counterproductivity cf the traditional methods is the-r preservation (usually under
government sponsorship) at educational institutions. This becomes more evident when the modern
alternatives are understood. Despite the immediate impression which this paragraph might give, it
is not intendec as an incentive to the abrupt and arbitrary termination of ionosonde stations.
Instead, we wish to encourage a planned redistribution of the present resoLrces, leading to a
smaller riumber of modern stations which, individually and colleLtively, will provide much more in-
formation (and do so mor2 rapidly) than can the present network,

It must be emphasized that the stations of F~gure 1 function in a largely uncoordinated manner;
it is usually only in a long-erm (monthly-median) sense that this degree of "global coverage" can
even be approached. To a cortrasting extreme, Europe, parts of the Soviet Unio,, India, aid the Far
Last are saturated with traditional instruwents, There exist several regional orograms (USA, USSR,
France, India) for representing and foreza~ting large-scale ionospheric structure. A "clobal" oro-



gram lThzmson and Secan, 1979) is maintained b.1 the AFGIC', based in part upon dot- from 44 widely-
spaced ionsondes (some providing near-real-time parameters). However. this comparatively ambitious
effort is considered "data-starved" by its authors,

Apart from such needs for more data is there a need for a modern alternativ.? 4e feel that
this question is too easily begged by tne demonstraticn that only a fraction ot the information
obtalned from the present -- twork is a,.tually used. (What is so demonstrated, of course. i, that
imost of tnis *information' is ,not useable). I +e practical need for a modern Ionospheric owito,':.?
network is Dect presented by' those who would or could use the information in teleccimuniications,
environmental, defense, and commercial applications. As geophysitists, we can assert with conti-
dence that data from a modern network will certainly be used in geophysics. The data would be in
computer-accessible fc-1, and expressed in geophysical parameters, at the point r-f measurement.
Although the geophysical commuvnity probahl. cannot bring ibout a modern netwoxrk for "their" goals

alone, we believe that these goals serve, and subsume, all nf the others.

I.? The Pile of the lonosonde in Atmospheric Physics

"The ionosphere occupies a key position in solar terrestrial physics beca.se, extending up ti
the magnetosphere and down to the domain of meteorology, !t impinges on both". (Rishbeth anrd Kchl,
1976). Quite aralogously, radio sounding by total reflection occupies a key position in ionospheric
measurement:, the plasma is a sensit've tracer of virtually all atmospheric processes underway in
the ionosphere, and radio wave reflectio- p.-ovides a plasma probe of unparalleled .e',sitivity. Someof the measuremnts are useful directly, without conversion to geophysical parameers, as in the

representation of long-distance radio communication conditions. They may also be inverted to a
variety of atmcspleric information, nuch of it available in no other prdctical way. 1he methods can
prov:de information on all scales uf the temporal spectrum, extending irom the beoinr'nrg of our
awareness of the ionosphere a half-century ago, down through those (of solar or C.r?,. trsa origin)
occupying fractions of a second. Information describi g a wide range of spatial 5aitl . acces-
sible from a single observing location, typically st.rting with those comparable to the radio wave-
lengths used (.01 - .3 Kin), and extending far beyond the first Fresnel zone scale (typically 3 Km)
to horizontal scles at least as large as the height of the ionosphere, 1O0 - 300 K.m.

These features are not obtained without some compromise, of course. Total reflettion itself

means that the topside ionosphere (and, occasionally, everything above an intense Sporadic E layer)is beyond observation. Historically mo~re significant is the fact that for p-,-poses other than
simple radio propigat~on applications, the wanted geophysical informt-:- is only ind i rectly avail-
ible from to~.al reflection measurements. Numerical inversion procedures, some of them rather
,ifficult or uncertain, are usually required. To tttain the full benefit of total reflection sound-

ing under tlese circumstances, there are three inescapable requirements:

1. The measurement system must have complete agility in time and frequency sounding patterns,
ar,d it iust obtain a full descript.,.n of each radio echo. It follows that tMe system must
be programable and digital.

?. The measrements must be fully reduced to tte geophysik1l information they contain; other-
wise, when reduction is "ntomplete. the interpretation of each part suffers unnecessary
ambiguity,

3. Global (o- at least regional) and con~inuous monitoring is necessary. fi,-st for obvious
rea.ons i.'-:ntical to those for meteorology, and also because--as suggested ty this paper--
temporal znd spatia, continuity of m-easurement proves the necessary information ty which
each instrument cm adapt its ao.ta acquisition pattern to prevailing conditions In the
ionosphere.

In the following sections we shall summ•irize the demonstrated measurements cipabilities of the
"Dynasonde" class of ionospher-c measurem1,ent systems (Wright, 101-'; Wright and Pitteway. 19'Q a, ",.
which we believe satisfy requi-ement 1. above. Some n:,tural extersions of these capabilities ti
provide oblique incidence, bazckcatter, and passiie observations of the ionosphcre, each contribut-
ing to increased lateral converage, are also described. Examples of available data processirg
procedures are given to illustrate the present posilion with regard to requirement 2; we also
identify sore firther developments which are needed. Fini'ly, we attempt to suggest the size,
deployment, modes of (peration, costs and benefits of a globa. ionospheric monitoring network satis-
fying requirement 3.

Two adaitional introductory conoents seem worthwhiie. it is frequent'y proposed that ionos-
pheric predictions and morphology can (eventually, at least, jnd to some useful approximatio. ) be
der'ved from theoretical moeling, instead of from empirical, observation. Without wishing to risk
Judgement of this question for the distant future, we suggest that at present this view inverts the
role which theoretical models can and sh.uld play. Furthermore, this view purports to conclude that
an ionospheric monitoring neti.ork is not needed Again, the analogy with meteorology is instruc-
tive. Ionospheric 'weather" is immediately and eisily observable by radio 'ounding, and the prob-
lems of (short-tere' predictions (i.e., extrapolation) and morphology can be reduced to those of
data processing and co-muwnications, provioed that an adequate observing program is maintained. The
proper use uf theoretical modeling. we feel. is to extract from empirical observation of the ion";-
phere those propeities of the atmosphere which are difficult to observe directly. le shall suggest
some exaiples later in this paper. Secondly, we wish to emphasizte the c1cse relationship to be
antici.pated between monitoring and researcn, should a network of modern, ionosondes be established.
The research worker requires backgro.,id •or monitoring) data in nearly Every investigation, and roost
observational research programs can augment the "monitoring" data base. An important feature of the
Dynascnde class of digital ionosondes is their ability (through suitably programmed operating sys-
tems) to maintain scheduled monitoring activities while performing research-oriented measurements as
well. Further significant improvement in the practical applications of 'onospheric knowledge (e.g.
for conwinications, environmrntal concerns, detection of unnatural disturbances, etc.) is surely toSr I
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be qained through improved understanding. And improved understanding demands, we brli,,ve a more
comprehensive mionitoting effort 3f the kind proposed here.

2.0 DYNASONDL MEASUREMENT CAPABILITIES

?.M Hardware Aspects of a Modern Digital lonosonde

The necessary hardware features of Dynasonde systeis have been adequately described elsewhere
(Wright, 1975, 1977) and need not be reviewed here. It is sufficient to show, with Figur2 2, the
functional layout of the latest such system as designed and assembled at NJOA;-SEL by R. N. Grubb.
The general-purpose computer, supported by the usual digital peripherals and by two microcomputers
dedicated respectively to real-time signal processing and system timing management, are the essen-
tial features by which requirement I of our Introduction are achieved. The minicomputer, disk
memory and tape provide a large potential 'or real-time and deferred data processing, in addiioun to
complete flexibility for defining data acquisition patterns. Realization of t,ie full potental of
these instruments will require a considerable avrount of further software development, ard field
tests. However, much of this potential has been demonstrated in a prototype Dynasornde (Wright,
1969, 1975, 1977). Much more on the matter of oblique incidence radio measurements has been accomp-
lished elsewhere quite independently of the Dynasonde, but which may be incorporated into the new

instruments through software (and perhaps some hardware) extensions.

2-1 Geophysical Finctions

The geophysical functions of a digital ionosonde are suggested by Figure 3, where we dis-
tiuigui.h among:

Observables inclbding the "dependent variables" which are measured for each ionospheric echo--
etfec-tely- the group pdtn and phase, and eclho amplitude. These (ot equivalent) quantities must be
obtained as functio0is of the independent variables for space, time, and rddic frequency., The fre-
quency converts directly to plasma density, but the ýpztial localization of the echo is an involved
inversion problem.

Derivables are quantities obtained by calculation from the observables using established theory dnd
(if appropriate) statistically-informative estimatinr procedures. The status of some of these data
inversion procedures was discussed by Wrig'ht, 1975, and need not be repeated here. They include
methoos for obtainini tne electron density, distribution from multifrequency vertical, oblique, and
backscatter soundings, methods for locating and trac-inc discrtte "targets" of medium scale, and
methods for delving ionospheric velocities,

Deducibles include almost all of the parameters, properities and processes of the higher neutral
atmosphere and ionosphere. Some of these (e.g. winds, conductivity) are almost directly related to
observables, and might be included in the "Derivable" category. Others (e.g. eddy mixing, electric
fields) are hardly observable by any direct means, and must be dr-,'ced rom their effects.

omparailes are quantities or processes which arc neasurable by means entirely independent of radio
soing.-They are often important fnr validation of data acquisition and inversion methods, And )f
course both "sides" may benefit ia such comparisons.

1.3 The Adaptive N(z,t) Mode

By far the most fundamental item of information to be derived from radio sounding is the elec-
trn.i density profile, N(z). An automatic procedure which optimizes input data selection has been
derrorstrated (Wright. et. al., 1972), and a simplified but accurate inversion routine for minicom-
puters is avai!able (Paul, 1977). Awaiting further development in the new digital ionosondes is the
adaptive real-time profile measurement system (A-mode) illustrated in Figure 4 for N(z,t). Although
there may be about 1000 measurement frequencies in a typical ionogram, less than 50 of these are
usually selected (subjectively) for group range inout to the inversion procedure. The AJTONH pro-
cess automates and optimizes this election, based upon knowledge of the just-proceeding profile.
The adaptive procedure of Figure 4 uses the specification of optimum frequencies in a further step,
to control the sounding activity itself. By thus separating the functions of "ionogram" sounding
(which is still useful for its familiar display of ionospheric structure) from the N(z,t) profile
furctior., much better tempnral resolution and ccntin'ity in the profile may be achieved. Further-
more, it snems reasonable that the same frequencies as are selected dynamically in A-mode (plus a
fw others to make the procedure more rotust) are also the optimum frequencies for drift, angle-of-
arrival, temperature and other estimation procedures.

Sfew examples are worthwhile to support some of the 'Deducibles' of Figure 3 which are less
widely recognized as available by total-reflection sounding.

Ionc'spheric Temperatures., The plasmd temperature (the mean of the electron, ion temperature)
contro~lsthei aFyer hIiCKness apart from transient departures due to winds, waves, and electric
fields. The scale height and plasma temperature are thus available (after averaging away trans-
itoria) from the curvature of the N(z) profile at the layei peak (Rishbeth and Garriott, 1969,
4.41). lhat this works in practice is suggested by a number of synoptic studies (Wriqht, 1963,
1964; Becker and Stubbe, 1963; Rohrbdnjh, et. al., 1973) and by the small sample of direct-
comparison data in Figure 5. An entirely independent method for ob'aining te'neratures is based
upon the deviative absorption suffered by radio waves reflected near E and F layer peaks (Ganguly,
1974; Sabra and Verkat;.chari, 1975). An example (from Danilkin, et. al., 1978) is shown in Fig-
ure 6;, it compares values of collision frequency made near the E peak (96-110 Km) with values
computed using gas-kinetic theory and an atmospheric mo6el. The collision frequency and (neutral)
temperature are closely related at E region altitudes, but comparative data are desirable to vali-
date the dedu-ction of temperature.
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Neutral Composition: The F2 layer electron density depends stroi.gly on the composition ratio
[0]/rW•-1-,Tn-d-sei-•-lT-uthors hive t;ed this fact to deduLe the rat~o (dnd related r.':jtral composi-
tion information) from J(z) pr~flles (Prolss, et. l.. 1q74. Antonladias, 01Q6). rhe example of
Figure 7 (from Stubte, 1Q73) c¢mpares reltorla) from the curvature ot the N(z) orofile dt the layer
with measurements by the OGU-6 satell.te and by 6300 airglow. lhe practical use of such
deducItIons may certainly be qtesttoned, at least until more calibratic.i and modeling have been
carried out, but there examples show the proper role of theoretical modeling and the importance of
identifying self-consistency in 'ho system illustrated by Figure 3.

Neutral 'tinds: It is now %Pll established that analysis of the moving radio dittraction
pattern, me-suie- at tna qround, yields a good estimate of the neutral air motion at the radio
reflection level (Wright, et. al., 1q75 a,b). This makes the measurement of winds virtually direct
and "Derivable", althou~h the statistical analysis procedure is rather lengthy (Fodor, 1Q67). (A
simplified procedure ,as been developed by Paul (197': unpub'ished) for real-time use in a digital
ionosonde, 3nd is being tested.j The reason that radio diffraction from the plasma can Lonvey
information on the neutral air iotion. even when the bulk motions of the two gases may differ, is
not fully understood; presumably irregularities in the two ga'es ire closely coupled, ever where
their motions are not.

Nljmerjus other examples of partmeters and phenomena deducible from ionospheric radio sounding
may be mentioned:

Suristorm electric field, (Ruster, 1•05)
Energetic particie precipitation (Wright, 10,5)
Large-scale atmosphic-i waves (Thome. 1Qb4.

Morgan. et. al., 1978: Harper and )owhill. 1,4'4)
Jet-stream induced wives (Vidal-Madjar. et. al., ON78)
Tsunami-warning (NaJita. et. al.. 1974)
Atmospheric explo.,ions (Broche, 1Q77)
Aircraft-induced disturbances (Marcos, lQb6)

2.4 The Need for Coordinated Measurements

Returning o'ur attention now to Figure 3, two similar peints deserve separate emphasis. fach of
them involve the lVaes amoný boxes in that diagram rather than the boxes themselves:

The relationships amonq "Derivab'e" and "Deiucible" properties a-, identical to the subj,,t
matter often termed "theoretical mod&1ing" of the ionospher- and high atmosphere. Althouqh par-
ticular links between hoxes must often be develop-d in isolation, it is the degree of success of the
entre pattern as a self-consistent system which expresses our state ot Know1---wee. mpotant
VTTr ar o-tted--nte mode-TngCor are inaccessible because of mrisuremeit system limltations,,
confidence in the entire structure suffers. An im,'o-tant advantage of H4 sounding is the f3ct that
it can "stand alone", if need be, in providing the essential input to most of Figure 3.

SeconJly, and specifically regarding total reflection sounding, wr must c.nphasize the interde-
pendent character of the 'obervables' in their relation to the detivablos. Ear!'er sounding

* systems which (for example) measured ionospheric absorption, or doppler. or direction-of-arrival, or
drifts, at one frequency only, were exploratory and developmentas efforts of pioneering value, but
it is only through doing all of these in conceit that the modern digital ioocsonds' can be expected
to perform 3dequately for the geophysical functions of Figure 3.

An extrapolation of this second point provlds the main theme for the present paper. A very
small number of digital ionosondes, no matter how sophisticated. can ot course not sitisfy require-
ments for global monitoring of propagation, ionospheric, or (eophysical conditions., But a threshold
exists at which a moderate number of competent instruments, operating with real-time coordination.
can do so. In addition to the "vertical-incidence" measurement capabilities just described, the
sm"-e hardware and data processing facilities are applicable to measurement of lateral variability in
the ionosphere with relatively little modification, as discussed in the next section.

3.0 METHUPS FOk IATERAL OBiSERVATIONS

lonosondes with typical power, sersitivity, and antenna systems have a "field of view" roughly
comparable to the radius of the station labels in Fiqure T. This is about 500 Km for the F region,
and proportionately less for the lower ionosphere. A horizo':al component of the loca. ionization
gradient displaces the condition for total reflection from "iverhead", ane variations of the gradl-
ent, if large enough, can cause multiple spiecular po'nts to occur, lhiese ar• abundant and self-
evident in routine ionograms, but ii, such recordings, lacking any information Loncerning echo direc-
tion of arrival, the !-teral and vertical structure is usually confounded. This is another example
of the counterprcductlvlty of the standard ionosonde,

in modern instruments (Figure 1) accurate r*asuroment of echo complex amplitide at a closely-
spaced array of receiving antennas permils calculation tf the direction of e: rival of each echo.
(Paul, et. al., 1974; Wright and Pitteway, -079b). If, in addlt'on tU the "vertical-incidence"
transmi :tlng antennas, there are available broad-bano antennas producing lIow-elevation r,,Hi.t'on in
several a'imuths, the saxe ionosonde can obtain a much qreater lateral view by a va-iety of wet l-
established or potentially valuable methe4s. Figure 8 suggests the relatioYvsi.'s ilonq thers, and
gves them pseudo-acronyms for the sake nf brevity in identification.

45.
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Measurement of the zenith and azimuth anigles; Of 41' iVAl Ouring ionog.-ae or' Adaptive soundings
provides information on the nature and maqpritude of io ospieror tilts Anid horizon'tal gr'adienrts. If
the tilt changes slowly with radio frequency (height) or time, a large-scale Structutt is i:'rp'lcd.
small-scalc structures produce correspondingly smaller time~ ind heiyjht scales. Qual-ktativýlv dif-
ferent effects occur, for intense structure of small-scale: more than one nornidl-incidents'
reflection point may occur, and looping ray paths (not involvi~ig normal lnrtldence) are found OLcca
sionally (Paul, Smith and Wright, 1968). Doppler informtAtion may provide an extra dimension -#
discrimiiidstion when multiple ray paths Are known or suspetted (Pfister- N11, Brownlie. et, al.,
1Q73).

Methods for convertingq this lateral information into a quantitative 3-dimensional descriptioni
of the local, ionosphere are not fully developed. Dlitinct tdrqets (,..q. ,";4 clouds. Wriqht, 19i?4)
can be located and tracked b; "c'cholocation" c nlculatons from spaced antenna data. ind the same
techniques are clearly applvea;,Ie to electron clouds. produced b ' energletic particle I-ecipit.-ion

Ana to other discrete "sporadic l" patches, !'-regularities wiiti "soft" bourndacies embitedde'd in the
h'gher ionosphere are more ditficult to observe and to interpret They must bt' divided accordingi to
whether their electron density exceeds the backgrouind density. or is t'sceecied b ' it. 0r'plotion-.
tend to be m'ore ctlar.!te trian iopi~ation enhancements sintce the far side of *. hole provide% a
concave feocussing surface. Conversely, enhancements crtxs~o dtefokussentg ý,uifaces. and unless. these-
ore bel~ow about 150 Km altitud (where- small-scale Irregularitio., give them a roagh itatterfnq sur'-
face) they may escape detec:tion by ionosondes (Wright and Pdail, unpiublished mant-stript des:ribinq
Wl cloud experiment, at vareious altitudes). Ever, when Abundant echoe., trom an embiedit'd disturbaince
are evaliable, no direct inversion procedurt is available to co-rect the data r, deskription of
the irregularity; icerative ray-tracing, to "home" on several cistinctivt. properties of the dati
(group range. angle-of-arrival, tre 'vdependence, observing locatioi') Is necessary (Paul. \'mith.

Wright 1978). For' mtuch larger grodient scar.' lengths, a method is nveded to combin- electron
density profile inversion with echo-location. A' first-oruie' correction for lay' er t Ii t % is, easy.
the echo-location calculation yields the "group path vector" (Paul, Wriqht and redoc-, N74) ard the
vertical component of the vector ccn simpiy he us~d for- h' in the pr(file inversion. Wh'le this
approach may somw~hat improve the profile estimatt% (in the sense of yielding profiles which are
more consistently "vertical") it is only An approximation, and it yn'lds little direct info.'nrstiori
on the lateral gradients except when the largqe Cale Of a tilt is self-evident, The analysis can be
carried further by ray tracing at the measured an-le-of-a-rival into the "vertl(al' profile intro-
ducing enough "tilt" to obtain normal incidence, reflection at tOe critical ion-.-atior contour. The
logic of such us proceui'ire is suggested by Figure 0, 7he analysis then require" iteration. !"'e5
methods can be expected to provide an acceptably Accurate description of lateral variabilty Within

a100 Kml radius.
3.? DPORTUKf:

Passive observations of "traismitters. of oppr-tun'ty' might provide useful supplfemerrtary
information concerning lbteral gradients and trivelinig disturbances. at only the "cost" of .atA
processing. For remote transmitters )f known schedule, location and frequency stability.f,- th-!-.j1
tal ionosonde can weaqure the presence, field strength, Doppler, arid anvile-of-arriva! of the

* ~signal. ¶ Oenimum o' about M. seconds observation per frequenqZ should be Sdfficlont for tbic,
divided eqiually between the same two orthogonal pairs of receiving antennas as Arc. used for 'verti-
ca'sXdr~ However, it shiuld be noted that flaulch and Biutcher' (1Q'8l, woh'eprfrtdC
angle-of-arrival experiments of this kind, suggest that mt-ch longer obse~-vation time, 10 Sec.) Are
desirable to reduce effects of mixed 1, 2 hop siqnals. OPCORTUIN[ might in principle be applied to
silinais originating out to the i hop, limit (?000-4000 Kin), but as thic im~plies low .irrival Angles,
s'ort wav'elengths, and vertical polarization, special anitcninas would z'e noeded It is probably
better to advocate th-1 method for shorter distances, say netweeri 200 and 1000 Kill i'-ould range, until
its usefulness and linmitations are better establlshi':. If, in each of six azimuths, five ~ranqs-
mitters at ranges of about 200. 400, 600, 800 and j000 iým were available, OPORIIINU woild require 15
seconds for data acquisition. T',e sampling of each azlmuth should be followe' by its 180' comple-
ment, since the information from sucn p~aired directions Is most easily com'ilned with the "vertical"
sounding results.

3.3 BAKSCTR

Wit'i traansmitting antennas which favor e particular azimuth and an intermediate zenith angle,
oblique' backscatter ott t.-cquencies exceeding the overhead critical frequency may be observed. About
all that is seen by systems of ordinary power is the ~o called "leading edge hacksc'tter"--the
envelope of skip-distance or min~mumi-tin'e-delay scatter, and even that is seldom avai'ar'le beyond
half-paths of ab~out 1500 Kmn. Within the observable range, however, the trace provides. nearly direct
information on the variation of maximuim density with distance from the observing location. Computer
simnulation and the development of hack~catter data analysis is being pursued Actively by the Ulni-
versity of Illiiois (OuBroff, et. al.. 1978); backscatter mtasurements have been used to in-, foF?
within a radius of 1500 Kmn, by Hatfield (197n). The Analysis is aqain iterative, starting~ from the
local vertical distribution, it attempts to match group range by raky tracing in a model with adjust-
able gradients of peak density, height, an thickness. Dullcoff, et. al. (19718) show tt-.,t these can
be recovered with acceptable Accuracy from the data. However, th~e methods require considerable
computer time, even in a large machine, and uniqueness suffe~s in the presence of quadratic gradi-
ents and underlying ionization.

For tracking sporadic E clouds these refraction problems do not arise, ind backscatter can het a
powerful tool for detecting such clouds, estiqatinq their diameters, velocities, and sizes Canaka,
1979).



3.4 BISTAT:

Bistatic oblique sounding over one-hop paths providos a means for probing the Ionosphere at the
path midpoint, If transmission and reception in both directions is performed, the absolute group
path delay is the mean value of the two observed echo delays measured from the local transmission
times. The only timing accuracy required is that which is sufficient to assure frequency
synchronization, and is of the order of the repetition interval. Numerous experimental proqr~ms of
oblique sounding have becr, tatried out (Davies, 1965., ' 4.41). and some specific propagation paths
are routinely monitored by the chirp version of the hardware (Bdrry A Fenwick. 1969). Inversion of
oblique iorograms to miupoint N(z) profiles is not fundamentally different from the vertical sound-
ina problems, tljt some quantitative distinctions are iaportant:

1. For the same electron density at "reflection", i higher radio frquency is required, in
proportion to the secant of the take-off zenith angle.

2. Magnetolonic effects, important for separate consideration of ordinary" and "extra-
ordiiary" propagation modes at vertical incidence, beco-ne steadily less imp(,rtant as th.
distance of oblique propagation increases, Partly, this resui]s from the use ot ;iqner
frequencies in relation to the electron gyrofrequency. But more important is the averaging
effect of the lirger scattering region, which tends to blur the O/X re'olution in the mea-
surements (Barry and Fenwick, 1969); since 0 and X are affected o'ipositely--if n't equally-
-from the no-field case, neglect of the magnetic field (in ray tracing, for example) offers
a valtiable simplification.

3. "Screening" of a higher part of the ionosphere by a lower part (or by the horizon itself)
cn be troublesome for profile inversion. The problem is similar to valley or sporadic E
nlanketing in the vertical-incidence case. but can be ,ore prevalent at oblique incidonce
because the layer density and height effects are combined in detcrmining the screening
height.

i. Horizontal gradients may cause significant displacements of the 'reflection points' from
the path midpoint, expecially for the longer one-hop paths contemplatej here, It is not
known whether measurements of angle-of-arrival will provid~e useful additional information
by which these gradients can be estimated.

3.5 TRNSPND

Simplified systems (receive and digitize only) can n, located at distances of 50 - 500 Km from
each ionosonde location, on various azimuths--geograp.v iermittir'g. These could provide higher
5patial resolution in certain regions,

4.0 CONSIDERATIONS AFFLCTING NETWORK DEPLOYMENT

4.1 Idealizations

A purely gec:etric uoproach to station deoloyment, while obviously impractical to realiz-,
provides a few useful insights. The ratio of the earth's surface area (radius R) to that observable
from a single site (Oadiu' r) is 4 R2/r ); if r is taken to be 1000 Km, 162 stes are required, 113
for r - 1200 Km, and 72 if r = 1500 Km. On the other hand, th2 Platonic solids provide relation-
ships among the number of vertices, edges meeting at vertices, etc. The maximum possible number of
equidistant vertices touchino the surface of a sphere is 20 (the dodecahedron), but only three edges
(directions for bistatic sounding) meet at each vertex and obviously the interstation distances are
far too great for one-hop propagation. The icosahedror. (12 vertices) affords six equidistant direc-
tions, which seems ideal, but the distances are still greater.

A satisfactory plan may be based upon the icosahedron by dividing each edge by 3 and adding one
vertex nea,* the center of each equilateral face. This produces *soceles triangles in each face, as
shown by the sketch at lower right in Figure 9. If the earth werc divided in this way, 92 station
locations would result, with three characteristic interstatiot, distances. 2351, 2598, and 2722 Km,
These distances are all comfortable for bistatic oblique sounding of the F region. In addition to
the 92 observation sites for "vertical" observations, the contiguous-pair midpoints provide 260
additional measurement locations. Each of the 12 icosahedral vertices "sees" five interpolated
sites at eq.,al azimuths of 720, while each of the inLerpolated sites sees six sites at 60'
azimuths. The locations are represented in Mercator projection in the main part of Figure 9.

It has appeared to us less than obvious that a global network of this size could condIct sched-
uled bistatic soundings (ii a minimum cycle of six azimi'ths each) between pairs of stations without
contention for the same observing period in the cycle. Each sounder must select the appropriate
transmit/receive antenna for the azimuth of its neighbor, without being required to serve another
azimuth during the same period. The small numerals of Figure 9, at the midpoints of each station
pair, suggest the extent to which this may be accomplished. Contention appears at five of the 260
midpoints (whetever the number of midpoints in a closed loop is old) but otherwise an efficient and
compatilAe schedule for bitatic and backscatter soundings seems attainable.

4.2 The Geophysical Requirements

There are various ways of weighting the requirements for an ionospheric monitoring system, not
the least inport.,nt of which is that the system be realistic. Thus, we give weight to global mon-
itoring of the F region dith good fidelity, while acknowledging that an equally faithful aescription
of global sporadic E structures is probably unrealistic. For these we must be satisfied with the

-; statistical data from regicial sampling.
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The corr-lation distance for foF (noontime houly data), for North-South and East West dl",c-

tions, and for three season%, is &'uwn In Fiq,jre 10, from Rush and Edwards (1976). A 50t

Improvem'ent of prediction of foF2 at an unmeasured location, based upon data fom a measured loca-
tion, requires a rorrelalon of 0.87 tetween the two location$ (Gautier dnd Zacharisen, 1965). F-ror
Figure 10, stat~or separatie's should lie in the range 1000 - 2000 Km to achieve this, An imp'..ve-
ment of predtction confidrice ýan be accomplished at greater station separations, however, by
incrPaslng the correlation between thtm. We believe that chls can be accomplished by estimation of
0e local foF2 gradient at each location, together with profile e~timat,o,; at each midpoint.

Some recent results suggest a more definitive basis for deciding the geophysical -equirements
for station separttion. Using Annermonlc Frequency Analysis (Paul, 1972), the temporal variations
(dlurtial and s.!sonal) of fo12 can be described by a small number of spectral components (Paul,
19/8). About l to 11 spectral "ines account for about 901 of tne monthly median fol-e ,c-iatlon;
they have a geoo" ;hic variation which is more smooth than foF2 itself, but which still show a
strong dependence on solar activity. Figure 11 represents the latitude profile of the strongest
component (the constant ý.r zero-frequency average value) at two longitudes and two sunspot num-
bers, Figures 1? anl 13 represent the 'econd-strongest component (the 24 hour or diurnal line) at
the two longitudes respeLtively, and fo, the same two lpvels J solar activity. i.e smallest ;pa-
cial scales evident here are in the varii,tion with latitude near the "equatorial anomaly" and are of
the order of 10 ot latitude or 1100 Km, The~e features move in latitude, with 3unspot number, a
distance comparable to their width,

The latitudinal gradient (dominated by the constant component, Figure 11) is about twice ,Is
large as the longitudinal grddient, which is dominated by the diurnal variation (Figures 12, 13),
but the equat'rial aoamaly makes its own contribution to the longitudinal gradients in all com-
ponents as they depend upon whether the magnetic equator is, north (longituJe 130") or south (2950)
of the geogranhic equator.

We conclude that a station separation of ;,bout 2500 Km in latitude is adequate for even the
equatorial anomaly, assuming that bistatic sotinding permits interpolation at the statien midpoints,
and that a somewhat larger separatloi Is permissible in longitude except where the two equators are
crosslng at a steep angle (e.g. South America).

5.0 THE DEPLOYMENT OF PRACTICAL MODERN NETWORK

Figure 14 provides a global view of an "optimum" network ol modern ionnsonde instruments, based
upon the requlrements and technological opportunities reviewed above. At about 89 locations, we
envision instruments capable of pruviding all of the detailed "vertical incidence" sounding informa-
tion of the advanced digital ionosonde, plus additional information on lateral structure and
gradients near each site, plus bistatic soundings between nearby pairs of sites.

Typical Interstatlon distances in Figure 14 are about 2500 Km, althdugn many (e.g. Dublin-
Praoue) are less than 2000 Kn, and some, still useable for oblique soundings, are between 3000 and
4000 Km. (Seattle-Hawaii, Aricebo-Azores).

In the deployment of Figure 14 about 24 lorations are "mandatory", being isolated islands the
atsence of which would leave unnecessary and ;erious gaps in glotal coverage. A few such gaps are
unavoidable anyway, Table I lists these with their approximate dimensions (they are all oceanic),
and lists for comparison the large gaps of the present network (Figure 1).

TABLE 1

Gaps in Global lonosperic Monitoring

Present Netwerk (Fig. 1) An Optimum Network (Fig, 14)

S. Pacific Ocean (8000 x 12000 Km) S. Pacific Basin (5500 x 9000 Km)
E. Equatorial Pacifi, (8000 x iuuuO) E. Equatorial Pacific (5000 x 7000)
Indiart Ocean (6500 x 9000) S. Australian Basin (4000 x 5000)
S. At'antic Ocean (6500 x 6500) Mid Atlantic Basin (4000 x 5000)
N. Polar Cap (2000 x 6000) N.W. Pacific Basin (3500 x 5000)
Africa (4000 x 6000)

2 S. America (3000 x 6000)
China (3500 x 4000)
N. America (2000 x 4000)

A list of the station locations of Figures 1 and 14 are given in Table 2. The 150 traditional
stations, and 89 locatlons of the modern plan, have 41 places in ccmmon (of the 24 mandatory island
locations, five are presently Instrumented). Eleven more of the 89 were once 3ccupied )y ionosondes
and have Decome inactive. This overlap of the present network with cur plan is intentional,

L__



TABLE 2
PRESENTLY ACTIVE IONOSONDE STATIONS
AND A SUGGESTED OPTIMUM NETWORK

Present statirns Suggested Stations Present stations Suggested Stations

Aberystwyth (Wales) HobartAccra (Whana) Hong Kong
P,M Adak (USA) Huancayo

Adelaide (Aust.) ibadan IbadanAkhta (Japan) 
D,M Camp Heurtin (lieA.msterdam)

Alexandrovsk (USSR) Irkutsk IrkutskAlma Ata (USSR) Istanoul
Angola Jicamarca JicamarLa
Ankara Johannesburg

Aricebo (USA) Aricebo JuliusruhArgentine 'sl. M Argentine Isl. Kaliningrad
M Ascension isl] KaragandaAshkibad Ashkhabad Kerguelen M KerguelenAtheits Khabaro.ISKAucklan- Auckland Khaybar (Saudi
M Azores Arabia)Bangko~ Bangkok KievBasdouin (Ant) Baudouin (Ant) Kiruna

Belgrano (Ant) KodiakanalBeograd 
Kouru

BillercaP Bogata Lancaster P.M Kwajalein IsI,
Bombay 

P L.anchowBoulder Boulder fannion
-W Bouvet Isl. LaPaz, Mex.Brbi •Il Lelcester
Brisbane Brisbane LEningradBudapest LinddUBuenos Aires .cu'nn Aires Lisbon
Calcutta Lycksel eSCamobeli Isl. 

PM Macquarie Is'.
Canberra Ma-IrasCape Parry Macadan MagadanCape Schmidt 

Manila
Capetown 

.'),M Marion Isl.Cape Zevgari 
M Marquesas IsiCarnarvon D Mato Grosso, Brazi)

C Chad Mau- M MauiSCnristchurch 
M Mairitius

Chokurdakh Mawson
Churchill P,D,M Christmas Isl. Merida, YucatinChurchill Churchill Mexicc LitMCocos Isl. M MidwayCollege College Miedzeszya
Concepcion Concepcion Millstr le 4illDakar Dakar Mirny Mirny

nat es Salam Moscow Moscow
Darwin MundarinoDelhi Delhi MurmanskDeBilt 

D,M MuscatD.M Diego Garcia Isl. Naircbi

Dixon Narssarssuaq NarssarssuaqDjibouti Djibouti Norfelr, !0.,
Dourbes ';urilsk Norils':

Dublin NovokezalinskDushanbe Novosibrsk
D,M Easter Isi. Nurmijarvi
P,M Fiji Omsk

Forteleza Forteleza PkinAwaSFort Monmouth OttawaSF relburqSD,M Galepagos Oagadougou Palermo, SicilyG.,rchy 
P Paramaribo

Godhavn Patrick AFBGoose Bay 
P,D,M PltcairnGorky 

Point Arguello
Grahmstown Poitiers
CGrat- Prague

P,M Guam Isl. Port Stanley Port StanleyHalley Bay Halley Bay Post Maurice CartierHanover N.H. 
(Algeria)Heiss Isl. Prumenice"Hermanus Raratonga M RaratongaHighgate Snr;ags Resolute Ba)
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Present stations StAjges~ed Stations Present stations Suggestetd Stations

6tRio de Janerio Irelew
Rome 9J,M Tristan oe Cunha
Rostov Trivandrumt
Sachs Harhor Tromso Tromso
Sal erkiiard Tsumeb
Salisbury P Salisbury Tucuman

O.M San Ambrosio Isl. Uppsala
(Chile) Ushaia

San Jose V ani mo
San Jdan (Arg.) vosto0
Scott Base Wakkanl

LSondtrestromf lord Wallops wallops
P Seattle White Sands

Seoul Y akutisk
Slough Yamagawa
S~tcy ankylIa
Sot ia
South Ceorgia
Squth Vist P South Pole

Sverdl ov~k
Syowa syowa
Ta~hiti
aladip Taipal

Tangerang Tangerang
Ta,,hkent
Tbilisi
Terre Ad&ie Terre A~ielie
Thule ThulIen ~
Thu iba
liruchi'ipalli P Previously instrumented
ýtxie I AV
Tokyo Tokyo 0 Difficult logistically
Tomsk
Torto~sa M4 t4an'itrry location
Tnwnesville

reflecting our presumption tha. an existing station has a motivated administration behind i'. has
experienced personnel, and has a practical site. Stations .rarked '0' in our list are judgd "diffi-
tuvt" I ogistic~illy. but several of these re.i. Pitcairn lsl~nd. rocos !sland) have once hosted an
ionosonde. 14a,. of our chioicos of location ire quite arbitrary--and they are almost entirely so,
within a 500 Km radius of the nominal station name. or otout the radius of the station label shown
in Figure 14. However, a sigrnificant relocation of any one statiotn in our plan mrost be accomodated
by smaller relocations of adj~acent stations, or perhaps by adding or deleting a location and thus
improving or compromising regional coverage. There are numerous locations at which stations could
be added to impre local coverage. Typical additional locations (given those of Tabile 2, Figure
14) might be: t entral France, Western Egypt, Western China, ?4ahi Island. Central Australia,
Iceland. W, e existino long time-series of observations, fe.g. M4oscow, Washington, or a perm-
arnently import-int geopkvsical observatory (Aricebo, Tromeso. MIcamarca) compel a choice of location,
frecewm to select surrounding locatiens is further re~tricted. With these points clear, we shoulJ
not wish our suggestion of optimuma locations to express any deeper political considerations, and we,
hope that it iq clearly understood that any rearrangoement of locations wihich Preserve approximately
the suggested station density, is equally sattsfacto.y.

6.O CONCLUSION

What steps are needed0 to bring about a plan of this kink.: Setting aside practicalities temp-
orarily. here itie sor~e significant technical problems worthy of stu~dy, approximately in order of
dec.reasing pri'writy.-

1. Tho local-lateral-structt~re capabilities of the digital lonosonde require development and
demonstration. The use of echolocationi to eescribe tilts (with, or withonut, ray-tracing
refinementsi 'must be combiined with existin4 progemnws for deducino the "vertical* structure
(profile inversion). The methods shotuld be tested against a satellite plasma probe; if the
satellite is with;n a few scale heights of the (topside) F2 ,,eak, t~he local, horizontal,
log-gradient there should he equal to that at and near the peak.

2. A-mode, the adaptive, :-eal-time (N(z.t) capability of the Dynasonde (Figure 4) shouldI be

3. The suitability 0 A-mode samrling frequencle!, (wnich will change dynaw"',ally, as 4Ae ion-
osphere itself changes) for defining other height and time-depundent derivable., must be
tested and demonstrated. Such derivobles are tilts, drifts, AN/N



4. A sampling method for deducir~g drifts (Paul, unpublished) requir-s further tosts against

ths well-tested "Kinesonde" %~ide, so that the lenqrny time-series Ind time-se'ries Analy-
si' I of the latter inethod are obviated.

Ci With pairs of digital ionosondes, and preferably with at least a standard ionosonde it the
F midpoint. tne oblique-inciden,,e (IIISTAT. BAYSCTR) modes Of Mea$Lrement, and datd reduction,

need ('ve~opment and demoaistration, This is a la'=ge subject. but fortunate'y there have
been a number of v;9c~rous efforts to develop the nectssary data inversion .--!nods. (Ct-of t
1972. iuA~roff. et, al., 1978i; Nielsoni and Watt. 1972. Rao, te. al.. 197b; Rao and liooei,

1975. imith, 19?0; Tanaka. 11)79.)

soia of these studies (1, 2. .3. 4) are essential to the -esearch application of the new digital
ionosoro*s individijally. and v.1ll be pursued at NOAA and elsewhere in the natural course of develop-
ment of ^ynasonde software. The oblique incidence capabilities of item 5 (and other items of lower
priority such as OPRIUNE) present less sclentific than technical interest and may reqjuire specific
adiiin'strative encouragement as oart Lrf a determined irtent to modernize an aminiiiitrat ion's ionos-
pheric monitoring programi.

surning to -racticalities, the main questions are costs for hardwatre, installation and Opera.
tions, The Nt'AA instrument (FliLre 21) represents a hardwar", investment of about $!20.000. 4 com-
mercial equivalent might cos;t twicn that, but the system -.sign and its capability Are probably
somewhat overelab'orate, at lea'.t for (%dv) naif the satizns of our plan, That desin was intended
from the beginning to provide a test-tsed for -'efinement of iunosonde methods. We believe tfala as
microprocessors continue to decrease in cost. O~ile approaihinq the lar~er mir.1t'omputerk in s~od
memory size, and processing capability, the cost for the basicý "vertical" inLidence instrumient
should be kept below $30.OO0 in tommercial or large-scalt production.

We must emphasize that there is no ncd for -.bsolute unitormity awnon.. the uigqital ioltosonde
instrutients comiprising our viroposed net fork. Stations offering occasional or trequent research
fac-lities (or an ionosonde research ceiter, in the malner of incoherent scdtter centers s.uch as
Aricebo) will of course ne-d re'ativel ' elaborate systemq. Very lsolatei Stations (gap.iillers)
will need only a ml~inimal %~stem.i to which additional hardware coujld easily be interfaced temlifordrij '
if the station bec.u,tes centra to a ,epyia apin h iia eurwet o n tto
are easily stated:Iepy*c'cmag.Temnmlrqieetfoay 

ain

a) P'-ograimability. ~ince wt, must assua'ie, espec:ially for rod,'ri instruments entering the net-
work soon, that we re.0ly dc. not yet know the "best way" o. make a _gi ven measurement, or
"caipute a wented paramacer: softwarr prograimnbitIii tv is ov- ')est ,isur~ince pc~lic,,

b) Synthesized, and stable. radio frequencies.

d) Digitization of 11 echo parameters. of course. and with adeqvato resolution.

d) Modtlarity, affording easy maintenancýe, long MTAF and low cost..

Some particul ar conmicnts are applicable to educdtional and goverrtiient adrn n' %trat-,ons wh-.h
have become acc-ustomed t0 the operation of tieir 'own" ionosonde, mid~ whti would fine it not needed
in our plan.

a) Clearly an economy of radio sounding aotivity is desirable on groundsq of efficient use of
the radio spectrum an0 minimizing r..do interference; Zhsew considerations alone way
eve-ntually mak,, our network suggestions imperative.

b) National adm~inistrations in Europe realized at tn-: beginning of larje-scale space reseirch,
that a proliferation of individual national centers could I*e a %eakening policy, as; con-
pared witih the cooperitive establishm~ent of ESRO1  A similar approach is '-izth coisi~lera-
tien for ionospheric sounding :enters.

Cl Modern communiications permit large numbers of widelý separated user5 to enj3oy the use of
-ne. central, large, computing facility, alm~ost as if it were their's alone. This r-an
aj'p - as weli in multiple access to in ionospheric sounding facil ity, to obtain the _,test

di..r a SLfItanry, or to take 3ctive control of a Share of th,, -irosonde's n'e,3sijrent
pc tenti il . Surely, these possibilities, incorporating the anyanceJ meaiurement ebility of
t;,e ce'-r~r itself, must outweigh present advantages of ope-ating one's own analog iono-

di At an intermediate lavel we consideir the eduLdtional institution whi~n can 'fill a gin" alnd
C.-i identify ionospheric research as an iimportanit Specialization. To ;uch institutions the
"eJe-n lonosonde is a small but ccniplete data processing center, ir. addi tion to. its primary
soundi 'q functions.

The most esseTeiAl ingredient of our plan is agaii. aciiini~trative. ani as geoptiys~cists rat'ier
than 4dmiinistrdtors wt: are unable to provide it. We refer to the plannir.,, funding, and coordina
tio- required to bring itbout a retwork of the kind aid capability descr-bed in this paper, on a
globol or regional scale in a reasonable time. Such a network is vi-tually certfin to evolve
ev-.'itijally anyway, say within the next 10 years, because of the progressive- obsoleszcence of present
ionoiondes and t~e continuing need for mooiitoring ionospheric "weather%~ But we suggest that if a
few national or milltinational offorts (e.g. by NATO) were coordir,.tted internationally by OR135, a
regional demonstration network could be realized within five vears. Tne rierits of expanding or
duplicating the demonstration network. could then be readily assessed.
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Figure I F'unctional and har(Ware layout of the digital ionosonde currently assembled at NOAA, Space
Envi-onment Laboratory. Note the microprocessors dedicated to real-time digital signal processing
from two ptrallel quadrature receivers. and to system timinl1. Full system control for data acquisi-
tien, deca processing, and user interaction is achieved throuigh software in the general-purpose
minicomputer.
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Figure 4 Automatic, adaptive l(z.t) inversion. A profile estimate MWz) is used by ,ETT to decide
Ui•eoptimu. sounding frequencies; YFRO*" predicts the expected group heights., DATACQ progras the
Dynasonde to observe updated R'(f). from which the next profile N(.) is computed. Meanwhile,
TCHANCF monitors the time rate of change of profile pareters, to influence the sounding schedule.
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Figure- _ From a small saple of OGO-6 satellite passes over ionosonde stations. measu.'oments of
temperature at sute1lite altitude (0-5 scale heights above h max F2, as sh3- t;e Zo t%,;v :-
compaved here with the curvature (expressed as a scale he;ght: at the F2 I - pr 74 frr - .-
N(Z) profiles. Right and left panels show the effects of unequal T. Ti r- -- lilt
gradient.
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Fiure 8 Relationships among the principal data acquisition modes of the Dynasonde, and thp data
proceu-•ng methods needed to support and interrelate them.
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HYBRID RAY-MODE FORMUN-ATION OF

TROPOSPHERIC PROPAGA FION

S. H. Cho, C. G. Migliora and L. 13. Felsen
Department ot Electrical Engineering

Polytechnic Institute of New York

Farmingdale, New York 11735

SUMMARY

i-:ih frecuency propagation in an elevated tropospheric duct is analyzed here by a new method .nvolvirg

an approFriate mixture of ray-optical fields and whispering gallery mode fields guided along the concave
side of the duct boundary, In this formulation, ray fields may be regarded as expressing the remainder
field when' a guided mode series is truncated or, alternattve3y, a certain number of guided modes ac-
counts for omitted higher order reflected rays,. To explore the theory on a simple example, the duct is
modeled by a single circular boundary separating an interior higher refractive index region from an
exterior region with lower index. Source and oLservation points are assumed to be widely separated,
and both are located on the duct boundary. The electric line source Green's function is first derive'l in
terms. of eigenmodes involving whispering gallery plus continuous spectrum contributions, and is then
converted to the hybrid ray-mode alternative form. It is shown that the nuri')er of modes and rays
required in the hybrid formulation is far less than when the field is express• 3 solely either in terms of
modes or in terms of rays. A numerical example for typical tropospheric conditions indicates that a
few of the lowest-losb modes are adtquate to describe the field -hen source and observation points are
on the boundary, renderug the ray contribut.on negligible. However, ray fields are uxpected to assume
greater importance when the observation point, sa, rce point, or both, are located inside the duct.

I. INTRODUCTION AND CONCLUSiONS

hi an elevated tropospheric duct, high frequer.cy signals are guided with little attenuation by the outer
boundary separating the duct (higher refractive in,.'Ix) medium from the exterior, The wave types
responsible for this lov.-loss propagation mechanism are the whispering gallery (W. G.) modes, which
have appreciable field strengths only in thin layers adjacent to the boundary, For an elevated source
inside the duct, the field observed at long range nay comprise many W. G. modes whose propagation
and attenuation coefficients must be calculated very accurately fo- reliable prediction of the observed
phase and amplitude of the transmitted signal. Because of interference between oscillatory modal fields,
the total field is very sensitive to the contributionz irom the various relevant modal constituents.

An alternative procedur-e for calculating high-frequency fields is ;n terms of geomet-ic-optic'sl rays.
Here, the presence of the concave bound ry between 'hf duct and exterior regions implies the existence
of ray contributions undergoing nnany reflections before reaching a distant observation point inside the
duct, and especially near the boundary. These miltiply reflected ray fields of high order art" not only
tedious numerically but the notion of a ray-optical field becomes mneaslid when the ray travels too close
to the boundary; .n that event, one can no longer identify a local plane wa*,e field 'the boun,lary diiturnq
the phase front) which forms the foundation for a ray description.

i'he above observations suggest that a higl'v -fficient and physically appealing rothod f)r analyzLing higb
freqaency tropnspheric propagation would irvol,e a mixture of rays and modes such that the fields
extending relatively far from the duct boundary would be expressed in terms of rays vhile the fields
clinging close to the boundary would be expressed in terms of W. G. modes. We have shown that such
a u~brid formulation can indeed be ach-,ved when the boundary is perfectly conducting (hhilhara, T.
anc L. 3. Felsen, 1978) o- characterized by a surface impedance (Ishihara, T and L. B. Felsen, iP7q).
The present paper extends this analysis to the tropospheric case where the boundary separat.,s two
media with different refractive indeces descriptive of tropospheric conditions, To establish the theory
on the 5imple, model, the duct and exterior media are taken to oe homogeneous, the duct boundary
circular, and the -)ropz.g'tion pioblem two-dimensional. Generalization to radial inhomogeneitie.-
and spherical geo~netry snould pose no difficulties after the two dimensional model has befn solved.

The .nalysis beginF with the formulation of thz exact ele "t,-ic line source Green's function L.. the two-
nm d•,•m cylindrical geometry. To include only the guiding effects of the interface betweei, the source
point Q and observation point P , without azimuthal periodicity of the ficid, the problhm ;s posed :n an
infinitely exter-led angular space, equivalent to placing a "perfect absorber" a tx.' ral,al planes.,
Such ar. absorber rntroduces spurious scattering effects from the radial coord'n-te orlgi,), which are
subsequently subtracted during the as•,mptotic (high-freqciency) calculation of tho field (Felser, L, B.
and N. MarcuvitL, 1973). Tle asymptotic Green's function is expressed in alternative forms comprising
a) a discrete spectrum of proper .igenmodcs plus a proper continuous cpectrunr, -nd b) a mixtu.-e
of geometric optical fields, modal fields and a remainder integral, the contributioi frorr the latter
being negligible under suitable conditons. The detailed analysis, and corresponding numerical calculations
for a rniodel troposphere, have been performed for the special case when P a.)d Q are widely separate(
and both are located on the interface. The mode-plus-continuous-spectrum repre entatior has been
used as a reference solution,with which the hybrid ray-mode tormulation is com.ipared. It is found that
relati.vely few of the most tightly bound whispering gallery modes fully describe the field, rendering ti.e
ray contribution negligible. Therefore, this case is not best suited to demonstrating the utility of a
ray-mode mixture. It is anticipated that this situation will change when the source point, the observa-
tion paint, or both, are removed from the inteiface since the most tightly bound modal fields ther,
have exponentially small amplitudes (Pappert, R.A. and C. L. Goodhart, 1977). Nevertheles-, we
have truncated the mode st ries by omitting some of the most tightly bound W. G. modes in order to
force the ray contribution lo be non-trivial. Under these circumstances, however, the validity of
ordinary ray optics is bein(. strained. The results show qualitative agreement that improves as tLe
number of modes is increased and the number of rays reductd.



In summary. although the ray-optical field io unimportant for the present special examplo when all
of the lowest-loss (moot tightly bound) W. G. modes are Included, the hybrid ray-mode formulation
does demonstrate a systematic means for calculating the ducted fields In the most efficient
numerical, and In a physically significant, manner. The number of ray@ and modes included in the
representation is determined from well-defined criteria. Thus. the representation can be regarded ab
using ray@ to account quantitatively for the remainder field In a truncated mode series. or as using
modes to accouni quantitatively for the semainder field in a truncated ray series.. with the number of
either being far less than when only one or the other Is used exclusively. The Method should have
strong potential for dealing with lateral and longitudinal duct Inhomogeneities. and with scattering by
obstacles or localized scattering centers within the duct. These aspects are presently under study.

Z. ALTERNATIVE FIELD REPRESENTATION

A. Green$* function formulation

Thea physical model conaists of two dielectric media seprated by &,cylindrical interface with radius r a.
The refractive tindeces In medium Il~p<) and In meadium Zip'>&) are n and t, respectively. with
n I>n 2 butn 1 a =ft. An electric line source is placed on the lnterfa.,e It an . 4;lar position +w 1t.
Since we are Interested only in the guiding tefets of the interface from the t, ource point 0 to an 6bs. rva-
tion. point P. It to necessary to remove the angular (2 w) periodicity of the fittId In the cylindrical
geomietry. To this end. we place along two radial planes rwhich may be alorg a single diameter as In
Fig. 1) a "perfect absorber for angularly propagating waves" which has the e'lect of extending the 4tlomain
from its original 0<c #: 2 w to - - < , < (.Frelsen, L. B. and N. Marcuvll., 197 3). Thus, waves orig-
inating at the source' travel soward 141 - mewithout reflectons. and the + -dependence of tho fields Is not
restrained to be periodic. The ficticlous "perfect absorber" Is, however. kn~own to have the property of
introducing a scattering center at the origin p.a0. which gives rise to spurious diffraction effects (3'elson,
L. B. and N4. Marcuvits. 1973). These spurious contributions must be removed from the desired field
representation. Since we are interested only In the lowest order asymptotic solution with respect to the
large parameter It a, where It io the wavenumber in medlam 1. this deletion can be accomplished when
performing the as;m;ptotlc felali calculation.

In the configuration of Fig. 1. the line- source-excited field (Green's (unction) G(p.*;,' can 'con-
structed in the following Integral form (Felsen. L.. B. and N. Marcuvlts, 19731a

G (p. 4; a. ) -L - f a; (p v) sap (Wv 1#*~ d dv
ZWC

where

j~pa~vm [g(p.A; v for Re(v) 10()

( g(p. &,-v) for Re( ):s 2)

and C is the Integration path shown in Fig. 2. T*,% radial C~reon's function g(p. a; toI obtained by
imposing continuity on the tangential electric and n'.agnetic Mo.lds at p a a. with the sjource placed at

pa as

iv i) 1 3

I - Rv 1 ka
V z

Here.

*( p) J 2, (k Ip) H (I) Jp)4H()kI ).(4)

Rjv) a ý .(v')()
v

and the wavet numbers for the media on the concave an(' convex sides of the in%- rface. rear- tively, or-*
k s a itn (1, a1. 2). with k * representing the wave numitsr in free space, and represen it the refractive

From (3), the resonance equation for angularly propagating modes to

ýq

or equivalently



i,(i ll I H l} v k a

v I V k

q

The sreonance equation in iOl has two sets of roots. ono aet noar ,Pujka) 0 or J tkla) 0 and the

other set near 11)(k~al a 0 or li, (kma) a 0 as shown in Fig. 2. rhe first set of roots represents

whispering gallery modes trapped on the concave side of the boundary, while the second set dt scribes
fields similar to the creeping waves on a perfectly conducting convex surface. Since k a is much larger
than unity itnl k ts very close to kl. (Q) can be approximated near v It Ia in terms ol Airy functions
(Abra%,itnd-Stegun, l%4):

V'it ) (t+x. I (10)
wt) \W I(t q + xD

whert An n I - 1n) and,

v 9  kla + Js 2) 3t

xO .1 A I a ) (11 b)

Vt ) Antt 21

Wlt) 0 Atit) ii(t 21)

When v is siot near k Ia, one moay -m-ploy the l)ebye approximations (see A 4) in Appendix II in iQ)
too obtain:.

rOS \V t- cOSW ",-2An

oxp (-ii 2.) -xi 0 ) 2 All 111 1 (14)

cosnW + cosW -2An

whe re

r (w) = kIa [cosw - (i 2-wI sinwi , v k. a sA w $(1)

Enualion 14) is valid for those whispering gallery modes wahere the Drbyr Approximation may be appited'
(see (A 14) appendix I), A t•imilar equation can be obtained for the creeping waves, but the contributions
trom tInc nodes with V far from k ,a are negligible. rhus one may use (101 for all relevant v i'I the
creeping wave contribution. .

For the special case %hen the observation point aiso lIes on the interface oi. e. , a) , (3) reduces on
use of the \\ ronsktar. relation for the cylindrical functions to

g (.4. " I- I - 1I- I

a[ ,v %k Ia) k i-i tka)
kISL v I ?

This case shall be considered first.

B. tituidcd mode and continuous s;Iectrum representation

The it.teoration ce.toiur in (l) can bt deloril'l- around the ringularities of the integrand in the upp- half
of the v -plane since the int'granddecavs at infinitythere, Applying Cauchy's theorem, one may wr'ie the
Green's function in (1) as (Fg,, 2):

Goa,;4', , . .In g(&a,av) - gig,a;-.v)j e')pIiv.i -tdv +n• +-i

where
Si ~expti•, I€÷'

G q -k ka il(

q l . (k 1 I U (ka) 'I,-

With q - n or I In (18). (h. and eG represent the whispering gallery modes and creeping waves,
respectively. When w emoploy the Airy function approxiIation near v - kI a # then
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/3 ext)(lk Id) eXp i (k a2) tq

t -\'1 ( (I-1njt+ Y,)+ (l... n)An r t"

where d is aI..'I.
The branch cut inlegrol in ( 17) can be written as

c 0c+ a i +÷1 82

where I f gl, a , v 3exp (lv 1* .0 dv (4-)
C
0

Il A -- o aav) - g(a.A:-.•. x p o 1v -I), V

f g' g(A. a i)exp (iV 14'-6Thd V .

gla;av v2 g 1 taa; v)+ g2 (.a&; v) (241

--(,& is (k A)/f I-R(v)] tz ;&)

4 1
-,v lit ~(2)("a (.b

4 v I' )a

and the integration path C lies along the imaginary a .is in ti',, i,-plane (Fig. 3). it can be shown (Appendix I)
that and I are 0 (- ) and represent spurio ý diffraction effects assaciAted with the origin ýp 201,

akIa
These integrals may therefore be neg;vcte... Thcs, the rontinuous spectrum is expressed as I - I in
(.0, ind I can be simplified as follows (see Appendix I):

0

.:0 e-p (.kl I a -. ' sinh '
a' .4-f

0 o 2an/cosh'v - i 4e~p[-ZtkIa(cOshv-v s:n.\ e exp -rk Ia sinhv v

This int(,gral is in a convenient form for numerical caiculation. Thus, the Green's function in ON?)
becomes

G(a.¢ ;4 , +' V=/=• -- +m 1 (•\';•'~c21•

with G or G liven in (18) and Ic gtqen in (26). For a1 , nd for C. with vmi ' 3!ork,^a. o.e

may employ the simplified expressio% in (1)).

C. Hybrid ray-moae rcpresentation

To obtain a hiybrid representation containing a mixture of ray and whispering gallery mnode fillds. we
return to Icin (21), deform the lnteiration contour to the right across some of the whisperil.g. gallery
poles. perform a partia.l ray expansion of the intigrand over the defi. rmed path, and then provide an
estirlste for the remainder integral. A typical deformed contour C is shown in Fig. 3. It can be shown
that the Integrand of ý behaves properly as 1v I -,* to legitimize the deformation. We now express
g 1 (a,a;v in th,! integr~nd in (21) as

'IR(v) 4 ( , + R ... + R (v + 28)

where 4+2 (kla) and R(v) Are given in (5) ane. 16), respectively. Employine, Debye approximations and S

choosing r C -as defined below, the int,?gral becomes (see Fig. 4)

4 wn~ 1 + A (w),12 gn(w) expf IQ (w)l e, + R Na01)

where

q(w) a k a 1j-b - '1 w.nw + ?(n~tl)r cosw - .w) sinws] (30)

n I



N+I N+I
S•+ { l÷1+R(w)] R"wl eXP [t qN(w) Iexp [i('1 (i2÷

R - a ~dw 3aNM. ; I - g(w) exp[ Zt(w,1 (-i)

S(w) = k a Iceaw - (./2-w) sinw ] (31b)

and
v aka anw (31c)

Tho integral in (29) can be evaluated by the saddle pcint method (see Fig. 4). rho saddle points w are

determined by dqn(w)/a 1 ,and the integration path C is deformed into C-, (local steepest descent path).
It may be shown that this deformation is possible. Nand the saddle point *evaluation then yields:

N
I G~, n+ (32a)

where

lw/4
G (n )n[ R (wn)IRn(wn) exD (i k Dn (32b)GIn

with

•: ~cosw -coV2 ZW n

R (w) n n (33a)

2 &

Sann
and? Dn = 2(n+l) a sin 1 1,+ - O'i / 2(n+l)] 

(330

The ex-iression for G in (32) represents a geometric-optical ray field reflected n timef from the
concave side oe the b~indary on its travel from the source point to the observation point *see Fig. 5). At
each reflection, the field amplitude changes by the reflection coefficient R (w ). The remainder integral
RNP in (30) is taken over the local rtoepesL descent path C,, corresponiin2 to the laeit rav (n = N)

included in the expansion. The subscript NM signifies that M whispering gallery modes lie to the
right of wN . The residues of those modes with 0 < Re wm < Re wN must be extracted from the su.m

in %Z7) si,-e they were eliminated by deformation of C into CN Thus.O0

G(4.4;a.*) G n+ ÷ . + Y N11 N34)

The upper limit of LN instead of infinity on the creeping wave sum indiates that the path C may
intercept the pole sequence w( as shown in Fig. 4. Actually, this ts of little practical conseoence since
the contributions from the higher order creeping waves are very small. It is shown In Appendix 2 that

SRN (w N GN (3,)

provided that the saddle point W N does not lie near poles wm wit%, m = iM or M+ +

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Numerical calculations were performed for a model troposphere with the following parameters- f 00 MHz
a -1 6369 ki. an r- 30 units, for variable range d i a JiO -, 'J . The guided-mode-plus-continuous-
spectrum representation in (27) was used as a reference solution. It wax found that 30 whtspering
gallery modes (i. e. , M = 301 ir adequate to yield accurate field values when the earth's boundary is
assumed to lie at p = 6363 km. In fact, the maximum number of whisportg gallery modes without the
earth's surface is about kla/v (_ 3x10 7 ). and thý) decay factor does not increase very much as the
number of modes increases. With the presence of the earth's surface, it is found that the decay factor
becomes large for the higher order modes lying beyond the 40thmode (ChoS. H. and J. R. Wait, 1978).
Therefore. the number of modes proriding the major contrioution to the total field ranges from 30 to 40.
For large dis ances d, as considered here, the contributions from :he creeping waves and the c.%ntinuous
snectrurn are aegli,,ile.

The hybrid ray-mode calculation from (34% was performed for varit;us combinattons of rays and whispering
gallery inodas, but the nunmtber o! modes M alwa~ys included all of the modes i.aving very sm'ill decay
factors (these 'lave poles lying between v/Z-J-'n-and w/Z), With tht, physical ,%arameters chosen above.
the runuber of these m.odes ;& six. The nun.ber of rays N was chosen such tCat wN < W/2 - .! Zn . The
physica. interpretatios of this condition is imSilar to that .or the perfectly cor.ducting boundary, and is
schomatised in Fig. 6. Also, the creeping waves are - eglectea in the hybrid repr, sedtation, and the rays
blocked by .he earth's surface aie eliminated in %No calculation of the total field in .3rder to compare the
result with the field bated on the whispering gallery modes only, in the presence of the eurth. The rays
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eliminated (i. e., blocked by the earth's surface) are indicated in Fig. 6(bi. In Fig. ?(a). the .mplitadsof the total field is normalized to the field in the frf e space, with the distance between source and

obbervation points measured along the interface.

The nume-rical resulto show that the modes' having very small decay factors account completely for the
total field, thereby re.ndering the ray-optical contribution and the remauider - negligible. '-hutt,
the hybri- ray-optical field formulation does not really show up to its beit advattge for the preeent
example where the source and observation points are Ltoth on the interface since a few tightly bcund low-
loss modes account efficiently for the obaerved field %t long ranges, Nevertheless. the validity of the
method is confrrmed because tbo mode sum m~y legitimately be terminated aft-!r inclusion of only the
lowest-loss modes, 'i-h the truncation error quantified by the (negligible) ray-optical field.

To force a situation where the geometric-optical field is not negligible, it is necessary to choose M so
that not all low- !ss modes are included. Accordingly, we have calculated the field also for M 3. 4.The results are shown in Fig. 7(b). The agreement with the reference solution is now poorer thanbefore but the correct general trend is preserved. Since now wN > Yr/2 - J!,n , the ray reflection

coefficient caniot be approximated by Debye formulas but requires use of the Airy function:

W(ti WI'(t +xD)

W (t) WI(t+xD'
lo)Z W (t ) W'tX (36)

(t "i(t+xDl

with
/t = (ka/2) , w = /2 -w (36a)

It should be emphasized that the validity of the ray-optical formulation is strained in this parameter

range since the rays strike the interface almost at grazing incidence.

When the source and (or) observation points are trcrced from the interface into the region p < a , the
influence of the tightly bound whispering gallery modes with v/2 - *'Z<n < < ,-r/2 is de-emphasized
slun.e their field decays rapidly away from the boandary (Pappert, R.A. and C. L. Goodhart, 1977),
It is then expected th--t modes with w < ir/2 - .t2An become important, thereby providing a better
framework for the hybrid representiatffln. This a~pect is now being studied.

APPENDIX I - Approximation of continuous spectrum integral,
Frcm (3) and the relation for the Hankel functions,

(!) (1)
H((k a)= ex p q i v Yr) H(k) (Al)

-v v Ikla)

one oLtains
i~r [ex (1 (11) (kl )

g(aa, - ,exp(iv it) 1(k a) + H (k a) 4,(ka)(AZ)

I - exp (i2v r)R(v)

Substituting (A2) intc (22)

I (I ) ecp(iv j - ' ) dv (A3)
0 Ht')(k~a)_I - exp(i2v wr) H('Z)(l) R (v)

One may emoloy Debye approximations for Iv - kl>( )1/3

(1)

H,(k) 2)ka-caw exp I (w) i/4

wht r •

tiw) =ka [cosw -(v/2-w) binwi (A 4a)

and (A4 is valid for jargs (sw)') 1< 2i/3

Let
v -kIa sinw (A5a)

and
d v = kla cosw dw ikta cosh v dv (A Sb)

where the last equality is valid on the imaginary axis in the v -plan - (Abratnowitz and I S.egun. 1964).
Using the Debye approximation in (A4),with(ASa, b), in (A3). one may obtin:
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g r + v) Z' exp[ - kI a (w+ Io"* sianh v ' exp[i 2kia(cosh v-v sinh v)]
fo d V

os I t~exp[i2kIa(coshv-voinhv)) exp(--k Ia sinhv)

[ exp(i2kI.) exp(i4k,.) J 1~' +RT. l +ý+-)~)i2rjO+j ..... +0(6

where

(0) :
I+ r -24n

The asymptotic result in (A6) follows on geometric series expansion of the integran i and evaluation of
each integral in the series by Integration by parts. Similarly,

LO 0xp(i2v w)[1()(k1a) 2 [ l+R(V }2 expiv 1-0

f (1) a )/ it(kas2 0 1 R V i ) exp(i2 tV TOikiI )

i+R(o)I
2  expi 2k ka ) _xp,+i4kla)I++(- OR(Q) . .... + O 1 (--7--

1w, }•€'{ka (2,- 1+-€ - ' )kla k 2a 2 (

To deal with the insegral Ic in (21), we write:
0

i oo exp(iv !,-,'I) dv

1: (vk a) 2 - fJ(k 1a) -J (k A)Z(V)J[H- PV(kia) - Z,(v H( 2 )(k (A8)

__ __ _V

where k ( H1(`) (k a)

Z(v, 2 kl 2 (A9)

The denomiinator in tA8) may be rewzit, en a":

r HM 1(k a)H(2)'k 1) - Z V )H() (k a)+ Hi (1)1ka) H (2 (k a)1
2 , , I l ) (k ,

(v)Hv ika)H )(kle) + [ , ,-Z(' 0-) H (A10)

Using Debye approximations from (A4)

I cos I( + Z2 (w) + exp(-iw/ - Z (w) (i•/2) exp(-i 2 (All)
D2 "•a l cosw - p+ " cosw exp /

where

Z w) = k exp ii/2) Doew2 (AI21

with /i n

Cosn w 2  1 J iý, oin) (A 12a)

Thus, on the imaginary axis, for r > 0

D +n evp(-i/2) (I+ 4i') (-2i• v))I (A+3)
D ka ccsh v h

whe-e C(v) is given by (3ib) ,ith w kv, It follows that

fgo exp (-kIaI•-4a sinh V) dv
--± J IA 14)

lc o [ Zan + 4 (-i) exp(-wkla sinhv ) exp M -ikla(coshV - vinh, )
Hc cosh v

Here, the contribution fram - i aoto 0 in (A8) Is neglecte•d since it is O ( see A(6)).



APPENDIX 2 Appro".inAtiolat Ro j

Fromt (30),
NOl N.)

"f 1Jr(w)) fr(w)] ".) s.xp(i qN(w~)oxp I IZ4 w))JAS

%aN I - (w) *up[ I atw)](. I)

We now rewrite

(.)ejip[ Z ia w)] A (w) 1 1+ (-01 exp [2~(w)]Rw

-f I - iepZL*)f)1 (A 16)

[1+ C :Its,[tl+ EU+v41-it In jk(w) I3 A

R~T (AI)8

Iftesaddle point WN for the last 'Cay sat 1.11cc

(V) +P/ a (A 19)

vehere toi an lateger.then the rentainder term becomes appro..xunately (see (3z))

NF G =[- - GN IAJO)(

This rut susedin(35)

Not tat hephase function q, (w) does nt include th phase of the refle-tta'n .ýoefficient ternis~ that
appear as amnpltudes. The~re~?ore, the riq path* do not have lateral shifts o~n thý' bou~ndary. For the
case of interest here. the 3.htft effects are negligible when the Debye appro-cinmatior. caan be applir'ci,
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S fh whispering
9P4//cry MOCI N- ffim fe~ rflec toed

Ca(4SCray (/u , ra"y)

ýal in this sketch, without the earth's boundary, the etfects of modes with kalstics s•naller titan

the Kith mode caustic are accounted for by ray optical fields with N .

AfM whis•oeily gailery

. hisperingomo ceausie

cN-tstes

Q B/ocked ro "a Pa

(b) lit th;s sketch, in presence of the .arth's boundaary, the direct roy is blocked and omiItIed trom
the calculation.

Fig. 6 Pictorial rt pre.,,ntation of ray-mode combunation,, thz' \1 %hispering ga'letiy mod(- int I.'ed
are ýiose wh-ise causti:cs fit between the interf.a e snd the N-times reflected ray tra iej tory.
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F'". 7 Compariso; of mixture of rays and whispering gallery modes with whispering gallery mode st.a,
I he reference solution involv-s summation over 30 whispering galler" modes and is shown as
the solid curve. The hybr.J represertdtion of modes and rays is shown as the dashed cu-v.,,
and M and N indicate the number of modes and rays, rerpectively. Actually cvtiputed points
are indicated by., for the mode sum and X for the ray-mode minxture, respettively. with the
number next to X denoting Kit, The number N cf included rayc is shower near the bottom
scale. The direct ray (n 0 0) is ormitted fron. the calculation (see Fig, ob)),.
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7(b) 3 _2 M < 6 so that some of the whispe, ring gallery modes wtth very small los-- at x omxtt,,d., TheIrap



INFL'I-CEN DES ,Onp,1hS D' 19NI)SPIIERE S,!, UtS

CALCUIS DE. PROPAGATION DES ONDES DrLAI4JTRIQUES

R. I LEIJKI , P (CQL%'RfZ

tCij,-i 0I a tiz I _I t-id 2230 dýI-commi-eslL'in-

Ld fr~quetice ciit-q.. %_F2 t:- P or''. .~lun des pararnotres gdoplkysi-

criuesu- ocnasac de foF2 intr.~duit no~arrwlent l'une des principales limitatiuns ;l'cffica',-te
de otis r~ fisanbactueli.~mvrit dioilspour lea calculs de propagation (t g. :la trajectogra-
phienumriqe),Dan laprr~aente 1ýtide, tine comparaison syst~matique ontre les distributions plariftaires

desl m die dPtemns.:er des c-i ,jiee i ad de sjdZ-Ies coura'ament tutiiis~s et les distributions obser-

sur foF2 sont ii~troduites conme-cpeturbationis d'un nodelt, do zouche F2 utilisC conj'-intemert a title m&1lode
de trac6 4e rayon a'in d'estim-'e ieur it-fluence sur lea r~sultats de calculs do propagatko,: des ondes d~ca-
m~triques.

ABSTRACT -

The ionospheric F2-lay~r critical plasma frequency foF2 is one key geophysical parameter
among those involved in H.F. warves propagation. This means that the efficiency of nume~ical methods avai-
lable for HMAX waves propagation simulation (e.g. :ray tracing) is greatly limited by the unLertainties
inherent to the foF2 input models. In *he present study, a systematic comparison between observed planp-
tary distributions of monthly median fo.'9 and those calculated by cuirent models gives values of error bars
on foF2. !'urther, an accuraLe ray tracing me thod used with F2-region modýels in which fo72 is perturbed by
amounts equal to typical values of its error bars helps to assess the ipfluence of these error bars on H.F.

Waves propagation 
ret-uit~.b

I-INIRODUCTION -

La simulation de la propagation des ondes og-am~triques daris Vionosph~re requiert la mod~li-
sation de la propagation de; ondes ýlectromagn~tiques d'une jart, et celle du milieu de propagation d'autre
part, Daina le cadre de l'optique g~omi~trique, auqtel nous ncuis -"mitons ici, is mod~lisation de la propaga-
tion est clairement gtaý,ie. Dans ce cadre un riodC-lr il'ionosph~re doit essentiellement. fournir rune repr6-
sentation des variations bpatio-temporelles lentes (temps c~ract~ristique > 20 mn, longueur L.aract~risti-
que > quelques kms) de la friquernce plasma en function 'e divers param~tres gkophv;siques (activitý solaire,
saison, temps local, position g~ographique, altitude), Les mod~les d'ionosph~re c-xlstants sont suffisamment
conformes 1 is r~alit6 ecur qu'ils aient Du permettre is mise au point de techni.1ues de calcul de la propa-
gation de tri~s bonne pr~cision (par exemple, la trajectographie num~rijue). C-,r,de~ant, le degr6 de pr4ýci.-
sion les modý!les d'ionusph~re n'eat actuelh-wnt paF aussi satiafaisant que ceulu de la mod16lisation de is
propagation elle-msime. En consiequence dana lea 6tudes de pr~viqion de propigation ou d'vvaluation des sys-
times dp t~licouuunicatic'n en ondes decameiLriques, l'ince'titude sur les risultats obtenus par simulation

provient principalement de celle qui e~t introduite par la repr~sentation de l'ionosph~re. Le but de isI prisente 6tude eat de contribuer 5 tine ticho- qui apparalt donc iirdispensable :rechercher Lne 6valuation
chiffr~e de ces incertitudes,

I'e but assigni a donne lieu A deux sous-6tudes. La premiý6Te consiate en uaie comparaison sys-
tt~adtiqje entre des mod~les dionosph~rt_ et des r~stultats de l'otservpticn provenant du rgEeau mondial
de at-tions ionosph~riques. Elle eat limit~e au cas des modý-les fournisszant des valeurs ma~dianes mensuelles
de la irfiquence critique o:dinaire de is couche F2 (foF-)., Des- harres d'erreur ;our foF2 calculi~e sont Sinai
ddzetmin~eb. La zc n'~eus-6tude utilise des valeurs typiques de ces barrps d',, reur aur foF2 afin d'esti-
de l'erreur qu'elles ixapliquent sur lea v~ileurs calculý- je par.a.ctr- -;;arat--rLsant !a propagabion des
ondf.s dfiam~triques.

.11 CROIX du PAR4METRE IONOSPHERIQUE ETUDIE ET DES 11ODELE.- TESTES-

II.] -.Choix dul pamz!tre foF2

flu point de vue de l'optique g~om~trique deq andes Adscatmiriques, lea paramktres qui c-iract6-risent istat de chaque couche ionosph~rique sent sa fr~quence pv,.ma :rilique, et l'altitude oii celle-ci
est localis~e, Danas is basse ionob~h~re 'couches E et FIi), ces iarar,- ies pr~sentent des variations spatio-Ii tempurelles r~guli~res, car en tr~s grande partie li~es 5 !a variation de l'angle solaire zenithal. La mo-
u~lisaaion dortne une bonne repr~sentation de leurs valeura m~dianes mensuelles, 1'6cart xelatlif avec lea irk-
dianes deduites de- l'observation 6tant g~n~ralemerit inf~rieur A quelquea pour cent (Rosich et col, 1973,
lMuggleton 1975). Par contr,? il n'en eat pas de mime pour lea paratiitres de la couche F2, Lea variations
spitio-temporelles de la friquence critique foF2 ot &. I'alcitude hmF2 oia elle eat localisie r~sultent enI -. effet de ri~canismes physiqueb plus nombreux, lea mou-,ements d'ionisation jouant un r~le pr~pond~rant.



En consequence, foF.! et, dans nua. moindre ruw'ntre ?.mF2, prasenteaac di's varia!.ons beau"r.up moina.r-ui.
res que celles des paramittres de. In bastw s'am'.sph.'re auss; Ia mO'olsaetion en rend-eite moins flier.
compte, D'nurre part polur les ralli~ocm-sanications en -index di-cuatisriquo.s. les tratectoires d'onit.rN I
qui se r&(I~chaissen-, dsn: Is couche F' sort lox plus importanteb, Or pour ces modes do propagdtion, in
vdlour do foaf2 ext ,'itetfinante par rnpp,,rt I celle de haP?. At isi 1i triquence critique fuFZ fix~e, la si-
mulation de eec modes dotine des e,ýsultats tri-s voisins q6.?l ,uts soit. le pra'fil v.zrtmcal ds, fiiquaonce p Iasma
utilise, A condition oien entendu quie son zllure g~.~neno soit pas t-op irrsraliste (Rou'h ot c~ol. IQ,
tie plits, iii. rcirt b.,a in vaicur do foF! intlue betoaucmp plus jur ies n'sst Itats J.1 ]a simulation di-s wwdei
empruntann In couche F2 qu'un 6cart sur humP?. Ceci en? illlustra, par wttnple. par 1'tuda. do linfluornce
respective die la variabilitO jour 3 jour dc foF2 et do hm?? (Rush et coi 1qJ4).

loiss liJnv.ivm notre etudc a colte des i-carts entre los mtý-dma.-.s wrinstlellos do fo'P2 1iý
dUite. de iCmbs.rvation et coelnp qma! xont calcmml&es I l'4ail d,%.&I s .

It..! - *hoi.x de.% nmod~les restes; de foF.I -

Li modelisation de Ia cotiche F2 pout kire efoft 'uo par rlsolucion du evnti~mu, tl'ýquatmons re-
tibsant In partie ioniss~e d.k Vtmoapha'rc neutro terrestre, caoaphý tiun modimlic prtur l'attisph~lre miLtre
elle-uaiae. Cccti, mothode con,!uit .1 dos primgramstes do CAlCUl beaucamup trop Iaourds pour qu'ils ruissent kira
ustilisis courainent clans in ,imuliativ'n do I.- propagation des ondes dec~amitrriques, Aussi les wModes de foF2
mid-ann winsuelle testisn ic,. -ont ceust dont In construction repose stir l'anaivse des naedianes observt~es four-
nies pat It r~svau amacndial do stations ionosphscriqu.,s. cc te .aisilyse twisato 5 approchor (.,in seons des moin-
d res .-arr~s) lonsensble des v'aleurs mi~aianes wrnsuelles nbserajes de' fvP? par din functions des parialkieiro
giophysiques dont l'itat de Ia couche F2! daipend. Les modiles de feF? obtenus dependent bien s~r tous des ams-
Ine paraa~tres g~ophysilues (activitte solaire, saison. teumps local. tiosition gt~ographique) aisi Jiffienet
par le type des feontions choisies. Noun a-ons testsý les plus courainme it utilisC-S, I sivoir:

- le umodle dit *'d'OSI.O" , ls variations gs~lgraphmq.ies do In middiant. 'menstelle toF? po'ur un
mois e, uno hour., Ti donn~s souL repjrt's,'mWcs pat des s~ciris de Fonctiomas harmoniques sphtriques do Ia lati-
tude, de la !cnigitade A ie doPirclinaison magnktique iwdifiko. La vimrtati-mi diuirne d'-s coeff~i-nts do ces ;sO-
nons est reprisentie au moven d'ure sisric de Fourier. La variation do toF2 weec 1 *activitqý solaire es expri-
mi~e on fonction de In moyenne glissante sir 12 mois (RI2) dui noinro do Wolf miwnsuel. Four on mom domiai4,
toP? cat nupposie croi'tre lind~mirew'nt pour R12 varirant de 0 A 150 et kre COulStainto 6gale a sa valour p.-ur
1112 igal a 150, lorsiqua RI2 est supiri.'ur .150 (MCR, Rapport 340. 1967). Enm tait, Iv' mod~'Ie d'Oslo est iosu
des trdvaux de Jumes et col. (1962, 1966) qui Wn'mvisagent pan di' r~igression sain fo*.. en fo-iction do l'acti-
vati4 solAire. Pour notcri p~art, noun disposoni; do plusteurs jeux do tootffcients correspondant chictin A n
wis et A une activitA sol~airt. donnCs, ot~al .n doro.is .'Snvier 1967, par le NOMA. ('as jew,~ de coefficients sont
diduiits par r~gression parstsoique fonrtio~a de P'. de ceux c~alemmlts nar Jones atr col. (19h?, .%6f) pour les
r-anies 1954 A 19%8. Le modi'le dit d'OsIo tests- ici utiliso Lta .mo r~gressicm partaboliqu.' on tom'ctaon do
Vindice sl'activitiE solaire R12,~

- IA, mod;61c dlit "de JFW`1-VEFLIII" ,le winoda4l prvc.ýdent on? cOnstruit on consid-rant chaque mmois
9siardment et no comporte atjtut re'gression s*, tcF2 et. function do l.i saimson., Loe mod~lc doe Neu-Delhi issu
des travaux je Jules et co'l. li217m) prond on cuwrpte li's variations saisonni'res ama myen doe nairios do Pouirier
dont les coeificiontg xont calcula~n 3 inaide, de 60 moir do- donnaC'os. De plus. le moditlo do Now-Dolhi coamporte
explicit.?ment une reprsbsentation des vari.aitons; doe fo? avace Vac iviti sa'lajre. 11 suppose un, relation
parabolique enrre les oefic:ient, des srares .lo fenctio'~s de Iz; position gkographique et tin indice d'.Icti-
vit6 solaire qui "-st soit PIZ, stlit 012.012 (en 10-'22 Win"?) est 13 movenne glissante sur 12 nwis dui flux
solaire radioilectrique mrsurii sur Is Itwinguctur d'nmde t~gnao A Mi0.3u. ILe umod~ie do Now-Dolhi tot-S ici est
celui dans loquel l'activita6 solaire ont oxpriimb en fonction do 012.

- Le mo&dZle de Citing et mthju (1973, IQ7-)) it est construit I Iaide do fonetions analytaques'
choisies at. vui den rtinultatn sl'Ptudes onnrphologiques des v~ariatio'ns do f-F2, L'avantago do cortt repre~senta-
tion math~mtiqtatiia est pia'elle permut Jen calculs :nfoltmatiques de FoF2 o.'nq co~itemx en taile ahmoire et
temps do calcul. Do plus, 5ctant faimdee sur sits ~iftdes. milrpimolagiqucs prealnbles. elle devrait 5 priori ron-
dre miemmi compte de In owdi.Za"w tot'? vraie.

11 - ErTUDE de _s QL'ALITE DES IODELES do foP?

III.1 - Mesure do lsgunliti des anodiles

Los 6carts entre los valeamrs obsoavien do In vW-djane foi,*uelle foP? et ses valaurs calculies
Pour lon 19wit conditions g~ophysiqames a l'aide d'un imoditle permettent doe juger la iumalimaý do celui-ci.
Four unea station, un moms er mane heure donns~s, Is mcidiant. observ~c Weist recen-je ~oome donnhe quo si to nmon-
bte sies mobures .avanlt servi .1 l~a Metirrin,.r oat oc riciorsnit tqup~ria'a .1rois. N, pluis, pastir Lta 55111* ;tatiwi)
Ot to uMame mois, 1 'naaombla' di's rTalaanoq *bserv'a'-s Wesot mathp -l'ijast si le' 1 'renior c'r. t'ýrc a tout tie tarw.K
permi n do retoti r l~a towliIi taý i1e-' '. v~alcz.r; hor~aia .'c.: intmcrc m'arr, It !''i e'anes aa. IIi ma'as.
I aide Jdun eocU~Ic le ,aont en toi Imtitnt la v'al.'ur ohio",-c% to )' :'!ice J'art lvittm, 'tolai o iour Ii' ,'ois e'.nsa -

*W: !os' .;carks stiar foF' *i'a, 'c I 'c *nur diV proiJbI-411 on t I]' o Ami cc So'm' dl',, 1 1" ''

Pour mine statio". un mais et Il'hetre locale i, I'kart rntiv vss msdianes toP? observie
(fail et calculit dfci) sera :onsid6ri

- on valeur absolue f At * c - fm (MHz)

- et on valour relative A Ia mediame observa~o (af/fi A(.. f

a m.



,-t: fait. dan4 I- but dto ri-duirte le noidire des grandtiurs ~' maimputer, mmsi etudioi .'tua I.-
moyenne des s~carts sur lea 24 heures

lecjri type 2 1

Sx. "it xu .~~~ !4uae .'oitin 60uvf

qu.port vs os pst lasaion doni to ractoiI .. I itirnot .J t-mt der feat iiiso on .ir 'ee Iti daou

tells rlatonspourrait Norluoltre d'-ventuelitcs "OrlectiOns ties. ,a'.li'I testei.

111- lea (carts, en. foneton Ij_ i .o'zAii u

r ur n wsi a donný. * tt donetin aciit olati t(et fx, lea ecarts ta lour di aptrst 005
dire S otropr, .entoae foncindU lo titot devtographiqi' Otk'ne part. et ote la l,'ngitude d .kut to

paitt. Lasucvrason.iiacteristique qitt eni ressoite eat li.oo .1 un -tiet siisonnier o1 ýonlii-fk- le-C
that ribittions on l atitude poutr les Ann~vq 'Aciit sol .*i re .taibhl oti Iwyene (RI .' . IOS). Nna% pr'.-
sentans ) titito d exeample e di'stiao gioorapliques; itea otartS rolatItS ,Nf,,f otet do urs diaper-

* ~~sions diurnes S 61,'t .tffrents ass vkldiý ue Ni'v-Pe'lhj pomr Janvier et .lui 1lot 19nS. 01. sont Avu- -ots pokit
Lt'aquels Ie% activit it' ola-res sont t-Z's voisines (4V1,1 4'.0v, respectrivemont 71.11 . 10-2-' Wsm. -t
76 4 . 10 -2 Was211 Les rdp~~rtitiaontt ea I-ingitItide sont quo lrotques (Figures I ot 2) . Par t'ontv si* n e Itet
saisonniftr peut ýttt' mis on evidtsn.'e sur .t- 4istribut~ons en lstitattdie 6f/f pour to' utois Jo ýjs'ier
(Figure 3a) eas: guineralemert n~battf dains I'Otmispiurw JoýU, Pans 1 hoemsphi-hre d'hiivor (Fipgure 1j), it
petit ktte -.igati i ou posit if, la w'yonn on ltittude ka~nt positi1ve. af/f potir le' vids de .;utl1let .-at gtj-
neralessict nsogattf dans l i~misphi-re d';tt (Figiri' 4.al. IDana I iair d'hivtr itI petit t~tto nimt iiou
po-s~tif, asi fnyonit' on latitude etartir ici positiveo, voisin.' de' ztro. En roaium'- lea vai,'uts oeiliul&'os do
foF? sni.t (en wyenne diurne) inC rioures .lux valours obs% rv.'es I 010, et suptotieures (ou toSaiosi atit v.
tours observui; 's hiv,-. Mh' pl-as la dispe~rsion diurne S1 8f f de-s evtart.a ro'atifs eat piw. intible Jamis
I li~ui .plire J'W quo daik.t0 osii d'hivet' (figuires 3b et 4bO) l.La ai'a iat ion diurne eat doii mtieux ntodtl Igoe
din% e cat tie 'I t~ Leat miths -mcnt'usions rtouvent Ztre tv* es de 1 ettude des ecsrts .ahsolu% ar f * do

* ~~~leuts di.--; Ts ions S Ar' El les reqqotr *rt .tssi tie Va.naly.soen ow on do ti i tie V i nesii oi, imtv'ntAtAq~, fdi-
* ~~~fi-ýe ini est on realitiý Lia %ri ablo I atitu44nalv Ii'nter'.'en.nt d.-nc e tisid VkJea its -pe do e lut Xo Neu-Po Ilit.

Cot * ~fet saimmmnnir n a pn tt ýrr mis on v~ adeneit"ion pour leg annoos, d' actiii.: -t*Ii re Iabl .it' *'novenne.
It aera htontre plus pr&%ssownt Jana to' paragraiphte t. littant des eca5ts en fonct-ion to ia ,.tisen.

lWastre port, lo-; valours deg tioarts et de louars 41-n:'r:.ions diurneos sont dar., l'evisemblet
cc1~rises 1 I'intt~rieur do dovisainoa limtt.,s (sur 1--s oexomples preet-ielnts A''ifI j.iLk .' ý'dAfl 1ýI0
soit pour iea iecartm absolus -, Af <_qti.7S MjH- et~ 5f %n* jI~~ is gto tques points sont trZ, it e
dehors do ces limites -I do plus entrt' doux stations it"' voisi',ts Ivs; vi''t 'Iionq ties *ecati Ct cI tspt'rsi.'ns
peuvent ;tre tr~ a importan:.e-. L~a disparitt Jana la qaatittv dI-s, wsures :'no %'..Ition .t 1'autre est pre-
babletwnt ai Vl'otiti* die ces points Actorants Ct dit'contivwitt&5.

Cces resu I aas do ;'ana Ivso on foni' ion doe I po-w:iton zt~ographiqtit con'dtitsent 11 tudiev los
6carts sur W'2 et letars dispersion% diurnem w'younos :cur tr,,is Naa-..s de laic tude ,1.1 -one No,'i-I.: 0ta
Sud t t Its -- )ne Equast ori~l t' ('kl* dei latittnde, z one de t ran'uittion ent .e lea dew. p rromitro-.4o C'er t' t
dote perVt do rodll,ro I *infhten,'no du tact-iur .0 orreur pro;'re a oiqueu st at ion vi d ',iltitent des valeI urts tv-
piqi"-s des i-car:. ot & loutrs Ai tpesoratns, ditirnos . Pouty qt iel* es i, lnt si gnifIicatie et0 0om ..... ~thl os d'* no.
bsanO ' do lati tude 'I I .ldtre * lea rswoennos sou. ea.-ilveuso on resl'ot'tnlt detas refles '

- lesat st,-tns dont les mesures sont ut iii sttei soot rt-partiv itos plIus tin:forristen~t' poss5it. l.
* en 1, -iitude (sucunt longittno. n'cst privi Itigtie)

- tout on resp.ectan~t cotir premi're reple. It, plus grand notdire possibl. do stations oat .o-
tt~ilu W' erreur aWeatot to d' unt, stat ion I' Van:.ro e01 oat jinasi . aut ant nilus rotdi toie
Ios v.yvnnvs on latitude sent ainsi ,-alculeoa A P aide doe WI. 8 et 1Ž pointr pomu rt05pett iveo'nt 1.1 rone
Nord, Equstwrialeo .t Suit.

Le~ -hs ecir:.s on font'tion 3eo I a'itivite solairv -

Les &oart s mcu'ons sur 24 hotir's vt lout, Asdsper-tions diurnrot sont etud i s en I ontilion do VAC
tlv;i tt sotaii roen i-alo*.rs movennes par bhands'te Io .aitutdt' ('on ointemtnt Ili S ont etuttio's en ovilei~rra non1 Wkvell-

* n~~ttes on I itittide, line 6va
t i'anit ion gloh.a1o do la ltml it (t~o hi , O9resszimni 1n01101 ion do I'tc t ivi to solai re

* ~eat en etfet ob1tenue IAit d'his:.og-n-ivis Iu no~i're do points ti.e. die 4tat ions't rai iiuteilall. to' do i,0urs
non moyennees en lattit,ide des &t

t
artq d'tine part et do leurs dispersions niuittos d'.titre part, C'og 16itogi.im-

Wil sort dcterm'Mtrs A I'lide di maximmin disponible tde points die uosauro.

DamS lea deuN cas, p.,ur to; wiso fixo. lo fnis do .tanvior. quatre t ivienax d 'attii *ite holaitr,~
Ss~ort roten.is.
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Soule l'otuue des 6carks reistifs sur toF21 est ici prtesent~e de mani&.-e dktaill5e, l.'allure
gkverale des veriations des 6carts abs,,us est en effvt identique A collc des C-arts relatifs, De plus, dans

Iltdo delin',luence des C-carts aff.-ct'ant fnF2 sur la propagation des unde.- d~c..ainr~ques, cc svnt 1lei

;.3. -A) Cas du mod~le d'Oslo

ýIevk~s (K12 < 70), let, 6carts relatifs cone~rnant foF2 calculee pour la zone Equatoriale soft les plus
fabe.Mais ilq 4evievitnent los plus orts (avoce ceux concernant lai zone Sud) pour Les a.'tivit6 soicires

ýlevkes tRI2ý;aM Les ýcarts absolus et relatifs wiximt-m (i.e. :qutele que soit )ibande de iatitude)
sont res~vctivement voisins do 0.4 !niz et 7.6 %, si l'aan~e 1958 (R12 - 200) nWest pas prise on compte.
Si o3Ie Vest, uls valentt iespectivement 1 MO~z et 9 '..

Dans tes zones Equatoriales et Norl, Los dibpersions diurnes des ,ýcarts, movennes en latitude,,
augmentent avec l'activite solaire Ivrsque celle-ci est: faiblo -,i movenno (R12 < 1O0) vt diminuent avec
l'activiti5 so'sire lorsque colle-ci est .lev~e (R12>IOO10) (figure Sb). I-es d:spersions diurnes Los plus
faibles cnncernent la zone Sod oa, quelle que soit 1'activit6 solaire, S& = 0.45 M1Hz *t SAf/ft-7 Z, Los
dispersions diurnes ciaximaiaes des kcarts relatifs et absolus concernerit les zones Equatroiale et/ou Nord,
pour Vann& 197r-. (R12 - 100) et sont respectivernent voisinos de 0.0) MOz et 16 '-

En r~sumii, Is r~gressi.)n en foniction de l'activit6 soliire devient mauvaise. en moyonno stir
'14 heures, lorsque cette activir6 est tri~s 61ev~e. Mais (lans co cas ls variatio'n diuirne est mioux ,ornce
par le mod~le. Au total, les bornes sup~rioores des d.'maines de variation do 6f et do ef/f sont fournies
par le:; valeurs tr-euv~es pour les ann~es de solell calwvio ou nvenneuient doti f. Notons toutofois quo c05
borncr varitnt peu s-'ef l 'a'tivit6 solaire. (Figure 5c, trait o~pais)., Le dowpaine typiqoe 'ie variation tie
l'6cart relatif cquelles quo s,,it I'activit6 solaire, la position ýeographique e, l'heore) eat dont&

- 14 1 * AfoF2
foF2 '-<2

Ces r,~sulta-s sont confirvi~s par l'exaaien des histogranmile do nombre de -k-ints par iii'ervi~ll

de valeurs des 6carts relatifs e, de leurs dispersions diurnes resiloctivernont. non mtrn~vnnýes en latitude.-
Pour les ann~es c'activit6 solairt faible ou moyenne (figures 7, S. 9 ; courbes en trait fin), les icarts
retatifs sont en majoriEr- Lontenus dane on domaint. ,-nnz au voisinage do 0 7 par, e,:emplu. pour I'ann~e
1965, 81 7 des valoors qont comrprist,3 dans le dosisine * 9 IT. Pour ves nme.&os annees, les dispersions diurnes
des 6carts relatifs (Figures 12, 13, 14. 'ourbes en trait finl sont en majorite contenues d'ans, on dozutine
centrr au voisinage de Q *. pour 1965 par exoniple, 87 : des valeurs sont dans le Cooraine 9 6 6 Z. Par
contre, pour l'ann~e 1958, Ie domaine contenant la maijoritý des ,carts relatifs 'figaire It0, courbe en trait
fin) cat centrel au voisinago do 6 1, 87 ,des points 6taiI1 ,ans Ic domaine 6 f. 4 '. Mais le doiiaine d-.s
dispera;ions diurnes est maintetnant centre iu voisinage do * , 87 1 ties points kran,- cans le dornilne 7 t
Four !'ann~e do forro activit4ý solaire ot A l.Sclielle plaietlire, nods rotrouvons le iC-calage dies jearts
vers des valeurs plus 6lev~es ainsi quo celii des dispersionb. diurnes vers des valcurs plus faibles.-

111.3. 8 ) Cas do mod~le do New-1\'lhi;

Los 6carts absolus et relarifs mye~ns -n latitude pour Les fortes activit~s solaires sont
r&'-iits par rapport so rzas do riodfle O'Oslo (fiovuro Leurs valeurs maxisales sont respectivernnt v'oisines
do 0./ MHz or 6 Z, contro I MI'z e- 9 Z. pr~cedeitient., Le:ý dispersions diurnes des 6carrs sont pratiqilement
inchzang~es (figure 5b), La r~cression en foncrion do I'aclivitt; solqiro donno (one, poir los Fortes activitt~s
solaires, des valeors de for2 plus proches des valeurs vrai-s (quelle quo soit Il'heure p'lisque lee disper-
sions diarnes sont inehaig~es sinon plus faiblics), NWaimoins, Los jearts relatifs pour Los ann~es U '.I.tivit6
solaire moyenne (1972, 1470) soft sensiblement accrus. not.mmenot pour les zones Equaroriaie ct Nord iur
Sa). Eni d~finitive, le aomaine typique do variation des jearts rolatits (quelle quo so;r 'he.-,, Is position
g~ographique et l'activitiý Qolaire) est lii-ml~me l~g~rement accru 16 <2F 2

foF2F

(figure 5c, trait pointill~'

Les histogram-rnes du nombre de ;trations par intervallo do v.lturs non movenn~es .les ccarrs re-
latifs confirme'ir ces conclv-;ions. Four 'ainn-e ;958. Iv uk)Od~e de New-Del:,i est globablenwioi xaoi~lpui quo
celui d'Oslo. l'Jhistogranse des karts (figure 10. trait f'pais) est asinten.ot centre ao VO~einage do 0 '.
86 Z des points 6tant situ~s dans lc domaine * 9 1,. Celui des dispersions dioun.iit- (figure 14, trait i'Pviis)
est p-atiquement inchsng6. Pour les ann~es d'activi-6 solaire moeynno , lo modf't do New-Delhi est 16gi~remenon
momns bon, Pour Vann~e 1972, l'histogramme deb tcarts (figure 8, trait t~paitO e;t centreý ao v-isiinaee do
+ 4 1. (Contre 1 2 pour le mlodýe d' 0.0o. figure 8, tcait fill), D,- rnl~m pouir I'annee 1070. 87 ! doýs
points eont dans le domaine * 1IS (F igure 4ý, trait ýpais) ; al lieu de 87 Fý do p, ints dans It d'rsaine
1 12 Z pour lea 6carts J~uiiits do vr.Wdle d'0,.-o (fisur- Q, trait fin).-



I IA 1) sntD'autro part. lee hltitograimmos par intorvallo do valours doo dispersions diurnes (figures
Ii i14)aonpratiquement inch~ingdo rassant du modilc d'Osto (trait Cin) A cislui do Nov-Delhi (trait

(pals); quells quo soit l'activitf solaire.

111.3. :C)- Las. du modalote 04Chinit ot Chiu

La variation en fonction do -'&activit6 nolare des $carts mayon. on tititudo oat asomlablo
A cello des #carts afffronts au modt~le die New-6t1~1ii.,figurc 5a). lets (sauif pour leen zones Equatorialo.
at Sud dons It cas d'activit~s solairps faibilos ou aens(R12 iI0)1s*carts moyoan our foF2 sont
idi plus import&-its (figure So). En particutier. pour l'actkv itif solairo tr,)s flev~e (RI? :5 200). lot
6carts absotus et rolatifs maximum* sont rtspoctivement voistins -4' - 2.5 Mat at - 24 X. En v.iyonne our lea
24 hours. foF2 cAlculfe a done tendance a) ktr infirioure A foF2 obtorv~o. D'autre part. let. dispersions
diurnos dos &carts verient avoc l'activitt solAiro do mani~re similaire 7A c#ILls ekffhrontes au mocdi'!. do Nowv-
Delhi. mais sont ghnhfraltmont sup~rieures (vateurs ontre 10 et 26 2. contro 6 at 17 2, fiakiro 5b). Fn fait,
V'exation dos 6carts en fonction doe l'heure, on diverse. statious. r~v,)lo quo Ia variation diurno de foT2 cot
corrtctownt inoddlisde mais souvent o~n retard par rapport A cello do foF2 obsorvho (rv.erd 1hli surtout aux
heuras do lever du soleil ; cf. Its comperaisons effectu~les par Ching et Chiu 1973). Coci tpliqueo u moin-
on partie lea dcarts at dispersions diurnos importants. Fn tout Etet do cause, lea domainei dc'variation tee

A6foF2 at 4:foF2/foF2 suivent, on fonction do l'activit6 solairo. Ia umem Evolution quo -:6c~dewmmnt. wait
vont plus lerges (figure 5c, trait tir.etO. L~e domaina extramo do variation des 6c ýts relatifs
(i.e. :quollas quo soient l'activit6 soleiro. Ia position g~ogtraphique et I'heture) eat

4 47 X ~-<Z, -Fr<N- 402

Les histogrammes par intervAlles do valeursnon r&,yonntloaen latitude des Ocarts relatits. pour
lts activit%16 solairos foibles et moyennes (figures 7, 8, 9. trait* on pointill~s). prd~senttnt on maximum
plat et large. Pour leannhe 1965 (R12 net10) par oxemple. 84 2 des points sont situ~s dans to domaino * 21
(dona to cao des uodt~les prfcddents. un pourcontago similairw do points 6tstit trouvE dons I. domino 1 9 %).
En outre. lea kcarts forts sont ici plus nombreux ; pour 1965 (rospectivoment 1972). 16 1 (reop. 19 1) des
points sont au-delA des limit.. a 21 2. Pour l'annic d'activittE solairv trN's 4lov~e (figure 10, traits on
pointiliha). l'hiatograummo prhsente un maximum prononc6 sCu voisinago doe - 17 1., 81, 2 des points 6tant dins
to domaino - 17 * 20 %. Codi confirme quo pour I 'activitt' solaire tri's ýIevtlo (R12 cg 200), los valours die
foF2 calculkos A l'eide du modt~le do Ching et Chiu sont. en movenno stur 24 houres, g-Infralement infit'riures
aux valturs observies. Par ailleurs, quello quo soit l'activitý solairt'. lea histograuwaos par intervallos tle-
valeurs des dispersions diurnes pr~sentent oin maximum prononck su voisinago do 20 2, plus die SO 2 does points
ktant compris dans te domaine 20 1 10 % (figuit's 11 .1 14. traiti on pointi'll~s). Ccc& cotiiirum' quo In vanil
tion diurne do foF2 Weost pas correctervnit corn~e.

111.4 -Lea t6carts on fonction doe Is saison

1.'effet saisonnier mis en 6vidonce *ur tos~distributions on latitude dct~ 6carts moyens stir
24 hour.. et sur cellos do tours dispersions diurnoc p'our Its activitti solairoc faibls ot movennos (para-
graph. 111.2) ost ici pr~cisO dons to cas du mod~le do New-Delhi pour l'ann~e 1072. 1lann&e 1472 correspond
A uno act' 'vit6 solaire moyonnre et variant au plus do 13 ' aub cours des 12 mois (valcurs extr~nxes do (P12
123 et l09.10-22 Wm-2. pour mai et dtiembre respectivoment). Les icarts relatifs moyons on latitude (figure
ba) sont positifs pour l'hiver, doe valour maximum voisint do 8 2 pour l'hiver-N Ad, ot do 12 ', pour I 'hiver-
Sud. Its sont nhgatifs pour l'#tt%-Nord do valour abooluo maximutm -voisine doe 10 7et n~gatifs voimins do- Oro

( 2 2) pour l'Et-Sud. Autrement dit, en moyenno rur 24 lieuros. foF2 calev' ýo pour to, activitt solairos
moyennes prisento une anomalie d'hiver rentorc~e par rapport A l'anomalio d'hivz. r~ellei "our lea activilts
solaires faibites, foF2 c~ilculke pr~sentera une anomalio 'i'hiver qui n'tcxiste pa:ý on r~al~t.i. IWaotre part les
dispersions diurnes moyennos on latitude des Eicarts relatifs (figure ba) pr~sentx-nt tin ma' imoim v'oisia de
14 - 16 2 l'hivov et un minimum voisin doe 4 - 6 Z 1'6t6. La variation diurne do WF2 cakleo 1c t done pltus-
proche doe cello do foP2 observfe dans to vas do l'ft4 quo dans le cas do l'hive' . En d~fi itivor, to domainý.
do variation do AM/ quello quo soit l'heure (figure 6b) comprend principail-.wnt des velours positives
dons to cas do l'hiver ; it no comprond quo des valours n~gatives dans lo cap dz. l'dtf on h~mispht're Nord.
et eat situ# autour doe z~ro dons colui doe 1'6t# en liftisphilre Sud. Ceci confi rmo quo I'anomalip d'hivor at-
tectant toP? calcubld est plus marqu~c qu'elle no devrait l';tro. ou bNon exisre contreirement .1 I rilittE.
L~e domaino maximum do variation do AfM (quelles quo soiont It position gfographique, l'heure. Is saison)
obtenu pour l'enn~e 1972 est :- 12 % xiA.folVW/o2 j~ý28 T (fi 3utre 6b). Loe domainr obtenu pour Janvior soul
(d~ja d~ductible doe Ia figure %c) est :- 6 2 jqg'-foE2/foF2 ý,23 2. Les valours los Ecarts affectant OF.P
dans Ic cas do 1'6t* flargissont donc sensiblomont le domaine do variation de A6T '2/foF2.

IV - ERREUR SUR LES RESULTATS DE CALCULS DE LA PR0PAGk-T0N INDUITE P*,.R L'ERREUR Su foF2

L'erreur cotiý.ao sur la mfdiane mensitolle foF2 entratne uno orreur stir lee caract~rist '--a
calcuifos pour Ios trajectoires dea ondos d~camk~triquos qui empruntent la coucho P2. Ono estimation qu .%ti-
tative do cotto seconde orreur eat obtenue par comparaison ontre lea earacthristique. do Ia propagation eel-
culhes par tracE do rayon A travers un modi'lo doe couclie F2 m~eisno ot cellos qui 1. - nt lorsquo Ia frf~uonce
critique toF2 oat stodifiho solon des pourcentages typiquos des valours do l'errour a r foF2 d~duitts do
l'analyse seatiatiqut prhciddnte.

Le trac6 -ie rayon consisto on I& r~solution numhriquo des dquations d, l'optique hamiltio-
nienno (Haselgrovo 1954) Is1 programme do calcul intormatique d~velopp# est similaire A celui Etabli par
R.M. Jonas ot cot. (1975). L'indlc* t~s rffraction incorporf dona let Equations ditfrentiolles rfiliz'sant
lea trajecteires d'6riergie no tient compte ni du champ ghcomagnhtiquo. ni des collisions ontro lea Eloetirtis
at lee ions at/ou lea particules noutrac. Les rhsultats mont velidos pour lo muode ordinairo on coo do p~rise
on compto du champ ghomagnhtiquo.



Le o dilo tridimentionnol do fr6quonco plamsm A~oisi pour as couch* V2 set colul do chins at
Chiu (I193-1975). Le profit vertical qu'it utilise oat donn6 pour an. formulo do Chapman. qui pour I*@ cat-
cuts do propagation donne dos r6sultato r6alistes (Rush ot cot. 1975). En outro. l'applicatioin do is method.
montre quo, A pourcentages do perturbation do tol2 idontiqueos lee variations relative* doe caract~ristiqueo'
do Is propagation obtonuos sont du w~me ordre. quo Is modblo do at couch@ F2 Initial@ unit colui d'Oelp (ou
Nov-Delhi) ou celul do Ching at Chiu. tin stvantage pratiquo Important do ce dernior oct quitl pormat do divii
sar par doux (sinon plus) I* temp. do calcul d'uno trajectoir*.

Los caract~ristiquou do Iapropagation calcul6es pour lot modal.. non perturb$ ot porturb# do
I& couch* 72 concernent I* premier bond dos trajectoiros ot sont laI distance su sot on fonction do V416-
vation d'6mission, pour diffArontos fr~quoncos d'4mission (e.g. :figure 15)*.~ Is distance su sot on fonction
do Is fr~quonco max~imum utilisablo (NUT) qui alu correspond (eog. ,figur#416), .l'anste d'6l6vation J% 1*0.1.-
sion do I& trajectoiro corrospo~i'lnt It to NUT on fonction do cotto NUT (e.s.2 figure 16b).

tin extoqle dos rdaultato obtenus A l'aide do Is m~thode qui vient d'Strv d6critv concorne Ia
propagation aux latitudes noywnnes ourop~ennes, 11'emttour 4tant aitu# A tLannion (4945N. 356~.730) ot
lasimut dto I& direction d'fmisuion dtant voisin do 60%. Le mod~le do coucho 72 utitiaO oat celul qul cat
obtenu pour I* mois do Janvior 1958 A 1200 TU. Pour co cat, it plus petit domaine dto valours pour t'orrour
sur foP? calcul6o A Vaid. dos odcAlos actual* eat tel quo Idtor2tfro2l < IN I (figure 5c). Los
borne. supgrieures (t 15 %) do ce domaine sont done utiliseos commo valours du pourcentage do perturbation
foT2.

La distance, on fonction de I'616vation, calculth A t'aide dut modtlo non perturb# cut ropr~sen-
td. sur 1s figure 15 (en trait 6pais) pour dos frf~tiences d'fmission 6galos A 20. 30 ot 40 Msh. A frequence

-fixte, partant dos 6tlvations-faibles ot I Et6vation croissante. Is distance au sot d~croit, passe par un
minimum (Dain). puts crott rapidemmnt jusqu'A co quo lea 6l6vations atteignent to *suit au-dol3l duqkot lea
trajectoires traversent is couch. ionosphdrique. La fr6quonce dodmission fix6o tot Ia HUY pour It distauov
kmin. Notons quo lea friquonices r~fldchies par Ia coucho 72 appartionnont ici au haut dot Is saw 11.7. 6tant
donni I& situation do trA. forte activitf solairo (R 12 -v 200). Pour lea Quies frdquences, ia distance 011
fonction do l'61ivation. calcul6e toraque It mod,)lo ost perturbO par un accroissomont do 15 '. de (o7. toat
roprisont6 on trait pointiII6 sur Ia figure 1%. Loeffot do ýette orrour simual~e de + 15 % Sur Wo2 eat uno
d~croissance do I& distance atteinto. quollos quo soiont t4l6vation ot Is frdquonce d'4nission. t'amptitude
do cotto ý'6croissance augments avoc 1'#16vation ot la fr6quonce. Elle oat infirieure a ou voiisine dot 10 %
pour los distances atteintes par los trajectoires rdflfchies dens le ban de ki couche F2 ;par exomple eott.,s
do ia frdquonce 20 Msz pour los 6livations atlant do 0 A 40', ou vellos do& friquvncos 30 et 40 ltz pour lts
6l6vations infirlouros A 1:* et 22* respectivomont. Pour lea trajectoiros rEfl~chios plet pr,ýs do maximum de
la coucho T2. Is diminution de Ia distan.-c su sol induice par Verreur de 15 %2 sur fo?2 out plus imPortAntv
par exempto, A 30 M1z. sitte attoint -36 X pour l'614vatini d.g~at 1 _27% Nottons quo lea diotantos otn fillctikon
do 1'6llvetion. obtonuos torsquo t'oirrureaimul~o .u foF2 eat 69ato A - 15 2. pr~sontont la wmw allure mais
correspondent A un accroissouent d'ensesmble.

La distance au sot attointo par uno trajoctor.rt on fonction do la MY11 qui lui correspond eat
calcul~o dans to cas Ju modal. initial (figure 16a, courbo B). ot tans los cas oti ca~ ot Jiminu~odo (10 1
(court.. A) ou accrue do 15 X (court.. C). L'orreur relative indulteosur cette distance (qlui We'st atitre quot
Dmin) par lerreur simutA. do *. 15 Z Sur foF.2 croft avoc In frdquonco. Deo Plus. A HUY d~nnO.4. l'amplitude
do l'srreur sur Dain est plus forto dane to cas do l'orreur ni~gative sur foV2. Ainsi. po.ur un. HU11 ftate A
25 Mlz. oil* vaut + 27 Z si foF2 oat r6duite do 15 X et - 22 2 si foF2 eat act-rue do 15 1 2 pour une NVF
Sgate A 40 Mea, lee velours correspondantos sont + 39 % et - 20 2. Ndanwioins, A distituce dornnseo l0'rrour
relative our Ia NUT1 correspondante est constanto quotll quo soit cotto distance ot voisine do t 1; . seaotot
quo t'orreur sur foF2 vaut ello'-mgme k 15 2.

L'6l6vation do Ia trajoctoire corrosponlant A Ia NUF on fonction Jo cotlo-ci fournit tits c'.1sti-
tat. analogues (figure 16b, courbes A, B, C). Pour uno 6l6vation d'Euission donn~e. lorrour constanto do
a 15 2 cur l& NUT est 6vidoament retrouvfo ici. Do plus, lorrour rolative our l'El6vation due .1 colt. Sur
foT? crott avec Ia fr~quence, passant do t 25 2 environ pour uno frdquence ftalo A 24 Ma: A - 46. Z ot 4 30 1
pour une friquence 6gale a 40 Mr?. Lai encore. Ilerrour negative (- 15 %) our JoY2 indukit ulle orrvur plus
forte, ici sur l'6l6vation. que cello induito par l'erreur positive. Cot effot oat mariquf surcout aux frEý-
quences 6lev6es.

Des r~sultats identiques aux pr~c~dents ont ftE obtonus pour un cas do falbto a,.tivit# solsirt
(Janvier 1965), lerrour simulfe sur foTZ Etant prise Agalo A it 15 2 (figure SOC. Les frdquonoos alors r~fl*-
chies par to coucho F2 sont plus faibiles ( < 20 MI:). Par adtllurs sa enlcuts eftoctu~s po~ur los m~w
cas de propagation. mais I'*rreur simul~a sur for2 6tant Egael A 1 30 X. rnontront quo los orrcur* r~sultainco.
Sur lts coarctfriatiques du premier bond sont do morphologies semblabtos 3 colles d~crittos ci-dessus male
d'amplitudos presque doublos.

CONCLUSION

L'A6tude dos fcarts entre l** velours do Ita mddian. monsuotte foF2 catctilEs A leAid* do WoAX0es

ot lea velours d~duitos dos assures do r6seau mondial dlionovondos a pormis do tooter Is qua~tt do* r~gros-
*ions utiliseos pour Ia.construction tsmod~los. tils a en outre porais do d~terminer dos val'ars nticw~iquot
pour lts barr*s d'errjur A affecter I foT2 calcul6e. L'errour relative our foF2 calculA. a Olid, oot ftA1%N
lea utilisant dos s~ries do fonctionscaet comprise dans I* domalno (- 15 2, * 25 %) quolles quo soiont t'ac-
tivit6 solaire, l'heuro ot 'Is positiont g6ographique. iLo domeine do variation dto l'orrour stir foF2 cetcul60 k
l'aid. du modal. ph~nominologiqia. do Ching ot Chiu est sonsibtentent plus large, ce qui sombto dit A u%%~ha
sage ontr los* variations diurnes calculd. ot rfe~llo do for2. Do plus. Ia construction do co m.diit ost basE.
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DISCUSSION

L ~L.W. Prnitly, UK

Section 33.2. of the paper indicates that a linear vatiauon ,,of ,1,_12 i, ýKuned in the Oslo model for values of R12
between 0 and 100. 1lowever. Figure 5c,. for example, imndudes an analysis of this model for values of R,2 up to 200

What .-ariation of (,F2 wtth R12 is assumed foi values between 100 nind 100" CCIR Report 340 adopts a linear
variation for R, 2 values up to 150.

Author's Reply
In the CCIR Report 340, Oslo 19(lO, the given planetary foF2 model. the so-called "Oslo model", is based on tile
wor, of Jones et col ., 192. In this work any regression with the solar activity is not considered. However, in the
Oslo model a linear relationship of f(1F2 with the solar index R12 is assumed |For the high values of R12 the actual
relationship iwticeably departs fioma a linear one. In the Oslo model for any R,: value gr- ter than 150 foF2
is calculated assuming R 1 equal to 350. This permits to attenuate the unrealistic features due to tile linear
extrapolation but is in fact a very crude simplification. In the present study we have preferred to use tile Oslo model
in a more realistic way and l'ave fitted the available uSK ccefficients to a parabolic regression with the solar actinity.,
similarly :o what is don, in the New-l)elhi model But perhaps because of the differences in 'he methods of
construction of respectively the Jones et col 1902 and (he New-Delhi models, the parabolic regression gives in the
first case a quas-,inear part and in the second a more .-ured part of a parabola. In fact, all through the presentation
of this paper, rigorously I had to say a "modified" Olo model in place of Oslo model
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METHODS OF PETERMINI NG IONOSI'IfERIC STRUCTURE

FROM OBLTQUE SOUNDING DATA

R,. F, DuPr-ff. N, Narayana Rao and K, C. Yeh
Department of Electrical Enqinperinc

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Urbana, IL, 61801

SUMMARY

Methods of invvrtinq the leading edge of a backscatter ionoqram for ionospheric structure
are presented. Two models of the electron density distritution are utillzed for this
Purpose: (a) the quasi-paiaiholie (QP) layer with lo'ally uniform parameters, and (b)
the locally q-iasi-paraboic (LQP) layer with horizontal gradients, In each caqe, the
model ionosphe-e may be reoreseited by a multi-dimensional recto," of the form : =

.. , whicn we may call the "ionoýtate" vector. The inversion procedure cOnsists of
s-artinq with aý initial est'mate of . and cmplcvnq an iterative technique to obtain a
Zlnal value of : such that the mean squired error between the measured values of lead-
ing edge data and tCose computed from , is minimized, The inve.'sion procedures are il-
lust:ated by means of oxanples for both cases,

. INTRODUCTION

The Inversion Problem

It is well known that the group patl. P'(f) of a radio wave at frequency f is a nonlinear
tunctionai of the ion:zation dcnsity piofile N. While it is a simple matter to compute
P' for a givon N either analyticz.ll%' for some simple profiles or numericFlly for more
complex profiles, the inverse problem o.- computing N for a given P' becomes very diffi-
c'd)t or nearly iolossible in general,

It happens that, for vertical incidence, the group delay integral (magnetolonic effects
ignored) can be transfermed into the form ;t a convolution integral whose solution can
be readily found, This •echnique and its variation have been used to invert the vertical
i-nograms to obtain true height profiles. However, 1or oblique rays, no such transforma-
tion has been found and its %olution remains verNdifficult. To assist the solution of
this difficult problem it is noted tha. the ionorspheric morphologies and modeling have
been subjects of study for many -,ears. The rough flist-order ionospheric behavior is
therefore kiown. It is also possilile that the ionospheric profile immediately above an
oblique sounCer can be deduced by s(,'xndinq vertically from a co-located vertical sounder.
In any event, it is assumed that knowi'dge exists, based on which a first-order ionospher-
ic profile can be constructed. If this lirst-order profile does not depart trom the true
profile appraciably, it is possible to reformulate the problem by a linarization proce-
dure., This reformulated problem is linear n-d much simpler to solve,

1.2. Oblique Sounding Data

There are two kinds of oblique sounding data: (a) Point-to-pcint oblique ionoozams, and
(b) Backscatter leading edge. Point-to-point oblique ionograms are traces of group path
versu3 freouency for oblique propagation between two fixed points separated bý some dis-
tance. For the one-hop mode of propagation, the reflection points of the rays therefore
lie in the neighborhood of the midpoint between the transmitter and the receiver, irre-
spective of the frequency. Similarly, for the multiple-hop mod.Ž of propagation, reflec-
tion for each hop occurs in the neighborhood of a single location, for all frequIenciescapable of propagating in that mode. It can be easily conlectured that a one-hop atede

oblique ionogram is capable of providing an equivalert profile of electron density valid
near the midpoint between the transmitter and the receivur, bu.t is not by itself too use
tul for deriving the horizontal gradients of ele.tron dens~ty, The use of a two-hop mode
trace in addition to the one-hop mode trace would increase rhe utility of the ionogram
for deriving the horizontal gradients but still does not pe-,rir their determination ccii-
tinuously along the "zimuthal direction from the transmitter to the rectiVeer,

In the case of the backscatter leading edge, the transmittel and the receiver are located
at about the same location and the time delay of the transmitted signal backscattered
from the ground and then received at the receiver is measured as a function ot frequency.
For a given frequency, many returns are possible corresponding to all elevation angles of
transmission and reception within the beamwidths of the transmitting and receiving anten-
nas. There is however a minimum value for the time delay which occurs near the transi-
tion from the low angle ray mode of propagation to the high angie ray mode of propaga-
tion, as shown in Fig. l(a). Thus fo- each frequency, a continuum of backscattered re-
turns beginning with the minimum time delay return will be received. Alternatively, the
situation can be thought of as a continuum of point-to-point oblique lonograms corres-
ponding to continuously increasing values o4 ground range of the backscatte- location a-
way from the transmitter. S'ch a continuum of ionoqrams is shown -'" Fig, l(b). The tan-
gent curve to these ionograms is the "backscatter leadinq edge," and is Cenerally the on-
ly useful portion of the backscatter ionogram since all the other returnr cannot be dis-
tinguished fron one another, except in the case of high resolution ionograms.



It can now be seen from Fig. lIb) that ncints along the backscatter 1eadinoi vd,ie o'orre-
spond to rays reflecting at continuously increasini distant locations fxom the transmit-
ter.- Hence the baAscatter leading edqe contains informat-on ,onoevninqi hori.tcntal ,r-a-
dients of elctron density outward from the transmittei' location alonq th,' azirithal dil-
rection corresponding to the backscatter ionooram. It is the ouroose of this pa~er t'.
discuss methods of obtaininq such information. To do this, we consider two ion~spheric
models: (a) the quasi-parabolic (OP) layer with locally uniform narameters, and (b) the
locally quasx-paraboliz (LQF) layer with hor'zontal qradienrs. in tho followinq s•ection,
We shall discuss each m~rdel and the corresvon.hinq inversion technique and present exam-
rdes of inversion.

2. Q'IASI-rARABOILIC (OP) 1A•YPR

'The quas!-parAbolic layer is defined by th, variation of electron density N with t"t'
radial distance r from the center of the earth as qiven by e

N [1i rr 'Y for rb'r~r, b.
Y I r rb-Ym

othe,'wise

where

Nm f /80.6 maximum value of electron density

fc = critical frequc-ncy

rm = valun of r at which N is equal to N

rb = value of r at the base of the laver

Ym = rm - r, b- semithickness of the layer

The sl~ght mcdification over the parabolic model, which is dcfined by itinorinq the factor
(r /r) in (1), enables the derivati,,a of exact closed form exuzessions for the ray path
papameters for the qu,:si-parabolic layei (Croft and Hooiasian, 1968), by application of
Bouguer's rule for ray tracino ,n a spherically symmetric layer with no maonetic field.
For a signal of frequency f and elevation anole of transmission 6, the exprersiin for the
group path P' is given as follows (Rao, 1974):

'= 2(I' - - ) rb sin y - 2r sin (2 - -F )n (1'

where

F = f'f c

Scos -l(ro)cos = elevation anole at the 1"ase of the layeti

b
r = radius of the earth

0

U = B -4AC

V = 2Ar 1 H + 2r FA sin
b b

W 2 ,; Frb sin ' + 2C + Brb

A F 1- + rbm

B -2rmrbIym'

C (rbr). F r,, ccis t6

To find the minimum group path, which is equal to the minimum time delay times the veloc-
ity of liqht in free space, we first note that foi a iiven trequency and for i given set
of layer parameters, the elevatioti angle of transmission coriespondinq to the trinimum
qroup path ray is given by the solution of equal tion
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S•P 2 i-F 2  BF2

2 U -- + ) r sin a • cos I
A AV 0

S 2B F r. sin 8  c- 2 (1i - _)-•---ro cos a

=0 (3)

Recognizing that WP/36 varies continuously from a laroe negative value near zero eleva-
tion angle to a large positive value near ma,,imum elevation angle corresponding to pene-
tration of the ray through the layer. we can solve (;) for 6 in an iterative manner. The
penetration condition occurs for the ray apogee radius equal to - B/2A and hence for the
elevation angle of transmission given by

r c- r r2 BI 

(4
Fro TAI

Thus starting with values of 6 near zero and 3 the value of s for which aP'/36 is a
small specified value can be found in an iterative manner. Substitution of this value of
6 in (2) then gives the value of the minimum group path, P'min"

3. INVERSION FOR QP LAYER

3.1. Basic Technique

In earlier work of backscatter leading edge inversion, the QP layer model has been em-
ployed by Hatfield (1970) for obtaining the critical frequency, wizh the other two para-
meters having the assumed values, and by Rao (1974) for obtaining ill three parameters
from three data poir:s on the leading edge. The method we employ here is a modification
of that by Rao (1974).

The modification involves the minimization of the following sum-squared error function:

3
E (rb, rm. fc) =\ r[' (r rm ' f -f (5)cb, 1 c b m c b i

i=l1

where P'i are computed minimum group paths corresponding to f. and for a given set of
values 0 r,, rm, and fc' and P! are the actual minimum group hath values from the lead-
ing edge. 1io.m2 dipicts the sirategy graphically. Assume that (fl, Pil, (f 2 , Pj), and
(f 3 , P3) are the points we have chosen from the backscatter leading edge. We start the
procedure with an initial set of layer parameters, which are denoted by (rb, r , )0.
Corresponding to these starting parameters is a unique backscatter ionogram lewding edge
trace !Pý (f)1 0 " We note that the error function E is simply the sum of the squared d-s-
tances between the ordinates of the [P' (f"] 0 curve corresponding to the frequencies i,

f2 , and f . and the chosen backscatter ionogram minimum group paths P, Pind P'. Al
r,, rm, and fe are varied to minimize E, we see that we are effective fytting tAe Pý(f'
curve to the three data points in the least-squared error sense. If the data poi ts
are from a synthetic curve, computed by assuming the Q-P model, the error E will then bezero.

The error E is in general a nonlinear function of rb, r, and f and an iterative methed
is required to seek its minimum. Numerical minimizatio• tecnni~ues are available which
seek a local minimum for a given starting point in parareter space. The nonlinear minim-
zation alogorithm employed in this study is described by Fletcher and Powell (1963) and
war adapted for use with our computer. The Fletcher-Powell method performs, for each
iteration step, a linear minimization along a direction determined by the current gra-
dient and an updated estimate of the Hessian. The size of the steps taken through the
parameter space as the minimum is sought is proportional to the difference between the
current value of the function 5o be minimized (E), and the user-supplied minimum value,
typically taken to be 0.201 km , and invezsel,, proportional to the current maqnitude of
the function gradient (I EI), In this manner, rapid convergence is assured. The minimi-
.ation procedure is terminated when tie function value has not chanqed by more than a
user-specified value (EPS), or if IEI has become less than EPS.

3.2. Inversion for Three-Dimensional Ionosphere

Thus far we have discussed the procedure for the inversion of three data points on a
backscatter leading edge to Q-P layer parameters. Since each point on the leadinq edge
corresponus to a differ~nt ground range, it is obvious that the three points must be cho-
sen fairly close together if horizontal gradients are present, The three data points
nustcorespond to three ionospheric propagation paths which are in such '%orizontal proxi-
mity as to validate tne assumption of ; loc~lly horizontally uniform ionosphere, These
considerations give rise to a method of deriving the horizontal ioniza: ion gradients from
the leading edge. Three closely spaced points on the leading edge just above the criti-
ral frequency at the backscatter sounder site can be used to determine the layer parame-
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ters of the ionosphere at a range which is in close proximity to the site. Next, thrte
closely spaced points further up the leading -dge can be used to obtain the layer para-
meters at a greater range than that corresponding to the previous set of data points.
In obtaining these layer parameters, the solution for the first set of three data points
can be used as the starting solution. A repetition of this process continuously along
the leading edge for successive sets of three data points yields the layer p:rameters as
a function of distance away from the sounder site. When the leadinc edges are available
for a number of azimuthai directions away from the sounder, it is then possible to ob-
tain a three dimensional distribution of electron density made up of locally uniform QP
layers.

3.3. Example

To test the in!.-ersion technique, backscatter leading edges are generated for two azi-
muths (3300 and 3580) from a common location by three-dimensional ray tracing in a mid-
latitude ionospheric model. The generated minimum group path values versus frequency
are shown in Table 1. To invert these leading edqe data, a QP layer is fitted to the
actjll vertical electron density profile existing above the common (transmitter) loca-
tion. By using these QP layer parameters as the starting solution, overlapping sets
of three data points along the leading edge are inverted for QP layer parameters. In
inverting a given set other than the first one, the solution found for the previous set
is used as the starting colution. For each set of data inverted, the corresponding
ground range is computed and the QP layer parameters are assigned to a location half
that distance fronr the transmitter and along the pertinent azimuth. The layer parame-
ters and the corresponding ranges generated in this manner are listf- in Tables 2 and 3

To compare the applicability of the deduced three-dimensional ionosphere by inversion of
the leading edge data relative to that of t,Le originally assumed three-dimensional mo-
del, rays are now traced at one frequency (16 MHz) in the original as well as the com-
puted ionospheres for an azimuth of 3400 (lying between 330' and 3580 corresponding to
the inverted backscatter data) and for several elevation angles of transmission. For
each ray, the group path (P'), the ground range (R) and the quantity (P'-R) are compu-
ted. The quantity (P'-R) is shown plotted versus P' for the two cases in Fig.. 3. A
comparison of the two curves indicates that the computed ionosphere gives the correct
range to within ±2 km for a wide range of group pa:h values. The discrepancies greater
than ±2 km toward the low end of the curves are at "ibutable to the fact that the region
is close to the minimum group path for 16 MHz, whereas the discrepancies greater than
±2 km toward the high end of the curves are attributable to the fact that the region is
beyond the range corresponding to the inverted backscatter data.

4. THE LOCALLY QUASI-PARABOLIC (LQP) LSYER WITH HORIZONTAL GRADIENTS

To extend the backscatter leading edge inversion technique for a layer with horizontal
gradients in electron density, we now consider a quasi-parabolic layer with its para-
meters varying in a specified manner with distance away from the sounder location.
Thus the electron density distribution is given by

r fcrm(6) ]2 1rl•21(6

N (r,0) = N 1 ( - M r () (6)

where r is the radial distance from the center of the earth and 8 is the angular dis-
placement away from the sounder location. Since for a fixed value of e, eq. (6) has the
form of an ordinary quasi-parabolic layer given by (1), we call this model the locally
quasi-porabolic (LQP) layer model.

In view of the horizontal gradients, the electron density distribution is no longer
spherically symmetric and hence the ray path parameters cannot be obtained in closed
form as in Sec.2. It is necessary to resort to numerical integration of the ray equa-
tions. These ray equations are usually wkitten in a form referred to as the Haselgrove
equations (Haselgrove, 1957; Yeh and Liu, 1972). In the present case, however, the pro-
blem is two dimensional. Furthermore, neglecting the earth's magnetic field and follow-
ing the notation of Yeh and Liu (1972), the pert:nent ray equations xt.ay be written as

dr a Kr (7)

dT n 2

d8 = e8 (8)

dT rn
2

d n (9)dr _1 an + cd8= lan + _

dT n ar dT nar rn 2

do8  1 an a8 dr I an caar (10)

dT rn ae r dT rn 30 rn 2

with
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n = phase refractive index

r
a .

uhere k is the unit vector in the wave normal direction and dr represents the d'ff-ren-
tial element of phase path, Two additional equations have also been used in order to al-
low us to Keep track of the cumulati-e group and phase paths as the ray progresses•
These additional .ýquations are:

dP (11)
d$

and

dP _ 1 (12

d-r n

with the first equation repres,.!nting the phase path and the second equation representing
the group path-

The set of initial conditions associated witn equations (71 through (12) is based upon
t7 the assumption that there is a free space region (n=l) between the surface of the Earth

(source locationj and the base of the ionosphere. Thus, the initial conditions aref

r = 6,70 km = radius of Earth (13)

6 = 0' 'selection of source location as anc'ilar reference) '14'Lr = sn0 (d0=iritial ray elevation angle) (15,

Ue = cos 16)

P -P' - 0 (17)

The net result of using these initial conditions in connection with a given model for
the phase refractive index, n, is that the only remaining degree of freedcm for a ray
of some specified frequency is provided by the initial -levation angle of the ray (4)
and consequently the value of group path, P', which is computed when the ray has left
the source, reflected from the ionosphere, and returned back to the surface of the Eafth
is determined by ý . Of course, certain choices of ý0 may result in the ray penetrating
the ionosphere, Nevertheless, for those values of 4 wbich result in rays returning to
the surface of the Earth there will bc some •alue of 4• which results in z, minimum
group path,

5., INVERSION FOR THE LQP LAYER

5.1., The Ionostate Vector

The technique of inversion for the LQP layer Ls similar to that discussed in Sec.3.1,
we however need to assume some form of dependence of the QP layer pardmeters on 6. The
simplest form consists of a nominal value which is given by the value of the parameter
directly above the source (6=0) plus a constant gradient in the 0 direction multiplied
by the angular displacement away rrom the source [e.g. rb(0) = rhO + rb 6] . Since

there are three parameters, ro, 0 ,r , and f , as well as tnrea gradidets (one in each
parameter), there is then a •otalm8f six p ameters needed to describe the LQP model.
These six parameters may be considered to deline a basis fo- a six dimensional space in
which a simultaneous set of the six parameters may be thought of as constituting a vec-
tor which we may define as:

with

S=rbo

S= r
mo

3 = fco

= dr b/dO

= drm/dO

E = df c/de

We shall call the vector (18) the "ionostate" vector or simply the ionostate.
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Having defined the ionostate, the problem, stated in its simplest terms, becomes how to
determine the six components of the ionostate in some optimum sense. The criterion which
we have selected is essentially the same that given by (5). Thus the backscatter leading

edge which would be observed if the ionosphere were LOP, should match as closely as pos-
sible the backscatter leading edge as experimentally measured by the ionospheric sounder
operating at the same set of frequencies and observing the actual ionosphere. More pre-
cisely, if we denote the set of sounding frequencies by f (for i-l to N) and denote the
measured backscatte• leading edge by P'(fi), while denoti g the LQP model backscatter
leading edge as P'(f,fi), the problem may be stated as:

Find t such that

N
e2(f) iP'(fi)-P(,f )11 (19)

is a minimum.

5.2. Examples

To test the inversion technique, we assumed that the jonosphere was locally quasi-para-
bolic and was completely specified by the ionostate, to where

to R1 &21 C3# &Iu, CS, 6

W [6570 km, 6720 km, 5 MHz, 0 km/rad, 0 km/rad, 2MHz/rad.]

Based upon this to, we then computed the minimum group paths, corresponding to a back-
scatter ionogram at discrete sounding frequencies. We then "estimated" an initial iono-
state and using the mean squared error e2, defined in equation (19) as a criterion of
optimality, we attempted to reconstruct the oricinal ionostate, 4.

As an example, the cages illustrated in Figure 4 result from specifying the &2, 3, E.,
and Es components of & as "fixed*, thereby reducing the problem to a two dimensional
minimization. In all these cases the fixed components were set to their correct values
(i.e. the values of the corresponding components of Eo). Using three different sets of
starting values (marked by x's in Figure 4) for the remaining components (&, and &6),
the program was allowed to continue in an iterative manner until the mean squared error
became less than I km2. The underlined numbers in this figure represent the mean squared
error, and the dotted curve corresponds roughly to the contour curve along which the mean
squared error is approximately 7. A somewhat more complete set of contour curves is
shown in Figure 5. As can be seen in comparing Figures 4 and 5, the trajectory of the
point (Cl, EG) proceeds primarily along the direction of a narrow valley in the mean
squared error surface. Figure 6 shows a similar convergence when &2 and E6 are used as
variable ionostate components.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have in this paper discussed techniques of inverting the leading edge
of a backscatter ionogram for ionospheric structure and illustrated them by means of ex-
amples involving synthetic data. The inversion for locally uniform QP layer parameters
when used with successive sets of three data points along the leading edges for various
azimuths from the backscatter sounder was found to be capable of providing a three dimen-
sional distribution. The deduced distribution in this manner was found to yield ground
range for a given group path at a specified frequency to within ±2 km of the value cor-
responding to the originally assrtted ionosphere for synthesizing the leading edges.
This observation holds despite the fact that the minimum group path rays all reflect
from below a certain apogee height and hence the vertical profiles obtained from inver-
sion of the leading edges cannot be used for tracing rays reflecting above that height.

k simple explanation for the success of the technique in finding the range for a given
group path to a good accuracy, despite the above mentioned limitation of the inversion
technique can be given by referring to Fig. 7 which illustrates the fact that the back-
scatter ionogram is a continuum of oblique ionograms corresponding to successively in-
creasing values of ground range away from the transmitter. Let us suppose we have
found the range co,:responding to a particular point A (f , P1 ') on the leading edge.
Then a point B, corresponding to the same group path as ihat of A but to a frequency
f < f , corresponds to a range gretater than that of A. Alternatively, it correspon('s

a ringe corresponding to that of a point C on the leading edge, ly'ing above the pxint
A. Hence the ray of frequency f and group path PI reflects below the apogee height
corresponding to the point C. Since this argument is true for any point on the low-ray
portions of the oblique ionograms, it follows that one can always find the range corres-
pondinq to such a point, although the backscatter leading edge is not capable of yield-
ing the ionospheric profile above the apogee heights corresponding to the minimum group
path rays.

The inversion for LOP layer parameters was found to yield results which are in good
agreement with the originally assumed parameters. However, the convergence ef the
solution along a narrow valley in the mean squared error surface, as shown for example
in Fig. 5, indicates that it is important to start the inversion process with a good
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estimate of the LOP layer parameters. Such an estimate can be obtained by first in-
verting the leading edge for locally uniform layer parameters along the azimuthal direc-
tion from the nounder and then usinq those parameters to obtain the necessary gradients.
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Table 1. Computed minimum group path data for

two azimuths frcm a common location.

zP n' km, or azimuth off, MHz mi3n0'58S3300 
3560

10 798.35 805.04

11 8'4.79 894.16

12 972.60 984.55

13 1062.92 1077.68

14 1155.56 1173.13
15 1251.66 1273.45

16 1349.12 1376.13

17 1450.55 ]483.70

18 1535.2; 1596.70

19 1665.4, 1714.96

20 1780.63

~1



T1'bl,' 2.. Computod Qr 1a,.r par.anmeter values anw
the correspondinci ground rangets for
310° azimuth

Ralr.o, kin. foe •Iz rb, km rm, km

327.56 9.2406 4556.4 6676.2

3'f7.18 9.3403 ý5619 6679.5

431.21 9.,3344 6561.2 6679.1

486.8; 9.2511 6557.4 6676.4

b 3i.07 Q. 7489 6565.8 6694.9

577.99 10.089 1 6573.9 6707.4

1, 32.21 10.1063 6574.6 6708.0

689.80 10.0427 6572.1 b705.8

749.4' q.95q2 6568.2 6702.9

Tablt" 3. :Saw, aq T*Ile 2 excopt for Vdl" wiimuth

Rang*, kin f", MHz rb. k.u ra, km

37i.2t 8.q~81 6'509.2 6661.6

414.713 8.9054 6919. 1 6650.1

461.30 9.0251 6526.2 6681.9

515.71 8.9677 6522.8 6680.9

568.43 8.9757 6523.2 66,i.1

619.54 9.0693 6529.0 66C2.8

G76.62 q.0482 6527.7 6682.4

72 .96 9.2278 6528.4 6;90.8
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T,R (R)

p'

L LEADING EDGE

Figure 1. (a) Ray paths for backscattered rays at one froquwoncV
(b) Showinq that the leadlnq edge of a backscatter iono-

qram is the tanqent curve to a continuum of point-to-
poin* oblique ionoqrams.
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Figure 2. Graphical illustration of the least sum-squared error
method of backscatter ionogram leading-edge inversion
for a Q-P ionosphere.
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6580

151- 6575

16 I.t -22 ,,(MHz/redI

0 90~

L41,/- 6565
2.39 211.1I/ /

5.10 650 -- X 193

Figure 4. Two component (fc and rb) converqence of thc mean
square error.

6575

14 16 1.8 22 L(MHz/rod)

16 7 6565
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Figure 5. Level cuives ot mean ztuare error surface.
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Figure 6. Two component (fc and rm) convergence of the
mean square error.
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DISCUSSION

C.S. Goutelard, Fr
Cet expost4 est tris interessant et je voudrais faire deux commentair.,s I out d'abord en cc qui concerne le procede

de calcul. it napparait pas evident que le cakcul it&atif converge dins tous les cab.. Notts avons etuidie cc prookmce
d'inversion par des ni~thodes similaires a celle presentee ici et n-.,us avon, tiaie plusicurs centaines; de cas stir lesquel\
on a pu deerminer ,Ics zones o~i le sy sttime de ý.alcul ne con% erge pas De plus. certains parani~tres influent peu %ur
Ic temps de focalisit ion, et leur de term inat ion se fait aN cc utne grande mimprecision L'o~ratcur pourrait-il pr~ciser <'ii

a itudii ces points et donner ces conclusions.
Le second point porte sur I'utilisaition de cette nMitode dans des syst~rins It aurait ýte intý,essant d'etLudier
l'influence de la precsion des mesures sur la prt~cisioi du modele d&duit En effet, les resuitats presentes [ artent de
donnees theor~ques ou les inmpr~csions, des miesures n apparaissent pas Nous avons conlstate que Lies er-rcurs m~ne
faibles sur la mesure du tenmps de focalisation entraine de grandes erreijis stir certains paranmitres du niodde
L'orateur "ourrait-il conimenter l'intluence de Ia prt~ision des miesures.- sur la precision do modc tiu'il constrait'

Author's Reply
In our study we have chosen thle initial "ionostate" ret, onabl) close to the true ionostate 01 ten cases %% lia~e
studied fast convergence has been found. Of course, one canl iiagine cases foi A hich tlit- initial ionostate miay be
sufficiently far away froir the true ionostate so the tht ~omaergence is not %~.Iiieved. rhis canl be especialI%
troublesome when working with real data Even when *oiking with synthestzed data Nie have found that thle le~cl
curves of the error surface can form very long narrow valley s. Tlits call conic about because of the compirpnaling
effects between two or more components of tile ionostate For ex~ample. an inc'else tin critical frcqunciic Nill
reduce the group delay and this reduction can be compensated by raising thle iono'~pheric laý er height I %cvi though
it results in a different ionostate %%len used to predict the tround distance of a propagation path these dititkrentIionostates N% ill predict ground distances that do not deviate very i..uch as s.io%% n in thle paperI B.W. Reinisch, US
Are you implying tnat thcre is a unique solution to the problem and (toes %oor. iteration~ procedure L.onerge toN artl
this solution when you have more than 2 urknown paramieters'r Author's Reply
Since thle group delay is a non-linear function of file ionization profile tk~e ou~etion of uniqueness is still unansm cred
mathematically at pr-sent. Howe'ver, for about tenl cases we hiale studied the conmergence is rather rapid for tit to
4 parameters.
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THE GEOMORPHOLOGY OF THE 11F BREAKTHROUGH PHENONENON

John M. Goodman
Communication Sciences Division

Naval Research Laboratory
Washingtcn, D. C., 20375 USA

SUMMARY

The phenomenon of }IF radio "breakthiough" to the topside ionospheLe Is
briefly reviewed with emphasis upo. that information about the ionosphelic
personality which may oe deducod from satellite measurements of HF noise
and/or signals. The overall effort calls lot parameterizatbon of thl.
ionospheric escape cone (iris) in terms of specified ionospheric 'ditlons aS"
represented by a convenient model which depic#s the salient jeomoipholoqical
features. Included among these features are the midlatitiude trough, the
Appleton anomaly, and the day-aight terminator. A general thLee-dimvnsional
raytrace routine is utiiizpd to demonstrate selected results. A ease is made
for a general environmental assessment system using topside data, eithel
active or passive. Tb's concept is especially viable fot the totally
uncooperative link. Problems in the utilization of the HF bveakthltugh
phenomenon over oceanic areas are discussed and the potential of actitopside sounding to solve the Navy problem is noted.

1. INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of high frequency (hF:3-30 MHz) radiowave "break thi ough"
has been reported by a number of experimenters (Atkins and Chapman, 1963;
Nelms, 1964; Huguenin and Papagiannis, 19b5) and various propagation tactors
pertaininq Lo the effect have been discussed by sevelal workeis inc1L'd1ngJ
Rawer, (1967) and Maliphant, (1967). Currently the U. S. Air Fotce iz;
operating a pass've ionospheric monitor expeiiment on board the DMSl'-F2
satellite which utilizes terrestrial HF noise to extract estimates of to.F2beneath the satllte reslt, .....

b.na. th .. Th..psion, 1978). and preliminaLy results have beth1
ei scussed by Rush et al, (1978) , Rush and Buchau, (1977) and Rush anc Z iemnba,
(1978).

A nLuber of satellites placed in orbits above the nominal F2 ma\.-,um of
iorization have included expetimental packages for measurement or indication
of the breakth.rough of terrestrial high frequency tadiation. Generally, the
Urcak1 throUqh phenomenon is observed at tiequencies 'fl exes-; o! the
sub-satellite toiZ. There is some indication, however, that frequencios below
foF2 may Leach a satellite via vailous O fC anomalous ptopagatio;', (RUZh
and Ziembe, 1978; Hagg et al, 1969). This anomalous effect, although..
interest, •s not detailed he-en. Aml:ong the satellites obseiving 111'
breu'throuqh are TRANSIT 2A, RAE-l, ARIEL ll, DMSP-k2, anc the topzide
sounders Alouette I/I! and ISIS -2. Othet zatvllite HF experiments, including
thore flown on TOPSI and ORBIS, :iave also ptovided useful intotmation; theýse
experiments nave used the inverse ptocedare of radiating a fixed fi1 tleqUIIenC
which was monitored by a ground station.

The firsl: extensive attempt to determine the sub-satellite foF2 11om 1iF
11015": (Passive) measurements was made ljy Rush and Buchaul, (1977). 1SIS-2
topsid. ionoqrams were utiliied in ccn1unction with an AGC voltage Lead-out to
infei increased noise levels above toF2. The authors toumnd that ovet tegions
of toe garth where the density ot 11F noise sources was hligh mid tile non0phem e
"'id not possess strong gradients, measurements or breakthrough C:ould dlet,_,11no
foF2 to within 1 MHz over 80% or the ti~m,=. Over regions whetea theit- wo, e fe,
sources of tctrestrial noise, the procedure was untelianle a3 expect,.i.
Strony gradients also loweted the confidence of the tesultb. Recent woik by
Rush and Ziemba, (1978) -itlcat•-, that passive detemiination of foFt2 w.J m10ch
more accorate than a model deteimination at night; during the day thlt i.1:j.v
techn iut, was no bett r than use of a model. Control war pmovided Ih
comparison with ground-based ionosonde at Ottowa, Canada. The pooot .la, iifl,
accuracy was attributed, at least in part, to reoucticn in tli, numbei ,!
sources caused by increased daytime absorption. The first -.itellito
cxpe: -mental packige designed specItically -) measure foF2 using H1F
breakthrough was tie passive ionosphetic monitor (SSIP) aboaid LiSl-l.c
Altnougn the packsge is not wotking as well is designed due to post.m.!,eu
coupling problems, there is some potenrial toa extraction ,t ubetul
information (Thompson and Patterson, 19711)..: The U., S. Ait Foice h11Z .1,;o
developed a plan for otuiting an active Lopside sounIder (S.11) in1 lt• 0IMISP
serie,3 F8 through Fll (Vette et al, 19708 az a follow-up to the SSIV
experiwents.
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lrne Naval Reseaich Laboratory is developing a plan for use of topside

measurements such as those obtained from the SSJ and qSIP packages aboaid
PMSP. Specific interest is directed toward development ot opeLational
-cenjrios for climatological update of ionospheric patamenters over oceanic
areas for use in [IF communication assessment and possible improvement in the
aliccation of signal intercept resources., Other benefitz which night accrue
from an active topside sounder program include oceadic measurements of topside
spread-F which is at least circumstantiaily related to satellite scintillation
effects. Thus an operational topside sounder program would aid in the
selection of the proper mix of IH11 and SATCOM resources for achieving
connectivity betw2en the major Communication Area Master Station (CAMS) and
other Naval Conimunication Stations (NAVCOMSTAS) and the Fleet. In the process
of analyzing the possible uses ot topside data to assist in various Naval
mission areas, it was necessary to examine the HF breakthrough plienom,:rion.,
The present paper describes some preliminary work on this topic.

A central purpose of this paper is to examine the potential fut iý,,al
force ut.lization of HF noise monitotini equipment in spaceciaft. 'ihe isbzes
in HF link assessment/prediction for the Navy contexL may be consideLed to b2
contained within three requirements. First, there is the requirement for
connectivity Oetween cc.mmunication stations and various fleet assets ový
oceanic areas (doubly cooperative links)., In this case both ends oi the linK
are known, can be controlled, and both may have accss to enviromental data
directly. These links are most amenable to adaptive system design., econdly,
there is the requirement for link vulnerability analysis from a fixed kknown)
terminal to arbitrary (unspecified) terminals covering a wide range of
azimuths and path links (singly-coopera'ive). Finally, there is the possible
reqairement for assessment over completely arbitrary links (uncooperative).
In this case the terminals -re unspecifitd a pr:ori FIg•:ur, 1 illu,,tr.ktes the
degree of competitiveness of forcasting sy'qtems and quasi-adaptive systems as
a function of the degree of link co-perativeness. It is clear that doubly
cooperaive links require the least quantity of en',y.omental data input and th,_
uncooperative link tequires the most,

2., PIAN OF ATTACK

The preliminary effort undertaken, and reported herein, relies ptrmirily
upon the utilization of a three-dimensional raytrace program in conjwicti on
with a Leasonable ionospheric model which includes all of the usual
macroscopic features c- the geomoiphology., Such a capability has been
piovided to us courtesy of Thomason et al, (19791. The rayttace ptogi.-m was
developed by Jones and Stephenson, (1975) .nd the global ionospheric toel waz
developed 3ointly between NRL and the Institute for Tlecommunicatix:r Sciences
(IIS) at Souldei, Colorado. Additional work was carried out using a code
d'-veioped at NRL for analysis of high altitude nuclear effects 0-,0on radio
waves (Mead and Wagner, 1971).

The plan of attack was to characterize the ionospheric" "iris" as a
funt-tion of solar activity (i.e., sunspot number, SSN), magnetic activity
ti.e., planetary K-index, Kp), season, latitude, longitude, time of day,
transmission fiequency and mode of propagation (i.e., 0 or X)., The
character izatiOn parameters include contours of fixed launci e,,,va' ion through
the "rrs" projected to the satellite hei•ght and the displacement of the
centroid of the iris contours with respect to the zerithal :ay as well as the
zenith itself. A complete treatment would also include annotation of D and E
region ab3optLion for each iris characterizatlon.

To accomplisn the goals of this study, it is clearly required to restrict
the range of values assumed for each variable. Even so. a considerable amount
of computer time is neoded if the iris is to be cnaracterized fully. To

remedy this situation it ws decided to probe the matrix of variables using
only a single ray which might be indicative of situations for which mo-e
detailed calculationb woald be warranted. The ray selected was the zInithal
'ay (i.e., A = 00) which "ran" the fastest on the NRL adian--d scientific
computer., The minimum output data required from each raytrace was d, n-range
displacement from thL- position of ray launch, the bearing (azimuth) ot the
ray, and the absorption level. The down-ringe ray displacement and its
direction are indicative of the magnitude and direction of any horizoital
gradients which affect the ray. The importance of the absotption ,s ohvrous.
As of this writing this prescription has not hee.i fully reali'ed.

3. TIE IONOSPfIHRIC IRIS

Using Snell's law, it may be shown that terrestrial sources of ill-' noise'
or transmission will be "blocked" from reaching above the height ot the F2
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maximum for Lays having zenith angles greater than some angle 8o. 'rhIs
blocking effect is essentially limited to a zone cf rays (or "iris") in whic'i
the half-angle 00 is fGo = cos-I.. . (1)

where f is The local overhead foF2 (to a good approximation) and t is the
transmitted frequency. This expression assumes no anisotro1 ,y and a plane
stratified ionosphere. Note that Or defines an angle which increases as f
approaches fp from above. For f fp, 0  is undefined and total
reflection occurs below foF2. Thus frequencies just slightly above the local
plasma frequency will penetratL the F region but will be largely zenithal, Ab
f increases substantially above the local overhead value of foF2, 0,
increases to such as extent that localization of the terrestrial source of
transmissions is severely liuilted. The best localization is obviously
obtained where f is just sliqhtly in excess of foF2. Table I indicatce how
0o varies with f /f Also tabulated is 300 tan 00 (i.e. R30 0 ) which
is the harizontal prolection of the radius of the escape cone or II Is at an
altitude of 300 kilometers. Even in this first oLder treatment R300 is an
underestimate due to e.,th curvatute.

TA13LE I

fp/f 6o (degrees) R3 0 0 (kilometers')

.999 2.56 13

.995 5.73 30

.99 8.11 43

.95 18.19 99

.90 25.84 145

.85 31.79 186

.80 36.8; 225

.75 41.41 264

.70 45.57 306

.65 49.46 351

.60 53.13 400
.55 56.63 455
.50 60.0 520

The reader will note that Maliphailt (!967) has oeveloped som-e useful
nomograms for deducing the path of the rays which emerge from the i-nosphere
assuming spherical stratification. in this procedure, Maliphant. uses of fixed
chapman-like electron density profile shape and the ionosphertic parmimeters
which may be varied are hF2 and fpF2. It is deemed to be a good to0,1 fat
testing absurdities whicr, may "crOp-up" in :aytracing usin.g realistc" .oiels.

Figure 2 illustrates the geometrical extent of the iono-phetic iris
at 300 kilometers and at a sat.llite height of 834 kilometets assuming .a
sub-satellite plasma frequency or 6.2 MHz .,nd a transmission (noise) trequency
of 10 MHz. In any operational system using HF breakthrough as an indication
of the plasma frequency fp of the ionosphere, it is obvious that one must
determine the greatest lower bound of noise breakthrough as accurately 1.3
possible. This restricts the leakage of unwanted noise by virtue of iris
restriction as well as gives the more appropriate estimate of fp.
Situations such as those illustrated in Figure 2 ate probably unacceptable.
Ta~ing 10 MHz as a reference frequency and following a typical DMS[ .baiL
occurring during March at 1800 GMT, for a sunspot number of 100, w! may
construct the variation of the ionospheric iris along the t,ack: The CCI'
global atlas is utilized (1966). Results for every 5 minutes of satýIite
position are exhibited in Figure 3 assuming first order deflnitlon of the i, IS
indicated by equation .. Notice that the iris disappears at certain
equatorial positions; at these points the plasma frequency is in exce,,s of 10
Mlz and noise penetration is disallowed.

4. IONOSPHERIC M3DEL AND RAYTRACING CALCULATIONS

Having examined the first-nrder approaches to the determination of
iris dimensions, it was deemed necessary to examine the distortions in the
iris shape using more detailed ionospheric models and 3 dimeosional tdytracingq

The ionospheric model employed in this study is babed upon the woi k
of Thomason ?t al, (1979). Suffice it to say that it contains all of the
usual macroscopic geoqmorphology of the ionosphere (D-region, E-region, P-F2
valley, "I region, F2 region, topside). The topside description Is a mnditled
version of that developed by Bent, (1975). The F2 region critical fiequenc:is
provided by the ITS-78 "BLUE DECK" version (Jones and Obitts, 1970) of the



basic program desctibed by Bargh.usen et aJ (I969) are used but have been
modified as appropriate thiough encorporation of certain poldt corrections
based upon magnetic activity (Miller and Gibbs, 1975). The rayracinq routi it,
i': due to J)nes aiLd Stephenson ,1975%.

Figure 4 is st ilot of the piasm. frequency contours for March 11.00
jMT between th,% eouator along the 690 W Met idian, through the pole, and on
to the opposite equatoL alon3 the 1110 E m"rridian. A sunsp.t numpber of 70
is assumed along with a KV value of 3. Ttie left-hand--.;ide cf tite 'nai ,efets
to the dawn meridian and the right-hand-side refers to durtk. ?iguies 5A and
5B are raytractngs, fron the origin o. Figure 4 assuming f - 10 MHz 4Ad
initial launch azimuths (AZ) of 00 (Nortthý and 2700 (Wh-st) respectively.
Notice that the initial breakthrough occuis foe an elevation neat 300 in
each instance, ptovijed we ignore ýhe breakthrough due the "pha-itocn" (Vurce,
down-range for the AZ - 2700 case. Wittce also that the 400 eievaltio-,
rays in both ca.aes ace displaced down-ran.a. We find tnd t tnese dr.7|pl,vemerts
amount to 14.3 kilometers in range at a beat ig measured cOunteL-clo' t .w1se
from North at - 590. This impl:es an electron density gradient ahove :hie
transmitter d1Lacted toward t..e ESE (specit: AZ " !2101,. 1hz., is in ,;en••a!
agreemeit with other model representat ons int-loding CCIR tov, the i3jnn
• onditions, The absorption for the zenithal r:.ý is found t,. be Il.o J,3,

fig-ie f. -s sim,lar to figure 4 but foe GMT = 050,.. Thus 1t
const.Lutes a representation of ray trajecto, *:s 3i.3nn the wxdr.rgh•-,,'Jduv
meridian. Notice that the gradient at the- ox gin i.e., the g,)gr-ph,
equator dt midnight) is toward the south. We have no E-W set of conttoutt to
determine if treie :s an additional zonal gqt.ient but wa shall ceo tto.., tnC
companion Layttacings that it it, negliit.-tle. F:gur:!i 7A and 78 show t'.it che
initial breaKthrough ts dt a much higher elevation tnan it the former test,
here beira - 600 foe AZ v 0° and - b5 0 tor A? r 2700. This is becaute
of the highet overhead plaswa fequen:y leading to a smaller value o! *;J
COS-l f /f since f is fixed at It' T i'hE zenithal ray is hetn towuJr
the north by 48 ki ometzi5s 33 .kKo:1J At •i altitide of 840 k;loe•'i. Tti,•
the 900 elfation ray Lhibits" a totvwtd tilt fot AZ 1 ,- b.:t "uppeiu to
be unreiracted for AZ = 2100. The absotption for the zeninai tay i.- 0.45
dB in this cas?.,.

Figures 9 and 9 are contours ot i1:' breakthrouqh it, a 'ngt--.".m3th
format with elevation angle as palam.-eteL for ootn tne ord.|•i'fy aoid
extraordinary rays respectively. The calculations were for . suwspet uo, nbeL
of 0 an" a Rp Z 3., The loxal time is noon, the cd.nth i: Mai.r, arid t.mrv t,-ys
ate launzhed tram a point located at 7 50 W, 210 N, Penet:ati.-'. is i-).ýt
clearly favor%.. toard the North and Lefra,'tive efte.ts eit .•i~zjh]y mo•u,
evident ur trne extraordinary tay than for tne ordinary -ay.,

5. F."TURE PLANS

As indicated in section 2.0 it :6 nianned to modify the sx;8ttnj
softwace so that zenithal ray ,arazt-ristics may be co'apoted .-. a ! :.,'i 1-,n ,o,
otiee variablea on a ringle submi%:ion. PLesently the program -,-nlv a1.otwt 'ot
iteration of elevation angle at a fix,,d beating with all tther pai3m-t,".A
fixed. Thus many computer runs ate necessary to chatactertr.e the ;-',,.t~hcr r..
iris with a substantijl increase in cost aid turn-around time.. As ,' 1i.i
writing, such modifications have not yet been deDuoged, OCice we hjr,'
charact.rize.) the zenitha] chatacter ieticE oi the itis as i fu•tict),,n ,it
sunspot number, magnetic KI,, monta, time ot day, geography, rid 'ymtde" U
propagation, specific cases will be run at a f, dI set of azimuth .1nd eleva "i
anqges.

. ince there ii a potential need to atzess tne envizonment )xt!L
oceanic areas, especially for the. uncooperative ]hnk, NRL hý,s bevn eximnining
varioras system approaches to the problem. Figure 10 gives the cla.si.-a3
picture of a forecasting system based eithier upon pnysical or climitological
models. N]lL and NOSC have been workinq on a system of this type (or [IF
frequency management based %n part upon SOLRAD HI 1-8 A solar x-rat dAi wh.l:c
is a oeterminant fo? SID modifications of the LUF. HloweveL ;t is a drtt''-uIlt
task at this time to deduce the MUF (or the FOr) tro. sii-t prinr.pl,,,. and
climatological models are relatively unsatisfactory for thrs purpo.;e
especially ovet oceanic areas, Fi~jure 11 is a cartoon whieh depic..• the
ge,.eric system which would be envisioned to solve the probite;n at hand, This
system would employ empirical mcdols and extrapolation algorithms driv,.n by
real-timw inputs from both ground-based and Eatellite data. Hoevet'r' tho ype
of inouts to the real-time assessment system are viewed to be motiP dir L4'tly
related te the pla.ma density which is the impottant paramat.r . .t .5
emphasizod that Navy needs impry that stror'g emphasis must be p1, :-1 upon
topside ionobcnde as toe primary sensor with (passivel HF bieaKt1.ouqyh
receivers serving as a backup. Also iote thdt the predlct:on ',-:ter uhtbate.:
in Figure 10 surfaces as a lefault System in Figuie 11.
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COUPLING BEUWEEN THE NEUIRAL AND IONIZED

UPPER ATMOSPHERE DURING DISTURBED CONDITIONS

G. W, Prbiss
Institut fur Astrophysik und extraterrestrische Forschung

Auf dem Higel 71, D 5300 Bonn, F.R. Germany

SUMMARY

Using neutral composition data obtained by the ESRO 4 satellite and iotýosoheric data obtained from
ground-based stations the storm-time interaction of the neutral and ionizE. upper atmosphere is reviewed.
First we show that a close coupling exists between mionetic storm associated changes in the O/N dersiti
ratio and corresponding changes in the critical frequency of the F2 layer indicating that negative iono-
spheric storms are caused by changes in the neutral composition, This experimental evidence is supportzd by
a model cal(ulation which demonstrates that the measured disturbance of the O/N4 density ratio is indeed
sufficient to explain the observed reduction in ioiiospheric plarma density. Theie data also show that po-
sitive storm etfects are generated by a different disturbance mechanism. Given the close coupling between
neutral atmospheric and negative ionospheric perturbations both phenomena have certain features in common,
These include their variation with the intensity of the disturbance, their dependence on magnetic position,
their variation liith local time, and their variation with season. Presently available models of the neutral
atmosphere are not yet sophisticated enough to reproduce these disturbancc variations and are therefore of
little use for modeling ionospheric storm effects.

1, INTRODUCTION

It is well known that comiunication circuits involving radio prooagation thrjugh the ionosphere are
materially affected during magnetic storms. Although this was discovered more than fifty years ago (Ander-
son, 1923) little progress has been made in modeling this important effect, The reasons for this are two-
fold, First of all our knowledge of the physical mechanisms responsible foi ionospheric disturbances has
been rather incomolete. And secondly the high degree of irregularity exhibited by these disturbance phenom-
ena tended to mask any systematic variations,

Recently a number of satellite-bori gas analyzers (neutral mass spectrometers) have provided extensive
information on the neutral comiposition - the uppor atmosphere. These data allowed for the first time a de
tailed study of magnetic storm associated changes in the neutral composition and their relation to iono-
spheric disturbance effects. As a result significait prorress has been made in our understanding of both
phenomena. it is the purpose of the present communication to sumarize some of the findings obtained in
these studies which are important for modeling ionospheric disturbance effects, First we show that negative
ionospheric storms at middle and high latitudes are caused by cianges in the neutral composition of the up-
per atmosphere (section 2). This section also presents evidence that positive storm effects are generated
hy a different mechanism, The second part of this paper describes some systematic var;ations which are com-
mon to both neutral atmosphere and negative ionospheric disturbance averts (section 3). The progress made
in modeling these disturbance effects is reviewed in the finel part of this paper (section 4).

2. STORM-TIME COIPPLING BETWEEN F2-LAYER PLASMA CENSITY AND NEUTRAL COMPOSITION

Theoretical studies (e.g. Cole, 1975; Rees, 1975) anc recent observations (e.g. Banks, 1977- Brekke
and Rine, 1918; Murphree and Anger, 1978) clearly demonstrate that magnetosohevic storms depos't a large
amount of energy in tKF high latitude region of the upper atmosphere, This energy -njection leads to the
development of disturbance zones in the neutral compositicn, as indicated schematically in Fig. I . Using
gas analyzer data from polar-orbiting satellites the properties of these perturbations have recently been
studied in some detail (e.g. Taeusch et al., 1971; Prblss and Fricke, 1976, Hedin et al., 1977c). Their bas-
ic latitudinal ctructi.re is illustrated in Fig. 2 using data obtained at about 9 LT over the North Americao
continent during the strong geomagnetic storm of 29 October 1973. tlagnetic storm induced changes in molecu-
lar nitrogen, atomic oxygen, helium and argon a-e plotted, Also shown for comparison is the latitudinal
structure of the total mass density and of the molecular nitroqen to atomic oxygen concentration ratio. The
departure; from quiet-time conditions are presented in the form of relative changes. Tlus R(n) iý defined
as the actually observed value of a density or parameter n divided by the corresponding quiet-time valuE;
and R(n) = 1 serves as a reference, meaning no chdnge with respect to quiet times, For further details or
the form of data presentation see Prolss and Fricke (1976).

Prominent among the features illustrated in Fig. 2 is the well-defined disturbance e in the neutral
composition extending from high to middle latitudes. This disturbance zone is characterized by a large in-
crease in argon, a smaller but still considerable increase in molecular nitrogen, and a t,gnificant decrease
in helium. Atomic oxygen, which is the major constituent in the height ranqe considered, shows a complex
behavior with both moderate increases and decreases observed. Decreases ore seen primarily at lower altitides
and increases at greater heights, indicating a height dependent behavio,.. Outside the well-defined higher
latitude disturbance zone the perturbction effects are less conspicuous. Thus at low latitudes th- geomag-
netic activity effect consists of a m-detate enhancement in all four constituents,

The lower part of Fig. 2 demonstrates that the molecular nitrogen to atomic oxygen density ratio is
well-suited to study the latitudinal structure of an atmospheric Jii:urDance, Whereas inside the distJrbarce
zone this parameter shows a definite increase, indicating both the axtent and magnitude of the composition
disturbance, the lower latitude regime is characterized by a lack c+ change in this ratic. Additiounal ad-
vantages of this parameter are its large-scale heiqgt, which makes it less sensitive to changes in obser-
vation height, and its close connection to ionospheric perturbation effects. On the other hand, the total
mass density p also shown in Fig. ? is certainly ill-suited to study the disturbance morphclogy.

ýhe measureci changes in the neutral composition and specifically those in the atomic oxygen L.:ule-
cular nitrogen (O/N ) ratio are expected to materially affect the ionosph, rc plasma density and this is
indOed observed, Fiiure 3 show: a comparison between the day- ..- day variation of the atomic ox)gen to mole-
cular nitrogen ratio and that of the maximum electron denz tv in thi" r? layer. Plotted are data from six
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mid-latitude stations during a nine-day interval in February 1973. Hermanus (HE) is located in South Africa,
Salisbury (SR), To%'sville (TV), and Brisbane (BR) in Australia, and Port Stanley (PS) and South Georqia
(SG) in the South Americar, se-or Both data sets •-ave been normalized to values observed on a reference
day (R(N ) = R(O/NZ) - 1) . Io add'tion the O/N ratios have been corrected for changes in observation
height. Wal solar Lime is 3pF.-oximately 11 hourý. As is evident the variations of both Darameters show a
high degree of conformity, This is especiplly obvious dilrinq the maanetic-atmospheric-ionospheric disturb-
ance starting on Feoruery ?1 when a sin-ficant decrease in the O/N2 ratio causes a similar drop in the

plasma dencity.

Using the sarre form of data presentation, Fig. 4 shoe. the relative day-to-day variations in the )/N
ratio and in the .'iaxmum electron density fo: a six-day i.,terval in October 1973. Point Arauello (PA),
Boulder 'BCr), arc Wallops Island (WP) are locdtec in North America, Leningrad (LD) and Tomsk (TK) in Russia,
and Brisbano (BR; in Atstralia, Local solar time of observation is anproximately 9 hours. Anain we note the
close coupling between the two data sets, especially durinq the major maqnetic storm of October 29/30, 1973.

From a theoretical point of view it is of qreat interest to know whether the maqnitude of the observed
composition changes is indeed sufticient ýo explain the observed variation in ionospheric plasma density.
A detailed analysis of this problem has recently been performed by Junq and Prdlss (1978). In their study
the ionospheric behavior is simulated using a numerical model and actually observed neutral composition da-
ta. A result of this computation is shown in Fin. 5, The upper part shows the normalized day-to-day varia-
tion in the O/N ratio as observed near Eoulder durina a six-day interval in October 73, a period which in-
cludes the strong magnetic storm of 2Q October 73 (see also Fig. 4), These comoositior data have beer in-
troduced into the ionospheric moael to reproduce the day-tc-d&y variation in the maximum electron density
observed at this station, The result of this calculation are presented in the lower part of Fig. 5 . Also
shown for comparison is the observed variation of the maximum electron density. The good agreement between
theoretical prediction and actual measurement is evident. Tnis demonstrate, that the observed composition
changes can fully explain the observed reduction in the ionosph.ric plasma density, i.e. neqative iono-
spheric storm effects,

Although in the past positive ionospheric storm effects also have beer, linked to changes in the neutral
composition , it is now generally believed that storm a sociated increases in *la;ra density are caused by
transport of ionization (e.g, Jones, 1973; Tanaka and Hirao, 1973; Anderson, 1976; Prolss ard Jurgý 1978).
Recent las inalyzer measurements hve provided direct evidence that there is indeec no correlation between
posit:ve disturbance effects ana changes in the neutral tomposition, Figure 6 illustrates the distriuution
of Dositive ionospheric storm effects in relation to tne latitudinal structure of an atmospheric disturb-
ance The upper panel sn-ws changes in the N2 /0 concentration ratio as observed duriig a disturbance event
i" 2%tober 1973. RI•N2 /0) = I again serves as a reference, meaning no chance with respect to quiet times,
The 'ower part shows the time vari.,on of the critical frequency as observed at three stations located
.lorg the satellite pass which provided the neutral composition data. Here the monthly median for October
1973 serves as the quie.-time reference, A comparison shows that both Yakutsk (YA) and Brisbane (BR), lo-
cuted inside the northern and southern disturbancc zones, respectively, show a considerable depression ir
the critical frequency, i.e. negative disturbance effects. Positive ionospheric storm effects, on the other
hand, are observed at Yamagdwa (4G), wnich is situated outside the disturbance zones. Data presented in
Fig. 7 corroborate this pattern whereas negative disturbance effects are associated with changes in the
neutrdl composition positive storm effect- arn observed outside the N2 /O disturbance zones.

-urther eviaence for the lack of correlation oetween neutral composition datd and positive ionospheric
storm etfect; is pr-sented in Fiq. 8. Again a comparison is ýhown betweei. the day-to-day variation in the
0/N, concentration ra-,o and changes ii the maximunm electron density of the F2 layer. Tnis time, however,
o nly stations located outside Q.e composit:un disturbance zone have been considerea. As is evident, no cor-
relation is found between ihe smoothly varying composition and the enhancements seen in the electron den-
sity. If we assume tner that Positive aisturbance effects are caused by transport of ionization, and fur-
thermore, that tnis t'7nsport is affected by winds and/o electric fields the block diagra• tin Friq. 9 may
heip to illustrate the orinciple interactions between maonetospher'c, atmospheic and ionospheric disturb-
ance events.

3. SYSTEMATIC VARIATIOZiS OF NEUTRAL-ATMOSPHERIC AND IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES

In spite of a considerable degree of irreqularity in the ionospheric storm behavior certain systematic
variations are clearly recognized. These include chanqes with the intensity of tue disturuance, with eeo-magnetic positiGn, with local time, and with season, Recent studies basei on aas analyzer data show that

these variations can be directly attributed to similar chanoes in the neutral (omposition. Thus they confirm
the close coupling between atmospheric and ionospheric disturbance effects. This section summarizes the re-
sults of these investiqgations in a uniform manner.

3.1 Variation with magnetic storm intensity

Ear1', studies of ionospheric storms revealed that at mid-latitudes there is a chanoe-over from posi-
tive to negative oislurbar:e effects wit.i the orowinq inteiity of a magnetic perturbation (Appleton and
Ingram. 1935). This change-oee- is part of a more qeneral oattern with both the magnitude and extension of
negative storm effects increasing with the severity of the magnetic disturbante (e.q. Berkner and Seaton,
1940; Lange-Hesse, 1955, 1965; Matsushita, 1959). Pecently qas analyzer data have shown that similar varia-
tiors are also observed in the morphology of -iagnetic storm associated chanqes in the ncutral composition
(e.g. Prblss and Fricke, 1976). This is illustrated in Fiq. 10 which chows tnp magiotude and (etensicn of
a neutral composition disturoance for two divfcrent levels of maqgetic activity. Relative chanqes in the
moleoular nitrogen to atomic oxygen (N2,1O) ccncentratioi ratio are clotted with R(N /0) - 1 serving as the
quiet time reference. To facilitate a tomrarisor, all data have been reduced to a cnlmion altitt.de nf 280 Km.
Also to illustrate thp distuioanct morphology in a mere comprehensive manner five latitudinal profiles have
been superimposed for each disturlince level. Ar is evident, the maqnitude ef the N.iO distu.-barce as well
as its extension towards lowir latitudes increase with the intensity of the magneti6 storm in gooo aqr"ee
ment with correspondin; changes in the morphology of ionospheric storm effects.

3.? Variations with geomagnetic position

Systematic variations of innospheric stormi effects with qeomaonetic pcs.tioi are not so well documen-
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ted, Studying the global morphology of ionospheric perturbations, Appleton and Piqgot (Iq62) noted that
negative storm effects are more closely correlated with geomagnetic than with geoqraphiý. coordinate,.. Sub-
sequent studies often implicitly presumed this maqnetic latitude control by using qeomagnetic coordinates
to organize their data (e.g. Matsushita, 1959; Rajaram and Rastoqi, 1970),

t Recent qas analyzer data suggest that this geomagnetic latitude dependence of ionospheric storm effects

is caused by corresponoing changes in the neutral composition. Thus very distin,.t longitudinal variations
which are in phase with corresponding changes in the nagnetic invariant latitude ave frequently observed
during disturbed conditions (e.g. Prblss and von Zahn, 1974a, 197/a; Jacchia *-t al , 1976). Figure 11 il-
lustrates this effect, The lower p3nel shows a comparison between the longituoinal variation of the N /0
density ratio and the variation of the m~qneti¢ invariant latitude at ron-tant geographic latitude.. Ail
density data have been adjusted to a common altitude. As is evident, there is good agreement between the
systematic variations of both parameters, clearly demonstrating the invariant latitude control of composi-
tion disturbances.

To show that these variations are not due tn sim'"ir temporal chanqes in the magnetic activity the up-
per panel of Fig. 11 shows the magnetic AE index during the-i'nterval ,)f interest. The spatial charac-
ter of this disturbance variation is further corroborated by iooiospheric data, Figure 12 illustrates the
ionospheric condltions near the maxima and minima of the N,/O uariation. Whereas Wallops Island (WP) (lo-
cated near the center of the N /0 disturbance) persistentl9 •c•:w considerable neqative storm effects,
Tokyo (TO) tends to exhibit oniy smaller depression effects in0

3.3 Local time variations

One of the more prominent characteristics of ionospheric storms is their local time dependence. A
first description of this effect was given by Kirby et al. (1935) who state tPat severe mag'etic storms be-
ginv'ing during the daytime may show little correlation with radio data (i.e, negative storm effects), while
a severe magnetic disturbance before sunrise is accompanied by disturbed radio conditions during the entire
next day. Subsequent studies confirmed these findings and showed that at mid-latitudes negative storm ef-
fects commence most frequently in the early morning and very rarely in the noon and afternoon local time
sectors (e.g, Appleton and Piggot, 1952; Thoimas and Venables, 1966;, Prdlss and von Zahn, 1978). This is il-
lustrated in Fig. 13, On the other hand, positive ionospheric storm effects are most frequently observed
in the noon and afternoon sector of the first storm day (e.g. Mendillo, 1973;. Hargreaves and Bagenal, 1977).

An explanation if these affects in terms of composition changes would inivolve a disturbance which is
much larger in ,he nighttime/early nvjrning sector than in the daytime sector (Prblss, 1976). Recent gas
analyzer data are consistent with this concept. Fiqure 14 shows a comparison between the disturbance magni-
tude of two events which occurred during the same season and were dssociated with magnetic activity nf com-
parable magnitude but were observed at different local times, namely in the morninq and afternoon sectors,
respectively, Relative changes in the N?/O concentration ratio are plotted aqain as a function of magnetic
latitude with R(N /0) cervirg as the qulet-time reference. Ten of the most disturbed orbits have been su-
perimposed for each event. As is evident, there is a sicnificant local time asymmetry ir the disturbance
magnitude with larger disturbance effect- in the iornitii sector. This supports our hypothesis that the major
disturbance occurs in the nighttime/early morning sector. Unfortunately the uata are not suited to document
local time dependent changes in the extensioi of the disturbance since they were collected durinq all stages
of the storm development.

Further evidence for a Inlcal time asymmetry come, from a statistical analysis of molecular nitrogen
data obtained by the OGO 6 satellite (laeusch, V- 7). Although based on a limited data sample, this study
also indicates that the major disturbance occurs in the niqht sector, However, in addition a clear local
time asymmetry in the extension of the disturbance is evident with tie N2 density increase reaching down
to much lower magnetic --at-MTus in the night sector,

3.4 Seasonal variations

Seasonal va,1 aticns also belong to the well documented features of ionospheric storms, They were dis-
covered early (Appleton Pt al.. 1937; Kirby et al., 1937) and have since been investigated in numerous
studies (e.g, Appleton and Piggot, 1952; Lange-Hesse. 1965; Duncan, 1969; Spurling and Jones, 1973; Prolss,
1977). The most prominent aspect of these variations is that durinq summer negative storm effects are ob-
served to extend all the way from the polar region to the subtropics, whereas during winter they are re-
stricted co the hiqher latitudes. Tnis is illustrated in Fig, 15, Recent qas analyzer data show again that
these changes can be directly attributed to similar variations in the neutral composition (Prolss and von
Zahn, 1977b). This is illustrated in Fig, 16 which shows a comparison between the latitudinal structure of
a suirmer v'd a winter disturbance, Again the N2 /0 density ratio is used to describe the properties of the
composition disturbance• R(N /O) = 1 servcs as the quiet-time reference, and ten of the most disturbed or-
bits have been superimposed ?e describe the disturbance structure in a comprehensive way,

A comparison of the summer and winter data reveals that (1) whereas in summer the N !0 disturbance
extends all the way from the high to the low latitude regions, it is restricted to the higher latitudes in
winter, this is ir excellent agreement with ionospheric stormi data; k2) whercas in summer the increase in
the N /0 disturbance at the lower latitude bounidary 's a gradual rne, rather steep increases are frequently
observed during winter. and (3) whereas the summer perturbations are of moderate magnitude, fairly large
disturbance effects are commonly seen in winter.

4. MODELING ATMOSPHERIC DISTURBANCE EFFECTS

Gven the close coupling between the neutral and ionized upper atmosphere an) progress made in moJelinq
neutral atmospheric disturbances should also be of use in describing ionospheric storm effects. The l~rqe
amount of data provided by recent gas an..lyzer measurements has indeed stimulated the develoygnent o; a num-
ber of emperical models of the thermospheric region which are of interest here (e.q. MSIS Videl: "'edin et
a,., 1977a, 1977b; ESRO 4 model: von Zahn et al., IQ77;' Jacchia '77 model: Jacchic, et al., 1971). A comoar-
ison shows that all thc3e models are well suited to reproduce the basic features of magnetic storm associ-
ated changes in the neutral cL~zpc3ition. However none of tnese algo-rT-lims is sonhisticate(. enough to repro-
duce the systematic variations discussed, for example, in the Previous section. Thus all models consider
only zonally averaged values and all are based on a fixed latitud4 inal profile. This means, for instance,
that none of the systematic variations in the extension of a composition disturbante are taken into account.
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Another major drawback of these models is, of course, that they do not provide any information on riagnet~c
storm induced winds which are so important for modeling positive ionospheric storm effects.,

Theoretical models do provide this i.formation on the disturbed meridional wind component (May- and
Volland, 1973), They also provide some 4rnsight into the mechanisms leading to the systematic variation,
di~cussed in the previous section (Vollar.d, 19.,9), The disadvantage of this phiysical approach ir that a
nu'iber of simplifying assumptions must be introduced wh-Ch limit the applicability of the theory. Also some
of the basic input parameters needed for a qLudntitative treatment are incompletely known, Last, but r~ot
least, the formalism used is often too complex to b.v ,seful for practical applications. Given this situation
neither t're empirical nor the theoretical atmospheric models presently available are of much use in modeling
ionospheric disturbance effects. !t is, however, to be ex,~ected thdt tnis situation will improve in the near
future with more sophisticated empirical models of the geomagnetic ictivity effect under development.
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Fiq. 1 Energy injection and formation of neutral atmospheric composition disturbance zone' during a mag-
netospheric storm event, Also shown is a sample orbit of the ESRO 4 satollite which provided all
neutral composition data shown in the tollowing figures (Prilss and von Zahn, 1977a).
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Fig. 2 Basic latitudinal structure of magnetic storm induced changes in the number density of argon (Ar),
moleculdr nitrogen (N ), atomic oxygea (0), ard helium (He). in addition the lower part shows the
corresponding variatigns of the atomic oxygen to molecular nitrogen concentration ratio (O/N.) and
of the total mass density (p', S. . .. . . .. . ... J
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SUNNARY

lA 4rqe part of the day-by-day fluctuation of ionospheric parameters selems to be duce to
Slunar influences. These are much larger then revealed by lono term harionic analysio
since they appear preforentia'ly at certain solar hours and dept,"'d otm ?,!1e season. Data
from Freiburq (summer periods) show that different years comparv wt-li provided Jlupiter
and Venus are far from Earth; the lunar effect is deformed dtring othor periodq. Such
effects were found for the critical frequency foF2 of the F2-ldyer, but also - to a
smallor extent - for foEs are another cause of fluctuations during certain periods.
Also, the effici-c7 of a magnetic disturbance upon foP2 seems to be smAllets, when Jupi-
ter and .peus are far from Earth.

1. INT'RODUCTION

For many decades ionospheric predictions Pad m-onthly median conditiona. for aim. Since
ionos.ieric stationt used to observe in a d.ay-hy-d.ay. hour-by-hour schedule the lzlat;t
variabillitj of most Ionospheric parameteru, in Vartieulay foF2 and foes, is well known.
The monthly median diurnal variation used to be taken ai a systematic effect, at a qiivvn
location still depfndizng on seac3on and (average) solar activity. Efforts to !ink the day-
by-day fluctuations with that of indices of solar activity were it vain - with tht excep-
tior of foE, the critical frequency of the. normal E-layer (RIBL, K., i9bl). Therefore the
fluctutioonas were inte.,rpreted as 'noise' (RAWER. K., 1944 and 1947), %.e. as bt,:nj pro-
voked by not-identif:able, thus unpredictahle caus,.s.

Thwse fluctuations are quite large, the imai•ge cf var~ability being 1 15...20 1 foe foF2
in the temperate so-e: it is 'tver. larger for foEs, the top-frequency of the, sporadic
layer Es (which is important for iealisttic predictions of the maximum usable frequency,
at least at distances up to 2000 kW).

We shobtld niote here that all influences which are synchronized with the Sun do not pro-
duce 'fluctuations' in our sense since the average diurnýl variation is determined by
purely empirical methods. Thu?, solar tides, may they be produced by hoatinq or by gravity,
cannot p.oduce more spread in monthly massplots than is due to the systematic variation
if the .,un's apparent orbit from the beginning to th-L- end of a month. Lunsr tides., how-
ever, wnich can be supposed as to be of gravitational origin, are not included. Those
cause a part of te fluctuations the importance of which shall be discussed in the fol-
lowing.

2. LUNAR TIDES IN TilE F-REGION

After D.F. MAIRTYN's (1947) initiai investiqations of laiar tides at the magnetic t.luator,
J. BARTELS (1450) analyzed data from li.ancaye (:20S, ,5" W, maqnetiv dip + 20) and found
a quite important effect in the critical frequency foF2 of about I MHz- in October and
November, but a much 4maller effect in June and July. Thus, at the dip equator, a so:re-
times considerable part of the fluctuations might be due to lunar tides. Using the
S. CHAPMAN and J. BARTELS (1940) e-u4tion of the lunt-solar v'riation 0. BURKARD (1951)
gave an idealized description oi the lunar effect at Huanayo in terms of four hvimonics,
He was first to see that lunar effects tend to 6ppear prof,,rentially at certain Ysolar)
hours. A comprehensive compilation of consecutive work on lunar iidcs at many stations is
due to S. MATSUSHXTA (1967). He found 'remarkable differences of the behaviour between
the magnetic equatorial zone and the region away from this zone', average amplitudrs in
the first being about twic,. as large than in the second. Hlii survey Paper considers
diL!event ionospheric parameýters while we shall concentrate in the following mailtly on the
oritw•.l f:,equoncy foF2. For this charactoristic, N. BOSSOLASCO and A. ELENA (1960) har-
•,'.•ii=-nlly aný Vied data from s:atioas of particular concern to out study: Freiburg t,48,1 0

N).
oc, -- t (44.6".,) and Lfopoldville (now. Kinshasa, 40

S). They obtained amplitudes of the
sexidiurnal lunar tide of foF2 of 0.04, 0.06 ane .08 NMl:, respectively. This is quite
sla'l comspared with the fluctuation shown in monttily maps plots of foF2.

With respect to such effects, classical Fourier znAlyuis over longer tlme intervwls is not
really helpfvl. This is duo to the .act that the Sun-Noon configuration is continuously
varyinsj. Also the diurnal period of illumination varies with th, season and oxcites itrelf
a season-dependent semidiurnal variation. In a correct analysis the Sun-dependent influences
should be hold constant. We do this by following the seasonal variat ion in intervais ef
two weeks only. On the other hand, In order to avoid statistical deotruction of lunar
effects (as applied voluntarli in monthly medians) we a-i.'".t these intervals to the lunar
period and phase. Beginning a•t. end of each basic interval i:, always at A well-deterain-A
luz r phane. This has for consequence that by allowing for a sliqht shift in season :a few
days only) we obtain 'lunar eynchronisation" onabling us to compare lunar effects at A
glv n season in different yoars.
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2.1. Handling of Peak Electron Dersity Data

When looking for possible causes of theoe fluctuations at our mid-latitude station Fret-
btag, we selected nummier periode from Nay through August, the average (solar) ilurnal
variAtion being smallest during that season. Pirther, in order to avoid the remaining
seasonal variation*, we relected the usual methods tending to determine an avera lunar
variation ov.r lonq perias.7C-onsiderinq BAR'.ELS' (1950) results for )Iusncayo (at the
magnetic equator), we qrouped data, for only one month from different years however,
synchrontainq. systematically by the lunar phase. When doinq so we found that consistunt
rtsults were obtained when combining certain years, while other coirbinations were much
less satisfyinq.

We are now rather certain that 1 ar influenct, are the caus' of thir queer finding.
When taking account of the two planets which -hourTh have the largest tidal effect, namely
Jupiter and Venus. we obtain 4 consistent picturr from years with similar plartetary Con-
stellation. Since the tidal acceleration provoked by these planets is much smaller than
that of the MNoon. it remains difficult to understand this finding with a linear theory.
We presume that plan,.tary wave- and oscillations play their part in the game such that it
is not indifferer.t whether Jupiter ':as its culmination (or anti-culmination) with the Sun,
or at another solar hour. In fact we shall sae below that these etfects get scomt. influence
always when one of the two planets is near Earth.

After this 'planetary relection' we obt.in consistent behatviour for summer months, the
lunar effect appearing moat clearly whin bot, plan-ts are far away or are aligned with
the Sun. We feel that, with this knoliedqe, a larqe part of the so-called ftluctuation of
foF2 is in fact becominq preditctablen

2.2. Filtering by Appropriate Smoothinq

it is known that short prtod events siaetimes influence the ionosphere. In order to
t-liminate su,•h undesired features, we ,iplied a cautious, two step smoothing procedure

to the measured foF2-data: (1) ar<-othinq over the date by averaging over three consecu-
ttve days (with weiqhts 1:4:1)i i) smoothing over tho st.ason by averaqinq over corres-
ponding d.•ys of opposed lunar phase, i.e. the day 14d before and 14d after the considered
day (with weiqhts 1:2:1). After this filteringi the individv.il ctirves Are quite smooth and
- except for a few exceptions - show systematic changes with the semi-monthly lunar phase.
The semi-diurnal ,omponent uses to appear more distinctly for new and full Moon, i.e.
when the Noon is in phase or antiphase to the Sun.

In order to demonstrat the lunar influence better w' applied one, sore filtering procedure
by averaging over correspondingd y3 of two consecutive ye.a'. ttiting account of the lunar
pnase as ind~cated above. It appeared then, very clearly that the so-called irregular

fluctuation is to a large extent a systematic influence of the toi,. Examples are showr

i. Fig. 3 r,, where the so filtered diurnal curves of foF2 are shown depending on the lunar
pnŽ'se. In order to show that magnetic disturbances could not have seriously influenced
the pictire we show daily Ap-indices (averaued after the same sc'iedulc) at the right hand

side. The t%,,,, . k type of foF'2 appears preferentially atound full and new Noon. but tends
to dsaappea., arzoind the hAlf M•on pha.se. Similar bebjvtiour is besides showp by ocean tides
under certain -olditins cxee Fig. 1b).

Exceptions occured for %trorq magnetic disturbances and, quite generally, for tie year
1969. At first, wt. attributed this to the high solar activity of this particular year.
Meanwhile we have another explanation.

2. 3 Planetary Infiuences

Realizing tha. the orbital ptrixt of Jiter (about 12 f-ars) is quit, near to that of
the sunspot cycle, we decided to check t'ii5 planets influence. This is not easy because
th- influence is probably weak against toose of Sun and Moo.i. First of all, we identified
years where, due to the configuration, .he jovian influence should not be disturbing the
lunar one. Thes, are conditions where !upiter and Sun are in phase (see class (1) below)
or ;.ntiphase (see class (2) below) suc-'h that the tidal game is essentially reduced to the
two main participants only, name'y Frun and Mioon. Note that conditions in Fig.ia were Xo ctKn.

Pt least during periods when Venu-s is near Earch this planets effect must also be taken
.nto account. We deal wt l, tLhis in class (3) below.

Undeir conditions wiere aupine' ud Venkis are of c~xparable effect and out of phase, our
pro-cedure breaks down. This siTuaiton occurred in 1969, see class (4) t:low.

We shall now present the four typical classes. We tflustrate tnem by a few examples em-
bracing only a s:..all prt ef 41i1 resulta we hK;ve obtained from 24 softer seasons.



CIass (1) Jupiter and Venus far away

Jupiter culminates between 10 and 15 h local time (LT) such that the 3ovian influence
is almost synchroneous with that of the Sun. Thts condition occurred in 1954 and
again in 196E. In Fi.s. 2 data from sumer months in these years are shotm. In
Figs. 2c and d Jupiter and Sun were cuilfinating rather exactly at the same hour,
the effect of lunar phase was much more pronouced, .,nd so was the importance of the
half-day wave, that. in Figs. 2a, b and e where Jupittr was out of phase by 2 h and
more. This shows that the half-day wave depends critically on the phase of the
planet, even when this latter is far away.

Class (21 Jupiter near Earth, Venus far away

Seen from Earth, Jupiter is in opposition to the Sun, the culmination occuring be-
tween 17 and 08 h LT. These conditions are fulfilled in the following summer seasons:
1959 (e~cept July, August), 1960, 1961 (except May, June), 1962 and in the next orbital
period: 1971 and 1973. (Summer 1972 was a comparable case: Though Venus was nearEarth, Jupiter and Venus culminatcd about at the same hour.) Wh.!n considering the

same examples shown in Figs. 3, we see again that the lunar effect is clearer for
culmination with the Sun (Fig. 3a) than when the phase difference 's large. In the
lntý.er case the lunar effect is quite poor (Fig. 3b), and so is the importance ofthe half-day wave. Under auch conditions we have sometimes seen a 6 h modulation
(the first harmonic of the 12 h period), too.

Class (3) Jupiter far away, Venus near Earth

In this case Venus is prevailing. Since it it an inner planet, the culmination uses
to occur around noon (10...14 h LT). Whenever it differs by less than I h from that
of the Sun, the lunar modulation is very clearly appearing as shown in Fig. 4, quite
similar to the undisturbed lunar effect as shown in Fig. Ia.

Clash (4) Odd canditions. In summer 1969 Venus and Jupiter had comparable iniluence and
culminated at different hours, away from noon. In these conditions the regular
lanar effect is seriously disturbed (Fig. 5). These are still effects of the lunar
phase. Ifowever, the pattern around full Moon is more like that found near half-Moon
in the other classes. Higher harmonics are more important here.

3. LUNAR TIDES IN THE E-PEGION

t This subject is alao delt with by S. MATSUSHITA (1967) with results of classical harmonic
analysis.

3.1 The Critical Frequency of Normal E, foE

"Normal E* is known to be the most regular ionospheric layer. Except for small deviations
in the morning and evening the critical frequency, foE, follows true local solar time so
accurately that the equation of time can empir;cally be derived from the synmetry hour of
the diurnal curve (HARIISCHMACHER, E., 1950). E.V. APPLETON a-, A.J. LYON (1961)have shown
that there is a small noor-shift at most stations which can be positive or negative, but
R. EYFRIG 01962) was able to identify certtin positions on the globe where this shift is
zero. Where weasuremente are made correctly, the total dispersion range appearing in
monthly mass-plots is about +61 (RAWER, K. and SUCHY, K., 1967). Slightly larger deviat-
ions, always positive, occur-d-:ing solar flares (BIBL, K,, 1951). Ayway, the fluctuat-ions of foE remain so small that account of them i usually not taken in practical applic-
ations. The diurnal 'ariation can therefore be described accurately enough with a simple
law depending on the solar zenith angle, e.g. R. EYFRIG's (1960).

3.2 The Sposadi.- E-Layer

This layer is a particular vase. It is much thinner than a normal layer and occurs irreg-
ularly so that cnly statistical forecasts can be obtained (RAWER, K., 1955, 1962b). It
is often structured in cloud. so that a critical frequency in thn usual sense is not de-
fined. One identifies the range of transparency by two characteristics, fbEs and foEs
(RAWER, K., 1962a; PIGGOTT, W.R. and RAWER, K., 1961, 1972).

3.2.1 The Blanketing Frequency, fbEs,

is defined as the lowest sounding frequency on which transparency of the Es-layer became
apparent. It characterizes the conditions in the first Fresnel-zone above the station and
corresponds, roughly speaking, to the minimum of the peak electron density in that zone.
In many cases, where Es appears on ionograms, fbEs is identic with foE; this means that
Es appears as isolated clouds without a connecting 'stratum'. We shall not consider this
cha.acteristic further.



3.2.2 The Top-Frequency, foEs.

is defined as the highest sounding frequency on which an essentially continuous Es-
trace (ordinary or ionic component) was observed. It characterizes the quasi-maximum
of the peak electron density occuring scmewhter in a large cone around the vertical.
Therefore, in-situ measurements eae to cowpare better with fbEs than with foEs
(MROSS et al., 1967). Nevertheless foEs is a very important characteristic for two
reasons: (1) geo physically it demonstrates the horeontal inhomogeneity of the Es
'cloud-cover'; (2) it often coitrols the maximaum usable frequency for radio wave pro-
pagation (since the waves are reflected or scattered fram isolated Es-clouds).

At temperate latitude Es occurs prefere.ntially in munner. Its statistics reveals that it
mustbe aquasi-meteorological pheitomenon iRAWER, K., 1955). Though experimental proofs
are not yet final present Lheoriej try to explain the pheaomenon as being due to ver-
tical plasma redistribution under the influence of wind shears. J.D. WHITEHEAD's (1961,1962; theory requires a shear in the zonal wind of a particular sign while W.I.AXFORD's

(1963) theory admits anM sign of the shear.
At our latitude Es occurs in summer on almost all days rather regularly, at least at
day-light hours, but the values of the top frequency are largely and sometimes quickly
variable. Taking account of our experience with foF2 we analyzed data fram five summer
periods for which the planetary conditions were easy to characterize. The - me smoothing
procedures were applied an described in Sect. 2.2 above.

The results of our preliminary analysis are shown in Figs. 6a and b. Fig. 6a is for the
most easy case where the planetary influence cen be neglected since Venus was far away
and Jupiter was culminating with the Sun. Our synchronized analysis superposer two-week
periods from May to July in the years 1965, 14f6, 1971 and 1972 this covering about 40
weeks alliogether. In this 'package' a lunar modulation, similar to that found for foF2,
is clearly apparent: an afternoon maximum appears around full and new Moon only. The
second maximzm is well visible on four days. There is only one (the forenoon) maximum for
half-Moon conditions. It shows a shift in time corresponding rougnly to constant lunar
hour. An amplit.de of more than 1. MHc is reached but only a-.- '- L . te appear-.ng ot an
half-day wave is quite similar to the features --. ;,, rigs. 1.

Another res.ilt is obtained whe" r,.c of the planets is culminating off frt. noon. This
result does not comparp -.)th those for foF2. In Fig. 6b we have the planetary culmination
in the middle of !.,enoon, between 8 and 9 h LT. The total set of data is about of same
importance si that used in F.g. 6a, namely from June to August in 1965, 1971, 1972 and
1976. :, weak second maximum appears only at three days near full antd new Moon. The first
'forenoon) maximum, however, is now modulated "y about .5 MHz in amplitude, the greatest
values aoccuring at half Moon, quite different from Fig. Ia. We suppose that this is also
a planetary influence.

4. EFFICIENCY OF MAGNETIC DIST•xLANCES

At temperate latitude magnetic disturbances are known to nave a very pronouced effect on
the F2-layer, considerably decreasing foF2. During such perio)ds the lunar effect is over-
come by that of the disturbance. In the previous chapters we i.ave eliminated this undesired
interference by superposing several intervals of two weeks each. When considering many
magnetic disturbances, we found that tneir influence on the ionrasphere was apparently
different from year to year. The 'efficiency' of a magnetic dis-urbance was small under
conditions where Jupiter and Venus were far away and much larger when they were near Earth.
Restricting our analysis to sunuer again. we found that in addi:ion to the sunspot cycle.
the probability of a magnetic disturbance to appear seems to be larger when Sun, Moon and
planet Jupiter and/or Venus are nealy aligned.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have no satisfying theory allowing to deduce the ooserved phenomena. The tidal acceler-
ation varies with mass divided by the cube of the distance. Compared with that of the Moon,
the contribution of Venus varies between about 0.2-10-6 and 55.10-6, the corresponding
values being 1.8-10-6 and 6.10-6 Coi Jupiter. In a straight forward (linear! theory the
corresponding acceleration vectors are just to be added. On the other hand, one might con-
sider indirect effects like the disturbance of the lunar orbit prc.oked by the planets,
-'eying a law with the inverse square of the distance. Anyway, we cannot see at present
how so small contributions might have a visible effect.

On the other hand, since we feel that te have now empirically established planetary effects
upon foF2, even on foEs and potentially on the efficiency of magnetic disturbances, we su"
ose that some specific mechanism is in theggm. This could for example be a resonance which
might be perturbed by small additional forces attacking out of thaphase. It is probable that
there exist complicated wave patterns in the upper atmosphere which might be more easily
triggered by the lunar forces when planetary disturbances are absent.

There are, of course, other causes of fluctuatior.s for which no lonq term prediction is
feasible: (1) the changes occuring during magnetic disturbances, which last in most cases
only two days; (2) the quick (20 min) fluctuations also known as 'travelling ionospheric
disturbances' stem probabl) from internal gravity wavek in the upper atmosphere. Our
investigation shows, however, that the regular tidal variations which occur mainly with a
period of two weeks, are not only quite important (at least at certain hours) but can also
be included in daily forecasts. This has been shown for sumertime foF2 at Freiburg, to
sao extunt also for foEs.
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Legenre: (also for following figures):
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Fig. lb Water level at San Prancisco (top) and Manila (botton.) in March 1936.
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Handbuch der Physak 48. 846-927, Fig. 12.
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LEMNZI)ES DES FIGO)3ES -

figure I 14od~e ionottphkriqtie do BILADLEY-DUDE1(ET,

Ide In distance franchie ovec tine scute r~flexion ionosphkt-iquo en fonction de l'szinuut

san loqtel tine ondo rad oilvezcrique de fr4qutnce 10) ?Fz est imise en un point de lati-
tude g&ooagnitique

I 0o

2 30'

3 60'

(paramokres caractiristiques dti modt'It ionosph~rique
fo?2 -4 Mz, NOE -0,5 MHt, h.2 - 330 ka my2 81 km)

Figure 3 - Erreur. an omettant )e champ g~osagnhtique, stir 1'6valuatian de is valsur ainimale d~i de
Ia distance franchie avec tne seule r~flexion iono'tph~rique en fonction de Is latituide 86o-
msgritiqtie du point d'oii tine onde radio~iecti-ique t-st Einise danz l'atim't 131)1.
(frfiquence d'4imission 1 13 )Ot.

2 10 Hzr

4 5 M~z

paraaaitres caractiriotiques du zendle ionosphfriqtie :foF2 - 4 Kdz, ME - 0,5 MHz,
h zF ' ' 33VkaY2 - ) m

Firgure 4 - Variation dLu paraot-tre N'~ avec la distance pour tine onde radio6lectriqtie r~flichie par Is
couche E norwale.

* Figuire 5 - Angle d'&l41vstirm 81q d'une ende redioflectriqtie r~flichie par Is couche E riormale.

* Figure 6 - Variation du parairtre No aveC is dietsnce pour unz oade radio6lectriqtie rffractfe dans
la region f pour diff~rentes valeurs du parwAmtre 113000F2.

Fintire - Variation duz parviecre a0O(d) avec Is distance.

Figure 8 -Variation dui paravn-_tre en avec I& distance potar sine onde radicilectrique r~ffrsct~e dana I&

regio~n F pour diff~rentes valeurs dti peraa~tre 113000T2.
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SUMMARY OF SESSION 111

HIGH LATITUDE iONOSPHERE EFFP'SCS

The ionosphere in rniddlc and low latitudes is predominantly .ontrolled by solar UV radiation. The polar ionosphere,
however, is controlled besides UV radiation - mainly by solar particle radiation. The intensity of the UV radiation
except during iolar flares only shows little variation from day to day. The particle radiation, however. is very irregular
in intensity. Therefore in polar regions the HF propagation conditions show complete other features compared to lower
latitudes.

The solar particles precipitating in the polar ionosphere are also call :d aurora! cleotons and protons. These
auroral particles are produced as the result of the interaction between the earth's magnetosphere and the solar wind.

A useful classification of auroral particles from the HF propagation standpoint is in tewms of kthe altitude regimes in
which the precipitating particles produce maximum ionization. Thus electrons of (a) s, 0. 1 keV energy produce
ionization principally in the F-region, (b) -10 keV in the E-region and (c) >40 keV in the D-region. These three classes
of auroral particles have their principal sources in three fundamental domains of the magnetosphere. (a) F 0',0. 1 keV)
particles arises from the magnetosheath (the thermalized solar wind), (b) E (!-10 keV) particles from the plasma sheet,
and (c) D (>40 keV) particles from the so-called trapped radiation or Van Allen belts. Therefore the morphology of the
magnetospheric domains and where they map dow:i into the ionosphere deteni.nes the spatial and temporal character-
istics of the auroral ionospheric regions. The auroral particles produang ionizaeton in the E- and F-layer influence the
MUF and those producing D-region ionization the LUF in lIF communcation.

In addition to particle energy a further necessý-y distinction is spatial structure of the precipitation. This is
particularly evident in the E-layer (1-10 keV) ionization: The structured compoanent gives rise to the discrete 2uro"al am.
rays, etc.. which produce a variety of types of sporadic E: the unstructured component gives rise to the continuous
aurora the major component of the mantle and diffuse auroras - which produc!:s the auroral E-layer (also known as
particle E and night E) wi:h a definable critical frequency. The F and D auroras have similar structured and unstructured
components.

The auroral particles (>40 keV) producing ionization in the D-region have a strong influence on the LUF in HF
communication. In former years i' was nearly impossible to carry out quantitative measurements of the often occurringextreme absorption in polar regions. In 1956, the fiometer was shown to be a pawerful tool fot .use in thot sta"~dy of" high

latitude absorption. In particular, it allowed for a distinction to be recognized between "polar cap" absorption
caused by solar protons of 10-100 MeV energy ejected during very strong flares and what now came to be called
"auroral" absorption caused by auroral particles >40 keV. There are good resaons far considering the nometer the best
hope for establishing an adequate data base for the prediction of auroral absorption effects on HF communication circuits.

Studies given the phenomenon known variously as: "the no-echo condition" .polar blackout". "auroral zone
blackout", and now "auroral absorption" have ' en fruitful, and there have been "breakthroughs," but much more
remains to be done. Questions remnain about the geographic distributions, the tmporal variations, and the relationship
with polar cap absorption on one hand, and with magnetospheric substorms on the other.

Recent experiments carried out sn the field of "'Dirmction and Doppler Characteristics of Medium and Long Path HFI
Signals within tht Night-Time Sub-Auroral Region" suggests the persistent existence of two relatively weak propagation
modes in the evening subauroral region which may be used to extend the range of 2perating frequencies normally used for
communications and surve ilance well above the very low F-mode MUF'% normally prescnt for that time and region:

(a) A sporadic-E mode which is characterised by a narrow Doppler spread. It is centered close to great-circle.
and it possesses an amplitude-dependeot spread in direction of the order of 8 degrees for moderatelystrong propagation. This mode shows appreciable variation in strength from evening to evening, as well as

moder.ate variations within the course of an evening.

(b) Skip-distance-focussed ground sidescatter. This mode occurs in direc',ions well to the south of great-circles,
and involves propagation times much in excess of typical great circle modes. It is more constant in strength
than the E. mode.

The relatively weak nature of these 2 described modes would have to be considered in planning for their use.



ain the field #f -HP Propnption Simulation" advances in ionospheric modelling and numerical ray tracing, oeve the
past few years, hase been nranl), dLwected toward the solution of speuific applied problems in HF propagation.
Ioompheric models have achdeved greater versatility in computational terms and zadrlier models 'ave been modifit-, to
latter present poba ionospberic featu&s. The calculation of radio awr4"ption has been improved and deviate atv'oJption
can now be estimated accurately. Numerical ray tracing techniques developed in the 196O% have been given 1 sim"ilarly
expanded versatility permitting Lheir appli 'tion to a wide range of problems.

Presented examples illustrating rectnt applications of current HF propagation simulation techniques include the
estimation of HF auronl clutter impact or an OTH radar, the investigation of the ionospheric iris effect in pound-satellite
propagation, the effect of TiDs on backscatter ionorama and the real time updating ofait ionosplerical model and
computation of ionospheric ducting.
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W propgaegtione at h1lb latitude* Is costrolleod by tha high latitude ionosphere which is turn controlled
in larwe part by precip~tatin Nuormal particles. electrons sand protons. 2bese auroral particles are
prodweed as the result of the Interaction betee the earth'sa magniotooph.?. &ad the solar wind. It is the
p-rVos of this paper to describe the geesral domsina of the high latitude icooepheres to show how the"e
dinning relate in @Pace a" Uise to gemeral magnetoepheric daminal and to show bo these relations aid the
mdssCt"nWin of o propagation in the high latitujee.

lit addition the pruticle-PIodeed mospheric 3 region near alidnight depends quantitatively on piawee
sheet propoersest occurrenoe of auroral sporadic 3 of aboet 15 minute duration reeults from plasm flows
In the plawss sheetr aurocal 3 layer height and latitude peofiles depend on plasm sheet tomeraturss and
other properties, the definition of which will reuilre further investigation both by satellite and by iono-
spheric tachaaiquos.

Claftification of Agroral Particles bZfý vI Resing

a useful classification of auroral particles on an Iofospheric. hence propagation, sense in in terms
of the altitude ro.lime in which the particles pctdoea meriam ionzation. Thus electrons with kinetic
emargy of -0.1 keY produce ionization principally in the 1-region, 1-X0 keY, the 8 regions ?.40 key, the D
regios (Seess. 1964). (Protons occur in similar catgo~ries although the energies necessary to reach these
regions are higher byv a factor of 4s for exanpla 4-40 keY protons produce maxissn ionisation in the I
region. Mather a.A sorrows. 1946).

Theeos eee 3 particle eaerV' classe" also hae" precipitation patterns with separate spatial and temoral
identities. 2bso patterns result from the fact that the energy classes have their principal sources in
three fundaensrtal domisa of the magnotosphere. 7bus 1 (-.0. keV) particles sties from the nagnetoeheath
an~d are solar wind particles which are thermalixed in passing through the bow shocki Z (1-10 key), the
plasm& sheets 0 (140 ke), the Van Allen or trapped rafiation belts.

Figure 1 shows schematically a model 01' the magnetosphere in noon-midnight cross-section in which these
Acomeine and their appropriate energy populations are identified.

It night be well to note that the P ('C.4. keY) nagntoeheath particles represent the part of the aurora
which is beet understood No to the sorce: therwalisod solar wind particles which gain entry to the dayside
ionosphere through the so-called mnagtospharic cusps. N ow these solar wind particlos gain entry to the
plasma sheet (if indeed they do) and furtber how they are energized by a factor of 10 to 100 is not under-
stood . Furthermore bow the plasmn sheet particles are further energized so as to populate the Van Allen
belts (If they are) Is 6a additional uWatery.

Thoee qzertions of where the auroral particles come from and how they are accelerated ar* the fundimental
vareeolve qaftstiosa of auroval-segroitoepberic physics and are the subj ect of such active on-goin; research.
It in mat the purpose of this paper to tz,3at these qusationas instead it Is to address the general domains
of the high4-latitud looeoephere as ill~miated by their association with the nagnetoapheric domains - the
morphology end temoral stats of the auroral lomoepheric domino are a consequience of where and when these
magnetoepheriC domin rap down to the earth's upper atmosphere.

In addition to particle energy a further general distinction Is .:csayin order to ctassify the
spatial structur* of auroral precipitation. hences the spatial structure of the auroral ionosphere. This
distinction IN Particularly evident in the 3 111-10 keV) aurorae which are the dominant energy sources
for the asrrafl iceospbere. The structured component gives rise to the discrete aurcral arcs. bands,
ray". "nd other visible sometimes dazzling displays. Discrete aurora has historically received the nost
attention "an is oplarly described as 'the aurora's it is photographable hences form the basis of the
Feldsetin auroral ova. (Feldstein ant Starkow, 1947).

The discrete auroral forms can be as narrow as 100 a but can fill, latitudinal bands hundreds of ka
wide-

The Ionospheric response to discrete (a) aurorae a"e forms of sporadic 2. usually auroral as.
ftwever other forms of as appear at times to be associated with discrete (M aurora (e.g. IMqner et al,
1973).

Ie other general type of I (1-10 keY) aurora is the unstructured componenat, the continuous auroro,
(lbaleu at a 1971) which is also known as the mantle (Sandford, 1944) or diffuse aurora (Laii and Anger.
1973). * W l to &Is"l known as the proton aurora since it Include* protons - how wich of the Ionisation Is
"atribetablo to protons and how moch to electrons is not "ell understood and appears to be quite variable.



The coatismoss auror gives rift t: the eurecol •-e.yer (also known as night a und pertirle a), Is
oostiea�a Ia letitmimal. width *0" tw•ically 100 to 300 km wide IWhaRln et 41 1971, Is??)$ an4 is

aaatlwoos in lomItedo whem it tam a cirewWcolor band met only statistlolly (fevmn ot st lsm3)
%po1 VvtaMaya *ad 30hehAl, 1976) bat aLto iast"ta*tad81y iMaVr a• Ple., 112. uchau *t *1. 1973).
pfivaily tb continuous earore it elowly varying in tim.

These two typos ot auroree are distinguishable in large soa&. satollt*e phctogopah. of the astrora by

the DRP systems. City lights oe the location etnd e0ae of the photogra;-ps (P.1 2). The bright

structured forms at high latito" are the dtserete auroraes the relatively faint glow &a lower latituase,

the 904ti01o00 asurra.

"Wte mcet omm "ad geserally accepted Model of tha aurora is the Peldateln (1%7) auroral oval, a

statistioal coepilatioo of the discrnte auroras eA determined from surtral all-sky ontra photographs

takes d•ring the IOV. Tho oval is a band on¢ir ling the magsetic pole bat displaocd eccentrically at
kiger latitude In the noos sector as a ooneaquonce of the distortion of the earth** magnetic field by

the solar viad. Figure, 3 show the Q-3 oval projected en a map of the northern hemisphere Si magnetic

esormateo (M len. 1970). The pattern fixed witA respect to the sun. is shown In 4 dattfrent orients-
tiacz with respect t* the earth at the Indicated values of U?. As a funotion of t,.o magnotic Index Q.
the oval ospea4 and mova "qatorward. the hio.t values relating to extreme disturbance* ase e.g..

solar flare eftecte.

The typioM moAerate •ietribution of diecrete aurora, the Q-1 oval, will be used to form a reference

system for the other tkpes of aurorae. Th* coordinate system of the oval. Corrocte' Geomagnetic

Latitude end Corrected teomagnetic Local Time. Is shown in 6 dirferent plo.s In Figure 4. The Q-3
oval ts drawn In each plot bounded by the heavy linsg. The shaded a*eas achws2tloally map the types
of awaras dItfosrntiatad " to structured (top row) and unstructured (bottom row)# •nd to particle
eftgy/lacepherio regime by Theuont.

Thz R typo auraora appear in the center cmalka1 of figure 4. the discrete auroral oval itself (above),
the €oatinuous au&xoro (below). The €oitInuous aurora towis t.o overlap the oval An the night atctox

(fthle at el, 1977). but to locate oquatorward of the oval in the day esetor (Whalan at &1, 1971).
In quiet times the discrete aurora dieappears entirely and the continuous aurora remains .Mgner et &l.

197)).

Although the contintuo. aurora forme a bead which enzirclos the pole for all lev.el of activity its
location cam change ad the total emry fluwes can vary by several orders of mal"Itude.

In terms of the magnetosphere the continuous aurora appoars to be precipitation t-M the plaisa
shoet, both having an emergy spectrum which can be deacribed as hPawellain ( eeaewin and itonee, 1974).

¶%e dicrete auroral paetiols& also appaerntly actse from the plasma sheet but utdaron additional
acceleration* which will be discussed later in teaxm of the temporal characteristics. A further

Oistinction is that continueo aurora reasults from both electron and proton preckpitation. Dlscrete
aurora result& from olectrns alone since protons offectivwly diffuse throughout duiatanceatf a few
hundred )m in the atmoaphere.

Thee two 3-aurora& are not only the soet important component of the auroras lt tear of energy
input Into the atmosphere, but also epitous•e the ainlmia structural classes of all tho auroras,
structured and unstr.actured.

OnRItON=u Of the F-1241-

The F-precipitation appear. to havbe structurod and unstructured oo~anm• aualogous to the U-roeion.
These are observed In the all-sky photowtric oboervatlons of Honds and xtmher (1976). They at" both
to be confined to the region of the oval - whether there are dittfernces in tVv morpholog of the two is

not known. The distinction, however, 1I not important as rtairds %P propagation because the ionoapaor.
at F layer heighto oxhibits irretlar end sproad conditions throughout thee regions of soa t proctpitation.
In addation, the polar o*V - the circular area poleward of the oval - alco Is a region of apr•ad F.

An additoanl Ionoapheric region of importance is thO P-%ayer trough, a region of low lonlaation. w.ich
Is located oquatorwad of the oval in the nIght and erening sactors. is V- .I0 wide and has foF312 "it
(Muldrw., 19935). The poleward edW or wall of the F-larer trough is a region of large electron density
gradionte which can cause larje refractiorn and thus large departure, from great circle propagation paths
for NMy. uchau et al (1973) troat a apecific case. Pike (1976) has deveoop*. an analytical model of the
Y-layer trocgh wall.

These 7 region precipitation patterns are shown In the laft colmn of f 4. Th7er"mIta solar
wind from the magnetoeheath produc* the dayside region as noted earlier but apparently not the night
sector rogions. the field lines for which apparently map down froa the plasma sheet. in any case the
regions are continuous In local time, as shown.

Porqiahlo of tO e 0 0 Mei0

The t-re•lon precipitation unstrzotursd cvaponant eoiets as a hand of anoerally a few degrees wide which

eten"d from al inight to morning and sometimes ti entirely oircaqaolar (e.g. Nook. 1#65). in quiet timos
its Xocus neat midnight Is the equatorward adg of the continuous aurora# in active times the distri-
bution carn be quite wide. The tesonral characteristics have been the subject of many studies (9g.. Marts
and Dries, 197). The occurrence ot this precipitation oaunes D-region My absorption of relatively
short duration IS minutes) near midnight, longer (1-2 hours), In the morning soctor. Structured 0-region
auraor"cam to be associated with activity in the night sector as, e.g. with polo.ar4 expanding arcs
during subetorms. Thus they are transient in nature and occupy the miadight sector of the yelastoin oval.

i ..... • _.• m mm~m mm~m *" •t " -



Tepatterns for the D-regIon are shown sobemetically In the righthand coiwA of fLS. 4.

tat* into the atmosphere. Nerkey at &1 (1974) haew described a samber of events In whioh the dynamics of

E ~this precipitation arm detailed*

Lifetimes of Discrte 3 Auroras Hear Midnight

As noted earlier the discrete a aurora producer various types of sporadic 2 which interfere with Hf?
propagation - N? oooomications and OTH-3 surveil~lance. In addition the optical emissions from the
A iscrete aurora interfere with certain optical surveillance systems. Accordingly the duration of auroral
displays gives Important Information as to the duration of the relevant interference. fte temporal life-
times of discrete aurora* have been studied using all sky camera photographs taken on 12 extended local
midnight flights by tne AMG Airborne Ionospheric Observatory. Photographs were taken at 1 minute inter-
vals during the total of 93 hours. continuous coverage per flight r~anging from 5 to 10 hours (ifrukonis and
Wialon. 1979).* At the 1present time a high-speed aircraft is unique in its ability to observe the aurora
at a given local time, continuously for a duration of many hours. This is possible at high latitudes
because the speed of the aircraft permits It to 'keep up' with the rotation of the earth and therefore
to reLids at a given local time for extended period& of time.

A typical flightt is that of 21 January 74 which departed fro% Goose AS. Labrador, at 0149 Universal
Time (MT) and arrived at 3iaison An,. Alaska at 1150 UT.

The circraft remained within the midnight sector its entire duration, and between 670 and 741 COL

for nearly 4l1 of the data portion of the flight.

rigure S Is a montage of all-inky camera photographs taken on this flight and is a typical example of
the data. Bach horisontal strip consists of 1/2 hour of data so that the montage displays the complete

r minute by minutv recore of the flight, approjAiAtely 9 hour* duration. UT times are listed to the left
of the photographs.

* The all sky camera has a 1600 diameter field of view so that each photograph records the aurora at
2 region heights within the ares of a circle of 000 xn diameter.

The montage reveals temporal pattorno not otherwise apparent. in particular, aaazoral activations
can be Identified At@ individual events with definable lifetime* since the sequences of photographs within
these* oesents exhibit temporal cohjerence whien viewed In the montage format. for example, the uppermost 5
strips of figure 4 are a minute by minute record of what appears to be a single event, similar in structure
to the classic ouroral subetoym. ftroughout the remainder of the montage however, are many examples of
ictive periods of mAcpa shorter duration indicating a sucn more complex organization than earlier apparent
substorma as Illustration, note the perie~d from approximately 0935 to 094S UT.

The auvoral photographs have been categorized by a modified auroral erctivity Andex (CArovillano et al..
1975) as active, Moderate, 2haist and No wiotble discrete auroras.

A, R and Q events taken as a whole have a Poisson-like lifetime distribpution which maximizes near
15 minuteas another lesser group appears at ahout 120 minutes (FigureG6). * hus the auroral lifetime( ~can be treated as a discrete random event with msct probable duration :.ear 15 minutes.

The implication of this temporal variation on Hr propagation near the auroral oval is that propagation
conditions which are affected by auroral sporadic a are likely to change within about IS ainutes. *hether
the choogm will be for the better or for the worse is not definable at this time.

Psilly (1977) has described very detailed propagation measurements in relation to the oval an. defined
by the 15 minute magnoz~ic Q index. Apparently the lifetime distribution described here relatev Aýoooly
to th~e parrmsasbility or using a 15 minute temporal resolution.

Plemos flows whilch have been obeerved in the plam., sheet (6.g. Pytte et al 1976, Coroviti at al,
1976) are the apparent cause of the auroral activation events reporteS here% duration of the flows ar*
the same as the 10-20 minute auroral itfetimes, bothoccur In aubatorm and non-subatorm comditions, a

ftuoplama hee prcaesa multin ntefernce ithur ropgaton.Accordingly ignorance of

plasma sbeet dynamics translates into ignorance Of the predictability of this interferance.

3iaeytrl and Latitudinal Troserties of the Contuos (2) Aurora Wear Midnight

Meonft studies have shown that the electron precipitation resioneibie for the continuous aurora
is well-represented by a Nenwellian spectrm when the precipitation is integrated over the loss cone
taherbet and Whalen, 1979). VUrthersmor, the Maxwellian characteristic energy (or 'temerature') and
the total energy flux for the precipitated particles are both well represented by a Gaussian latitudinal
distributions the fact that It Is nearly the em latitudinal distribution for both these* parameters
implies further that the particle mnher flux is approximately constant across the latitudinal distri-
bution (Whleln and Sharber, 1979).

ITaeoe proprties a&" observed in a detailed study of a single case, directly by the 1810-2
satellite electron spectrometer, and via their effects on the atmosphere by coinciding airborne
ioow~pteric &nd photometric mbasvrmat*.



The satellit mauremnt of thi enery Elm Q. and characteristic energy, ~,are shown in
Figure 7. Caussian functiona of 1.20 and 3.50 (bill Width at malt Naxisum) have been fit to the
measured values of Q and st , respectively. (wor Q. the Gaussian fits the points well ox.xept at the
sxm~mi and at higher latitudes in vhich regions the Onussian L,. shown as a dashed curve.) The iono-
spheric significance of the particle parameters Q and ct is that they translate into two essential
ionompheric parameters, maximit electron density (nemaxW and the height of maxtemn ion produntion
(h~ax), respectively.

The forsier is a consequence of the existence of oqkzilibrim in the a regions i.e. ion production
rate equals Lon recombination rate which Is proportional to ncmax 2 or fO84 (e.g. Omholt, 1*55).
The relative variation of these parameters with latitude is shown in Figure da foCr a 3.*70 PVW Uaussian
for Q. The low latitude half of the distributions at* plotted, the origin of latitude le taken as the
maximum of Q, and all threo rre normalised to unity at the maximam.

The characteristie electron kinetic energy translates into the height of th2 maximam rate of ion
production Ce.q. Mass, 1964) from which the height oZ maximum electron density can be Inferred. A

* ~Gaussian latitudinal distribution for A, (which is the smea as that for Q in Figure Ba) produces the
* ~latitudinal variation In "~a" shown in Figure Ob. mare dinms: is taken to be I key.

The spectral proportion of this auroral precipitation have been measrerd to have A large range of
variation near midnight. Qmax has been obeerved to have extreme values of 0.3 and 20 .rge/cm2 soc which
correspond to values of fat of about 2.3 and 6.7 Hfa respectively. at max can range between 0.5 an6 7
keY with corresponding values of hilme2x of 150 and 100 ka.

Tbe latitudinal distributions also vary: The Gaussian width can have values between 2.50 and S0 FW1Oi
the location of the naxinum. GS5 to 71* CG latitude.

An effective plasma sheet temperature relates directly to the value of A max in this precipitation
(Marvin ard sones, 3974) hence to xhe relative Ionization height profile and t* hi~max In particular.
The value of gmax and the location and width of the Gaussian latitud~nal. distribution apparently relate
no les" directly to the plasma sheet, but to properties not yet understood. It is clear that the pro-
dictabilkty of BY propagation by auroral 2 layer '~odes awaits further understanding of these plasma sheet
properties.

The tracing of regions of aurcral precipitation from vognotosplieric sourcas to i.onospheric sinks
helps cee.*'sptAlly to nascremble some of the complexities of the auroral particle produced ionosphere
and the resulting ccplexities in NF propagation &* high latitudes. In elc'iftion quantitative relations
exist between the Z (1-10 keY) auroras and plasma sheet proportiens discrete (3) auroras and resulting
sporadic a are the result of plasma flows in the plasma sheet: the spectral and spatial properties
of the ccontinuous (S) auroras and resulting auroral a layer height and latitudinal profiles are
directly related to pleasu sheet tompr..ture and to other parem'3tors not yet understood. rurther
quantifying of tNAe X ionosphere awaits better understanding of the behavior of the plasma shoet.
This is not to way, however, that this better understanding will be achieved solely by satellite
measurements. Ionospheric parameters themselves relate so closely to particle and plasma sheet
pare.-'ters that ionospheric measurements can serve as important probes of the plansa sheet.
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ABSTRACT

Ever since the Second Polar Year (1932-33), when a British team made
the first observations of the Arctic ionosphere, special high frequency
(11F) communication problems have been recognized at high latitudes. Auroral
absorption is one of these special problems that has received considerable
attention over the years. As many as a dozen methods have been described
for the calculation of the effects of auroral absorption on 11F communication
circuits (or HF radar), and perhaps several dozen papers have appeared that
aplied more or less directly, at least qualitatively, to the operation of
such circuits. A few of the methods and pertinent points from some of the
papers are briefly described.

In 3956, the riometer was shown to be a powerful toni for use in the
study of high latitude absorption. In particular, it allowed for a distinc-
tion to be recognized between "polar cap" absorption and what now came to
be called "auroral" absorption. There are good reasons for considering the
riometer our best hope for establishing an adequate dat^ base for the pre-
diction of auroral absorption effects on HF comunication circuits. There
are other reasons to explain why, after 25 years of riometer measurement,
there is still no adequate data base. These reasons will be reviewed.

Study given the phenomenon--known variously as: "the no-echo condition,"
"polar blackout," "auroral zone blackout," and now, "auroral absorption"--
has been fruitful, and there have been "breakthroughs," but much more
remains to be done. Questions remain about the geographic distributions,
the temporal variations, and the relationships with polar cap absorption
on one hand, and with magnetospheric substorms on the other. These
questions will be stated and briefly examined.

For auroral absorption, as for most high-latitude ionospheric phenomena, tý'e begin-
ning came during the Second International Polar Year (1932-33) when a team frc' the Urited
Kingdom (UK) made vertical-incidence ionospheric observations at Tromsd, Norway. These
observations were described in the classic paper by Appleton et al. (1937). The "nc-echo"
condition w&A ascribed to absorption associated with geomagnetic activity. Beginning
during the nighttime hours, the absoiL_±on could continue into dpyt.me, in some c.seE.
beyond the end of the magnetic distur~ence. Wells (1947) showed that at College, Alas-,I,
"polar blackout" accompanied negative magnetic bays (decreases in the horizontal geomag-
netic component) occurring in the early morning hours. The duration of the blackout
approximated that of the bay.

These studies treated occurrences of 'no-echo" or "blvokout" (most of which would
now be called auroral absorption) as rel tively diacrete eventv fn association with geo-
magnetic disturbance. Newbern Smith (NBS, 1948, Chapt. 71 however, recognized the need
for a different kind of treatment so that the effect of -is Absorption could be con-
sidered in the cortputation of monthly medilan field intensity for high-latitude high-fre-
quency (HF) circuits. The method coisists of calculating, li'3ing the map in Figure 1
(p. 150, NRS, 1940), a quantity, K', to be added to the divrnally virying absorption
factor, K. Smith (private counmsnication) based the approach largely on discussions with
Canadian colleagues who had noted, for erample, t.tat lers absor:%tion was observed over
paths perpendicular to the auroral zone than over paths with a i irection component paral-
lel to the zone. In addition, pazhs wholly within (i.e., pole,-azi! of) the zone may show
Sno auroral absorption even when radio waves propagating 3cross the zone are seriously
attenuated. Smith mentions that auroral absorption is most intenae during daytime, an
oboervation not indicated by earlier work. However, he did not try to incorporate irto
his method either the suggested diurnal variation or the slight equatorward displacement
ot the absorption zons relative to the visual auroral zone.

In the early 1950's, a number of papers appeared (e.g., Lindquist, 1951a; meek,
1553) continuing study c.r the apparent relationships among observations: geomagnetic,
alzxoral, ionospheric. But, in addition, Meek (1951) used 2 MHz LORAN data to locate the
auroral absorption ione and Lindquist (1951b), divorcing blackout and geomagnetic actlv-
Ity, showed that the diurnal maxima for the two phenomena occurred at very different
times. Agy (1954a) studied HP field strength data from a chain of stations along the 90th
west meridian in an attempt to locate the auroral absorption zone. Vertical-incidence
ionospheric data from eighteen northern high latitude stations were used (Ngy, 1954b)
to describe geographic and temporal variations in the occurrence of blackout, and to
&d4'ferentiate phenomenologically between "long-duration" blackouts and the "others." The
fr#quency of occurrence and the overall total number of hours o! blackout ari greater in
the "aaroral absorption zone," but the duration of the long-lasting ones inczeases with
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latitude. The riometer, described by Little and Leinbach(1958), has been especially
useful in explaining this anomaly, i.e., in differentiating between "polar cap absorp-
tion" and auroral absorption.

During the International Geophysical Year (IGY, July 1, 1957 - December 31, 1958),
when a total of about 50 vertical-incidence ionosondes were in operation at high northern
latitudes, there were fewer than a dozen riometers. In spite of its recognized short-
comings, fain (the lowest frequency evident on a vertical-incidenze ionogram, and, there-
fore, a rough measure of absorption) continued as the parameter to be used, especially
for derivation of detailed geographic diL•rib'itions of absorption at high latitudes
during the IGY. Individual "events" involving polar cap absorption were described by
Hakura (1960) and by Agy (1960). Studies aimed at determining the geographic and tamporal
distributions of "blackou;.` were undertaken by Kasuya (1960), Agy [in Davies (1965)], and
Piggott and Thomas (1959). None of this work helped in any material way in calculating
au-ortl abasorption as it afects HF circuits.

The method described in NBS Circular 462 was known to be over-simplified, and the
data analyses mentinned served to indicate its inaccuracies and conceptual errors. How-
ever, as recently as 1969, the Circular 462 method was revived for application to HF
circtuits over paths longer than 4,000 km (Vladimirov, 1969). In the mid-1940'c, U. S.
Signal Corps methods for calculation of transmission loss for HF circuits (Laitinen and
Hayden, 1962) made use of an empirical "correction" of about 9 dB to bring calculated
losses more nearly into agreement with measurement. The 9 dD was termed "excess system
loss." Excess system loss was redetermined by Davis and Groome (1965), who included
data from high latitude paths in their btudy and could conclude that excess system loss
was greatest for paths at geomagnetic latitudes between 650 and 70*, and for such paths,
had a diurnal maximum between 0400 and 1000 local mean time. It is clear, then, that
high latitude excess system loss is larqely due to auroral absorption. But since the
analysis indicated no clearcut frequency dependence, other effects must also be present.
In any case, based as it is on *real" data and a~ailable in tabular form, excess system
loss can be included in either "hand" or computer methods by means of "table look-up'
which is more convenient and quicker than computation. In the United States, specific-
ally at the Institute for Telecommunication Sciences (ITS) or its predecessors, excess
system loss replaced the method of Circular 462 when the computer replaced hand methods
of computation (Lucas and I'aydon, 1966) and continues in use (Barghausen et al., 1969;
Lloyd and Teters, in prepa:ration). There appears to be nothing better. However, the
possible utility of riometer data for this purpose has long been considered. Analyses
of riometer data in Norway (Holt et al., 1962), in Canada (Hartz et al., 1963); in the
United States in Alaska (Basler, 1963), and in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
(Driatskiy, 1966), all agreed in showing an "auroral absorption zone" (i.e., aurolal
absorption occurring most frequently in a limited range of latitude somewhat souzh of
the visual auroral zone) and a local time variation in frequency of occurrence that
maximizes during the pre--noon hours. Since riometer data are quantitative -nd since
many riometers have been in operation for some years in Canada, Norway, Sweden, Fin-
land, the U.S.S.R., and the United States (Alaska), the possibility of establishing
a world-wide data base has occurred to many people interested in high-latitude, high-
frequency telecommunications. In a preliminary way, a number of attempts have been
made to devise schemes for the use of riometer data for the prediction of auroral
absorption experienced by high-frequency radio waves: Basler (1965), Gorbushina et al.
(1969), Agy (1970), Vargas-Vila (1972), and Foppiano (1975). Unfortunately, none of
these authors was able to give adequate consideration to either of two sets of prob-
lems: those arising from the characteristics of the (riometer) data base, and those
associated with our lach of understanding of the nature of what we call auroral
absorption.

Although, in a manner of speaking, the riometer provides the only game in town, be-
ing the only data source that can be. described as both quantitative and world-wide, there
are problems associated with its use:

1. The riometer frequency (C30 MHz) is necessarily much higher than most of the
c municptions frequencies in the Hr spectrum to which we want to apply the measurements.
The resulting insensitivity might still be overcome by using enough data. The tendency,
however, has been to study relatively brief periods of time, or individual events, so most
of the riometer records (estimated to be over 500 station-years worth) in the northern
hiA'h latitudes remain urscaled).

2. At most installations, a finite treshold of 0.2 dB (even 0.5 dB) has been
adopted for the scalinS, and an absorption livel of 0.2 dB measured by riometer at 30 MHz
can easily correspond to 30 dB absorption at , MHz over a high latitude path.

3. The methods so far described rely on deriving the distribution of absorption
values from those actually observed (i.e., above the threshold), but a threshold of 0.2
dB will be exceeded infrequently at most stations and for most months. We are in a posi-
tion of deducing the entire distribution from the upper quartile--or the top defile. For
most HF, the low absorption tail of the distribution is what matters, and that can only
be guessed at :o long as so high a threshold is insisted upon.

4. The riomc'-.er measures 'opacity" so that the height at which the attenuation
takes p1aca cannot be specified vithout other information. One effect of the non-specific
height is that scatter from the top of Es will be interpreted as absorption; but, when
such scatter occurs, ground-to-ground M? propagation may be especially efficient. This
pcosibility has been treated only briefly in a single paper (Bell and Morozumi, 1970).



So much for the data base. The problems in the other set are associated with car-
tAin aspects of the phenomenon itself which are either misunderstood, misstated, or
ignored.

1. Location

a. Latitude. A latitude variation has been recognised from the beginning. Hartz
and his cc-workare (1963), aftor comparing Canadian and Norwegian data, concluded that
geomagnetic latitude was not the appropriate coordinate. Since then, it has become
coamon to assume that invariant latitude (Mcllwain, 1961) or corrected geomagnetic lati-
tude (Hakurs, 1965) is appropriate, although why this should be true is not quite clear.
The magnetic regimes, day and night, at the latitudes of most frequent occurrence, are
very different: at night, the field lines are swept back into the magnetospheric tail,
and in the day, the lines are "closed,* i.e., "conjugacy" has meaning. According to
Harts and Brice (1967), the type of causative particlo precipitation also changes (from
night to day) from "splash" to "driszle." Figure 2, taken from Hartz et al, (1963),
exhibits a latitude variation--and a local time variation to be discussed presently.

b. Longitude. A distribution of auroral absorption non-uniform in longitudc was
firet suggested amiost twenty years ago (Agy, 1960; Davies, 1965). Even now, however.
the likelihood of such a distribution is either denied out-of-hand or studied inadequately.
Figura 3, based on an analysis of fmin (Davies, 1965), suggests a longitude distribution
with peaks over northern Europe and over Alaska. Berkey et al. (1971) made a study of
60 "substorm events* "sing data from about 40 high latitude northern hemisphere riometers.
Agy (1975) analysed the results of this study to show that, in spite of editing of the
data by Berkey at al. (1971) which would tend to obscure a variation with longitude, such
a variation was still evident. Figure 4 shows the longitude variation and indicates rough
agreement with the longitude variation derived earlier (Daviev, IS65) using fmin.

c. Auroral oval. The "auroral oval," described by Feldstein (1963). is an annular
area arouna igReoiagnetic pole, eccentric toward lower latitudes at local midnight.
Visual aurora occurs in the auroral oval; it encompasses the "instantaneous polar cap."
The "auroral zone," on the other hani, may be thought of as the region traced out by the
midnight segment of the auroral oval as it moves in universal time. It should be empha-
sized that auroral absorption rarely occurs in the auroral oval except in the hours around
local midnight.

2. Time Variations

a. Solar cycl. It is likely that the diurnal maximum in frequency of occurrence
moves to lover&la&iitudes as the sunspot number increases, and the frequency of occurrence
probably increases (Hook, 1968), but there may be a lag between long-term variations in
solar activity and auroral absorption (Collins et al., 1961). Our knowledge here is in-
complete--to say the least.

b. Season. For the pattern as * whole, i.e., world-wide and at all latitudes,
most of us do not know (cannot describe) the seasonal variations. Those of us who do
know do not agree with each other (Hartz et al., 1963; Driatekiy, 1966: Basler, 1966;
Hook, 1968).

c. Local time. The strong local time dependence already indicated in Figure 2
has been known for-a long time. It is likely thAt thu local time variation is dependent
on longitude and/or acason and/or solar cycle, but we don't know.

d. Magnetosphert%± subatorm. Does auroral absorption occur only during magneto-
spheric substorms (as mp-T-- Dy-Berkey et al., 1971, and by Hargreaves. 1966)? In view
of some of the editing by Berkey et al. (1971, p. 1), the answer seems to be, "Only if
the terms lauroral absorption' and/or 'substorm' are redefined."

The purpose of the report by Berkey et al. (1971) wat to establish A data base for
later study (Berkey et al., 1974) of the motion of the absorbing regions, in particular,
the eastward and/or westward drift of these regions. However. despite prudent selection
of the events and a careful editing of the data, the "drift" is not always evident. On
the other hand, development in situ of auroral absorption in the areas of most frequent
occurrence (Agy, 1975) is que-- co-mmon, even usual. Figures 5 and 6 give map sequences
from Berkey et al. (1971) illustrating this point.

Rten more useful than a procedure for calculating monthly median auroral absorption.
would be one for short-term forecast of the occurrence, development, and motion of an
auroral absorption event as suggested by Elkins (1972). His approach Jafter having
eatablished the existence of a correlation between the magnetic disturbance index, AE,
and the davelopment of the substorm events described by Berkey et al. (1971)1 would bV
to identify the start of a substorm by noting Au near the midnight meridian and, during
the next 3/4 hour or so to project the absorbing region around to the meridian correspond-
ing to about 0900 local time. it is here that auroral absorption (for this event) will
tend to be a maximum. The editing by Berkey et al. (1971) is aimed at simplifying the
contours of auroral absorption by: deleting substorm events still in progress when "this'
event begins along with those that start before this one ends: and by ignoring the
long-lasting (co-rotating with the earth) absorption which has "evidently nothing to do
with the subators effects." Possible consequences of th" editing and of the "bootstrap"
approach which does not relate the "substorm events" to substorms (perhaps better defined
by reference to magnetograms) will be to render Elkins' approach untenable. For example, [. .'



Figure 6 represents an event that overlaps a magnotoapheric substorm whose iinospheric
effects have been described by Park and Mang (1973). But the substorm, according to
Park and Heng, started an hour before the riometer event. According to Elkins' proposed
model, during that hour the absorbing region should have drifted eastward some' )35
degrees in longitude and maximized in intensity. Of course, conclusions based on a
statistical analysis cannot be invalidated by a single contrary instance; but the restric-
tions placed on the everts desczibed by Sarkey et al. (1971) by their definition and by
subsequent editing of thv data must be kept in mind. The limitations set are such that
we may no longer be dealing with the "real world' of auroral absorption at all.

It is not necessarily true that "anything is better than nothing." Until the time
comes that we must no longer guess at the time distribution of riomoter measurements of
auroral absorption land, in particular, the low absorption tail of that distribution),
we are well-advised to do nothing. For most of the currently ivailable riometer data,
the important part (from the standpoint of the user of HF) of the distribution is lost
below the effectiv4 threshold of the instrument and/or the scaling procedure. Until we
are prepared to scale (or rescale) immense piles of riometer recordings, any other
effort will be pointless: we have reached a dead end.
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SSUMMARY

During January 27 - Februacy 4, 1976, the large HFDF receiving array near Ottawa was
Used to record HP trensmissionS frot a USAF Geophysics Laboratory aircraft 2000 km away
over the northwest htlantic on four evening flights. Gecmaqnetic conditions ranqed
from quiet to active. Signals from individual array elements were separately recorded,and later analy:*d to provide the Doppler shift and direction of the signal. Also used

S~were oblique ionograms recorded on the aircraft for a similar oath.

S~The F-mode NUF's were below 5 M~z for the major portions of all evening flights.

However, several weaker modes were observed to be present at much higher frequencies.
They are examined for their potential utility in extending 11p communications and
surveillancea

(I) Sporadic-E was a •ersistent feature on the oblioue records; a vertical ionosonde on
board thv aircraft did not see the same phenomenon. This mode had a path centered
close to qreat-eircle with typical spreads in bearing of 8 degrees.

(ii) Skip-distance-focussed ground sidencatter to the south was persistently present.
Position estimates of the acatterers made from Doopler and direction measure-ents imply
severe multipaths for this mode which will sometimes limit data rates to less than 25
baud.

(iII) A mode involvin4 scatter from auroral irreaularities was observed which was
extremely variable in time and generally weaker than the other mode,.

iiv) Occasional reflections from the northern edge of the ted-latitude trough in
ionospheric electron density were seen, but were limited to freouencies less than 1 4"2
above the P-mode MUP.

It ic concluded that the Sporadic-9 and skip-distance-focussed oround-sidescatter modes
present an opportunity for limited HP operations in the subauroral reqion during
evening hours, when very low P-mode mUr's would otherwise mako such operations
impossible.

1. IN•'TRODUCTION

Hiqhttime MF ope-rations in the sub-auroral regions are hamuered by the existence of
very low ionospheric eltctron densities associated with the mid-latitude trough
(Muldrew, 19651 Stanley, 1966). The resulting low NUF's for F-mode communications
force many users into a small, congested ranqe of freotie-cies at tVc lower end of the
"FP spectrum whete equipment problems (e.g. poor antenna efficiencies and directivities)
and ionospheric absorption tend to be worst.

The present paper is concerned with the results of an HP exeriment involving
hiqhly-sensitive detection ot signals propagated over a relatively long distance
(-2000km) in the vicinity of the nighttime trouoh in electron density. In addition to
the normal P-modes whose 4UF's were, 'or much of the exoerinpnt, below the freauencies
used, several other *odes were found to be present most of the time, at frequencies
well above the P-mode NUV. These modes included:

(a) Spoiadic E,

(b) Skip-distance-focussed ground sidescatter (from the south where F-MUF's were
hlqher),

(c) Scattering from auroral irregularities.

Another mode, sometimes seen at frequencies slightly above the F-mode qreat-circle MUP,
was that of oblique reflection from the nor'hern edge of the ionospheric trough.

These modes are either weaker or less predictable in their occurrence than the usual
r-mode and are not normally considered in NP system planning. However, they present a
possible means of extending HF covttaqe at suhauroral latitudes for both communicat ions
snd strveillance and should be considered.

The experiment yas performed using HP trionsmissions from a series of five aircraft
flights, four in the evening and one in the afternoon. Thus the results should not be
rearded as a very statistically significant sample of the variety of propagation
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conditions that can occur during evening hours at subauroral latitudes. However,
various geomagnetic conditions ranging from quiet (K -O) to active (Kp-5+) were
experienced for these flights, and the results can bR contidered as representative of
at least some of the conditions that occur with reasonable Zrequency. With the intent
of providing information for system planners, the present paper examines the modes of
propagation that were present during evening hours when the normal F mode was
unavailable as a result of its MUF having dropped below the available frequencies.
Parameters considered were those indicative of the potential of these modes for
communications and surveillance, i.e., their relative amplitudes, szability, direction
of arrival and Dopplez shift characteristics, and inferred multipath properties.

2. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

During the period Jan 25-Feb 4, 1976, the Canadian Department of Communicationa HPDF
receiving system jRice and Winnacott, 1977) near Ottawa was used to record unmodulated
HF transmissions from a specially-equipped USAF Geophysics Laboratory aircraft flying
out oC Goose Say, Labrador, over the northwest Atlantic ,n a series of one afternoon
and four evening fliqhts. The geometry for each flight was aoproximately as
illustrated in Figure 1. The great-circle propaqation path to Ottawa was expected to
lie to the south of the auroral oval (Feldstein and Starkov, 1967), within the
mid-latitude trough in ionospheric electron density, during the evening flights.
Oblique ionograms, made on board the aircraft using FM/CW transmissions from Rome, N.Y.
(230 km south of Ottawa), yielded additional information about the modes of
propagation.

Figure 2 illustrates the antenna configuration for the HFOF sysLem for this experiment.
It consisted of a 1219 m by 244 m crossed array of 42 and 16 ver,ital monopoles
respectively. The signals at the antennas were fed through mat-.ied cables to separate
fixed-gain receivers controlled by a common synthesized Zrequeicy. The resultant
base-band in-phase and quadrature components were digitally stmpled and recorded on
magnetic tape. The data sampling rate for each antenna was 1!8 Hz. Aliasing
problems were avoided by the use of 30 Hz low-pass filters on the output staqes of the
receivers.

A two-dimensional (i.e., Doppler shift and direction of arrival) analysis was performed
on the tape-recorded data. The Doppler analysis consisted of a cosine-squared
preweighted Fourier inalysis in time, over a 4-aecond integration time. Only the
innermost -16 to +16 Hz of the resultant 128 Hz-wide Doppler window proved co be of
interest and was retained for display. The direction analysis consisted of a
cosine-squared preweighted Fourier analysis in position performed separately for each
arm of the crossed array. The long oaths and resultant low elevation angles allowed a
one-to-one correspondence to be made between a particular direction cosine and azimuth,
at least for the signals that came from directions other than near-parallel to the
array arm used. A computer line printer was used to encode and print out the resultant
signal strength as a function of Doppler shift and direction cosine (interpreted as
azimuth). The display encoding was carried out usinq a set of characters arranged in 4
dB steps, representinq the signal level for each particular azimuth and Doppler shift.
Resolution was 0.3 Hz in Doppler, and 3 degrees in azimuth for most of the directions
of interest, at the lowest transmitted frequency. A contour plot of signal level
versus azimuth and Doppler shift, taken from a line printer display, is shown in Fiqure
3. No attempt was made at this point to remove the shift due to the
transmitter/receiver frequency offset from the data.

The narrow-band filtering of -he siqnal combined with the processing gain achieved by
the direction and Doppler analysis facilitated the examination of very weak signals.
The direction analysis permitted a useful dynamic range of 32 d3 at any one time, for
signals with the same Doppler shift but differ*nt directions. When the Doppler shifts
differed as well, the dynamic range was much q. eater.

~ Data were recorded on the hFDF system on each of three transmitted frequencies (5.621,
8.989, and 11.136 MHz), for eight seconds, once every 5 or 10 minutes throuqhout the
flights. Corresponding oblique ionoqrams were obtained at 15 minute intervals. For
the purposes of this paper, the evening data were restricted to that obtained for times
between 0050 and 0515 UT (approximately 2050 to 0115 LT at the mid-point of the HF
propagation path) and aircraft locations within the area illustrated in Figure 1. The
afternoon flight data, which was used only to obtain an estimate of the F-mode signal
strengths for comparison purposes, was taken on January 25 between 2040 and 2230 UT
(1640-1830LT) when the aircraft was in the same portion of its Zliqht path.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Available Modes of Propagation

Based upon inspection of the Doppler vs direction displays and oblique ionograms, it
was found that, when the F-mode HUF's were too low for propagation between the aircraft
and Ottawa, nearly all the reception at Ottawa could be classified into 3 modes, all of
which were present for most of the evening periods of analysis. Figure 3 is a contour
plot taken from a Doppler -a. direction display for a time and frequency where all
three modes appeared with nearly equal intensity. The three modes are as followst!4
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0() Sporadic E (ES) Propagation

Sporadic E extending to frequencies well above those transmitted by the
aircraft was observed on most of the oblique ionoqrams taken durinq the evening
flights. The corresponding HFDF displays showed stronq siqnals, with oniy a nbrrow
Doppler spread in any direction (<0.5 Nz), soread over a set of dir-'tions which
usually included that of the great-circle. The maximun signal strengths appeared to be
almost randomly distributed in direction, and to move significantly in the 5 to 10
minute gap between measurements. The Doppler shift showed only a weak variation with
direction. Such signals for the most part wee eAnsily identified on the displays, even
at times when they were too week to be seen on the oblique icnograms, and were
categorized as "E30.

(b) Auroral Signals (A)

Auroral siqnals, denoted by "A", appeared to be unrelated to the 6s signals

in time or location. These siqnal, were seen to the north of the great-circle

direction, costly late in the evening, and were thought to be the result of
sidescattering from ionospheric irregularities located in a region of auroral activity.
The Doppler shifts often showed a strong variation with direction. Sometimes this
variation was well-ordered, i.e., the signals lay along well-defined Doppler shift
versus azimuth 'traces" such as in Fiqure 3; at other times signa:ls appeared whose
Doppler varied randomly with bearing. The observed shifts could not be explained
soiely in terms of the aircraft motion. At least several Hertz of Doppler shift were
noxmally attributed to the motions of the auroral scatterers. Doppler spreads were
typically more than 1 112.

(c) Skin-distsnce-focussed Ground Sidescatter from the South (SS)

* These signals, cateqorized as "SS", were relatively weak but oersistent,
appearing whenever tne display sensitivity was sufficient. They occurred well to the
south of great-circle, and lay along well-defit.!d traces on the Doppler shift vs.
azimu-th displays. They often Prrived from an azimuth more than 90 degrees south of theS~great,-circle direction and required the displays from both arms of the crossed array

Sfor thtir interpretation. The Doppler shift vs. azimuth behaviour could be explained
in terms of the aircraft motion and scattering from a relatively immobile set of
scatterers. These sinnals were attributed to skip-distance-focussinq of qrt.nd
sidescatter (to the south where F-MUF's were expected to be higher than that of the
great-circle MUF's), a mode which has been observed previously on trans-Atlantic
circuits (!lagg and Rolfe, 1963).

A fourth observed mode which appeared on two of the evening fliqhts was that of oblique
propagation from -he northern edge of the ionospheric trough in eiectrnn density. This
mode had an MPF 0.5 Lte 1.0 MHz in ercess of the great-circle F-mode MUF, it was seen at
Ottawa on the lowest transmitted frequency only, and it persisted for aboat an hour
after the qreat-cxccie F-mode had disappeared. Its properties differed cr. th÷ two
flights for -ýtlch it was seen. One set of observations from a geomaqnet.cally quietperiod indicated little spreading in Doppler shift, direction of arrival or path-length

(determined from the oblique ionograms), and relatively little Doppler shift (<I Hz)
due to ionospheric motion. The other observations from a oeomaqnetically active period
indicated significant spreading of the signal direction and path length, and larger
Doppler shifts due to ionospheric motion. Presumably as 3 result o. a more disordered
trough boundary.

It shoulC be noted that in addition to tne above, short-lived modes, which were likely
of meteoric oriqin, were occasionally observed. These, are not cinsidered further in
this paper.

3.2 Relative Amplitudes

The strengths in dB of the three types of freguentlV occurrinq modes, Sporadic-'. (£s),
auroral (A), and skip-distance focussing of 4round sidescatter (SS) were examined for
the four evening flights. In order to obtain valies which would be of meaning to
operators and system planners, the amplitudes were measured telative to typical F-mode
signals. The F-mode signal!f used fos this purp6se were t&Aen frori data obtained during
the onc-hour period in the late afternoon immediately Prior to the disappearance of the
F-mode when the MUF dropped below the transmitted frequency. The 3anuar' 25 afternoon
flight was used for this purpose, for-h'e 8.989 ard 11.136 MHz frequencies, and all 5
flights were used for the 5.621 ;Hz frequency. The aircraft location at these times
was similar to that for the portion of interest of the evening flights.

The resulting distributions of signa' strenqth for the Cs, A, ar,d SS modes are shown in
Fiqures 4A, 48, 4C and 4D for the evening flights. Mean values and standard dpviations
for these distributions are given in table 1.
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TABLE I: i Mean signal strengths and standard deviations for the three modes- SporadicE (E.). Auroral (A), and Southern Skip-distance-focussed ground sidescatter

(SS) Side-Scatter (SS), fo: the four evening flights.

Frequency Mean signal strengths and standard deviatlios ,n dB

(MHz) Mode relative to typical F-mode signal strengths.

J3n. 27 Jan. 30 Feb. 1 FEb. 4 (U.T.)

5.621 Kfl E. -10+8 -25+6 -29+3 -3646

A -26+4 -41+6 -38+7 -35i

SS -34+3 -29+4 -30+5 -32+5

8.989MHz Es -40+9 -5346 -54+8 -56+6

S----- * ----- * -61+11 -68+9

SS -59+4 -47+4 -48+6 -49+4

11.136MHz Es -53+10 -66+6 -64+5 -46

A - * -* -69+12 - *

SS -74+4 -56+4 -64+8 -63+4

* For more than half the vleasurements, the siqnal level was below the background

level and could not be obtained.

Not suprisingly, the signal strengths seen for these modes rel.tive to the
corresponding F-mode were strongly fteguency deoendent. Typical values for the 3 modes
were -30 ds at 5.621 MHz, -50 dR at 6.989 MHz, and -65 dB at 11.136 MHz. However,
there was considerable scatter about these values for the various modes and flights.

Significant differences exist between the various days. January 27, a geomaonetically
quiet day, experienced significantly stronger sooradic-E than the other days and, at
the same time, weaker skip-distance focussing of sid-scatter. This was true at all
three frequencies. Longer skip-distances and a poorer antenna response at the
resulting lower elevation anqles, rather than increased absorption, was likely the
cause of the reduced sidescatter, since the effect was more noticeable at the hiqher
frequencies. Estimates of the location of the grourd-sidescatters presented later in
this paper corroborates this conclusion. The sporadic-E on this day was remarkably
high in strength, especially at the 5.621 MHz freauency, when one considers that for
some of the path lengths involved (-2500 km), at least two hops were reauired for rs
propagation.

The three modes differed siqnificantlv in their amplitude vsriations. The auroral mode
was noted to be the most variable with time; it exhibited measurement-to-measurement
changes as high as 26 dS and varied as much as 40 dS over an evening. Large changes in
signal strength, as much as 26 d9 in mean value, were noted for the Es modo between the
four evening flights; during the course of an eveninq moderate chanqes (typically 6 da
rms) were experienced. The mode experiencing the least variation durini the course of
an evening was the SS mode. Its standard deviation (typically 4 dk) was generally the
lowest and its measurtment-to-measurement change '2.8 dl average) was about half that
of the other two modes.

The four evening flights are shown in Fioure 5. Similar oacterns were found for the
other two frequencies. Several things are apparent in this tinure:

(i) che E. mode dominated propagation on the evening of Janu3ry 27;

(ii) the SS mode tended to dominate propagation for the other three eveninqs;

(iii) the E, mode varied considerably over the course of each evening;

(iv) the A mode tended to be weakest of the three, but had large rapid increases
and a general increase after local midnight (-0400 UT) which allowed it to dominate at j
times.

The fraction of m-aasucements for which each of the three mudes dominated the
propagation are ,lotted for the three frequencies and fcur evening flights in Figure 6.
The dominance of the E. mode for the January 27 measurements and the SS mode for the
other evenings is readily apparent. The obnerved relative strength of the Es mode for
appreciable periods of time makes it potentially interesting for extending
communications and surveillance to frequencies that would not normally be availtlcde.
The relative persistence and freouent dominance of the SS mode are reasons for

S examining this mode further. The auroral mode is of lesser interest owing to its



reative weaknerss, much qreater time variation and ijndesirab~le fon'-ler chmracterintics.
The remainder of this oaper will concentrate on the E. and Sl indeni and theit flonpler
and direction properties. The other modes, i.e. the auroral -node and trouqh-ecloe mode,:111 be considerod inthe liqht of' thie problems their occasional araac a

3.3 S~oraic Emode(Es)

The E mode observed durinn the fliqhts did not show a clear association with isLIoraI
actzv1ty. The very stronq E. mode on January 27 wias especiallv sutorisino As
qeomaqnetic activity was low for that eveninq and visual auroral observAtions made on
board the aircraft (3. Ruchau, rnersonal communication) indicated extremely nuirt
auroral conditions with only a weak continjous aurora observed low on the horimon.

The jipor measurements suoniest that the rs mode is a nersistent te~tture afthr- subaurotal
reqion durinq eveninq hours. General stz~dles of snoradi, r occuirence at hitqh
latitudes relyinq on vertical ionosonde data (Gassman, 1971, Ilaonter art"i Pike, 1,4711
restrict persistent Es to the Feldstein aurora! oval (Peldstelp snd Starkov, 1967). The
southern boundary of the instantaneous Feldstein oval !Reillv, 1977; 'Nhle-,Ic 1970) was

* determined to oe several deqrees to the north of the qreat-circle for the oresent
fliqhts. Howeveiv, a vertical ionosonde oi hoard the aircraft indicatea little or no
sporadic 2for flights when stroni E. was seen to persist on the oblique records (3.
Buchau, personal communication). Therefore, the oblique measurements, which are, A 'lore

* direct indication of -mades avallable for HIP propaqation, imply a nersistent an,.!
sometimes relatively stronti Es mode which is not necessarily observed on vertical
incidence soundinq records, and extends further sotith than previously suoaestf-1.

A typical El-cropaaated siqnal, as seen on the HFDF displays, is illustrated in Floure
7. It cons sts of an enhanced reqion relativtclv narrow in r~opoler and elon'iatedi in
bearing,. havinq a sliqht chanqe in flopplcr with bratina, with one or more maxima al'.-ni
its length.

The bearings of maximum siqnal strenqth were tabulated; the resultinq distributions are
plotted ir~ riqure 8. When an equally stronq siqnal was experienced in several

* dicections at once, the count for that measurement was divided amono those directions.
For operational ourposes, the strength of the Es mode relative to other modes will
determine its usefulness. Thus the distributior, s were divided on the basis of the
relative atrenoth of the E. mode. No siqnif leant diffierences between th,: three
frequencies of transmission were found, and their results were combined in order to
improve the statistics.

The results of Figure 6 are an indication of the limits on bear inq accuracy that may bu
obtained by surveillance systems extendinq their tines and fcequencies of oneratlon
throujqh use of the E mode. When the E mode was by far the stronoetst mode 1> 20 cfl),
its direction of max~mum nearly always fay v*ithin 2 deqrees of the great circle
direction. Slightly weaker Es modes (8 to 16 d'R abz-ve the next Btronoest mode) showed
much~ more spread in direction, with 25S havina a bearinq more than 5 deqreez away fromn
great-circlIe. This spreadinq of arriv'al directions away from qreAt-circle beca'hie even
more pronounced when the E mode drortoed to a level comparable to or less than the next,

* strongest sianal. The w~eer E. modes alr~o revealed a tenidency for the propaoation to
occur zlight!V northward of qreat-ýircle, where more E. wouldi be expected.

The spreupds in bearing (taken between tht 4 d17 points) of 1ke ý:-prepaqated siqaal wetco
scaled froms the line-printier displays and tabulatel: the reau t nq distributions are
shown in Figure 9. The dAta for all three fý#ocuencies were combined. Ik separation was
made on the basis of signal strenqth reiztivi Lt, the other modes. The results of
Figure 9 follow a pattern similar to thmt of the prcvious ficure. For times when the C
mode was very strong (> 20 d13) relative to the other modes, the median l'i-utnal rei

Pwas 4 dearees when it ;aa moderately str~nn~iez (.1 to 16 -0). the -ncdian sotead was i
deqreesi and for times wlen the Fs node was aoipro.ximatelv the name strenith as the ne;.t
strongest mode, ti'.e median spread was 16 deqrees.

These spreads in axzlmutfl and the Previou'Jly-notc-d differences from nreat-circle in the
directions of maximuiw strenith are lorqer tnan tba% normally exoerienced for
conventional F brnd S-mode propaqation, and will limit the effectiveness of certain
signal enhancement teichniques !e.a., adaptive beama-forminj) which are desioned for
siqnals arriving from a single well-defined direction.

The Doppler behaviour noted fcr the S., mode is wte)* .lustratced in Ficure 7. In any one
direction the spread vas quite narrow, often less than the 0.3 Rz resolution of the
experiment. However , the Fg siqn~al wars soread in azimuth and experienced a slloht
change in Doppler shift wit~ azimuth. This c~hange was due to the motions of the
aircra4ft and C scattering center*, each of which contributed differently in the
(0.98914Hz, 0251 UT, January 30) is illusttated in Fiqure 10. For the ouroosce of tho
difrn ietce nanalysis, th ngebewe the mopai tions iah nvolved -incl the ourned to exmpeth

24*4 atthe airraft a at Ottwa, i~e the Ewas assumed to be lctda the mdon

of the pathy however, the basic conclusioret do not chanqe when the relative size of
the tvo angles are chanqed. The aircraft zontribution was cimputed from the velocity
information obtained from the tiircraft log, and subtracted from the observed frequency
shift for the vatious directions. In the great-circle direction, Fs motion cannot caise
any significant Doppler shift because of the gebometry involvoodl the shift in that



direction was thltrefoke the transmitttt-receiver offset. This war then subtracted fromf
all1 directions. The final residual Doppler shift was tt~at due to the co'ananr~ct of F.5
motion perpendicular to the great circle direction. The obsterved negative com~ponent
south of oreat-circie, becoming positive north of areat-ctrcle', implied a component of
motion in the southward strme of the order of 100, it/sec. Ovyer the 20 degrees spread in
azimauth experienced for the example of Fiqure 7. the P miotions qave rise to a change in
Doppler of anproximately 2 fix. (2ver the more typicel Idegrees spread in arrival
directions, F. motions of the order of 100 m/sec would caus~e a spreadinq in Doppler of
0.5 *ho 1.0 Hz.

3.4 S3kip,-distance-focusted G~round Sidescatter (R.S mode)

A typical example of skip-distance-focussed ground sidescatter, at 8.989 11,11, is
illustrated in Figure 11. The results from the line printer displays for both arms of
the atrray were combined to make this plot. Contour levels of siqnal strengt~h were
plotted as a function of bearing and Doppler shift. The SS 2ode signals were 4enerullyI seen to ho* along one or several preferred *traces*. in this case, two lines runninal
from bottom left towards upoer right.

*The Doppler shift of the Sq itcle signals could be assumed to be c.ntirelj- due to the
component of aircraft velocity in the direction of the ground scatterers, since the

Scattering was froge ground for nse) irregularities whose motion was ncgligible relative
to that of the aircraft. Thus. the bearing of the around scatterers at the aircraft

could be determined frox the -measured Dopnler shift and known aircraft velocity vector.'5 This, tog]ether vith the measured bearing at Ottawa, enabled a rough triangulation
estimate of the ground scatter locations.
The location estimates thus detived for the 8.5689 Misi measurements illustrated in
Figure 11 are plotted in figure 12. The distances involved in the SS onode can be seen'
to be very larcte, with resultant cronagation timses varyiag from 13 to 40 nta. The
positions of the local maxitta, numbered I to 8 in Ficture 11, were used in the
estimate&. The resulting locations can be geen in viqure 12 to fall into one of two
groups, acc.ordinq to the line along which they lay in Picture 11. numbera I to 5 being
in the closer group, and numbers 6 to 8 About twice as far frorA the areat-circieI luoinina Ottawa and the aircraft. The two qrorcos appear to correspond to one-hop and
two-hop P-mode skip distances. hlso shown in r1qure 12 are tit concurrent results for
5.621 Itt:. The derived location~s for thiz frenuvencv fall into two similarly-spaced
groupings which lie somewhat closet than the corresponding qroupiniss for the higher
frequency. This is consistent with the skip-distauice focussing explanation; shorter
skin, distances are expected at lower frecuenci-s.

Location estimates of ground scatterers were mar~e for a nuitber of examples from the

four evening flights. Results were in general 3imilas t,- those of Fio~ure 12. The
SS-mode Propartation times found from these estinates are alotted in Plnture 13 for the
three frequencies and four evening flights. Severvl trends %re iipnorent in this
fiqurc. The 4eneral increase in Prooaqation tire vitet frenuency can~ be seen by
comparing the distributions for the three frectuencies for any sinctle fliqhc.
Differences exist between the flilthts. The proooalation times (and distances involved)
for Jan'uary 27 tended to be higher than those for the other three fliqhts, presumably
as a result of longer skip distances. The corresnondinqlv lower elevation angles at
Ottawa combined with the reduced antenn4 lain ,t low angles could e:Pplain the lower
SS-modc siqnal arnplizudes noted earlier for thpt flintit.

The very lonQ delay times and the spread in deldv times noted for the S3 mode will
limit the rate of communications. The SS mode was often observed (see Figure 5) to be
c"mparable In acclitude to the much shotter-path Es vode. The resultinri itultipath
interference can be exrcected to limit the rates of communication via these modes to
less than 25 baud at times.

3.5 Nuroral (A) %'ode and Ttoujh-Pdqe mode

These modes. which were noted to occ'.r to the north of qreat-circle were eithet
normaily weAk, with occasional !aroe increases it ttrelnith (A-mole), or extremely
limited in frequency (trovqh-edgej. They are not ts Potentially useful for
coaaunication% and surveillance as the 1ý and qS taodts. Hovever thev nsi have a
disruptive effect on conmunicationi or surveillance systens by virtue of their
Occasional strong aenea4raice -und should be considertd in this light.

'1Via- delay times for these "odes would not be expected to !be as lonq as those of the SS
msodo. Thus. for a system operating at data rates suitable to tne multioath conditions
of the SS mode, the euroral anc, trnuah-ed.,e mnodes should pose no nrohle-a. 'however, for
diecin-idn systecis these iodes will cauae the sn)ot dic appearance of ntronn
signals in directions for removed from the transmitter bearinn. The autoral
propagation tended to bo h~iqhly vtrizible in its direction of arrival. oopolor shift,
and a*plituae, as well as nornallv oossessing several 'it spread in Donpler, and no
might be disctimintited against on this basis. The same is not true for the trouobh-tine
modtt it v~~s observed on January 27 to tossess a near constancv in direction, a narrow
t~oppler spread.. atti a significant relatively constant strength for at lea-at one hokir at

* ~the 5.621 M42i freouerscv.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The present results on medium and long-path HF propagation suqiest thT oersistent
existence of two relatively weak propagation modes in the evening subauroral reqionwhich may be used to extend the range of operating freauencies normally used for

communications and surveillance well above the very low F-mode MUF's normally present
for that time and reqion:

(i) A sporadic-E mode, the existence of which is not necessarily indicated en
vertical ionograms. This mode is characterized by a narrow r)oppler spread, it is
centered close to great-circle, and it possesses an amplitude-dependent soread In
direction of the order of 8 deqrees for moderately rtrong Propagation. This mode shows
appreciable variation in strength from evening to evening, as well as moderate
variations within tne course of an evening (see Table 1). Slight Dopoler shifts in
off-greot-circle directionc (-I Hz) occur as a result of ionospheric motions.

(ii) Skip-distance-focussed qrcund sidescatter. This mode occurs in directions
well to the south of qreat-circle, and involves propagation times much in excess of
typical great-circle modes. It is Tore constant in strength than the E mode. It was
visible throuqhout the four evening flights, whenever experiment sensitivity warranted
its beinq seen. Doopler shifts observed for this mode were explained in terms of the
aircraft motion.

The relatively weak nature of these modes (Iable 1) would have to be considered in
planning for their use. The severe multinath effects ir~herent in the
qround-sidescatter mode place additional constraints on the data rate achievable when
using that mode. Thus these -odes can he regarded as a means of allowino iimited HF
communications at times when extremely low P-laver MUF's -ake normal communieationrimpossible.
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DISCUSION

Jmss A. WWMle US
In Figure 3: Do the dMfferehce= in Doppler shifts - negative for ewo-ail propagation, Zero for Es, and positive for
the southern scatter mode - occur when the aiTcraft was moving toward the north? If so, is it possible to detect and
measure north.4outh (or In general perpendicular to line of sight) components of Doppler echoes from aircraft by
OTH-B radar with nuch a technique?

Anhor's Raply
The position of the Doppler shift attributable to aircraft motion would be preferentially positive towa&rd the north.
and negative toward the south when the aircraft is moving northward. However, added to that must be a shift due
to the motions of the ionospheric reflection or scatterih"; point. Under certain conditions, e.g. retl-ction from the
nor-them edge of a wellorder.d trough, it may be possible to obtain the measurement you suggest.

[rJ
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RECENT ADV,%NCES IN HF PROPAGATION SIMULATION

Terence J. Elkins
Rome Air Development Cente- I

Deputy for Electronic Technology
Hanscom AFB, MA 01731

1. 7ntroduction

The mathematical modelling of High Freauency (HF) radio propagation in the ionosphere is now a well
developed branch of radio science, having been in existe.,ce for over a half century. Early workers in this
field were concerned with rigorous analytical formulations of the riodelling problem of which the well-known
Appleton-Hartree formula repi-asents a major achievement in the theory of wave propagation. lhis foriula,
together with mathematical models for the ionospheric electron density distribution d-'eloped by Chapman
(1931) enabled reasonably accurate calculations to be made of the distribution of HF radio energy in the
earth-ionosphere cavity. The complexity of radio propagation in the iCnospkere is such, howeier, that
sclutions to practical problems usually could be obtained only by making several simplifying assumptions or
after extremely laborious calculation. As more information became available, in the 1940s and subsequently,
concerning detailed ionospneric structure, requirements developed for improved computation',l techniques.These requirements were substantially answered by the advent of digital computers and by the devwlcpment ofa rigorous mathematical solution (Haselgrove, 1955) for the trajectcries of radio waves in the ionosphere.

The major emphasis of HF radio propagation simulation for many years was in connection with long range,
point-to-point communication circuits. The development of the "ITS-78" computer algorithm (Barghausen et
al, 1969) represented a major advance in this area. While HF comunications is still a major application
of propagation stnulation techniques, recent technological advances have generated renuirements which are
in some respects more demanding. Over-the-horizon (OTH) radars, operating in the HF bond, are a primie
example of a nr-4 technology which has placed very stringent demands on radio propagation simulation teciiniques.
Satellite-to-ground propagation in the HF and low VHF bands is another area in which new simulation procedures
hav. become necessary. The continual quest for greater accuracy in HF directiooi finding and surveillance
systems has led to requirerents for modellitg relatively small scale ionospheric features, such as travelling
ionospheric distijrbances (TID.;. Modes of propagation which have hitherto beei, regarded as scientific
curiosities may soon be exploited for practical purposes; thus techniques have beer. developed for simulating
HF propagation in chordal and ducted modes, with appropriate consideration of the mode coupling problem
(injection/ejection) using both natural and artificially generated ionospheric irregularities.

A major thrust of HF l•ropagation simulation, in recent years has been the development of real time
operational techniques for propagation management. This has entailed the development of nigh speed computa-
tional procedures, suitable for implementation in relatively small computers in some cascs. and appropriate
te:hniques for in',orporatlng some form of "real-time" data into the ionospý.eric model in order to render it
more closely rep-esentative of the actual ionosphere through which the desired signal is prooagating. This
paper will atTept to summarize these recent developments in HF propagation simulation and relate them to
practical apll ications.

2. Ionospheric Models

The firs% prerequisite in the solution of a propagation simulation problem is the qeneration of anappropriate ionospheric model. Naturally. the complexity of the model is determtn.•4 to souse extent by theaccuracy required in the final result. On the other hand. there is a reasonably tell-established limit to

this accuracj which is set primarily by the degree of realism with which the model represents the ionospheric
structure-- 4- other woeds. by the extent to which small departures from the modelled ionosphere, whether
random or detrministi, influence the final desired result. Another factor wnich is important in selection
of a mathematical morel is the kind of mathematical ray tracing whict is to be performed in the modelled
ionosphere. In general, rapid, afficient ray tracing algorithms require analytic models, while the increased
accuracy inherent in full three dimensional ray tracing can best be exploited with a numarical !,pecification
of the ionosphere.

2.1 Numerical Specification

The numerical model of the F-relion developed by the Institute foi- Telecommunications Sciences (ITS)
and implemented in the computer algorithm HFMUFES-4 has remained for two decades the dominant component of
most ionospheric models. This model specifies the global distvibution of F-region critical frequency (f F2),
height of peak ionization (hmF) and parabolic semi-thickness (YmF) - the last parameter is specifiedindirectly as the difference between hmF and the height of the bottom of the layer. For accurate three
dimensional ray tracing, it is usually necessary to substitute a more realistic vertical ionospheric profile
for tht contained in HFlWJFES-4. An example of a suitable vertical profile is that of Ru.h et at (197-),
in which an E-region model similar to that of HFhUFES-4 is merged smoothly and analytically to the ITS model
for the F-layer peak.

Subsequent to the development of the ITS model. advances in theoretical and empirical knowledge of the
polar regions, together with requirements for improved accuracy in polar ionospheric HF simulation, led to
affoý.s to modify the ITS model iii the polar regions. It was understood by this time that the polar
ionosphere exhibits a substantial component which is ordered in geomagnetic rather than geographiL coordinates.
A systw of coordinates known as the "Corrected Geomagnetic System (CGS)" (Hakura, 1965) was found to te
useful in specifying a modifying term to the ITS model at high latitudes. Furthermore, it was also recognized
that the level of geomagnetic activity plai° t more complex rolt in controlling high latitude ionospheric
structure than at t~erate latitudes. A numerical specification has been developed at RADC iMiller and
Gibbs. 1975) which combin•s the above factors to produce a global ionospheric model reflecting current
understanding of the polar ionosphere. Poong the major features of this model is a moserical specification
of the ianphterfc trough and the auroral oval, in the CGS. Figure I illustrates the model fur foF2 for the
winter season at Sunspot Nuaber 100. for a level of the Plapy W& -- -
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CGS. Figure 1 (a) is the result of transforming the ITS model for the appropriate conditions into the CGS
and applying a "correction" factor, illustrated in Figur- 1 (b). This factor was derived empirically by
means of regre.ssion analysis of a large amount oi'verticel inciderce iorosonde data against the ITS model,
ordering the residuals in the CGS and extracting a Kp dependence.

Figure 2 illustrates the geometry of a particular auroral prcpagation path, showing the locations of
the auroral oval and the solar terminator. Figure 3 shows the concours of plasma frequency in the vertical
plane through the propagation path, predicted by the combined RADC and SRI models. Also shown are sample
traced rays at various elevation angles from the transmitter, illustrating an example of a ducted ray at
100 elevation.

2.2 Quasi-Analytic Specification

The structure of the ionosphere on a global scale is too complex to permit a fully analytic specification.

The term "analytic" here has a special meaning, related to the subsequent solution of the ray tracing problen.
in practice it is not possible to represent the vertical profile by a suitable mathematical f, nction while
still maintaining acceptable accuracy. This is not possible in modelling horizontal variations on a global
tasis, although over a limited geographic extont, even the horizontal ionospheric gradients may be represented
by simple analytic functions, such as linear or quadratic functions of range. An exam•,ple of a model of this
kind is one in which the vertical ionospheric profile is represented by a series of three quasi-parabolic
layers (Croft and Hoogasian, 1968) connected by matching segments which preserve mathematical continuity of
the electron density and its first derivative with altitude. The horizontal structure of the rodel is
similar to that contained in the ITS specification. Such a model was recently developed (Miller and Gibbs,
1979). with the name FIMP (Fast Ionospheric Modelling Program), for quasi-real time system application.
Figure 4 shows an example 0f the vertical profile generated by FIMP. The virtue of this particular model
is that, when coupled to a suitably designed ray tracing procedire, the particular analytic form for the
vertical profile permits extremely rapid radio path computation

3. Computation of Absorotion

The computation of absorption has traditionally been treated in quasi-empirical mainne- in which the
nondEviative D-region absorpticn is calculated as a function of solar zenith angle, together with empirically
determined constants. Recent work by Bradley ind George (1974) has refined this procedure by providing a
global map of theseempirical constants, incorporating their seasonal dependence and also containing a
correction for deviative absorption in the E-region. This mode; is suitable for rapid and reason'bly
aLcurate computation.

Another approach to the calculation of absorption is the calculation of the attenuation tem. in the
Appleton-Hartreoý equation for refractive index during numerical ray tracing. This is a straightforward
approach involving a r'-resentation (either analytic or numericil) of the spatial distribution of electron
collision frequency in the ionosphere, which imounts in practice mostly to the vertical (altitude)
distribution. A recent developnent in this area was the incorporation of electron-ion collisions, in
addition to electron-r,eutral Lollisions (Rush and Elkinms, 1975). This enables an eccurate estimate to be
made of F-region deviative abýorption which hitherto had normally been ignored in propagation simulation.
This component of absorption is important, for example, in calculations of HF ionospheric ducting and in
HF satellite to ground propagation. In general, the nu.merical ray-tracing approach to the calculation of
absorption is useful and often essential in cases where atypical collision frequency profiles exist (auroral
region, nuclear burst regions) or when the propagation p&th is r.ot of tihe classical "hop" type.

3.1 Auroral Absorption

In the auroral regions there exists a component of D-region ionization, produced by energetic charged
particle precipication, which is best ordered in corrected geomagnetic coordinates. The absorption which
this ionization induces on HF propagation paths often greatly exceeds the normal solar produced component.
Auroral absorption is, however, sporadic in nature and is necessarily represented in statistical terms in
propagation calculations. Recent published work on this subject, relevant to numerical computation of HF
absorption, includes that of Fopplano (1975). Vondrak et al (1978) and Elkins (1972).

4 Numerical Ray Tracing

Recent developaents in numerical ray tracing have been-largely confined to the realm of computer software
technology. The most -igorous approach to ray tracing is the solution of the so-called "Haselgrove equations'
(Haseigrove, 19S5), for which purpose a computer program was developed by Jones(1968). This program is in
wide use in time HF radio propagation cOmwn.ty, although it has, in some instances, been extensively medified
to improve its FlExibility wnd to tailor It to specific problems. At RADC, for example, the following

* modifications have been made to the original program cf Jones:

1) Input of fully numerical ionosphere specified on a three dimensionil lattice of arbitrary (including
variable) spacing.

2) Location of computational pole (i.e., the symmetry axis, of the spherical coordinate system) at the
transmitter.

3) incorporation of corrected geomagnetic coordinate system for polar ionosphere representation.
4) Gptional sporadic-E reflection incorporated.
5) Incorporation of optional multiple order spherical harmonic e)parsions of the gemagnetic field.
6 Compitation along the ray pz..i; of the magnetiL aspect angle, i.e., the angle between the propagation

vector ane :he local geomagnetic field.
7) Incl,'sion o generalized electron collision frequency profiles, containing electron-ion, as well as

electron-neutral components.
8) Provision of a variety of output options, permitting plotting in ve;.ious formats, calculation of

mininum group gatth, Doppler shift and other derived parameters.
0) A -homing feature is Incorporated, in which a logical serO procedure is implemented to enable the

propagation path from a given transmitter to terminate at a speoified point, either on the e.rth or in space.
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5. HF Auroral Radar Clutter

A major factor in the performance of radars operating near the auroral regions is aurora. scatter
giving rise to unwanted ("clutter") returns, From another point of view, it has been proposed (Bates, 1971)
that a single HF radar locat,d near the goomagnetic pole could be use: to monitor contiiuously the location
and level of activity of the auroral oval, by mean; of auroral bzckscatt.'r. In both of these applications,
an appropriate propagation simulation procedure is ezsentl -- •n the former case to permit optimization of
radar performance in an auroral environment, and in the latter Wo permit interpretation of the data.

Auroral scatter is caused by small scale ionospheric irregularities generated by a variety of plasma
instabilities. Because of the strongly anisotropic nature of Ionospheric conductivity, these plasma
irregularities tend to be elongated in the direction of the I-,cal geomagnetic field, with the result that
their radar cross section is usually highly directional, with a maximum value in 4 direction perpendicular
to the magnetic field. A procedure for HF auroral clutter computdtion involves four principal elements:

11 A model for the distribution in the ionosphere of small scale irregularities.
2J A model for the geomagnetic field structure.

A model for the ambient ionosphere.
A ray tracing procedure in which the geomagnetic aspect angle (see section 4) is computed during

refraction of the ray.

Comination of these four elements permits calculation of the regions from which auroral clutter will he
observed, namely those regions (ontaining small scale irregularities in which the magnetic aspect *ngl'e,
after partial refraction, achieves the value 900. In addition, if the backscatter cross section of tne
auroral irregularities is knoun, as a function of gecmagnetic aspect angle, the magnitude of the clutter
return can be computed by a simple extension of this procedure.

5.1 Clutter mplitude
Figures 5 and 6 show models for the volumetric backscatter cross section of E- and F-region ionospheric

irregularities respectively (Elkins, 1979). (The volumetric cross section is the equivalent point target
cross section per unit illuminated volume.) The cross section is depicted in the CGS, for the winter season
at a moderate level of geomagnetic ac:tivity (N - 2). Due to t,.e strong anisotropy nf auroral scatterers,
in which they appear greatly elongated along t e local geomagnetic field direction, auroral clutter returns
are experienced by a radar only from those regions in which the propagation vector, after refraction,
achieves near-orthongonality with the geomagnetic field. The computation of range-azi4tth dependence of
received auroral clutter power, for a particular radar, thus involves two steps:

a) Determination of the regions of "orthogonality" by means of ionospheric modelli and ray tracing;
b) Solution of the st idard radar equation, using the radar parameters together with the auroral

clutter cross sections as modelled and illustrated in Figures 5 and 6.

The computation of equivalent point target cross scction from volumetric cross section involves
estimation of the volume of auroral irregularities illuminated b the radar. In general, this is a far
more difficult task for a HF radar than for a line-of-sight (ieF radar, due to the large (onospheric
refiaction, and involves an exhaustive vay tracing analysis. Figure 7. however, illustrates an approximate
nethod of computing illuminated voluoe, in terms of an effective vertical illumination angle. This Angle

ac ) is determined, at a given range and for a given radar pulse length, by the requirement for geomignetic
orthogonality, as illustrated.

The calculation of F-region auroral clutter power Pc oxperienced by a hypothetical experimental HF radar
at 600 geomagnetic latitude proceeds as follows:

Pc PT GT DR 12aV VS
(4.)3 R4 L2

where PT - transmitter average power (1 kw)
G4 a tran•mit antenna gain (15 dB)
D receive antenna directivity 115 dB)

-" mWveletgth (50 meters)
oV a volume backscatter cross section
VS illumtnated volume

VA AL--c T
R r range
# - azimuthal beavidth (10 deg)

- radar pulse length (100 psec)
c - velocity of light
L one way absorption loss

The antenna radiation patterns are assumed to be broad in the vertical plane (short monopoles).. Figure
8 shows tto regions of geomagnetic orthogonality in a 1200 sector to the North of tne radar, for 2 hop
propagation, determined by modelling and ray traciv.g at 6 1z frequency. Figure 9 shows contours of constant
"Pc calculated from the radar equation. The value ofAc was determined by ray tracing, in this case, to be
. O.5O.

5.2 Doppler Shift

The motict. of auroral scatterers imparts a Doppler Shift to the backscattered radar signal. In the
F-region this Doppler shift is principally due to the plasma motic driven by magnetospheric electric fields.
Figure 10 shows, in qualitative fashion, the F-region plasma convection pattern over the polar region. Showm
dished is the equatorial boLndary of the statistical auroral oval. Elkins (1979) has developed a quantitative

Iodel for the plasma velocities, based on Oeoreticdl consideration together with data from satellite and
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auroral radar experiments. Using this model, the Doppler shift experienced by the hypothetical radar at
local midnight, at a frequency of 10 MHz, has been computed and is illustrated in Figure 11. A positiia
Doppler shift (Ly convention) indicates a receding velocity. The equatorial edge of the aurora) oval is
again shown as a dashed line.

6. Travelling Ionospheric Disturbance

A particular small-to-medium scale ionospheric feature vrhich is very :ormnon, and whi(.h can be modelled
for simulation purposes is the :'travelling ionospheric disturbarce" (TID) Francis ý1974) has developed
a technique fo- accurately modelling the effects of TIDs on radio system!., Figure 12 shows a vertical cross
section through a horizontally stratified Chapman layer with a superimpo,ed TID. The dashed lines are loci
of constant phase of the internal gravity waie in thK neutral atmosphere, which provides the driviiig force
for the TID. Frandis' technique has been modified at RADC to permit the TID perturbation to be applied to
arbitrary '.,nospheric models, in particular, to numerically specified models.

In order to illustrate the practical application of TID modelling an experiment has been simulated in
which an OTH radar is required to operate in such a way that a distant transponder is maintained in the skip
focussing region while a lID crosses the prooagation path orthogonally. Figure 13 shows tne geometry of the
e,:periment, together with contours of foF2 modelled for the ambient ionosphere by the ITS technique. A
three dimensicnal ionospheric model was constructed in the region of interest using the PADC technique
(Rush et al, 1974). This 3-dimensional ambient model was then perturbed according to the formulation of
Francis, by a TID having a period of 40 minutes, horizontal phase velocity of 200 meter/sec, and vertical
velocity of 50 meter/sec. The horizontal wavelength of this TID was thus 480 km.

The leading edges of backscatter ionograms were synthesized in the direction of the transponder by means
of 3-dimensional ray tracing in the perturbed model. Figure 14 shows examples of backscatter leading edges
for the ambient ionosphere and for two values of TID phase, separater. by a half period (20 minutes). The
points labelled along these curves represent take-off elevation angles at the radar. The frequency required
to maintain the transponder at the first hop skip range was determired by trial and error using 3-dimensional
ray tracing with a homing feature, using the backscatter leading edges as a first guess. Figure 15 shows
this frequency as a function of time (TID phase). Figure 16 and 17 show the corresponding variations of
take-off elevation and azimuth at the radar.

7. Ducted lonospneric Propagation

HF energy from ground-based sources can be trapped in ionospheric ducts and propagate to larue ranges,provide suitable conditions exist in the ionosphere in the vicinity of the transmitter. Figure 3 shows
an example of a ray injected into a duct as a result of natural ionospheric gradients near the transmitter.
Energy induced plasma irregularities generated by a high-power ground-based "heater". Radio waves are
scattered fror the magnetic Meld aligned irregularities with the result that the heated region acts like
a "radio mirror" or virtual source, which can be placed in the ionospheric duct by suitable choice of
heater frequency. Figure 18 shows a vertical ionospheric profile containing a "valley" between E and Flayers. The critical frequency of the F-layer varies with range fror, an elevated virtual source as
indicated in Figure 19, while the E-layer and valley plasma frequencies remain constant. Figure 20 shows
the results of ray tracing in this ionospheric model wit:, the source at 160 km altitude (i.e., in the
valley). Rays are direczed horizontally zt 2 Mllz intervals in the frequency range 12 MHz - 34 FiHz. Allrays remain trapped in the duct out to ranges in excess of 9000 kin, except the 34 M9z ray, which escapes
near the foF minimum.

I 8. Suamiry

Advances in ionospheric modelling and numerical ray tracing, over the past few years have been mainlydirected towards the solution of speci fic applied problems in HF Propagation. Ionospheric models have
achieved greater versatility in computational terms and earlier models have been modified to better
represent polar ionospheric features. The calculation of radio absorption has been improveu and deviative
absorption can now be estimated accurately. Numerical ray tracing techniques developed in the 1960s have
beer given a similarly expanded versatility, permitting their application to a wide range of problems.
Examples have been presented illustrating some recent applications of current HF propagation simulation
techniques. These included the estimation of HF auroral clutter impact on an experimental OTH radar,the
-effect of TIiz on backscatter tonograms and the computation of ionospheric ducting, using a "virtual source"

in the ionospheric duct.
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F-119O1Oi* PLASMA VELOCITY IN CORRIECTED GEOMAGNETIC COORDINATES

FIRJP.E 10: Illustrating average F-region plasma velocity in CGS. Dashed line reprtsents the equatorial
boundary of the auroral oval.
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FIGURE 14: Simulated leading edges of backscatter ionograms in the ambient ionosphere and at two extreme
phases of the TID. The small numbers represent take-off angles at the radar.
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DISCUSSION

CS Gotdwýd, Fr
La •cro.iiection" que vous avex calcul6e a-t-elle etd donn& pour une d6tection particuli•re du rayon par rapport
au champs nagindtique terrestre ou bicn considirez-vous qu'eUe est, en HF, isotrapic?

La fr4quence doppler que vous avez calcul6 et qui correspond i, des vitesses de 2000km/H corrsepond-elle i une
orientation normale du myou de londe par rapport au champs magnrtique ou de la vitesse du plasma?

Aitib's Reply
The cros .cion is highly anisotropic (6-10dB/degrees off-perpendicularily) and this anisotropy can be taken into
account in a more sophisticated computation of scatter volume. In the simplified treatment considered here. the
crss section shown should be considered as an average value over n t degree off-perpendicularily.

The Doppler model was developed from satellite measurements of plasma velocity auroral radar Doppler
measurements and a theoretical analysis (by Maeda) of plasma velocity driven by magnetospheric eleatri fields.
The vem-Aities deduced are assumed to be normal to the geomagnetic field ,lirection. Bccause of the highly
.asotropic nature of auroral backscatter, it is assumed that velocities along the geomagnetic field direction
(for example, associated with field-aligned currents) will not be observed by a HF radar.

EP
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SUMMARY OF SES ION IV

PROPAGATION THROUGH IRPEGULARITIES

The propagation through irregularities session encompassed papers which observed a gamut of irregularity sizes at
various locations cver the globe. Large and small scale irregularities weie studied. Eq'aatorial and middle latitude
observations have been reported on. One paper d tscribed the effects of artificially created irregularities.

There is an increased interest in equatorial irregularities, particularly the F layer nighttime large scale bubbles. A
new theoretical study of this subject by Heron is included in this volume but was not given. Rottger gave new evidence
for the generation of the nighttime bubbles by penetrative cumulus convection, Lange-Hess described the aihglow
observations at the end of the equatorial patches.

E layer observations at the magnetic eqaator were outlined by Rottger who recorded backscatter observations from
the equatorial electrojet. Merkel and Rubio compared sporadic E communication reception over the globe with a
prediction method developed from the: vas.t accumulation of ionosounder data. •

The propagation effects of artificially produced irregularities (by heating) were described by Sales and Elkins at the
conference. Long range HF ducted paths yielded both predicted and as yet unexplained results.

The recently developed use of aperture syithesis, phased arrays and other methods of integrating individual signals
received along a series of antennas has lead to the measurement of phase coherence (or lack thereof) along an aperture.
At HF Jones and Thomas showed there were periods when phase coherence was not achieved across a senres of antennas;
at times this was due to multi-mode propagation but there were occasions when only a single mode was present.

We now understand the physics of irregularity generation and decay to a greater extent than 10 years ago.
Description of the morphology of these regions is proceeding rapidly. Both the utility of the information and the
discovery of the physics of equatorial irregularity bubbles has brought a new excitement to the field of ionospheric
physics.

ii! I
I
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TANS ATORIAL PROPAGATION THMOUGH EQUATORIAL PLA-4A

BtUBBLES - DISCr!TE EVENAS.

by

M.L.HERON
Physics Dopartment,

James Cook University,
Toonsville, 4811

Australia.

Recent results frca the Jicamarca radsi, facility and satelllte-vorne plasm dewst+. probes have provided
the general characteristics of rinsng depletions in the evening ionospheric plasms over the equator. The
depletions are not spherical bubbles but extend along the manedic field lines so that their feet are
always in the lower F region. The bubbles are driver by E x B fields. Generally they move with the
background ionosphere horizontally towards the east at about 125 ms-1, but cl'ten they have a vertlcal
component as well.

A propagtion model nas been developed, which uses the observed characteristics of the bubbles to p-redict
radio wave guiding along the depleted tubes. The numreriu&l model -a uet up to calculate power, Doppler
shift, elevation and azimuth at the receiver of a transequatorial tranamitter-receiver pair of stationx.
Individual bubbles cause a burst of power on the link which x. ir-itially a few hertz positively Doppler
shifted and then moves into a negative shift with max sum power at around -10 to -20 Hz depending on
radio frequency and bubble geometry. After that the pc-ir drops off and the frequency goes rapid4y to
negative values beyond -100 Hz.

The successful evaluation of the numerical model in terms of a few observations of transequatorilal
propagation events leads to the suggestion of an experiment which may elucidate come of the properties cf

u -Atoriel plasm bubbles.

1. INTRODUCTION

The two main categories of transequatorial radio propagation have been labelled "afternoon" -nd evenir•"g
types. The afternoon transequatorial propagation occurs principela-y because of refraction at electron
density gradients in the equatorial ionosphere. Gibson-Wilde (1969), for example, has shown thea the high
density equatorial anomaly regions, which straddle the equator during the day, have sufficiently large
gradients to cause transequatorial propagation by a double (chordal) reflection off the bottomside of the
F-layer. There appears to be a general consensus (Nielson, 1.96%a) that this mechanism works in the
afternoon when the equatorial ionosphere is well developed, and for radio saves with frequencies up toabout 60 Maz.

The second category of transequatorial propagation occurs in the evenings and Includes freqvencies in
the VEF range, extending at least to the 2 metre amateur band (Relsert and Pfeffer, 1978). At these times
and frequencies the bottomside reflection mechanism cannot work and some other explanation is required fcr
the btrong and frequent openings of transequatorial propagation. Previous theoretical approacl es to the
problem of finding a mechanism which will adequately explain the evening type of tranrequatoriaA pr=p-
agation have included forward scattering from a volume of irregularities (Kuriki et al, 1.9'2) wd
ducting between spread-F irregularities in a field aligned multi-scatter made (Nielson. 1968a. 1969).
These scatter modes encounter some difficulties in the explanation of off-great circle propagation and
propagation between stations which ere magnetically asywwetric. (Nielson and Crochet, !974).

Expt-imental observations which require special attention are the Doppler shifts and the durations of VM'
transequatorial openings. A series of spectra taken at 20 minute intervals at 54,72 and 90 W.Hz on the
Oaha-Raratonga path by Nielson (1968b) showed that the incoming energy was Doppler shifted slightly
positively at first and then increasingly negatively until the conclusion of the event after about an
hour. Event durations of the order of an hour have also been. observed on the 2m band. These results
suggest a moving duct or scattering patch of irregularities in t)1e F region.

This paper shows how the Doppler shift history, the off-great circle propagation and the approximately
one hour event duration are consistent with transequatorial pror•-4 ".,n alocg equatorial plasma bubbles.

2. EQUAMRIAL PIAMM BUBBLE OBERVATIONS

Plasm bubbles in the equatorial ionosphere hve beer. reported and widely discussed in the literature
since the appearance of rising plume-like structures on the Jicamarca 50 Mtz radar :*cords (Woodman and
La Hos, 1976). The radar records are derived from radio waves reflected off small scale structure
of the scale size of 3 metres. A sketch of one such record Is reproduced in figure I where the
ordinate axis represents altitude. The graphic display is based on an abscissa scale which assumes that
the background ionosphere is drifting eastwards at 125 ms- 1 ; a time period of one hour is equivalentto a
disance of 450 Im if the drift speed is 125 m- 1 . The plume structures are therefore drifting at a
velocity near to 125 ms- 1 and they rise to higher altitudes as time pregresses. 1he apparent tilling of
the structures my be due to an off-vertical ascent of the bubbles In the reference frame of the
drifting background plasm, or to variations with height of the backgro-ad plasma drift velocity.
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Obse-rvations mad-- on the Atmospherir: iExPlOre Catelltte, AB-,, flying in a near eauatorial :'rbit sh-W
deep deprearions !n plosmu denvity (Wr~lure et a1. 1977). Those results 9hoir a wide range of btubb'es in
the equ.atorial plmas, typictallyv 100 km in width and havirg one or two orders olf magnitude less iounoatlon;
density than the ba~~dplasma. Thje bubble reglons had stftep plasma density gadlents. in t!he walls,of
the- ordier of ICP rr4 and localised gradientes of' 106 m-4 associtted with fine stru:ture of scale sizes
down to leNss than half a kilometre. Indecd 43,e fine structure :vust persist down to acele sizes of -3Z
matres to give the strontg radar returns on, 50 M~iz at Slcamar,'a.

j~ Lt4he F region, the diffusion time const~ant for a local plasma density pertu~rbation to spread a-long a
xw~netic fleld Vne Is lesis than one ,zecond. We would expect, theri-fore, that ary bubbles seen in the
equatorial planie would extend to ciccupy the corlaete magonetic ficld tUbe at least to the bottome of the
F Thyfer. 0Obeervutions on the three dimensional aspect of the bubbles were made by !Dyson and Berns-n (1978)
using, topside sounder dat-a Taken whilcnt the spacecraft was flying, inside a bubble reglon. The echoe~.
received vere consistent with tubular f1ield align-ed regitns of plasma densi ;.y depiction. l-1re direct
observamtions of the field alignmnit, ýf the bubbles w-re dc-stribedi by Heron and 1D>rling (19?791) In terms ofI ~ a plrasm density probe on the M*R-4 sa~tellite flying in a low ciltitude polar orbit. At tines, this
spacecraft flew through depleted regions sysmetricaliy placed about the dip equator and In the maxgnetic
rwarldiaxi. Observations of intertropical dark bands in 630 nrn airglow emission by Weter et al (1978) also
cornftrms the extenasion of the disturbed regions out of the equatorial plane.

3. EQUATCORIAL PLA.MA BUBBLE THEORY

*Tim developoerrt of perturbations in the horizontal plasrma density contours into rising bubbles of depleted
density, depenids upon zonall winds and high plasm~ density Efr'dienta. ',S-irplified view of thE growth
mechanism is given in PigurL 2 where a perturbation. in I he he "7't of a plasma density contour is afrcwn on
the underside of the F layer where the vertical grad'ent i density Is high. A hotizontatl vwind,

~,in the nectral aedium is more stronglyý coupled to 'te -et-ior A than In region C, eand is less
-t,-ongly coupled in B than. in C. This coupling, by vi-ts.- g, results in local polarisaticn
electric fie~ds as rhown. in region A. whi~h iSen an ; ýe.i!.ty region, the polarisation
electric field and t-ia earth'., magnetiuc field drive the C.-. ..:tty perturbat~ion downwards into a
higher loss reg~iae. This contrast3 with the lecs dense plnsma ... l'cality B which Is driven upwards by an

x B fore, into a stable growth sivtation.

These concepts were develtoped by Ossakow and Cnatxzrvedi (1977 ) who ,-sel typical densities and condutct ities
over ths equaw~r. and assummed an initial Rkyleigh-Trylor gravitational Insta-bility. 'he calculations gave
ver.tical velorities whicb increased to, several hundred rie-tres per second at several scale heights above
the F layer. %-derson anrd Haerendel (1979) have calculated the vertleal rise of bubbles in tern's of the
electron content gradien~ts and conductivities integrated alon-g the field lines. limier this scheme the
waximnu ver tical g-radient In tube content in normally rear or above the local F laye-' peak at the equator
and euggests that bubbles may first appear higher ", at, about 5-00 Ios.

These theoreeticel approach-es do not address the problem of what, hAppens to the bubbles well above the F
layer peak, at say4 10,0001 km, nor do they explain the observation of McClure at al. (1977) that there are
ma.V non-risi~ng bubbles at a wide rm.nge of heights in the F layer. The calculations which follow In this
paper, 'o a va-veguide mode of transqeqtuatorial propaation throu,;gh plasma bubbles, jiiscreetly cý,.ver both
the non-rising and the exponentially rising cases and an eiperiment is described which will discriminate

. iIMUCA WDELI1ThC OF iQiYATRIAL -'LAJA BUBELES.

':he objeztive of t-hia profect. was to .sonstrucy- a nuanerical model of a plasma bubble which would comply
with the observed or theoreticall~y prredftei characteristics of ionospheric %henomena, and to investigate
the ensuing trzanaeqUatoril--% prom gation. :.he basic model is a field aligned tube with low plasma density
and with it*s height inj the equatcrial plane being governed by a vertical velocity v. cf the form

vV =v e'cp ((h - h )/T') (1)

* where Y iz the initial vertical velocity at height k, w.^ H is The scale height for .ihc v~rtical velocity.
In the ~isserlctl iesdel, v-, could be varied tut H! was ?at to an arbitrary value of 74 km which arose In the
calcUlat5.cns ci' Anderson &tnd iHeerendel (19?9). A I.,--zontal eastwards velocity component v was applied to
the bubble. The. bubble v9sks givern a diameter of 1W. Ins and it was asskcmed to cease Rt ar. aytitude -of 250 Rm
where the F layer !onisatiron gives way to eesentially nieutral gas at lower altitudes at night.

The bubble was initiated wit-h given v. and h values and srubnequently developed1 by allowing It to move
eastwrards 4na upwards-. Figure 3 shows this Reight developmaent for bubbles initiated at 350 Ion and with a
serles of vo values. Figu.-e Z shows the latitudes and longitudes of the 4feet' of the sawe bubbles at
the 21'0 ksn Ultitue loyael whiere the open. end of the waveguide would appear to a ground-based observer.
As the altitude o: the bubble Increases in "he equatorial pla-ne the feet move out to high latitudes. The
exponentially increasing vertical velocity generates an expjonentially incres!ng height &,d tbira model
predicts thst the feet of the bubble pass rery quickly through the mid-latitudes.

* 5. ~I-QUAI!1'iU.& PLA-W, IRUBBLES AS WAVEG'JIDE.

ýxbea tht pllama density inside the bubble is less than that outside, there is a tendency for a radio va~
propagting inslce the b-ibble to reflect off the valls and re-min trapped Inside the bubble. In fact the
crnditoA for tot&! Internal reflection can be invoked as z criterior for decidi.g which rays are ti'eppt-d
and whIch are refracted outwurds away from the vieguidie as shovsr in figure 5. Uf the critical angle Is
9 and ;I iare refractive Irdices outside and insade the wave guide respectively thenC. a

c0s ( !AZ 2)

'40
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There~aotve ndiea ro reue.-my dependent aacording to the relation

where N is the electron dr-nsity and k Is a constant value of 80.5 in WS nIits., In the model the value for
0 is taker. &as the minimum value, occurring along the- waveguide, whichl In pract~ce is the value *t the
ofng o the bubb. eid-facel ineh Me angll be t ien eitted to theoanetofcctalnycnuee s nc , th ilt rays ecut
ing o th*W Ie and-tic fel ine. 8< e angle be J mtten defines magcnetiof l acce tanc e such , that rays ecutr
with e 3. 0 will be lost from the not describ

In reality this sharp criterion for aocepý.Ance of ry u ntPrecisely decietrasisequatorialk propegatio-. characteristics because of high plase; density gradients at field-aligned needle-like fine-
struct are irregularities within the bubble syatem which may in general pievont rays with 0 > 8 from
escapizug. Offsetting this is the possibility of energy loss through the bottom wall of the buible
If the depleted zone continues to 'Lao altittudes au the dark baands In the 630 nm air"glox would suggest
(Weber et al., 1978).

The cqoi~ of acceeptance han an angle 0~ which Is frequency dependent. F'or higher frequencies the angle is
less, and for a conjugate pair of stations, '.he duration of a transequatorial. coczsdcatinan link Is predicted

p to be shorter.

Once the decision in made that a ray from a particular transmitter can propagate to a given receiver then the
power calculation is made on the basis of the site of the cý)lid angles subtanded by the wavaguide end-
faces at the staticais. The DNppler shilft is calcvlated from the phase path length between the, transmitter
and the receiver via the axis of the bubble at two times bW..cd 10 neconds aparýt.

For the bubbles described in figure 3 and figvre 4 the observable quantities of the transoquatorial
propagation between two conjugate stations were calculated. These observables are power (on a relative
scale, not absolute), Doppler shift, elevation angle and azimuth of inoming, rays at the receiver. Te
are all calculated as a function of the longitude of the bubble which Is directly related to time by the
horizontal eastwards drift velocc ty assumed in the zmdel. 1ror this calcttlation the longitudes of the
stations huve to be set relative to the initial longitude or the bubble, and for convenience and
generality we designate the receiver auid transm~itter to have zero longitude. In these calculation the
steations &re symmetrically placed at ±20 latitue and all coordinates are on the mgntetic frames of
reference. The lecation of the stations is chosen to Illustrate the relatiounhip between plasma bubbles
and transequatorial propagation, but the computer code is general and the calculations can be made for Any
pair of stations.

o.RESULTS

As a bubble drifts across the 'longitude sector of the radio stations, tile transequatorial prtipagation path
may open for a certain period which depends upon the geometric configura.4 n of the bubble and the
stations, and on the fr-equency of' the radio wave. This is shown in figure 6 where the solid line refers
to 50 Miz and the broken line refers to 100 Wzl. The power axis in db has an arbitrary reference level.

The syhft~rca).signl ehancements for the bubbles with initial vertical velocity v0 - 26 ms- i
equation 1) arise because the end-faces of the bubble sweep pust quite close to the trsnsaiV'.er and

RK receiver stations. The effect can be sean on figure 4.. At the higher frequency the duration of the
trans'equestorial propagattion opening Is reduced because the cone of acceptance for rays entering the
waveguide is reduced. The fact that identicatl power levels a-re reacised near the centre of the opening
ind.Zcates that for a time, even at 100 Pus, all the ras in the solid angle which the bubble end-face
subtended to the stations were acceptable on the t, < o criterion.

IF" 7hw angle of arrival of the ray which comes from the centre of the end-face or' the bubble to the receiver
is shown; in figures 7 and S. The azimuth (figure 7) reflects mainly,. the progression of the bubble in
longitude while the elevation (figure 8 )relates primarily to the changing height o~f the bubble at its apex
in the equatorial plane.

The Doppler shifts arm shown in figure 91. Initially when the transequatorial propagition link opefts !is
the 1beble approaches froa the west, the Doppler shift Is slightly positive. For rising bubbles the

ahii!. becomies Increasingly negative as the bubble moves past the stations. I'ventually, as the power on the
link diminishes tae Doppler shift reaches values around -:0) to -4CA~z at f5~100iz. The Doppler shifts arm
proportional to f, the r-dio wave frequency, 'In this model.

-. ýISI1U3SI0N

A direct consequence of transequatorial propagation via the pliasmn bubble mode is the discrete nature of
ciruitopnins.As the bubbles drift acress the appropriate longiudesector the corauication link is

prdite t oenfor a period ranging from a% few minutes up to the order of an hour depending on
geomtryandrado fequecyYos trnseuatrlalproagaionswmiesappear in the form of occurrence

staistcslattud deandnceandfreueny dpenenc an Heon nd c~aara(199) aveevaluated
these statistical characteristics using the nume-ical model for transequatorial propagation via plasma
bubbles.

lopSome exeietldata can t-owever be examined ot, the basis of discrete openings. '.7he high frequency
o uiiet al. (1972) show event structure of this order of duration, though at lower frequencies

% 'ha evrtdurations are predicted to be longer) they are not always separable. chiccessive plasma bubbles,
a-ishon b teaerie* of plumes on the Jicamrrea radar record by Woo&1n and La Hos in their figure 3e,
are acedlosethan half an hour apart and particularly at the lower and of the VIW band the comes of



aoceptanee are likely to overlap. qeel!rda of S-meter levels an a 2-wetre link between Rhodesia end
Greece abQw opening, lasting typically 40 minutes to I bour (Wttger, private commication based o-
logs by Z2JV and SV).

The results of Nie.1gmn (1968b) shev the discrete nature of VHF transequatorial propagation events by
highlihting the daeloPent of the Doppler shift during oircuit openings. The Doppler shifta on four
frequencies are shown in his figure 2 for the Oahu-.arstoupa path. The series at 2200 to 2)00 on 25 Vareh
1968 show quite clear-ly the development of the Doppler ahift with tine. The values for 90 Aft were
scaled off and are showz in figure 10. The trend from a slightly positive initial frequency shift to a
highly negative shift follcws the geneal pattern which is calculated for a rising bubble in figure 9
(v a 26 ma-). However the rapid change in the flrut twenty minutes wculd. in terms of the present model,
in~cate a n.o-e rapid 'ýiee of the bubbli initially, followed by a slower asrent over the middle of the
observation period. The magnitude of the Doppler shifts on Nielson's reccrds are approximately
proportional to the radio frequency, as suggested by the present model.

9. CONCLUSION

A model has been described which allows the calculation of certain observable parameters of transiluatorial
propagation based on the ussumption that the energy Is transmitted through equatorigl planm bubbles.
The calculations here are for a particular pair of stations placed symmetrically 20 aray from the magnetic
equator, ýut this geometry is not a restriction of the computer code. The pearameters calculated are
quantities which are observable at the receiving station, Delnr elevation, azimuth, power and Doppler
shift. in the model these perameters are calculated as functions of the longitude of the bubble whereas
the experimental observations would be made as functions of time.

The bubble waveguide approach adequately explains relative power levels and Doppler shirt observations
available in the lit 2rature. Correlations between transequatorial propagation and spread-F can be under'-
stogd in terzs of the plasm bubble meclaniaw for transequatorial propagation. The existence, of a skip
zone right at the equator (Nielson, 19b6b) is consistent with the bubble waveguide concept. While the
bubble mechanism adequately allows for off-great circle propagation at particular times, there is no
obvious preference in the simple model for either side of the great circle path to be preferred for

ag~etically symetrio stations.

In the past, many transequatorial propagation observations have been reported on a statistical basis. A
separate stutr by Heron and )kNamara (1979) shows that the model for trmnsequatorial propagation via plame
bubbles gives occurence statistics which, !n general, igree with these observations of the evening type of
transequatorial prcpegation. To tes. the results outlined in this paper we require more observations of
parameters during the individ.ua! transequatorial propagation openings. The few -such observttions
tavailable not only support the bubble wavegulde concept but also indicate that the data redundancy In the
four basic observable pqra:.ters at a receiving station may be used to give accurate and continuous
monitoring of the properties and development of equatorial plasma bubbles.
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TIlE INFVUEJLN OF E-RQ IOtN AiND F-RECIOt4 IRIWGULARIT.•S

Q1LlffYFOZAGAI-ONl -IN WEEQ4AT09IAL ZON

.J. Rtttget

l 4ak-PlatcV-Iastitut Otr Aeronomie
3411 Ka-Cenburg-Linoau 3, Fed. Rap. 'ermany

Amplitude and phsse varictions of a 6-hug r.dio signal on short paths (up to 200 K) in t•.e equatorial
tone are rviluatud with respect to the inilt-ence of iorization irtcgularities in the E-region and F-region.
Spectra of the 6-'"tfl signal observed by means (f an RF-CW-Dcpple- system operated in Peru Pre investigated
regarding the frequency spread and the frequt. y shift (hOdTC'EA and BECKME1, 1977).

The- frequency spread observed di..ing daylight i-ours is causel by the influence of type I1 irregulari-
ties in the equatorial elertrojet flowing in F-regiom height. The signals are reflected at the F-layer
but are caused to scintillate due to the strong ionization irregularities in zhe passed E-layer (e.g.
tip-ure 1). It is evident toat the frequency spread, as rspectid fcr Type 11 irreguiarities, is strongly
correlated to the variation of the 11-coarponent of the earth's magnetic field, i.e. thv strength of the
ele.trojet. The spread is mote pronounced on longer pazhs (e.g. jIC0 then ont shorter on-s and is also
dtpendent on the path direction with respect to tOe ear-bNs magnetic field.

The frequency spread obst'ved during the evening hours is ciused by equatcrial spread-F -tregularities.
Figure 2 shc.vs that inst after surset the F-layer r.flcctions are split into dittinrt layer. which meve
with different velocities This phase is immediat'iy I-liowed by a rapid transition into strongly spread
echoes. The strong phasv a d awplitudc varia-ions (.r th.- hF signals were evaluated by OMETTWR and BECRFF
(1977) with resnect to their sp-ctral spiead and spectral sl.ift. T7e sbift can Oithaer be caused by
travelling ionospheric 6i8turb' ces (WWTT.F, 1977) and in this ca.e meotly is periodical, or by elec-
trical fields in the F-layer. &he latter case is connected with variations of the earth's magnetic field.

The described rignal characteristics of amplitude and phase variations can cause problems and limita-
tions in radio c*--munication as u-I1 as in !irectiot. finding •ystems. Their g-ophysical retevance is
given by tht corelation of signal charact risiics v, h variations (f the earth's magnetic field.
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DISCUSSION

W..M lmith U'rnc o ld No. 6. you ..astcus the correlation (-fhe magnetic ftdvariation w th e flt okppler

froilatni~ -hIuft. On pait of the C:urve, the opposite~ effect sevms, to take p~ice What is the e~'.planattori for this
phenomernon'~

Author's Reply
You are presumably referrang to the Itmes when the cratatal frequency approaches the operating froquency. Thi,
causes a moving of the reflection area resudtng tin a negative Doppler shift which in turn contarmiates the
nicasurement of the vertical drift due to current changes (i.e. m'naretw~ tield variation)I. A correlation, this, cannot
be expected durir~g thib time period.

J. AsronsUS
F layer irregularities arm ot vary Ing sues. ranging fromt kilometer sizes domninating HF returns to 3 inc Icr irregulartirs
detected by the 5OMflhz backscatter rat;Ar The tern sprecad F irregularities is ournoded and not precise since thty are1 : large scale ineguliar.tics only as notedj on ionogaimns I-en -,pread F irregularities art or two striking different types.

Author's Reply
According to the recent model of tioaosphentc irirgutartits proposed by Prof. It. Booker, one can assume that a
statistical dependence extits betwteen irregularities At large scales of some hundred kilometers and small sc.-les of
meters. This dependei-ce can be undesitoot as a des'iy of largte scale into small scale innosulAtion irtrgularities
(model of plasma turbul,~i whev the large scales .mre dotemimied b) typical ciwtes, of atmospheric gravity waves.
ibis decay process of plasma turbulence ts conaparsbkr to the deccay of atmospheric turt'ulen.ce 1.-ribod by the
Koimoitoroe pectrurm. We thus really observe the same phenomenon. which either ma) he called eqluationial
spread-F (for histotical r2"')or equational F-region artegularitie llowo~er, flit observation at HF and UHIF are
srnsitive to different spatial scales of the irrrgularities spectruni This c~cn may hold for the d~ffrent types of range
aind frequetc) -spread-F.

T.B. Jones UK
Did you find that the Af ant; AH disturbar~x-s %ere AwaN in phisse? There is e~idence from temperatuir and high
latitude Doppler experiments carried out b) tnre Leicester group that time delays :-an occur betweren the Af and
AH disturbaitces.

Anthor's Reply
Nie to the strong frequency fluctuations coatrol by F-region trregUlaniies Such d phase shift cannot signiificantly be
addressed for the prescnted example It has to be checked with further data if 3 phase shift Ooes also o~ cur tin our
experiment,.%

Klaus MIw. U'S
We hope thrI the analyst of about one year ef tmmgmtal tonogtran kfata from the equatorial West Pacific station
kwatakcin will resolve some of flht J screpaic~es between measur-.ments (if Vitt' scintillation on satellite signals, of

cietific radar and of analog ionosondes. Specifically. the opposite motion of background ionization as seen in
ong.msand of the plasma observed by the radans can be explained when the Doppler 4nu Arrival angle

infoomnatioja on diagital ioncjra'ris is considered. As veen on the rigumr (right side of page 4, -4 of AGARI1) preprint)
the lower jonogaq.m presents the real iomplitudes. 4d11 steps iii the rangef'requency display of the digitAl ionograrn
while in the tipfx-r ionogr-am thic naimbers represeniting Doppler and direction show the simultaneous upgrades
motions of holes kelectrvi: density minunas) and downward-- motion kof enhaticenent in addition to the horizontal
motion of the average ionml-Atijkl Previously analyses of the onset of the -spr~cad-F event agrees often very well in

M Rot'-r's mdel
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THE PMENOS(NOLWGY OF TRANSEQUATORTA RADIO PROPAGATION

UNDER SPREAD-F CONDITIONS

J. Rdttger

Max-Planck-Institut fUr AeronomieS3411 Katlenburg-Lindau 3, Fed. Rep. Germany

SUMMARY

Three special phenomena of transequatorial propagation are Aescribed: (1) The frequency dependence of
off-great-circ'e path points to steev horizontal gradients of ionization, caused by the spatial resonance
effect in the postsunset equatorial F-region. (2) The small-scale irregularities -if the equatoria: spread-F
which are generated at the steep gradients give rise to strong amplitud2 fluctuations of transequatorial
signals. (3) The upward rising depletions of ionization can duct and scatter VHF signals over distances
of more than 6000 km.

1. INT'CDUCTION

It was considered in lormer investigations (e.g. ROTTGER, 1973) that the formation of equatorial
spread-F itregularities which lead to considerable influence of transequatorial HF radio propagation
takes place in three main phases. The purpose of this paper is to verify these assumptions by means of
further results. The initial phase of the pre-midnight equatorial spread-F ir the spa:ial resonance effect
between plasma drifts and travelling ionospheric disturbances (BEER, 1973; RdTTGER, 1978a; BOOKER, 1979)
caused by atmospheric gravity waves. Due to this effect, ionospheric disturbances can be amplified so that
steep electron density gradients are created (KLOSTERHHYER, 1978). In the second phase, electron density
irregulatities are generated at these gradients due to sayleigh-Taylor instability. The depletions of
ionization causcd by the amplified disturbances can be accepted as source regions of rising equatorial
spread-F bubbles (WOODMAN end LA .qOZ, 1976) which in the third phase drift to 'igh altitudes.

2. OBSERVATIONS OF QUASI-PERIODIC SPREAD-F PATCHES

During the developing phase of the eqvatorial spread-F often delayed echoes, so-called satellite tracas
(CLEESHA and WRIGFT, 1966), are observed on ionograms which indicate that besides the normal vertical re-
flection also oblique reflections from electron density irregularities occur. This effect is known as
range-spread-F. Since the critical frequency, of the discrete satellite traces is observed to be nct
greater than the critical frequency at vertical incidence, it is assumed that these traces are caused by
total reflection at sufficiently steep, large-scale electron density gradients rather than by scattering
at smell-scale electron density irregularities. The satellite traces often are observed to be periodical
(Figure 1), which leads to the assumption that kinks in the electron density distribution vary periodical-
ly in space. As Figure I shows, these traces, which occur after the onset time of equatorial spread-F at
about 1930 LT, change their position with time.

The moving kinks of large-scale equatorial spread-F irregularities also can be seen on Dopp.er records
of DAVIES and CHANG (1968). They explained the observed structures 1-y quasi-periodical kinks in the
F-layer and reported tha. the kinks, which moved at a velocity between 100-200 m/s to the east, had a
medium separation of 200-400 km. It can be noted from their records that during the lifetime of theI observed traces the Doppler shift and the Doppler spread decrease.

Also results from transequatorial HF radio propagation indicate quasi-periodical structures in the
occurrence of equatorial spread-F irregularities (R6TTGER, 1973). It %,s reported that wave-trains of
irregularity patches with a mediarn wavelength of 380 km moved with a velocity of 110 mls to the east,
which is consistent with otLer observations (CLEMESH. ind WRIGHT, 1966, DAVIES and CHANG, 1968; KELLEHER
and SKINNER, 1971). It will be pointed out here that the developing phase of ttg observed transequatorial
echoes supports the existence of strong horizontal electron density gradients during the commencement of

thi equatorial spread-F.

Considering the HF radio propagation measurements on the transequatozial path Lindau-Tsumeb (R15TTGER,
1973), we obtain oblique-incidence sweep-frequency ionograms shown in Figure 2. On these records, the
pulse propagation time t' is measured as a function o: the transmitting frequency f. Figure 3a, which
gives a simplified graphical display of the record& (Figure 2), shows at 1908 UT the common echo traces
characterizing the propagation conditions in tho -en-circla pl•,e between transmitter and receiver. The
ure.,ponding propagation process is sketched in Figre 3b (see also Figure I of RMTTGER, 1973). LI is the

transmitting station Lindau and TS is the receivi..R station Ts.meb. Concerning the normal great-circle
L ~,propagation between LI and TS, we measure the maximum usable frequency f' (commonly called HIIF) and the

corresponding propagation time to, which are given by the ionospheric conditions along the great-circle path.

To investigate the frequency dependence of non-great-circle propagatiov, the transmitter antenna at
Lindau was pointed about 30OW off the great-circle direction, and consequently a receiving antenna at
Tsumeb was used pointing to the corresponding deviation angle at Tsumeb. This angle is slightly greater
than the deviation angle at Lindau when considering that the side deflection takes place in the equatorial
region. Examples of oblicue-incidence ionogrum obtained during this experiments are shown in Figure 2.
By mans of the graphical reproduction given in Figure 3a. r,d the sketch of the propagation paths given
in Figure 3b, we may understand the formation of the delayed echo traces shown on the record at the
time t; (Figure 2, 1912-1920 UT).



D•e' to the gradients of election density in the ionosphere, a radio wave suffers a deflCtion from the
original pror~gation direction. Gradients in the vertical plane lead to the wvll-.iin iefraction or
reflection of z'dio waves in the ionosphere. Correspondingly, gradients in the horizontal plane cause the
ray path to be horimontally deflected, which comonlv is known as azimuthal deviation of the ray path.
By horizontal gradients (marked by arrows in Figure 3%) in the equatorial ionosphere (EQ in Figure 3b),
a wave with frequency f trausmitted from I at an angle leI , 0 will be deflected to the recei'.ing
station TS. This wave will reach EQ and prcoagate from there to TS if the foilowii,' conditions are ful-
filled; fa: f' *(1'

f f

where fV is the maximum usable froquency given by gradients in the vertical planes LI-EQ and EQ-TS. Con-
sidering for simplification comparable i.nospheric conditions on the paths LI-EQ. EQ-TS and LI-TS. the
maximum usable frequency V is approximately the same on all three paths,

0

The next condition is stronger than condition (1), because this condition is necessary to provide the
great-circle deviation:

fl a fl (2)

Viere I" corresponds to che horizontal gradients in the EQ area. To fulfill both conditions (I) and (2),
we obtain

f I f; f . (I)
1 0

Let us nov conrsider the development of non-great-circle paths to demonstrate the realization of these
conditions. The graphical display (Figure 3a) of the oblique-incidence records (Fig-ire 2) indicates three
different phases. At 1908 UT only normal great-circle propagation takes place, we observe three echo
traces which probably indicate 3F, 4F and SF propagation modes. In this first phase, the maxinium upAble
frequency is f' and the corresponding propagation time is t'. besides these great-circle paths additional
echoes (0. 2 aRd 3) are observed in the second phase after Y912 UT which exhibit a larger propagation
time tC than tbc great-circle echoes. The maximum frequency f,:ax of these signals is evident!y lower than
V at 1912 UT.

0

Ray tracing calculations indicate that the long time delay of the sigrals observed around t' excludes
a propi-gation in the great-circle plane. The observed time delAh t' -- t' - 3 ms :rongly gives evidence
that the delayed echoes are at least 2n0rW off the great circle. This fact incident~llv should be expected
due to the main lobes of the antennas pointing to west off the great circle.

Further evidence that these delayed signals propagated via non-great-circle paths is given by the
following reason: As confirmed by several investigations (LYON et a!., 1961, CLEMESHA and WRIGHT, 196t;
SKINNER aad KELLEHER, 1971), equatorial F-reFion irregularities ýre almost exclusively observed after
sunset in F-region lieightA. The terminiator crosses the F-region in that part of the equatorial zon, ýnear
the dip equator) which is seen at 20OW from the Lindau-Tsumeb path, at around 1910 UT Since the uelayed
echoes on the record sequence of Figure 2 appear at about the same tiae 1910 MT, we zonsequently conclude
that these echoes observed around 20% are caused by pnstsunset ionization irregular'ties in the equato-

$1 rial region.

The threefold split of the noa-great-circle traces ohservei At about t' is not due to multiple-hop
propagation brt is caused by three different irregularity areas, as demonstrated in the louer sectiorn or
Figure 3b. This assumption is proved by ray tracing calculations which indicate that a delay of ls.s than
I mas between different hops is possible for non-great-circle paths at 200-300W. The maximiý= requencies
of the three off-great-circle paths have to be

"11 f2 (3 (ad t; 2  t13 );3

if oily one irregularity area would cause the deviation. Since the recc:ds si-o" that this condition does
not hold, further support is given on the assumption of three irregula-ity areas c•osing these paths (see
lower section of Figure 3b).

Concerning again the waximum frequenct of the three non-great-circle traces, we conclud- that steep
horizontal gradients must b& existent to get tha path,., deviated from the great-circle direction. Becaose

(- f1 ) t' (5)

we conclude from condition (2), which is more decisive thi.n condition (1), that the maximum frequency fimax
is controlled by the horizontal gradients in the irregularity areas (EQ).

As the horizontal gradients become steeper within a few minutes, we observe that f V which
takes place at about 1916 UT. This observation does not exclude that f' > f. Howover"-ff thil case condi-
tion (1) would be violated, thus, off-great-c*-cle nropagation is obviously not possible at frequencies
f, < f'o.

In order to explain the observed frequency dependence of side paths, it is roughly estimated that the
perturbation amplitude has to be as strong as to produce ho.xzontai gradients of the election density
which are comparable to the -ormal vertical gradients. This car be conclufed from ýhe recorO' taken at
1912 UT, where the non-great-circle traces look like steep inc dence vertical echoes, i.e. the entire
layer has to be tilted of& the horizontal plane up to about 30 (RITrTCER. 1973) in order to ,rovide the
observed azimuth deflection of the r.y pati.

Steep horizontal electron density obviously nas to be claimed to explain the frequency dependence of
the non-great-circle paths observed at 1912-1916 UT. Following this initial perturloation phase, strong
patchy-type irregularities are generated which still show a wave-like structure (RurTGE1., 1973). The
electron density variations in the small-scale irregularities (scale sizes up to some 100 mt), which form



large-scale irregularity patches (scale sizes cf up to some 100 ki). can reach some ttn percent. This
evidently can be concluded from amplitude distributions and spectra of HF waves propagrting along non-
great-circle paths (ROI'TGER, 1976).

It is interesting to note that the quasi-periodically occurring perturbation arees stem to come into
existence almost simultaneously at different lcations. Liter on, the discrete traces deform into scatter-
ad and more or less non-resolved echoes caused by spread-F irregularity patches. This event is observed
on the records arourd 1920 UT. The characteriting feature, that the perturbation or itregularity arzas
simultaneously cornence at separated locations. rather regularly is objerved by means of iransequatorial
propagation and by direct radar observations in the equatorial region (KF'LrHER and SKINNI:R, 1971).

As supposed by ROTIGER (1973), these observations cant be explained by a resonance mechanism of an
Ionization ' "ft and gravity wave induced ionization perturbations (WHIIITEHEAD. 1971; PEER, 1973). Concert--
ing the above mentioned observations, it folloi'. that periodical horizontal variations of the electron
density are precursors of periodically occurring patches of equatorial spread-F irregula-ities. The fact
that perturbation areas in the F-regiot, comaenck- simultineously at locations separated bv a few hundred
kilometers directs attention to periodical structures in the neutral or ionized atmosphere, which mav
trigger the generation of irregularities or will at least modulate the spatial distribu' ion of irregulari-
ties.

3. MY SIGNAL AMPLITUDE DURIN' SPREAD-F CONDITIONS

It Section 2 the frequency dependence of transequatorial HF propagation during the commencing phase of
spread-F was described. Before presenting in Section 4 new results which prove a "ons,.erable extension of
the HUF due propagation via field-aligned ionization 4epletions. we will shortl. ,.ut:,ne the amplitude
variations due to spread-F irregularities.

In Figure 4 exaples of power or group delay intensity plots are shown w-hich indicate the transition
from normal propagation copditions in the late afternoon (1805 UT) to fully developed spread-F conditions
in the evening (2024 UT). The plots ar3 snapshots of 1-s intervals showing the shoTt-tern fading of
pulsed signal amplitude on a fixed frequency. Around 1805 -UT two traces (3F and 4,F propagation along the
great-circle path) are evident which show a rather low fading rate. Tw hours latur distinct traces can
no more be identified since the propagation is strongly influenced by spread-F irregularities. The range
of propagation time increased, which is explained by signals propagating along ozf-great-circle paths.
It is also discernible that the fadinp rate is much faster. The amplitude coherence is a few hundred milli-
seconds only. Some further signal parameters of transequatorial HF radio propagation under spread-F condi-
tions can be found in ROTTGzER (197b), where the coherence timee as well as amplitude distributions and
fading power spectra are treated in more detail.

4. NUF EXTENSIONS DUF TO SCATTERING AND DUCTING IN Si'READ-F BUBBLES

Observations of long-distance contacts on 144 MHz over more than 6000 km on transequator.al paths were
reported recently by radio amateure (TYNAN, 1978). After some stations in one hemisphere had heard 144 MHz
signals from stations located several thousand kilometers apart in the other hemisphere, the first two-v•v
transequatorial contacts in the 144-hts VHF band were made at the end of October 1977 between several
stations in Argentina and a station in Caricas over a distance of more than 5000 km. These were followed
by contacts over almost 6400 km between stations in Puerto hico and other stations in Argentina. In
February 1978 contacts between stations in Darvi,: (Northern Australia) and Japan took place. A continuous
series of contacts betrten Rhodesia in the southern and Cyvrus ir. the northern hemisphera started in
April 1978. An instructive picture of the cunrtiuirv of these openings is given by the observations shown
in Figure 5. These observations indicate maximum occurrence of transequatorial propagation on frequencies
larger than the classical MUF between 1700 an. 1900 WQT, which is 1900-2100 local tine a: the stations
involved.

The gene:al features of this type of propagation, as observed until nov. can be summarized as follows:
(1) highest probability and manuum signal strength is observed during the hours after sunset near the
radio path; (2) north-south paths with the szation locations approximately symmetrical to the earth's
magnetic equator seen to be preferred; and (3) sigtals very frequently indicate strong flutrt.r fading
connected with perceptible frequency modulation c-,mparable to those features of anroral backscatter.

It is known that transequatorial contacts on 50 Mt can be established regularly during years of reason-
ably high sunspot numbers. These contacts become possible due to the so-called supermodes, which are ex-
plained by a double reflection (better, perhaps, to say deflection, Figure 6) in the equatorial ionosphere
shoving large enhancements of the critical frequency north and sovh of the earth's magnetic equator. This
enhancement is called "equatorial anomaly of the F-region". The supermodes (see dashed-dotted line in
Figure 6) due to this anomaly are sometimes covered by the iafluence of strong sread-F irregularities.
Since it is well known that the critical frequencies in the equatorial anomaly it the F-region do no reach
values which allow frequencies greater than about 50 M4z to be reflected at oblique incidence, a new
explanation was offered by RITTGER (1978b) for the well-established transequatorial contacts in the higher
VHF band.

Observations with the high-power 50-Mit: radar near Lime, Peru (WOIODMAN and LA V0Z$ 1976), transequato-
"rial propagation experiments in the 11F band (ROTTGER, 1973; DIEMINrER and RtiTrTC.F$ 1975). a well as obser-
vations with orbiting satellites (McCLURE at al., 1977) showed that in the night-time equatorial ionosphere
rather turbulent fluctuations of irregularities exist which are connected with large depletions or bite-
outs of ionization. These depletions in the ionosphere, which are generated at an altitude of about 400 km.
can drift upwards in che ionosphere. It is observed that these bubbles, raich have dimensions of some
10 to 100 kn, occur in periodical patches. One may assume that this periodicity is due to atmospheric
gravity waves caused by severe tropical thunderstorms (R-IrTGER, 1977). A farther treatment of the connec-
tion between spread-F irregularities and thunderstorm activity in the tropics will be published elsewhere.
Besides drifting upwards, these patches of bubbles and 'he corresponding spread-F irregularities also move
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in west-east direction. One can thus exlbect several bubbles to cross a transequatorial radio path during
an evening a.: time interrals of 20-60 min. The ionization or plasma bubbles, which most irequently occur
aoout 1-4 h after sunset at the equator, can even rise to altitudes larger than 1000 km. At the boundaries
and in the wake of these rising bubbles, icnization irregularities otcur which scatter HF dnd VHr radio
signals.

Tiis scattering :,rucess is comparable to aurora backscatter from field-aligned, almost vertically
extended, irreiu:arities. Because nf the horizontal direction of the earth's magnetic field at the equator,
the ionization irregularities causing transequ.'torial propagation, however, are almost aorizontally extend-
ed. In the case f transequatorial propagation t-.se high-altitude spread-F irregularities cause forwardscattering (see lashed line in Figure 6). One may also regard transequntorial ducting of VHF signals in

field-aligned tubes cf ionization bite-outs. The term "scattering" used in this paper expresses ý possible
super-position of ducting or quasi-reflection at the bubble boundaries and pure forward scattering. More
detailed calculations of this propagation phenomenon are given in the paper by HERON (1979).

It is noted that ray bend;ng in Fte lower ionosphere along the paths to the bubbles can be neglected on
high VHF (e.g. f, - 144 Miz in kigure 6), which means that these signals propagate approximately or. a
straight line frtr the transmitter to the scattering bubble and from there to the receiver. The lower the
frequency, the stronger is the ray path defle.tion of radio signals in the ionrsphere. This well-known
phenomenon causes the ray paths of HF signals to be deflected or bent so strpngly that they again reach
the earth's surface. At frequencies larger than the HUT (maximum usable frrquency fir a given radio path)
the ray is still somewhat deflected in the ionosphere but can no longer reach the earth's surface. On
50 MHz this ray bending still has to be taken into account, which can cause these cignals not to reach the
high-altitude isregularities in the bubbles (dotted line in Figure 6). *lhis may be the reason for soie
reports indicating that 50-q4Hz transequatorial propagation was not observed during 144-MHz contacts.

During times ot low critical frequencies of the ionosphere, the ray bendirg is not too strong. Thus
5-D-Mz signals can also reach high-ri~ing spread-F bubbles so that long-distance transequatorial propaga-
tion via scattering can also take place on 50 MHz. The 50-MHz transequatorial signals then gain strong
flutter fading. It is estimated that the bubble i-regularities should also be capable of scattering fre-
quencies even higher thar. 144 MHz, which in fact already appears to have been observed in the 430-MHz
amateur radio band. Due to the moving bubble and the azcompanying turbulent irregularities, the scattered
signals gain strong amplitude and frequency distortions, which are known as severe flutter fading and
frequency spread. Si ce bubbles can move in periodical patches across the transequatorial propagation
path, one expects the signal to indicate long-term fading of 20-60 min (Figure 5). These bubbles coimnonly
reach heights around 700 kir., so that signals on high VHF were often observed over distances of 6000 km.
Since the maximum altitude at which irregularities connected with these bubbles were observed exceeded
1000 km, and taking into account some slight ray bending in the F-layer, one s,.ould expect high VHF trans-
equatorial prrpagation over distances up to 10000 km.

5. CONCLUSION

Spread-F irregularities occurring regularly after sunset in the equetorial ionosphere have a consider-
able influence on HF and VHF radio propagation. It was shown in this paper that strong side reflections
due to horizontal gradients of electron density occur. These large-scale gradients, which are caused by
the spatial resonance effect, are precursors of small-scale spread-F irregularities and upward rising
depletions of ionization. The smal,-scale irregularities cause intense amplitude iluctuations of HF and
VH1 signals propagating on transequacorial paths. It is shown that the rising ionization depletions can
give rise to forward scattering and ducting of VHF signals (up to 150 MHz) which can propagate over
transequatori '1 distances of more than 1000 km.
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Fig. 3 Scheme of ionogram traces taken from Figure 2, and schematic view
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Fig. 4 Group-delay intensity plots recorded on 14.7 MIx on tCie transequ;,-
torial radio path Lit-dau-T'umeb (7915 km). These records show the
typical delay spread and fast fading of TEP signals influenced by
equatorial spread-F irregularities.
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DISCUSSION

•"Jules Aaron, LIS

have you validated your hypothesis of thunderstorm related bubhle initiation on an individual tday to day) basis*

Author's Reply
One can assume that some triggering clfect of equatorial F-region irregu'arities does exist due to gravity waves
which are generited by thunderstorms. Except of proving this by means of ,tatistics it appears to he very difficult to
do case studies m tracing gravity waves between the source in the troposphere and the hemisphere. One has to takeý?- into account that thunderstorm systems in a rather large area may contribute to the gravity wave spectrum in the
thermospherie. A rathe. extended observation network, therefort, would be necessary to prove a day-to-day

variability which at this time is not available.

I

[
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DETECTION, RANGING AND DRIFTSPEED MEASURE14ENIS OF EQUATORIAL IONOSPHERIC

SIRREGULARITIES BY MEANS OF AIRGLOW OBSERVATIONS

G.Lange-Hesse

H. Lauche

Max-Planck-Inst.itut fUr Aeronomie

Postfach 20

D-3411 Katlenburg-Lindau 3

Federal Republic of Germany

S UMWUNRY

Measureiencs of the emission rate distribution of the red oxygen line X = 630 nm

(= 6300 A) in the night airglow with a panorama photometer at Tsux..eb, Namibia (former
called South West Africa) have shown the occurrence of distinct airglow irregularities in

the equatorial region. These irregularities are accociated with irregularities in the

electron density of the ionospheric F2-layer (also called spread F) and show a nearly

constant eastward drift with a average speed of about 100 m/s. The drift to the east is
superimposed by an irregular movement to the south and north with a speed of about 200 m/
and more.

These equatorial electron density irregularities were identified by ROTTGER, 1973 by

means of transequatorial H.F. propagation from Germany to Namibla. The calculation of the
eastward drift speed from this radio method has led to the same value as that deduced fran

airglow observations. However, the radio method des not permit information to be obtaire
about the north-south drift of the irregularities.

INTRODUCTION

The emission rate distribution of the red oxygen line X = 630 nm (= 6300 R) in the

night "irglow has been measured with' a panorama photometer at Tsumeb, Namibia (former
czl ed South West Africa) from 1971 to 1973. Fig. 1 shows such an emission rate distribu-

ti', for June 11, 1972, 1915 UT (about 2025 local time). The observation poirt is locited
at '.he center of the diagram. The photometer scans the. sky at 9 different elevation angle,
eat rotating with 3600 in azimuth. The elevation angles are destinated in such a way tha

the sky is scanned in equidistant circles with scarcely 200 km horizontal distance

between them at about 250 km height.The outer circle in the Figure therefo.v has a radius
of scarcely 1600 km. In the representation is north at the top and east to the riqht. The

emission rate is proportional to the length of each dash. The calibration and the

distance scale is to the right.

The Figure shows a pronounced increase of the emission rate to the north of Tsumeb

at a distance of about 1500 km. This increase is the so called "tropical red arc" which

was first observed by BARBIER, 1960 at Tamanrasset in the South of Algeria. The a-c is
extended along the geomagnetic parallels of latitude and occurs on both sides of tL.e

geomagnetic equator at a geomagnetic latitude of about 15-2o0 N and S. The southern arc

therefore is still located in the range of the panorama photometer at Tsumeb (geomagnetic
and geograph~ic cotrdinates of Tsumeb see text Fig. 1). According to rig. i the emission

rate of the trcpical red arc is about ten time: higher than the emission rate over Tsumeb

Both arcs fit together with the so called "APPLETON anomaly" in the electron density of
the F2 layer. This is a pronounced increase in the electron concentration at about 300 km
height of the ionosphere. Both optical arcs and the APPLETON anomalies on the northern

and southern Hemisphere are separated by a stripe along the geovagnetic equatcr with
pronounced lower emission rate and lower electron density respectively.

The APPLETON anomaly represents an accumulation of electrons which have been trans-

ported by the HALL Effect of the equatorial ringcurrent in the geomagnetic field to the

upper levels of the F-layer. From there they have drifted by the influence of oravity
forces along the lines of force of the geomagnetic field to the north and soutn to lower



heights and ca.so an increase of the electron ctncentratic-h: Ule APPLETON anomaly. This

ircroase there leads to an increase of the emission r.te caused by enhancec dissociative

re,.-nbination of 0+ according to the equation

0+ + e . O + O + 6.96 eV
2

(I is generated at these heights by charge excl.ange with 0 according to

O + +÷
•0 + C - O + 0

The energy of 6. 't, eV released by the dissociative rectongtnation is sufficient to excite

0he OtI ) level *.of atoric oxygen. This state leads to the excitation of the red line
(630 nm - b3OO A).

RESULTS OF THE OBSERVATIONS

"'he following Figures 2 to 12 show the development and variation of the tiopical rsod

arc in the iirst three hours after sunset. Fig. 2 shows the arc at 1945 UT. Compare÷ with

Filg. I the emission rate has decreased a little. The state of development 15 minutes later
is ahown in Fig. 3 2000 UT'). The emission rate maximum now has shifted to t|-e %,wuth from

the outer zircle to the next inner circle and the extension in east-West direction is

restric-ed, that means, that an irregularity in the emission rate has been generated. The

following Figures will show that this irregularity drifts to the east.

Fig. 4 shows the start of the generation of a s,.cond irregularity to the left of the

ftrst. I:i the following Figures 5 ond 6 this second one is already well developed.

Fig. 7 -15 minutes later- clearll shows the drift of the irrcgularity to the east and

a shift bAck to the north t- the outer circle. The move.ment to the north over a distance

of about 200 km -the radial distance between two circlez.- takes place within a maximuw

time intervall co 15 minutes- time between two measurements. Inis corresponds to a

munimum nurth south speed of about 220 m/s.

In the following Figures 8 (2115 UT) to 12 (2215 UT) the continuation of the east

west ditft of the irregularities and an irregular alternating movement between the outer

and the next inner circle can be seen. The calcul4tion of the east west drift velocity by

consecutive measurements gives a value of 91 m/s. This is less than the velocity in north

south direction.

Tke airglow irregularit.-es shown in Fugures 2 to 12 are associated with irregula'i-

ties in the electron denjity in the ionospheric FP-layer (also called spred F) which, give

rise to radio wave propagation interference. These electron density irregularities in the

APPLLTON anomaly were identifled by ROTTGER (1973 and in this volume) by means of trans-

equatorial H.F. propagation from Germany to Namibia. The calculation of the eastward drift

speed from these observation has led to an average value of about 100 m/s anti is of the

same order as the speed deduced from optical observations.

From the transequatorial HF propagation information al'out t.ie speed oa the eastward

drift can be received only. Powexer, the radio method does not permit .iiformation to be

obtainea aboit the north south drift of the irregulrtities.

Accotdizn to calculations of R1TTGER 1973 the generation of vhese irregulariýies are

• 1eased by slacial resonance effects between atmospheric oravity waves and plasma drift

in t.le equatorial region. The largescale occurrence of these irregularities therefore is
quasi reriodical as can be seen from the Figures.

As shown in Fig, I to 3 the tropical red arc occurs in the early ev•ning hours. This
'.s in accordance with satellite observations with OGO 4 and 6 (REED, E.I. et al. 1973,

TiUILLIER, u. and BLANONT, J.E. 1973). The OGO 0 takes 98 minutes for one orbit. The fine

Rtructure in the variation of the location and the emission rate of the arc revealed by

the panorama photometer with 15 minutes observation sequence therefore can not be detected



K by the satellite. The techrical constructio:: nf the panozama photometer shown here

allwo the production of emission rate distributions as shown in Ft;ur-es I to 12 ir

4 minutes Intervalls. The results shown here therefore represew.ts a good example that

airglow observations by satellites can be supplemented very nucceafa:lly by ground basedS•ott," ater re'Servatio~ns,

Barbieri D. 1960 Ani. Geophys. 16, 319

Glaume, 3.

Reed, E.*. 1973 J. Geophyr. Res. 78, 5658

Fowler, W.D.
S~blamont, J.Z.

R~ttgpr* J. 1973 Zeltschrlft fIr Geophys. 3 q
1
, 799

Thuillier, G. q73 MPhysics and Chemistry of Uprrýr

Bi-aiOnt, J.E. Atmospheres, edited by B.M. IMcormac

p. 219, Dordrecht-Holland/Boston-USA

Ste a

_ R . . I . s~f

Pig. I.Emission rate distribution of the reo oxygen line over Tsumeb on Jume 01,1972,
1915 UT. The observation point is .o:ated at the center of the diagram. The

photometer scans the sky at 9 different elevation angles, each rotating with

3606 in azimuth. The ele-ation angles are destinated in suvh a way that the

sky i. rcanned in equidistant circles with scarcely 200 km horizortal distance

betwuen them at about 250 km height. The outer circle ir the Figure therefore

has a radius of scarcely 16po km. In the rep-esencation is north at the top and

east to the right. The emissitin rate is proportional to the length ef each dash.

The calibration and the distance stale is to t:e right. rhe geographic coordinates

of Tsumeb are:

Su- 19114'S, A - 17'43'E; and the geomagnetic:

0 - 18011'S, A - 82048'E.
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HF WAVIRONT .IRUGU!ARITnZ OBSERVED ON

A LA ME APERTULRE RICEIVING AR1•AY

T.B. Jones and E.C. 71anas
Department of Phtysics

University of Leicester
Leicester, U.K.

Su)_ay

In recent years consider.ole attention has been given to improving HF systent performance by the
use of large multi-element arrays which have adaptive capabilities. Such arrays nontally require the
phase front of the received signal to be linear across the array. There is evidence which suggests that
the ionosphere pmcduces distortions in the linearity of the reflected wavefront and this imposes a
fundamental limitation on the antenna perfonmance.

A new receiving array has been constructed consisting of seven elements distributed along the
arms of an L in a minimum redundancy configuration. The maximum dinension, acros: the -nds of the arrs
is 1 .4 km. The phase and amplitude at each element can be measured simultaneously ever- ).1 sec thu.r
enabling rapid changes in the wavefront to be investi gated. The paper descrioes some of the preliminary
results obtained with the airay for both ground aid sky waves. The wavefront cu:rvature ian b. determined
for the ground wave case and hence the locaticn of transmitter derived. For sky waves,wavefrcnt
irregularities frequently occu- even during conditions when propagation appears to be single r.oded. The
spatial and temporal extent of ýhese irregularilies is investigated since thei- p.esence is likely to be
a major limiting factor in the performance of nulti-elenent adaptive a-ra:'s.

1. INTR(•UTTIMI

The optimum perforrwn-ce of a large antenna array is frequently not achieved because of non-
linearities in the phase front of the received radio signal. .n addition to the phase deviations,
amplitude fluctuations in the received wavefront can also occur. The limitations in pe-formance imposed
by wavefront non-linearities have long been recognised and these effects are discussed by several authors,
e.g. Gething (1978), .Uice (1975). In the high frequency (F') barnd, particular attention has been given
to the errors observed in the bearing of the recei-ed signals when large aperture direction finders are
employed (Hayden, E.C., 1961: Jones and Rejnolds, 1975).

Irregularities in the received wavefront can be produced by a number of mechanisms. 1hen the
signal is received via two independent propagation paths, destructive interference can occur at points
clong the antenna ar-ay. T•e Iterference pattern will vary in both space and time because the various
propagation paths involved are usually time varying. An alternative mechanism Lniolves the reception of
the signal from a rough reflector (e.g. the ionosphere) i`.en a large number of nema equivalent rays are
incident on the receiving Pntenns. In this case a "diffraction pattern" is formed on the array and
corresponding changes in phase and amplitude are observed across the array (Booker et al, 1 95?). Since
the reflecting medium is usually time varying, the diffraction pattern is also tixe varyinj as is the
apparent wavefront measured by the antenna array.

This paper reports on an investigation of the ravefronts of HF signals received on a large
receiving array for a range of propagation conditions. I.ie array consis rs of seven vertical elements
spaced in a minimum redundancy ccnfiguration. The phase and amplitude on each element are measured and
the whole array scanned every 0.1 sec. Signals received via (a) ground waves, and (b) skyr lrves, have
been investigated. The cvi-rrture of the wave front of the ground wave signals enables IYe location of
the transmitter to be determined. The sky wave signals exhibit a wide variety of disturbance features
and an attempt is made to relate these to the corresponding reflection conditicns in the ionosphere.

2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The antenna array consists of seven elevated feed vertial monoples arranged along the arms
of an L as indicated in Figure 1. The spacings along each am of che array are in the ratio 1 : 3 : 2,
with each unit corresponding to 2ýO meters. This allows the maximum number of element separations to be
achieved for n given number of elements in the arra3 . The signals from each element are brought to int
centr-al laboratory via equal length feeders to preserve the phase information and Pre then fed to a .even
channel phase matched receiver. This arrangement is shown in Figure 2 and consists of seven Rac il F- 17
HF recaivers which have common mixer signals derived from highly stable synthesised souves. Suitable
selection of these mixer frequencies provides tuning for all the receivers. An ciihth similar chani,el Is
provided and supplied with a synthesised RF reference signal at a frequency 2 Hz lower than the faq'.ired
frequency. This down-conmerted izference signal is mixed with the I7 outputs Uf the other seven recz:.vers,
in quad-ziture phase detectors. The arrangement effectively provides down-conversion of the, RF sigarls
in the seven channels tc 2 Hz. The in-phase and quadrature outputs mf the phase deteoto, s r.e sampled by
an k-4 converter, the complete arrangement being scanned ten times a second. A PDP 8 Tmini-com ute-
co•verts this information to amplitude and phase values to allow either analysis in real time ;r storpe
on magnetic tape for later processing.

The receiver in each channel of the system int-oduces an arbitrary ihase chi' t into the signal
and in addicion imposes a different amplitude response. A calibration facilit-, 3s .hevelore required
to determine the magnitude of these effects. This is achieved uy switching the receiver inputs to a
reference signal at the required input frequency such that the phase of the reference -s the seme at each
receiver input. The amplitude of this calibration signal is varied by means of ", programmable attenuator.
The PDP 8 controls the calibratinn procedure and stores the date. This allows co-rection of the phase
and amplitude information subsequently recorded. The analysis facility can produce graphical represent-
ation of the phasc and amplitude variatioa on each element displayed as a function of time
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3. 01D11VA1TTNS OF G1JOIN WAVE SIMAW

To test the correct operation of the phase Rind amplitude measuring eye tom, obse -VAtlons liere
undertAken on ground wave signals which mare asumed not to vary with time. YNensurements woe- undertaken
on t'io WC transmitters of frequency 1 .31t en 0.6-1 ftm situated at distanres of "! .5 And 75. km
rosectivel/, from tho receiving array. A smaiple of the results obtained is reorodUced In Ficure 3s and
clearl~v s~hows Vie characteristically vonstant phase and Amplittude recorded on oach of the seven lintenna,
elements. Similar results were obtained for ot~her g.round wave *li~nwls.

Tito ability to record the phase at. 1'..ee or more known points in the Cm'und wain. pnase front,Iintrinsicailly suggests that It should be possi ble to dstermlio~ the positi 3n of the transmitter from a
knowtledge of the wave front curvature. Thia situation Is illustrated In P'i~ure hi where it is evident t~hat~
the differem~e in phase between the points AD, D3C and AC depend on their distanco from the transmitter.
T41m phame difference between elements of the array can he measured to an accuray of .3 deg.'ees and this,
together with the maximum spacing available and the wavelength of the received sienal, limits tho
accuracy to whLIzi the p~osition of the transmitter can be determined. The higher the signal freque cy th
greater accuracy for a given size of array aperture and phase resolution. FI'iure 5 illuatrntes the
Increasne In rtixisuin range with frequenc.y at whichi a transmittter can be located for an sperfura* of I ;M
and a phase resolutiLon of 3 degrees. Lt should also be noted thai. the gi-ound w;ave jpropaeation range
decreases with incr~auing frequenc,.

Ficel~lent results have boen obtained using tne 1 .34 end ).693 111ir. transmiassions. As A cross
check, the phase differences produced over the armay were cnlculatei for a know~ledge of the transmitter
loco'tions. in Table 1 these calculat~ed phases ame compared with the me~surod values and agrmenent to
better than I.) degrees is obtained in most casts

Channel 1 2 3 1 67

Mdio 2 0.691 11 N[2 Fcpte d 148 331 25 ) 25r) 2?3 1 3
Dit 76 Km 3h90 Msasured 15, 32t1 2.51 26'l 2 )9 32h

hdio 4 1.34~ ft Expected 2", 16 ~ 43 0 27 C 1

Dist. - 11 raft~ 1410 Measured 211 1 ()01 42 0 261 0 3 315

TAKE~ 1 Comparison of mse~surnd end calculated phases on enih element of the nrray for 0.693 and
1 .34 Mis g-round wave signals

it is evident that in thiese exa.-pleo Accurate locktion of the siitrnl source could be achieved
from the phase observations. The occurrence of interferINg signals considerablyr disturbs the phase
measurements nnd in general it was not possible to locate the transmitters accurnEely In the presence of
intarfarence.

4. 0LMERVATIONS OF' SKY WAVIE. SIGNAtS

Signals frmn distant IWF 'raneritters are received via the icr~ospheco, consequontlyr, changeo In
the electron density distrl bution within the Ionosphere play an importint role in determining the phase%
and amplitude distrilution acrocs tha received vwavefromt. T'he radio waves flequently travel between

.anantitter- and rece3 er by -eins of mome th'iAn one pathi and several 'nodes Iof' propaAtion are pv.ssibla.Iie.g. I hop Ein 'd 1hop F. Thue. We or more Indopendmuntly varying ct-'.ponentts can be incident en the
receiving Pr.rry. ~t Is irportanti tirefore to determine vhich propAgntion mtodes Are -ictive over a
particular path At an1 Hven time. 1do.illy an oblique ionosphoric sov~ndor tiould te cmplo.-ad but. sncee
such an ins t~rwaent Is not availablo, the Wc lye nodes have heer, entiia-ted fr'mi vortival incidence ionogrmnts
t-Pk1en n~ar the m'csivirig sitm and the Appropriate trar...niselon curves. 'his method is -ell a, tnblir~hod

anddea~l a-~givent In the literature 'Davics, V*5; Dioa,Jn,ýer, 1q,8). A u-thtr estimvte of' t~he mode
activity ow-' n particular path has been der.-ad from stardard prodic~t.oi r. -Zmromnmos. such an the jTS/OT
programme (Luacas .'-nd H1ayden, 1906) which utiizaa models of nverage i~josplt~ri- coy '10Io.s.

h von when propagation is nominudly single modeoi, lecn~lzed d.stuý.':ances can *,Ccur in th,,
ionosphe re whichi greatly affect the characteristics iJf the recoived signal. i'editmmm hcale travellingr
oisturbances (TI~s) Are ýwarples o,'P mbuh events. These can dCstort the isotionic eotosurm so that. b:oth
the sisplitudu and phase t~f the received allgmval aris considerably modified. The phiase and :%mplII'ie1 of theI; signal vary wit4i time as the TID moves through +ýhe radio wave reflection zone, it should be emphasised
that the extent or the localized disturbances t.4 quilte variahle and ranges fro.n t;et of metctrs to hundredi
of kil ",tern. The smallgr disturbances often Product% i "roughnfess" in the ir'nosp-s P~ #..i tru.- specular
refl~ection Is not achieved uni-; these coneitions.- *Qt-ia EX~u'tya cone of A .a P riwm r-pr the
transmitter to the recviv.,r and mutual ';aiýe'lerence can )euit t)- eon vonst~tueiit "aowit_,~ 2he cone, 11
condition referred to &as In inty-4 laterferlitce. Fi~cin though ia-ge icale s~neinyi not P~chljved, the
small irregulAa'li~es essn a~c,, as a phase dtffracting scieen and so produce t, distrilvtIon of' rhpse %nd

:lt~ v~ar ~the receivinfg airray not unlike A liffractIon patiemt. emlilct f rpgto
conditioaa complicatQ3 tile study of the vave front* of 4,, wave signalan .~atosZd on the Uhrge array. Ni
assist the Interpretation quiet and disturbied conditions arm treatedseate.

v4.1 Undisturbed Coriditi-.q.

(Oi no oc~casi-n" were the phase a*nd arplittide of the oky wave silnials oboserved to op no constant
ni for Cround wavn propagat~oA. A t~vpic'al qu~ot siTuat, )it is Ih~n 1n lvro for the ".3 IWt



trnemisalon from T'ror'nater, Switzerland, ~path lenigth lq' )crl. At the tirm of -.he observations t~vc
Ionor,%An/ransail.aon curve, indtcAtedi a IF ,ade wi~th the posiY llty f'I al I1 xspw~ticknf it t~he F Playvr

was prevent in tho negion of th- rafewtla;on plt ef Vv urs".

Daring the p~iriod 11sh~m, approx M~t.64 2 muin, tli-vko interfo-vnce events ocrur with mn~nma At
18. <.1 ', 13.!,.2a) and GMT,1~ O4J. roese features are charsietoripd by 4Malitude changes of somie I J-12
dS and phase tiltanges of Approxituat*lIy 75 dogrors. Thei aatplitude Itinirwim ocours At t~he time of the most
rapid O-Anfv in phase. This suggests i-tt foronce IýPtwckrn tv.o quaA-sirnuaotdAl tmve coeionants, Ue.
apLvItude of ane 110ing abc1ut rive t~woe L'1a of the 'ther. rhise fihto: is conalstont wilth the greater
attenuation suffered lpy a 18 mode durine its pasono, thmiagh the abar~vone DLgmiot. Between Uhe rat.isw
Pronouinced rminina, Uth wavetco't In approximatoJ,. linear across the Array, and it IA at these times that
optimsun perfoir-Amce could bi exqkeotsd frmc a vido aporturo array-. Several oxaruploa of t.his type of
behaviour have I'oen ob.erved.

42 Dirt~urbad Condititons

'The ionoIsphere is In eoneval x t'.rnlolnt ruedlun and It is theirfore" vknwetod thlat appreiciblo
dtatuv'rv-ncei of phase mnd ar~il twl.ý vill a-tack duo to Locallaedk turhulonvea wit-hln the Fi'esnel 3onv of theik
reflectedi wave. An oxample of A r.,odarsto]),* disturbed porlod is repsroducef In Flf-ure 7. Between 17.2$. )0
and 17.20.15 011T there 1v a grodual phase retardatieln vl~ich inlut'wt..n thant the o"tical pathl legth between
tran:rilttev ;Ind receiver Is inerve~atig. 'ric -'17.-ý,15 to 17-V'.: ) 3T thle phalce chanGe recovers and the
'anso advanore oormpond8s IAN A dozaae In olitical )'Ath. 11hia aituAtio Inarivwe fr-wi a bulk moverment of

thi rnflect inj- reci~on such -;,,~~L be proilwo ',y vertical drift of ttho l am-ia. %unltarr,4osedi on to the
gra~tunl phaso ohannce AM.4 a ,iu:"erif nltie -fvi'xmict oemnti w~tl.h A qumst I, eijod of mabout 1,) .xe. Duiring t~he
ntv,,litude n mni of Pik -.; evnts tho plla.ý ehidbit lIs It ost rapid 0`bVnge of phnas. Phis sugest$
bilIrfronce hetween tro or r.ovr. caotpnonta., T"i"e tonognam And traxuieslrton urves 1nd~cato that the
propag..t Ion i.s single .'.roded ý1PF) at thin time. It ;wtild appear t~herfore that the IA nee period events
*-'iso frotm muitual Int--'forconco between the orti!.Arynd extraordInarV munmet-o-Ionic comapononto. It Aeema
unl 11el.- thnt 1,il'l'i ngle rays or 1. "Iodenm art ei kw.o'.nt 1,v strong at tloia tL ' tti play A significant role.

A nmor , rene exampile of short per~od interference evertn, nupo;ti-iponed on geatduAl tvns-qi
* .'prckduced in Fl'l1 .1re*. Very rapid fI~luInat iOr~n pira andMS anpi Ar`IituJ0 At'" ev"kIdnt Ult-1 INVpel-ods of

rrrq,-xcr~rtAk. 1 anec " his oorrenponcts to rapid chani-os In the vmrio.ja kvovnont,. of the s ignal such an
would be sair-oo mod With non stpecular vrelect iooi lf the signal. Theo Imogmiran for this pe 'lod surrest
thAt. the F region Wa be lhrvk.kit4 up durwng Oth onnet of sp~rerad F. !'erovoo--". both 1IF 'Ind IF. nodest Appear
to I* acttive ýItt O.'s time. W~ring Conditilon." nuo; As thoac volunidel-1Ca,t n atort itns in thn Llvefront of
tho rece,.vivt signals can be expected.

Spect 'Alm Alnalys.ts of theo signal:1 in~loalev Owre existencot of mul ipsle t topplelr shift,-d frequency
components t-hich again providen evidence for n'non vipcu litiar-srad I typev of reflection mechania..

* S11bimlnr si'vead of the feunyspectrun of tCIP ;woclivwd iri4i .i1 for VIIrs-d F (011ditIou has beenU reportedl
Ie.: onoa andi Sprock len, 1?~

Ali zi' oroat ing feature of thosek d tiltnrhNin is the timre tdal.%N n N,Iwee, thel r observation on t~he
valrwou o raexilts of the array k.;t)( .ieUrO 1' And Fqgure6 7 for exarq~tvo). in Flgure , the evonts .'ciar fi "at
on1 010Mct. I and progOreenIVoly; Later on eachol 001ilnt unl to 11he 7th. Fit-Igur .'ýUIndlatea AStub lar tMMV
progre~seion. I'l 0,a ix I'is Ocairo tI I iro' l-Onvtitea II' ftiret notedi on n.tIck-wnt a rnd sequeintially lat~er down
to ol"Zv-'rt I. Those'a Iresu1ta oresn to oceitv a --oIItgat Ill,- from W-st Ito 11ast And k!:Iit to, lks

qvpeo't ivviý .3 Sllle the ~rie- dtel iiys I'urolvotlla rtI of 'Olk ewio~nt onl Olu'r of the varIoua Antennaa
olenIrrts :1-0 k-,olzri IIV 0eIlar wtt1a spat 'at ioont ionO of the e tteme"ntS. hO a41pparent horlrontimA vale'I t~v
of Vi o rhr.%Ii. la a beieerIe~ nrr to. CInl'y 'irt'c spvkod 'be' n locatitons are
noecosanr 'o li nt're rector' veloc I'.. 11- nvw-Inl1!m of ', lloom Ions p-rovIdes a useflil cross-chec'k
NaO Ilit an'i *nw-0'lee tle elraute InI thc fonrr of tick "Vintlz As an ty novo a, ldm arrt-t' to be invvt aigiitedi.
I'he Speeds ~.-nd d '-en i ons. 1711 Icl e o rr f "it,1 dat nrl'!enIO.' ihoiti it'. iin lir' repI\iodIh'd In
"'rhle 2 t-ok'.

Spoed in Di)ron I on~dg.,

14*

2t 7 3 '224

2 b 7 '

"A.'ILi' 2 Sjprd andu I Atet,,in olf the ,lný11no hirn~ FllgrAle 6.
C-nlcul.~ o'ns .:n iai o" v'ariloi4 t ri.t anlnck vi t.h in '.I)

arrayv linItit

"'he measured sppieed "'-romaz the% -rrn: of nl;pox , vIo' lvai 25' mor.tes soo- "lre convstatint with other
ohier\Tet*,ons of P-vei",an travollln No-..~a. ~ ~.r sytomat to stllkdy hsasr 'M been undertAken of the

- ditktribut~owr of speesds ewA dIec' ns i -iran,' events app- U) t move towards Oleo South-lNst.
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5. CROWcslI6

This s ,tudy Iar examined the distribution of phase and erplitude on widely spaced elefentA of 4
large antenna array. Matavrmnte for both ground waves and sky waves are reported and these show
completely different chavacteriatics. In the coas of ground wae propagation, it is possible to possure
the ouresturo of the wavfront and henm detetrine the tranamitterha locattmi. The linitation Imposed on
the present investigation by the wide spacing of the arramy elements and the aesul'Ing ambiguity in the
measurements of the wavfrontr is recognised.

The principal characteristic of the sky wave observations is the interference phenomena which
appear to be present to some extent at all times. It has proved difficult, without oblique sounding
facilitiee, to judge when propagatioq is single me'ded, although the use of Jonograms and transmissiin
curves it of smae help. A wide range of interference phenoftna am reported togtth*r with more slowly
vay-ing changes associated with bulk movements of the ionoaphe*e. All but the most rapid interference
features exhibit time delas as they propagate across the array. This enables their horisofttal velocity%
to be determined and the results obtained are consistent with the accepted value for F-region travelling
irregularities.

The variability in the periodicity of the interfererce effects suggests +hat so"e times are
more suitable for optimum operation of lare arrave than others. Further studies are being undertaken to

relate arrv pertrorman" with ioraospheric conditions. |4oeflly It will be possible ,o recognise those

conditione snen optiaum pe-formanc will be achieved.

•OO6, H.O., ,Atclifft,, -. A. antd Shinn, D.H. (1i50) Diffraction from an irregular sremen with

applications to Ionospheric problems. Phil. Trans. ft. Soc. k242, 579.

rATIq, K. (1965) Ionospheric Padio Propagation. N.D... Monograph 80.

DIMMEutR, W. ('968) lonosphaer propagation of HY rediu waves. AUAZ) lecture Series 29.

OPTIamD, P..T.D. (1978) kdio Direction Finding. I.E.E. S ect..mgnetic Wave S•ories h.

WDOn, S.C. (1961t) Propagation studies using direction findere. Radio Science 65D, 197.

JONW, T.B. and bynolds, J.S.B. (1975) Ionospheric perturbationo ant their aff.ct on the accuracy of
HP direction finders. Radio and Electronic Engineer M, 63.

JONW, T.B. and Spracklen, C.T. (1978) Technique for assessing the bearin•g acc,,mey of distant 11F
transmitters. Proc. I.M. 1?5, 46'A.

LWCAS, D.L. and lavdon, O.W. 01966) Predictlnn statiestial per'ornmnen fot- UF lonosphe"ic telecormilca-
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DISCrUSSION

J. R6teger, Ge
Your resits of drift speed and direction obtained frum different triangles to scatter presumbaly due to changes )f
the pattern drifting throt-gh the antenna array. Have you applied the full correlation or cross spectrum aaalysis to
compensate et least partly for changes in pattern?

Author's Reply
We have used the full correlation technique for some examples of these time displaced in gulanties. The results
shown in Table 2 are however, obtained by means of simple trangulation only. There are problems in interpreting
these kind of data when moti than one travelling wave is present in the viewing area of the array at ihe same time. I
know of no way of resolving the ambiguities wh..:h can oc.ur whei more than one travelling disturtiance occurs
simultaneously in the ionosphere.

E.N. Branley, UK
I suggest that care is needed in the interpretation of the drift speeds aihd directions indicated by the "similar fades"'
method of analysis used. In the case of a simplc tvo-wave interf'renez pattern the only motion that can be detected
is in a direction perpendic'ilar to the mean direction of the lines cf ionstant amplitude, and may therefore not give
much information about ionospheric mod, t ments.

Author's Reply
I agree with this comment. When there are two o. nore propagation waves present simultaneously in the field of
view it is virtually impossible to separate them when using "full correlation" methods The only method that occtirý
to me is the one of a large "filled in" array such as employed by Dr Briggs at the Univcrsity of Adelaide, Aust-.,ia.

E.D.R. Shearmsn, UK
Ur Jones has referred to the use of large aperture array for measuring the curnatu-e of a w.vefront foi determination
of range, he has referred to the limitations of Fourier analysis for resolution of th df.erent modes before measuring
the phase gradients of individual modes.

At the University of Birmingham, UK, Mr S.S Ng has been making .n .xper.inental study of this technique and has
shown that on a sample of occasions it is possible to separate modes on t.se basis of differential Doppler shift and
to measure wavefront curvature, work to establish the fraction of tive this will be possible is proceeding. Clearly
it %ill fail when the differential Doppler is within the resolution of the analysis for the coherent dwell time permitte'l
b) the stationarity of the process.

In our technmque we use a calibration oscillator in the field and coisider that tli's shall improve on the accuracy of
phast- measurement of 3',

Author's Reply
The limitation of the Fourier analysis is associate.. with tne Aumber of sampling points and the dur.•tion of the
sample available. It was not my intention to ,mply that FFT techniques will not work, indeed 'hey work well when
only frequency information is required. It it. only when the relative phases of the various frequency components in
the spectrum tre required that spezial ca:- "t.•tst be taken, otherwise the phase relationships are destroyed.Elhc error of 30 of phast- is the prement Jim ration of our phase detectors. We clearly have the opportunity to better
this tsolution if we record the data directly and process it later on our mainframe computers. We hove not done
this as yet since we wish to keep the system in a real-time tonfiguration at the field site at least for tl'e present.

Mode reduction by means of Doppler techaique has been demonstratel on several occasions (e.g. Jones & Sprackler
lEE 1978). However, I suggest that there are often ionospheric conditions which are so disturbed that the resulting
Doppler spectrum s,-ows consideraile spread and moreovee is rapidly changing, with time. In these ca.,,es mode
separation is not possible.

I
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summary_

A unique Sporadic E assessment technique has been developed and compared with a quatutit, of empirical
data. Sporadic E occurs ia patchy clouds at an elevation of anproxilmately 100 kilometers atove the earth.
It has significant Impact on communiaations circuits because cf the density of for'tation. .: can enhance
or degrade communicatio-ns on a given circuit depending on the geometry of the pat'i and location of the
Sporadic E clouds. Th- uniqueness of the technique lies in the treatment of the scaling of the available
data and utilization of parametric relations developed by Dolukahanov to convert from the relationships
privided by the World Data Center to the operating frequency of interest, The technique was implemented
on electronic computers to facilitate computations and comparisons, which show very good agreement witn the
data in the mid-latitudes. Recommendations are made fir approaches which should improve the accuracy and
reduce computer run-time.

Introauction

Crowding of the electromagnetic spectrum is a spectre haunting all of us, haunting us from the stand-
point of no, enough frequencies to go around. Haunting us from the standpoint of interference even on
assigned frequencies. One of the most popular regions of te spectrum in this respect is that supported
by Lhe ionosphere. As the spectrum has become increasingly crowded, w2 have become more sophisticated in
our hardware and in our definition of the medium through which we propagate our electromagnetic energies.

We now examine so-called "anomalous" propsaation mechanisms in detail in attempts to remove them from
the anamalous category. One such mechanism Is Sporadic E. Many of our learned colleagues have examined
this phenomenon in some detail. What is presented here is no break-thrcugl. In the state-of-the-art, but
rather operational application of their works. As such, it is hoped that successful application will ta
highlighted, but more importantly, that unsuccessful appVcations will highlight the need for further
investigation in specific areas which hold promise for immediate payoffs in terms of improved communications.
The technique employed here represents a slight deviation from thE conventional prediction technique and
incorporates suggestions put forward by our Russian Colleague, Dolukhanov.. Varld Data Isopleth maps, which
depict the probability of the Sporadic E layer vertical .ritical frequency being equal to or greater than
three megahertz, have been scaled and converted to Fourier coefficents for implementncion on electronic
computers. This technique of scaling the available data insures a smoothly varying contlauous function of
P{FoEs ? f! down to f-0 whereas others have used scaling techniques where P{FoEs5A= for several values of
f>0. This resulted in inflated pr-babilities at several values of fO, arising from scaling conventions
in which FOE or Fmin were .eported as FoEs when no Sporadic E existed, thus biasing predicted frequencies
to higher values. The conventional Secant t law was used to convert the desired operating frequencies on
the communication link to an equivalent vertical frequency at the point of reflection. Extrapolation to
higher and lower operating frequencies, given the probability that FoEs 2 3 megahcrtz, was accomplished
through use of relationships borrowed from Dolukhanov for temperate and polar regions. Comparisons of
resultant predictions against empirical data at latitudes of approximately 30' and 600 North '"atittdes show
promising results, however, the techniue appears to be ccnfined in usefulness to mid-latitudes.

General Characteristics of Sjoradic E

Sporadic E (Es) is one of a number of heavily ionized layers occurring above the earth's surface. Itde-ives itt name from the fact that the scientific community has so far been unable to define precisely what

physical laws govern its formation and from the 7act that it occurs at approximately the same elevation (90
to 120 ki) as the relatively well behaved "regular" E layer.

The Es layer is a world-wide phenomenon, and some difficulty has been enc)untered in categorizing it
because of its differing characteristics with geographical location. A thorough survey for the neophyte is
contained in the paper by Whitehead [51, which identifies many of the problems encountered to that time. A
few general observations made over the past few decades are preserted in the following paragraphs.

Ionospheric prop4?ation is usually thought to be confined to the high-freq,:ency range (3-30 MIz);
however, v~ry qtro-,g support for operationally usable periods of time have been observed for frequencies up
to 100 MHz, and numerous reports have been recorded of effects to 150 l12z. The problem is one of being Fble
to determine, Iq novance, vher the Es layer will be enhancing or degrading operational performance of a
g~ven link.

The occarrence of Es sometimes enhances and sometimes degrades c-munication s;stem performance. An
example of enhancement is shown in Figure 1.

Two passes through the highly absorbent D region are avoided, thus increasing the signal strength
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Sarriving at the receiverý An example of degradation is shown in Figure 2. The two ext.7a .asses through the
D layer causes a resultant decrease in the signal strength arriving at the communication systm performance.

The Es layec has sometimes been observed to be opaque, blanketing the upper layers ar observed in the
N type propagation mode, sometimes the upper layers can 1-e seen through the Es layer suggesting that the
electromagnetic energy is penetrating through patchy gaps. The Es layer is commonly referred to as
consisting of clouds of electrons. These clouls form for periods of minutes to hours and can extend from
tens to hundreds of kolometers.

A band, or belt, of Es approximately 1000 km in width is centered on thf. Mgnetic Equator and occurs
during local daylight hours. This phenomenon, refirred to by the Australians as Magnetic Equatorial Sporadic
E (or MEQIUES) has bery little sporadicity to it and is reasouably predictable. There is bery little discern-
able seasonal variability.

In the Auroral zone Es mostlv occurs during nightime, with only some discarnable 3easonal variability
during midday.

The least world-wide occurrerce of Es is observed a. the middle latitudes and is characterized by both
diurnal and seasonal variability. At these latitudes, Es occurs most frequently in local summer during
daylight hours.

Prediction Models

Given the geograp',icaJ location of a Transmitter and intended Receiver, path parameter geometry is
determined. The equiva enc veztical frequency is determined at the mid path reflection point using the
operating frequency and the Scant * law.

having determined the equivalent vertical frequency it is next determined whether the cr'tical frequency
of the Es layer is greater than or equal to 3 MHz.

The probability that the vertical critical freqeency of the Es layer will exceed 3 MHz is obtained from
values scaled -ff maps which were obtained from the World Data Center at Boulder, Colorado. These data are
for March, August, September, October, and November of 1963 and for January, February, March, April, and May
of 1964. Thebe data ther fore represent low solar activity periods

The scaled data were ut.lized to develop Fourier coefficents to facilicate electronic . .puter
extraction of world wide values of probability that the vertical critical frcquency of the Es layer will
exceed 3 MHz. The mapping technique utilized was adopted from the method derived by Lucas and Harper [4].

For each month specified in the input, a set of 25 X 29 + 29 + 2 Fourier mapping coefficients is used
to determine P(FoEs a 3 HHz). The genera] form of this numeric : os the Fourier time series:

(Xe,t)fa0(X,0)+ [aj (X,O)cosjt-bj (X,6)sinjf],
3=1

where
T - P{FoEs Z 3 MHz

X = Latitude of reflection point

t = Local time

H = Harmonics retained to represent diurnal variations.

The Fouriei coefficents aj and bj , giving the latitude and longitude variations are defined as:

Dsk Gk 0(,e).
K=O

where Gk (X,e) are geographic coordinate funccions and D~k is a coefficient dependent upon the resultant
statist.cs oi empirical data. Further detail may be obtiined from CCIR Report 252-2 of the 14th Plenary
Assembly held in Fyoto, Japan in 1978.

Having determined the probbility of occurrence FOE '- 3 MHz, a set of probability of occurrence
versus operating frequency parau.-tric relationships is referencue. These relationships were developed
from recommendations put forth by tolukhanov. His technique consists of two families of curves covering
the globe in the temperate (+45* to -45*) and the polar (9C* to 45', N & S) regions. From these curves
the orobabilit. is determined of whcther a., equivalent vertical operating frequency will be lass than or
equal to the vertical critical frequency. These curves, give" in terms of the probability that Es-2003
MUF (Maximum Usable Frequency) will equal or exceed the critical frequency of the Es layer, were normalized
to the orobability that F0 E. ;ill equal or excped any desired operating frequency. These curves are entered
after conversion of the desired oblique operating freqiency to an equivalent vertical frequencv via the
Scant # law.

Having determined the orobability of support of the desired operating frequency on the lesired path,
the relatively simple task of computing tranami.,sion losses and signal-to-noise ratios were implemented

_using techniques which hnve been well documenteO in the Lechnical literature•
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S jirical Vertficatin

The Sporadic E prediction technique descri'ed in this paper has been implemented in the computer program
RUSSUS. Utentee comparrions have been made of predtctoIons from this program against empirical data

obtained from hourly values of FoEr, scaled fro& C-3 aad C-4 Ionospheric sounders. Data were collected fromS4 star ionnt

Station Name Lat Long lat kLaos Years

Narsaarssuaq. Greenland 61.20 314.660 71.14 17.72 58.62.64,68

boulder. Colorado 40.00 254.70 48.89 117.00 63.6468

RSxR N.M. 32.30 253.50 41.14 317.47 58.6'.64.68

Ruannyayo. Peru -12.00 284.70 -0.59 354.30 58.64.68

,larssarsuaq data were obtained from tho Ionosphere Laboratory, Technical University of Denmark; Boulder
data were obtained from the Notional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, U.S. Department of Coamerce;
WSKR (White Sands Missile Range) data we-e obtained f -om the Atmospheric Sciences Laborat•ory. US Department
of the Arsky; and ltuancavo dat., were obtainted from the Inatttuo Ceofisico 1110 Peru, Reprreentz•t~ve vxamles

of graphical comparisons of predictions vs empirical data ave contained in Figures 3 through 8.

Observations and Conclusions

Better agreement has been reached, on the a&erage. with the descri..u te hniquo than has been achieved
with tnv other known technique.. The sarx general agreement was also achieved for 702 and 90% probabilites
of freqvency support stl for the spring and fall months Largest discrepancies have been found for Huancayo.
Peru in December as seen in Figure 8. it is not known whether the predictions will have the same utility
durin8 per.ods of high sunspot activity without the addition of data for these periods.
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DiSCUSSION

Dr. 1. Keroub, Israfl
(1) Des travaux rOcents ont montri qu'il n'existe pL., de correlation ývidente entre l'activitd solaire et la statistique

de FoEs aux latitudes moyennes. Auriez-vous des r~sultats exp6rirnentaux informant ces conclusions?

(2) Par glisseiment d'une heure sur i'axe des temps, sur les figurms 7 et 8 (Iluancayo) de votre article, on obtient Line
meilleure corrilation. Ce ddcalage i,,.4ire systdmatiqcle %ous sugg&re-t-il une hypoth~se, et si oui, laquelle?

Author's Reply
(1) The published iterature is not c!kar on this. Opinions have been advanced to both negate and support the

theory of dependence on solar activity. It is hoped there is no dependence, for this would simplify the
problem; however, ermmination of data for mid and high solar activity years will have to be perform. :, before
the question can be resolved.

(2) I have not as yet ccnsidered examining a possible hypothesis to attempt resclution of apparent lack of
correlation. First an examitation for possibl" computer programming errors will be made. Second the data
will be examined closely to unsure valid data interpretation. Should these two efforts fail, a suitable
hypothesis will be developed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In order to prnvide for the reliable detection ofi'nisile induced ionospheric perturbations at distanices of 8 to
13 Mmn, an extended range HF radar has been conceiv.-d *hat uses Earth detached propagation modes, both ducted and
chordal to minimize the losses over these great distan,ýes. It is well known that the utilization of these modes requires an
injection and ejection mechanism since these modes .ire in general n it available to a ground based transmitter. The
succvssfuI launching of these Earth detwched modes has dependeJl historically on naturally occimng elect.-on density
gradients in the ionosphere, for eyample those that are present near the day/night terminator Any systemi depending on
these naturally occurring gradients would have a v,ýry limited capability, The main purpose of this work was to study
theoretically the effectivenes-s of artificially generat:.i iii-egularnties to facilitate the injection/ejection of HF signals into
ducted modes.

2, THEORY

2.1 It was vi'isened by several investigators 6unng the operation of the powerful ionc-,phitrc heating systemn at
Platteville, Co from 1971 to 197 4 (Carroll, 2 C et al 1974, Utlant et al. 1974) that the most obvious effect of the
absorbed radio energy was the gene.aiion of field atligned ionospheric irregularities. rhe production of artificial spread F
saas eh~ily --ilserved ty the nearby ionosonde station at Erie, Co (Utlant et al 1974) The nominal dimensions of -lie
irregularity region was given as 100 kilometers in di~ameter and 20 kilometers in height.

Given this volume of irregularities the decisioa was made to treat the hIF scattering probl-ti using the spect~lar'
scattering theory of Booker (1I505) andi then ra4 tracing through a realistic model of the local ionosphere. This
irregularity region was assumed to be imbitietdd in the lo-il ionized medium. specitied using the ITS-78 model
(Barghausei., 1409) at aa altitude which would bie optimum for ionospher, ducting The particular choice for this,
altitutic will bie discussed later when the glohadl model of ducted propagation -s considered. At Ouas point the
computations vve~r carried oat for a set 4f altitudes, times of dlay. season andi frequency. In oider to detern'ime how this
scattering processaffect the location of a Fround station, near horizontal rays (0 an(' i 5 degrees were launched at the
nominal altitutleoft the iriregularity region with various initial azimuths relative to magnetic north at Pla;ttc' ilkv. Co Aftur
compi-ting the configuration of the scattering cone (Firpre 1). the rays mal, ing up the core al. a given freqiiencN. azimuth
and altitude were then traced tnrough the interven~ng ionosphtvre to the ground. Figure 2 sNows the locus of the
intersection of the cone with the ground after ray tracing. Altitudes of 170 andi Nit) kilometers andi noon and midnight
are shown for the sumimer period. Assuming field alignedl irregularities. there will be %,. nmetr% ror azimuths on either
Wie of thie magnetic field direction and therefor the- c~mlulating were carried out ont) for azimuths of 0 to 180 degrees
in 45 degree steps. There is a clear progression towards the soti!l' (magiletic) as the aziriti,11 decreases from 114U aueerees
towards 0 dcgrees. The ground intersection of the scattering co-,o varies very little %% th frequency when compaied to the
azimuthal variation.

The lovuF of the intersection of scattering cone wvith flhe ground indicates the (ptimuna ptoýition for the receptiol, or
transmission of ionos~pherically ducting radio signals 4i the indicatt d friequency and azimuth. fihe azimnuth of the ducted
signal can be varied by moving either the receive i/t ransinitter to the ground location for the desired azimutth or moving
the irregularity region and allowing tht. ground b ised systerm to reriain fixed. I hie loci are computed on the !easis of a
sinale scatterer located at the ceniter of the heated region Given i;ie sra~tial extent of these irregularities, the ground
intersection will qssume a natural width that leqsens toe requirement !or preciw. location The closeness of the frcquency
contours indicates that over the hand 1 2-30 Mhlz satisfictory reception for a given ar-muth car, be accomplished fro-n a
sing;le site.

For the global ducted propagation 'alculation a inomnmal distance of' i0,000 kilometerN was swlcc~cd andi extensive
three flawensional ra% tracing periformed usin.q a realistic ionospheric model which incorporates sit E. F' I no I .-lay cr
in daytime andl only an F-layer at night with a realistic transition model between d~uy andi night. Most to~ t1Cm-



calculations used an elevated source at various altitudes in the ionosphere to simulate scatter injection using the
irregularity region. At the injection point the rays were I iunched horizontally using several radio frequencies and at
different times of day. Figure 3 shows an example of at single ray launched at an altitudi. of 120 kin nesir local noon tqme.

This ray is trapped between the E and Fll4ayers until sun-,et when the eay becomes a chordal .node on 'he bottom side of
the nighttime F-layer until it reaches the sunrise transition when it becomes ducted between the FI and F 2-1ayer at an
altitude of 180 kin.

This particular ray is only shown as an example of the type of ducted modes that can occur and no consideratou
was given &'or this case to absorption effects along the path. Both absorption and spreading losses must be considered for
a realistic assessment of these propagation modes. The absorption losses are very sensitive to the model chosen for the
FIl4ayer. In general the published results. (Gurev.ch, 1973 and Matyugin, 1975) use a weak F I-layer resulting in a
relatively deep ionization valley between F2 and E-layer. Under these conditions ducted propagation is easy in terms of
the ability to trap HF signals for long distances. Hlowever, with more realistic models of the F I-layer the situation
changes drastically. In general , valley in electron density is not a necessary condition for ducting to ex,.st, but a
minimum in the potential fanction defined by Gurevich (1971) as

kN(Z)) 2Z

N(Z) is the electron density
W is 2w x operating frequency
Re is the radius of the Eartl
k is a constant

In Figure 4a an isometric graph of electron density vs altitude and range is shown with a typical F I -layer present in
the daytime region of the path. Although there is no minimum in eletron density between the F I and F2-laycrs.
Figure 4b shows a small minimum in the potential function in this region, sufficient to trap HF radic waves.

Wnen absorption losses are taken into account the deviative loss for the FI-h duct exceeds 60 dB for a path of
I 0,000 km making such a duct of little use in propagating to such distances. However, for the F I-F2 duct these losses
are below 5 dB for the same path. In Figure 5, the losses have been cilcmated for elevated sources at th, indicated
altitudes. For local noon dt the injection point. tht losses for ground hop slgnals to a distance af 10,000 k'n varies
between 100 and 20 dB, depending on the initial altitudes. This must be compared to the indicated ahsorption for the
ducted modes, between 15 and 19 MHz, where th-" losses were less than 5 dlB. For the particular model chosen all of the
ducted modes originated when the source v, -s hIcate& at 170 km altitude. The absorption calculated in Figure 5 are
for non-deviative and devi ,tive losses bu. do not inclule spreading losses.

A simple model was constructed for thle analysis ot azimuthal spreading. Using a spherical Earth model and a
uniform duct of height H (see Figure 6) the cross sectional area A of the duct is

A = R.0H sin (D/Re)

where Re is the radius of the Earth,

0 is the angular width of tne duct,
D is the distance from the injection point.

"This analysis was then comb-ined with a mirror type calculation assuming concentric sphencal mimrrs separated
by both 30 and 300 km (Figelre 7). Multiple rays were then launched, simulating for the H = 30 km guide a ducted mode
where the launch angle vaned between 85 and 89 degrees. For H = 300 kin, a ground based antenna was modeled and
launch angles, measured from vertical, of 70 to 85 degrees was used. The general character of these curves are the same
showing antipodal and round the world focusing and R-1 dependence for I) < 100,00 km. The major difference between
the two cases is the number of modes at a given distance. Using the mirror model it is posshbic to count the nuinber of
modes available at any selec!ed distance.

At a distance of 10 000 km anti H =- the number of modts is 10 and increases to 18 at 20,000 km %. onipared to
4 and 7 for the same two distances whe, i = 300 km. The small nunmber of modes for the 1 = 300 kn' zac-! is
consistent with observations of F-region propagatn.. The large number of modes for ducted propagation (i1 = 30 kin)
indicates an expected compl.-x structure to these ducted signals.

To summarize the theoretical work. the existence of ducted modes has been shown to be plausible on the basis of
ray tracing and potential ..cll cal-ulations. In the daytime it is the region between FI and F2 .layers that is the most
likely dueling regic n though the d ict is small at best. At night these n,.,des very easily detach themselves and become
choidal until they reach the daytit,,e hemisphere again. Under optimum conditions, the absorption losses can be kept
very small, often under 5 dB for a .0,000 km path.
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j Fig.4b Three dimensional plot of potential vs range vs altitude
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DISCUSSION•

H. Poeverlein, Ge
You had in mind communication between ground! and an elbj,-ci in the duct. Did you also think ofground-to-ground communication by means of a natural way of feeding in or cut at one end of the duct?

Author's Reply
We recognize the pc sibility of the use of naturahy occurring ionospheric gradients as a means of ducted mode
coupling, and in fact are using this technique presently to inject energy into ducted -nodeb, which is subsequently
rejected by means of a heater/modifier. The use of this technique in a practical communications system seems to be
limited by the availability of suitable gradients.

E D.R. Shearman, UK
The proposal is put forward that this injection scheme be used for HF radar. In this case one would wish to use a
nanow beam to determine the azimuth of the target, but the conical scattering property ci the field-aligned
irregularities will spread the radiated energy over a section depe iding on th. ability to launch ducted modes. Will
tis not considerably degrade the azimuthal resolution of the radar?

Author's Reply
It is quit. true that a radar of this kind would have poor azim-athal resolution, although the "beam" -an be steered
to some degree by varying heating altitude and steering thc heater beam with respect to tne zenith. Good azimuthal
target estimates could conceivably be obtained by triangulation using two ducted mode rade.-s, widely spaced.

Comment by N.C. Gerson, US
It should be noted that pairs of natural refractivity discontinuities in the ionosphere exists;these can be used to
inject an HF ray, into, and eject it out of the ionospheric duct. These pairs are (a) the sumiise-sunset zone, (b) the
two auroral zones and (c) the high electron density regions 150 (alpra) of the magnetic equator, Experiments have
been made at HF in all three cases, attempting to inject and eject HF. In all three cases, low loss propagatior.
suggestive of a low lces channel, was found. For the antipodal t; pe of propagation the predominant path was
through the dark ionosphere, with paths spread through 900 around the sub-solar nadir point. It might bin noted that
the antipodal ("/2), round the world (2,2) and cicuniferential paths have already been investigated and ,n all cases
relatively low path losses were encocntered.

Author's Comment
These iatural ionospheric discontinuities are certainly effi -tive ir ducted mode coupling but cannot be relied upon
in the application envisaged, due to the spatial and temporal limitatiens involved. The antipodal and RTW focussing
are indicated in Figure 7.

E.R. Schmerling, US
Have you computed the losses in he vicin'ty of the injection region resulting from the non-linear processes that
produce enhanced collisions as a result of the hLater transmitter? Fhese should, presumably, be adied to your path
loss computations.

Author's Reply
Losses of this kind, who nature i. not well understood and which are therefore difficult to estimate have not been
taken into account explicitly, Rathier, they will be included in effective scatter cress-section measurements,
currently being made at HF, using ieater-induced scatter

C.S. Goute! .rd, Fr
Deux para.intres importants interviennent dans les problrnes de detection: La localisation de l'engin Oans l'espace
dont ont parlM les pr&cedents interlocuteurs et la mesure de la vitesse radia!e qui se kait par l'6tude du spectre
doppler.

Dens les modes oi~g.s lus des transitions jour nuit que nous observons depuis 15 ans, nous constatons, meme sur de
tr~s grandes distances 10.000 i 15 000 kms, une bonne coh~rance de l'effet doppler. Dans le cas de piýge--e par
cnauffage de l'ionosph~re, outre l'effet des modes multiples a4,ie vous signalez, le fait que les rayons traversent ure
zone perturb~e dcvrait entrainc: un 6talement du spectre doppler. Au cours des mesires que vous avez faites ou des
simulations avez-vous pu 6tud'._: ce ph~nomi~ne et dai~s ce c..s pou-v zz-vous nous communiquer vos conclusions?



Autbars Reiily
-The Dopplet broailening of the heater-scatitred 3igzu' is of !he order of a few Hertz. as reported in the literature a

few yearo apo. 11b.i certainly limits the prectsion with which the rdadal component of low vtlority •zrgepu can be
meaw•cd, but would not be a major tinitftion Zor high velocity targets,
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It ONDE ag GRAVTTE DUE All REFROM01SPKMEt~

11 a 6t# possible do wttro en Ovidenec une o.)kir~ tie gidvltti ' rriti. 13 minutes (& w lin)
ayant oie vitesse vois~in de 750 ut/s (k 30 its)s or oine 11ioogtuOu d'on,:t horirontalt, doe 0(k) kv- "Pstitre
part, Is de,,ouillement do A. robarog'-aphe de Dakar movitte ftAlemit tint- onde do p~rios.j 20 -zinutes environ.
ce qui atiasit das m~mt ordr6 rOe grar~doair quo celie tesu,% soa nivt.Cu i tnosph~riquo,, Doen con conditions. it
set possible de sugg$$ter qu'oti A affairs A tint onde do type oe L~amb compre tenu tie lit vitesse do phase me-

suarE.. 'qi maintenant on tient cosmite de Is g~ometrie dii eyst~mr 6clipse -stations d, sondages (4 st..tionitI LCAIAR, ABUKC. OUACADOUG0I], TAMAM~ASSET), on rkintro q~uo dans tous let cas I'angle ontre Is vitoase tie piona-
Ettion de Vctide at I& vitooss de propagation do l'6clipat cat tde 60*. On en d6duit quo Is vitesse e P I
si vaut Ia molti6 de It vitosso ttie l'clipse.

L~e passage die Is totalit* do l'Ecli-) e A vitesse suporsonique produit dorw tin front d'onde do
gravit# qui montrq In bonne cob6rence obtenue entre lea rfsultats expI~rivientaux et lea rfoultato thoori-
ques do C1IIIDNAS (1973). En particulier, si lea r~sultats concernAnt Is phase. Ia vit-vilse et Is p~.riode
sent parfaitement coh~rents &vec Ia thorie do Clilmonas, 11 We'n eat pas do mom. pour lamplitudit do
l'onde (BERlIN, HUGHES at KERSLEY, 1977).

III - REPONSE DE, LA REGION F2 TROPICALE A L'ECLIPSE SOLAIRE U111 31) JIN w93

L'Evolution do foVZ, lore do 1'6clipso, ressemble io fai~on surprenante A cello' des 28 ot 29
Juiti (jours die contr6le) ; Is covipensation par plusleurs m~canisaws semble avoir troubif let di((Crents
processut physique's en Evolution.

Une Otude plus arprofondie den donn~es disponibles do N (h) en fonction tie tempo et tour dis-
tribution spatiale permt: tie distinguer plI -%ieur-i phases

L~e tableru I rkoume ces phases
V - ousqu'A 12.00 TU. on observ e t jour doe l'eclipse une augimentation do l'ionisatioi compara-

ble I cello tie Ia p~riode de contr~le,

l De 12.00 A 12.15. onse phase ot)lI'ienusation t' aceroit rspidenient avee urnc chute seisirtle
do hauteur aOA 2 t.opiq~aoe (store quo hmF, roste constante lea joi.aýa tie eont~ile),

t - Enfin die !2.15 1 11.45, Ie tropique Nord faergeant do l'ombro do l'etlipse rpt~oit tate
quantite importanto d'ionisation (qui ne peut provonir quo den niveaux sup~rieurs die F2 puiplue Is
eoucho F2 inf~rieure a CtOt vid~o ot contract~p par l'6clipae). L~a ri~gion F2 au sud A Ascension a i~r vid~e do fa%;on intensive, et e'est co ph~norisone qui nous semble to plus signifivast.,

LeAs effete du pit, H2 parti~ulier A I'Oe'lipse furent retardis tie plIus doe 60 minustes le
30 Juin 1973 par 2 m~caniswes, d'abord, te i~gulier "creux tropieal J'06t6" qui vide I'ionisation dte V,'

p. a dessus ku Cap V2ert at do Dlakar jusqu'A 10.30 TI!. douxiimement. Is perturbation magnitique globale
q~ui aompche Ic processus de fontainc, laissant ut d~ime dionisatior. au tesaus doe l~quateor magn~t iqut
minintisant ainsi los gradients habittiels d'ionization ux itivr-aux suporxtoiro tie In cotiche F2 subtropi'-
cale dans le tableati 1. seule l'euguier'tation rapide tie ta densittE do pie F2 do 1.1.10 A 12.Is petit týti

attribu~o claireornt A on sursaut Ju me,'anismse de f,.ntaine (Dunford. 1470) alors qtaetle atteint I.x
zones tropicales simultan6iment.

It semble vraisemblable qu'A 12.15 TU l'ionisation a 6to -Auffisamu'rtnt entr~inie par to. pro~-
cessus de fontaine do l'6quateur magn~t~ique vera 'est zones tropicales N et IQ ca provoqtaant des gradients
d'ionisation subtropii'alo A des niveatix suptirieurs. L~a configuration attsvm~triqie tic PI onisation ties
zones t-'picales N et S deviect propice A tin 6c'iauffetmont asavomltrit.:ue conjuiguO par photo~lectrons, opEý-
riabouea~t coos du Sod :par ct'nsiquent, la rOgion N Eme.-Sp juste doe tombre tie "'Eclipst', eklinowntt A
accumiler l'ionisation eam nivoau du pie F" ata moven die diffusion thermiqite ators que to tropiqut' Sud eat
iotensEwnt vidf (VILA, 1971).

C'est tin flux trana~qtaatoriAl d'iinisation doe In zone S tion 4.'lips&e vera le tropiquat N proe-
tiouuent #cliposi qui stiasblo ;tre ta iiiilteure explication tdo ce *hangoewnt rapitic d'im'ism'tion dAns teok

'beux tropiques. A cause de ketot. succession ceinpliqu~e t'e perturbations qtai I'a pr&O~ttfý -t Auctine orbits'
de' satellite Isis n'entreocoupaoti Ia ri;%ion do' 1'Ecipse, notre iiwerpr~tation a bosomn 4';tr,' *onfirmtie
par une analvie clus couipli~te.

Toutos lon doinntes disponibles conceroant li' conteota total ti'Olevtrons, le champ gtiomagnttxq.ov
lea EIIV aclairer et Ia speetrom~trie tie rayons X (y compris lat-iurminnr), Is compsit ton ioniqor, Ile fltux
photoflectronique et la tempTratur; do. diff~rents ctm.osants perni'ettront &i fair~e Jes sitmitut-tton" r~atio-'
tee dec variation doensf it' onps.

IV - PERTURBATION PP CHIAMP EECTRIOITE

(.otte port'rbation eat due A Is pere dl'tonisation dana Ia r~p~ion F Jviatm, IWOO km d'altttladti
stir tan espace cylindrique d'ei-viron 500 ka dot rayoi.

Ltefict our Ia r~gion 7sut'Erit rast %tat transport ascendant ntir 80I !.mu tie .%1125 A 10h40 TI!,I '"Iisi descendant dis 10h4' A 1lh0W' TU. Ranp porte d'ionisati'tl A cteo niveatt"

Los domx 'ffets doe pttrtorbation rapides qui pr~c-sd..nt n' avfticrt jamais 601 mis en Ovidence. Pt
-- les doinnfes do SAL ent Ott indispensebles A trer onser-ation %isItA, BLANC .'t RPRTIN, 1976).



~ V -FLUX DE CONTRACTION THERMOSPHERIQUE

Vingt minutes apirts le maximum de l'6ciip~v un accroissement progresuuif d'ionisation du haut
vera le bas des couches 72' et F' maanifesto un transport d'ienisation dG Al Is contrnction atmosph~riquc
de l'ensemble encore refroidi par l'Eclipse (VILA. BLANC et BEKII.1. 1976).

Ce ph~novw~ue de vitesie leate (v, - 50 ma- mes poursuit .jusqu'A ,cnviran 12.30 TU, 11 produit
k ~dans Ia r~git.n F sup~rieure au deasus de SAL un gradient d'ionisation interne veis to Sud le long des li-

gnes de force du detuaus magn~tique (figure 1).

VI - FLUX DE DTIFFUSION THERKIQUE FORCEE

Le gradient de densitei 4lectronique pr&c6dent 8ubit le chauffage des pho o~lectrons kmia .inns
l'ionosph~re conjugu~e non kclips~e. La thierm.4isation do cog photoSle trons cr66 ui gradient do temp~ra-
ture flectronique le long de Ia ligne do force magn~tique, et orient~ au mud, qui d~place be plasma vers
be bas et vers le nord, A uno vitesse moyenne de 250 ma'1 (figure 1). Par suite, l'ionisation afflue de'
12.15 A& 13.00 TU vera le maximum d'jonisation dont be taux d'accroisseme'it moyen eat 300 cm-3 s-1,

Lee rdsult'ts prWcdJenta ont k6~ indispensables pcur l'interpr~tation des variations, plus
complexes, qui ont 6tfi observdoa au de~sus des stations subtrolicales de JUAGADOUGOIJ et IBADAN, et
au deasus de Ia station Equatoriale do SARH.

VII - CONCLUSION

Lee eclipses sobaires restent des Evi'nemeats d'un tri~a grand intirkt pour b'6tude do 1'iono-
sphe~re dans toutes ces r6gions. En effet, elbas font apparattre %in grand itotabre do phftom~re photo chi-
mique, dynamique Pt 6letctrodynamique do faqon tr~s nette en fonction des ph1ase$ spatiales et tetap(,cclies
de 1'6clipse. L'6tude de ces phdnomrjncs per.ettr& des progriia importants en g6ophysique externe.
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Figure i- Sch&- pr.', v po'ur oa perturbations ofiridionnes trano~quatoriates. Vc, vitomss do contrac-
tion~ v-, on therwoph~rique). Tirsti, contours i&oioniquea ot gradient do donsit# ftec-
troft. zurs f~ich#. flux do phicoflectrons conjugufs. Trait continu, ivothermes deoc~-
tzroo limei o teasse do diffusion thermique force..

Tala Variation das pormuAtrts do Is couch* F? A Is fin de l'#clipso solaire du 30 .Juin 1973 en
cowiparaison avec Its jours de contr~le.

di-alour twoynne cn denuit6 du taux de variation du maximuta dktioisation do la t-6gitin F2
'It (on cm-3 *-I) donnts done lea intitrvalles do teows indiquA our IQ tableau les valt'urs

de W.'.F corresp(ndnntcs (on kv) sont otou1ignEov.

Troj'ique N~ord Tropique Sud

Procemesti ptincipal TV SAL D~AIM AS~CENSION4

Contr~l. 30 Ju-n CotitrOle 30 Juin Contr~le 30 .;uin

La Gouttic~re du 30 Juin 1100 335 138 280 260 2150 '335

Contraction par Vl~clpso + 67 + 40 + 45 + 61 + 74 +

110 360 160 460 400 250 325

Effet de fontaine + 17 4 60 + 12 + 17 - 120 4 22

1200 360 286 450 320 250 305

- 15 + 90 + 300 + 2120 - 160 + 300

1215 360 270 445 310 2 ý: 2,

Fluv Tramn6quatoxial -250 116 + 47 + 112 0 11

12 I 6 290 420 305 1 290 7k
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SUMMARY

A study of the potential of both grouiid-wave HF/HF radar and sky-wave HF ridar for sensing wave character-
istics and surface current and their application in the U.K. began in 1975 Ground-wave experiments have
ini-luded non-directional observationo of 1.95 :11Hz sea echo (arising b- bragg diffraction from -7 m sea
waves) received ovet a 1800 sector for ,t wide variety of sea-state and surface wind conditions. A marked
dependence of echo amplitude on sea-state was noteu for these 77 m waves as a lunction of the wild-
dependent long-wavelength cut-off of the sea spectrum. The 0.01 Hz Dopplbr resolution employed, permitted
identification of island and ship echoes, ships being tracked out to 210 km range. Using syithetic-
aperture technique, wave directional features wero establishe' and corrAlated with wind data.

In 1978, A sky-wave radar project involving on-line digital processing wap initiated, aim-d at routine
daily monitor'.rg of the Nortl' Atlantc at ranges from 1,000-3,000 km over a 600 arc. A preliminary evalu-
aLton of the techniques was carried out in Summer 1978 during tj.e JASIN (Joint Air-Sea Interaction) project
in the North Atlantic. Comparisons are reported of radar-deduced surface wind directions and magnitudes
with thosc measured ia, oceanographic vessels. An extension -f the statistical theory used in the analvs.s
of radar spectra is presented.

1. INTRODJCTION

Research in the U.K. on the techniques and potential applications of HF/HF radar for sea-state sensing be-
gan at the University of Birmingham in 1975, building on previous research on HF sky-wave radar for remote-
sensing of the ionosphere.

The initial study of sky-wave radar sea-state sensing (SHEARMAN, BAGWELL and SANUHAi, 1977), led tc two
programmo-s of wor, which are described in the present paper. The first progr'aimme arose from a realisation
that t0e basic mechanisms involved in radio-wave scatteri.g from the sea could best be studied without the
complicating influence of ioiospheric propagation: such influence could be avoided by the use of a coastal
radar stition and ground-wave propagation, the technique used in the classic studies of D. D. Crombie
(CR(fBIEp 1955). It v'as also realised that for a country such as the U.K., with a major interest in the
sea conditions over the surrounding continental shelf, groui.,J-wave radar had great merits in itielf as a
remote sensor with a range of up to 300 km.

In the second part of a joint project with the Appleton laIbotatory of the U.K. Science Research Council
the sky-wave radar used in the earlier work is being equipped with :n-line computing facilities for the
survey on a routine basis of an area of the North Atlantic from 1,000-3,'000 km in range and o0o wide tn

azimuth. This work commenced in 1978, and txi the Summer of 1978 advantage was taken ti the international
oceanographic project JASIN (Joint Air-Sea Interaction) in the Rockall Bank area of the North Atlantic to
compare HF sky-wave radar measurenents with sea truth obtained from the oceanographic vessels,

This paper describes the first results of the ground-wave programme, the plans for tae skv-wave programme
and the preliminary results and analysis of the JASIN pioject.

2. GROUND-WAVE RAIAR EXPERIMENTS

The location of %lie ground-wave radar site, which utilizes a former LORAN A navigational aid transmitter,
is shown in Fig. 1. The transmaissions, at a frequency of l.Q5 MHz, are radiated from an omnidirectional
antenna, but ground-:ave attenuation over land lti.,its the eff,'ctive azimuthal coverage to about 2100.
Extra ground losses outside this arc are shown in the ft,;tare. The transmitter generates 50 1Ps, 150 kW
pulses at a repetition rate of 305/9 pulses per sekond and both carrier frequency and reoetition rate are
referred to a hig'.ly stable croý..l standard. A ,reliminary report of the experiments has been given
elsewhere (SANDHAN, SHEAIPUAN and BAGWELL, 1978).

If the received echoes are sampled at a chose-. .,me-delay after the transmitted pulse, the echoes contrib-
uting will be those arising from an annulus whose radius is defined by the time-delay and whose thickness
(the range-resolution) is defined by the pulse duration, 50 Ps in this case corresponding to a range
resolution of 7.5 km. T.he ground areas will give rise to a zero Doppler-.hifted echo, but the sea will
hava a eharacteri.tic spectrum. From the chaotic wind-driven wave pattern on the sea-surface, the elecr ro-
magnetic scattering mechanism selects those sea-waves with a length of half a radio wavelength travelling
radially outward from, or inward to, the radar. These waves give a resonant first-order back-scaLivr and
the scatter from waves of other lengths and directions is by second-order mechanisms giving rwch lower
amplitude.

Since the selected radioll)-ttavelling sea waves have a characteristic velocity, they give rise to discrete
Doppler shitts, positive and negative respectively for the approaching and receding waves as discussed ti
an accompanying paper (BROCHE, 1979). For a radio wavcleegth A0, the resulting first order 'Bragg
resonant' Doppler shift is,

B
where (g!ction

where 8 is the acceleration clue to gra..ity.
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For the 1.95 MHz radar, the Doppler shift f~l) is ± 0.142 Hz and the length of the sea waves selected isS~77 m

Two forms of processing are employed; the first iA for on-line analysis of a single, selected range-gate
and uses a commercial digital-store'sweeping filter spectrum analyser w1th an XY plotter output; thesecond is for off-line analysis and uses analogue tape recording, digitisation on replay and multi range-

gate spectrum analysis in a main-frame computer. The Lypical coherent dwell time used is 153 s, which
with a Henning (raised cosine) weighting function yields a spectral resolution of 0.01 Ht. In each the
input to the spectrun analyser from the receiver Is ceotred at a frequency of 8 Hz to avoid spectr.1
folding.

Figure 2 shows on-line spectra from a range of 75 km on two days, 'A' for a day when the se. was relativwly
calm and the average wind speed was less than 5 knots. The 77 m sea waves were therefore very low in
magnitude, with the approach and recede Doppler lines being 10 dB and 25 dB respectively below the pround
echo at tae same range. In spectrum 0B0 however, the wind had been blowing at 20 knots long enough for
77 m waves to betome fully developed and so the Bragg lines were respectively at + 7 .JB and 0 dB relst vc
to the ground echo.

Figure 3 shows, in 3 dimen.ional format, a complete set of spectra observed at 15 km range incremelts from
the same site. A threshold has been set at - 25 dB to display a noise-free floor. Features of interest
are the variation of ground echo amplitude with range, with a sharp peak at the range of Lundy Islaud in
the Bristol Channel (see Fig. 1), the variation of sea-wave echo amplitude with range and the presence _,t
ship echoes. The discrete echo at 30 km range and negative Doppler shift of 0.08 Hz is a ship echo of -he

kind from which tracks have been extracted. The Doppler spread echo at 45 km range i. of the nature ex-
pected from a ship tirning within the 2ý minute coherent dwell time.

Figure 4 shows a radial-range time track extracted from an identified tanker C'' 18,000 tonices gross, vut-
-ard boun

4 
from Milford Haven. The small rectangles identify by their side-lengths the ranpe-gaLe widtr,

and the coheront dwell time, respectively, defining the accuracy of location. The arrows indicate the pie-
dicted radial velocity of the t:arget from the Doppler shift. A good match was obtained from the tanker
track out to a range of 20 km and further identification was made of an approaching tanker as indicated
on the diagram.

The mayimum range achieved to date is 210 km, with a mean power of only 250 W and omnidirectional transnit
and receive antennas. The discrete form of ship echoes when resolved by very fine resolutoon Doppler
filtering as employed here, suggests that direction-finding technique could be used for di.ectional deter-
mination. Che experiments suggest that 3h*p-tracking beyond microwave radar range may be possible with a
much simpler ground-wave radar installation thaa might be envisaged if a large beam-forming array were to
be used.

Such direction-finding techniques crnnot however be used to map sea clutter as a function of direction
since the scatterers are continuously distributed. An array capable ci achieving resolution is needed,
but a simple realisation of stch an array was achieved by the synthetic aperture technique of Teague et al.
(TEAGUEs TYLER and STEWART, 1975). The echoes from the 1,95 MHz transmitter were receiveo in a vehicle,
using a receiver with a very stable local oscillator, and recorded as the vehicle was driven at constant
speed along a straight road. The direction-dependent Doppler shift in conjunction with the aiscrete line
structure of the echo spectrum permitted mapptng of the echo amplitude vs direction as shown in Fig. 5.
For a homogeneous wind field, such observations yield the directional sea-wave energy spectrum. This
assumlution could not be oade for the offshore wind prevailing on this occasion, but there waz good correl-
ation of the direction of maximum returt. "nd t e direction of mean wind over the previous 12 hours.

The disadvantage of this technique ib that it cannot be used to measure simultaneoualy the spectrm ot the
echoes and their direction, since it relies upon an assumption of discrete line structure in the spectrim.
To overcome thia defect, observations have jeen made by an interrupted-motion synthetic aperture techni.que,
in v•,ch the venicle is stopped at regularly spaced positions tc make a stationary coherent spectrum
analysis, the phase progression of the returns in each spectral resolution cell with distance being used
to determine direction. Analysis of these results, which could make possible directional mapring of sur-
face current and wave-dire,tional spectra without assumptions of homogeneity, is in progress.

3. SKY-WAVE RADAR EXPERIMENTS

As a joint project between the University of Birmingham and the U.K. Science Research Council Appleton
Laboratory, an extended period of synoptic observations of the sea in the North Atlantic is planned and the
equipment is now being instrumented. The coverage of the radar, which is lýcated in south-west England,
has an aximuthal extent of + 300 centred on 2610 E of N, a beaiwidth at 15 Ntz of 4' ard a range coverage
of about 1,000 to 3,000 km with a 75 km range resolution. Earl) experiments in remo te surface wind direct-
ion measurement with the same radar have been reported (SHE;LtMAN, BAGWELL and SANDIIAM, 1977). The main new
development is the installation of a PDP 11/34 computer and peripherals for on-line processing of the sea-
echo. Multiple range-gate spectral analysis, incoherent averaging of spectra, extraction of surface wind
parameters from the spectra and graphical mapping of the deduced data will be carried out in the computer.
Figure 6 shows the computer-mapped wind vectors produced in a test of the programmes to be used. The input
was in the form of simulated r&dar echo spectra, the computer using the ratio between Bragg line amplitude
to deduce wind-direction, resolving the inherent left-right ambiguit) in this process by a continuity
condition for wind vectors in adjacent radar resolution ceLls.

3.1 Comparison of sky-wave radar measurements with sea-truth

A vital step in the introduction of radar oceanographic techniques is clearly the testing of the radar-
deduced ocean and wind measurements against measurements by buoys and oceanographic vessels. A unique
opportunity for such comparison for a sky-wave system arose in the sumnmer of 1978 in the Joint Air-Sea
Interaction project (JASIN), in which 14 oceanographic vessels of many nations undertook a coordinated ex-
periment to stody air-sea interac.ion in the Rockall Bank area of the North Atlantic.



To provide coverage of the JASIN area (see Fig. 7) a special n'rthwarus-dixected rhombic antenna was
* erected for transmissioi and a narrower steerable beam used for reception to provide three asimuthil re-
* caiving beam positions within the transmitted beam as shown in Fig. 7. This together with radar raige re-

zolution gave a total of 18 resolution cells in the JASIN area. Each cell coverLd an area of 75 km i.
range by about 125 km in cross range. The azimuthal resolution was obtained by t,.e use of a receiving
aerial array h~ving a beamwieth of 70.

Sea back-scatter data were recorded on 17 dates during the JASIN period, and some preliminary results ob-
tained on thrce days are briefly described nere. Radar data obtained during the neriods 100'-1030, 1300-
1310 and 1600-1630 OT on A4 and 25 Augiust have tleen used to deduce tha dominant w.ind dirtitlons in the
JASIN sea areas. The results have been compared with wind data obtained by a number of ships in the area
at the time.

The radar was operated on a frequency of 15.bb MHz, and ionospheric conditions indicatcd that propa 8 ation
wos via the one-hop r: mode at all times. Separate Doppler spectra were obtained for LhL 18 sea areas,
shown in Fig. 7 centred on ground ranges $70, 945, 1020, 1095, 1170 and 1245 km and Along IzI•triths 3180,
3250, 3320 E of N from the transmitter. Figure 8 shows at (a) examples of three individual power spectra
for slant ranges 1125, 1200 and 1275 km in ditection 3180 on 24.8.78 at 0959 U1, illustrating the noise-
like variability of the spectral estimate obtained in a single dwell. At (b) is sboan the result of
averaging the power spectra from 10 successive dwells; the reductiun in variance of the spectra can be
clearly seen by comparison of the spectrt from different ranges, since changes in the ocean characteristics,
of which tae spectra are a manife.tation, would be expected to change slowly with location. fr each 10-
told average speLtrum, the ratio of the spectral powers of the twu first-order Bragg lines (approach znd
recede) was taken. This ratio was used to deduce the direction of the domliant wind with respect to the
radar boresight, using two alternative relations which have been advocated by other workers s (a) LONG and
TRIZNA, 1973, and (b) STEWART and BARNUM, 1975. In each case a 90% confidence interval for the Bragg line
ratio was estimated by taking the measur'd v''je plus and minus 3.3 dB, (see Appendix). This range was
then converted to a corresponding range of wind directions, using the relatiors given in (a) and (b) above.
The results for the 18 sea areas were pooled in three groups of six so as to give a range of wind direct-
ions for each of the thr(, areas, A, B, C shown in Fig. 7. For each area a corresponding range of
directions was estir.Ated from the wind data r,(orded by ships (up to 9 in number) in the JASIN area at the
timi.. These data were two-minute averages taken at hourly intervals, but since the ship positions did not
ia general correspond closely to the radar sea areas, a considerable amount of interpolation and -'xtra-
polation ,,f the ship daLa was necessary.

A comparison of the radar and ship-measured wind directiors is shown in Fig. u. Since the radar results
are subject to an ambiguity (no discrimination between directions at equal angles on either side of the
boresight) the directions corresponding more closely to the ship - wind directions have been chosen in ea.:h
case. The ret,'lts show that on 24 August, when wind speeds, as measured by ships in taoe area, were about
10 m a' . tKere was reasonably good agreement between the ship and radar-measured directions. The two
radar relationships (RI and R2) werj also it. general agreemnent. Poorer results were obtained on 25 August
whe,: the wind speed was only 5 m s- indicating tha, under these conditions the presently available re-
latiu f between wiid direction and wave spectra are less reliable.

Wind 3peeds during the first tm, observation periods of 23 August were deduced from the radar spectra,
usinX an empirical formla (STEWART ai d BAR°JIU, 1975) as later modified ('ARESCA and BARNITH, 1477). This
formula rela-es the mean; wind speed in a radar resolution cell to the - it) dB width of the stronger first-
order Bragg line. The raoar-deduced wind speeds at 1000 and 1300 LIT have been ccmFared with the presently
available ship measuremeuts, made at 0900 and 1200 ITT. Both data sets gave speeds in the range 5-13 m s~in
with good ugreement for the morning data between radar and ship measurements at nearby locations. The
aCternoon data did uott give such good agreement. However, it is noted that the ship mensurements indicated
a more Irregular pattern of measured wind at 1200, so that detailed orrelation ,.1 the geographical
patterns at 12M0 and 1300 would not be expected. As more detailed '.ta become available permitting simult-
aneouý comparisons a closer correlation should be possible.

Stab.e continuous-wai, transimis-ions .rom th" Scripps Institute vessel, Atlantis II on; a frequency close
to t....t used by th, sky-wave radar were monitored at the radar site at the same times as sea-state sound-
ings were carried out. The objectives of this subsidiary experiment were to try to monitor Doppler effects
imposec by the ionosphere on signals travelling over approximately the same raypaths as for the radar. The
received spectra nave been processed and show Dopler spreads and displacements due to ionospheric effects
and to ship motion. The results are uider study to separate the two effects and so characterise the iono-
spheric path.

4. CO..CLSIONS

'Ta present state of progress in the work cal: be su, narised as tollols t

Satisfactory signal processing techniques have been evolved for on. line anld off-line spectral analysis of
sea echo both by ground-wave and sky-wave modes. Coherent dwell times of 150 sec.;onds .or ground wave and
50 seconds ior siy-wave with ten-fold averaging have vielded data of good quality. These techniques are
being included in an on-line processing system for an improved skv-,ave radar for synoptic studies of the
Nor.h Atlantic(

In ground-wave observations, ship-tracking up to a range of 210 kil achieved with onnidirection..l antennas

suggests a useful rnew supplementation of convea.tional microwave radar for marine traffic monitoring.

Direction finding techniques should be applicable in the discrete e,:?o conditions observed wheni fine

resolution Doppler filtering is employed.

Synthetic aperture technique has proved useful for determining the Jirectiot..l spectrum of sea waves at MF,
but if used with cont.nuous totion -f the receiving vehicle, t is %-ot p'ossible to measure the shape oa the
sea spectra or any cu-r•nt-i~tduced Doppler shifts. A neu. interruptcd-luotion synthetic aperture technique
shows promise of over~oming this defert.



An extension to t.w barrick and Snider analysis of the spectral statistics of sea echo has been made and
used in the dttermination of confidence intervals for the Bragg line ratio.

In the JASIN project, reasonably good agreement vas found between the wind directions feduced from the
radar spectra and those measured by ships In the area, when the wind speed was 10 m$'. Poorer agreement

was found for wind speeds of 5 a *-I.
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APPENDIX, a DNFIEN:C INTVALS ASSOCIATED WITH BRAGG LINE RATIO
The measured tatio uf the spectral powerp at the two first-.order Bran line frequencies is ,ubject to
sat istical variations which can be estimated fro the assumed Gaussian distribution of the etho signal
voltage (BARRICK and SNIDER, 1977). On th', basis, the probaility distribution of the osti= -es of the

powter Pn at a givet frequency obtained by averaging the n estimates of the power at that frequency from nS~spec tra, is

n p exp (- P)
n

p(Pn) W. I'(n) •"

where P is the true mean valu: of P

If q is the ratio in decibelt of the vt lues of Pn measured at the two 5ragg line frequencies, it may be
eaSuly uhia.n, by considering the distribution of the ratio of two uncorrelated quantities, that the
diezribution of qn is

AI(2n) exp [An(% + qn)]

lXn) ) [exp (A%)+ exp (AA)]

(a case of the statistical F distribution), where A (in 10)/10 - 0.230, and q. 10 log Qo0 where Qo is
the ratio of the true mean powers at the two frequencies. The distribution of rn qn - qo is then

AIX2n) exp (Anrt)P~rn)
p(r) - n

a rn) l + e"p (Arn) 2"

which is symmetrical about zero wo that the mean rn 0 0. The confidence intervals to be associated vith
any measured value of qn can be readily obtained from the cumulative distribution of rn, i.e.

r
p(r ) dr e

n n

which is the probability that qn is less than (% + r). The integral can be expressed in closed form
as a polynomt.nal in [l + exp (Ar)]"I, or equivalent evaluations made from tabulations of the F
distribution.

The confidence intervals for qn so obtained are symmetrical about the observed value, and the half wLdths
in docibels, for 50. and 907 probabilities are as follows, for various values of n t

n 50% 90%

1 4.8 12.8

3 2.5 0.4

5 1.9 4.7

10 1.3 3.3

The value for the 905 confidence limits for 10 spectra averaged incoherently (n - 10) is thus 3.3 d3,
the value quoted in section 3.1.

I1tii
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Fig.1 Coverage area of Irish Sea by 1.95 MHz ground.wave rdar at East Blockhouse, Milford Haven
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Fil.2 Doppler spectra at 1.95 Mtiz an iS km range for two different sea-states,

Spectrwm B was taken on a day when the wind was sufficiently hilgh andJ was

, blowing Iong enough for 77 ni ocean waves to develop fully
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Fig.3 Echo spectra at 1.95 MHz vs range, showing sea-state variations, shipping and an island
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k Fig.4 Range/time track of tanker leaving Milford Haven. Rectargles show plots (150 s coherent dw',f!1,f 7.5 km range resolution) and arrows show predicted track from Doppler shift
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Fig.5 Amplitude/direction plot of receding 7' in waves derimed fron: I.45 Mhlz radio back-scatter. The wind
average over the -,receding 12 hours is indicated. The azimuths which are shown are those from

which the waves are travelhng, for -omparison witit the usual convention for wi-ld direction
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Fig.6 Computer plot of coverage of NoIth Atlantic by sky-wave radar showitig V ind vectors
computed automatically from simulated I-IF radar Doppler spectra input
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Fig.7 Resolution cells of sky-wa-c radar used during JASIN pruiect, Summer 1978
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S~~Fig.8 Sample spectra obtained during ;ASIN project from .,ea at slant ranges It! 25, 1200 and

1275 kni and bearir$ 318', by sporadic-E propagation
(a) Shows single spectras obtained in one 50 sec-ond coheretat dwelt
kt.) Shows improvement in quality of spectra resulting fr'om incoherent averaging of 10 %pectra
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Fig.9 Comparison of wind directions measured by ships with those deduced frnn --emote
sk,-wave Doppler radar data

S : ship measurements
RI: Lorg and Trizna radar/wind relationship

R,: Stewart and Barnum radar/wind relationship



')'SCUSSION

J.R. Wait, U'S
Can the ionospheri,ý contribution to the total Doppler shift lie 0 duced by at Loininefld analysis of thie %Ingle-liop anid
double-hop data',.

Aiathor's Rc:)!y
Ine two-hop sci-scatter that I discussed was trom twice the range of the iii~ain one-hop illuminated it tilih case
I believe we flay assume specular reflection at (lhe first sea bounce point and attribute any additional .ppler shift
obscrv-d on the seconJ sca-scatter 11ith to the second reflection. Ilowevci, the two iono-spheric rellectit.1 p.oilits
will be considerabl) , palated atid no correlation in motion miay be amiinicil, It we observe thie same ocean piath bNVone anti two hop mode~s andi end.'avoui to cl~ininate tile Ihopplei shift tdte !o iono~pheric motion, we shall I- i,, two
diffice'ltics. Firahy 1wc vchoes will bec likely to overlap lin time and lDoppl-e; Qu.1 and therefore be difficult "o

V sparatc. Secondly, thle ionospheric reflection points v'mll still be significantly svparated spatia!ly for a 2.1)00kin
range, the , lection poinlts would Ibe 500kmn apart aind it would be very dangerous to wssunim well correIliled
motion, Sly answer to tile question would 'e-rc orc have to be thait such a technique is lkely to he practical oil:..
rart iy.

C.S. (,outelard. Fr
Le Prot'esseur Shciriiian a it, isuti dans sont cxpoOt soti he fail -ouiiec grandte direct ivitt4 iietait pas n~vessaire pour lta

lo,:alsation des% mobiles. 11 mie senible tite. si danis le cas qu'Il a exposý cela est vrai, il nest pas possible tie
g~niraliscr notanionent dans Ie cas des radars. 0 F11. ýurtotr sur les I Ii;ue% distances. Lit effet dfalls cc cas les
inhoniof;60itis die la tonec ionospherique ot) we .r.Ic hi rOf'rýction &tal !c spe~i- dopj'lcr dies vclios, coninic IXi
expliclut~ i-.- Prolf. Shearman il y a dojil tine quinzaine d'ann~es ('et Mtawinent du speL:'.e augmente avec la largeur du
lobe d'alntlne tout conunle. d'allicurs, les trajets multiples. ('es deuy 11oints introtiloisent oiez. h'nitations (jains la
J e'tection tics ciblos tIlie l'on pecut repousser par t;,s techniques d'integration cohitrcntes 00 i'iolitrentcs. mais lii
apparait i.1galenient ti s limitations hDaits , s pf.)bknies il apptrait donc iisnabed'avoir tic bonnec directiv'ites

My retinarths cn thle tu~c o! .ninidirectional or widebeain antenna% *ind directiatifinZding techniqjues for ship tiacking
were restricted to the grotind-wav- modc. lit this there are tit) invilt~iu-inducett Doppler sh1 .PN or nIoltipki paths.

AFor sk-acpo"wo.dfeeta opc ht, ctcn-ifriidrcin n i~rwildso

propagatiolsi certainly complioate the situation of using Doppler filtering to separate targets troll clutter. I agree
wi t h thle comments tor this ni~dc.

The beamn width used tin our special observition tit thle IASIN cenralc'area was 7', while tile erbeba
phisecd area to be used to survey the North Atlantic uses a 4'~ bc-tn Usefl result% are obumietl with thce lc bam
widths. but they are still consitderably la-rger than thle 0.5' beami width of the WARt arra%

Comment by D)r. WM.siburn, UtS
I would just like to comment tl,.at the data collectedi at WARI-' br sea s!Ae n.juitorii~f; ti-ally consi.,ts ot lDoppler
spectra at various ranges, azimuths and times of tday. Noncoherent (post detection) averaginig is necessary to

1? ~produce a smooth-d. stable spectral estimate. Tlhiis averaging is pertfornied over range, a~imntit and time
Ftirthermote. some spectra are discardied when thec' showv evidt~emce of ionospheric spectral sinearing such i.s priudtced
by inultipiith or by ionospheric coherence linittation D~i Maresca anid Dr loint eorges at NOAA are exploring
specific te~ilinqoes ;'or amprovinp data quality
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SUMMARY OF SESSION V

REMOTE SENSING AND OCEAN SURVEII 1ANCE

The initial paper by Professor Broche presented the results of everal expermntents perforned recently in the western
Mediterranean Sen during which a ground based i:ippler radar was operated at two frequencies (nemr (b and I 2MIlh),
in conjunction with a buoy whlcl supphed in-situ measurements of the main parameters of the sea surfa-'e.

The second paper ý-y Washbuns. Sweeny. Barnum wnd Zavoli concentrated on describing the capabilities of the Wide
Apertu'e Research Factlti (WARF) opera:ed by SRI in ('alfornia. Various radar techniques and propagation
managciment touls used on line and in real time were discussed. This was followed by a paper by Moresca and Carlson
which presented I: Skywave estimates of the track, surface wiad and wave of hurricane Anita, The track of' the
hurricane and intensity of the waves were deduced trim mneasurenments ,nade at a range greater than 3000Krns utnliline
the SRI WARF radar. The ability to steer the radar to observe selected storm regio,,s makes 11F Skywave an excellent
remote sensing device to moniter intense storms,

The fourth paper by Barrick mnd Uipa described the remote sensing of sa state and surface currents with 1F radars.
rhe paper emphasied the ability of HIF radars to measure murface characteristi. s to an accuracy of - few percent. The
concept has application to environmental monito. .ng. erosion analyses. off shor oil and mining operations ettc.

I-
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SEA-STATE DIRECTIONAL SPECTRA OBSERVED BY H.F. DOPPLER RADAR

ESTItKATION DUi SPECTRE DIRECTIONNEL DES YhGUES PAR RADAR
DECAMEIP.IQUE COHERENT

P .BROCHE

L.S.F.C.T., Vniversit6 de TOULON, 83130 LA GARDE (France)

SUMMARY

Basic elements of the description of the sea surface, and fundamental phenomena implied in the
backscattering of the electromagnetic waves by this surface are reminded.

Results of experiments performed with a ground-wave H.P. Doppler radar are presented and compared
with a sea-truth supplied by conventional oceanograph'ic means. Two points are stressed -

..the estimation of the wind direction, by measuring the ratio of the amplitudes of the two Bragg
lines in the doppler spectrum of the backscattered H.P. wave.

- the estimation of the dominant frequency in the sea-state spectrujm and of the significant height
of the waves by measuring the cut-off frequencies which are present on both sides of the Bragg lines.

RESUME

On rappelle les 616ments principauxc relatifs A la description ie 1'Lstat de surface de la mer, ainsi
que les phenom~nes fondamentaux impliqu~s dans la r~trodiffusion par cette surface des ondes
Mlectromagn~tiques,

Les rdsultats de campagnes exp~rimentales mentes avec:'. radar d~cank~triqu: cohisrent fonctionn:It

-de la fr~quence dominante du spectre des vagues et de leur hauteur significative, par la mesure
des fr~quences de coupure qui apparaissent de part et d'autre des raies de Bragg.

1. INIRODUCTION

Les estudes men~es dans la derniksre decade A la suite des premiers travaux de CROI4BIE (1955) ont
montr6 que les radars cohesrents fonctionnant dans la gawir'e dffcam~trique (H.P.) constituent un
instrument adapt*~ A l'observation A distance de la surface de la mer.

On rappelle tout d'abord ci-dessous quelques 6616ments relatifs a la description de 1'6tat de cette
surface, ainsi quc Iles mfcanismes fondamentaux par lesquels celul-ci influe sur les propri~t~s de
l'onde electromagnktique 'ritrodiffus~e (6cho radar).

On prtsente ensuite lies resultats acquls dans le cadre de plusieurs campagnes d'experlences durant
lesquelles une comparaison suivie a pu Otre faite des donnoes fournies par le radar avec celles
d'une vdritt-mer assuree par des moyens conventionnels (bou~es) sur le site explore par le radar.
L'accent est mis sur 1 'estimation de deux parametres

- I& direction du vent

- la frhquence dominante du spectre des vagues et l'dnergie corrpspondante (hauteur

F significative).

On discute la qualitO de cette estimation, ainsi que les conditions qui sont de nature A l'ameliorer.

2. L'ETAT DE LA MER ET LA RETRODIFFUSION DES ONDES, H.P.

2.1 Description de la surface de la mer

On admet 0enralement que les variations E(x~y,t) de la cote du point de'1 coordonnuies (x:y) de la surface de Ia mer r6sultent de )ia superposition des effeti1 d'une inflnitod'ondes libres, sinuso~dales, indt,3ndantes. La pulsation wn et le vefleur d'onde k de chacune
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d'elles sont relies par leAquation de dispersion des onies de gravit#

agk

6ette superposition est dicrite par le spectre denergit des vagues, cSe.), tel que

I -f S(ý) dA
S(f) depend A ]a fois du nombri d'onde k (donc de la pulsation w), et de la direction du vecteur
d'onde k reperee par son angle 6 par rapport A une origine quelconque (on Lhoisit souvent laI direction du vent). On petit donc aussi ecrire

FIf =JS (w,e) dw d9
et on poseI ~ S(W.e) -SMw f(w,e)
avec I ~. 0) d o - 1 salt S(w) JS(w,e) d e

(a) S(w) est le spectre "omnidirectionnel" de la hauteur des vaques. C'est
lui que permettent de czlculer les donnees d'une bouee moulillee en un point fixe qui mesure les
variations temporelles de E . Ce spectre est relativmaent bien connu, du mains pour les vagues en
phase de croissance ou en #quiibre avec le vent :on reut le decrire convenablement par le modele
de Plerson4loskowitz:

dont l'allure est representee Fig. 1 (g P'st IVacceleration de la pesbnteur). Ti olpend des deux
du vent et de ses conditions daction sur ]a surface de la mer (distance et duree). 11 exist;ý a
ce propos un certain nombre de formules semi -empi riques. citeses par RAi4AIONJIARISOA (1975), et
en particul ier le alet'?Oe 1AHSWAP (HASSELMANN et al. , 1973).

S~w)done 6aleentacc~ au paam~resstatistiques haoatuels, canine la h~uteur significative
HS1/3,donnes l achastaur aramnedutires des vagues les plus 6levees, et qLi est donnee par

(b) La fonction f(cwie) 'iecrit la repartition angulaire de I'Lenergie des
composantes de oulsation w. Sa connaissance est beaucoup plus fragmentaire que ce~ll, de S(W) et
les quelques modeles exi!.,aut ' ; r-t -drimi eux, le modele de Longuett-Higgins,
Cartw~ight et Smith, cite par TYLER et al. (1974) es couraninent utilise et ii est donne par

fqw,e) = a + (1-a)cos se

o est reptre par rapport A la direction du vent avec lequel la mer est supposese en @quulibre (mer
completement develcppee). a repressente la proportion (faible, de 1'ordre de 10-2) de 1'energie
qui se propage dans la direction opposfie A celle du vent. Le paramektre d'anisotropie s vanie

avec la frequence des vagues etudiees et avec la vitesse du vent :sa ;ýleur est grande (s .ý, 10)
pour les vagues dominantes (frequence 1) qul ont une vitesse vols~ne de celle du vent, et elle
diminue lorsque la frequence augmente. ~a pertinence de ce modele sera discutee ci-dessous (§ 4.1).
La teledetection de l'estat le surface de la mer petit ')nc avoir canine objectif la determination des
quelques parametres caracteristiques des modefles acceptes A priori canine convenables, (fin, a ou H1/3,
0), ou, au contraire. Vestimation des amplitudes spectrales S(Uw,E) pour plusleurs valeurs de wi
et de e.

2.2. RA-trodiffusion des ondes electromagnetiques

L'examen du spectre de puissance de Vonde electromagnecique de longueur d'onde
AR, de frequence fk restrodiffusee par' la surface de 'a mer (Fig. 2) montre que lessentiel de la
puissance est contenti dans deux raies bien individual isees, dont les decalages Doppler par rapport
A la fr~quence emlse sont opposes et correspondent ý la celdritek des andes de gravit6 de longuetir
d'onde Ag -AR/2 :il Cagit donc d'un mecanisme de diffusion coherente, analogue au phon'-*ne de
Bra'gg dans les cristaux, qui stlectionne dans le spectre directionnel des vagues les com,, antes
adapteses. Schematiquement, si i et "ssont les vecteurs d'on'le des andes fmise et revue (determines
pAr I& frequence fuise et ',,orientation du lobe dis antenne,;), le vecteur d'onde d'une onde de
gravite, et si ewj, ws, wg s'int les pulsations correspondantes, SO a~



ws INwi ± wg

0-comme as ki (ritrodiffuslon), on en doduit

gu A

et le d~calage Doppler e'st donne par

soit, en fr~quence Af (Hz) ak f~ 0.1 ~14)

La game 0,1 - 0,4 Hz pour fB, dens laquelle se trouvent habituellement les fr~quencei dominantes
d-s 0pectres des vagues, correspond ainsi A la gaiaue 1-16 M'Uz.

Les Anergies de ces deux rales, ditos raies dr Bragg s.2nt proportionnellos aux composaintes du spectre
de I 'Ott do surface de )a met le vecteurs d'ondes t 2ki la rale negative est proportlonnlle A
S(2k1), la rale positive A S(-2k~i

Signalons qu'on observe souvent un dicalago d'ensemble de la position des deux tales de Bragg qul est
interpret# comae l'effet d'un courant superficiel Jont 11 cst ainsi possible de mesurer la cogaposante
radiale (STEWART and Jo)v, 1974. 8ARftICK et al. 1977).

11 existe de plus, ena'o et do part et d'autre des rales de Bragg, un continuum dit "e.ho du second
ordrew, d'un nlveau sensiblement inferiour et dont on attribue la presence A des i~iteractions non
linfaires

-entre l'onde radio et la surface de la met (diffusion multiple)

- entre los ondes octaniaues elles-mwbes, donnant naissancc* 6 des deformations do vecteur adapto
mais qui n'ob~issent pas A 1'tquation de dispersion des vagues libros.

Schimatiquement, si fl f2 sont los vocteurs d'ondes do deux composantes do Ilstat do sujrfa~e de la
mer et wl, w2 l'es pulsations correspondantes, on a

et donc

(1 I t2 - 1

l'Onergie pr~sente A la frequence w r~sulte do lensemble des combinaisons ý, . qul satisfont los
conditions ci-dessus. LIMch du sec~nd ordre. pour urno frwequnce radio donn~e, dOpend donc do
l'ersemblo do spectre directionnel de l'Otat de surface de la wrer.

3. CONDITIONSEXPERIMENTALES

Drux typeb de fonctionnement peuvent Otre envisagOs pour IP radar

enot onde de ciel, l'onde felctrowagnetique subit, entre le rad.~r et la surface de la mer uno ou
plusiours reflexions sur l'ionosphero, dont les mouvements ip'.'odutsent un effet Doppler qu'il est
parfois difficile do separer do celul dd A la surface de la a.er. Li~ port~e est grande, los filsquonces
sont necessairament assez Olevdes, et ne pertnett(!nt pas Ilobservation par les effetb du premier ordre
do la partie Ia plus 6nergetique du spectre des vagues.

-en onde do surface, l'onde electromagn~tique ost guidee, au-delA de la zone de visibilltCI directe,
par la discontinuitO de conductivite6 ertre la mer et I'.itmospl~re. La portse est faible (50-100 km).
La frequence peut 6tre assez bdsse mais la dimension quAil est nlcessaire do donner aux antennes
pour leur assurer une directivitO sutfisante rend d~licat do descendre au-dessous do quelques MHz.,

Le radar utilisfi par le L.S.E.E.T. pour les experiences dont los resultats sont dkcr~ts ci-aptes
fonctionne en onde de sol 3 partir d'une station A la c6te~ sltufeE aux environs Je Touloni (lediter-
tatteo occidentale).
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Lanisslon consiste en impulsic~is de cadence et do dur~e variables (habltuollemont 100 Hz et
100 ps). Deux fr~quences diff~rteptes peuvent Otre utilisOes slmultan~nont par entrelacemont des
impulsiuns correspondantes, dans la gamme 2-30 M4Hz. La plupart des exp~riences ont 6t r~alis~es
t 6 M4~z et 12 M4Hz (fr&-que'ices de Bragg :0,25 et 0,35 Hz), pour losquelles los portions de mer
6tudides ont une 6tendue radiale de 15 Km et une largeur, lite aux caract~ristiques des antennes,
de 10 et 5 Km respectivement A la distance de 40 Kim de la station.

A cette distance, on a dispos6 d'une boude qul a servi de support A des moyens classiques de mosure
des param~tres m~t~orologiques et oc~anographiques. Cette v~rit6-mer comprenait la mesure du vent
(vitesse U et airection e) et la mesure de la hauteur des vagues (hauteur significative H 1/3,
spectre omnidirectionnicl 5(w) ),

Bien que lVon alt prockdt A l'enregistrement de la totalit@ di; signal do r~trodiffusion afin de
permettre tout autre traitement ulteireur, les spectres radar utilis~s r~sultent en general de
la sanitation incoh~rente de 8 spectres cons~cutifs, chacun 6tant calculI en temps reel par FFT avec
une resolution de 0,01 H"!. Ils c3rtespandent donc A environ 14 mint~tes de signal.

4. RESULTATS

L'essentiol des travaux r~alisls A ce jour vise 4 la mise au point do relations
empiriques entre los propri~tass des spectres du premier ordre (amplitude et largeur des raies de
Bragg) et la vitesso du vent (LONG and TRIZNA, 1973 ; STEWART and BARNUM, 1975 ; do MAISTRE et all.
1977 ; BARNUM et al., 1977 ; MARESCA and BARNUM, 1977). D'autre part, les 6tudes entreprises sur
les spectres du second ordre (BARRICK et al. 1974) d~bouchent sur des m~thodes d'inversion destinfes
A en extraire Vensemble du spectre directionnel des vagues (8ARRICK, 1977 ; LIPA, 1977),

Los rasultats prasent~ss ci-dessous s 'inscrivent dans cette double perspective. ils concernent
l'estimation de la direction du vent, do la fr~quence dominante et la hauteur significative des
vagues,

4.1. Estimation do !a direction du vent

(a) Le principo do cette estimiation est bion connu -.los amplitudes A.. et A+

des raies do Bragg sont proportionrelles A S(±t2ti) et leur rapport est

(2) R =A+ = S(_2ti)- =~ t w-0)

e est l'angle do la direction du vent avec cello du faisceau radar (1). Le rapport R pr~sente
l'avantage, du point do vue exp~rimental, de no pas d~pendre do la valou~r absolue do la puissance
reque. Son utilisation n'impose donc pa, la connaissanco de grandeurs (gains des antennes, atte-
nuation le long do la propagation ... ) 1 sont difficiles A 6valuer.

Un modfle pour f(w,8) 6tant choisi, la relation (2) permet d'estimer e A partir do la mosure do R.
La qualit~s do cette estimation est lite A cello du modale utilis6, mals on pout dejA prdvoir qu'elle
serd limitde parce quo la repartition angulaire r~elle -Aspend do conditions difficiles A connal~tre
ou ia~mO A prondre en compto (distance et duree do l 'action du vent). il est donc inutile do disposer
d'un mod~le trop precis et il ost preferable quo, mime approximatif, il -ouvre des conditions do

val di f tedu s. (b) Le modele ICS decrit en (2.1.b) ost utilis L6,sous uaie form e siniplifleie dans

laquelle a=,pr TWR and BARNUM (1975). En fait, il ost possible d'utiliser la forme coffiPl~te,

D'atre aueur emlointun modtle do la forme (LONG and TRIZNA, 1973 ; MARESCA et al., 1977)

f(w,8) = (I+ bcos 20) -1<101 < 7F

do sorte quo 1be~)2IR f 0= (1 + bcos0 ) T< lei < w

b pout #galementL &tre dketrmint S partir do Rm = (1 + b) 2.

On a report~s Fig. 3 los variations de R avec 0 pour ces doux nied-&les, pour plusiours valours do s.Iet pour R. -20 db.



11 est important do remrquer quo si s >2, ce qul est probablomont le cas si Von no travaille
pas avoc des fr~quences trfts #levees, los courbes peuvent Otre consid~ros comue peu #1olgnles,
au regard do la prfcision dans I& mesure in-*situ do 0(+20") et dens la mesure de R (au mieux
t 3 db. comoite-tenu de I& variabilite obsorvfio).

La pertinence do tels modeles est certainemont limitee wix cas oQ les vagues etudlees sont en
dquilibre avec le vent, ce qul necessite u~i temps d'autant plus court quo lour frequonce est plus
#lov~e et que le vent est plus fort. 11 y a donc lieu de choisir une frequence de Bragg assez Oeov~e
(mais pas trop pour no paý tomber dens la gamue ot) s ezatit faiblo (s < ?). la sensibilite du mo~dle
A la valour effective do co param~tre ost grande) et defcartor les mosures correspondent A des vents
trop faibles.

(c) Ces consid~rations sont confirmees pAr los resultats experimentaux do la
Fig, 4, qul representent ;es vaeiations avoc I'angle 0 mesurt in-situ. diu rapport R observe 6 )a
fre#quence de 6 MHz (Fig. 4a, I'D -0,25 Hz) ot A P% fr~qujence do 12 M~z (Fig. 4b 18̀ a 0,35 Hz)I -on n observe pas do valour de R sup~rieure A 20 d5, ce qul justifie le choix a e0.01 ou b a9
eff~ectuf pour tracer los courbes de la Fig. 3,

-la dispersion des points est plus grande A 6 M4Hz qu'i 12 M.¶z le temps n~cesszaire 6 l'equilibre
mer-ven't Otant plus grand, 11 est normal que la correlation (R -0) soit plus faible.

-A 12 MHz, la correlation (R,e)) est sensiblemient aft.loree si Von no tient pas compte des points
qui correspondent A H 1/3 -< 1 mi, pour lesquols I& vitesse du vent est insbffisante pour saturer la
composanto de fr~quence 0,35 Hz dens un temps bref A 'echellte do la variabilit6 dos pheknomenes
in~t~orologlques (quelquos houres). On eilimino ainsi la plupart des points pour lesquels les conipo-
santes etudices (reles de Bragg) no sont pas an 6quilibro avec: le vent, et los points restants se
r~partissent autour d'uno courbe moyenne voisine do cello corres~ondant .1 s -3, ou mine do la
droite '09

R(db) a 20 e- 0

avoc une precision compatible avec: lindeterniination signaloe en (b),.

Un traitement analogue appliqu@ aux donnees rt~cueillies A 6 MH: conduirait A 6lever le seull do 1 mi
pour H 1/3, et A 6liminer un trop~ grand nombre do points, reduiiant deautant :interet de la methode.

Les mesures prfsentees ne pennettont donc pas do choisir ontre los modlels proposis, ni do preciser
s -elles ont d'ailleurs 6t0 ecouises dens des conditions meteorologiques variees et il sorait normal
quo ce paramiktre presente une certaine dispersion- .mais cellos corrospondant A 12 MWz permettent,
A partir do lour comporteinent moyon, d'estimer convonablement la d~roction du vent ,- cel.a est Illus-
trio Fig. 5, ot) on a porte,. en fonction de 0, 1& vaelur 0* estlm~e I partir de s -3. E'* no differe
pas. dens la majorite des cas, do 0, dc plus do t Z^O*

4.2. Estimation du spectre ooinidirectiuniel des vagues

Tris souvent, le spectre du socond ordre experimental (Fig. 2) montro clairaiment
do part ot d'autro des raies de Bragg, une discontinuite do son amplitule qui est ilioe A 1'exist#nnce
Wi.ne friquenco do cotipure voisine de "R/2ir dens le spectre omnidirectitnnt'l des vaguos (cf 2.1 a).
Ceci F'e'xplique elsement A partir des considerations dvevloppies § 2.2 f pour la partie du spet.tre
du second ordre telle quo Ca5  WI > tan par exemtple, on a

us ui Uwl + w 2

Le spectre des vagges no contenant pas do pulsation inferieure A 03"x ZwfC (et donc do nombre d'onde
inftrieur A k a wz/g). ]a plus petit,. valour do (w - ki,) attachoe A une contrftution non nulle ad
spectre du se~ond Srdre correspond au sch~ma ci-desious (si <A

pour lequel

5 cc
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Un ralsonnement identique qst possible pour les ti~is autres comubinaisons des signes dans les
relations (1) (1 2.2), condulsant aux quatre pulsations de coupure dans le spectre du, second ordre

+ W

Wa+~ '08  "'c - 'c d.

On peut remarquer que dans le cas d'une houla dont le spectra directionnel est trbs 6troit, autour
d'une direction donn~e ON, ce raisonnement implique une dissyinetria dans la position des rates
positives at ne~gatives d~pendant de 6" qua Von peut ainsi astimar (P. FORGET, 1979).

On a d~terminif, a partir de la position de cas coupures, et plus particuli~rement de Wd+ et _
(coupures situ~es entra des rates de Bragg, pour lesquelles

2 2/

]a fr~quence la plus bassa presente dans le spectre des vagues. Compte-tanu de la dynamique des
Q spectre.~ radar, on a assimi16 fc A la fr~quance doriinanta fm Ceci a 6te rbalist pour una fr~quence

radio ia 12 MHz sur tous las spectres qul le permattaient. at le r~sultat est illustrO Fig., 6, 00
on a port6 la frequence ainsi estim~e fe~ (l'lncertitude est de l'ordra de ± 0,03 Hz) en fonction de
I& frequance fm TaesurLea par la bouee sur le site de l'exp#rienca. L'accord est convenable, except.i
pour las frequencas >0,25 Hz qui correspondent an fait A des mars de tros faibla amplitude.

Si la mar ast comepl~stement developpee, la parametra 8 du spectra de Pierson-Moskowitz ast voisin de
8 - 0,008. et la hauteur significative des vagues est rallee A fm~ par

H 1/3 - 0,04/f2
(3 ) m

(pour las cas o0 la houle ast absente).

La Fig. 7 ,nontre la relation quit axiste antra Vastimation ainsi effectulede H 113 at la valeur
mesur-~a sur la boude. Las d~saccords qui existent sont lies A la fois A l'imprecision sur fm
(cf Fig. 6), mais aussi au fait qua las conditions de stationnarit6 indispensati- a l'application
de la relation (3) ne sorit pas remplias. no ca point de vue, l'accord ne sarait pas meilleur si
Von rempla~ait H* par une estimation H, 3A partir de la valeur mesurte de131/3 .

5. CONCLUSION

Las r~sultats presentes ci-dassus, at surtout la comparaison de chacun des parametras estimes a
Valda des spectres radar avac la verite-mier suggrernt las conclusions suivantes

(a) Saul un mod~la moyan, tri~s approximatif de la repartition anqulaire de
l'Oenrigie aes vtgues peut couvrir las condition5 metesorologiques tr~s va-iees dans lesque las las
donn~es ont Wt recuaillijas. 1I est alors possible d'en deduire una estimation convenable de la
direction du vent, pourvu qua la frequence at la vitesse du vent soient assaz 61avdes pour qua les
composantes de la surface de la mar correspondant aux rates de Bragg soient rapidement satur~es par
le vent A 1'6chelle de t~emps des variations de celul-ci.

(b) La frequance dominanta du spectre omnidirectionnal des vagues peut 6tre
deduite avec une bonne orfcision de ]a mesure des fraquencas de coupure presentas dans le spectre
Doppler de part at d'autra des raies de Bragg. Cette precision est de l'ordra de quelques centi~mes
de Hartz, sauf pour las valaurs dleveas qua Von rancontre pour les mars peu agit~es (H 1/3 << 1 mA.1

Dans l'hypothses d'una mar compitteinent developp~ee la hauteu~r signifi~itive se deduit de la frequence
dominanta, mais !a qualit6 r~duite de catte estlimation confirme qu'an general, un deuxteine paramtra
ast indispensable pour d~crire de fa~on satisfaiscnta le spectre omnid~rectionnel, Du point de ýue de
la 0telltection, ce paramere est, par txjctsple, Aracharchar dans le nivaau ralatif des dAchos du
second ordre at du premier ordra (BARRIfK, 1977 ,FORGET, 1979).
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Fig. 1 - Spectre de Pierson-Moskowitz (f est inversement proportionnel 8 la vitesse du
vent U ; pour U - 10 m/s, on a TM 0,137 Hz).
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Fig. 2 - Exemple de spectre radar. La fr~quence radio est 12,4 MHz. Iab repr~sentent les
rates de Bragg, 0af ls frequences de coipures cit6es dens 1e texte (6 4.2.
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Fig. 3 - Variations dui rapport R =A+/A- en fonction de 1 angle 8 entre la direction du
vent et l'axe du faisceau radar. L~e mod~1e ICS est representt par les courbes
en trait plein et la courbe ep pointill6 (la valeur de s est indiqufe par une
f1`che). L~e mod~le (1 + b coq~o) est repr~sentO par la courbe en tirets.
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SUMM~ARY

HF skyvave radar Pystems rely upon ionosphericallv propagated (skywcvel radio waves for reawte sensing af
viry long ranges and over wide areas, The Wide Aperture Research ra. ijitv (WARF) to California provides
an experimental testbed for HF radar design aind evaluation. Uses Of Lhe WARr skvwa',e isdar inc.ude Zhe
tracking of aircraft and ships, sea state monitoring, and lopnspherit' reseatch. In this paper we discusq
the capa~ilities of this radar. as well aso varloux radar techniques and rropd:gation manageraent -ools used--
generally nn-line and in real time--to mayximire radar performance.

A central tincture of WARF is its 1.3-km-long receiving aperture formd by 256 pairs of vertically polarized
monopoles spaced equidistant iver the 2.5-, distance and connected' to -~ commson processing point thr..uith
cibles and a switching network. This electronically steerable receivin~g array (.320" about its !ast-.es.t
boresight) hits selectable rereption froms eithor direction, and operates over 6 to 30 M~tz, producinp a OS
azimuthal beam, at midoand. Combined with a bistatically locrted transmitter utilizing stectablc broadheat"
(60: Illumination and a swept -frequent-y conitrtinous wave (SFCW) signal formit, the HF radar provides very
high resolution In azimuth and tange.

BacKSCattercd echoes frc'in targets, land clutter, sea clutter, and noise are separated from earl) other In
range 4nd in radial velocity by time-delay und W~ppler processing of the received SFCV signa>:%. VA r I ,os
signal-procesping t~.chniques are employed for minimixot'on of other-user interference. These tochniquc-s
include signal blanking, wa S'orm randomization, and excision of undesirable portions fro~m the piocossed
time- and frequency-domain data. Spatial rejet :ion of out-of-beim enpr'r has br'en explored throug~h sapi~i-
cation of adaptive beamforrt~ing techniques.

'.rop'tgati.on management and performance monitoring are two auxiliary functions essential , the succes-sful
cperation of an HF radar., Properly executed, thesec functions maximize the returned target signal relative
tt* noise and clutter, minimi-e multipath, avoid RFI' to and from other HE users, and provide accuratta con-
version to geographic coordi.;azes. At WARr these roquirements are met througqh use of a separate back-tcat-
tar ionogram sout.Jer thit produces clutttr-to-nois;? ratio iiaps over a wide a :-, a spv.,trum surveillance
system that searches for quict portions of tore HF spectrup., real-time mt-asurements on the received radar
signal (Autter, noise, and r-ansmitter-aff noise). .ýnd a steep incidence (V-I) sounder. Examp' 4 of
re-wtct scnsing measurements are inc.uded to demonstrate Ht radar system nerformance and to illustra'. the
integration of *soential auxiliary runctions to assure maximum overall performanceý

1. INTRODUCTION

The Wide Aperture Research Facility (WARFs In C..'ifornia has explored the benefits of hig~h range and
azimuth resolution--up to 1.5 km in rang.' and 0.50 Inr azimuth--for over-the-horizon (0Th) radar Applica-
tions include tracking of aircraft and ships and monituring of ler-'t oant sea- -i: particular ocean wind and
wave spectrum properti-is. 0Th radar whizh Is also tferzmee HF skvwave radar. relies on ionospheriealtv
nropagated -'din waves to detcct. t-rgets .t very long rat%,ie and over large areaS. Radar ranges from 700 km
to in excesi. of 3000 kta are typ1._..l 'a- vn.4-hop Ionospheric propagation via conventionNl modes. Lnsr-,
fixed arlinnas in crimmon use 4t HK chieve 60 sector cc'erago implying total aror- .overage of about
3 % 07 km2. Radars operating at these relatively low frequencies msist deal with problemsa of high ambieart
noise, large antennLA beamw'dths, and limits.) bandwidtth due to spect.'um crowding and ionosphetic dispersion.
In spite of these uifficulties the long rangeiwi0. area coverage coupled with the capability fur easrtitially
continuous surveillance 'makes 0TH radar an attractive device for remote sensing.ý A review cf 07.11 radar
technology may be found in Headrick and Sknln~k (1974).

In tnis paper we first pre~.ent the general capabili.ies of WAP'F followed by a der..ription of several per-

tormence uaximiring terbhniqueo in use there tncludikag:

"* Signal r'ocessing of 0TH radar 84gnaise (Section 3).

"* Interference avoidance and minimiisation through frequency/time filtering And
ada-,rtive beamulomixig (Section 4), and

Is Clutter-to-noise mcnitoring for pred'crion of radar sensitivity (Section 5).

2. WARF OVERVIEW

A unique feature ct the WARF is a ~.,.5-km long receiving aperture formed by 256 paris of vertical mor-or'oes
Placed equidiptance attl connected ýLa a coismn processing poir, through lelay cables 1tnd a reed relay switch-

Ignetwork. Array steerir.g is available it, 1/40 i:-crements over t321 from the east-west boresight direc-
tion. Achievable covearago area In depicted it. the msp of Figure 1. The array' has east-west selectable
reception stince eacti array element io a pair of 5.5 a monopoles spaced 4..? a along boreuight and combined

w~happropriate delay cable. on average the front to back ratto to 13 dB. Opertttinr fraquencies vary
from bto 30 MUz and, although tste element% are not impedance matched, the array is e~ternally noise

Hatdat. frequencies below :5 Me, This t, due In part to the us- of 1 ell noise figure preamplifiers
isreattepo~int whr u-ihhtearray elements art combined and steered. Azimuathal beavividth
in0.0at15M; ail dweginInth'- beromrpouesverage sidelobe levels of -25 0S. 1he

vs~cl ptten L cotroledey he winmonmlepaternwhoe - dBpoints at 15 Mye are 90' and 45':
low-avigle gitolimited by the us& of' a **ell ground screen (22 a wide with 0.6 a mesh). Although highly
variable with frequency And elevation angla. atray directive gains exceed 33 dB betws~v 8 anad 28 Me: and
8e And 3310 elevatior.
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The WARF tkan.mtter is located slightly bistatically (185 km to the soutt cast) to permit use of ,a swepi-
fraouency c-rntinuouis wave (SFC6) rgnal format. An eighteen-ellment Alr:; of vWtý,a1 1Jg pe,','d., tI.-
mrnte (pointed west) ox folded trianguJar trnopole elements (,'oi..ted east) spanning a 205 -A apeitute
achie,es a 60 atimuthal bcamwidth at I. Mz. Transmit gain exceeds 20 d8 at the peak of the verticl4
pattern. The transmit array is delay-eable steqrjble over !30' in 41 steps; average sxJelobe levels art
-20 dB or better, Ground screen of 180 m width !,eips .moitain ,AIn at low elevation .n~les.

Fbr radar applications two servo-tuned 10 kW (avg.) ?ower amplifi-rs are employed, When lowrs. are in-
cluded, a realistic overage value of power product (PTGT.G1 Gl is 93 dhW over the range of frequenctes and
elev-ation angles Iii use.

Ionospheric backscatter soundinp is normally carried out with a 10 kW trtnsrnIttcr feedinqg a single lom
periodic antanna and by receiving on the full receiving array, 1/8 of this array, or a norizontal, rotata-
ble log periodic antenna. Steep- inedenve ionospheric soundings between che two IAFý s~tvs are routit,olv
interleaved with backscatter soundings. Thus both type- of so'ndlng; a.c scnerated SImultaneot,-Iv with
radar operations, A sumazty of the WARF specifications is preoented in Tshle 1.

Table I

WARF OTHk SYSTEM FARAPETERSI - - '3~ackscat ter rtIc
i
4
ain System Sounder Incideoco

_Sourder

Transmitting Site

Power 20 khC 10 kWCW 10 0

Antinnas East i8-Element FTM Arrao, 9-26 Mqiz Rotatable Hori.ontal LPA Delta

West 18-element LPA Array. 6-30 Mti• 6-30 Mix 2-13 Mt

Doth 205 m Long

60 A-imuthal Beamwidths at 15 M11:

Directive Gain 020 doi (at 15 KIsI) ,13 dhti ,5 d.1

Covera:e 132o from E/W in 40 Steps

is Receiving Site

Antenna 2.5-km Array of 256 Whip Pairs Delta
0.-! Azimuthal Boamwidth at 15 rs4z

Directive Gain 003 dBi j 5 d•.

Coverage !320 from E/W in 0.250 Steps
Electrically Steerable to Fast or West

Operating-Frequency Spectrum Surveillance System
[• Selection

, Combined System

Power Product PTGTGr - 93 dBW at 15 tSrz

• Wave form &FCW/

Ship Aircraft

Ratsx* Pasoluti-n 3 km 18 km

Integration Time 12.8 see 2.1 sec

Owell Period 25.6 .ec 2.1 sec

Cycle Time 10 sec 7.5 sec

No. Receive Beims 5 (. 0.250) 3 (. 0.500)

Lo. Range Ceils 1.1 12

Nominal Area Coverage 4,100 km
2
/min 7i.• kw

2
/nin

Rare

Automatic Detection 7es Tee
asd Tracking

Critical faetore In successful operation of a-% OTH radar Include maintenance of high signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) sad signal-to-clutter rat:io (SCI), conversion of radar coordinates to ground coordl-mteo, Identifica-
tion ol multipath, and avoidance and/or suppression of radio-frequency interference. A.equate SNP is
achieved by controlling the quantities in the standard t.dar equation, wherein the notable aspects at HF
are the hign levels of external noise and the loss twae which includes propagation effects (polarization
mismatch. absorption, ionospheric focusing, Ionospheric disturbances and Irregularities).

Since 011 radars are essentially "look-dov&" radars, SCR Is crucially Important for detection of point tar-
gets. SCR is lcreased by reducing the pulse width and nalroying the antenna beam; however, even with
10 kila bandwidth and a 1/2. beam the clutter may exceed 10 a . Further clutter rejection is achieved with
Poppler processing; filrer widths typically range from I It to loss than 0.01 He depending on the applica-
tion and on the nature rf the propagation path Maximizing SCR is not of interort In the case of emoete



sensing of the ocean since the clutter itself is the target. Here the primary requirement Is for long
integration time (50 to 100 a o- more) to reveal the detailed structure in the clutter Doppler spectrum

~ while avoiding the appearance of Doppler-shifted spectrum replicas produced by io..ospheric multipath.

.i. WAJEFORH AND SIGNAL PROCESSING

A sweep-frequencr continuous wave (SFC14 signal is employed at WARF either in the form o; an extended
linear frequency ramp or as a repetitivw, narrow frequency ramp, SFCW is a useful waveform in that it
permits 1l0' duty cycle transmissions, is amenable to operating in a high interference environmen- and
may be readily processed' off-line with variable parameter values such es range a%.d Doppler resolution.
The extended linear frequency ramp generates .teep-incidence or backscatter ionograms 1-y processing the
rectived signals for amplitude vs, i•ie delay as a function of radio frequency. The essence of this pro-
S€•ssing conrists of mi~ing or deramping the received signal with a local version of the sweep generator.
amplifying and down converting t, audio frequencies and then carrying out spectrum enalysis on the result,
In the WARF system Increasing audio frequency corresponds to increasing time delay (radar range).,

The repetitive wareform is processed for echo magnitude vs. time delay and Doppler frequency at a single
(narrowbAnd) radio frequency. Spectrum analysis on the signals received during a single sweep provides
magnitude vs. radar range; maintaining sweep-to-sweep phase eoherence and carrying out spectrum analysis
over many sweeps provides Doppler information for each range ,'ell.

A simplified block diagram of the 5FCW radar system is presentet' in Figure 2. Intersite synchronization
is maintained within 10 us using the graund wave signal propagating between the two s.tes. The receiver
is gain and phase stable (within 0.5 dB and .50, and is operated over 1-30 MHz (Phillips, A. C. and C, A.
Cole, 1974). Due to large variations in received signal strength 100 dB of automatic gain control is pro-
vided. Noise figure is <3 dB. Foi radar target processing, the audio signal receiver outpu. (sometimes
termed offset video) is digitized fcr spectrum analysis in a minicomputsr.

Figure 3 sketches the Instantaneout. frequency vs. time of the transmitted waveform where a baidwidth W is
swept every Tr s. The receiver output signal is sampled at fs 3z properly synchronized so that N samples
are captured for H sweeps. An additional constraint on f. is that the Nyquist criterion is satisfied.
i.e. fs > Wr/2, where Wr is the final receiver bandwidth. The total coherent processin, time T is HTr, 50
that the waveform time-bandwidth product is TW. These basic waveform paxaveters are fumther defined in

"r Table 2 along with darived quantities of achieced coverage and iesolation for range and Doopler, Typical
values ol radar parameters used for aircraft and ship tracking at WARF have been listed 4n Table 1. With-
out compensation for target movement, maximum SNR is achieved if the targets accelerate sl~s', enough and
d4. not traverse range cells within one coherent integration period, Further, certain a-prox...ations must
be satia:icd :t' avoil signal distor 'on (Barrick, D. E., 1973).

Table

RANGE/DOPPLER PROCESSING OF REPETITIVF SFCW SIGNALS

Basic Paramcters

V - Swept bandwidth

Tr ' Waveform repetition period 1/f r

N A Samples/sweep

M - Sweeps coherently processed

T a Coherent integration. period (- HIr -M/f )

fs . Sample frequency (- NFrd

W r Receiver bandwidth (fs 2W d

Deiived Quantities
Time delay coverage (- T W /W)

r r
Time delay resolution (- 11W)

Unambiguous Doppler coverage (- ±f r/2)
Ir

Doppler resolution (- f r/N)

Prior to spectrum analysis of HM samples of the repetitive sweep signal, amplitude welphting is applied
4ndividuolly ov.:r both the N samples within each swcap and over the H sweeps. Manning weighting is most
commonly usqd at WARv 6o that the sidelobes in time delay and in Dopplet are below -54 dt five resolution
cells away from the delay-Doppler cell of interest. Figure 4 plots the magnitude of the spectrum computed
for a radar example where W - 8.33 kHz, Tr a 16.6 i, N - 32. and M , 128. Thus integration time T Is

2 s and zhe time bandwidth product is a 1.6 x 10 . The spectrum has stronb clutter lines spaced at theS~wr; rc:titin frequency, fr" Successive fr lines correspond to successive range cells and the frwe-

quencies between correspond to Doppler frequencli Assuming certain low-noise. low-loss equipmental re-
quirements are met. the signala at frequencies a few Hz removed from the clutter lines usually represent
external noise. The major exception to this condition is produced by rada- scatter from aurvra-induced
lonosp!aric Irregularities. Intense auroral clutter with Doppler spread of tens of Hertz is often observed.,

Pob ef Interpretation one way align successive range cells stop each other to produce a range-Doppler
m&A •is display cau be used for detecting aircraft or ships since range progressinn •irth time is easily
discernpl. Actual target tracking employs automatic detection algorithms for improved sesiti-i•ty and to
redutt operator workload. Figure 5(a) is a typical aircraft dete..tion example plotting linear magnitude
%v. D-,p7er for each range line; the magnitudes are purposely clipped 20 dB above the average noise 1-vel
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to maintain display sensitivity. An aircraft echo '4 vitible at -25 Hz. As shown in Figure 5(b), the
display is improved through application of post whitening ieparately for each Dop,!ic cell in order to
remove spread-range signals such as clutter or RFl. This process ,liminatp: aistractions to improve the
visibility of discrete-range target,.

A companion data format reveals Doppler width and relative btrength characteristics of clutter, noise.
and tas.gets by collapsing range Information through, sa RMS average over the ra.ige cells at each Doppl,
frequency. The resulting range averaged power s.ectrum is prltted in Figure 5tc) on a logarithmic scale.
facilitating comparisons of strong clutter and weak noise signals,

Range-Doppler baps and power spectra are the two monet common methods for viewing repetitive-sweep back-
scatter data at WARF The iaveform parameters of Figure 5 are typical for detecting high speed targets
such as aircraft, seteo-s, or mfssile. at the expense of loss of detail in the clutter echoes.. C~utter
fine structure cr targets near or superimposed on the clutter are best detected through increased band-
width W and longer integration tiue r; WARP commonly employs time-bandwid~h products of 104-107. Figure '
is an e:ample of the sea-echo Doppler spectrum (14aresca, J. W., Jr. and C. T, Carlson. 1978) for W - 50 UUl.
Tr - 200 me, N - 16. N - 256. The resulting 51.2 a integration period reveals a great deal of detail in
the radar back-cattered sea-ec|,o. The strong Bragg-line echoes may be analyzed to Infer surface wind direc-
tion, wind speed, and surface currents, The weaker second-order structure may oe employed to infer sea
state and the presence of swell (Barrick, D. E., et al., 1974).

Since ocean surface scatter Is a random process. noncoherent averaging in time and i, space improves the
reliability of tho computed spectral features.

4. RADIO-FREQUENCY INTERFERF'ICE

Operating frequencies for OTH radars vary diurnally by a factor of five or more in order to maintain
adequate Illumination of the desired coverage area. Since the HF spectrum Is already crowded, it is im-
perative to minimize UF interference both to &nd by the radar. Considerable effort has been und.rtaken at
WARP to avoid and minimize the effects of RFI. 71.e cechniques and procedu-es studied are briefly described
In the following.

4.1. Clear-Channel Search Receiver

During radar operations a frequency scanning receiver, fed by either the highly directive radar antenna or
by a less directive antenna, is monitored to locate a clear channel within the frequency band that will
propagate to the desired radar coverage area. This band generallN ranges froe I to 5 lMle in width, The
desired channel width of 10 to 100 kHz is usually available when th2 desired center frequency is above
about 14 Mez; however at low frequencies (6-10 Mez), and especially at night, the usable frequency t'and is
compressed so that clear channels of 100 klz extent are usually nonexistent. At these times the radar
sweep generator may be adjusted to use whatever channel width is ave'lable at the expense of increased
clutter and lower time delay resolution. Alternat'vely, one or mote of the interference rejection methods
described below are utilized,

4.2. Time Domain Weighting of the Tranemitted Signal

The transmitted frequency spectrum depends in a complex .Anner on swept bandwivth, "epetititn race, fre-
quency- and phase-flyback characteristics among others. The amount of sign2l radiated outside the actual
swept bandwidth depends on the details -f the method of waveform generation. For example, at WARF it has
been found that, if the sweep generator resets to its start frequency while maintaliting continuous phase,
the transmitted signal frequency sidebands a.e significantly lower than if phase discontinuities are present,
However, simple time domain weighting over the waveiorm repetition interval is an effective i.ans of mist-
mising frequency-sidelobe interference to other HF users. A reasonable degree nf suct, weighting results in
about I dB loss in average transmitted power.

4.3. Time Donsin Blanking

Interfering signals discrete in frequency or in time can be discriamnated against at the receiver by a
variety of excision techniques. One technique in current use at WAR, is to discrimi.-tt against interfering
signals that occupy only a small portio', of the swept bandwidth by blanking out a portioll -f the received
waveform (Barnum, J. r., et al., 1979), Tre blanking template Is "learned" by recetivi-g for a period of
time out of synchronization with th. transmitter sweep and then applying appropriate smoothing to the tee-
pltte to minimize sidelobes when the received s'gr.ai is spectrum avalyz-, An improved intersite conmaunica-
tions capability is currently being installe.d at WARP, which will permit application of the template to the
transmitted signal as well, reducing interference to other us.-rs.

A sinilar excision technique has been applied ;n the signal processor (i.e., following A,/D conve.sion) to
remove ionulsive noise bursts from atmospherics. In one continuous 24-hout experiment at WARP. 40% of the
radar dlwell periods were noticably contaminated by atmospher.cs. An automatic time domain signal excision
algorithm was applied before spectrum analysis to improve the median signal-to-noise ratio at the output
of the radar processor by 6 do (IcKinney, D. and W. B. Zavoll. 1974).

4.4 Phase flecorrelator for Sweep Generator

Since coherent processing is carried out on a sweep-t--aswe'p basis, the sweep generators must be coherent
wi'h each other. If an interfering signal is phase stable its carrier say create a coherent (discrete-

ioppler/distributed-ronge) Interference "line" on the range-Doppler map. The swep generato- start phase
Is stepped in quadratic fashion from sweep to swep, identi:ally for both transmit and receive generators,
spreading the energy from the coherent interferer over all Doppler trequencies. The ",et effect Is that
the Doppler blind speed created by the Interferer $& removed at the expense of moder tely increasingt the
average noise level. Fbr aircraft detection the Doppler processing gain is about 20 sAh,,
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generator start phase reduces the peak interference livel 20 dB in the radar output by spreading it over
all Doppler cells. The acceptable it.crease in average noise level deterrntnes how strong an interfere.
this technique may be used agaenst. Pseudo-random start phase stepping has also been tested, btt quadratic
start phase steppig performn as well and is simpler Lo implrroent.

4.5. Post Detection Bias Aemoval For Each Doppler Cell

At the output of ranf'e-Doppler z::alysis, interfering signals with time coherence over the ýeriod of a fre-
quency sweep appear s constant-Doppler, spread-rAnge signals. These RFI signals add a relatively un-
fluctuating bias component tc targets and to the Rayleigh-distributed clutter an6 noise. The presence of
RFI is detecte6 by computing the ratio of nmean to variance over all range cells separately for each iDoprler
cell. Ratios exceedinm i calculable threshold imply a bias. For each of thest Doppler tells an algorithm
is applied to vubtract the mean bias computed at that Doi pler from the amplitude at each of the range cells
at that Doppler. Ttus the bias of :he range-correlated interferer is removed while, on the average, only
minimally affecting discrete echoes from targets. Hence the name bias removal interference suppression
Saloritha (BRISA). F)jure 7 depicts an example of a 2 s radar dwell period processed with and wltt'nut
BRISA. A large ir.terferer at -20 lit Doppler with about 23 dB SNR is virtually cou'letely removed tnrough
application of BRMSA, without affecting detection sensitivity at other Dopplers. Application of chis al-
gorithm ir raddr opercttons at WAR? show ip to 30 d5 of interference suppression, the amount depending on
the coherence properties of the interferer and on the receiver paasbmnd characteristics.

4.6. Alaptive Antenna Beamforming

In addtfied to the RFI suppression techniques described above which involve time and frequency domain fil-
tering. antenna otamforming techniques hav been explored at WARF utilizing adaptive algorithms to reject
unwatited out-of-beam energy (Griffiths, L. J., 1976; Washburn, T. W. and L. E. Sweeney, Jr., 197b). For
this work the 2.5 km receiving aperture was split into eight 32-element subarravs of 320 a spacing whose
outputs fed an eight-channel, gain and phase matched receiving system. Both deterministic (25 dB Dolph
taper) end adaptive beamformed outputs were gene-ated digitally from the A/D converted receiver cotputs.
Figure Is a block diagram of the digital array processor, where each of eight processing channels is
passed through a tapped delay line filter. The -uwmed result is the beamformer output which is than pro-
cessed with the usual radar signal processing operationa. Beamforuer weights hove been computed by several

techniques including (1) the Griffiths P-vector algorithm (Griffiths, L. J., 1969), (2) a lincarly co,-
*trained least squares procedure (Frost, 0. L. 111, 1972), (3) the optimal technique involving the inverse
of the signal covariance matrix which assures minimum mean-square error for the case of stationary staris-
ties, and recently (4) a generalized aidelobe cancelling technique (Griffiths, L. J., asd C. W. Jim, 1978).

Table 3 presents equations fer the "opttial" beamtorming coefficients and the P-vector algorithm. Conven-
tional coefficients are fixed in time and computed a priori. The optimal coefficients are data-dependent
but piecewise .. xed in that they use correlation coefficients computed from the actual signal environment
over some time nterval. The recursive P-vector coefficients are a continually updated approximation to
the optimal coeteicients but they have tha additional property of following nonstationarity in the statis-
tics of the signs' environment.

Table 3

BFLVIFORING EQUATIONS

Conventional

y(n) - AT (n)

Sis a vector of Dolph Coefficientst(n) is a vector of signals received at elements

XI (I ,,...) as a foncticr of time nT

Time Domin Adaptation (Griffitha)

y(n) Y_ T(n)(n)

W(n 1) a W(n) + Xd- y(n)A(n)J

Covariance Matrix Inversion (lOME, Staticnary Statistics)

"Opt"
Z Tp

6,- X(n)XT (in)

(Each element of ts a correlation coefficient computed

as a time average ceer " time samples.)

Realistic signal environments were created by operating a radar repeater at 1300 km range in New N•xio as
the in-beam desired signal and by using either a second radar repeater or a separate radio source trans-
mitting within the radar operating bandwidth as the out-of-beam unwanted signal. This unwanted signal was
located a; essentially the same range as the wanted signal tt with 20 azimuthal separation. In the former
caso the out-of-beau repeater simulates a point sourc. of clutter and in the latter si•uiates an other-user
Interfel-r (both CW and AM signals have been employed in r Ing). Figure 9 is a sample c¢•pnrison of de-
terministic znd adaptive beauforming for the case of two repeaters generating t0.- tesire, -TA uovanteI
signals. The rep.ater gains were adjusted to yield essentially equa. signal strength when pointing at the
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desired signal with the 25 dB Dolph taper beamforming. The unwanted repester signa. was decreased an addi-
tional 15 dB with adaptive beamforming. Here the Griffiths P-vector algorithm was employed using 8 elements
and 4 taps per element. The adaptive beamformer also cancels some of the ground clutter as evidenced by a
10 dB reduction in the clutter to noise ratio.
Up te 20 dB additional rejection of point-source clutter has been measured for an adaptive beamformer oper-

ating with a realistic signal environment, although 10-15 dg is more typical. Similai rejection has been
observed for tie case of other-transmitter RFI. Gain and phase errors in subarray beamforming hardware
limit the conventional sidelobe levels to about -25 dB; it is noteworthy that the same errors exist for the

adaptively beamformed signals.

Comparison of time dorAin recursion and covariance matrix inversion as rethods for computing beamformer
weighting coefficients shows that comparable rejection can be achieved, but the covariance matrix perfor-
mance varies with the time location and quantity of data used for computing the required correlation coef-
ficients. Further it has been obberved that time-do~Acin algorithms can impart time modulation effects in
the range-Doppler analysis normally following beamforming. However, such effects are minimized through
proper control of the loop gain (u in Table 3). A consideration ior implementation of an adaptive beam-
forradng capability is that the matrix inversion approach requires more processor speed and capacity.

Recent work by Grifflths has shown promising performance with a generalized sidelobe cancelling structure
(Griffiths, L. J. and C. W. Jim, 1978' allowing the Implerentation of a variety of time domain recursive
algorithms (Frost's algori.hm in perticular). The canceller generates an error beam through spazial pre-
processing of the signals cf the signals received at the elements to remove the desired ,Ignil components.
An adaptive algorithm computes a least squares best estimatv of the rerainder ,ahich is then subtracted from
the output of a conveational beam. This beamformer is currently being implemented for real-time use at
WARF with the aid of a high-speed hardware array processor,

5, PROPAGATION DIAGNOSTICS

The complexity and highly variable nature of ionospheric radio propagation requires careful attention in
matching radar operating parameters to the dvnamics of the ionospherc. An oveL-view of the interatrion of
propagation charasteristics with radar operation is found in Headrick and Skolnik (1974). At WARF we havw
found real-time monitoring essential to making proper zange gate .,nd operatirg frequency seliction for tne
purposes of (1) maximum illumination of the desired covelr3. ere,-, (2) minimvzarlon of muitipath, and
(3) convers~on ef ionospheric coordinates to ground coordinates.

The monitoring procedure consists principelly of steep-inr:id.:,ce ion'ýg-ams which are interpreted with the
well-known transmission curves (Davies, K., 1965) to extrapolate to oLlique paths. This techniqu2 assumes
horizontal stratification of the ionosphere and has been foun. to work we 1l at the teolerate latitudes of
WARF. Tilts caused by diurnal effects and meaium-zo-large-scaie ionospheric distnrban:es are sense 'with
oblique backscatter ionograms, since the minivum dekry focusing contours have been fount sensitive to such
tilts (Croft, T. A., 1972; I-eorges, T. N. and .. J. Stephenson, 19b8). Steep-incideace and oblique back-
scatter ioncgrams are typically alternated every 5 min at WARF with equipment separate -'rom the radar equip-
ment s, ti-t rada'l optrations are undisturbed.

Conventionai lonograms ao not yieid measureaents of various loas mzchanisms--abso, ption, F-layer obsc,tration,
defocusing and disturbanze effects; however, the clutter from the sea in particular nay scrve a valuible
radar calibration role. For a saturated sea the total radar cross section is relatively constant with radio
frequency and elevation angle for large enough wind speeds and for a given wind direction. Whereas the total
cross section may vary significantly with the Phillip's equilibrium constant, (a). the directional distribu-
tion of the ocean waves. and the radar-to-wind direction; it can be relatively constant over large areas for
many hours. It is currently conjectured that given the ocean wave parameters--potentially measurable by the
radar itself--the total cross section may be inferred within 3 db (Naresca, J. W., Jr., 1979). A first order
estimate for the average tocal radar cross section including propagation effects such as polarization IG ses
is -23 dB. The clutter cell size is known (- cxRxOxrxsec(O)/2) so the ratio of total clutter to noise (CNR)
measured with the radar may be used to infer the SNR of a point target of known cross sectinn co-located
with the clutter cell, i.e. undergoing the same path losses and utilizing the same values of antenna gain,
CHR monitoring has been very useful in performance assurance for aircraft and ship tracking; when CNR falls
below a specified threshold naw operating parameters are considered.

CNR measurements are more difficult to interpret over land because cross sections may vary as mucd as 30-4. db
from place to place and becaur- the relatively high Brewster angle for land scatter proauces large cross
section variation with elevati.,n angles below about 150. It is also expected that CNR monitoring would
be substantially more difficult to interpret in the high latitude ionosphere.

It should be emphasized that simple correspondence between CN1 and SNW. relies on the fact that the same
system characteristics are used in deriving both quantities. This is of course the case when both quanti-
ties are derived from radar data.

Recently at WARF a backscatter sounder has been modified to produce maps of CNR in ringe and frequency
(essentially backscatter ionograms calibrated in CNR). If sounder parameters can be related to radar
parameters, these measurements may be converted to estimates of achievable radar sensitivity, i.e. m.ps
of minitmu detectable cross section (NDCS). The azimuthal dimension may be added through time sequential
soundings at various steer angle positions. From radar equation arguments

(1 0 R ) 3 LFkT° 2Wb

Most quantities are easily converted between radar and soun• - -U.-•* r-o . . . .



The sounder modification empl:-ed at WARP to measure clutter and noise separately is to use a second,
matched receivet properly offset in freqjency to sweep the HF spectrui a fraction of a sec-ond ahead of
the receiver tused to receive backscatter. Both receiver outputs are digitized. The nioise channel is
analyzed to locate Interference-free channels whose content provides a measure of the noise power. The
clutter channel is continually spectrum analyzed to provide a range profile of clutter vs, radio fre-
quency; normalization by the hoise produces CNR.

Figure 10 is the superposition of a conventional backscatter ionogram with an array of quantized CNR
values. Quantization in tens of dB is employed only for the purpose of this comparison. A more finely
quantized version of this CNR map can be inspected to predict what combinations of f. -quency and time
delay would provide good radar sensitivity.

6. CONCLUS!ON'S

We tuive described some techniques in use at WARF 'which address problems particularly important in the HF
radio propdgation environment. These include: (1) the use and processing of the SFCW signal format for
separating small moving targets from the clutter and for observing fine scale details within the cl.tter
return itself, (2) a number of techniques to minimize interference problems in the crowded HF spectrum,
and (3) a method for inferring rada. sensitivity from CNR measurements.

Three major aspects of successful OTH radar operation have not been addressed in this paper. First we
have omitted discussion of data processing foliowing range-Doppler analysis although large effort has been
devoted at WARP to automated processing and display methods for detecting and tracking aircraft and ships.,
Secondly, techniques for conversion of radar coordinates to ground coordinates has not been discussed since
it is a subject worth trearment by itself. Finally multipath deghosting is important for target tracking
as well as for inferring ocean surface characteristics from the clutter structure. Some success with re-
moving mAutxpaLh has been obtained with point targetq. Presently the preferred approach with distributed
targets such as sea clutter is to avoid multipath and to recognize and discard data with multipath contami-
nation (Maresca, J. W., Jr., 1979).
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a. Range-Doppler Map b. Range-Doppler Map c. Doppler Spectrum
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FIGURE 5 REPRESENTATIVE RANGE-DOPPLER NAPS AND DOPPLER SPECTRUM AIRCRAFT ECHO AT -25 Hz.
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repeater is 1.70 away in azimuth. ivells separated by 1 min, 8 elements, 4 taps, a = 0.1.
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DISCUSSION

K. BibI. US
Your dephasing technique used f"'r suppression of coherent irnerference, also reduces the range ambiguity of long
range echoes.

Autiar's Reply
Yes that is true. Note that the range amoiguity is the inverse of the waveform repetition frequency, low PRF's are
choser. partly to insure that no energy returns from ambiguous ranges.

C.S. Goutelard, Fr
Vous utilisez, comnme forme d'onde, une excursion lin~aire die Nrquence qui pr~sente one fonct~on d'amibiguitý en
"lame de couteau" interdisant la mesure simultan&e de la distance Pet die la vitesst7 des cibles. VOtUS conte jrnez cette
di~ficult6 en utilisant des sauts discr~t.s de frt~quence die l'ordre d, 60Hz mais qui introduisent alors k'n. p~riodicit6
d'*ýgale valeur do-is 1'ambiguit6 de a'rdquence.

Vous mentionnez avoir 6tudi6 d'autres types de formes d'ondes. Pouvez-vous pr~ciser ces points, iiotanlment les
diverses formes d'onde sus;ceptibles d'amtiiiorer I'ambiguit6 dans les diverses applications que vous --nvisagez.

Ai~thor'- Reply
Modifications to the waveform (transmitted and/or received) suLh as time dromain weighting. blanking or phase
deconvolation certainly affect the range/Doppler ambiguity funct'aii. In tact we have rejected several candidate
techniques on the basis of poor sidelobes or ambiguities. For example, simple blanking of the received signal
produces undesirable range sidelobes. A smooth weighting function on th! blanking Fignial reduces these sidelobes.

N.C. Gerson, US
Have you observed first a, d second circumfeiential transit (first and s,ýcorid round-the-world icchoes)) Do you have
any statistics or estimates of path loss for both"

* Author's Reply
Yes we have, but I don't have any F!atistics to present at this time.
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3. SEA EC'I0 DOPPLER SPECTRUM

fhe sea backscattor received aL the WARF is coherently processed in range and Doppler to produce a sea-
echi Doppler spectrum. We usually process 21 Independent Doppler spectra spaced at 3-km rge intervals.,
These specta are obtained simultaneously at eacli of four adjacont radac beams. A total of 84 independent
Doppler spectra are obtained for each coherent time period. We compute an average spectrum from a iubset
of ti-ese Doopler spectra, depending on the type oi mea.,urement and the time and space scales associated
with the ocean surface features. An exampte of a mean sea-ectio Doppler spectrum produced by averaging 112
spectra obtained from four consecutive 102.4 s coherent ci.ie periods, over a scattering patch consisting
of 21 range cells and 3 adjacent bears, is shoun in Figure 2.

The sea-echo Doppler spectrum shown In F'gure 2 is characterized by two dominant first-order echoes sue-
rounded by a sezond-order continuum. Cromble (1955) interpreted the first-order echoes in terms of sin,:le
Bragg scattering that represented a resonant response betmeen radio waves of wave niaber k 0anvi ocean waves
of wave number k = 2k . The racar measures the relative power and Doppler of the ocean waves traveling
radially toward or away from the radar. The power ratio of tne two first-order echoes are indicative of
the wave direction of the waves of wave number k., Because k is usuatly large (k > 0.5), it i, asszLe-d that

the wind dt:ection is identical to the direction of these waves. P,'u shift in Doppler of the frst-ordtr
echoed from their theoretical positions when the ion,'spheric Dopler -.s zero is indicative of the mag~i-
tude o' the surface current,

The wave-height spectrum is derivJ from the second-order structure surrounding the first-order echoes.
ror hurricanes, the power in the second-order echoes is large. Is the total wave energy increases, the
axplitude of the second-order ethoes increases as illustrated in 7igure 3. Barrick (1972 a,b) derived
thecretical expressions that accurately model the HF scattering proce,%s to second order. For a specif~c
direc ional vave spectrum, the model computes the Doppler spectrum, The effects of the wino direction,
wave directionality and the wave frequency spectrum on the modeled Doppler spectrum have been extensively
studied through the use of this model.

4. HURRICANE DATA Si,'PiING

Data sampling during a hurricane is divided into two tasks to optimize the sampling t-me and tla data
quality. The spectral resolution, directly related to the coherent integratian time, can be much coarser
for first-order measurements than for second-order measurements., Wind direction estimates are computed
from the first-order echoes, and can be computed considerably -tore rapidly than wave heigot and wind speed
estim,1tes, which are computed from the second-order echoes., Isually, the longer the coherent integration
time, the greater the iafluence the ionosphere has on the quality or the data.-

The quality of the recorded sea backscatter depends or the ionospheric conditions over short periods--
on the order of minutes. Higa-quality sea backseatter is obtained if the radio -ales propagate by means
of a strong, single, stable, coherent ionospheric 1 ,yer. Sometimes the signals may be received at the
same time from two or more different paths (-u!tspitn , In this case, the second or stcceeiing signals
will be reflected from different parts of ,r ocean and Jifferent paots of the ionosphere, and will con-
tam~nare the sea echo received fiom the first .iatti. If .re ionosphere is changing in tirxe or space
durinj the coherent radar dwell (time period), furrher degradation of the data ,,ill occur. The ability
to pre.ict the ionospherir conditions would ercble the radar operator .o mirr.mize the contaminating ef-

'4 fects of the ionosphere, improve the quality oa sea backscatter, and reduce the sampling time., The iono-
spheric soundirgs provide some data ýjality information. Zie vertical and oLlique incidence sundings
are taken every 10 minutes,- a complete sounding requires approximately 3 -ninutes. The coherent radar
measurements made at WARF require between 10 and 100 seconds to complete., Because the time required to
complete a sounding is greater than the time required to record the sea backscatter data, assessment of
the data quality is difficult for ranidly changing ionospneres, Therefore, real-time output of tre data
from the WARF site mi,.icomnuter is u,,ed to verify data quality.

The wind direction measurement is not extremely stnsitive to ionospherih contamination because only the
amplitude of the two strong first-order echoes must be measured. A coherent integration tine of 12.8
seconds (0.078-HIz resolution) ;s sufficient to r2solve the peaks of toe first-order echoes. We ý.an map
the wind-dir-ercon field in a hurricane by scanning in range and azimuth, It is possible to routinely m?)
the surface-wind-direction field of a hurricane in about 10 minutes, Once the su'face-,ind-j2recZtin nap
is made, the storm center can be identified for tr.cking purposes, and regions of interest can h'e selected
for more extensive monitoring of wind speed and wave height anywhere within thc storm.,

The measurement of surface currents by Hr radar is slightly more sensitive to contamination of the Doppler
spectrum by ionospheric multipath or smearing tuan the wind direction measurements. The surface current
measurements are based on the Doppler shift of the first-order echoes relative to in echo of known Doppler.
To accurately resolve the Dopplers of these •c'hoes, coherent integratioas ti-es of 102.4 seconds (0.01 Hz
resolution) are used to process the data., The accuracy of the surface current estimate is a ftnction of
t,•h .iccurarv of cetermrnn-n. the peak of tne first-order echoes.

'The significant wave height and wind speed measurements are sensitive to ionospheric contaminatLon vecause
these quantities are estimated from the seccnd-erder echoes surrounding the stronger first-order echoes.
This contamination is the largest source of error in these measurements, A conerent integration time of
102.4 seconds is required to resolve the second-oider echoes. The ionosphere does not generally support
coherent integration time periods of this length. Hul iplth and ionospheric smearing car. seriously de-
grade the weaker secono-order echoes. Because of tbis :.ntamination, we are not able to toutinel•y estimate
wave height for each 102.4-second time period as we are ible t, cal Ilate the sorfice current for each
102.4-second period or wind direction for eacb 12.8-spcrn. ove pcr.,d, A ramnling stra:egy that combines
careful propagatior management through selection ot req-. ces, which rtsult in a stable, coherent, single
propagation path, and signal prucessing that minimizes the -ontaminatitig effects of the ionosphere are used
to obtain a data set suitable for analysis. Recent :.ork by SRI ano NOA (Peorý,c., T. M.- and %lar'sca, .1. W.,
Jr.) as resulted in improved methods of collecting high-ot,altv data by sorting the data according to a
spectral sharpness index., The effect of ionospheric contd--ination, however, is lcss severe for data
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3,.4

(19;1a, c) epire-s'ions; have been used to analyze skywave radar data recorded fur d Pacifi.~ Ocean ~torm
k.*Urc'-ca, J. W., Jr. and OX-orges, T,- ff.) and tropical storms (Mare-sca, J3. W_, Ir. and Carlson, C. I.,
1971, 1 78,1 Marcsca, 3. W.,Jr., 1978)

We used a power 1ai derived from simulated data by Marenca and 6eorgia to compute rats wave height by
relating thie raito of the total setond-ord.', and firfst-order power te th'- rmi u,,.v. hc-ight:,

I t-aR b (3)

where 1) 2- k a -1.0, Ih is the rms; wave height,' ko iiý the radar wavc: numher; R 2 is the ratio of the
tn~a) -ecord-oto total first-order power., and a = 0.8 ~nd b -0.6 are -or~stants. TIlis .verage expre'slon
was derived *rcm theorelical. simulation-- of the !oppler spectri for different radar-to-wind directions,
directional d. -- ri'utions, functional forms of the wave-- fre juenry 6pectrum, find opo-rating radaz frequen-
cies. Equation 03) is accurate to vitkuin 10%,' Discuss.'cn of the .'rrors can be foune; in MaresisP and
,.rlbon (1977, 1978) and MareSca .nd Georges.

0. WIND SPE~a

* Pltoi icaily, wave models have been developed to pr-o(ict wave uteight and the wave spectrum fromi an input
wind field. The a-curacy of these models is dependent upon the: accuracy of the input %.indr. Haý,ie Imainn
et al. (1976) proposed a one-d.mensionsl parameitric wind-wave aicde] for fercti "IMzted prowing wind-sea
conditions. Ross and Carcvone (R~oss D. 8., 1976; C-.rdone, V. J, and Ross, '). B., 1978;' Ross, D. B, and
CA-done, V. j., l178; Cardoae, V. J., et al., 1971) empiri~ally &~rived a power-law e_,presslor- for hurri-
canes based on the forca proposvd by Hasselmann. et. al, (1976) t'iot relates the nondimension.]l wave energy.,
r, by using wind, i,,ve, and fetch measured during hurricair A Ava, Camille, and Eloise., Fer hurricanes,

- -5 -0.45
E '. x 10xl R (4)

.;!r Eg ZlW4;R rgIW; E I: and H1 4.1. In :: and A, E is tfi- tctal wave energy, h is the rms
waee nkeight: IfH is the s' -grificant wave hefght; r is the radis' di.:ane from' the eye to tne ntasuroýmert
"*,.int tl-at accounts for fetch; g is the gravitational a-celeratirnn; and W i,3 fte w'nd s;pvcd, Solving for
w.ind sp.-~-, in "~. (4), we obtain

= 25 x F) 5(rg) 0.)

7he wind-wave rodc-i u-vd to d-rive Eq. '31 is applicable for slow m;oving storms in ii4h 1, iS 15s/s and
R 41 3 O. For tie, arnLsal case .here the storms move vcrý fast or very sloeý, Ross and Cardoic (1Q78)

*snowed .hat significant differences in rhe modeled aid measur-d ,,av, ht Ights occ-ur.

W ~ e used Eq. tr) to calculate- w-nn speed tor An-_a and comp red o'Ir LeSUlts With tho wind speeds measured
at NDBO ouoys and by *econrnaibasuuu aircraft., The r..dkia feczh (r', was measured from the WARFI-derived
wind -amap, and the wave height (h) %as comluted using F( (3,. The ra';ar-derived 4 '5 not a-: instantaneous
wind !.peed estinat.-i it is a cer.)oraj aad sn.,ti.l average of t'-e wiizds. ('ur radar-deri.1vid W was compared

*to the 15- nic.ute wind _reed avera~es made a t XDh0 :i-ared diata buoys.

9, M*'ASUREX',NTS AND RFSCLTS

Hurricane Anita formed as a tropical depression in ice ult1 of Iexi~cat about 120OZ on 29 August 1977,
* Anita devul-oped int. .a t'-upuac1 storm at approximaztely 0-600Z on 30 Au~ust 1977, aid aboit 12 hours later

intensified !nrn the first Gulf of Mexico h-,rricane Of the 1977, season., As Anita moved west across the
Cu~f, winds in excess of 75 m/s were r~corded. Five days af .- kywave data begiianiug 29 August 1977. wcee
recorcled prior to Ailta's landfall, - :-eptember 1977, approximately 248 kmP south, 6f Bro..'nsville, Texas.
Twenty-one rndar w~nd maps wore cc-mpilc! at WARF. The first 4 wind ma a were nor used in the radar-derived
track preF-rv.ed here because the radorr sho'.ed Lwo dis;tinct center,; dur-ing t. is early poriod On 10 Auguat
1972, the s:nrri inten,ified and developed one center. Th wind naapF Were updaced 3 to 5 tines net day

diicivg ,, j aytime *nd nighttine- -er 'is and were ised to develop th, WARE-derived track. Figare -l Showb
Eae rada--derived position.- i-n relation to the official nE swth rakroue fomecnissnear
craft meaurernents, vits ble ýnd infrared satellite cloud photographs, and shoro--based microwave rDoppler
radar., Th4c rel,ýtive a,ý*.ccmnrn_ between ,be WARF noqition estir'ates and the irie-pcolared temporal position
e-.tiisatcs along the smooth track is il9 km,

ir-re are two potential sources of error ass c:ated with tie WARP hurric-ane position fixes: the abs01,,L
position error of I,& radar :onsisting of _ange and azimut'i errors. and the error-- associated with locating
tht storm centoýr from tne radar wind directiorn meiisurement., '.*ie et.imate the range errors of the radar
caused by errors in uAetermining the ionospheric height at ;ndpatII tO bL 20 km. if a coastal scan is inrluded
as part of collecting the wind map data. tf,ý land echio ,- nv us~ed is a rr-fvrence to more accui~tely deter-
Ain,- the in-iospheric height, and, therefore, reduce tnhJ crro'-. We so~ the error 4n azimuth caused
by ionospheric tilting to be 20 km. These range and azimuth errors can iie reduced significantly by in-

*stalling an IIF repeate- along the coast woici receives signals an] tr.J-idsjt thc-i back with a known frequency
shif t. 'When we aqssme similar mcan ionosp) eric condit ioos with-r. 200 km of the storm center, the entire wind
map can be translated in azimuth and range to correct for the anisoltste positic.i err-aýr. The location of the
wind direction measuremetnt With reepect to tie storm cectct iis ,tnerally not affected by these position
error, . The error a68oclateo vith determining roe stort' centrer from the radar m~aps is .ahoat 20l km. The
error is caused by the left/rig~ht ambiguity in the wind directiori mca~ii'u.ca:I't , -lie avero-ge maximu-' error
from these two potential sources of error is about oO km.. I- coegorirg tht WAR ' ousit ion fixe- to t,.( NEC
track we found reolative difterenice of zCetwpen & ndO' k~, and 'teerelative, differences can be .attributed
to the sources of error ju!st discais,ed..



L Anita passcd 50 km south of NDBO buoy Eb-71 at about OOOOZ on I September 1977. Two WARF-drived %,ind
mapb wete made At 21140Z on 30 August 1977, and 01202 on 1 September 1977, which brackets this time period.
Gne of these wind naps is -hown in Figure 5. Also •hown on Figure 5 is the surface wind direction field
derived from data racordec. by NDBO buoy EB-71, These buo;-measured wind dire( tion, wcr., recorded at 2-
hour intervals dur'ng the period "18 hour, of Anita's pa.,s ng UB-7t. The buoy-der.ived wind field was
'-omputti by a tim. space converýion that assumed uniform wind direction and lateral btorm motion during
.his period. We cý-:pared the buoy-derived wind directios, to th'e WAR•-,erived wind directions; agreement

wa,- within 19°.- Agreement netween the .ARF-derived wind dire tioni estt.'iate coincident in time and sace
with the buoy wind d~reetion es,tinate was 10.

Betwen 2314Z on 31 August 1977 and '020"% on I Sý-, te'sbtr 1)77, 4'ARF meaFu'ementsý wk -e made at f0ve loca-
tions surrounding tue center of the tr. rh- location cf eacr measur, me .t relativ,, to the storm center
aas interpolated fr.n t01e two wt-nd mal ;. c• computed the -ind dir :-tion by using E4. (1), wind speed by
usng Eq, (5), and awv beight by usug Eq. (3) at each location (see Table 1', and compared these measure-
ments to a bucy-uerived wine an•d wave field, rhe maps of thL -,'atial distributicn of the w'nd direction,
wind speed, and wove height wor, comp.,led fiom ND8O EB-7 1 

data :uoy measurements. Each parameter was
plotted in relation to the storm center; They are shown ]n •txures t, 7, and 8 W, "ssumed that Lnita
moved uniformly with 0o ch.-Cge in the ri:eteorological conditions durir.g tne pe,-_o' 6 sours btfoie and 18
hours after passing tit buoy..

Table I

WARF FSI IM.TES OF SIGNIFICANYI A.EHE.G|ll,
WIND SPEED, AND WIND DIRECFION

Lat Long lime N s W
Point (ON) 'lW) (GMT, ('m) (a) (m/s) (ON)

A 25.7 92.9 2314 i5 80 5.8 26.7 277.5
A 25.7 92.9 2343 35 112 5.2 22.8 -
B 26.3 92.1 2324 75 80 6.0 24.4 95.1
C 26.3 93.1 2358 b5 35 5.8 24.4 70.2
D 25.7 92.1 0003 65 134 5.1 22.5 168.8
E 25.2 91.1 0020 180 49 4.6 18 1 137.2

r = Radial Distance
N = Number of Spectra Averaged

H = Significant Wave Height
Ws= Wind Speed

= Wind Dirertion

The significant wave height shown in Figure 6 was measured at the buoy uvery 3 hours; tne wind direction
and wind speed saown in Figures 7 and 8 were measured at the busy every 2 h urs. During this 36-hour per-
iod, Anita began! .o intensify, and under our assumption of uniform lateral storm motion the validity of
tne bucy-derrived .Ind and wave fieýlds are sispe't. Exact conparisor. of the EB-71 and WARF measurements
are difficult because of the differences in the time, location, arc area of ocean monitored. On Figure 6
we also included the wave foreLast for significant wave height compted by Cardone -t al., (1977) for com-
parison.

WARF wind and "ave height estimates were too fa: away from the buoy-derived quantities for direct compari-
o2n, but the agreement between the WARF- and buoy-derived wind and wave fields was reasonable. VTe wave

forecast was compared Lu both the buoy- and WARF-derived wave heights. We found good agreement between the
forecast, buoy., and WARF estimates of wave ,ieight along the 4.6-m contour east of the hurricane. ihe buoy
estimate west of the hurricane along the 4.6-m contour line suggest: the radius of this contour line was
too larg..- WARF estimat..s of wave beight at Points B and C. located at the extremes of the foteiast re-
gion of nighest vavws, were ioier than the forecast. Tne good agreement of Poin- B with the !zerby buoy
estirmace, and the consistency of the WARF estliates at Point B a-d C suggest t. t the 7.6-m contour
"ohould have been smaller, The WARr estirates of wave height at roints A and D are located between the
6.1-m contours. Again, the buoy- and WARF-derived wave heights suggested that the 6.1-m contour line
was too large. We snould also note that any contamination of the sea-echo Doppler hpectra by the iono-
sphere would result in radar wove-heigf.t e-tis.ates that sould be too high. fhe composite of wave height
data obtained from :he forecast and Ei-71 buoy indicated tle validity of the WARF wave height estimates.

the agreement between toe WARF-de-,ve eo timates of wind speed ard the buoy-derived estimates of wind speed
is good. mete are 1iree principal errors a-isoclated with the W,%PF wind speed estimate:, error in estimating
the radial fetch, ei.or in estimating the rms wave height, and error in the p:-anetric model. We comfuted
tho error in calculating wind speed for a +O.5-m error An estimating wave neicht for significant wave
height of 5.5 m (9.1% error) and for radial fetches of 30, 50, 70, and 100 km. The errors were less than
1.6 m/s.' We also computed the error in caiculating %ind speed for . ±20-Kia error in estimating the radial

fetch for a ýign~ficant wave i.eight of 5.5 m and radial fetches of 30, 50, 70 and 100 km. For radial fet-
ches greater than 30 km, a +20-kr e-ror causes an error of less than 2 m/s in wind speed, For radial fet-
ches greater than 50 km, a -20-km error causes an error of less than z m/s in wind speed. This represents
less than an 8% error. These errors are typical of the WARF estimates of tCe significant wave height and
radial fetch measurcments. The errors associated with the model are discussed by Ross and Cardone. (1978)
"or Anita, the mean and rrs differences between the Cardone et al. (197/) parametric model forecast and
measured wave heights at FAB-71 is 0.21 ±0.83 m. This includes e-rors in measuring wave height at tne buoy
and in radial fetch irom the convertional position fi..es. We also calculated the wind speed using Eq. (5)
for some of the buoy-measured v:q' ': ae'hts shown in Figure 6, and compaied the calc,,lated wind speed r..ea-
surem•n-Ls to wind speeds meastrt.u the buoy (Table 2). The dalta is indicative of the ac, uracy we could
expect from the WARF estimates of !,nd spted using Eq. (5). For thesc data, we believe the largest sources
of error in the comparison were the on•ertainty in the radial distance to each point caused by compiling
the map iver a 36-hour neriod, and Lhe assumption of a syrmmetrical distribution if tae winds.
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OCLAN SWELL PARAMETERS FROM NARROW-BEA4 HF RAuAR SEA ECHO

Belinda Lipa Donald Barrick
SRI International NOAA Wave Propagation La'oratory

Menlo Park, Califorria Boulder, Colorado

ABSTRACT

This paper describes inversion methods for HF radar sea-echo Doppler soectra, giving parameters
of the ocean wave spectrum in the important long waveleigth region. Radar spectia exhibiting very narrow
spikes in the higher-order structure adjacent to the first-order lines are indicat-ve of ocean swell with
a single dominant wavelength; it is shown how to interpret such a radar spectrum to give swell period,
direction and rms waveheight. When the higher-order echo peaks are more spread in frequency, a simple
model for the swell yields a closed-form expression for the four second-order swell peaks; parameters id-
entifiable from this model, in adaition to swell rms height, direction, and dominant period, include thi
angular spread ard frequency spread of the swell. Finally, when the swell Doppler peaks are quite spread,
it is shown how to use integral inversion to give Fourier coefficients of the ocean-wave spectrum as a
function of ocean wavelength. At a given wavelength these coefficients are interpreted in terms of a
cardloid model for the angular distribution to give the mean wave direction and the angular spread, In
normal surface-wave experiments, the major source of error or noise is the random surface height of the
sea; we describe the resulting statistics of the radar soectrvm and tracc the propagation of uncertainty
to the derived ocean param'ters.

1. INTRODUCTION,

Sa) HF Radar ScaLter

Crombie (1955) discovered the mechanism behind HF radar sea scatter nearly 25 years ago by
spectrally analyzing the received time series, Using the gravity-wave dispersion equation that relates
the velocity to the square root of the ocean wavelength, he correctly deduced that tho twi, sharp, sym-
metrically positioned Doppler peaks were produced by those ocean wavetrains exactly half the radio wave-
length, moving toward and away from the radar. We now call these obvious peaks the "Bragg lines" since
the mechnnism producing them is the first-order Bragg effect. When theories confirmed this mechanism
(Wait, 1966; Barrick, 1972), and showed that the strength of these echo peaks is proportional to the
heights of the corresponding Bragg-.cattering ocean wavetrains, scientists b(came enthst•astic about the
prospect of using HF radars to measure sea-state paraweters. In order to directly observe the interesting,
long ocean waves (e.g., swell) that are the essence of "sea state" directly by this first-order Bragg
effect, one would have to operate the radar in the lower MF region; huge antenna size requirements, heavy
spectrum utilization in this regioL., and ionospheric problems all dictatp against such a system (Barrick,
IQ78; E5arrick and Lipa, 1979a). At mid and upper HF, the first-order Bragg peaks are produced by the less
interesting, shorter waves, and hence using these alone, radio oceanogra~hers resigned themselves to ex-
tracting only wind-direction information because the short waves align themselves quickly with the wind
(Long and Trizna, 1973; Stewart and Barnum, 1975),

The more sophisticated radar systems and digital signal processors of the mid-sixties showed a
lower-level spectral continuum surrounding the first-order Bragg peaks that was definitely established as
sea echo. Bacrick (1971, 1972) derived a theoretical expression for this continuum, showing that it was
explained as second-order ocean wave-wave interactions. This power spectral density vs. frequency rani-
fested itself as an integral contait.ing a product of two waveheight directional spectra, the arguments of
which were the double Bragg-interacting wave vectors. This gave scientists hope that the integral could
be inverted, yielding directional irtormation of the vore interesting, longer ocean waves (swell) from
measurements at - single HF frequeicy. Hasselmann (1971), however, observed that if the kernal of the in-
tegral (called the "coupling coef'icient") were a constant, the second-order spectral continuum would
nearly replicate the ocean nondirtectional spectrum, tiereby yielding no long-wave directional informatlon,
Barrick (1977a,b) developed and tested an approximate technique that yielded this nondirectional infom-a-
tion for longer waves (i.e., waveheight, dominant wave period, and the nondirectional spectrum) by combin-
ing the two second-crder peaks surrounding each Bragg linef indeed, the results proved to be relatively
insensitive to direction. Maresca and Georges (1979) developed an even simpler method to obtain wave-
height by combining the energy in both second-order spectral sidebards; again, this process renders the
results insensitive to direction. All of this suggested that extracting directional information of long
waves from the second-order echo might prove elusive (even though swell height and per-od we'-e obtainable).

Lips (1977, 1978) was the first to show that directional information can be derivad from the
* second-order echo, even though she concentrated on tne wind-wave region (-ather than swell), and used

a model that separated the directional and frequency dependences as independent multiplicative factors,
Often the directional dependence is dependent on uavenumber, as when one or more swells and wind waves
with different waven~mbers arrive from different directions; hence this model is not generally valid. An
example ir illustrated in the sea-echo Doppler spectrum of Figure 1, where second-order wind-wave and
swell peaks are both present, and are from different directions.

This paper shows that swell direction (as well as height and period) may indeed be derived from
the second-order sea-echo spectral peaks. This reversal in outlook -eLtilts from closer examination of
models of the radar Doppler spectrum produced by swell, which shows that: (i) the positions of the echo
swell peaks vary slightly with a swell direction; (ii) the amplitudes of the echo swell peaks depend
fairly strongly on the coupling coeffic,ent, and this in turn is shown here to vary significantly with
swell direction. Consequently, we have been eble to develop analytical techniques for extracting swell
height, directior, and period, and in some cases, angular and frequency width of the swell. This is done
for a variety of models, applicable for situations from one extreme where the swell has a very narrow
frequency and angular distribution to the case where swell directions and frequencies span a wider range.
Closed-form expressions are derived for two situations, and a general inversion tecnnique is presented for
a third, Expressions permitting estimates of errors it, these parameters are derived and presented.
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(b) The Natur& of $well

"S'well" is used: loosely by taarineri to refer to the longest waves present at a given time- on the
ocean, tn contrast to 'chop," or the shorter, less organized wavesý tOceaniographers technically define
swell as waves ptoduced by storms in another arer and/or at anl earlier time (Killsalln, 1405). InI COlItIaSt
to "wind waves" that are being constantly genera'-ed by local winds, swell waves appeal more or&,.nized
(their quasi-sinusoidal nature permi-ts the identification of a direction and period) and general' heavt
longer neriods.. Although severe stor-ms or hurricanes will often directly arouse these long-per ou waves,
recent studies (Hasselmasn et al., 1976) !-how that they tire also generated from energy tranbfer due to
higher-order ionlinear interbsLtionS awing the shorter waves,. For example. 20 m/s ('-40 knot) winds should
directly excite waves with periods, T. no longer than 12.8 s (i.e., to first order T - 2rv/g, where g is
the acceleration of gravity and v is the wave phase velocity, whose greatest value corresponds to waves
which just keep up w~.th the wind). Swells with periods between 10 and 18 seoonds ara, nearly s~wayea ob-

* served on the oceans even though local winds may be quite low.

For this anclysis, we Include as swell any waves whose periods exceed 9 s (or whose frequencies
are less than 0.11 Hz), While thi., definition generally includes waves oceanographicsily categorized as
swell above, we select this definiticn here because waves lyinp' In this region of the oceai spectrum allow
considerable simplification of the second-order Doppler spectruv' above "nid-HF. As a resul,, we can linear-
tar the integral equation and in sume cases employ simple swel: models to, derive ciosed-foro. e'.press.ous.

The steplest swell model is the limit of "old" swell, where tae finite-sized storm generating
trea recedes to infinity in distsnca slid past timŽ-; in this limit the swell wave'ieight directional spectrum
becomes an impulse function vs. wave frequercv and direction, huch a model is usually applicable when the
storm area was greater than 2000 km distant from the observer, and will be shoýwn to produce a Dn-ppler spec.-
trum also coneisting of imapulse functions,~ "N4ew" swell refers to wavel; 'rom a storm area whose distance
from 04- observer was not much different from the dirjensiot.s of the patch itself. this is somewhat anel'-F
ous t3 being in the near field of an antenna, An example Is taken from a situation excssting at a rece;Lt
U.S. Pacific coastal HF radar experiment site, where observed *well was explained by after-the-fs~t me"eo-
rological analyses (called "hituicasts").. Thesa Itind~asts -- while admi'tedlv crude plctures -- showed
that swell in 'his vase wa. generated from a storm arproximated t., lie in a rectangular ares b50 km x
740 kin, u.ho*.e leading edge at the wind cessation was 925 km from the radar. sfiaple hindcastine, methods
showed that at the o~aet, waves from this storm area. were -1.07 m high (tins), had a mean per, )d of L14 s
(wave frequency -ý.071 Hz) but a spread of '-.02 4iz about this mean; in addition, wave directi,'nal spread
about the oean wa~s 'V40'. For this situation, the "impulse function" model for shell was br'n to ,,ieli
inaccurate results, but a narrow-band finite-beam swell model analyzed below pioduced the .orrect inter-
pretation,. For even closer "near-field" swell situations, the swell spectrum is so spread that even these,
finite-width models are !n!'-io-quate; in this caae, full Invers~ion of thle integral is called tor.

2. THE RADAR CROS,- SECTION.

We consider narrow-beam radar systems with vertical polarization directed at or near grazing
incidence. Vertical polarizationi is the only case of importance because: (I) ground or surface-wave
radaes require vertical polariration to attain rea'-onable propagation distances; (ii) the horizontally
polarized component a7 scatter from the sea is several orders of magnitude lower ts.an vertical, so that
evea skywave radars effectively discriminate only the vertical mode fcor sea vcho.- harrick (1972) gives
the following "elation for the first-order averege radar cross section~ per init surface area 0(,,) at a
Doppler slilf. w from the carrier:

j () Gj 6 
Ilk 

4 m sl - "Bo i(

00

first order Br'igg frequency given by0

,R- , 2gkc (2)

with et the gravitational acceleration. The firtt-order spectrum described by (1) consists of two impulse
(i.e., Dirac-delta) functions svmmetricAllv plac d about the carrier frequency at positions defined by !he
deep-water dispersion equation, and with ainplituuss proportional to the directional ocean-wave sýpectrum at
the Bragg wave vectors t2k , as stown in Fig. 1. In practice, the first-order lines are displaced from
their ideal nositions becacuse of underlying ocean currents and spread over a finite frequency band due to
current turbstlence and system effects.

The analogous second-onie" radar cross section and ;ie lirectional oceanl-wave spectrum are re-
lated by a nonlinear integral ettUatlon given by Barrick (1972), We express this equetion in the tollowing
form-

S(2) ()-26 7k4 m''k)rk)~'~~d (3
0 f

where the vectors k and V' obuy the relation

A1 + m'1k' -2k .(4)

The quantity r' ia a couplin~g coefficient which inclu leb the effects of both hy~irodynamic and .elect~omagne-
tic nonlinearities carried to second order in a perturbation theory.
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bai rlck .and .iprn k1 99b) show thiorut~ical Iv that powe'r speet ral vilue's at dif1i oiviit Vh-pp Ii Irequeiice. ars
satiottel~vIdpnet Tile covarilance' mat r ix ot a aset ot i attos N1 1 t iis tht'rofori' dis'ona I .;t h

i.-~PF" l,'A1ltON TOl OiMM4A SWEtLL.

We' -nsider ocean k-av'a; with timpi i~io ls largNer thaiv 1) socon ~s. ',utel wavi~s, wht-li' g0ih'i rtto
bv storms at great d'satncýes. result IIn a wave toeld characterized1 hr a verv narrow havd o! wave -' iuen-
c ies anid d irections: ~he oceita-wavi' spect rum tar thenoutt to be modieled as impulse utn, t ion:' iii wavelengthI
3nd direcýt on.- For .I st orm center at c lose.t range.* tla,, wave li rec tion and I requencv spt ead .. istuail b ut
ftnite. slid a tiat row-band, narrtow-beam riodil vield.6 a usefuil c losi'd-fot-w reaut t. Fie v*a rnixtut of 0
svoe I and wind waves mar he prese~nt wi th a 'pect rum which is. broadly d tstribuited in both uavel ongt h anid
direct ion, We show how allalvsis of thi' radar spect rUM AI0lw'.One to dI-Iillat Iglilh betwee'n eat-C PoSsiblb i -
tiles. sri- determine ocesn-w..vi I'araneter,. and thei'i .- ssociatd stati1st ical errot.

a) Swell of s Single Wavelength andi litiction

We write the total %aveheight speet rum st a3 wavevec tol Kab thie Kum of a 'o:iu.swil.1-waivt
spect rum S,\0 anid a swell1 compotient wh ich is ,it inipul.- at'Iuh t on tin wavt'vec tor ,pace:-

wh~ere Iti 1s thi'e rm., wavi-he tgnt ot t it, 'ýwc 1 and 1, is z he swell wavevec tot whit ii has Miagu t udi' ký anIý

propa.~At ion iage ýI with easpec t to Ole' radar be.Am ki.e. *awav tow il 1w.1dau 1. When this i''"ItlunuIl

'iub t itulted into t[Ile iliii ogral equat ion *'I til- tght hand' sidi- se,,'.irates tl, oninto..01iuoti wind-w.kv.
spec t: urn ci oss-apec tra I t erm. tiue to t he intcrac ý ion of swelli aiid mid wrtvt g Ikon bi

"tit. a. ttl ýz 1,~r -s' i k J

,ind t i'ms dule t, the ;,vl i nt er.ic t i ug. with si well. 11e 1tatte r t'rue c.tn be scen to beo vvi\rt i esoa.wt ,! no:.ý-
ellon ulli h fox given -twe I peritod aind dixect ion ýslu ol' N obclrvt'd at .ia singito I .dau opet ili itlIre-
quell", that .4t ~ t lowe-r \IF., well below our tanlgeot Kooiisideiat toll iert' k' V.. HP)pi t. !tit tI Iu

a 0! otetrms t epi esent ing wind-wave " md'-wave mli lac' Iions OCCuII at I\'pplt It VIquelic 10 hiiIti~lii i0
I row I ho Sliagg Ifines t han tilho swellI peAks k~lee Fig, 1) .4-a.d t hus li e ouitsaidte (ieh range "t oona 11JIMdIO.1io.
here, t hot t hutisa on Isa t roatod elsewhere' k~di ick andt lI pa.-' 1" i lums til ho~ otlm oý1,c I1I ii

bi an. t' it\ kwher*' the wind-w.-ve spooltiur has .t I roadr wi-n div idedl Out i In lii' iioriiuA .-a1 jin:-
1 ile., b\ (01i ýOlitall thle swell tinformat t

io that uil be ho used In this papi'oi

11we i-ltegiat ion inull kl tia% he pelt or-mod i-limediaio-1r'.sinlg the dIelta uncietion cons' 1. Iits, 0:n tt.'
Int ograt iol vaui I hblea. Four shiarp sp I ea ccitr fit t ho t',pp'lot spo t ruia wi :Il -klquo'.i a i powvl a giveon

a-1,k .' *.gl. and

whett, is e\.4aluated it kand i,. obtainied iotto (4). Foi t ip mcaIll HF tsh.-i ti~i o~nc ie-z k" andK

it toow.' hior J.) that the 4t.%-Il pes.'a trei'qencie.a *Tt, closie to thle hia.g, -t''it , .g .t~.l

it,+ tile hoinlt] be'tween hlie tirst-order t it and the Peaks 0' tiho witili-wave -Z10"i11 urn co lig. 1.
J, . A., tc be t he radian freotlvuici I albcmotht wei' hie wo -;WellI peAks '.utluouind ii the pi'a
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('S I8 . (1 "
5s=cs- • (u..• + t )Z I

.he valjes of .m are calculated by finding the centroid frequency of the upecc'al peak bo-

tween the haLf-p(,wer points, Earrick (1979) has calculated a general expression 'or the standard devia-
2

tion of a cenlroid frequency for a spectrum which has )2 'tatistica This expression ib insensitive to
the exact shape of the peak; if we therefore absume a Gaussian form for convenieLe, he shews that the
standard devijtion -f the frequency estimate is

where N is the ::.nber of samples contained within the half-power width, K is the number of indepandent

spectrd used In the sample a-erage, and L is the frequency spacing (radian/s) between adjc-cent spectral
,ints. The corresponding errors in -he estimates (14) and (15) for k mnd s follow from linear error

.ropagation theory (Brandt, 197:)

Sd(ks) - -V (17 1

and

S d ( e s 8 -E ( ý ) L _ _) o si ,( 8
K sin9 ('ý'+ F X,-)3 s

The uncertaiany i-n the estimate of wavenumber is generally smallf that in anle can be large because ot
the differencing cf small frequency shifts in equation (15).

In an i-.eendent analysis oased on the amplitudes of the swell peaks, vxpressed theoretically
in equation (13), w. use the maximum likeiihood method (Brandt, 1970) to give estimates of swell wave-
height and separate independent estimates of the angle, Rhe following expression is minimized with respect
to6 and H:

S S

I(OHs y (mm'r - [mm)

1(e ,H ) = Y m ) 1 (19)

m,m

where t , are the neasured values of the energy in the footr 1)onpler peaks, defined by (6), and where the

variance of R , is defined by equation (9). Thus we minimiz-. the sum Af the weighted squared deviatloos

of the experiment3l values of m , (including-random fluctuations) from the ideal functional form to give

the optimum values as and 1s The residual l(ss.1 s) obeys an approxiamte 2 uistribution and we use a

9K--test on thL validity of the ocean-wave spectral model, (101. If the value of 1(0s ,Hs) is too large,

the assumption of this model mi.st be reconsidered a-d more general models usek'. These models are con-
sideied later in this section.

To obtain the standard deviations in the derived parameters, we expand equation (13) in a

Taylor series about Os,Hs to give the approximate expression for the variation in the residual with

distance from the optimum in the abserce of noise:,

2
m,m 6 m,m2H + 2H2 (Im 2 (20)

w ich may be expressed in the matrix form:

%R =ML (21)

where

1, -• 41s l,1- 2112 O(I' 1 ls s •
AR• - •O s

1-i,-iL
60 l M -)a

L -121,11)
I411 K 2 2H2 -l.--1--'

as'-1,-i s •e ss

• L -

- £•
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Brandt (1970) shows that when the elements of '¾ are determineu by the maximum likelihood method of mini-
mizing the expressiq (19), the covariance matrix C_ follows from che ccvariance matrix C. defined in
equation (9) through the equation R

C (M. M) (22)

and the standard deviations of H and C are the squate roota of the di,,gina. c~ements.a a

(b) Siell of ;,arrow Frequency and Angula- Spreads

We now consider a model in which the swell is assumed to have a finite but narrow Gaussian
sptesd in ua,,enumber about a mean wavenumber, ks, and is spreau in angle accorai..g to a cardloid function

of power a about a mear directlcn e . Thus we define the %ode! for this ocean waveheighW spectrum as

s2

(k-k) 0
Hi(/ )expl- - 8 1 Co.'.n I

S(k) - S (L + k/' , (23)
a"" •k:ksi2 + 1/2)

where F(x) is tue gamma function or argum'nt x. The second Lerm is the swell spectral model used, and it
i6 normallzcd such that its energy ! equ.i te ths mean-square zwell wavehe.ght

i.e., f Idk f dOS,(k,O) = H
0 -•

This model could be applicable when the Doppler swell peaks are spread considerably beyond the hlai.-power
width of the first-order peak. but are still relatively narrow with respect to their frequency shift from
this first-order echo. This could also be discovered beLause the large residual given by (19) i.dicstes
that the double-impulse-function model is nor providing a good fit to the data.

The half-power waventuber width, k.H, and the half-power angular spread, O91, OL L,is model are

simply related to the parameters 0k and s bv

I,,, 2,2-n2 0k an,! O1 . 4cos 1[(I/ 2 )l/s]. (24)

Often :he nondirectional waveheight spectrum is measured with a buoy from a time series of the
waveheight, In this case, a temporal speLtrum is obtained rather than a spatial spectrum (i.e., vs.
rather than k). For a narrow-band swell neak, the half-power widths of the two are related by means cf
the graxlty-wave dispersion equation as

gk,1  • ~

"Ii 2W L
S S

where us E, wr
a a'

"t~pon substituting (23) into (7) for R .,(,0, we can -erive a closed-form solution for the swell--

echo Doppler peaks by eximinating the double integral as followsf (I) we e;'ploy the delta-function con-
straint along with the relevant Jacobian to eliminate one of the Lategrals; (ii) we employ asytuptotic
techniques %i.e., the saddle-point approximation) to perform the remaining integration. The approxima-
tion involved in the second step produces the following result which is no more tCan 5t in error under
the fcllowing "narrow-band" swell assumptions (for swell whose period is greater than 9s and radar fre-
quencies greater than 10 M!z): 1w < 0.3 and 01, - 60' (s a 20).

Rm'm ) = ,m' expt- n2-mm D (6)

where the peas positions j m are identical to those of the impulse function model given by (12). The

above expression is normalized so that the integral ove, ,, vields RMl; this quantity is given by
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where the -oeficientlt are give%' by

k o~

The integral in t 3P is pertiormed nuiter1t-al v us ing -i met hod deve loped vtin ip" (197 7. 1 he valuca oxt
thL coefftecienrts K~ for negative v.alues of i air- very small be' asse tile Oupling coeft Ic tent is

all evenl t tunct 1 )11 if auble, aind C lie requencv' ontot.rs det mned bv tlir del tCa ! ni t ion onst rdint akre ailmob-z
ci1rcular,~ For i- 0, ti (0) is an odd C unc Iot; ot angle And it C ol Iowza that tile iut egtal tin k 11)1

nearly zero. 1. is therefore impossible to obtain the 'orre-.ponding v'alues ot c tor t , 0 b invet 1119

(3 0) ., This c.onsCtraint applies to e narrow-tisam ra,1 at with A anl look direct ion, it ,an be k itkt.tn'eutedl
by using two or more look angles, or tw use of the rotating broad beam antennac desetCib-ed by Kart i~k and
Lipa (19M)b. Values. of thle even Fotrier coeffi~ ientq may be A.ibauvd liv invertioag the 1 meat equ/taot //
(30) ustn& methocns developed by l'illips (l19bz) and Whome% k1 9031 nduk Ptev iouslv app iCkle to radaýt seat-e~h
inversion liv Lipa (")and Barrick and Lipa (14~79b). !tie mutaber A' Fourier coeffxiCe-its ChAt ~An lae
derived with adequate Nc~urav from a given data set depends oin tl-e random imuctuatios., o: thie 14.at~ zln

thle magnit ic~ziou ot error that occurs during the inversion process, 16e have inverted mueasuredl data Co

tve the first three even Four~er coeffhciente e (k), c (k), C,(k) With adequa4tt. aC1cUraV% klipa. a..1-

The nc.sirectionsi coofficient c ) (k) is merely tht- o,ýeau waveheiviht notidireki to'ial apet Clt/ur.

,ince it follows from (2:9) that V () k) is t*,.e integral oC the direct .01al Wave SpetC tnm o.sex angle,.' 11w

directional coefficie'nts c 0and, c',',k! dv not admit to a quick interpretation in terma of 1,ips'Ktjit

directional pArameters su~ch fts th'a dominant or mean wave di.rectimon 8darrick and I ipa (1479bs1 sit)% ho1,w
they "ay bw Intem'pC ted t~n terms of the iardioid rkluel for the angullam diatribut ioni which giveN the depond-I__ -ence at a given wavetlen,;th as cos ~- -- --- where 0 is the wave angle at a scIectvl dire~tionc this wodel
requ~it.s that the following relationq be obeyed,.

c(k) 2__ 'fdkk)

c(k) (s+i2) c K)= s+)(+ coa..t *' C

EstiwtAtes c- a and 0 At each wavenumver may be detzrminuý- by fit:'ing these eqaations to the va~lues Mt

c' (k) obtained by inversion of the radar spec-trum. rhe angle Uý can then be tnteiprCete' as the mean wave

direction, Sine%! only the even coefficients c,1. c1 . and c~, tire derived from the above genietAl ttiversion

proces%, a unique determination of 0 and 3 is not always possible without additional information,

4. CON4CLUSIONS.

Our analys~is reverses the impressions given by prior works kin the extraction of sea-state p~iAm-
eters fcoa IlF radar echces, in that it shows that long-wave directions can i-e detcýrmined from the second-
order echo. rhe resulting techniques also produce more accurate etstimates of :R-ell height en,! period thda
those reported previously, The reason for thtis is that both the second-order Doppler Peak positions And
their amplitudes (the litter being proportional to the coupling co~±in)are shown to varv' wtth swell
direction, In other words. by rtcogniz~ng that swell direction nriters into the problem. more accurate

* esrimatea of height and period are obtainable, as well as the direction itself, A model suitable jot
narrow band/beas swell allows the direct extractioti of the swell angular beamwidth and fmequeucv budn-
width also. Expressions for the errors in these estimates are derived anti presented.

The three techniques presented here -- including the two closed-form modeig we derive -- av
been successfully tested against measured data from three separate experiments; they have bee., ompared
with several alternate sources of "surface txuth' ILipa et al., 19801. the analysis of the vast amoont of
data there is extensive, anid draws howvilv upon the models and methods presented here. COur purnose tin
this paper is to derive and present sim,11e models end methods that have been proven against data, along
with a dtscussion of how and when to -tsa them. We derive trror estimate exjpresition.4 for our results. anid
show how t(. use maximum lilteltJhood prizaciples sp.ecifically t~r- the swell widl-s explovcJ here. Thtis the%
paper is complete for understanding and should provide all the tools a user needa to mxtract sw~ell ftom
narrow--beam second-order 11F sea-echo Doppler spectra.

A couple ot limitations should be noted. First, a single i-arrow betmm --- while able to extr.act
a surprising amount of svell direc~tional information -- is unable to distinguish from whichn rid' of tile
beam the swell originates (because of the appeaiance of only costl everywhere, and not sinU ). Therefore

a
unless one can scan the beam (or employ multiple bea.2s), he is forced to guess or use additional informa-
tion to re~ove this ambiguity. Secondly. it has been assumed that only a single rwell froi' a single
direction (but allowing for a spread in angle) is present at a given wave frequency for the two mo-dels"ii derived. If two Doppler peaks can be mesolved in the dafA representing dtifetent swell frequencies aid
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directiono, then each can be handled separatel> using -he models. If, however evells from different

directions are suff~ciently close in wave frequet.cv that they cannot be separately distinguished in the

Doppler records, then the single-swell models ori likelv to give spurious results, Such a situation would

be signalled by the )j-test applied to the residual, (19), indicating a poor fit of ttie r del. Also,

other internal consistencies normally obse.ved (e.g., the agreement of directions obtained from peak

positions with those obtained from maximum ILtelihood on the peak amplitudes) would fail., In this case,

full inversion (i.e.. the third method) mutt be employed,

80 '
2 fs, f a

70I i

60 -
First-Order Echo Peaks I'

o 50

a 40-- Second-OrderE l
<1 Wind-Wave/

S20NiseEchoes .

20 -oise Level Seco ;d-Orde

/1 Swell Echo Peaks

10

-2 -1 0 1 2

Normalized Doppler Frequenc j, fD/f 8

Figure 1. Narrow-beam sea-echo Doppler spe trum at 9.L MHz measured at San Clemente Island on

December 4, 1972. 1114-1156.- Thirteen 204.8-second spectra were averaged to produce this

iesult, illustrating the first-order Bragg geaks, second-order swell peaks, and second-order

wind-wave peaks. ladependent buoy observation showea 14-second swell of .76 n3 signifi, ant

height, along with vind waves having 1.83 m signifl,,,n height.
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Figure 2., Polar olot, of norma'imed CuIuplx1Q coefficient (ki'vided b\ k ,), .: '.f o rMIm
13-qecond swell at two ratar frequencies. Plots aire - , the •inle between the radar

look directior and the swell propagation direction. Potted curves t.ive ;os` function

for comparison, For positive Dkppler sidebands, i• l above plots is measured Irom +\

axis, for negative sidebands, trom -x axi•,.
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In addition to the positions tit the four Dokppler sweli echo~ peakus, .1.t'ir amitpitudes avid enorgy
depend upon stwell period and dirti.'tion. This is most -bvilitua from tile jImulse fuomtion modiri ot (13). and
altal for the narrow beam/band model from (.17). It Iis th.' coupling etiefficlent that produtes these dir-
ectionial efftctd on thae amplitudes, Coversely. if one wer-e to ire. th~e ctiuplin'z coefficient erS a coal-
etant. Irdopendent of swell diroction 'ind peric-1 as suggested lin previous works, ve'thuured dita could not
be explained by the resulting model. * it!- thle i~atos imprtan- swell parametet , vnamely Insight . could 'lot bel
accurately extracted.

To illust rate tf'e strong ditt ,,tiotonl dependenice of tile ectipling coefficilent,* we show pilots5 of

this qujantity, vs , ,,v. 0 inFg. 2 for a typical HFfawell ciammple.* 11 1 swell.* at both 10 anod 20 MIlT.
Thea.. plots are normalized to k, th aa aeu~e. Shown also is tile Cos 0 function f(.r ito...ariltoii

til raa aeubr

The amplitudes of the four spectral pouit~ for the impulse-function model of swell are ditectly
proport lcnal to t-his coupling coefficient.* from (13).* One cAn clearly see I lwrtfoit, that t hese amplitudes
w ill vary greatly. even disappeating when the swell piropagater; perpendictliar to thle radar beam. TI' I-
stron~g variation ia obe-erved In measured iattI and is retapo taible for thle success of swe~ll parametvar ex-
traction,

The reason for thle asymmetric I rout-to-back shatpt lIes witht the existence of thle first term ' lie
e lectroniagnet II interact ion e. fee't ) of thle coupl Ing coot I icitent . (S) . Non though the Ilvdarodynamli 441ter-
action term (the second term) Is zLarger, line cloarly canxnot iteglect tile letcu otifterm, For I, tile

f trot term were zero, the coupling coefficient would have the cos 20 forn and there woutld be no fronit-badcl

asymmetry,* In that event, thle odd direc'tilonal cosine coeff iclents cl e1' etc contained fit thle wavelt,' igil!

spectrum (29) would b~e Iin.Ieterminable. lo otlier words,* one wouild not be table to dialtinguish swel11 at

from swell at ltiO*-t . As It 1,4, a single narrow, beam cani extract co. c1 . C_ ci* and possibly Itighet odd

coefficients If the data is not too nloisv.

The plivs Ical mechanism underlyilug this mmitimetirv is of Interest . ! .,tine direct ion (t hat with

the larger lobe), the radical lit thle first term oft (5) Is real, * 'e ,U'- lTh mjous that tilie
intermedilate elect romagn~etic wave interact ing wit i, thle two ocean wzoves of wave\ oct01 a k atid P (ece of
which 0a thle swell wav~evec tor) 1,. 'propagatilog", aiid thle e' hc tromdgnetiette and livdrodi'naml c' telI 'is re thlen
aeon Zo add in iuadrdut re. Ini tihlethe direct Ion with the smalle r lobe, lih,.'evir flithe argumllent of thei rad i-

cal is negatilve and hnce, thle rmidica iIs Imaginarv, i.e.,.*'f - ~--7 ' iri In this case thlit
int ormcd late owoa rmgotI ve is not p'ropaga~ting, buat "evanlescen-t":; tilen tilie elect romagnietic and
livi drodytvitlm Ic erms, tire no, longo r Ili tuaWd rat tiire, libut :re Iin jha, . anid subt rac'tIting,' In t he'I flit'l -18Vt. Ili

\pprosiate f ct or for tilie coupil1W V041g t t 1'i lot nt lthe Itat e~tr lobe max i ii1m I'.I+q*wlI'lilelttt

tlie aplirol-r ate Itactor .it ta .on'tai Ir loo,i maxkimum Ia 1 (I it .tle j'oiit where ( k' , tilie Olt 01-

mediate electromagnet Ic wo 'k. is botind to .1,o sot face, Pt opagat ing along this boIuodat'Ir vi 'i n., ,'oetgv a,'at -

tered upwards., for thiv sfig'ulor t~ftuat 
1oi tilie oi-e~in i-aves wi th k. avid ý' are piropagai inp at right angles

to each othkr, u wI tch hams 41veln '-I s to "' termilnologl' l' et e lt'ctol" ''0Itivt . lit' Nindl hit ermiedi.lot e
wave I or tlisa v'ase fI; kno~ in tit I o t romattilet ic t l'eorv as thle "Wood'sl' anlomaly."

Looking at Fig. :. it is temvptiFig (t. uge t hat tilie tappet' ad lower plots ai Ot'Went ic., it
* ~~~flipped around. Onii 'ii gli go Itrther aiid ' t vIhat tflit' oupli ng ooot!f i 'ient I.'ai lit issoti t'l ýIt kor irt e I

by aI coa'O, pattoýrn wlio..e asplilitud,'i factor ill ones' dliiectitll is 11 +t 5.41d id in :( I'tho lit' s I -

this wtiuld result titi I cIoat'd-tormi sotIttioin to (.'71l. Howeve' 1 h1is sim Ii, I III at it'li woulld produict, Ielt'i Ica Il
,,;tsq of Nipple'- peak.; stittroltithiIig 0'3t1 Of thelweIWO I itat -Oc~ti Bltagg pe a'nd.,~ thA hiss ; ho's ben.l'sti ill
incs.sured dtiat not tto be tilt case :o1t'os 1 ¶ii ps 't ah., l'0$0j. t',it' 'xiianl im toll t he oupI iiiii.

coeff i'ient, a 's ps.ittetl Ili Fig. _'. shows ti.t fore ,'aoiile. -it coost ' 0. v. '~I.. 0, - i'd" snl1 .'0) 1 t lit'

values Itf th le sinaI It'r Ilobes ki l"fft as i'iclie ao 5 1~ t ouo uocli tt l1it' . Ihi[- Is " it I t,- tout tO 11Okk t Allluct 'In-
ri.ant error titi the swell parameter extract ion proitsic.' 'llit'-t' tlt' ont' ,hll I' ''l ' lilt, ,'\.W(' VX'M'gi c l,
ft the Couplintg koe!il icient Ill (1 1), (2?) lit

1 ini the fulal ititegil iitt lnlites. _he t'ollgt
tel(en 'tin be caI ctiia tc qu, ~ii ~I v .'I the It',or..pii t ci*, I 1.1 i a and 'li I I cI ck '151) 7 ii We t a a (-.p It I, HI'ORTAN
liat ans been 4lictcessfai lV tosted for (ZI cit ~italg thiis tiuti, t ion
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ri'RNcyruAs (IF ii.1'. COMIUNICATION IN TUNNELS USINC

orFiN TRUMMlSSt0': IININ ANTI MIAA CAIII-F8

James R. Wnit, IlavilI A. Hill1 and IlavIid 1t., Sdeld
CoPri at lve In..t It ide foi 'et hI i ni~mttl Sclences

Uiotirttlv Ml Colorado

IludtColimtad& 81)109

A rather Ingeninus cmmiunicattio' tchniitiun hAF bi'-en dove'ol'ed for iqo In co.al mines,, The lt-l!4 A' t" "c a
twe-wire transmittitor. line or eqoivaleýnt lootaelv brtaided coaxial aoble that van be suspended viro, the n'e
wal (Wai,, Jluly, 175), A transi-Atter plAced tit tile v'icioit'- of the tie fiNcite- a iftionelli'IR-e

moethat- noinially wouild propagate likse a vo ,ial or TFM- mode with iel.:tivPly high AttitnuAt tiln. TI-e ke\
se in the Belegian q-ttem, and tile clo'~olv rela tedi riii hcvntet, is it, conveit tiil to a i'.ianl i

tat I uhls teutdbeueto cretfosmttvIltlaenlwl ahltaiflcl-
the surrouinding rock. The plivaicAl b~a,.l tif this system hat; MtwnV Saitlarltiep with the leaky feedizi dc-vi, on
used in Blritish coal "iinos when tile motde converi-aon Is inadvertent. We have examinled a iluml'ei of eplevalli
problems of this type. Brief sulmmiaries are given tin tile 'ollowlng with apprt'priate refci encctop it,-hei e dr
tailsan bAIle found.

The braidod coaxial crble was studied AP a cotmiiniicAtion schei,Pe Iin a mine tuninel . A am~~~. etn"~
waveguide model was adopted foir the tunnel, al tnilth, shieldI of (lie ".-Ole wan accniiiiedi to i'elinvP in !a silgle
inductive I ranstfet impedance, Spectfifc lekil t, (1n the( .at trillt fil of tilie rilonet I ;%tiltn lii (I* a toi co-ait 11
miodes of propagat ion, takIng tilt(, ccount, tile p'ossible e.xi tolnce ot ;% thin losrv fir 1won the -411e, yea c
obtained (Nahtlbud and Wait, Ia . 97611. It- older to estininmtite matile ia'om pocqii'e i anigo of oor-ov,iii at ionl.
we considered thle coupling factor-4 of cheap mo~i,qieto trancvil-tting and ieceivi'ig diipoles inncide the, tirinel.
and ve presen ed resul ts on thiese fa-ctoi a for vnriotiq cabsle Iaraeiet et and c\!er a wide, 1 anii of ft ieqopikir
(?liihmoud and Wait, Jafn., 117(1).

The transmission loss for a leaky cc a~ial k-Able comlmunication svotem Iin A ciroll at11 tillie: l, '*~A lc,,1.ated ,-
an ideal i~ed modell. The tranismitting and receiving anftenna, weir oe ctiie iv d11 olott that cotild !,v located
,anywher-e withbin the tunnel. ror typical I cb Iv 11iaramet etc. thle opt imlm I reqnilficV t.ac ot to 1,e ill Ile
from 2~ to 20) 41. . -'Ic''lat ionc revealed that thle use of a qJ'Alt, c i aid and- a1 litilg veloc ity v 'l' Uci.l 't 'I
improve the caihli-di 1 oio couplivit withl onily a cciI1 r ella it of a highslel alta ~ ~t ~~i
19'6),

The previois~i develIopment was extended to rtertli t at tvtliat Ioil cai'ie tlon whlen a 1'ra ided ( a'l' Ie I 'k at --i , o-
to a ttunnel wall. This It an impoi tant ca1-e ~ ie "iui a I~i uttili~ t ng leaky feedeln 1 Wo founid tit h
tile attenuation rate for the btittlar mode Wait hard iv at fec ted ;;t all by thlt f i'ilite cond,3-iilvi tv. of thle wall.
Oni thle other hand, the monoet lat mode at tfcrn in verv hiigh Pt telnuat !ill wile" tile At' le a1'Ilpolln-be thle --All
(lill) and I~a

4 t, .1,,y (370S), In .a subseqttctii anAlvrIsi. we e'iamtned the etffct of the dependencre ot1 i tiltA
xr.aiijqer timpedance oin tnp propaqation -et-atant foi a coaxial cable located Iin t% Aicullfi titlilil kWait anld

The expree.toii foI the apadimi ttanlce of a1 Coaxial 1Calble i-it Iil -i Ic ti-tilln,' wa'u del ivod 11011P. ;A 0iiie1nl-
a lc ret'l tid. Coupl tnir Nk-uien tile I!N imodt' within the (able And Ole nonofila r ode WAi 0oli t111,1101iiw w,;n
coitliuted, and 25Z of tile cable povwer ua-z tvpl callv 'ra;nf 'i-i ed to the zionic fi oy a a iliglp . 1ih1C Ia lie
recutiz te 'ave ap~l icat i-i to tile use of lea11V coa~i .icb e e ovni a ionit eti~ ninllel kltill l t aI

* 0\t., I0Q50

Ani I dealiz~ed model of a trollcv wiro COrMMMCA0n n-tb 'vct em Was t ceili dc'ed To akil it ate the nnalvsiq t 1-1.
*tun.nel crosq ecet ion -iai t aker. to I-c secmi, itI, Allar and ( hoi -tul roond inig rok #( mcdi uin wac% liemogeono ii ,it" -4 fnit-ll

C-iii1iuict lvitv. thr metarllic ralfs or oth;-I Cilidt.'t01 n .,itI lip fl~it I loot of h'11 mltii'i wl-I CI tdl-lI.'iO ",,

.Iinc ?-It aIc I lIoflIec t ing 4ir fa ce o (ttf I nft iit I- ont i , ue' I i kI Icv wi 1 (1And 3ca,; t.it ("I food" I I liW Vole I,
I,( i-qcuilvalcilt to a1 single cvlindi salcetdii- tel lullt %..IS pI-allel to tILI I~i- ot the 41uiil1o& ;Xlt ,iOcA Z

nllvawhile C 101iii110 tieCroi-i ccc oll The a'''- i -dal4 vqtiatlio ll W.I. 1 O"clolikcd f,,1 0h'l0~ 1li iou l t
ol till' lornitiant i-ode. Ii t aheown tllat hi, .1* tc'lailt tenI laite luicloacoll signtit , lotIiv ac (lii'ii' 01" id.1:

1'' ~ ~ ~ ~ W11 0 HlSt-'i no al iowevi'' , Cvelhe l0e1 iiC ki 'iaddoll ioil c 01c Uo ý i wic i l 'Ii t l ORi t$Iill ,, zluc i.' ll
tlt, nrtenllal otl rate at "1'0 kit?- woeq at '11 Ieee 111.11 1, d X u'; l(l.r-c '11 In Wait, No'._

lIn a. rel-fted qtudv, filc reilel-al tbeolv tot tlat rliieioii iii A -ilkci1l.ai 0I1)n1 iol'cutanoint % ;thill %\I'll
* t~~~otr wa- ei-Hpoved '(o calculato tle at t tlulaiont kill ( Zito t0 e ill''-a i oe The ioonil,.ai'lc pivyit'i

till, attenuat it'n ralte Vals opplroeimiat li pi op.'l t lonll. to fl-k"p1011 v '1nd it didI not .lel~lMis In ileI iI'''-
conduict lvi v 1 t vpcal 'oolilt ionic (Wait anid 14111. ln.l 1 0i,6).

A -cicral jjnakveic wan giv.ti for the ttan~rinrioii of ole, itO'-enliti"l ;-Avon I, a 'il"cInsii ilel1 it'. Ow
-- ~~prevcriio of nx'i' I i-olidct ol q, It'.I,,- of 0C ott'nct wn- a idea tC1i'-ition ot a Itlol lei -111 , h it,.hiue

toleder line mt il. Ile loca.ted ati-eu ltetullunpl 1 ol,lc I.ac a4 imetl lal tha1 1.t v.- ;o. 11'it~ 'll!i I
the li.'mogren''iis i-'ck miediuir- At a tilitte diii-et("- ti"tile I ia I1 ri odt clea;t ion f.l t'i 01w ,ivil Io,
rnoile- unq ol'tan Inik tilat wa-n lined to Vlitai nn-c' i (alI nioc, n i I'"o .,I 1 1,1.1t 1 1 1o lat f Ill I 'r ft 'ii I I .lý,Om,

SC, to SOO~ 1,11- it vaa rhoi.,i that 0.e a1t I llta' iOti I ate I, k"ll\ weal.Iv dvi'e'li-iciit -n tile bill i al !,c I'il of 11'r
rafil conkiuctc' . at 1 c.%- In the rang~e upl ito '(' 1-t. Alsoc. it eAs found 'oat the a all condlct ci f-11 it)-~e

- ~~~Ak~ovrn-d cart-ies anl appti': table frac i'tio of tlc tot.a I lettil ii ct il tt wioi tvica '- enict ii IO) o.;Ii
Iiqr -o th- la'-er of fii.til.it ion oni Oil' 1 all aIIel to lii~ a n,!zi'c il-I off,, t . 1 I at* C.'ii

It le change even i f tile itA I waq uwI thillt thie t unnol aiid 4itrt falbo\ I' ti-v e t loot (Waiif anuN 1 1 l

Tile- prreite,le medtal analvnis f.'r a dit Olai tutlitiel *enomntitllg a; Oin~ '-it oa vnthown to h'e -,i at I'- etmlidi,
a, )%,-u fieqeiciettcci provided tile '-al Iconuctil tva iv i-.i hig. I h,'ciI it fol"ulil (-aIo thelt ,' 1 - it'l Vill

stiant no obtailned when speetalired to a1 pci ct lv Ollkiltin; ugWilt'e".t2a in aRgleement witll .1 qnntai- nt.it ii

- ~ iilvte(t1.1t I hay, 1 -3 7 7)
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Propagstion along r thin wire located in a,, air-filled tunnel was considered in thle limiting case where the
tunnel radius becomes indefinitely large but the distance of the wire to the tunnel wall remained finite.

Iwas found that the results were consistent with the -~orresponding analysis for a thin wIte locatoc' over
a plane homog-'neous earth (Wait, No,,- , 1976).

We analyzed the fields excited by a dipole in a circular tunnel that contains a dielect'-Ic coatcd axia.l con-
ductor. The integral form of the solution is generally valid provided the outer radiu8 of the dielecti ic
coated conductor in small compareO with its distance to thle tunnel wall. The propagatiLn mode that behaves
as an axial, surface wave at high ftequenciea was examined for a frequency range from 1 1,117 to I (i.The
attenuation reached a maximum value at frequencies of the order uf 100 .41% where the absorption loss by the
tunnel vall was most significant. In thle range from 1 to about 10 MHz, the attenuation rate was approxi-
mately proportional to tht frequency and was only weakly dependent on the conductivity of the region exter-
nal to the tunnel walls. The results were consistent with earlier investigations for surface wave lines
locited over a homogeneous half space (Wait and Hill. Dec., 1976 and April, 1977).

The electromagnetic fields of dipole emitters located inside an empty tunrel or cylindrichl cavity wer2
first formulated. Buth electric and magnetic typos were considered. The results were used to deduce an
expression fnt the change of self-impedance due to the presence of the tunnel walli. The ioput resistance
R of thle electric dipole was approximately a constant for frequencies less than about 25 MHz ior a typica'
tunnel radius of 2m. In contrast, for the same conditions, R for the magnetic dipole or small loop ',j,~ed
approxiimoýtely as the square of thle frequency. The theory was extended to allow for the presence of an aN!Al
conductor or cable within the tunnel, The presence of the. cable increases both R "or a transversely oriented
electric dipole and a circumferentially oriented r-agnetic dipole hut R decreased for an axial electric dipole,
Nut surprisingly, the axial magnetic dipole is only weakly influenced by the presence of the ca~ie ('iill and
Wait, Dec., 1976, April, 1978),

Radio frequency transmission In a semi-circular tunnel containing a coaxial cable was again considered (Scidel
and Wait, July. 1978). The general formulation accounted frr both the ohmic lo-,ses in thle tunnel wall alic
a thin lossy film layer on the outer rurface of t1ho J'electric jack t of the cable. Using the quqsi-static
approximation (Wait, May, 1977) it was found that the propagac:on constants of the low-frequAncy transmiss~ion
line modes could be obtained from the solution of a cubic equation. However, for the special case when tlbc
conductivity thickness product of the lossy film l:,ver vanishes, thic cubic equation reduced to a quadratic.
The spatially dispersive from of the braid transfer impedance ('XdIt -'nd Hill, Jan., 1977) was also accounted
for, It was shown tha3t the qnasi-static theory is well justified for frequencies as high as 100 MHz for
ty-pical tunnel geovetries. Finally, special characteristic impedances were derived for the various modes
of the equivalent multi-conductor transmission line.

Using a further application of the quasi-static theory (Wait, May, 1977), it is shown that the effect ciý
ohrnic lcsses in tile wall, for t.bo axial conductors (Hill and Wait, -Sept.. 1977), can be represented as series
impedances per unit length in equivaLmit coupled Zransmission line circuits. i'his opens the way for a sys-
tematic calculition of the mode conversion phenomena that occur when one of the axial condu~tors has a di'-
crete shunt load to the ground plane. Explicit formuldS re obtained for thle modal. conversiorn coefficiet s.
These are used to discuss the effect of a shunt load on thle trollky wire on. the performance of a radio fre-
quency communication system (Walt and *,ill, March, 1978). It is cnnfirmed that the uvloaded dedicated
comm~unication line provides for i low loss mode that is lardlv affecited by the shunt load on the .idjacn~ti
trolley wire in the tunnel.,

The role of controlled mode conversion in leaky feeder ~niine-comis..iica tion systems was also considered (Scidel
and Wait, Sept, , 1 978) . The controlled int-archange of energy between the propagation modes was used to op-
timize the cor_ýunicatio,, range aid allow for coupling to ano from portable hand-held~ antennas. In partlculai,,
we showed tivit, for this model, the optimum lengths of the leaky cable sections or moie convorteis . re not
ptedicted adequately by the approximate coup~od "ode theory, ik-iever, it appear.ý that simple modiifications
of this latter anproach cmn be made that achicv. compatibility (private r.,,mmunications fiom r. Velogne).

Ui~qjg -a s',mewhat different atiproach (Wait, July, 1978), we then considered guided electromnagnetihf waves in
1 periodically non-uniform tuntiel. 1botndary value analysis was outlined for thc tra.nsmissIon in a1 circu-
lar tu; , e that contained a thin, ixinl conductor wherc the latter was allo'ved to vary in a pci iodic fashion
rtirougzhout its length. Simplifications of the formal mode equation were achieved by invoking qu~asi-stal ic
cond1itions used ns in prevtous studio-; (Wailt, Ma% , 1077' It is% ,hown th.1t thle axial non-uniformity car. 1,v
rccpresented approximately as a modification of the series Impedance of thle equivalent transmission line of
the comp.,site tunnel. structure.,

Finally, we considered t-he operating 1,andwidth of a lca),v coaxial cable in a ciiculat tunnel CHill and WaIt,
Apit'I 11, 1978)., We. examincd b th rulse tc.ansr'<sion .,,nd tile bandwidtf, l imitat ions of the channel, The phase
aind group velocities of the bifilar ti'do were rouna to he nearly independent of trcqucncý betweenCT 1 X.117 and
100l MHR, and the c1annel bandwidth w,.- found to be quite large. The effect of mode excitation was also ex-
amined by rreottcng the mutuial impedance between -iprii of shoit electric d:Ipoles.
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DISCUSSION

L.B. Felsen. ItS
lo what extent is the concept of lo~s) anisotropicsurfa ce (-;heath) imp led ance julist iled to ieprtsenl tht: it. ma! iiitiC
complicated wire helix contifgtirat~on'` Are these quantitatic comparisons contiring the range of '%alitit of the
surface impedance concept"

To what extent do cow-lusions obtained inl this tegard fr-mi planar sheaths or gt~ds carri, ocer to tif,. :x l-.ndrlical
sheath at the long wavelength (in ternms of* sheath radiuis) tind~r consideratitonl

Author's Reply
The surface transfer impedance description of thle sheath. ot cou.se. is anl approximation to relate thie mea.) trcnll
in the sheath to the mecan longitudin. I field. As shown by K C C'asey and othcr'%, the trmiiser impedance i% Nj.ut~iall%

r dispersive. so strictly speaking the mimedance to use %hill depend onl thle mode ti, pe 1,1hi% %nbiiect has leo duisc
by Wait .and llull 1977~)I. The answer to the second~ qtwst ioi ;% that thle planar and the c% lindricaf co ittigiration-s should not b xc anl%
quantitat-ve similarity, but sureb- iti' sit'~ations ire anlatogous

DiJ. Gale, UK
There is a variation to the approach of conside, inig pitch angles and num!-crs oft !ieh~al %% ire wraps I or c~a'nple. b\
bunching wires, one can change the extent of nictal t.o~cr (Or Opel! .11ie1 er unit length,. tf'u\ ic~odlfuclg .1lt\
variable and one that can be encountered in pract ice

Author's Reply
Metal cover (t u ally called "optical co~ei age"i is not al~ a\.s a good Indil' atio'i o fi:cl 101 teL i0;. en' of %%ound
o. braided cables. For example. if the pitch angle i-; increased. tile optical co~erage ;n- I'l t.e il.te \ui idke
ti atsfer impedance also increases thus indicat "ig reduced shfielding

DiJGaic. UK
! he surface transter inlpL daice concept is certauinl appropriate, at lea%t in (lie HI - b..nd P'aki a.I ip lpiobleim .11 b.,
encouiitercd0 at higher i'requeilcies .n the measurement of this charaL e-mimc

Autbor's Repki
Our theory also indicatci that the %urface transfer impedance haraL iei i/,liwo,' ý ill k~ muii l\ bek Otlik apiop di.

if tile I reutiuecy is increased to too hyii' a %alue

... ... ..
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The eigenmitrices U and 3 may be normalized but not independently, because of (20.. The usual
scattering natrix normalization

U_ý - T(24)

where E is the unit matrix and T indicates the transposition,, is such hat A-A-/2 and B-t i/2 are
tha complex powers of the progressive ond regressive eigenmodes, respectively.

4.1.2. Application to non-leaky cables

Before applying the above theory to leaky cables, it is usfut to first solve the problem for a non-
leaky coaxial cable (Nt = zt - 0), This case will be rjferred to by d subscript 0. The gertcral theory
is here rather trivial and reduces to standard transmission line theory. Ore finds

i z 0
co

112 (253

Z-12co

co
0 0 Zl2

with
Zoo (cz/y) 1/2 Z = (zm/Y) 1/ 2  (271

r = (z, 1/2 1 r (z ymj1/2 L-83
rco [Zc M{' m

For the limiteo purpose of this paper we will neglect the losses and write, witr the adonuato subscripts
corm :

z =JwE I y =4 Wc (291

where Z and c are the specific indutance and capacitance, respectively.

4.1.3. Application to leaky cahles
. ,.... ... .. oI .. ... .. .. .... ... o.. ,

We now consider a leaky cable ir a tunnel and assume a purely magnetic coupling : yt = 0. zt = jWm.
The eigenvalue problem (19)-(20) with "The no-malization (24) can easily '- -Ived numericall' using
computer, but an analytical solution i3 ext.errely cumbersome. Here we are intprested by approximations
valid for a weak coupling assumption, Entroducirg two coupling coefficients

m 6/I8

CI= -- -- co mo (30)2 FF- B- /S - 1
m c co mo

m co /mo(
C2 = (31)

m c co mo

this mepnz

C1 C2 C1C2 ( 1 (321

After very tedious calculations onj finds the approximate expressions

Z-/2 _1/2(C C2 }

cc, co 1
u =(331

z/ 2(c C2 ) !2
0o 1C'2 mo

I•"••co - o z 1•+C 2)II•

Z-1/2 C1-C Z-1/2

m rr 2 =r
ri co r ; mo (5
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It is clear* that the modJes I and 2 are the Cox-,al and Menenilar 1 igenmroes, respectivelý. the mvoninig
of the colinfnb of U and given previously and illus:trated by t:3) ;hould not been forgotten ýner
looking at (331 and 134). It Is easily seen that an eigervsode carries relative pnocrs I and (Cl - 2,9
on 4 ithe. ,ide of the .h sheath2 hi last parf is the relative power of the leakoe frelt.l

We will now ahow that a leaky seo-tion inserted in a non-leaky cable acts as an efficisnt mode ,.onverter.
First we consider ,. non-ieaK. tc leaky t1'ansition as suggested on Fig. 6. This problem ,can he solved by
using --olutionq of the type (22) on eitter side of the transiticn and eprqssing tho continuity if the

voltagvesanJ currents et the lutortion. This yield& the matri\ q,'Mtions

'D (-A *B ULA G

.3~~~~~ YA-£1I JA

0 0 o

These may the solved for be and A and thi, Vielos t he scattering matri\ of thp junction It E'-olicite-
ly and for the weak coupling assLrlption. we find

Be " IAo, I
ý,q . I , C,, ,iC C 1 1 Am,

cc12 12 c

Thus., at a transit•tu,, ao incident mode is

reflected with a tegligiblel coefficient I C,

reflqcted in the other mode with .) coefficient * Cý

transmitted in the same moo. with a coefficient close to one

- trens,;dtted in the other mode with :: coefficient * C1

It is now an easy task to calculate the scatter•ng :,-tri- of a mode converter ccnsisting of a short
section of a leak\ cable inserted in a non-leaky .ne witt N-iual transmi,%sion line parameters -s sugges-
ted by Fig. '. The general properties (11 to tl1 i't geometricallv syntrstri: aron non-dissipatzve ronver-
tars apply and we find :

!k I, o (38,

lK I C. sin I tco I o, IL/, (39)

cm L

IT 2r A~n r h,; L (40)tcm I -r 'i Ftco oL, ]40

mcm c m) M

The non1-equality of the mode conversion 1'actors in 'eflocl-ion k•,- and in transciesion Icm i• a 7es,,lt
of t it., ron -ero electrical leng.th of the deF-.ce. At the" Fhase -onstants ýco and mo arit proportional to
the rtsquenc'o. the bandwi.,,th- of 

T cm 4rnund a ,•3\i?;mOf the" sine functi-on 1i largor thln that of kern.
It is moreover ma v',,m for

- IL .42r

CO m(0

The 3 JS-bandwidth of T cm thus extend from fo/?' to "Ao.. .whtre' 'o - te ,Jcivn frequ•enc- ,ieldtng 4-12.

For the design of a mode convertor we -nay consider that

6 = ko . j/i3.10 1 t431,
no 0

Ii t441
co c

where ko is the free-space ohase constant and .s Ite di le-tric constart o" the cable insulation..
It Is seen from (30) and (31) that C1 C., thu. ,m

1  Ikcn'.The mod.ie conversIin thereby e\hizit an
intrirsic dire~tivity which can be onhaned by chosJni i ln 1 aluw" ,fcr - this vieids an increase o17
iTemI. This .irti;tivity rra, be very usef i "-i tunnel application, 'o- it reduces the standirg wa'.es
due to monofillr wave trav-'l:in, i, ,oposie dit,-ctins t'tCen the mode ,,on\erttrs.

We t k-- here acccint th•, in tansmision lin. theory, the A ,'n- .9 waves are the ,rescive and
revrsssive waves. respe. tively. In n)-tworK theory nowever they are e longinc and ojtgoing wves.,
respectivelv, and the reottering matrix relates tne latte!' to tt,: torfe'..

Z
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5[ MODE CONVERTERS FOR TWm-WIRE LINES

S. 1 -General p_ r ir D _18

When an open two-wire l1ne is sstr. ig I. o a tunrel the balarcel (nifI lerý and unhaIanced (moioffla:)
modes are coupled ,less the tvo wire: are st:c:iv 5yTrKetrc with respect to thP wall In practice
however the c:syflfe -y yields an extremely low coupling which may be neglecteo., This means that we
consider that tho balanced node yields a neg;lgible electromagnetic field in the tunnel space.

Groundless mode converters for ttis type of tlansmrss~or. line can be made by inserting into it lumped
imredarces ard transformers whi-h cra'te a delir-crately high asrnmetry ;etween the two wires. All the
properties (1"-(9) ul the scattering matrix ore valid.

The procedure fo. obtaining the scattering matrix Is in 6enprai iong and tedious. !t Involves tne
folliwing steps (Fig. 8)

- write the four circuit equations

- convert these into new equationq relstirg the :oaxial 'hifilar) arJ monofilar curr,-ts and volta-
ges de,'ined by

I 1 * I' \ (V * V
m

c c

- convert these new ,?Joetions into ores rplating the ingoing and outgulng waves,, usP,,g

V Z!/ 2 (A * 5,3

c , m (46)

7~*(A B .il I • /" Ai . i,

- solve the equations in ýhc un'nows .5m, ' 8, , S to obtain the scatt~ri"g matrix of the
moue converter.

5.z_•. "-o licat i ons

Figares 9.a and 9.b show a selective and 3 wideband mode converte., respect'vel. They are very similar
to those seen piz-vioulsy for a ccaxial c,ble. The scattering .tatrix of these devices is given in
MOERYCK, 97;1., We will recall h-re formulas valid at the center frequency wo (LC1,

1 2 
of the selec-

tive converter Oi 4or the widebtnd converter when n = ond r,- n

K= K d
2 /(d 2 

+ 13

T 1/Cd-2 ÷] (47)

where d i= an asymrnetry fact-r given biv

d = 2 w £ (7 : i'Z (48)
n c m

for tie =elective )ode convert,.r arid

"1 149)

for the wioeband Convertr.,

o. INADV.RIENT MODE CONVERClONS

As was said previsouly. the asvmm(,trv of tne two .,ires of a two-wire lice with respec', to the tunnel
wall is in general too small to pro,-•ce slnificail. mou2 conv'rsions, unless the line is strung very
close to the wall. Strong inadvertent mode zonversio;is may however bc due to asi,.=metric objects close
to the line, as for instancc henging de'.ices, etc. These effects hace been nicely analyczd in (DERYCK,
1973) and occur also with leaky cuaxial cables.

7. CONCLUSION'

Various mods conve-ters for tunnel transmiss,'-, h, ve beer described. Ot.ier ' ersions can easily be desi-
- gned; some of them are eff~ctivE as rsode converters in a frequency be,,1 but -re ,iictive and transpa-

rent .n another ,-equ•ncv range. It is thus possible to combine them into a multi-trequency system using
-I a sing"' c,- , d3.
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DI"NFCT'ION AMNI kYN N' INVOI tT

,,UIVtITI COMMI) .1 ICAl I 0N

N.A.'t. Mook~y I.C ta , Ix.O. 6. I ae .1.1. as.1t'ii

mol C IeeI I' I ." t I ,e% SI Il,

nust e * On ai m'ait'ada , tK . ',Nt,

110ak)'xxm ctl' have1,3 b"On litlt lo(dit0(d Ci'iimel ia liv wiit 1i %I t, alm US,! Ilo\ 'Of'
t Inuous ,aeeeSS I Iti It'd Cmilu I I"at Io'nls In di I iou it v ntv I N11ixienit S -;IIh as ;I IeI n.i~, ad .'1 1
tunnel s, They hav(t11;k ,l o ben stklii Izme 'I a .tu id n" :led ikII urn ll' t u Ie I in I .e'st a.'it 't 'C
schemellc Nx'A l Ied lin I dodt Idr Rut~e'et Wkt k at kCueen ,s hat;svvIk Ie dI t, Iet e I owai IA et' k, 1
t echn *ques tI'or pi edli t I zio t hi' e I IM t"t im Ne t 15'.-ik cat,'le Ins t .tl IIit I onx Ax I.' ".\"t I t, I
I% :it 1111iat Ionis. A two-,s'.itl ,av I I I et-s'nats' , es 1 1 low:- I 11ý kol.il I'%,!t t"'b t x n~x

pi csonce. s't .it I teI et't silit O I TIldt eVII t 1 'roi .\t O.' xi'An M, t lies t I a " t I'IIIIo t ext'lt 1I.it
beenl jvet 'tnt, baIste ii.'' x ,tvIIls jot'. III Ioil~ tit A'i.tx 551 I I :ze t iss\. ''''i i

~ivst em.

The coixbillat I ion A cmnel ixi'exxt axnd mod~xel 1 11, ' . 1n I... 0011te d ýa 1o m.' I' tillatei', t Ii I ,x 'ltid t x~t . i I llo
,of t 110 Walt .11 wIsi'el 'oupte'i l lo'.kv* ""', ,\'.l I t'tt Iti , " A0' ll ".11 isiS Vl\1 1S' 01ts 1,It I

I .- R01 II kre ...xIb O

FoIN theII p ast ! ew ye- I Ioe. Iv I' I oakv es'a\ I a 1 e.1,It's bot It Ito bee used, .1 ,Iv a A~et lx15 l
vI It in.q cont I tilills . I ;~5 h "I 0 01II ',It Ixixilu I eat il IVi i At 0x i 1111tI eIt wh i hi I( Ib I " I' ,,,t 0stiui I \(I'
to norima I 1 X,.t vi Itxt'ill, "Ie1i as lit neits aInd I Inuiet 1 N. l'hev hal, t, I I aoleezied.x
msensols i4n a1 *;Vni ItI'\ s' steVit I ,I deltest I t"' 11id 10eat In Ix'asi't A ''ne 11 Oi oxin I de"' Ie
per imetet ,AlI t pes III Ieak- ,oa xIN I lali e' h Iv IIi s'OMs'n 1:1 iiee 'it

,Illo ,Ic wi l c It I I'slows I po It 1-u1 IN! t Ill' enet' l`' Witlx t11 e' 1e,11l1' t" "Itt'. ,%it " n 'Ill i it.

Wisth Ii tht surl'Uxid iisxl *'IVI Ii 01111.0Mt

At Quseen's In li's'' sIt v Ii I \) i's n. sal~aia %we ht'sxt III' !Ie IM0 i ot' t 11tn , i'~.s t ei'
cablt'- for on, pal t isu iipxl le't U111 - an e's .1"", Alet ("t ion1 S's %t *If 't it2ud"ili

kI'llt te VISOn, I R. 1*. , I " " .' 1 von I hou'lli A lit' pI's is io AO gent 11111s'U" 1t' t'". sslii .i t~i I. Il-.
mis not a .Joal IN! t hit x I wo, I. II- etn~e a "M's e1O1 010I's e 0pe '0I V11'asui xI I,. the
irx:'' ' tant pax alliet el .I N f lie, aalr nd I he I hen et t" a 1,1,11 'u .uxx Xlixil \I ho.w I he' l l, elti tott

It th th lit, ivi IA oniene t Ix I Wl 1011 t ht.Is I ate' "I It llat t"si .'' Id \ t ,' e .1 .11'1 1sp i.. 1t io 1 .- % 10

1. : 01 C'Idt'A1.l Iasm C01i, ei'

The I asxo'Il pitsxeplt' sipoen whi-'h k*txi'u~le tuI'ada oll(- %'itxi I t. 1 be .i.i heý tt's i\ xi 's1( k-1
t wo colupled ttleky Ia'~ Itl nact s Wit ti t he' field et"ei n11.1 t ". t he, .tI'lols in1 A naixxie1 t hait
ean ble d0tected at thet end ot one t, ,Ilthe enatles . TIs 'a, z\ em Is I lustliat e ii it,. ! t
Tw~o IeAN.ky ablels alt, l a d 1n thelt' .'11111i, bi'k ed, Ilust Ili' 1"W t lit, sutý !oe.1t, l I"'snt O in 1' 1 ht,
aji ' pat al le'l to vaoti 1 ot 'av a11llnx a1 Ine ;It iete .'I". te iina1.te a" t t ho 1i e1 d t hl's I'\ O'tx'sen-
t ikona I RMa chlld loads,. A viuIse, t i anlstIIIt itt i is oiie'tled I od t het' Vi'a ed 01t O'ihe eat'I Xe'!a
A it OIleive to thet nlea - end o! te litl hex As .1np I se, 1,1 ozsa es loutq t ht, I .Ins cteilI
enertiv is coupi ea into tilh, It eoe i xe ou'ale ndtoo .111 .1 at -I I' th !it xxxx A tat I imet At' 11
ait the rcoe'sivem' Iiis,'ont mnu'i ites in the', Ivle'k >iiss.tta ionllml,~1 '111"t O1 In enI
menta 11 -'II-i at ~iS INn p1 .otuce a tIime, va i'VI;IsiIIO 1 i 1 et ti I ' .i,I t I ,W tth 'c0' ei .c lieisvol I lIII
ret .ii 11 sit Inal ,I "I' ofat I le" 01hanxe1S Vvexv s 1"INol' tioi ,nxxoe pu s' to (" the lie\t .Whenl
ta riet vntvi s thev liva ivhevt' it has aI stii *Ioat c'i eot Oll t lit "Okes'tle eneist's\ h, th ýi .pid
chanueo in p-rotII iI' tII %,lt, n pulIse e' t he'W neNt pex, nItI s; li. de"At et, In I o'l,,It tit Ie'l t ;(Iie
ObvlollsIy, in' theII p'it m si s~t ile:x1, Ite aIxIeIt %I n alIs" IN( Ioat ed I I oneV .i iveIsin,%l t'V Ix'll' uxx
Int t lie t iitO del .Iav between1 t I2'x .55itll , ' I1 Ill 1 :ze axid t lie, 1: 1itit i 'Iit, pI ,I i Io.

Ofo ei t t-alI iltpollt taneet I to the dlssit, o,10 Nt I i t, hA a su11 idei 1 .1d1'1 .ZV t OM': ,, z 'I on t!%U0,!
.a0cess kco1ii11%ii1i1cat I ons syste olI s theIt oe'soi a vl4xvte,x senI t I' \I tv's'la", how I h, Ist I veIat edi t
the va rI(ious IAr."Itlt ei I ot oý l 'le si n ans A th It, li'A'sl AIi oxiimntit' t A i, h i,!. I lie' Syt ow !Itzz:
Otpe Iat e.

As shown in fistiti v 2., in a comnmunitoat Ion syst em I,,,, tota;l loss in maeup'~ xsxixsi
loss in the 0abl e it sell' andi a ooupli nsi os~s bet tweu'n Ilhl,'~ Ie and, .t lIt'itai' le tce 'so
antenna . Thels, Il iled adat s's itt em hasz not ,n Iv\ t t ansxxI A~ ionl loss anld souil 11n,1 lox-st Ihut
atlI- o a Iloss duet to What mistlit Ilioi e tlie idat .o 'ss 5 tin0 he it sett

I. t I S, howove 0 ,1 th eIip InI1 s 11 tha A eteAIInIxAIeIvx th e 1 , ltuaýl sons iv It t, eI #h I tN '~s."
5SNstemsi AIJ it is tithe ooupi' inl'i I hat is 11osýt lepe'x. ie'xzit illI'on thlt' .,I%\ Iix onN.tit''i andoaj
klesiuin andi tilothe, s l it!~q to1 l"It to tedt



Much of t hit rel-tnt work at Qu-'en ' s has lie, (Ii d oct I'dl t 0wa' 1i. Iol abI! I< I ic:Ii I' tI ?I I I
Coup! I ni 11n a1 t nv ln It'llt Wa1' and t owa I dii dc'vo I op 1n1 a thtit, I (It I CA 1 1110, iI ", tI, hc up Ii :m

1_1~ Leaky Coaxial Cables

Coaxial cables canl be made leaky In a vai lety cl ways.. by ml ntslot, "Iz diI !ntI:
holes lin the sol1id outeor conduct~l Or f a CkonVentlxonal 1 OxiaIds1:nfy 6vo ibeIt at'i'
omit t I o some~ of thle conductors I n a bI.I a Id('d cabIN t'Jv Ic'Mit 0 1'x 1 A.*ICAt InIII Iove' I e5 i1:1.ins

Typical desions ate xl lustiated in filitrei. Theiv are a numbt'(I -n cblv Avesitn tia
meestacalltvatdIiec sv thcespacino shapt' ands kitc' the li s;N tho -

based minly tiponvaeo auaut wtvvyIIte nlyI ltls"I Allt
the way nl which the de'taxiled construct ion Mf lt( hi'u'tt 1cnutI' fot t ho'ltc' I 0 ll"11-
ance Iin roal envxionmenits. T1'102" are twol ai<ons- tot !hi,; Ii Ia .n . I ii , beca'c11;mNs
(if the complex sti uctu-e oft theit cablle s anl exact "A 1lcuAt It'l Of IIi th V Iio di st I I but %,I)
in their vicinity, puit ti-ulaz ly whenl placedi In I val ist it-(c V 0iionmelit S. Is VIt tki~ll I\
imposs ibe it' second, I t has been d IIf 1 OultI o0 Itoasui v ohal Act (11 iSt Is O.- kt he lit, oi 's wh 1i111
w~ould i ndicate i-el mal'ly thei I expect kd pot I it "'nce III a III ac't WAaI Senlso wi houa '~t I ( -o

inq to the const ruct ion o' aI full sca le 5%stcm.

To at low various cable ldesiions tO Ile compaiitted with ::" *"t tNo theil 1 'upi Int ('I t c'- IV(�
ness a novel twol cable r-esonaint cayvit y' techn iqut' has been develillped, Tih is ts't ',III
easily bie cal-t ic'd out on short cable I .no ths wit hinl tit h-ollcon neso t he I a'o'1atk01 %

2. 1 iescript toll

'wo ', metr i- 1enit hs (if leaky coaxial cab~le, a1tI p1 aced bett wov.. p'al a! Ic' 11 etall I I" end
p1 a es as shown Iin f iojure 4. The cab los al IN pal all Ic to eac-h of hei anid sepai at ed b'y a
f ixed distance - eithei 0. 41 m kit 0. Q Pi. Access to th li,'nds ,I thet ~-al~lezz is% piovidod
by standard N-type, in-1i nc, C01nncetOi S at each enid-plat IN. Nkilltal "y Nit ht c It'lls aI v
terminated by a standai d 5V~ coaxial loadi at one, end. z'xtei nal to t hoen0,1 pIatV,' At I hoc
other end of the cavity one cablec is connlecteid to a1 swep't -!eoic 'Iteerv 01 aci' t lit,
oither cable is conn.'ctit A to a wat t met I'I 'it aI net woi k analI ysc'i usc',i as a I at o'-.1vt c'1 The
standard test of cable pit opei t lcs c~lnsxIst s if "t .. Moasurett'r'tit Mf theit j'l'wet, I anIsfI et I Ie . ,V
the sour-ce cable to the monitot-od cable o'vei desilod ft ekluency Ianov. The iv:.ult I I a
power vet sus f requency chat acte III1s;1 ,Ikt I tot the I'Ai , I CUla3; cabll t01ype It,'f (Id to a0 A-Its
".coupled power i- onat ii ".

'"he cavity i esonatccý call bie t heoi ot call Iy moiel le id at; a svs to ('fI kt hIi Ile c011up , le t atxS -

mission Ilines: two 'oaxia I linevs and a two' wite t iansm is01 IS 1i IN Ii Nie t1 (Iiic In. t hei kiut I

conductoi s of each or h le 1 'k~cables.- The tokt alI model Is iii 'vi'izi i Ie in I toiii I, ' . I
is assumed that caý'le l'arametei s suoh as phase veloci t v, itt #enuat ionl %-',I, chat ac1t eII Ist I,,
impe~lanee apply here to the leaky cables as t hey 10 to colivenit il'r.3 I caxial TrM Cl iatns-
miss ion l in:es. The loads at either ends of lt ho coaxial cak' I es ate issarivdi to miat ,'i t ho
nominal chax-actei i t io impedance Of the vabl es: 1,0,, Thet( ca v ity v'iid- 1,1 itt s act as -;.ho It
ciricu its for the two w i-e line, piodu i nq a vet y low v-a ue tot andi :_:1. The tot al
voitaqe on' each 1line is composedi of a wexohited sutil IN! the vo~tl~t a cnt i ibut tonsIi totv 111
the lines, xi thet systeii, When the est imated values tor- pa't ioulail' a tesand~ the
appropri-ate lx-undax-y cond itions fot each line arte snbstit ut ed Inuto thle cnl' qt n
descr ibinq the l ine vol taqvs thle m-esul tillno e 't'i nva 1 e pI 'lobem canl be so 1 x'd Ik.. yildI, the
to tal volt taiu siee Iby a 1-eceivei conlnected, to pot It IN tinde r a1 vai IvvM i It I ot I I i itet C\ 'INI-

mentl cndiions . The various estimated pat amet ei t canl thenl be -Ad std tiatvlvt
produce the closest match to all expeimillelital sionat nill'.

2. 2 Typical Sitlnattires

Fiqure 6 shows sitinatux-es for- on-e potpulajr tyjpe ot li aky cable, Thet- xpel imetital I o ti-itult

is shown on top and tilie coii espir~dinki t heoiet Wia A1 s xontuitt Iti tihe bot tom - The mlost
prominant feature of these sionatux es is the appearatnce of iesoiatit peaks oc-iii I itlOI At
regularly spaced intervals - namely. 2Q. .' Mlfi . This spacinki; Avi a11tii811sVieof t lie 'i'
veloci ty cf propagat ion onl the shox-t-c xi ii t ed tuox wile Iinte which tl tulis out to bei Q$$* of
the frce spiace velocity (if I ikili. it is aI-Io obviouls t hat thle caY itv t'sonances Iaive
super-im-,osed upoin them anl ampl titude 0tn.*,lk1j-'e With nllin, mxii imcpac a;ppi0X iMatVI eli-
apart. The spacinq of the enve'lope miniima is stiono Ily Ilinked to thled t At oncel In i'hast'
velocity between a sinqle, i. olated leaky cable and -lie, two wilt, I lin'.

To demonstrate this, a catile was tested that was t'sstnt ial ly tilit' xýatic *ons~ttnot ioi as t hit
one previously tested with the oxceeptt in that lo~w detnsi ty foam d t cttticwas tiledi. The
signature is shown in f iourf 7, aqiain withI the t'xpeti ient a 1S ' .nat nrv oo top, aii-i tilie
theo~et ica 1 siornature onl the 1-ot tom. The tesonali,'t spacino i ema ins about .13 ME: -And~ t!he
overalli coupli nq ltve is ~ sim-..lar,- likoweveii, tilie t'tivelkipe minlima aits now about A t'i XII:
apart, since the coaxial pinase velocity - 8-1 of thi' .. Pve'd of I iohlt - is4 closei Ini valiue
to that of the two wire line,



VOne figure of met it that results from. this oavi t% telst is coupled powet level -- thle
inmpoer corupned ino oa prcival coblt nto tilt actcss 11\ lisd cof na t fens ct e ded"t wit],

-'knurn poer ouplned fl om orec1icaly cableto the ot; netVS lt used coflmta lol feerc qac Ied wit '
system the relative usefulness with z espect to Cct'pl mnq of oI'C ('able' type# coitipared to
mnothor can be predicted by comi at son C". thle Stijlaturv-.'

Sevel al c. thle Cable types (ested ill tile cavity reso,-nator hiave alIso' been tested in a full
scale qu ided l adar Svst em. Iio a1 quided radar, System 0nW Measut e of -CluplCLd l'014t IS t he
relative .'.ellsitlvi ty of tihe S"S tO e0 1o aStanklatd t alti;t - Inl out case. , a h111aman bell.no
walki no a Iotink theit, mid line !et weenl the eb1e

if the relative co ml-in' fromt tilt- cavity test is compat ed to the irelat tve humian tatoet
zsensit ivity lin a cuided radatr lood correspondenece results, paztit mul tlv tor, cables ot
s.imi lar constructic',ias szhown in flqure S. !'ort example, the tv.per, laliel led Al, A-' and
Al di! ter only 1in the si-.e of holc mutilled lin the.' solid outet condift'toi . Limitaitions
occr'.: howtiver when comparino cables with sionitleantily di fferent clonstituct ion s~uch -is

toelabel led C' and H13. ThO two II'aSUI es of "noodkness" - the c'avi ty and the ftid test
- rank these? cables it- opm'csite eider. This elt Ie.t -s mest 1likely dute to thet 'avoe
di? fervene lin cable spticmno lin the two, tests - 90 cii IT,. the cavity, 4 Il inl tile tield
anid the difference In latoLS Of r-aaial decay of the 'told extet nal to the', cable-t- thc,,
miolit Le expected with thet- dif femens const iIltions

3, MOD IFIElD TWt.)-t'AIILI' IESONANIT CAV'l"I Y

*1 Desct'mpt ion

The resonant cayvity' appia'-s to be a convenie'nt mlethod for 0IaUq inn I hie et Iect ot ch.'nnos
litt cable desinni onl per'formance inl a pi actl ical system, However, ill pi'aý'tlcal cenlt muc.1us
access guided cemmunicat ions or ko ided ladai systemls the cables ate Inst al led inl a1 vas
where there atec' larme vati .ait tins In the Prepeil t 'es of thet enlvi o'".met't sull rounld inc t he'
cal e.s , Ini a . ,i tied Iadar Scheme the c~ibles can be'ý lint hetit I , cot 1 resonld'tnIl t o the't.
situation lin I h cavity, laid eni the oround ot buried in it . "01 t'trc .'ale th
airound moi sture and type of sot I Icoul hibe expect ed #*o have cosi."eiable' Itef I Oct tin the
system. performance. Thli-etc rv , thet rei'-nant a% ty has been modi i ed t o i I low t lie
Iint roduction of various matee als InS11 the1 vicnlitty kit tile cab lesý to -,111.1tilat e On\ it mentalI
et fect S .

, ttcunh1 was b, il1t flo em nlvfcam and wood, within the aI" t v.Whenl t"*.0 tt0o1'.0'. is ezllh't

11ha s ve ry I It t Ie oof ! tc t o n thei ca 1le s i on, Itt,, e 0s Iowevet I " tp 't"Watetl -I' Weed
Sh1.a.vittaS , mom s~ cued (ý w Ith1 vatryvina' aileu". t So 1 wa tt, 0 AIre I u In I ltIe t o tt (tIlh' sit'lI!I f Ica,;'.t
oef I-t s a re seen duite t o " he I iecreva Sed I ;t t 0 1 uat I on IIn tlet t wo wIreIv011I.( linead the a1 .1tet ed1k~
d' el *cI-ct r i c co:'s ta nt o It lthe on itvI e.nme nt.

lvy fill ina the triouah with wood soav ilens m~oist onti d it h vat' tous ail(ou~.. 01 ~w'A tOt ceO
trelle': chinn1(es In tile effe-t ive die lootl It' to cst.30t ri' I ht emnvi t'on1I'.'en can "l It, tl cte~.i

3. 2 Ty'pical ResIlts

F inure 9 sh~ows thle e: feet of fi11 no thelt, tiouoh with 1.0 cm Of Atv \ iod ,h'avi nos. i IT.
other words the, cablels were I-ii. ted I (.cm belIow thle so' lace' ol t he shtiv inos , AlIt Iloinlo1
t he wood shav 1 inns- w,- r' ost enls i1 1 ly id. t hey wet e ft e o -h, and till, ubt eJd 1v con t a'.:' ,, sore',
intetrnal moistul e . Inl fact , tho, e.f fe.'t 0!. thle h'. \ Wood! sha~ inns l ikely would 11't b",
at eat lv diffetent froml that of kit,\, atound wihAlso wolo1

5 ; " waIVS cenItI*1 S0111t 1110' moZteti c.
F-evelral sion if leant chantles III the son qt u t e' have 1eoc t""'ed Tit," -uils it'. t '.e 0\ et 11
ctn elople are now spaced approx imat civ lte 0 Mll:, apart aIther t hanl :22- Mli: as tile\ wetr pItl
free space mndical inni that the phase volocltv CO. Ctu t1.-' wilt ;Ii:' has dec~t eased .m~e to
thle Incoreased die 1 tfric const an' o NI t he ~iten ni ed irm het01 e1is a 1lso a co,.ISlet able,1
decrease inl the ,'ouploed pesetv, Patrt ion I at lIv at hii teo'ces.Whenl the't wood s;ha\ 10
are Introduced lilt(, to he cay it v two con fIi otitin. '.t'.f Iitetices, kil 'he : i'Ieipowo. woul; d
be expected, Im 'st , a x.'.ce thet- phlase' yeloc00it ies oln tilhe coax111 i aI 'ode and tilie t we wilte
mode arie more closely matched * tiot'e pewel t%,Ill be cotiple'le It em I lit" coai x t im I lt 'ot t oilhe
two wire 1linte. Iloweve,- . t thlt same t~t i eMot e 01ne' 1\ IS'.s d s i na ted tl ii w heIossv
mat erial now siit (Mindino the cablels,, tedcit.1Il'ie oult, "tlot sinnal ill t his oat iclat case"
the increiased; at tenutatitot' "n the weed chi'. inl thet pt odor.'. t'.tt" o IIoct.

The adcliti t it'. 2ý tap' wtte! byv volumet tIc t"Wo weedi cliii's tot t hot I.t'.I eSt's thle ilcttto
constant, deci easitia thet two wirt'e line, 'h.1-sc' Teoi~.'he e'Il-10 Iif",: ý1'ln,ltlltu e i.see
lin fjquitt' 10. The ov-cial I et'. -no 'litmu'imaSiistl;me ete Tltot 'I ,'" It'. ! act t lit, titll' I

s ainof SOL, Miiz itdicaItes t 'la. thet colax i,'l .Ian" t wo w Ile',I line III 0;te \ to, 10 ;tI it'l .1t, V0 voN
tiearlIy in synch'. iiis.i.'.

jAnotl'.i 'eat-itic that is t-v'de".t I,." hot I' ol t he last sl'.,at'..it it0. IS thc t, lOi ZP( .11 '.1110 ctl A
lowetr etivelope fot the it'.1-di"id.al t osonancin"'s !s"c'.letlws O t'i\ I le 'e.IKs all,;i I
of the iman mned ovvtia I Ilv- 'op"' Thi l., 'od!.seitn s'tk5I( tiios-ttlei t'lt: lot i'.
siotial from the f-.r end plate ac-t iti as .-. l.'.t, it" 1a.;li' n2' a',' iS I'hot
cavity resotianet s thent'.maot'.ifv thiS baIsic ta'.te't In t t le...'~'. ilt' llt1 oU,,e'.'.cke

by% an amountt depeindent liplonti Ilie ? Of the, cayI y.\



1 ***'heore Ica I I o.terirt- at ion

A dot 311 ed nt c.-pmeta~t ion of the ef tvot s Seen, In the z'I o natultt s %Aloea a Ioss'y mnediuml
is introduced Into the cav it y has not %,- beer. cat I led out,. towovet In by at rtdlic ao'
the appt-optiiate, loss tilctotSi Into t ht '. 'Mp'1 d line' modelI, St o1aat urko 01cla I tve .-ti 's are,
piodkuct~d which lite siimilar to tho~t, measult ed in) Ote cavity'. ,Sulh 't s;imula"te'd S i on.t L. e
is shown in atiqu re 11, The, si Iil arit v bet weern this pl ot and the provious oit i s oh' INto us
-both have all elevatved base) III with supe;At'tpost'd cavity t esonaInces. "And \0t vWi~e y

spaced enlvelope n'inmma.

With th& theoretic~al 'edeol it I:- poss~ble fosimulalte --,ndit.,,in..i which aite vet z ~i
r )I- Impossible to achieve' in piactice.., * o~~amipl%:, the solid IT TieIN' t 'oure Ii i1s the

t ~~~ lonat nrt when the( two-wile line i-s asstuiied t.-- be peitecotly u..Itcohe at the nk.itl "'nd and
has a pei ecot shot t c roe it at the f ar end. 'lbis curve oli lows, very ol ore Iy ht ticr calledi elevated baseline.-

4. !L ADAR iSIMt.AT ION

It is posbilble to S.Imullate Itho' totulin sio-al in an ictkial oiuikito t ada~r systei t ha t
results~ from the intrusion of a taroot In' assamiank t hat the tai: vmt .tctq as a- i 3bIt I' t v1
unmlatched impedanceo, say 100'0 , connecctei acr''u.i tnle two wil e lint, at soroe polint. The
ocoupled line model can t!.On be Ilse", with) t"'..' a'pp epriat &'ounkdatl OndkiltionS, f
cal cu 1ate the oh-Anoo .. tit hetot Uila si. na 1 due, to the t a: leot Sy moy i no thle im1pt lA'nce
down the 7ables from the recevivet toward., tilno loadi ,, oel'0qI' retin S1,1a 11,11 caný 10

iceatod which corresi ends t 0 t h t, st"av;12 dT est i! vol ormance it a1 kull Scale Iulon med

radar system, - a1 standard Walk - %Nhete cA hummil w ilks at cnt itVelkoC it y down the

anlata system onl the bet ter and (le eositits from~ tilie ccupl d 111t 'no odel on to(p,- The
cables were in the ~iir at! ,, he.,oht ot 1.q~ :n. Theitefore, the two wile I ito, w.as assutmed
"o have " rhaiý vt elocity approachi no that of ftlee spack andk t'ie at t enuation coo ft c ient
on the tw,, %Nire line was assurit-d to be -vro, The bas i,1 s inuso id'.1alt tii~re of thle s-na I
is a restit t of the fo-.ct thc, t synchrclnous dvotOt-ti -in I- t.-rmall uIvtsed in Oil ded .idar andi
only theN x n-1flase component of the re r's mona I is shown. The ealve 100 roe I s Ftlom

b eatinmo etffect between the ene * .y prol,_ia t ino c.t h. two wile I inoz and tVho onet 'I
propaqat inoi cn t ho coa\ iat 1lines . Fu it hei wvrA Is new %,ndvr'way to improve t he mlodelI
til oni1dod radiar InT order t.' beabe to predilct InI ad'vancoe thle ititluenc Lit the OnVIt *11-
Ouet in which a pat tbiclat systemp N'l~ i' stal led onl the stensit ivitv.

Tile two ,able~ caity vesona tel t est produces a1 cent' led powet sin nat nrt w11n 1h al lows
Iho couplinq of fect ivelless of i:ifvi ont leivcable dosmovis tw INV %NoIIared . The
cavi ty has been mdiii ti ed to pormi t t he mat lodt. t ion tit var ious m"to et a*1 Inlto0 thle

mcmonit'' of the cables tc mere closely- match1 *he environmexnt a) cotiditiotis within whis h
th'NCabes re ist Ina nrma iaar nstilat\iuol A. the oxet,-a can :l- b

transmission I inc, modelo of the efosonant caiyhas e'u developetd t-hich pt oducesý .- Solt.

1 eaky ,-be unct iot i m vat i0115 onvira'intentit
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DEFINITION OF SUBSURFACE FEATURES

BY GEOPHYSICAL PROBING*

Z,. J. Lytle
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
Livermre, California 94550

ABSTRACT

This report providps an overview of recent advances in near surfac2 geophysical probing.
Work progresses in four areas. One of these areas is fundamentai studies, which
"involves not only mathematical studies but also laboratory and control ted in-situ
experiments. Pmpirical curves can be generated that relate remotely sensed observable
tc the parameters important for construction or otier near surface applications.
Another area is instrument development. For a sensing method to be effect've and
routinely used, the functioning device must be quick, easy, and cheap to use in t0e
field. Examples in this report show the recent instrumentation development results.
Data processing development is another progessin. area, particula-lv for the field
environment. Another art-a is data interpretation. Once the instrument system is
functioning aihd empirical curves have been generated in fundamental studies, the
capability exists to interpret the data., Data interpretation uses all the known infor-
motion that applies to the site. Advances in systematic ways of routinely analyzino
tiiis data are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic methods ate increasingly being used in remote sensing of the ground.
Measurements are performed in the air, on the surface, in boreholes, and in tunnels and
caverns. As this is a broad field, we consider herein only teohniques probing to the
distances of a few centimeters to a kilometer. This excludes techniques sensing only
the immediate ground surface (i.e., the first few centimeters).

Applications of electromagnetic probing include geophysical prospecting (e.g., explo-
ration for minetals, petroleun, water), geotechnical engineerino (e.g., structu.:al and
foundation studies related to potential landslides, iam safety), geophysical diag-
nostics (e.g., monitoring energy processes in the earth such as in-situ coa, gasifi-
cation aad in-situ oil shape retortinq, geothermal reservoir assessment) and communi-
cation system studies (e.g., environmental effects, ground screen considerations,
com;-Lnication efficiency).

A number of books, overview articles and collected papers on the state-of-the-art of
electromagnetic probing have broen published in recent years (DAVIS, D. T., et al, 197Q;
DiNES, K. A., et al, 1979; CALVERT, T. J., et al, 1971; FELLER, G., V., 1976; LYTLF, R. J.,
1974; MORRISON, H. F., et a!, 1976; NITSAN, U., et al, 1977; WAIT, J. R., 1q71). Othei
papers have prt:sented equipment inno-ations, imt'r•ved measurement methods, and new data

analysis methods. These aspe-ts are briefly review-d below,

2. MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

One can infer tle subsurface constitutive parameters by using technique- such as (among
others): resistivity, mutu..l ".mpedance, wave tilt, surface impedance, field varilatien
with distance, i-put impedance, bcrehole induction methods, borehole tunnel or surface
transmission and reflection methods, transient probing with pulse transmission and
reflection, parametric sounding, and geon.-tric sounding. These methods are now olassi(al.
No basically new methods have been recetl prcposed. The malor activities of those
working of electromagnetic probing of the ground have been directed towards new appli-
cations of these methods, improving the modeling and interpretation capability, and
refineaients of th, basic experiments.

3. RFCENT ADVANCES IN FUNDAMENTAL STUDIFS

With the interest in alternative energy means, there has been study of '-etort no oil
in-situ from oil s;idle and gasifying coal in-situ, and then using the oil or gas as the
energy source. Laboratory work has indicated that: for in-situ *ail shale retorting,
electromagnetic measurements may provide information such as grade of oil shal- p.ior
to retorting, amount of oil retorted, and nature and position of oil being produced;
for in-situ coal gasificition, electromagnetic measurements are usel1 Irn monitoring
the progress and louation of the coal burnfront (DAVIS, P. T., et al, 1071).

It has long been observed that rocks 'indergoing fracturing emit acoust ical energy. An
interesting physical phenomena has been the observance in the laboratory that ouartz-
bearing rocks also emit radio frequency energy as they are being fractured (NITSAN, U.,
1977). This fracture-related emission has various potential geopnysical applications
ranging from monitoring cracks in rock deformation experiments, to studies of electro-
magnetic effects associated with earthguakes.

*This work was petformed undtsr the ausp_-ces of che U.S. Department of Fne.gIv by thi"
Law rence I ve -ory +r-,n :-a.- • . imb -



4. RECENT AD;ANCES IN lNSTRUMEN-r DEVELOPMENT

Equ ipmenic developi'-eiit call permit more accur-ite and sensit ive nit asurements and thus
enihaince the abil1ity to detect sat-face anoma les. An anl example, thooret iri I studies
have indicated that it I, feasible to probe to uriprecodented dept',, of i.,,Irat ior. h'.-
moiu torin.q the low frequency (10 to 2,000 It-) input resistance of a singleý supercon-
'luoting coil (MORRISON, H. F., et al , 1975). To ýeo whether this is feasible, rosecli:
has det-r-minod that the super-conducting wires, large scale nonmetallIi&: cryostats, tlo
ieuui redi measurement circtiriry, anid a data acquisi tion system for a supoivaonduct i tic

coil are, real izable in an a -brrne system. When deployed, this system will provil',
maps of absolute ground c-onductivity, These, -esul ts will be useful in mineral 'po
ration and other applicatior's,

In borehole logging, it is important to distinguish between oil and water within t
medium e,:ternal to tihe borehole. By usinq a suffICiently hi~h. Ii qoguncy so that ;,rop!-a-
gation in the rogion surroundinq a borenole is governed by di.-Placement Ojui-xent,- r itl'e r
than conduction currents, this has been acnieved. T'h!. approaci measures th, dit f!or
once in time of arrival of a signal sent from a transmitter to two collinear reccivers
at the side of the borehole (CALVERT, T. J., et al, 1977). The dielectric consta'-t ot,1
the fluid filliri7 the pore space within the rock can then be inferred by uscing anl
independent measurement of the rock porosity, As water and oil respect ively havc
re~ative dielectric constants of approximnately 86) and 2, this permits .3 discelrlni"'n
whether oil or water is present.

RECENT ADVANCES IN DATA PR~OCESSING

before fielding an experiment, it is prudent to perform ant experimental design and
decide which1 oxperimental format is needed and what data sampl ing Is reguired to
adequately resolve the expected range of m del parameters. This approach helps min.,-
mize experimental co~ts but still achieve the ~equired ros-Ilutioni. A tutorial example
of how to perform such anl c'perionoital design has recei'tly been provided for a loop
excitation of a layered earth (WARD, S. H., 1-.6). Parametric, geometric, and combined
sounding formats were considered in the experimental desiqn.

Geophysical techniques can be used to iirfer the structure between borcholes. Tne
principle behind the techniiiues is that the: properties of a medium are revealed by the
ef sect of the medium onl electromcgknotic waves passing througih it. The properties
revealel by wave propagation from one borehole to another aire the at tenuation and the
travel time (or velocity) of the waves. The basi' data-collection procedure with two
borehcles is shown in Figure 1. Many ray paths link the source locations with the
rocoi~.or locations, With thi, con~bination or many source and receiver locations, one
canl effectivel) sample the region between the boreholes. TUnfortunately, the many.
source ani receiver locations generate muc'h data. To into-,ret this data and present

itmainfully, we noeli a pictaic similar to iatnuinpcrenFgre.
Fortunately, the data-processing technology that has been doveloped for the medical
mnd stry (svo Figure 3) canl be ado-:,tid (DINES, K. -'., et al, 11179),~

Tho basic idea of the, procedure used to infer the detailed picture of the region
betweeii boreholes is shown in, 'Figure 4, A remotely sen-sed variable, say tutal attenu-
ation between source and receiver, is the sum of theý diffirential attenuaticrn -long the
ray pati- 1hnking source z-nd receiver. For simplicity, three representative ray patt's
1 .nkin niN-roe different combinations of source and receiver are shown in Fianlue 4. The,
cell represeiitation indicated has only four cells, denoted is ceolls 11, 12, 21, ar-d 22.
The locai attentuation rate in cell ij is denotod as a2 3. rheY length of tho K-th ray
path through cel' ij is designiated as D -Using the dqvition -ormat mindi.-ated in
Figure 4, we can'easily construct and Koi4e a lineor sy-tem of equi~tions in terms of
the local attenuation.

This form~rat for data collection and processing was tried in a experiment ti-.ied Forest
Glen, a vite fcor a future Wa-'tington, D.C., Metro station. We collectc-d enough data to
glive 3000 coils r. the picture. The picturt- resulting 'tom thc data taken is shown in
Figure 5, wher.- the shading rapresents trie cell atteniuations in the saipled region.
The darker region iiear tho- top left signifies a regionu of high attenuation rate. The
lighter re~iinn noar the bottom signifies -i region of less attenuation, The dark region
cor'elated well with a region in the borehole logs that indicated heavy fracturing and
the light region correlated w~ith A region of compo-tent rock. These resultsý indicateý
that one can detect lateral ani vertical nrhomogeneities in the region betweetn bore-holes.

A question that commonly arises inl rross-bor.eholh' data interpretation is, "What is t~ie'
effect of ray-bending.'" The effect of ray Dendi'ig can properly be accounted for by
using ray optics. This enables one to stiil sclve xthe inverseo problem of findi~ni a
model that explains the experimental data. By using the computer to stod%' the syn-
thetic wave-velocity profile in Figure 6, an examplo has been cor-truct(.d that- helps
illustrate the effect of considering ray bendinq. The voleo-i o. "i e~ and V, iin Fiqure
differ by 6J%. By representing the region letween boroholes with minry-cellr., one -a-ý
use an iter-ative dAta-inverse proceodure to infer the bending ray pa~hs and the velocity
inl each cell,

In Figure 7 Are shown the presentations of the ideal profile, the intetieited profile
ignoring tne bondiiig rays anid assuming in, the interpretat- on that the rays were straight-
l ine paths 1 inkiti, source and receiver, and t~ie interpreted profile accounting and
solving for the- bendming rays. Note that the ;traight-l inc assumption gives a rough



Adea of the structure, and the bending-ray approach gives much better resolution.
Thus, for some problems, it is possible to solve the inverse problem even with signi-
ficant ray bending.

6. RECENT ADVANCES IN DATA 1NTERfPRETATION

By ccmbinrng data from different types of geophysical measurementq, it is possible to
obtain better resolution from the 3oint daa set than is feasible trom data obtained
with only one method (VOZOFF, K., et al, 1975), For example, resisti.,ity data provides
eccurate informntion for the resistivity-thickness product of a plana- layer greuw].
For the same situation, magnetotellaric data provides qood thickness information but
limited resistivity infornation. By combining the resistivity and matnetotellur i,- J.t,'for a site adequately described by a planar layered model, it has bteen shown possiblo

to obtain good rsolution for both the resistivity and thickness of the individual
planar layers.

7. SUMMARY

Electromagnetic measurements are meeting a wide variety of applications where knowledge

of the near surface qeophysical structure is required.
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Side views

-t+'-- Top view

Fig 3 Geoph sial probing can use data-reduction techIques de' eloped for medkdal tomnographl. gni~ng both side

and top . iew% ot the region being probL d

Path1 I
Path 2

11 _ 112

Path 3
21 122

Attenl = 1 Dl1 a11 + 1 D12 ae12 + 1 D2 1U2 1 + 1D22X22

Atten 2 = 2 D11a 11 + 2 D120'12 + 2 D2 1a21 + 2D220'22

Atten 3 = 3 Dl, 1 al1  + 3D12a12 + 3 D2 10(2 1 4 3D220'22

i:lg 4 [lhe total attenuatnon is the sum of the' dit'erential atteinuationm
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DISCUSSION

I. Kaufman, US

k!) What frequencies h'ive you used. and what determines the optunu tfrequency"

(2) How does your scheme compare with data obtained and cost ot seismic nmethods of probing"

(3) Have you found any difficulties that arc due to refraction of your e in. waves?

Author's Reply
(1) Frequencies of I-500Mtit have heen used. C(nerally, the highest frequuency tht ,will propagate when high

signal to noise ratio is used. However. exceptions occur such as ni tuincl detectzon, where as low a trequency
that will .poduce two significant minima is usually usedft2) To my knowledge, seismic methods have to date not been successfully used for the range of comnparable
applications. In terms of different obsened effects, seismic methods are commonly pulse signal,, whereas this
electronmagnetic method uses continuous-wave transmi.sion

(3) For the situations we have considered, retraction has not been found to create insumtountable d,fti, ultie. It
can be appropriatel) accounted for theoretically using iterative ra) bending methods A report describing the
results obtained using this approach is forthcom ing In addition. below the water table the variation of
dielectric ionstant is usually not dramatic and h,,s not presented undue problems as yet

I'
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dj',tahlir de-z liaiisoii radw~ sitt iqiislqtiv' en'ftaineq do' rict IVS. I. puIssiblV 'k I'aldV ' dapimicitis o'tatit it.

En ef~itet lains ette haindi de' treqii'uw'i, I.a 101,,Iii.i.ka d ,mdi', i't .si politeV Im 1.1ppiiit MAi\ nt'lilsIdut la %za.IVI'ii porqxlsmdsoilinglilturt t 1,t Ii' k, pagt vi~ii~n I~i A'n Ait vi ý'*i~ 1"'11,1 11 IIv0I'lit " I~V eiiis ut 1e cl it-

sent so~us inc'idence' rasante'. Pans t v u'ast sticii VinkV tabitii pal t it, dtv I civui u' it, V'I1 neidimw pat iV! 1.1, t M~i si
leti parots.' D)a's cot ait iclo, now;u duItriu It., at t tilbiss itivtits I iiiv Jui ,'htei'iis.',,m di tttciVIt. t'pes di"

evitdence I' influen., V .i. It ugeomtit-t ,' ttansvil'i sal dI' 1 .gallit -t' W1 dI 1. - 'tigo'II , d 1. s p 1s.~.'i dOM,'itii

entini te lti fo b sir$lssppeetiiV tbsib pat I 'Ilde l.'tsque ItIiute tii . 11:0tiei MW O il' 11u plus iiit

PoiNI'ur real iset title to'Icc'enmliL at i.1ii cii t iinelcI ~'1 '.11dV d'VIt ti'eiis Ii I,,pt.%.Illt poi tMit its plIisieits

ticqu~enw.es (quelques, kit. ) st. olw'e'nt lit i I i'u ;'0Ipu I- t i 11it-s.tttI' de" In!u' II t t 'It' di . e 't 1,11 tl 1,'isI t

Sol. * is .iuteunes d'orilsstn vt ýY tect'.'itl, ic t.11t do" th'uu I.'.; 11.1%, .t I !iios I u' tell Oilniuin..tu i,'is pItl

Se ,,tift V.g111V.th1 deveicpptveS t it.t dii pciPlt 1,tV \itt' t heiiiqkiV kl~ptiiet .uilli I 0 l.1A. and kU II I . K. I I tQ

i)EluXNF , P . , *1 7 C PFCA'QUI~ , ct aI. 1. 1), I .. .. )Ce penda 11t Il1. p"s td'JIiml aulIoc Vst , I.un C I t titu 111 ,. s.'I 011
impossiblhe soit tie se Justtilie pas ;I Ites Ii1.iis.'ns ta'Ii a assiiel s,ont ,,.1..isiv'iti Ii's. Si 1,i potitti' 'it it Aii

it t die quei1ques cent a dies i e iC ''t, t I e .N i pout .'nv I 'i.~IOI kiui(' '"Imisit , I dO.' to I I quell, Vs slit 1 i 5.11ilt"tI't ii'\ 'VV' 11"M

que iest oudes olient gplidiet' pat Ii's putI *'usdi tunni' I It's piemel- OnV i.'..t\,tt "it tCI V itI I~t V."Itieltk. I'

C ransmitui~ I5cfldva-t 1tre supt'tlleurV a1 ýA.t\i poII? pet \ t r des peltu t SI .'io I.' m ii sils' pi 'di stnt
iorsque!V .I t Veqieilice'V . i V "I55 u.i t t plo' lii 0'V Ii t 1.1 lti. 4 10 'Iut'IItilV dii .,ii J1' d

AprZ's tni bIII o raipp k'l de's pIpi ,, hv' t I'e iviIquI Its III si i'sII,utIoS I W s d.'mnn.n 'ta :,s Vt !It I, I. o I , I' "t iI It .It,

experuimenta'ii\ conzetnant Ii's .11aibl i-simu'nt s 11I iititi" O't~tvlis dam, de's ttiiuncls i. tu iuiin . i tt t*

oft I *St 00ni PO'Stbl.' dVpli'tulrro It, , *'*'t I ic lenut di 1 tt Zlu'nt ion on III, I Ok~i , \m N.'u' \ 'i i 11iis''u '4 in.1.
di ffet'ents tv~les tie tunnel * bu'tonn.'s cIi nl ,11 t u~tll " 'W it' mo tl 'll (I\ dI 'it'lv I, 'I I IIi tl, V !, '.I 5V, t. i'i d' i ii' i
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2.I) Propigat ion dans ti, gukidte ki rc la .'re' dile I etrit te creux

Soit un :v1i mute k rcuiai iC de ravoi .1 , ou~st I (tie parul' dle lot t rique i' d'-sat . tt'rl 51lll' . 'l V11 "I'T

d un tt mi-iu d ic lec t ique tif titi de' carat ter Ist iqt'ts ý , ,,'~ i os d I IIerctit S 11,dt' de II'I'a0a( Iý- ' 1,11 t 0 s1 k l O'''
d ute tequat ton mod'ale impl ci te u'qTRAl'TON,.1 .. A . . PVb I ) -1), us, Ia I as *ies gaets I oriie I SJ'11 le , m il lI v I "'~t '

I' .iir (e 1 ) et IV muilieta 2 ustt un die leerrittue iin ~n maglet i *ie kt - - '+ , ,. , . I1 MAFCATI' I I I , I
SCIIME LT I'' 1964) onl p ropo se unet so I tit i n aipp roc htu~c dv I~ ' , q ua Pi on nwdl 1 I i v 5i Iab I c ron IV,, mode, ~ Ut n' rtuti,
qui ont une constante dti pi pagat ion It prochte de celt e 1. la ptoagarion I ibri dauq 1' air e't pouir ntt~in lant
die l a gai Ierie beaticoup plus grand que Ui I ougueut d onti, k, En ef et i'CeI'ttqatton iniaed c 'v c~it eah a' i

I: D pill.; 0n = 1) pout les tmdeds i'F" . 'I k Io I"* 1 ~ p' Il'S 111'.Ies I'M01

It~-- '/ + IlI l- 2 poutt Its moides Fite 11 - Ir

la tesolur loll apptolehet de' I'equialion 01 perinet de' dt'dlllir I C\ptt ssio dollUIiint le tauN d .lt teliuat loll
dui mode (t n' 1

)

od I et I- Iacne e a oneio Le es' l 'odr 111 Le51iAdi' .11.i I ,ioIC tte doneic ls modIesI,. il e'rlieur% ,
Onl remarque die pl us. que le t au\ d' atfe at C 151ot est .rou'ortwpe I atCI cdi'tC do' Is lontlgieiit d 'cidt'N Vtt

invrseentproortonnl a clbtlj.,la uinsin le 1I elve. 11 apparai t don,- q~uet' augientli ntt I a

.,I l cotdtetvitx.es proileson par rapi;'It t it\ pettes, pat rt'f-a.t iot daiti' le : .clec'Iti que.

A .lspetsýn rtique'tielit propotli .. i.'''llC ý IC j "-, 11u It's nhais IF et P'ut le'; -"kde,;

TM .)Inet itni ,Lis modles 'IF etI TMi o \igeanIi iunt ,z\,et clit't cv 1 is dce.I i~:l le 11 d''~ 10j ot ri 10q \s' "S

galert e.

-2. Propagat 'on slats un gtilde uzectatgulIa ire- creu\

le miod le doe guide qui s' atiproeett le plus5 dI' ute Filet it' de' mitne reelv e est p. *bablerim't It, guide'
dielecetrique rectangula ire creu'i, Cepetidant , 11 1'est pas poss iblet' *it'abil ii .itt*kt I~jle'ltltf't I' i'qi.it %on mo~dal"0

tie cc type t'e guaidt 'I cause die I.a difficI jeul pri'sentec' pat It's c1 'iidi I it'is sux> 1 intito, stit Ii's pat 01 . Uiii
premie're simpl itiiat ion eons iste .1 etvni sage i gailt'rt i' pOssedailt Ivt\ pý 1ols oppost Cs colls it ces _il killtt
condut teur parfai.t kADAM, 3. vt KNF11111111lI F.., I )'S) I "S modes I SF et I SM k lotigi t uldi nla I sec't i,'ti i' I t ti 0 ,1
magnietic)I suscept ib Ies tie syv propagi'r pi-eset', .ett dets ce 'tt I, iient s ' It I aitIII i sset'tet't voi~ii ,;In.e CellN I t OilVtS
d..ns lI appro\jmnt ion dui guide c ite til v. re.

Wiant res aut-ilts tto I s que 1AA 4.AMN ot -,rFIF, ( 1~ t1) 70 ti ,i' et d i e I e' gu ide ri'c I .'netal aI ire datis I 'Ivo iN',' esi
des fatblIes pert es et peltr des hauiteur et CIargeuir noteets di Ot d_. be.iuicou'p plIns graudes qiie l a I ougueut
d' eude,. Les mides Eli luiii peuvent se Propatgir stint I eperei- .ive'1 liii ind Iici Mi~j 't~ tCVoil !I su1 ant liki *l

le champ eleetrique a sa composante dorninante i'erticale on hoiton ttave~ I '.ana1v.'so ntmdale fa.ite enl sit isiais.l'il

uniquemtent I es cond it ions aux irnite tt' SIt'1 ' quat rVe ;1010oi, sa'ns. tent r conipt t' e.' .l. Scot' 11111 i CSll\ Ccous
donne utie soiiution 9'tinle pr~c is ion sat i.staii ante lorsqni' le'' peril's sont C ai bles. IV Cs ut' Iis de'p'p4ltll 0 1

les mo~de, *HvV t E .; donilet's respect i vCemti pa r

,I-n Rel !ý 31- Re I -- '-

It m

Iest la pernlitt'mvite de's parois latt'iales laindis qut' c'orrespontd 'I 1.1 peri'miIIIVtll' tt' ,Ii toilI i'll
p laticher die 1 a gal er iv. Ct's iestilta.11 cotimordeni avec' cell\ vt'It lus pat ENI IF 't I AGAu'F i ')1 Ci's htii

mont rent 6ga lenient qut' Ies l~t' 1; ohti iques sotit tiegli geab it's di',int Ii's pert i*ý par "i' iia~ iil o .n.ut qile, I'.auigh1
die perte reste faible ~'10 1 m - .'::j~h.i".''''.'"''~:'... 'Y,'' c-

"t CO -...



Fnf~n tine gypret'he utilisant Is .h&'erie de, rativ's a e t i f a ite p ar S . F KAT' k)0)et . .R . WA ,T t 9 7,4'

Lit i-t trý.% inti-iessantk enl haute t rtquencv car vie I iot Ire 'avantagt t'i vi icr li' 'itcul die. eei~pldg"- t itt re
a n-mbreux moesi qu, euven, sie propager . coe -mp.ara iot avek I es retsul tats a bt els p..-" I a t hi'er% in'da'.

lorsque deux paro.s sont parfil tevitent condu t ri,7es a1 Vti 'I leum , ete tait e par es dilt eilt'. It, -ok rhit' bheo-
riques fotkt appora~tre des piienotv0ýs di' bartement twis la tie, ris nce tvenih' dit I ' mp lt ud.v Ik eliamp

on fonct ion die Is di stance emet t ur-ri. eptitur est sei':ih~ilement i.expnt'ite lie. 1 ' Ifft die is rugoies I t tet
I' %iel I uasn des murs eat beat'.eup pl us di? Ifie i Ic v preaidui enl cmptt'. Fn wdi ftatit Ilea keIt~ teints die
reflIi etio do Fresne' dui a l a rtigosit e, S. F MAHMOU!I e't J. R. WAIT ont rint re qu I ,attenust sen suppleawlnt .i re
iue a1 Id rue'si C uu ammentai t et. ten: tll tie l a treuent e muas tuc I'at fdib Ii tse'tent I .'ai rest at Iune toutittion
deci'o issanr C d' Ila f -equeicc . I ' inclI maion des pa rois pi evo(tle 11it cen't ill ue at ntlatlIoil sitIppI CrnititireI ivncrtainte enl ha-iti' fque'mc. (LACZACL.R.L. et -l- l'47').

Compte tt'nu de' I a diffti,, I te theorique t liCont tee dans Is '~ode Iia.ion L'2'uti Sa lert' ,etticrne.* tie tiom-
b i'u' essata experimentaux sent ne'cssai tea A Is 7ompreheinsiont do, ,hv'nomtivs . I es Iprv'wt'ret ectitic out tt I
entreprist's put G\)I)DARD (14/3), CRARY .1472) et recemtent par J., kIlI~vA et Vl~l~,I FIYCK (102 78)

p atee rtconu omltlsLr, rvu piciedents ell dolmatta les zeaSultatsacpi~id\ cteiul

3, PROPAGATION VANS LINE. GALERIF RFCHIlIGNE0

L'an~tenne dip, -t d'tmissien tit'-iest alivw'ntfv par -in gew'rateut URF delxvrant tinle puissance die 10 Watts.-
L'adnitennei tit, in et oi, tiweil, -Z h..ttc- A. L~t a msuteur do Itramp par I' intei~todiait ii' i'n ,bie coaxial di'
I0 m die long p..r 'ii pas pet tirber la nie-stiri par Is r6-eince die'- opirateura.- I' app'rchi' thioi'iqu.' avant
'tiontr.e que le' chiamp electrique eat maxim~um au contri' die Is gal't ii', le, dipoles d'emission et tie rece'pt ion
sent tetijout spidi's din, cetti' :ondit ion., Nous env'isagieor. d'abord la propagat ion Liars title gdlerie bittonnee
et nous 6tudierons cilsuiti' I intitience des rugositte et tie Is geometric de' Id sectiton droit.' tit- tunnel.

3. 1. Popagation doll$ tinle g..lerie hetonnee

La premi - alerte envigagee, representee sur LA tigure' Is, est die sectionrect.~ngulaire. Flei ost caracte-
risee nar une largetit die 3.-mw et Uni' hauteur die Z. m. So'ul to planicber di' la galerie n'est pas bi'tonne w-: s
to' sol y est relativentent lisse,. Les eourbes die lat figure lb, repre'tentent it vari.ation du flivi'u reju N enl db au

dessus du LV enl fornction tie li distance X eiuetteiýr-i'icepteur. Coni' nous coxmparona uniqileaent die.%a itt~ibIisserientb
iiu navcns pas tenu compte du ;ain It, I' itenne dic reception,~ La freqt' nie d'emisaien etant .c 1000 M~z. * dutferentes

orientations Vantennes ont etc t-,~' ,ees. Elles sent repi'ni'e pair deux lettres H khotizontal) ec V kvcttic:al), uA

premi~re lettre correspovdanti A Is pcs.tion die I'antenni' demission et Ia dettxt~iti .1 la position die I'anti'nne tie
rezeptieti. On renarque Vaprcs les .ourbes que I'affaihl-tssement enl polarisationi VV ou til est ptatiquemti'nt wt

Mi'ns'1,4I db,/I00-t den.; ce cab., it' plus, tiiit' aprZ's 150m, l'onde reste polairisee puisque. enl ituentation C-1`tee

Vii et HV, le niVeALIteiiu ,,;t Vienv.,ron 20 ul, unt1eticut a celui obtenutot lrque l~a .itttinnes d'emissient et die

reception sont paralletes.. Sut ld figure 2', nous avo;-.s tiaci' les court'es Ni~y) petit tieIS Itequelnces ." 0N .41:

750 M'~z et 1000101: *'i pour les cent igurattOUen H11 et VV,' I. tAbLiAti I dk1NOXS le~ ;C Attakblissiitiens ,ýet'nkts

rFr , !Uti'n it
'450 MIl: SO %V3: ' O)N

V2 S! ib'11Lit .23 dl' 1L~et ' . l''

Tal'l aIC.UI

A 1G;Hz, tafilsei nt esure est stnpet icur acelui quo prev.'it La tteolet tm'dale appilchee iPout le mode a
plus faibl'L perte k5 A It, do./lom It st .t..an. L erientat- in die I' aitenne t'I ettII'S1el. Do p1 us iCo5±t i' isen
devient pratiqueitient intiependdani dii tvpe di' poLaribut ion, htet'j:nta.iL Cu.t vt ical.'e, A 50.5111z, ou; ti'ttirqiii -Aut

'iIf! 'Iblissement enl pt'a'.risat ion v'erticalI.- cat bien aipet ieu'.\ cc Liii t'tenu enl p,.4Li isat ti btttn..I'
est denkf intereitiant P examtiner l'Atipi itude du nl."eAu e%,u pou'it tie'i * enttgulidt tonts 1'a.nt clines c'.'s il. '.1c IM,

Sur La tigure 3a, cot tcaspoiidnt ý ..no matennie ti emibss en ve'rtui'ale', itl.'s avens t cpzt~.ýente L'.ttiiLta-

suppiementaire d%.. A Luie VOeptiet' C1n rtianiSdti1en C.'01.Cc. Lettv ýomt-e vi - N Vv , rsenntte Cue La temp~aanltt

di ffvse ewicio pregi easivement un -.%ide die peLam ;satien hotmizon~tale. Au bNot. ti' ne c tataitne dec met tea. ei tood,
devimnt d'a. lleurs pieponderantt, I niveati re~u enl cenfigutat ten :rý,tsc \1' e't~it super icut .i *elui ohtle--lu enl

configuration p.-tiLlele \N, La Lot..L't do la f?$iture 3b,,N1\ - NH1 hi fk\ b tenue donj, let sque I 'antrann 1' e."ission
'4 ~~est horxzci'tuale, tetitti' qut' 1 'ende reste pt lAris~e hi'ii'iaemit fti' essme'tspln'ttt i .tt.

ration crtCsee etditt .'e ;- a 210 kill,,



A wto distance do ILX*& do 1'dmottour ot pour une fr~quonio dimimuton do 750 .442, l'"Vpltudo du champ on
difldronto poitsc do IsSlargia svt aclrEIv~ (tiuurtc 4). Noax o unstatons quo to champ eat maximum' au contra du
tuintal at quo l'Ecart d'amplitudw entio I# chaowt &u e'ontre ot Lt~Ui CtsurA A 30 cm dos pttkis . 14.db po'ur
Voniontation Hit at do Is dl' pour 1'oriontation VV. Ntios remxrquono 66alemmnt quo let tuyauxa t 'ii..
Oloetriques n'iiiroduisont~ qeuttv Idgiro modificastion do It carte do champ dons Itou proctro voist ueristl.'u
do l'ordro do 34Db.

Utto dauxrifto o~rio do mosurox 4t W *[fctugedoidns un couloir souterrain dont Is vocticn droito roctsanu-
lair. oat pluq foible quo doa toI coo pt c -dnt (tigure 5), so largour Otant do 2. et so Ioturd .wLe
courbos do Is I&gurv 5 dontiont lei variations do Iliamplitudo dii eignal r*5u on fotw~ton do to distance Omotteur-
ricupteur. Los stfaiblissomentso .btanus aont lop suivants

fill Ill dbf loom 40 dtt/10Wm 34 db/l0of

VV 0'6 d1!00nr. 311 0b/I00m 31 db/IOxoi

T'ableau

On romarqu., quo m~ni !I Is fi6quencv o ~p~us 6lovto, l'att~oavtion cot bWeucoup pl1us impiittantkd quo c.otto

trouv4o data lta promi~re golvrio. Vect pokit o'oiptiquor pat, too dimensiona plus tsibles do las ectio3n dt\'rto
du couloir souterrain, too formulos 4pproeh~los m~ntrant un off~ibliso~ment invorsomernt proportionnol au cube dos
dimeonsions ranavorsal-so.

Un tr~siiaimo typo do Salorie hotonnoo ot) doo meauros ow. (ti; fisioo so caractokio pa- un ilafond voutO
(figure hi). to larorar do 'a Soalrio tat do 3.1m. sa ttautous Au cofl(re do 2.1mi ot au nivesu des parois iatorales
silo n'ost plus quo uo $~.Ctntrairoment Aux deux galorios pvte~dontes, to xot' va, trtbe. litmido ot puirfoix
mtmo ivocuuvvrt d'otsu. Liso courbes d'amiplitudo till Chatm rv~u snt repoprt~oo stir In Ikgare 1' et left tatix ow': ns
d'attenuAt ion punt e'ituios dons le tablosti 3

4SO M1t 75o N4is IWO MIX

til I 'd5h/ 100 I I tOdt/ I 00m 14ddb/ vh~a

A WI(Ul on vortiarti, quo les ltton 'Vaw~ I.i olls ýtltl kil -411o s'trkio do it andpkur qto "eli es ob1tvtwttor. datts W. jt'-
mi~vo gale"A 30avolt tinle s%1r ace dc soctio' Jouttv vortiv' La tonrmrre tiom~triukio do 14 w sctioi tin *no hl se onI
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Doux otsrko-A tiptno iropt lilt i,(v vrrod:tieii dl"~,tC s'og itole o ritiprt it, charlt.,'u ttoo It, t'rotie; csiz orvi an
'. ~e tualnel. syant tun-, sectiot ~i'n *"V i'1 tev t t,,m oc., Iitiralto. eat Ai~~toro. l'vt;4( ttut

uil C 'milorto t ras poll.o Ne s'rr1nomontsi t .kadgs r,~t.Al Iiquvo .,u rondiiv tit do its. S;% Intgpitea rwyeiurre Ict k
* 4..'m at ao hauteur do 2.1im. Lea irro$tiiaril,0 doo paroitt ttoislosa Ot ~uplatonJt bont trtEt varthiat't Ito I 'ni do
*L reidlot-ie. I v~loir mwyonwit i-? )a ttgopiO. A p.'ur .i do gi~ndourt l 5cm. Les virA tionit til signalt ol'ii or.
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bion quo I& surf Ico do Is auction1 droito do Is galorio (110 2) suit plus ivupottantto qua cello do la
promiare olalria (?.Ii ), son coofficient d'otaiblies'rsout A I Got oat plus imprtant. voci pout s'expliquoi
ptar It rugooit6 importanto des paroig. Lo dift~rence do pormtttivitt relative ontre o lvctrrbon a, 1.. beton pout
usitc jo*Jor un r~lo. 11 vorait 6viiommeunt souhsitablo do disposer doie oux; galortoo tout A tAit oeml~lablooa

asia dout l** panis soiont de ttaturetA ditfdrontea. Pour utie trequonce d'6mioviou do 1(416. n0uA donnucU *US

Is figure 8 l'offalbliso-Aoont suppl6mentaire lorsquo los antennas d'6asiosion at do reception skont crolseva.
Comm dsave It cat do I& preariaro Solaria Otudiao, tin remarque qu'avvec tint Oxvttatlonl lhontcontale, l'onde taste
polariade horisonta~emont (N - N~ I - 15 db). P.ar ;.ontre, *Ii 'antentle d'caussion cot voittvale, 1-4 pC1la"
rication do l'onte so modifig at 46v~ utic distance do propagation do l'ordre de 100mU, l'onke deviant d'ptlattoee

Sthis douxiame configuration correspond A cello trequommant tencontr'e a-. winke. 11 S'Atit d'oti tuannl 801nsi-

blew~nt *omi-circulaire, soutenu par dos cadres metalliquve places tout to 5i0em., L'epaissout do cc* cadres
uatalliquoc auivont It section droito do Is galert@ouet d'nio 30cm. ..ntre 0haque cadre, tin reseati do tilo
"mtslliques paralidlex e-pac~s do 30cmi Ovito let 6boVloments dies blocs do petite taille. L'titegotaitte movenme
-tot porais dorriare coo grillag-s oct do l'ordro do - Scm L'hwttaditf qui reano a l'interiout du tunnel out
ti~s importento car silo sot voisine do is saturation on cau.

None awn tout d'ot'ord roport6 our !a figure 4 I'smlIxtudo du signal ro~u A RUM&Nt pour d~tttratttaa

ccnfigur~atiinc ~.'antonnes lilt, IIv'V4. On romanque qu.' pour co type dto gaterto, l'ondo tot presque totalament
d~polaris~o. l'oriontition du dipole racoptour dons un plan do section diotte syattt pou d'imiortsnce. Poui vie
pas aurctisrger to figure. none Wavons pas reports les point* corrospondant A Is contigurstion VV cai its at
situctit 6galement dans It innuge formk par to% points precoidents. tine autra representation possible eat donnee

out IA figure 10, Tout d'aboid I& courba de Is figure 30, A)montte qua It niveau ro~u et htil aut on movonuL aupetteuteii do 3db A colux roju on configuration VV, OIn note sur law figures Ik~b at lOt qvt l'onde 6miso on polanicat ion
vorticle toct '16polavi$6o sprqls uno distance doe 100m. tandis qua colic. sona ott polarisation ho.-iaootsle no
roote quo tr~a faiblomont polavisec (NN N !" - db). Nous awnis tvacO cut I& figure 13 lea variations du
signal rs~u pour lot contiguratjc'ns IlNt it W11*~vc isfriquance ciwac paramk~ro. Lva attayblissements sont let

".so tots 750 Mah 1000 1'at
Cont iguzat ion

5b St iN 100a 35 db/ lO)Om .20 dbj 100a

vv St~ db/3O00m 37 dbl 300. 2k, tb/ 300.I Tableau n' 5
"Iquoln coit I& frequenco, il n'y a pas it polarication privil~giee donunatt tin coetticient d'a-tettuition
minimum. Enfin utie carte die champ tilectrique dans tin plao cranaversal do ia galottc a oto latort a wie dictat :.e

We'xonisn 170r. tio I'6mettaut. L'amplitudo des chiamps on differents points eat indiquce s aw falgut 1.. 16ce
wocuroo ont d'ahord OtA faitec on maintonant l'antonne de roception dans lo plAn tranoevrs,%I do IA &aleria et 011
l'orientant done co plan do manikro A captor Ie maximum de champ 6loctrique. Lee r~s listst weontret qoal'w pi
tud;c du champ recto relativemeitt constante, Is minimum dv champ so produtsant au voisinsige des par,,%s avve wte
att~inuation maximum 'ettvit-on s0 tb tar rapport an champ oxietant au cantrti do I& galet iv. suit cette tigure I.%.
ilampljtude do I& composanto longitudinale dui chamtp diectriquo cut &g:iaocnt %ndique.. P'out cala 1'sntatinvtie!
rfli:zption A donc Otd maintenue paralilel A l'axt uo Ia gal.erie. Ve.tto cmomposante longituttittale Pot, bian out,
plus faiblo quo Ia ctmaposante tianavorsale.

3.3. Concli'aion

En conclusion do cotte promitir. pArtio, non, avons toporto lee attai~lionomenta ot'tontui A 3000k Wsl pout leg
diff~rents typos do galori*#e tndi6a (tableau bt)
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11ous romaa'quants quo . pout lea 54olarxe oniVsailoos ' tat1x d'attenliationa A I (Its depenad peto dui Plan
do polar'isation do V'indo, It factour Is plus tuapirtant 6taaat I& surf~ace do sectioan dwto't do Ia aititlrio Au

pcourt dle I'dtaido. noaus avons vua 6galoauant qua' -I l'antenne 04m'issionatoat pataett~I au plus patal cotto do Ia
Soalria, l'onda, as deoluarioo riapidomiant at malae dana cortAins c&% toe nava'au r#Aau oat plus impoartant on%
canfilu:atwua craoaaoe ti' en Contaattulat ia'a parallalpa. Bioaa quoa Pootr too aaaetw~na do taneiO e jusqia'A

priontatn Iafa~ni'ti'issomen Ai taviant sto~ eneuoire 1010taat, t'cvrat oat aos tibale d~b Ilanae"lt te miani'skit' twa-ue
cntlane do~ aretitan altuti'iawn poure dIt, dcmi-ec oi gltiot (1).a' (t ) tlit kaatael. h'a i aaaata' avaittahiqa do c tvioti do '

1000 11hz t punt r lxea d nent ao taini quo .I# cvlt eat repattkaatu Ali tailr do It a taaa t Io. Oha Cmat At ti tou dX 0. arta gonue-
roi'ctto ftoctru#4* i'10s d~opi' tant. pratquo, ma %t too a a'tdi t l ra~ka'a I alilar e at aaaa 'el du A U1.6 dl'~i~ 0~aa1'

wpionlt quan 111,I'ai a don It seto pat iret oassit 114 Waa i' 4ll, teau Ai' poiffilad' to pa sedaap I.-*'' a p~tlaai * ta'a.t

rotra vui-sn Ai sotn oxtrai'sur to avi do' catirudi d'Iap Oan~att J'aaa en i -0aa dAs a k t a' I 1a) dl' S oa t Dne eaIil

ni Iaun e ctxionc t vpe oil t unaie ti da tiomqu~le Of Vhe iaaeaurte d'tet nomb a tit'sarmat ures dAsat a aa'c IV a 'ali sto de

1000asma M i vcmPout lea .10 tilts A- ans de Vi-ec til ut ajait topa~aa oeit' dea aa'aat I aaaae a aaa' a% aqaa 4.i a, '1 uata ootot J' 'abo lait

eatu to coaa avaa dl via dAs tie' 1a,118 artta' %1 A ttle 'alt t aata wn de Itma'aa t Ia ,a k'O I' et hat "ii VV a t Jaaa I" kail 110. 1a '.1aa
rotat t pa tilt Itut'is' daaa as pyaardip u'aaataaaae do''t al4 tgaloioaa h. loaat $IV~ Ploaua aa't, til e aaaaa'aiaa a iaata
duel vosi u't it'uue dli' mota di'i iaaai deaa'ii et dois ' alo'pagattal" 'at aellt .Ikall dko ltoJ4 At aa..alal'p'u Iacan agil.

1. dua IIo uti'?e t i' eila at aitun da aesea t a acaua. Je WApt uraI 01%'t Ott' I.'aals ea' Cealali% tili, ata sih'aeeaaa aqua' a'

tapt iaaaaia do' I'ant etne d'ookisa , ioaa .h'~aaaad dii tv~pe do' aone iaaaaI kip atOa'Ii be ""ra aa''. 'l', ":~t

1'Efnt an. i cut r iatE' ,aft.i'sv' aaaI'aaai twelka a' ti ia api to. -V aasI':dn. uaa', i.a aa aaaa

be do' tiannve. I tuiar no aaua Avons a .pri a t pa .'aaii i' a cnl itaaaat iOUa at'10a ate o kglettv'aicaagaaaa botoaia

"010 at I 'uda' taite OakIiv~aa ~a ai'i'I at a-ea aitaa Avail twntl it, qui'A ltxa'ukMla 418 Oolld' aa'atit taii .aat
aur une grandc disat ante (ate.- Figuare 1). toa ckuirta,'atite I a t aataa'to a4 10-i' -aa'aa 'at da'aa aa'aotai'c aa''sat t al ait
taironct i'nt re tea aaivi'oux ia',~a Ott -tiat a asatia oa paa t it Ii ,~ N\.V%.il . a ona poa~at %oa at aa'aa a a'Is aea N \II-Nv a'
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S~ 6. CONCLUSION

Nous avons ftudii Jsn% cot article Is propagation libre des ondes 61ectromagn~tiques dans des tun-
k nels et dorts une Samme do fr#quencos comprise entre 450 Nile ot 1OOONs. Noud oeons vu que dons cotte hand*

S ~ de fr~quences to coefficient d'afisiblissoemnt disiout lorsque Is fr~quence ougme.nto. Poo:r une gatoriv avc.nt

bune section droit a d'envir on 450 Me eat tri"p importante, 4o 30 A 40 db/h(00m. Par
:' coutaro, A 1000 MHz', l'ttablissoment d'uno liais-s radio our quelque-- crntaines de m~tres -at ervisagooble.
Sl'Vatt~nuation "moyenne Otont comprise entre 15 ot 20 db/I(0 m. ji Is section dr'oite set plus foible. I'affai-
g blissement augments rapidwient. Pour une 4ection d'onviron 5 m pa.r exemple, i'attfnuation a OO 1000 M e at

comprise entre 30 et 35 db/tOO a. Nous avona vu 0galement qu'un changement d'oriontation du tunnel de 90',
se faiaant avec un rayon de courbure de 20 a, priduit une atteinuation suppl~mentaire A I OG4 do 20 a 30 db.
Enfin, pour un type de galerie non rectiligne, nous avons montr6 quo l'attonuation pout atteindre SO db/IO0m.ý

Nous poursuivonw actuellement c".s expfrimentations dana dVautres types d. tunnels. tunnels rout iers
notamment, pr~sentant une section beaucoup plus importante, N*us Otudions Ogaloment l'influence d'ohotacles
localia~s telt 4ue vagonnets, Angina ... et to couplage qui se produit i l'intersection do deux galeries.

7, RMDRC IVMNTlcs

La plupart dc atudes expfrimentales ont Ot# fattes soun coetrat avec to Centre d'Etudes ot de Rocher-
ches des Charbonnages de France. Noun remercions loo difflrentes personnes ayant participe a cos travaux
ainsi qne to personnel des Bassins des Houillres du Nord-Pas-de-Calais et die Provence pour leur coop~ration.
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DISCUSSION

LD. R. Sheannan. UK
There has so far been no mention of the natural and man-made noise environment, yet it is clearly an essential part
of the assessment of a complete system. Has the Puthor any inforraatwin on the levels of man-made and natural
noise over the relevant frequency band?

Author's Reply
In the high frequency range, there is no natural noise. since the electromagnetic waves ure highly attenuated during
their path from the e -rth-surface to a mine tunnel -- the man-made noise is due essentially to the multiple hannonies
of the electric current (50 Hz) and to the motors. In this last case you can measure the noise for frequencies smaller
than 50 MHz, but in the HF or uHF range it becomes negligible, anic the noise amplitude is smaller than the noise of

the field-strength apparatus.

I-
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EXCITATION OF THE H.F. SURFACE WAVE BY VERTICAL

AND HOR:ZONTAL APERTURES

James R. Wait and David A. Hill
Institute for Telecommunication Sciences/NTIA

U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Boulder, Colo. 80303, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

Excitation of the Zenneck wave over a flat hovogeteous earth model was examined earlier [Hill and Wait,
1978]. 4he infinite vertical aperture with a Zenneck wave variation wos found to excite only the Zenneck
wave with no radiation field. The finite vertical aperture was found to excite a fieAd which is similar to
the Zenneck wave near the aperture but resembles the usual ground wave at large distances. Numerical results
for the various aperture heights were given for frequencies of 1 and 10 MHz. Both homogeneous ground and
sea paths were considered. Here we consider the generalization of the theory to allow fully for earth cur-
vature. Also both vertical and horizontal apertures are considered. These formulas ate the basis for more
field strength calculations for various aperture distributions including the Zenneck wave taper. The con-
clusions reached earlier [HiUl and Wait, 1978] are not modified.

1. INTRODUCTION

Ever since the pioneering work by Zenneck (1907] and Sommerfeld [1909, 1926], the propagation of radio waves
along the earth's surface has captured the fancy of theoreticians. The subject reached a state of some ma-
turity in the 1930-1940 period when Van der Pol and Bremmer [1937, 1938, 1939] exposed a general theory for
the diffraction of a dipole field by a finitely conducting spherical earth. Their approach also reached a
pinnacle of complexity because they wished to retain mathematical generality. But they did clearly identify
the nature of a number of approximations that led to simplified working formulas (i.e., the residue series)
that have been used by many for numerical studies. This subject is very clearly and exhaustively described
b) Bremmer (1949] who also made important individual contributions,

Benefiting by hindsight, a series of papers by Fock [1945, 19651 and his Soviet colleagues appeared about
this same time that essentially rederived the Van der Pol-Bremmer theory by introducing var,..us physical
approximations at the outset rather than at the end of the anaiysis. In a parallel development based on
wartime research in the early 1940s, Booker and Walkinshaw [19461 showed that the residue series represen-
tations were really nothing more than sums of normal modes. When the problem was formulated in this fashion
Oor a perfectly conducting earth, the modal spectrum was discrete and no need arose to introduce a contin-
uous spectrum of modes that was an inherent feature of the earlier studies. Sommerfeld was apparently very
conversant with this approach as can be evidenced by his most eloquent discussion of a related problem in
his famous Munich lectures on theoretical physics [e.g., see Sommerfeld, 1949].

Here we present an exposition of the normal mode approach to ground wave propagation; this formulation is
well adapted ro the solution of the surface wave excitation problem. The principal end result is the residue-
series representation for the vertical electric field over a spherical earth when excited by either a vezti-
cal or a horizontal antenna. The derivation incorporates the asential features of prior analyses without
becoming embroiled in the mathematical niceties of branch cuts and intricate and tricky deformations of
integration contours in the complex wave number planes. Previous papers that deal generally with the topic
are as follows: Spies and Wait L1966], Wait [1967), Zucker [1969], Bahar [19701, Wait [1970], Wait [19711,
Cho and King [1972], King, et al, [1974), Wait [1974], King and Wait [1976). Many of t:.ese papers also con-
tain additicnal references.

We will deal exclusively with an airlers earth since the physics of the diffraction process is not changed
when a smooth gravitationally stratified atmosphere is allowed for [Fock, 1965, Wait, 19721. Furthermore,Sthe earth's lower boundary is taken to be a homogeneolis dissipative medium characterized by & Epecified
conductivity a and permittivity c. Any irregularities of the surface profile of the earth's lower boundary

are also ignored. We neglect any ferromagnetic effects and assume Lhat the whole space is characterized by
the free-space permeability pt0

2. FOIRULATION

Our specific propagation mcdel is illustrated in Fig. 1. In terms of spherical coordinates (r,O.,) the
earth's surface is at r = a where a is the actual earth's radius. A conically shaped source region is de-
fined by r > a and 0 < 8o; later we let e become vanishingly small.

0 0

An essential point of the present derivation is that complete azizuthal symmetry prevails in the sense that
VO - 0. Also the source itself is assumed to excite only T.M. (transverse magnetic) wavcs in the sense
that the magnetic fie.&d has only an azimuthal o- * component H4. Simple physics tells us that the elec-
tric field has only components Er and Eq. It is not surprising to learn that all three field components can
actually be derived from a single scalar function U. For example, in the region r > a and 0 > 8o, if we
write

Hi = -ie% wu/a (1)

then U is what is known as a Debye potential. Here C is the permittivity of free space and W is the angu-
lar frequency. The assumed time factor is exp(iwt). Then, from Maxwell,

I r - (k2 + 32/ar2 )(rU) (2)
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As a further consequence, for r > a and 0 > 8o,

(V2 + k2)U - 0 (4)

Solutions can be obtained by straight-forward separation of variablesý however, we do not need to insist on
sit.glevalLednesi In the infinit.ily extended 0 domiin rince we restrict attention to ff > 0 > 8 . The radial0
functions are spherical Hankel functionb hv(kr) of order v that behave as exp(-ikr) as the argument kr - ®.
The corresponding angular functions are Legendre functions P,(-cosO) also of order v; the argument -cosO
or cos(fr - 0) is chosen such that the fields remain finite at the antipode q - it. To be explicit wr wr'te

h- h (kr)

UPV(-kosT) (5)

where the sumation encompasses all required values of v (to be specified below). Here AV is a coefficient
yet to be determined.

3. THE kURF.LCE IMPEDANCE CONDITION

We no', invoke the 3urface impedance boundary condition that greatly simplifies the derivation. Simply stated,
this requires that Ie - -ZH (aL r - a) (6)

When Z is the surface impedance. A good value to choose for this parameter is

Z - (ik!y)[l + (k 2/y2)1 no (7)

when y - [i1yo(a + icw)]½ is the propagation ,.onstanc for the earth and nr - (Up /co)h 1:0 is the charac-
teristic ispedance of free spaco. Actually this form for Z would be exac? for a vertically pclarized wave
at grazing incidence on a planar earth moJel. The so-called Leontovich boundary condition [e.g., see Fock
1965] is nothing more than the simpler version Z - (ik/Y)n that has the addit. ral cmstraint Ikt/y21 << 1.
Actually the surface impedance formula ran be made"exact" for the present problem by using

EVe -- ZVVH (8)

where 1 W / r) [ Vr•( -iyr) (9)

V -O+!it I rjV(-iyr) r - a

is the "impedance' for apherical wavus of order v. Pere JV is the spherical Bessel function that remains
finite at r - 0, the center ot the earth! The limiting case (7) ia obtained from (9) when the Debye a-proxi-
nation is -mde and noting that the important values of v are neai k (i.e., grazing waves). The reader
cpn delve into this ques-ion hy rea•lng the author's textbook [Wait, 1972) and several review papers on the
subject.t Hs.e we will be content w- h the form given by (7) which has the grea. merit that Z the effec-
tive surface impedance of the earth Cjes not :epend on the characteristic value V. As a consequence our
boundary condition becomes

L ty, r)] -I ZXh ((0)dx .×'•1 V n, Xhv - o ao

Another revealing form of this equation is nhtained by rcl.riting it as followa

Z + ZeV - 0 (11)

where I (W lr)rh,(kr)(
Ze,v i0o I rhv(kr) 2r - a

is an "extr tal" wave impedance. Equation (11) can be termed the transverse resonance relation.

4. AIRY FUNCTION APPROXIMATION

In spite ef the compactness of ('0) the determination of roots is a formidable task. In the ca:ly work on
the aubject such as by Vvedensky [1935. 1936, 19.?] and Millington [1939] in the early 30s, the so-called
tangent appro.-imation wde made which in effect repla.:(d the spherical wave :unctions h,,(.r\ in (10) by their
second order or Debye representation. Unfortunately this approximation breaks 4awn just where it is needed
most, i.e., fcr the lowest order roots where the attau.uation is the least. It was primarily Var der Pel and
Bsremer who surmounted this difficulty by rtilizing a third order representation for the sphe icai wrve func-
tions in terms of Hankel funct! ms of ordcr V!3. This process is desaribed in a very comprehensive fashion
by Bremmer [19491 In his book. % similar i, n many respects, a parallel development was carried out ty
Fuck [19bl] who used a very compact Airy functioi repreaentatinra that was equivalent to the more rumbe;aso,
Hankel functions order 1/3. We wilI adopt the latter form here; it amounts to making the substtLution
v J I/k - (ka/2)lt3t ka and to writin h 16 -

Xh(X -I(ka/2) w(t -Y) (13)
- iwhere

1/3
y - (2/k.)/(x - ka), X - kr

-and wer. the Airy function w(t) sactirfies the Stokes' differential equs.,ion

St 9.g.. see list of references, notably King and Wait j19761.
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(d3'dtt)w(t) - -*.(t) - 0 (14)

In tarsvs of coptemporary Airy functions
w(t) 2AI(tl]

'gU94- (13) and the corresponding form for the derivative. we easily deducs that (10) or (11) it approximated
by

[dw(t)/dt) - qw(t) - (15)

wvhere q -i-(ka/2) /e

Roots of this equazion are denoted to whe:e thk subcrip.p a asmumes the values 1, 2, 3... The corres-

pending values of the roots vs 5re then obtained frc.-

v + (•./2) v ka + (kal21 t

which is a highly cccurate approxistion for *he lover crder roots whore IV, kal << (kI/213.

S. THE EXCITATION PROBLDE

A further key step in the analysis is to enforce the source condition which wm can stat. as follows
1 (r) s 2nrO H (r,Oo) (16)

0* 0

for 6o << 1 and for a c r < -, Here 1(r) can be I.nterpreted as the total axial current. Nov, following
Soulerfeld [1949), we note that for 0 -,< 1

P (-cosO) w-i(vw)1n62  (17)
and

3P (-cus0)/3U w-luintvi)(2/0) (18)•v

Then using (1) and (5), the condition (15) becoqes

v-, r%(kr'
I~r) a -4tcc O2,av hV?-k-) sin vi! 19

where the summation is to Incline all roots v or vs. An important aspect of the present development is
that the radial wavu functions for those discrete modes (i.e., v - v.) are orthogonal in the sense that

-(kr)hv1(kt)dr - 0 (20)

If v 0 v'. This relationship .. )Tdo exactlv under the assumption that the surface impedance boundary coadi-
tion given 1,y (6) is valid for all diatr.tzc =-dos. Further discussion of this poi•t, appears elsewhere [Wait,
19681 whece it is also shown that the normalizing integral can be approximated by

h(kt) ka 1/3

~- NOk) I k) I~ ( 5 -q (21)

for the roots v - Vs It is now a simple matter to deduce that

In~ ' 1/3 h.v(kr)12- ) 1(r) -1 d; (22)
X, sinvui hkka t

If we deal with a verLical (i.e., radiallv oriented) elecctric dinole source at r r 0, this amounts to say-
i&that, i•thatI(r) - Ids6(r - ro• (23)

Ihere S(r - ro) i i :h( unit impulse function of r - ro. Then (22) reduces to the approximate form

kv 4 sinA k to - •re W(t)

Swhere Yo "(1ka) 3(r, - a) and ere the Airy function representations for the spherical Hankel functions• ~ ~is valid bahe Ikro- '<<k/)13

S6. EXPRESSIONS FMR THR FIELDn

The field quantity of most physical interest toa 0,e radial or vertical electric field 9 V, Clearly from (1)

this I s giv en by . Nhv(kr)

Ir - VýV(\' + ,V(Co@ (25)"2-s
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Again here the height-gain function can be represented in terms of Airy functions by

hv(kr) v(ts -Yy) = ~(2,;)
h (ka) wlt

where y - (2/ka) 1 /3k(r - a) providnd

lkr - Vi << (ka/2)2/3

for the applicable range of the heights'r - a. Alno in most cases we approximate the multiplicative factor

v(v + 1) (v+ 1/2) 2 , [ka + (ka/2) 1/3 t] 2  (ksa) 2  (27)

for the most important term.z in (25). Also in this same vein

pv(_eosO) ( 2 ;; )ie1/2 (8P(cs =( 2 12cos[(v + 1/2)(ir - 3) - ](28)

providet' Ivi >> 1 and S is not near 7r. In fact, the further simplification is possible in most cases:

P (-cose) ( /2  1 exp[+i(v + 1/2)(r - 0) - i '] (29)

since [-Im.v(27r - )] >> 1. Here we can ioeutify ae = d as the great circle distance between source dipole
and observer.

Raving made all the above approximations it is possible to write (25) in the following form

1/2 -ixt s w(t - y°) W(t y) (30)
E =ro( .r!\ E t_ 8 0 (0

r 0 q 2  :(t ) w(t )

where x - (ka/2) 1 / 3 e - (ka/2)1/ 3 d/a and where

E0 . -t~ot•Zdsi (2"d)

can be Idantified as the corresponding vertical field of the electric dipole located on the surface of a
flat perfectly conducting plane. The ratio E r/E is soetimes called the attenuation function and denoted
W.

7. DISCUSSION OF HEIGHT GAIN FUNCTIONS

wc now backtrack a bit and consider that we have a ground based vertical antenna of physical height h0 with
a specified current distribution 1(h). Then it easily follows that

E = - d-fI(h)dh W (31)

where the corresponding attentction fdnction Is written

W - _ (y) H (32)

where

G5 (y) - W(ts - y)/w(ts) (33)

is the "height-gain" funttion for the .bserver and H is the "-.ourcp excitatio " function defined by

h 0h
H . f h)y)dh/f 1h)dh 4)

0 0

y - (2/ka)1/3 kh

It is now 'seful to note that the function G(v) - w(t - v)/w(t) in general satisfies

d2C/dy2 - (t - y)G (35)

Also, of course, G(O) - 1 and because of the boundary condition (15)

[dGs/dyl -q (36)
y-O

Then it is a simple matter to show that

t y 2  I + tsq

" 2 6



or, more gerally that (y) Ayn (38'

n - 0,1,2...

where the coefficients A satisfy the recurrence relation
stn

Asn + 2 (n + 2)(n + 1) - A - ^atnA 1 (39)

when, by definition
Ao I 3 and A-, - 2 - A_3  0

of course we can also write
05(y - ~a.~nhn (40)Ca(Y) n h

where n-O
awee (ylh)n A n 0 ((2Ika) 1 /3k n A (41)

The "source excitation" function in now written

HS " anf I(h)h dh/jI(h)dh (42)

n-0,1,2 0

This -Viediately illustrates that the hixher order momenta nf the current dietribottion may contributo signi-
ficantly to the total field.

We nov represent the source current distribution as a sum of a finite number of exponentials. That is, we

let
1(h)" P. exp(-o h) (43)

a 1,2,...

for ho > h > 0 and specify that T(h) - 0 for h > h0 . This is an obvious form for the source if we are at-
tempting to optimize the launching of some type of surface wave. Thrq using (43) and (43), it follows readily
th a t hdh / [ -ash d h ]

handhfethoh (44)

or eoulvalently H 8 E E %. n./ :Am,o (45)

heeAm,n e-f hndh (46)
0

h nhn n(n o)h

a n d 
h " hAm.r0 , e'a0-h dh1 (48)

8. EXTESTON TO HORIZONTAL ANTENNA EX+:TAT+ON!i
In formulating the problem we had 4asumed an azimuthally nymmetric source that van specialized ta a rodially
oriented vertical antenna carrying a fJMlaental current. This is the wost obvious chcice of a transmitting
antenna that is to launch a vertically polarized (or T.M.) sround wav over the spherierl earth. But another
strong contender is a horizontal antenna that car-4es a specified filamental current throughout it's length.
The natural building block here is the horizontal or tungentially-oriented electric dipole. Thus ye coald
begin with the formal exact solution of the norizoncal electric dipole in the vicinity of a homogeneous
sphere (Wait, 1956). This formalism, however, is not needed for present pnrposes if we masks use of the re-
ciprocity theorem and the prior solution for the vertical electric dipole.

SFor the vertical electric dipole an individual mode or term in (5) can be written

U a *VhV(kr)?v(-coaC) (49)

where the radial function, of argument X - kr, satisfies

(d2 /dX2 )(Xhv) + IX' - v(V + l)]hj * 0 (50)

Also for the ranges of interest,

?P..(-Cos0) coast, X (sine)"'/2 exp 1-i(v + 1/2)01 (51)
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SJ,# a -C 0(V + 112)U V (53)

E V.0 , -i(v + l/ 2 )3(rUV)i3r (54)

Now the "wave tilt" parameter •V for a given mode is detineA and given by

6v.0 ~ S+ 1/2) 3 rU (55)EV Evr v(\- + 1) U 3r

* Using (52) this can also be writtenSIN + 1/2) a WcEvr (50)
V (v + l)r%,~r 57"VT

* The corresponding "va-a impedance" parameter is

ZV E- eVr (57)SHe,O EoW(V + 1/2)r

Now using the Airy funLtion approximation _iven by (13) it follows without difficulty that

. L W'(ts - y) (8
.. ~ WV Sq W(ts -y) (8

where A and S are defined by q - -i(k%/2)/A or A - Z/no an& (v + 1/2)2 • V(V + 1) a (kaS)2. Here, as
befnre, ts for mode a is related to v(or Vs) by (v + 1/2) a ka + (ka/2)1l3t,. In most cases S can be rc-
placed by 1. Thus we see that W. * A as y 0 0 since w'(t-) qw(ts).

An equivalent representation for thte wave-tilt parametei for a given mode follows from (33), thus

WV S G8(y) (59)
S•q ,

On using the series for the height function G5 (y) given by (37), it follows that

A 1 - tay/q + (1/2)(1 + toq)y'/q + (..

VI - qy + ty/2 A ...

Nov if we write S - (I - C2)l1 2 a 1 - (C0/2) then for a given mode tS a -C 2 jka/2) 2/. Keeping just first
order terms in y we see thatS1 8+ ik(r - a)C (61)

WV S 1 + ik(r - a)

This result can be shown to be quite consistent with the corresponding eave tilt for a vertically polarized
wave with an angle st incidence of arc cosC or arc sinS (i.e., for a grating angle of approximately C
radians).

We now may apply the reciprocity theorem to deLetmine the vertically polarized fields produced by a hor.-
zontal electric antenna. First of all we rewrite (30) specifically for the vertical field of a het..ht h 2
and a range d vertical electric dipole VED of toment a(hl)c.1 at height hl%

SEr 2-Wd t e_ q2 G (h )G (h )e-lka (62)

where the height-gain functions are defined by

SO(hi) - v(te - y,)/w(te); 1 1.2 (63,

and where yj 7 (2/k- ) 1kh.- Ai before x a (ka/2) 1 / 3 d/a and ts are the roots of w'(ts) - qw(ts) - 0 where
q - -I(ka/2)l/ 3 A where A is twhe normalized surface Impedance. Uatng the basic definition for the "wave tilt
parameter" giver, by (55) it is evident that the corresponding expression for the total horizontal field E
for the VZO is

2w, I te - q2

where

us * Aw'(t, " y)/[qv(ts - 7)) (65)

S It is useful here to note that

V,, (h2 ) - 4g 8 (h 2 ) (66)
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where v'(t* y2) v'(te - Y2 )
2 qw(t- - Y2j 3) (67)

We now can immediately invoke the reciprocity theorem to write down the expression for the v6rtical electric
field at height h 2 of a hortsontal electric dipole HM of moment Idjt1  at height hl for the same great circle
range d. The result [after interchanging the indices 1 and 2 In (64)] is seen to be

illwl(b, ) /2 -lxts

r IV(I(h 1)21rd ( '&E)2 /2^ - G (h2)g(h 1)coo eaikd (68)

where
g8(o ) W w'(ts - yl)/w'(tS) (69)

is tne height-gain function for the RED. Hlere, of course. # in the azinuthal angle at the receiver for the
source HED oriented in the -- 0 direction. In addition to the Er field and the go and HO derived there-
from there will be an Hr field and H0 and E. $erived therefrom. Here we will only be concerned with the
TK (transverse magnetic) or vertically polarized fields that are fully characterized by (62).

We nov consider a horizontal antenna at height hl of total length L wita a current distribution 1(0). Then,
clearly, the moment I(hj)dt 1 in (1) 1i to be replaced by

L/2
A met~ekst cog# dt (70)

-,2

and moved inside the summation. Here k. is the wave number ",/a for the mode in question; that is

k ksa - ka + (ka/2) 1 /3 t3

In an analogy to the case of t.e vertical antenna we can aefine an antenna gain function ±,: the fnllow'.ng
fashion

L/2
L I k Z )12

o -f I(I)eiSt cou* d ] I(t)dt (71)
-L/2 -L/2

The vorking expression for the vertical electric field is thus

E - LI cog# (72)

-L/2

where 1/2 -ixt
( ), %{-/ / .. (Y)F.s.(ho) (73)

Sto - qR

whore 
Yý_ Y2) - (2/ka) 1 3 

k(r - a)

An immediate example would be to assume a sinptle -ravelling wave of current on the structure i.e., () -
Ioexp(-ri) for -L/2 < <. + L/2. Then =+L/2 210

f Land :L/ 2

-inh[(r - ik cos$'(LI2)1

s F - ik cýosý)L/2) I 7nh(rt/')

9. SDIE U•UERICAL RESULTS AND FINAL RWARKS

The preceding formulation has been used to obtain extensive numerical results for various lx.as of apertute
di.tributions. We gSye a few examples here for a frequency of 10 MHz with propagation over land with a
conductivity a - :O--' shoals and a relative permittivity Ce/!o - C. In each case the effective he.tht of
the receiving (verttcal whip) antenna is zero and the great ctrcle range is denoted d. Normal atmosph,,•c
refraction is accounted for by using an effective earth radius equal to fout thirds times che actual eart,.'s
radius.

' n Fig. 2 the atrenuatinn function W as defined by (32), Is plotted as a function of the r.nge d for
the Zenneck wave distribution [Hill and Wait, 19781 !or the current on the ground-based vertical antennX
* o hi•ght ho. In the present case this means that T(h) - lo exp(-o•d) where a - 0.02b93 - I 0.03946 *-1.
Srhe values of ho shown range from 0 to 200m as ind;caced. The case ho - 0, of course, corresponds to the

ground-based vertical electric ,1lpole. These risulrq show that the Zenneck wave distribution Is not very
goa•d for launching grounJ waves over a spherical earth. The reduction of the field strength with increas-
ing ho is due to phase cancellation of the contributions in the various current elements. This effect iouldI not take place for the planar model (e.g.. as in Hill and Wait, 19700
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In Fig. 3 results sae shown for the corresponding attenuation function Wd when we have simply a vertical
electric dipole source at height h. Here the results illustrate the expected great advantage of raising
up the centroid of the current distribution so that full advantage can be taken of the height-gain function.

Finally in Fig. 4 we show the attenuation function W as defined by (73) for excitation by a horizontal an-
tenna of length L. The effective height hl of this structure is taken to be zero and we also set $ - 0
corresponding to the end-fire direction. The lengths L vary from 0 to 195m. Here the current distribution
is a travelling wave with a propagation constant r - ik(l - a2)1/2 . 0.0512 + i 0.2076m"l where k is the
free space wave number. Again this corresponds to a Zenneck wave, a plane earth with the same electrical
constants. The case r - ik - 0.20958m-1 of course corresponds to a travelling wave on the antenna structure
with an assumed free.space propagation constant. In the latter case the field strength at the receiver is
actually higher than for the Zenneck wave distribution. Again this is not too surprising because the pro-
pagation constant of the dominant creeping waves over the spherical earth are nearer ik than to the corres-
ponding wave value.

In general we may conclude that the Zenneck wave illumination is a poor choice for enhancing the ground wave
field strenbth over a spherical earth.
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DISCUSSION

H. Po~e~etin, Go
Do you still thunk that an aperture of infinite height would allow an improvement corresponding to the Zenneck
wave? Is it the limitation to a realistic height extension that prevents a better result?

Author's ReplyEven an infinite aperture could not excite the planar earth form of the Zenneck wave on a spherical earth But, of

course, such an aperture would excite the usual creeping wave modes& Thus, I do not think the height limitation of
the aperture is the xucial factor. Rather, one should minimize the phase cancellation of the fields radiated from the
individual elements in the aperture. The Zenneck wave distribution is particularly bad in this respect.
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£FFECTIVE USE OF NATURAL MODES IN VHF AND UHF TUNNEL PROPAGATION

,L. b)RlCK

pinstit.t de Physeque
B-40O SART TIlU4A

SUMMARY

An experimental study of the electromalnetic wave propagation i,. variotis tunnels, at
frequencies between I MHz and 1,000 MHz in presented.

The results obtained provide a bett r understanding of natural propagation mechanisms
in underground galleries containiag no transmission line. The analysis of these results
re~eals the existence of a cutoff frequency anO a strong correlation between the p1.pa-
gation characteristics and the transverse dimensions of the tunnel.

Further experiments are made in tunnels where a transmission line is used as a wavoguide;
they show under what conditions the natural modes can be useful in this case. These i.xies
can advantageously replace the so-called monofilar mode which is generally used for coup-
ling between the transmission line and the mobile transceivers. Experimental checking
shows that when using a well adapted transmission line, exploitation of natural propaga-
tion can greatly reduce the cost of the line installation without reducing its parfoSrmnces.

I. INTBRODUQTION

The most effective way, known up to the present,of solving the protlem of radio propaga-
tion in tunnels, consists in using transmission lines as zapports for propagation of
transverse electromagnetic modes (Fontaine et al., 1973, Delogne, 1974; Cree and Giles,
1975; Delogne and Safak, 1975; Deryck, 1975; Martin, 1975; Wait, 1975). The two modes
mobtly used are the so-called coaxial mode and the monofilar mode. The coaxial mode
ensures the energy propagation w' ,reas the monofilar mode makes possible the coupling
between the line and the transceivers.

Howeve-, even when containing no transmission line, the tunnel itself acts as a wave-
guide ind makes the propagation of natural modes pos-sible. These modes appear when ftc-
quency is high enough, higher than a limit value, which is called the cutoff frequency
of the tunnel. These modes are generally greatly attenuated so that they could only be
useful to ensure communications in short tunnels. However, for distances shorter than
200 m, these modes can be more suitable than the transmission-line-supported modes
(Damioso and De Padova, 1976).

The theory of natural mode propagation in tunnels his oeen extensively studied (Comstock,
1971; Goddard, 1973; Mahmoud and Wait, 1974; Emslie et al., ,075; Anderson et al., 1975).
Whe.t frequency is not too high, the tunnel can be assimilated to a metallic waveguide
with imperfectly conducting walls. The various theories ,ýropcqd give similar .esults,
except in the cases of degenerated modes which present some discrepancj (ilieso:n et al,
1975).At hignx frequencies, the walls of tne tunnel can be assimilated to a lossy dielec-
tric. Theoretical results show that in this case, the attenuation falls off like the fre-
quency square Obh•amu am lwait, 1974; Emlie et al, 1975)., 1-hfn eVori.','ntal ýheckinos arem ase, they
are generally limited to 2 cr 3 frecencius.

One of the ob~ects of this paper is to present experimuntal measurements of naturil propa-
gation in actual tunnels of various shapes and sizes and for frequencies lower and hikiher
than the cutoff frequency. The results obtained obviously show that there are three
different propagation processes. Moreover, by showing the predominan, influence of the
transverse size of the gallery, they will lead to a better estimati(- of the value of
the attenuation of natural propagation in a tunnel.

Another object of this paper, is to show under wh, conditions the natural modes can
advantageously replace the monofilar mode when a transmission line is used.

Experiments are presented which make conspicuous that using natural modes instead of the
monofilax mode, with a view to ensuring the coupling between the line and the transceivers
can often increase the line performances and reduce the cost of it3 installation.

2. NATURAL PROPAGATION THEORY

Assimilating the tunnel to a hollow conducting waveguide makes possible a very attractive
explanation of the various propagation mechanisms which occur around its cutoff frequency
when this tunnel ckntains no transmission line.

tSuch a guide maKes possible propagition of transvet3e electric and transverse !iagnetic
modes when the frequency is higher than a lmitinq value which is the cutoff frequency
of a partictlar mode. The values of these cutoff frequencies depend on the given mode,
and are also determined by the shape and the transverse dimensicn of the gallery. The
cutofi wavelengths are given for a rectanvula' waveluide by (Marcu.itz, 1951).
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where a is the width of the guide and b its height, and m, n are equal to 1, 2, 3, ... ,for
the TMmn modes, and equal to 0, 1, 2, 3, ... , for the TEmn modes. For a circular waveguide,
they are given for the Tl1mm modes by

271A = - r (2)
mn Xmn

where r is the radius of the waveguide and x n is the nth nonvanishing root cf the rnthorder Bessel function. For the TCmn modes, tle cutoff wavelengths are given by

x• --2-r (3)mn X•,t

where X - is the nth nonvanishing root of the first derivative of the mth ordeL Besselfunction.•

Below the lowest cutoff frequercy, propaqation is not possible. There, the field decrease
is only function of the transverse dimensions of the tunnel. The attenuation x is inden-
pendent of the electrical properties of the wall. It increases towards a limiting value
with decreasing Crequency in accordance with the following equation (Terman, 19471

r- 254.6 V IX •

= 1-A - , dB/unit length (4)
cV

wl.ere Ac is the longest cuto~f wavelength of the waveguide.

Above its cutoff frequency, attenuation of each mode depends on the frequency, shape,
transverse dimensions and electrical properties of the wavc-uide.

For rectangular waveguides, this attenuation calculated by a classical method, is given
for TMmA modes by (Marcuvitz, 1951)

3
/ ,2 + .2 1

cx8.9 2R bdB/m()2 + n 2,a•

bV/ 1mn

where

intrinsic impedance of the propagation medium = 4i7

- o10.83 . 10o /107-/•) (1/X\) ohms

uo conductivity of the cuide wa]ls in mho/m

permeability of the propagation medium in henry/m

E. permittivity of the propagat.on medium iiu fa-ad/m.

For TE. modes, thi-s attenuation . is given by :

I, yD2 + C n2  /1 1~ 1 \ I n + m) 7L)2
8.69 / ---- + - dB/m 6)

S a ýý n ,1 J - ý -
\.. mn)

where cm = if m = O and cm = 2 if m 0.

For circular wiveguides, the attenuation a for the TMMn modes is given by (Marcuvitz,
1951) -

a•8.69 R 1 dB/m (71

ra.n

and f,.r the TEmn modes by

86 dB/m (8)

mnn
L
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However, the walls of actual tunnels are often far from being well-conducting. As a
result, there are two limits to this waveguide model. First, below the cutoff fre-
quency of the tunnel, if frequency is low enough, the electromagnetic wave can propagate
thrcugh the rock, in the same manner as if there were no tunnel. Attenuation a in the
tunnel in then the sare as through the rock. It is given by (Gabillard, 1970)

a - 8.69 V(2wfu0/2) dB/m (9)
where f is the frequency in hertz, P the permeability in henry/m and a the conductivity
of the rock in mho/m.

When frequency is low enough, attenuation as given by (9), can be lower than atteruation
resulting from (4).
Secondly, at frequencies high enough, the walls of the tunnel act as a dielectric medium
rather than aa a conducting medium. Then, the loss is essentially due to the fact that
any part of the wave that impinges on a wall of the tunnel is partially refracted into
the wall and partially reflected back into the tunnel. This problem has been studied
theoretically for circular and rectangular tunnels (Glaser, 1969; Mahmoud and Wait, 1974;
rEmslie et al., 1975).

On cnndition that wavelength is short as compared to the waveguide transverse &anensions
and that we have

N(1E)
The attenuation of a horizontally polarized wave in a rectan(jular tunnel is given by
(Emalie et al., 1975) :

_ _ _ n•" •h(m, n) TM4.343 +2 dB/m 1•~a (Cr ~/ b3 (Cr 1)/

The attenuation of the vertically polarized wave is then
la. 2 n c i_•

av (m, n) - 4.343 A2 j _ + 3 - dB/m (12)
(r _ 1)- r 1

where c is the relative permittivity of the wall. Let xis no-ice that these attenuations
are genirally increased, as a result of wall rouihness (Mahmoud and Wait, 1974; Emslie
et al., 1975).

3. EXFERIMENTAL RESULTS IN ACTUAL TUNNELS

The most di'ficult problem to solvu, with a view to correlating the experimental results
with the theoretical investigations, are that TEM modes may be present simultaneously
with waveguide modes, and also that there is generally no information about the electrical
characteristics of the tunnel walls. TEM modes are due to the presence in most galleries
of longitudinal conductors such as pipes, railway tracks, trolley wires, etc...

Moreover, the rock electrical characteristics which are fovid in various tables are
useless for the present application. These characteristics vary generally with frequency
(Fritsch, 1963). As an example, rock conductivity generally increases with frejuency
(Debye effect) and with the voltage applied (Wien effect). This dependence is very
complex, both Wien effect and Debye effect depending themselves on temperature and
pressure (Onsayer effect). This attenuation dependence on frequency is more corplex
than it appears in equations (5) to (9).

As a result, it is not expected to obtain a perfect correlation between exFeriments and
theory, However, we shall see that this comparison is useful as it makes possible a
qualitati-e explanation of the various propagation mechanisms observed.

The first experiments were conducted in a tunnel without any conduct-r except the rock
and includes conductivity measurements of its wall in situ. This tunnel is dug in cal-
careous tufa. It iF 1,600 m long, 5 to 6 m hioh, and 4 to 5 m wide. The rock overburden
is about 50 m thick. The value of its conductivity was obtained by meaqurino the atten-
ustion of the wave propagating through the rock, and found equal to 10'- mhom at 1O 'Utz.
This tunnel is located in Lanaye, near Liege in Belgium. 'Its shape is .pproAirately
bimilar to a circular cylinder.

The attenuation of electromagnetic waves was h.asured in a straight section of this
tunnel for various frequencies between 2 MHz ant I GPz. The results obtained are
represented by crosses on fig.1. Curve I of thiR olagram repr.sents the theoret cal
attenuation of a wave propagating through a medium hcoing a conductivity of 10- mho/m
((9)). Cu-ve 2 shows the attenuation of a hollow circulak waveguide below its cutof* fre-
quency ((4M). The cutoff frequency was 35 MHz corresponding to ý.pproximating the tunnel
by a ý'.cular cylin~ar with a radius- of 2.5 m with propagatiron in the TE 1 rmode.
Taking account of tde conductivity 3f the walls, we drew curv-q 3, 4 and 5, w,,ich cive
the theoretical attenuation of TE11 , TEOI. and TMli mcdes for st.-h a quide ((7)) and ((8)).
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It can be seen in fig. I that, for each frcquency, experimental results are in agreement
with the Uteroreticil curve which predicts the lowest attenuation.

Between 40 MHz and ibout 90 M Hz, the TEl1 mode is dominant, the attenuation of the other
modes beinj greater by at least 100 dB/100 m.

As a result, the field decrease is uniform in the gallery. At bigher frequencies, the
field becomes more irregular as a result of interference phenomena between various modes.
Moreover, at 3ome frequencies, we observe two gradients in the field decrease. As an
example, at 200 MHz, fig. 2 shows that near the transmitter attenuation is about 108
dB/iO0 m, but at a greater distance from the transmitter, an attenuation of only
28 dB/100 m is observed. These values agree with the theoretical attenuation of the
TEll and of the TEoI modes respectively.

Experiments were also performed in a rectangular road tunnel before it was open to traffic.
It is 17 m wide, 4.9 m high and about 600 m l3ng. Its walls ate made of concrete. This
tunnel is located in Brussels, Belgium.

In this tunnel, the atteiiiation of electromagnetic, waves was measured at various fre-
quencies for vertically and horizontally polarized antennas. The results
are shown in fig. 3, where the crosses represent horizontal polarization and the circles
vertical polarization. Theoretical attenuation has been calculated below cutoff fre-
quency using (4), and above cutoff frequency for the TEe1 and TEro modes using (6) undex
the assumption that the conductivity of the walls was 0.1 mho/m, which is a probable
value for concrete. It is obvious that a vertical antenna excites essentially the TE10
mode, and a horizontal antenna the TEoI mode.

Cutoff frequencies of these modes are, respectively, 8.8 MHz and 30.6 MHz. It can be seen
in fig. 3 that below 40 MHz, polarization has practically no influence on propavation.
In fact, the only mode which can propagate with low attenuation at these frequencies is
the TE10 mode. When both modes can propagate with low attenuation, differences alpear
in attenuation according to polarization. These differences are no longer obser',ed at
the highest frequen.cies as a result of the high attenuation of the TE10 mode.

Cnmments on these results are in order.

1) Around the cutoff frequency, just below it, relation (4) is always verified with
perfect precision. As a result, propagation is never possible below the cutoff
frequency, except if wall conductivity is low enough, so that propagation through
rock is possible.

2) Attenuation, as given by (11) or (12) leads to a valae much lower than the exnerimen-
tal results. This cannot be attributed to wall roughness. Indeed, let as remember
that walls are made of concrete and so are very smooth. However, let us note that
the highest frequency considered (1,000 MHz)

0

0

is equal to 1.8, . value which is surely not very much lower than e

3) Equations (5) to (8) show that if attenuation increases with the square root of
resistivity, it is mori strongly dependent on the transverse dimenoions of the
tunnel. Thus, tne feasibility of a radio link in a tunnel is rr-re dependent on
the transverse size of the tunnel than on its wall conductivity. O.e can see
in fig. 4 how attenuation increases when the transverse dim•..s'ons of the tunnel
are reduced by a half, and vhen conductivity - reduced by a half. This figure
shows clearly that the influence of the transverse dimensions on attenuation is
dominant. This dependence is still higher when relations (11) and (12) are available.
In this case, attenuation is inversely proportional to the cube of the trensverse
dimensions.

Two important conclusions can be drawn from these experiments. First, propacation is
rarely posrible below the cutoff frequency of the tunnel. Seccndly, attenuation of
natural modes will be low in wide-sized tunnels.

These conclusions can be verified by any car driver havinq a radio receiver on board.
They can easi~y ibseive that Vill' can be calught in wide road tunnels, being generally
shorter than 200 m, i.hila LF can never be caught in tunnels which contain no longitudi-
nal wire. This is illust-rated by ;in. 5 and 6. Fig. 5 represents the ficid level of
a radio broadcastir.g station in LF (b20 kHz) ii. outside and inside the tunnels of the
ring of Brussels. All the tunnels are similar, except In length to the road tunnel
studied -.bove. Their length varie. between 1oo m for the shortes. tunnels and 300 m
for the longest. E-en in the shortest tunnels, field level is lower than noise in most
parv of the runnel. The same measurement made at 100 NHz, is presented In f ic. 6,
The results obtained ihow that field level is higher than noise level eve-ywhere in
the short tunncls and in most parts of the others.
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4. NATURAL MODE" AND TRANSMISSION LINES

The principle of transmission lines, used as supports for guided propagation in tunnels
consists in transmitting the electromagnetic energy by using the coaxial or bifilar
node, while the monofilar or natural modes ensure the coupling between the line and the
transceivers in the gallery. Monofilar and natural modes being highly attenuated,
exchange:; of energy between these modes and the coaxial or bifilar mode are needed.
Thezc exchanges may be continuouslN realized when using a lea~y cable (Martin, 1975),
or atlisrrete places when using mode converters, radiating devices or antennas (Delogne,
2974; &)eryck, 1975). In the latter case, the coupling loss depends also on the monofilar
mode attenuation between two mode converters.

14onofilar mode has been studied extensively (Gabillard, 1970; Deryck, 1973, 1975). Its
attenuation increases with frequency and is strongly dependent on the cable position,
as it is shown on fig. 7. In practice, the transmission line must generally be hung in a
vely eccentric position which increases the monofilar mode attenuation and the coupling
loss between this mode and the transceivers. As a result, when using monofilar mode, the
cable must be hung carefully, and its distance from the wall must be as high as possible,
and surely not lower than 5 cm.

The monofilar mode attenuation is an increasing function of freque.cy, while the natural
mode attenuation can decrease with increasing frequency.

CComparing experimental results such as those presented in fig., 1 and 7, it is easy to
determine, for a given position of the line in the tunnel, the frequency beyond which
natural modes are less attenuated than the monofilar orie. As an example, 'n the tunnel
of Lanaye, when the distance between the line and the wall cannot be higher than 10 cm,
natural propagation is more favourable than the monofilar one at fiaquencies higher than
80 MHz. Knowing the frequency limit where natural propagation is better than monofilar
propagation is very important. Indeed, in some cases, it deterraines the optimal use of
the trarsmission lin2.

Let us consider the line constituted by a non-leaky coaxial cable used together with
radiating devices inserted at discrete places. If natural mudes are not very attenuated,
hanging such a line carefully becomes useless, except around the radiating devices.
This line can be hung against the wall which greatly reduces the cobt of it3 installation.
Let us note that this is never possible with leaky cable without reducing its perform-
ances. Indeed, hanging a leaky cable close to a wall increases the attenuation of the
coaxial or bifilar mode (Deiyck, 1971; Delogne, 19?6).,

5. EAPERIMENTAL CONTROL

Various experiments can be carried out with a view to making conspicuous the advantages
of using natural modes.

In the tunnel of Lenaye, we measured the fielO level along a non-leaky coaxial cable conaining a short
leaky sectic i. A generator, coupled at the begining of the line excites the coaxial mode. 2ne leaky
section excites both monofilar and natural modes in the gallery (Delogne, 1976). The
cable is hung against the wall. Frequency is 450 MHz. The field level beyond the leaky
section is shown on fig. 8. We can observe that the attenuation value (15 dB/100 m)
is similar to the attenuation of natural propagatiov as given by fig. 1.

Other experiments were made in a rectangular road tunnel. This tunnel is 5 m high and
9 m wide. Its walls are made of concrete. We measured the attenuation of natural propa-
gation in this tunnel when it contains no conductor except its wal]s at 70 MHz, 100 MHz
aad 150 MHz. Then, a 300-metre non-leaky coaxial cable was hung at 10 cm from the roof
a:,d at I m from the side wall; a radiating device (Delogne, 19"4) was placed in the
middle of this cable, with a view to e;.citing both monofilar and natural modes in the
tunnel, when the coaxial mode is excited by a generator coupled to this line. The field
level was measured on each side of the radiating device at 70 MHz, 100 I!Hz and 150 MHz.
As an example, the result obtained at 70 M1z is represented on fig. 9. The field
attenuation at these frequencies was similar to that obtained in the case of natural propagaticn
Analyzing the field level around the end of the line (noted EL on fig. 9) we observe
that this end provokes no discontinuity in this level. This clearly indicates that
propagation outside the cable is essentially due to natural modes.

The following experiments enable us to find the frequency beyond which natural modes
are less attenuated than the monofilar mode. In a first experiment, the field level
was measured in the axis of the gallery, at 70 m from the ladiating device for frequencies
between 15 M4Hz and 150 MHz, the whole line and the 'adiating device being both at 10 cm
from the tunnel roof. In a second experiment, the distance between che line and the
tunnel roof wat increased ap to 1 m near the receiving antenna (fig. 10 a), with a view to
reducing the coupling loss between the monofilar mode and this antenna. The increase in
the field level, compared with the previous measurement is plotted on fig. I1, curve a.
The results obtained clearly show that the coupling loss is reduced (G > 0) only for
frequencies !ow;er than 60 MHz, .owinq that at these frequencies, propagation is due
to the monotilar mode.
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DISCUSSION

B., Renkh,. US
Are you saying, in .'onclusKio, that transdasslon cables are of no real unii vtn.e'b

Author's Reply
I sail thaot when naturAl modes are present, the line can be laid on the ground or ki any position you wish, because
it hi,., no influence on the coupling loss betweet the transceivers and the radiating devices. lowever, the transmission
line is needed to ensure the propagation of the 'oatkAl mode between the radiating devices,

P.F. 'hecetdci. It
In 1949 the Italian State Railway mlade propagation evperunents in A Is Klm double track tuiencl using 3 Gilt
sig"nls. 'he results were positie. although high sttenuation *row when another train was in tfle tunnel

AuthoC's Reply

agree with ihese observations I w,.0!e some expermients on the influence of vehicles on wave ptopagatiton in road
tunnels, as I have described. The results from these experiments indicate that cars hale prwcitcally no ,iflumce on
the field level, but that big trucks generally provoke an important Jecrease of the field !evel I think it is strongly
dependent on the ratio between the ehicle sate and the tunnel mit.

S
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COMKPARISON OF LOOP AND DIPOLE ANTENNAS IN

LEAVY FEEDER COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

David A. Hill and Jamis R. Wait
U.S. Department of Commerce

Boulder, Colorado 80303

ABSTRACT

The mutual impedance between electric and/or magnetic dipoles in a circular tunnel containing a leaky co-
axial cable is derived for arbitrary dipole positions, For the usual case of large dipole separation,
the bifilar mode approximation is used to compute the mutual impedance and assoc!ated transmission loss.
For typical cable parameters, a broad minimum in transmission loss is found in the range from 2 to 10 MHz.
In this frequency range, the tra,Rqmission loss is slightly less for magnetic dipoles (loop:) than for elec-
tric dipoles. While the analytical model is a cable within a tunnel, the general approach and many of the
conclu-'ons would aply to similar above-ground systems. Thus the results are relevant to railwai and road-
way communications of the limited access type.

1. INTRODUC 1ON

The leaky feeder technique [Beal et al.. 1973] has been developed for communication in mine tunnels [Martin,
1975]. The leaky transmission line is usually a coaxial cable [Fontain et al., 19731, and the energy is
coupled into or out of the channel by antennas in the vicinity of the transmission line. Both electric
dipole [Haining, 1974; Harma et al., 1974; Okada et al., 1975] and monopole [Delogne, 1974, Cree, 1975] an-
tennas havc been used. Small loops or coils [Breitenbach, 1974; Crlbbens, 1974] have also been used to
couple to thc magnetic field.

.n a previous paper [Eill and Wait. 1976], we calculated the mutual impedance and trq."f!!sion loss between
a pair of electric dipole antennas located in a circular tunnel which contained a leaky coaxia& cable. The
previous formulatioa utilized a reciprocity derivation [Mahmoud, L974; Hill and Wait, 1974] w-ich was useful
only when the transmitting and receiving dipoles were widely separated. Here we employ a morc direct deri-
vation which allows arbitrary dipole locations and includes both electric and magnetic (small loop) dipole
antennas. In addition to computing the transmibsion lass, we utilize the computed input resistance of the
dipoles in the circular tunnel environment [Hil' and Wait, 1978]. Thus the near fiele losses due to the
lossy tunnel walls are accounted for.,

1..hen the dipoles are widely separated, the total transmission loss reduces to the sum of the dipole-to-
cable coupling loeses and the attenuation of the dominant mode. Numerical results are presented in order
to compare the relative effectiveness of electric and magnetic dipole antennas.

2. DIPOLE EXCITATION

The cross section of the circular tunnel is shown in the cylindrical coordinate system (p,#,z) in Figure
1. The ai= -filled tunnel of radiu- a has free space permittivity C° and permeability to" The surround-
ing rock has conductivity 0e, permittvity Ce, and permeability ue-

The coaxial cable of radius c is centered at (0 ,4 ), and it is assumed that c is amall compared to
both the free space wavelength and the distance ov tre cable from the tunnel wall. The specific leaky
cable of interest here is modeled by: a center conductor of radius a and conductivity aw, insulation
of outer radius b and permittivity C, a thin shield of radius b that can be characterized by a trans-
fer inductance per unit length LT, a protective jacket of outer radius - and permittivity c , and a thin
lossy film of radius c that can be characterized by a conductivity-thicknesi product ad. Actually, the
results given in this paper apply for any thin axial conductor which can be represented by a series imped-
ance per unit length Z(A) where X is the axial wavenumber. The appropriate expresAion for Z(X) fcr this
coaxial cable model has been derived previously for use in the solution of the mode equation [Wait and
Hill, 1975].

The x-directed dipole source at (pn,€e,0) can be either electric or mngnetic. The electric dipole source
has a dipole moment it where I is the current at the feed point and I is the effective length. Theoe

- usual exp(iwt) time dependence is suppressed. The magnetic dipole source Us a magnetic dipole moment
IA where A is the effective area.SIoe Aoe

The expressions for the fields of electric and magnetic dipoles of arbitrary orientation have been derived
previously [Hill and Wait, 1978]. Here we consider only transverse oriertations which generally are more
effecLive in coupling to the leaky cable. In addition, x-directed arientaticn is sufficient to cover all
transverse cases by pro,,er selection of 0o and 0e"

The total fields at any point in the tunnel can be derived from electric and magnetic Hertz potentials U,
and Vt which are the z-components of the electric and magnetic Hertz vectors, respectively [Wait, 1959].
Furthermore, we can write

=t V + ( )

and

Vt V + V (2)

U and V are the Hertz potentials that would exist in an enpty tunnel, while U and V are the contribu-
tionn (outside the cable) due to the axial cable current. The expressions for U and V have been derived

t tpreviously [Hill and Wait, 1978], and the derivation will not b~e repeated here. The specific expressions
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The components of the total field are o%tained from at and V. by the well known [Wait, 1959] relation*:

a lu t / W o 3V t

1 2 U t Vt(

v • . • -• + i k oV , ( )

Et , A!2 - '

i•€ a~ 2Vt (6)

H -- + i I-

au -- 3z' ) t, (7)

where yo2 ... 1 oC"

3. MUTUAL IM.rtNCE

W]e eonalder now P so11 receiving dipole of arbitrary transverse orientation loca ed at (pr rz_ r aiin-
dicated in Figure 1. For a receiving electrric dipola of effective vector length fre' the rec eived voltage

v rIs

Vr -re Et(9

where
Et P P + (E6

Thus the mutual impedance () Is
2 Vr/I (10)

SFor a receiving magnetic dipole (loop of cffcet'~ve area A re) the received v'oltage v r is

Sr- •o r (8)Ht

where .- Ae l4.1)

and R is a unit normal to the loop surface. Thus the mutual Impedance Z ISfor a small receiving loop Is

3 .r/I A ior n• (12)

Z~~~ r r

At this point, there is no restriction on the dipole locations (provided they are insidc the tunnel and out-
side the cable). The formulation in also valid for mixed1 dipole types, such as electric source dipole andmagnetic receiving dipole. ihen the dipolee are locatod close together (small Itr1), he integral forg for

the fields (as given in Appendices A and S) msut be evaluated nuuerically in order to compute the mk,tial im-
pedances. This is a rather tedious task, but It twos been done in order to evaluate the change In the self
impedance of electric and magnetic dipoles due to the tunnel walls and leaky cab)-- [Hill and Waiti, 19781.

4. BIFILAR MODE APPR•O[IYATION

For large values of jal, the dominant contributfor to the fields is from the mode of lowest attenuation. For
moet cases of interest, this is the "bifllar" modr which carries most of Its energy between the center con-
ductor and the braid but also has leakage fields outside the cable. Th- propagetion constant kh of this mode
satisfies the mode equation D)(Ab) - 0 where D(X) is given by (8-7). Thin m.ode cquatio-.A has beef/ solved nu-i
inrically [Waite and Hill, 1975] and analytically for the quani-sstetc case (Seidel and •t, 1978a). T'he
propegation constant A b Is approximately that of the ca!,le insulation, i..e. A b = W(Uo•)0 N

The approximate expressions for the Hertz potentials for largn Jiz are obtained by conto,ir integration ofS(B-1) and (3-2). If only the pole contribution from the blfiler mode Cat A - A b) Is included, the apprro-:i-
Sm•te expressions for UtC and VPt are found to be
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(b )exp(-ixb1h1) m K(Vb~o)
Ut V-2 -K(VbP) iR(b) X P-a I (Vbp)I (vbpc)*xp[r-m(-'*4)1 (13)

and

V. 2i~ (v 0 D~'x I (v pOexp[-im(*-4i) (14)
IX-A b a.-Am

where1/

V b ; X+Yo)

Our previous solution of the cde equation, D(X) - 1, utilized a version of Newton's method [Hamming. 19731

which yields the required derivative dl()V/dX with no additinnal effort. If other modes ire needed, they
van be hanled in the same fashion. Then (13) aad (14) would be a modal sum over X i here Ap are the solu-
tLions of D(A p) - 0.

For the mine communication application, the bifilar mode approximation Is sufficitnt, The field components
at large -t1 are approximately given by substituting (13) &nd (14) into (3)-(B). The approxi.tate expressions
for the mutual lmpeda.ce of widely 4paced dip-les are, in turn, given by substituting the retultant field
expressiens into (10) or (12). Whei, this is done, the result in (10) agrees with the previous approximation
for the mu.uai Impeda,,ce of elec.ric diuolej as obtalned by reciprocity [Hil.& and Wait, 1976].

S *TLANSIUSSION LC:!.,,

If the input resestt-ce of too transmitting antenna is Re, then the input power Po is

P0 - I 12 1/)

If the .nput resistence of the receiving antenna is Rr apd the cntenna is torminated in x matched load,
then the received power P rxar

Pr " IC'ml ) (16)

Thus the transmission loan L (in dR) is

(Po [4R RIt

L s 10 - s l5t 1z1081k17)

Since the transmitter power is limited in nine coruicatitfonq, it is the transmission loss which is of most
interest to the systems enitneer. The expression in (17) applies to both electric and magnetic dipoles as
either transmitting or receiving antenna.

In order to compare the relative morits of dipole and loop antennas, a computer program was written for trans-
missior lorr betvwen elther a pair of electric dipoles o; between a pair cf magnetic dipoles, The required
mutual impedances were computed from (10) and (1i.) using the hifilar modý appcoximation in (13) and (14).
For the input resistances, the actual corputed valuen in the tunnel environment (Hill and Wait, 1978] were
used. Thus the near field loss resistanoe due to the tunnel walls was accounted for.

In all numerical results, the following parameters wore used. For tha tunnel, a - 2m, oe - 10 3 mh'./m. r /C
10. and v. •a - 1. The cable was located at o/s = 0.9, rnd the parameters adopted were: a - 1.5 mm, be- Te
mm, c 16 4. o - 5.7 x 107mho/m, lf I- 1.5, and od - C. Thu: tOe dielectric lacket and the lossv thin

r lackot have been x,luded since tey hive been found to have a negligible effect,

Botho Llectric dipole2 were x-dirocted with f -. -€ -0 for :aximum cable coupling. The effective dipole
lengths, I anA Itr: , %:te both taken to be 0.5m. This could correspond to a physical lenpth of lm with
the usual Uiangu r urrent distr .but~on .or elertric~allv short dipoles.

Both magnetic dipoles were x-direczed with *o-¢r=C -90" for maximum cable coupling. The loop areap, A and
1ro' wore both taken to be lm?. or

In Figure 2, the trmusaission loss L 1, shown for two dtp~le locations, po/a - pv - 0.5 and P - P - 0.
The transmission loss for the dipoles at the cer.ter of the tunnel (p -or- O)01 llrger sietplv becguse the
dipoles are farther from the cable.. The .'irvos for various separati as :r saw the effect of the attenuationof the bifIlar mode. TI*e attenuation even .,- 2 km is seen to ne quite small at ! MHR bat much larger at
50 411z. The curves for i - 0 are thou.n merely to illustrete the two-"av coupling lss to and from the cable.
This coupling loss is fatiFly imatl because we have taken a rather large valui of 40 nH/W for the surface
transfer indtctance L., of the cable hraid [Fontaine eL al.. 1Q73]. Also, the low val.e of c/c - 1.5 yields
a fairly high velocitt for the bifilhr mxde which anrves to decrease the co.ipiing loss. In addition, the
larger coupling loss quoted by many c€ble manufartureii applies to antentlas located 20 feet (a 6m) frol. the
cable. The atitenna-cablo separations in Figure 2 are only 1.89 and O.Pm, Thus the pardaeters and the con-
figuration represented in Figure 2 represent a ve.y favorable situation. Still the results are in reasonable
agreement with the flee ipace coupling loss calculationo of Rawat and Beat [1974] using somewhat different
a.Asumptionse

In Figure 3, we shyw the corresponding transmispion lose for a pair of identical magneti.: dipoles (loops).
The results ar* similar to these of the electric dipole, and the transmission loss is slightly lower for the
low frequencies.
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ArPENDIX A - T4PTV TUNNEL FIELDS

The emity tunnel fields *re obtained from the Hlerts potentials U and V wh'ch are given by {H[N1 and Wait.
19781

U - rt%(()K%(vP) + P,,\)im(vP)] (A-1)

v- i[B O,)K.(vp) +q(t v), (A-)

whe r,

rt 7 f 1 l expl-im( ý.~-4 0)exp(-Ila)d)X

(A-3)v-()•+yo) 1 1 2- , ¢ y j ;ofr~ o, " 1()/2
0, C wj 0 C00'

and anC and , Kare mod~ied Besael functions. The intepratic,, contour is taken along the real axis in the
cOplex , plane, and the summ.t-ion is taken over all Integer values of m from - to 4-.

The terms involving K. repsesent the primary field (for no<P•a ). For the electric dipole source, A. and
mB are given by s 0

-If
A()) M 0- (.-,)[exp(i )I+(, + ep(-io .lVo ' (A-))

Is2v M 0M- 0(A4
0

S11_.-oe )(Ifi exp( io)1 1-(VP) exp(i-0)1M+l(v C 0 j
B()

Por the magnetic dipole source, A and R ore givve" by

AMfA ) - IA (,) t i)i (vP.-) -)I NO exp(io)I1 (Vo)-)

BE )) - 1(-7-*- )[exp(io m l (vP.) -V eop(-1io)I,_j(vpo)] (A-7)
02 v00 0

The terms Involving I In (A-l1 and (A-2) represent thr saocondary fielda due to the tunnel walls. P and
are related to Am Andmtm by the foIlownI ng1 [(2: +') ( o

PI(A )- A() - % + n 0 oYm LO + + )-J-DI
[( A oxj A i o(i via

wher'e

D %o + vi-+ noY V. -t: + %•
06 1a V Is 0 /\ VIa 0 M0

a nu)d;'(uao)/%(%ao ,

and
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rl
u : 1/2.

In (A-8) and (A-9), the following notational simplicity has been used: I , (va), I• " 11•(va.) K( "
K(V a, and K;*- (va). "

APPF•NI.)X B - CABLE FIELDS

The fields due to the axial cable current are obtained from the Horts potentila U. and V which are given
by (11111 and Wait. 19781.W

- W,(p - m Im (vak. I%(v0)lm(vpc)exP[Im" ) leXpC-i.\s)d ,

Ve" "t¢)) . mv¢')A a(\'l (vPexpl'-irO4-)jcxn(-iXz)d.%,•B2

'-03 c m 1m -z)

where

d [,, + - 20P cos(-4)"

To satisfy the boundary conditions at the tunnel wall.;, R,,(%) and A (1) are given t~y

r -Va o P I (A ) I [

IS 0 A 1(

and 

(B-4)

where Pm(ý) and Qm(A) are given by (A-,'1 and (A-Q9

The factor F,(1) is given by

Fc(A - r.

".here Um) •• - V, P ml•) (vo )-xpl-b."(0-4ol,••

DM 2:: iwc:Z(:) + vzINo(VC) -:r M: :va°: 0 m a(

The modal equation to determine thc disucrete propagation modeq• ni the tunnel [Wait and 11M1, 19751 Is simply
DO(1) - 0.

The quantity E0(0) is artu th- Fouriet tvansform of the axial electric field due to the 4irect or primarv
influence of the source dit: , -valuated at the cable. For An x-dtre,-ted electric dipole. EP(f) to give., by

0 cosý P 0Cos,',~~~to It co~ oO~

'Inally, for an x-dire.'td magneuic dipole, IP(1) 1, given by

•) I~oA oe Ocstnf ¢ sinA A
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MODE CONVERSION BY TUNNEL NON-UNIFORmITIES

TN LEAKY FEEDER CCOMHUNICATION SYSTEMS

David B. Seidel and James R. Wait
Cooperative institute fir Research in Environmental Sciences

University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado 80309

ABSTRACT

Using an idealized theoretical model, we deal with the inadvertent mode conversion between the bifilar and
monofilar modes in a tunnel that contains a braided coaxial cable. The tunnel is allowed to have various
kinds of lateral non-uniformittes suchi as changs of wall conductivity ann prrmittivlty. We conclude that
such effects arc very important in understanding leaky feeder systems.

INTROP_7TI0N

The leaky feeder concept has been 4tilizd effectively in intra-mine commani.,atlons IDelogne 1976, Mahmoul
and Wait, 1976]. Previously, it oas found that such a syvttem using a braided coaxial cable will propagate
two low f.equency Lransmission line modei [Hill and Wait, 19751. One of these eigen modes (i.e., tl., r,.-o-
filar modt) is readily excited from an arbitrary point within the tunnel but suffers high attenuatio- be-
cause the return current flows mainly in the tunnkl wall, The other eiger mode (i.e., the bifilar mue'
has low attenuation because the return current flows mrostly in the sheath; but it is poorly excited for an
external source in the tunnel. Thus, for an efficient limited access communication system, it is desirable
to convert energy from one mode to the other. Such mode conversion can be obtained through intentional in-
sertion of axial prn-uniformities in the coaxial line or within the tunrl environment. Alternately, such
conversion miy occur inadvort ntly due to existing nonuniformities along tho tu.nel's length in an earlier

paper fSelde, and Wait, Sept. 1978), transmissi-n line techniqtes were used to develop a theory of controlled
m.,de conversion for a braided coaxial cable in it semi-circular tunnel. Specifically, we had considered a
cable that contains a short section of higher leakage corresponding to the "leaky stub"' converter suggested
by Delogne [Delogne, Sept. 1978). Such results are relevant to mine coisaunication sys~ems, using the con-

. - tinuous leaky feeder concept (Martin, 1971], which rely mainly upon such inadvertent mode conversion for
their oppration. However, this point of viev has not been universally adoptea by the leaky-feeder communitv.

S2., FORMULATION

The model assumed is descrAbed in terms of a cylindrical coordinate system (p,o,z) and is shown in Fig. 1.
The tunnel wall is located at p - a for 0 < € < r, and the assumed perfectly conducting tunnel floor 49

0located at • 0 and T =r for 0 < P < -. Tn, region defined by P > a0 anu 0 < 0 < r, is a homogeneous me-
dium with conductivity 0 and permittivity c . The coaxial cable with outside radius c is centered at
p -p•and = The region defined by p a, 0 < < 7T and 0' > c, where 0' is the radial component of~~. a cli~ndia corlaesse •,' etered at (o ,0 ). Is described by the free space permittivity
and permeability c and P , respectivel., The geometry of Nhe coaxial cable is shown in rig. 2. The inner

conductor, of radius a a high but nite conductivity 0 . The surro'-ding ins,.Ia'ion of radius b is
a lossless dielectric with permittivity E. Tne braided s1-ea~b located at P' - b is characterize(, y a sur-
face transfer impedance Z_. The outer dielectric coating has radius c and permittivity c c We also allow
for the possibility that a thin lossy film is located at o' - c which is characterized by a transfer imped-
ance ZL . (2"tc(od))" 1 where d is the cond.,ctivity-thickne.-s product of the lossy layer. Ue assume that
the fields of each mode of this structure vary as exp(-I'z-ri,t) where w is the angular frequency and 1"4, the

complex propagation constant foe the particular mode.

In a previous paper (Seidel and Wait, July 19781, we obtained a quasistatic mode equation for the low fre-
quency quasi-TEM modes for this structure. There it wae found that, in generai, there are three distinct
modes of this type. The corresponding rropagation constants rI were found to be the roots of a cubic equa-
tion with complex cocfficients. In the special case where theilossy film layer is absent, there are Illy
two modes, whose 3ropagation constants are obtained from a quadratic equation. In each case, two modes can
be identified as the well-known -onofilar and bifilar modes. The third mode, when it exists, is referred to
as the jacket mode (Seidel and Wait, July 1978].

Because the dominant low frequency modes of this system behlave like TFA4 transmission-line modes, we can use
transmission-line concepts to consider the effects of axial discontinuities along the extent of the tunnel
[Seidel and Wait, Sep-. 1978]. This is accomplished by defining characteristic impedances which relate the
currents and voltages on the various conductors present. These voltages and cuirentr a•et teen expressed
in terms of incident, reflected, and transmitted waves on each side of any discontinuity, and associated
coefficients ,,f reflection and transmission between the various modes are obtained by enforcing Kirchoff's
voltage and current laws at the discontinuity. It goes without saying that this quasi-static approach is
valid only in an approximate qense since higher-order evenescent modes are neglected.

A solution for the reflection ano transmission matrices i and T was obtained earlier [Seidel and Wait, Sept.
!978] for the case of a tunnel containing a section of length Z over which some physical characteristic of
the tunael was different from that in the remainder of the tunnel. Although the method was applied there
only to one type of intentional converter, it is also suited to the consideration of a-ny types of inadver-
tent mode conversions, such as uniform discontinuities of wall permittivity of conduct~vity. Howcver, be-
fore pursuing these extensions, it Is worthwhile to somewhat extend the previous quasi-static analysis
[Seidel and Wait, Sept., 1978].

it is tall known (Collin, 19601 1-. tke reciprocity theorem, that fur reciprocal, isotropic media, the re-
flection and transmission matrices R and T defined in [Seidel and Wait. lq78J will be symmetric if the
modes are norralized such that the power flow in the various modes are equal. However, in (Seidel and Wait,
Sept., 19781, the modes wexe normalized by the rather arbitrary conventiou that the current on the coaxial
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we will denote :he non-symmetric reflection and tra ]mission matrices associated with this normalization
by R' and I'.

Now we define a new m.de normalization by the convention that is = it where I is the coaxial bLaid cur-
- os

rent in the Jth mude a.J {aj) by demanding that th( matricve R and T associated with thi: normalizaticn be
svmmetric. Since [Seide. and Wait, Sept.. 19781 provides a solution for R' and • , we simply need to relate
R, T, and {fja to these quanti-ied.

It is easy to show that a end 1 are related to R and •' by

• ~Ri (a /a )Rj(i

S~and
Tij = (aj/ai)T~ j

Since we demand Rj Ral and TIi. r1i, (1) implies that

(aj/ai) - Ri'/RJ' )l/2 CT' uT')1/2 (2)L iiii ii
and thus

R - (RijR~i) /2

(3)Tij = ZjT~)

T =j (T ' T ý`,' )1 72

From (2) we see tiat only che relative amplitudes of the eigencurrents need be restricted and hence we
arbitrarily set a- . 1. Thus, for a structure propagating N modes, (2) gives us N(N-l) equations for the
N - 1 unKnowns [a.), J - 2....,N. Obviourly, this system of equations is rverdetermined for N > 1. If, in
tact, tCe systei has a solution, it is an indication that the modelling process has preserved re:iprocitv

3 SOME NUMERICAL RESULTS

In what follows, we will adopt the convention that modes 1. 2, and 3 are the monofilar, bifilar, and jacket
modes, respectively. For regions of the tunnel where z < 0 (Region 1) or z > Z (Region 3), the parameters
describing the physical properties of the tunnel are the same, and unless specifically indicated otherwise,
will have the following typical values: a - 2m, p0 - l.Sm, - 450, c - l0C , " - lO-2m.has/m, a =a 0 , 9 1 e oe
1.5mn, b - 1.Ocm, c - 1.15cm, C - 2.5c , e - 3,0L , a - 5.. 9 l0mhoa/m, • - -5,od - 0. and f w/21 =

3&fHz. The coaxial braid is fairly leaky, with a surface transfer inductance LT - 40 nH/m.

In the region described by 0 < z < Z (Region 2), we will let one of the parameters Pssume a different ,clue
than in the remainder of the tunnel; all other parameters are equal to those given above. Data will be
given fcr the monofilar, bifilaL, and converslon reflection coefficients (R1 1 , 22 -, R1 2 ) and similarly for
the monofilar, bifilar, and conversion tran'mission coefficients (T 1 , T2 2 , t1 2). The .ituarion is depicted
in Fig. 4. Data are given in dB, that is

X ij (in ib) - 20 lOglJXjJ

where X jdenotes any one of the various reflection or transmission zoefficients.

First we consider the effect of a change in the tunnel wall's conductivity 0 e in region 2. Figure 4 plots
X as a function of J for va. ous values of £. It is seat. that the reflection coefficients and the con-
ve sion transmission coefficient vary in the same manner, exhibiting maximum conversion and reflection uhen
the conductivity is higher in region 2. When a is lover in region 2, these coefficients level off, and

e -2are relatively insensitVve to further downward changes in a e. Of course, at ae - 10- mhos,'m, the re•£ons
are the same and we expect R., R - R. and T to vanish. It is also interesting to note that •.. (in
db) = ai where ot - 8.686 .ea±i(P3 1 is the attenuation rate of the Jth mode in region 2 (in d /-}. This
means that, essentially, all energy in each moJe is transmitted with only small reflection and conversion,
Pnd transmission loss is due, primarily, to the modal attenuat 4 on rate in region 2.

Figure 5 shows a si lar relation of these coefficients to a change in tunnel wall petmittivity (c ). How-
ever, not unexpecte. Ly, the maxiraim conversion and reflection occurs when _e is smaller in region 9 then in
regiunL 1 and 3. Correipondingly, conversion and reflection are relatively insensitive to upwnrd changes
in region 2 permlttivity.

Another interesting source of inadvertent mode conversion is due to variations in the lossy film on the
cable's outer surface. To consider this, we now let ad - l0-2mhos in both r*gions 1 and 3. Figure 6 snows
the effecL of varyir' ad in relion 2 upon R and T. We find that whe- ad is lower in region 2, ttlcz: is
little node conversion or reflection, and the coefficient a I, R2 9 " R1 2, and T12 are relatively insensitive
to domra..wrd changes in ad in region 2. Conversely, when ad in region 2 is increased above that in regions
1 anM 3, wf see an immediate increase in reflection and conversion. Again, as in previous examples, T11
and T2 2 are essentially dependent upon the attenuation rates of the respective modes in region 2.

Although variations in ad along an actual mine tunnel are an unavoidable source of mode conversion, the be-
havior of T and R suggest the Interesting idea of intentionally coating periodically spaced segments
of cable WiH a condActive material to be used as mode converters. Indeed, we see that if d - 10-2rhos
for the unperturbed system and 5 to 10m lengths of cable are coated to increase this to I mho, we obtain
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a convertnicn transmission coefficient of about 3C dB. From fScidcl and Wait, Sept. 1978), we found thatfor a typica: leaky-stub (i.e., leaky section) -onverter (LT. - 40 nli/r), T,2 was .4bout 20 to 25 dD, Int-n-t'onal. coanerters of this type would be easy and inexpensive, and might be a quick and simple fix for areasof po~nr reception in rxirting continuous acless leaky feeder systems.

diel ctri s ha e ur n mode conver ,'ion forrgiven discontinuitý. Specifically, consider a !- 1 mhos/M in regio'n 2 '*-1-mhos/m iii regions Ian )and cvnsider R and T for variou., pe-m..tivites of the cable insuldtIon (C). Note that C is the sdeinthroughcur all thre,f regions, For this particular vall. conductivity discontinuity, we see that mode con-

Thusfarourtczhnique has heen applied only to changes 'In material parameters of the system. But it can
also be applied to changes in tunnel ,;eosu-try. Obviously, because of the resultin- abrupt geometrical dis-continuities, our confidence in the method i. somrewhat l'-ss: such tesults are not given here (but they areavilable from the .arrhors on request).

At this point, it is intere tizcg to consider ths1  a R astndy oft solutions for thz normalization constantswihsymmetrized i nT Acturally p iramt lrs cansiste ncy Ifwere obtained by (3). However, in eachcsall N(N-1) salution'e to (2) were zlsz, examined. For the results presented it' Figs. 4-7 (that werecaatrzdby cagsi aeilprmtr),all solutions for (2) were alwdy.. In agreement in excessotfour deci-mal. places. It is worth mentioning here that this consistency was ',ot found when the geor'etrl-ca] 7harizcteristics such as tunnel radius and cable 1locat 4on were modified over the section of length Z.lioweveL, we do not dwell on this matter here since it does not affect the results presented.I4. CONCLUDING REMIARKS

Welovo demonstrated by a rudimentary thecvy that in&bdvertent mode conversion ~an be a significant aspectofleaky feeder commnunication systems. In particular, if the phase velocities of the monofilar and bifilarm'ode are of the Saczs order, rel itively small lateral thanges In the tunnel charfacteristics will pr, ducesigifiantenergiy conversion bet',ecn tie modes, This is probably the dominant mechanisn, In leaky feeder'sytems that employ a continuous loosely 'raided coaxial c.,bie with a foam dielectric in~sulator, Unfor-tunately, it I.s difficult to predict the pprformance of such systems In a reol world environment. Onthe other hand, c~.'treilled mode conversion by means of line converters can use cables with a higher per-MttttVity Of the dielectric. Then the inadvertent conversion is of much less consequence,
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SUMMAR~Y OF SE~SSION VII

EQUIPMENT '.'ONSB)ERAz'lONS

lThis final session I'mused onl equil'nient and antemias tin cnticttio, with hfl-radio-wave propagation researchi andI application

Tanner WUS) do crilled a computertied Hiidirection fintiing systom w--. a novela.ntennim array %.ipahle of*
detennizming thle azimuitth and' elevation of'sa radio sigolal of uiiknowia origin Thus ain appiroxituate location :all lie
estimated f'rom a %iilgle site (normially this can lie 1chicved ornIý ll means of' crom; K~jnnk,). Other advantagr,; of'this
system are the high speed of' imeamreiiwnt% being performed and th% nmmninil requirn-miets f'or trained technical
personnel

SbaN (US, explained thle V.1.nous mleasuremlents which canl lie perflormed simultaiwously with thle new digital
ionosondo. tile Digisonde I128 PS. The mieasuremients inclide amplitude, phase, angle of* arrival, notarization. frequency
shift and signal travel liutte of a radio wave. Yor future applications a lopside digital ionomondc with Io output data rate
is be-lg d:veloped

Belrose (Ca) described jn 1fF coiltunicat ion %et comprising a modern smngle-side ba tit transceiver with voice
compression ind quickly erectable aintermas optimized for low heights. I'li s~so stn intended ito be uj~ed fromt remnote
sites in) northern GrA~i.da. wh#- nLt itlier landhine not Vill' radio is av.iadble

Sweeting's (UaI.) paper %is read by D.J. Galc. It t: concerned witt' a coiputeci-basej method f'or optuimiing thie
radial system of'relatisely short -ertmcal whip antenis:a. Somie users (mobile radlio) aire hound to use whip antennuas, wherv
the etfficiency mnainly depends onl Vie radial systenm Radials oft difierent lengths. reduce resonance ;ffect'. which othe-wise
appear tin highly variable impedances.

Stark ((so) inttodu :ed a method for optimizing (lhe radiation pattern of MW antenna'.. For dilt'erent ramgeN to lie
bridged by fit radio, tile ai gle of miucdeix is dii fervi-I and, ah~o thle frequtency utsedf usuailly is diffeorrii A great number
of radio propagation prediCtions tif tile D~eutsche Hundespnos is used to find the angle distribl~ition as a function of tle
distance. l'hen: plots were th~m used to design logarit'inmc-permodic antennai where tlhe veitical radiation piatterns chaing(-
with frequency so that for ecach distance thle radiation is optiinivmn
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A MOBILE HF Wll'JISE SOURCE LOCATOR

by

M.L.HFRON
Physics Department,

James Cook University,
Townsville, 4ll

Australia.

SUMMARY.

The design itrategy is described for an instrument which will record the direction of arrival of radio
waves from noise pulses generated during discharges of static electricity in the atmosphere. The system
can be adapted to LF which would be more useful for thunderstorm location and tracking, but the
advantage of the HF instrument is that it can be mounted on a mobile platform, for example an aircraft,
and taken near to and into storms t-) study storm system infrastructure. The problem of extracting the
directionality from otherwise wide band noise is solved electronically by using coherezxcy in a narrow
frequency band., A simple data logging system is described. The present system, configured for ax
airborne platform has azimuthal resolution of about 0.20 and elevation resolution of about 50.

1. INTRODUCTION.

For many years it hss been a standard technique to locate and tract meteorological cisturbances by
measuring time delay- of L.F. roise pulses or 'spherics on long base line triangulation networks. These
observations have, in the past, get era.ly been costly to maintain and uperate and recently, to the
detriment of operational forecasting, there has been a trend towards discontinuing the procedure. As well
as this forecas~ing aspect, the relationship between sta.ic electricity in cloud and vortex systems and
the other meteorological parameters is not well understood. There is a need, therefore, for two types of
noise pulse locating devices. The first is a long range device which will replace the long baseline
'spherics system to allow storm locetion and trackirg, out on a reduced cost ba..is. The second require-
ment is a device for short range high resolution location of active cells within storm systems.

This paper describes a noise pulse lucator designed to meet the needs of research into the structure of

,uropical cyclone (nurricane) systems but which may be easily adapted to storm location and tracking
applications. Tropical cyclones do not easily submit to detailed observation because of their infrequent,
but devastatin7 visits to a given location and unpredictable piths. Coastal rain radars are f- Lor
path tracking and severity estimates and coupled with satellite-borne infrasrt it• ubservations form an
indispensable real time information base for coastal iti'. Limits to resolution of tVese end other
ground based techniques at -emrte sites rencer them of little use for observations of the detailed
internal structure of cyclones, "esearch-rs wanting observations with high spatial resolution in tropical
cyclones have been faced with the problem of maintaining arrays of closely spaced coastal or island sires
end simply waiting for a cyclone to pass., The comparatively recent developmaent of aircraft instrument-
ition for meteorological research is removing these observational frustrations by taking the observation
site 6o the storm rather than waiting for the storm to come to the site., This capability is :;z.r t!.
way for detailed study of act.ve cells within tropical cyclone and other storm systems.

.his paper is directed towards:,

(i) ex racting from the extpnt literature a set of properties of lightning noise at H7 upon which

the instrumentatic: is btsed,

(ii) describing the principle and instrumentation of the noise pulse locator,

(iii) es.hatirg resolution, errors and limitations of the equipm,nt as deployed on ri Orion aircraft,

(iv) n- ing the areas of application and adaption of the instrument.

2. 'LECTP.OSTATIC DISCHARGE PROCESSES.

Most observations vf lightning phenomena over many decades L.ave been made of clouI to gxD'ind flashes. The
accumulated literature gives a fairly consistent description of the observed phenomena during a cloud to
ground flash but the characterist2_cs of cloud to cloud, *ntracloud, and cloud to air discharges do not
emerge so clearly. Most recorded observwtions are on thunderstorms but the few observations on other
systems like dast devils and .ornadnes provide useful contrasts on which to base empirical theories for
the purpose of instrumen+Ing the tropical cyclone experiment. Thecretical bases for the electrical
processes are not well established.

2.1 Cloud to Ground

The classical deacription of a cloud-to-ground flash has a stepped leader lasting for about ýO ms whichI - raetates at HF and creates an ionized channel between the negatively charged cloud base and the Positively
charged ground, (This Ignores the small p region of positive charge at the cloud base.) (Uman A969)..-n A
high current re~urn stroke lasting a few milllsecond-; does not radiate at 17 but is the most luainous

feature. .%t 30-'0 m/see intervals a fast dart leader (-2 m-sc) foilowed by another return stroke

Iii



usually occurs for a total duration of up to 0.', sej. During tho interstiroko period simllir scale
discharg'q processes cal1'qd K-streamer and J-Artramer processes make ohorgt' available to thle -stroke
channel b.,' extonding conduction paths from t~he top or thle channiel further Into the nognt ivt'ly oharged
regon of ,.he vloud. These processies radiate at IlE.

The radiatloi. at RIF begins3 at the commenoomnint of' thic first stepped leader "as a gencral tiahnloemliI
superposed onl short sptiles of the order of rile; tect-ads probaibly originat Ing frot noali atep, ftguro I
A few milliiteconds or no signal at 11 Miz accomnpanies thle return :roke. foll~owed by nioie irvm- Utile
and K pro-'esses orhich has a aimilar apikey apt crmice to that trots tL~e itelepod leader, (Ho; ner 1(

.2 CI.ud to Cloud

The noise at HY Crom cloud to cloud livoliarges les simi lar to that from. tile o-t, ~pped leador ild hinter-
stroke period or a cloud fto growiu flash. I'liv pres~ence or' atisene: or' a qluiet t lmeint rovidez. Went iIM'it WI~t

or olowi to groun.1 and cloud to cloud f~r.Ai-r. (Krciolsheinier Pk',), ~ For thininderostormis, ltrotA and
Kitagawa (1960) -eport a fairly cnsitenit ratio of three cloud ito cloud flaiaiher a'or every oi"' Cloud to
groand flash and discuss charge continuity under theve .konditionts. :itis r-Alo va;it's fromt ."." to I III
temperate zones t%, 10 to 1 in the ti z;oa (I'lerore 1 !W,+'~, flnk l'reuit O Qt~ V110. hle di:.untnt'y
BRt.ok and Kitagawn (l1*0) probably does not apply to large yoylonr sy:temi; but many apply to :iib-~'tl is.

2r.-3 Noise Pulse Source Location

High frequency radiation does, not originate froma thit- full ointuiol lenigth of -,io litgll cur-rent return
stroke but from smaller scale ditoarges, hie steps ed leade'r of a oloud to ground 'latsl enits lit' mint
VHF noise as a series of pulses typically 1-2' psec lin duration and ;eparatod bý about a'Y tiaeo.
Initial discharge in the cloud preceding thet stoopeod leader and Junction J~'~', and K) tit the o'lud
between q~trokes give off HF radiation. Hewitt all7, tng SO om --ndar -ozerv-Alloois f-wnd th't tilt-
intpr-.strcke streamer aictivity was norinallý, most ot ~tnie ai prolonged It., t hn lower pairts of it t hund'er-
cloud0.,. .,-' *ink altitude) but occasionally devz'lop, to around l10 kni, Krthibiel t'i al (1'A u:o 'I iti'

thunercoudand found & horizonltdl displacemenlt between ground -trokts.,

reexperiment as planned will nlot hay.vIh tit ttin renolutlon tt locate the radtiatiton iitarot's of Indi v.din-i

ose plre fom ah toaiw'asutepfutchne win aerage ovri aii tono locati' ore nontlu Vtves A h

throtghout v flsh Thle lostrulnntat ion wil ti llow in. tch o cot ioll a' lhvr dat a rut 'u`(llp J r .'n[ for later Inclusion of these fast olbservat Iont-.

The basic data rrto will batne t he dischlarge, c.'ntrs for ompallrisoni '1th preoc pit tton roat patteriis;
trehbiei et a!. (11476) observed1 a cl:. Ron sokiciatilon between thle boant oll of' a'h-rgt' cell:n f'ai :l'at of
precipitation located by radar for one thando"'sor in I New kitx t'ot. The 'allst' anid t'fftot st'lat i nzhlp ;
"h.tween precipitio - eleo.rifioat on Is not xjnderstoodJ but tilt, two ar'e Afte +i o:.-orved to 1,P 11inkedA
(Votuiegut. et al 1950), Inl add Itio h 14-4 _ n tit. 111* ti preo :pI ta. ion, Norlk by leynv.lds tiiti W

ttoo ) tin hit
demonstrated a direct relationurhip between verticeal contveotion anit e'lotvirio filsIni ao't lIhiunder-
storms and Brooik and ti Vtagawn i' *0) suggest Aitz for isolatedi thiutderstorro- t he vit-mi tuarat to:' of lgtlglit'tg

discharges ýthe total flash) Its a measure of tilh, extenit and IntensitIy 01' Vert ical conl v tion. a'1Iaesociation wihc 4vt"on I,) li general agroement withI the rosuil tit of 1'a, lor Wl" ho found grevat or
radio noise activit., In winoatormas andi funniel cloudo thani in thiies'rs

It Tust be atre,ý.sed taint U radiation centre tit '-FAl' II' not bees.' vN tilit', mno oentr ft r tht,I ~ ~~point of maxi-.tum currmntt or of maximum, a ioote i hatlng,. Raklher It Is the centre, of' int lal lck'n
lMhlan (1*1 ) suggests A filament breaitdown mt'ohuilsism between large drops- (i '= kiasdlamoet r)' low !,vi at, a
.hundercloud when h~ I 100I Kv/n. 1igher up. thc d-opl et., and ioe panrt Ic Ii polnrist' .ind. lrt~tkd'wil ;ell,
occur shen E it Kill kv,/in (01mi lnern i'a~i') midl inc L'reaktlowni is; in.':. 12 .--. x a A, Ilel Inl %htrt tlt' ir,, le *', 'ttle
is s~mallest. It is these breakdown rel;;ons which will be located by .het radio' dI'ct tOni fit'inurr
Arabi~adties and errors due- to extended ...oureq art di sous-ird later u-,der sr't.eni evtl-untlIn.ii

2-4 'isec.arges in Tropical ('ye]. no ,ystratjs.

No rtports of the nature of electrical dishiarget: obt-erat intiiu cn Ile f.'nad whioh inhve af'otn
r-srolution to add any understandting to the Internal st ruot'ture of' -% lr.ptcýa ' ýyollon or huor cant', Wav;~i
(14W) used rhe ;, Wlz radar f'acilitty at TownlovilI e,, North Oupens-lan-i to examine the, tir tv.luvlv ft~e'~'

radio noise frcet cyclones in t tat region and reported a ,y o.' -Azte unoat ivity golti, ('rotn at
minimum In burst rate tb.-owlh si peak anid binA~ to v, ~null lin a"'ut '0 m ite. hi:' eycle of ao!lVitt nree.:
to b-' confirmed with more obne; vations anti ,kimpareý, w-ith at lot re,'ul to. rhill., pertN :.t i :,z'ouii 'I-- Z-At* I t"
the tt-a for a t.'aniierntorm to develop P~nd rvw, poin', to tlibstorm ovtl''l withinl thet Yoyalonl.' .:t: not ,tr.
However It app'ears likoly that the lighl.nlng Inl a'YCboni,0.11kilti-AIZ isWill no1t haVe 'hle rat1to of Oll.'aiI 10-
cloud to cloud- to-ground fi ashes, typictal of thntnmaurtoraa. The' remlul s of Wart Cl:a.I ' ~.ti the' bour:'
rate da A taken In this present expu'ri.aoent will needt to l'o 7ompaat't' %*t :11~ nlt1.: for, otherstr OStc:.

Taylor (l7 and 19711 found th i. thiu~naerttorm~s produýe I ht lowes;I burst r'. te, viIi ha li 0. Iin andt
funnel "..ouds producing resp-ectively increasing bue'st rate.r. laylorl reszults: ou'r 00na~.11ot i tonz::
show high burst rates with average values lIn exce~ss ot' A) burst14 ý'tr minuitei. r'ot. alms hilagn~ '~t'1k"""
point out that the interval betwe-in flashes, deretidr upon ti-e tiutintor of ~l ain a t

t nvtlattrotor% 'tY:t or
with each cell Altsclaarging about every 150 seclonds.1 1is elnti on may be relI evant t.ý I rot cl oyc l.'nre
if they ýtAve sub-cello.
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4.1 Threory

Figur-e " Athc' the eotom\ittAte -ýy~altff banaod ý.I the 'o'atioll of' 11he t hire aaatount i t ie: the aiimuth ".ndt

#tile elovdit tobi 'Ille r~TAa)ol #.'I int Uvok to' reprevent 1he obervabl1e pluvie or' tmten'ua .' with reapeo't to

Lite pltace of' tateluln Iý III thia, 110tat ion

There Us redurJanoy it, the set of' oquatotion Uut sagtt' a~'tioneol. f'or at mind * tire I 11-ondit toned slmior
7vrtain otmiitioa. .'he atolutivi for atutg

Is~ o;-illst'aotory f'or ill at wnd gili'aa a to t0. Ate.roozl for ei-roa'ti of 1' in,1 the t'wamirntenemnts.

heqadat int'ormaation for 0t 1, ol'tat fed thy -a~.0AgI~i'(*L i) a'n y ho IC

1'he b.'t,-~lt Ioav''~ot.~ t' lata of' 0 .&:1, thte fol lowing -z;onxeUte tIZ

anld

C, k, 'it x

For obzervattoieal 1 hase ertror,- of' . 1'. * wi; N-rs a . t' "li' ha"K e ,',.lorvttnt itn no nt
allow re t onl114 of' the signl of' 0

4. IMtatuitatonst

Omae ,zeriouq ki tti t- n tim I s htt p.toa "pIerintent -I IL rooliit iota ,,' *'c' itno, t.t mgit IAa.t totilarty when i t Is
Iezis thbt.a 10' .hAii aarisae~. Ihr,%tgh Me ~ t ,f ~'ttho mint-li t'niatu *'otild be avid"eJ by rattatng ta~
dhipl i,. exporbtnztt nit the rant a'tintteaitibt, MO al 1 hig~her fr'ntqIilcaoy "AV O' W-, .

The probients of. intterforeatott t'twerm itolat zou~ror., Int MCfereatit'a ott an,' of tiltended ;,urov.;. *iltr an
lonxg streamer, tare am.'re, fun aftnittan! If ta'veraal ~vntrakitate dAurt-ti the \'V iks mpaireki for maoh
obseevantion then the oo~o' eratilAt iot I: at ovtive, and ('rooessied, ,t U- *~hmni he'ai' thvit I' r t1w''
&'itroct'o of' ne-4un radiali, powea'. * he tiaatrititent wil 1 aeootrd the nwean; phtfta'z mid hev,-v I ht meanl
dirvottoio in satoaae. If' howover, oza is amt-ior Melv 'ne -lir ,ofl isa radialng mN~ aro -tow "i hzt othetrs Ownt
the syvt~ex will f'airour the strt-i4'att Ama'roe.,

2onsi~der two 'eatoz w~ttzs'piiaad A ,n0 11 At the same f a:en.Illoy buit wit Ih t relhtaiv;' Phate' ath~rl ý nic'
anterma will itne vo!'zttgr V givet I,,,-

V - Asillwt + 11sin tit +

and this -Iilmal will diriver the phase, look loop. Thsoaaa be writtteat

V - ti A~Th'oat ý + (R-iliti *') stn kt -, w

whe"" Is the phaset of the .rtit wa~eo drivinig tl-e phAnse oiroufl( at, ~aadI.: givvet. by

F ior A R, tn lI.' And tit! phase taken by the lool, is the mean of' the twot r-Odtating wives. '.lhett

time" inltovale 10S.a, ilm e * s. ~ hort dat-at figrt ea t,. 1r noattn ar-zl isat thieda ci rasrrk Mro-to i I s

A evliew tof igartin hala d ou eciirt nho bnnaeias the rtroite sf'thudrin e

Thcaf aaris e Inabilane iaity ,dto rr a tloimotalt whizh alore nriaei W n oautire in aaenterp'rotatia dfiuter .. atn
½let a mlmeI threienional situav 0tion e.'riother lay lici in avode byow t aatýeat o rantidont o.f mihe shorer

A eiwof th ohe ghree woul beyso uAnd ooud this wark tinhe a bter en us~tion has thee h ~tsofa the Mi'm.rborn

Application because of the pooLrlv .toourmi'ted .4tate of elootrioal .i~sotargt phonaenomet in tropi.'al t'yolonv
systes.. 9cwc.,er anu ilmedirat alteraaativn' appliomltto~ Is tin the 'coation anid Vtrcoking of t~fmwaderstoraaa
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SU4MP RY

The direction-finding and transmitter locating system to be described here represents a
new approach to tnis old problem that offers a number of bencfits when compared with
mozL. traditional systems. These include:

High speed and the ability to operate against very A rt duration signals with
hgh accuracy

Much improved ability against shor+-zange, high-ar.gle sky-wa'e signals

Single-station locator capability

Much ±ess critical siting requirements

E~sily adapted to automatic nettiig9 of a multi-station system

Minimal requirements for trained techn.cal personnul.

Operation of the TC! sy,;tem uepunds heavily upon the ability to compute with high accuracy
the precise response of the novel, i:nward-looking antenna array syst- ms used. These
computations provide both phase and amplitude response, both of whicl. are necessary to
the technique emoloyed, and utilize accurate computational techniques baqed on numerical
solution of the integral equations def.ning both the DF array and all .:ee'vant iooundary
conditions. The DF process is essentially the inverse of the array response computation.
Under computer control the response of the array to the incoming wave is accurately mea-
sured and is matched to the re-computed response characteristics stored in the computer
memory. Both aziruth and elevation angle of the arriving wave are given with an accuracy
that is limited essentially caly by variations in •ne ionosphere.

The DF and transmitter locating systew. is easily interfaced with ccmputerized spectrum
monitozing and signal classification and recognition equipmenc to provide an almost fully
automatic signal intercept and response syste.m.

1. INTRODUCTION

The TCI computer-controlled erection-finding system p~c',idts a standard of performance
with respect to speed, required signal-to-noise ratio, anJ accuracy that has heretofore
been unobtainable in even the largest and most complex HF di.-ection-finding systems.
Thim- paper explains the undeilying system design features that make this standard of
pertormance possible and documents actual resulLs to date.

Since the end of World War II almost all l.rge aperture HF direction-finding systems have
been of the Wullenweber type. Such systemq hive usually taken tie form of several bands
of verticll monopoles tacked by reflecting screens. The DF process in these systems in-
volves a rotatina aoni -meter which produces an array beam that rotates in a circular
scanning mode. The signal received by the scanning beam h~s traditionally been displayed
on a cathode ray tube, where each ,uccessive scan produces a new imaae, generally cor-
responding to tVi snipE .f the scanning beam, but modified by modulations of the signal,
fadina and othet factors.

in most such systems the operdcor visually -integrates out the effects of modulation and
fading, and seeks a line of symmetry ýn the d-splayed pattern that indicates the azi-
muthal angle of arrLval. Recent improvements in some systems have replaced (or augmeted)
the visual displays by systems that dig'.tize the goniometer outputs ard utilize mini-
computers to compute the p:obable bearings from. the digitized goniometer data.

Traditional [F Wullenweber systems woulo .ze suuiect to polarization errors when operating
against sky waves if horizontally-polarized antennas wfre u:sed. To avoid such errors A

virtually all of the traditional systums have employed only vert.ally-polarized antenna
t elementa which suppress response to horizontally-p-l~rized components of the incoming

waves. Such elements have n-lls at the zenith and these systems therefore yield roor
results when opcrating against higb-.Anqie sxy-wave signals emanating from bhort-range
emitters. Rec-ntly, due to rapid advance-s in computer technology, it has been possible
tt. apply power'il, large-scale compuiers to the design of novel antenna arrays and much
smaller, but stiLl quite powerful, mini-computers to the proce..sing and manipulating of

signals reccved by these arrays. As a consequence, new DF systems have entered service
S4wiich perform the DF estimate much more rapidly, provide eut(cmiatic and veiy rapid netting
of the several -ouations -n a multiple statioe system, great-y reduce the adverse effects
of siqnal modulation and fadinq deal accurately with rhort-range high-ang2e signals, and



45-1r ~ provide a r'-st useful single station locator capability. Moreover, the -,ost of these new
systims is a small f~action of the -oat of the better of the older syht'-ms.

2. DI:,ECTION-FINDING AND TRANSI4ITTER 1TOCATING TECrINIQUE

2.1 Array Response

The key to the direction-fix.ding techniqUL. employed is zi very accurate knowledge of tho
resporse characteristics of the array. t,,oth phase and amplitude responoe at all points
in space, at all frequencies, and for both vertically and horizontally-poobrized incoming
waves must be known with great precision ana sto'red in the memorN of the siite computer.

The array response, including the effectE of scalte-r~ns and absorpticn by t~e antenna ele-
ments opposite tae excited sector of the Aruray, axe c.Xtair'ed by Lompu4.ations in which the
integral cquations defining the entire array and all relevant boundary conditions are
solved nun.erically. (TANNER, R. L. an0 %NDRFASEN, M. G.., 1967) (TANN.R, R. L. ar'd WHARTON,
W., 1978) The arrav response charact~risties must of course, be stored in .he computer
at a finite number of discrete frequen~.ies and angles. Sophisticated and accurate inter-
polation techniques are employed to obtain the response at frequencies and angles different.
from the exact values for whizh the data are stored.

2.2 Data Collection System

The system by which the array respon~se data are collected that petmit the direction of
arrival of the incoming wave to be comr-ted comprises three majc:r com'ponents: The
computer-controlled switched baamforaers, the dual-channe, receiver, and tne site com-
puter.

2.2.1 Computer-Controlled Beamform-irs

The beatformers used for the DF function are esserntiali 'yq r escriood below, bilt incorpo-
rate 'IN diode switching matriceii thri'.,i the beams to be switched by c mputer coitraand
to dný o~f the beam pr'sitio"s a.-ailavle in the array. Either sum or difference beams ce',
he selected. SwifI--ýzag from one bean' position or mode to any otl~er position is a-iccmfl-

plished in ;ýpvroximately 20C psec.

:he system includes two identical but completely indeper. .ent beamfo.:mers. one of the-e
feeds the "referen~c channel" of the reveiver; t1.3 other '-he "sampling channel,"

2.2.2 The Dual-Channel DF Receive-

The dual-channel DF receiver is actually two separate high-quality recel-iers havir-3 a
common, comn ter-c~ntrolled local o~scillator. Each channel is essentially a high ac-
curacy, high-dynam~c range, computer tunaL ,ý r-idio-frequency voltmeter that measures
precisely the voltage applied to its input terminals. The )utput of eac:h channel is
a p~ir of numbers that give both thne amplitude and Lhe phase of the input volt-ge. Thesek ~two numbers appear in digital form on at pair of 12-bit A/D converters that are read by
the computer.

I2.2.3 Site Computer and DF Algorithm

In gathering Jata for a DF computation, the "reference channel" is connected by computer
cimnmand to theantenna beam pointed in the general dire'-tion of maximpum signal and is no',
switched during the data gathering process. Voltages measured on this channel include
all amplitude and pl.ase variations -- such as those di'e to modulp'tion -- assnc.ated with

the incoming signal wave. The other channel of the receiver, called the 'saniplinq
channel," is sw..tched by computer command among the diffecxnt bcam3 of the array. "ol1-
tagas measured on this channel in~clude all amplitude and phase variations s ociated with
the signal itself and, in adidition, include amolitude and phase v:ariat3.- that arise due
to the differences in rosponse to the 'incoming signal ..avp of the different beams of the
ar.7ay.

By comparing the vcltages measured on the "sampli2'lg -haninel" to thoste measured on the
"reference channei," the phase aaid amplitude variations of the inccming ý.~gnal itself
(such as those ca sed Ly niodulz.tion) are elimirnateu. leaving a set of complex numbers
(phase and amplitude) caused by differen~zes in phast2 and amplitude response to the in-
coming wave of the d~iffe~rent beams of the array. ,~sina these nuii.vers the computer valcu-
lat,:s the d:.rectiozi of the arriving wave, including both azxmut. d rfctlon and elevation
angle. It does so bý c'ompa~ing the mevasured responses of the different beams with their

rTF ide',l pre-computed iesponses stored in the computer memory. i'Ita fz~ one Dr' "cut" or
"snap' -is collected in ds little as 200 ins.

A block diagram of one station of a tyr'±cal system is shown in Fý, 1. Fizjure 2 is a
photograph of the electronic equipment coo'pement it a t~picaý .t,.ion.

3. ANTENNA AR.RAY AND )3EAMF'OR-MNG

Perhaps the single must important component determining system performancc is the antenna
array which will now be discussed.
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3.1 Array Conficluratton

Tht! arrays employed ar-e novel, utilizing qjur-&i-loo-poriodic elemenit!. arrayed in an
inward-lookinq annulus Vertictlly-plar~zed, horizontally-polari.~ed and dual-
Polarized systems are available. A dual-polarvrod array, tnue TCI Model 410, is it-
lustiated in Fiq. 3. Figure 4 is a photoqrap'h of a horito-Itally, polari Zed array, the
TWI Motld 402. The dual -polairized airay consiste of independent vertically and horn-
zontally-polarized arrays, -o-loc,.ted anti sharing a commxton :*truc+-ural support. system,

Tile numvxer of elemewts _n tht. ar~ay as typically 20 or 24. al thoug', arraysx with as many
as 36 elements and as fev as 18 elements have oeen built. The array shown in Fit). 3
nag an overall liameter of 300 meters wh- '+ is the lar'_,est that has been built, although
larger arrays are possibl,', The 4;irdy of l'iti. 4 :-z -.,lallei , .116 met.ýr d~ameter. Low
frvquency performance tend-i to 5uffer if the drray is miade smaller, althouih the 2lbm
arrays of the type shown in F'xq, 4 peifoim well to a lower frequency of 2 1011z.

3.2 Beamforminq

The quasi ioq perio~ic axitennac are ara~Willi their verttees On anl irlne) Cii le- ot
finite radi~us trid not at the conte-. -,his fact is of consid-~rableiiixnVortiaI 1C. As wili
bc dejc-rib 'd, it permits the format ior of low ft equency bi ams as *,.irrvw at% jerr.itx~te-d by)
the ma..imum diameter of the available site and at the sanme time allt-wsi ,1e..%nva~wxdth at
tht highest oper.itin.i xx equency to 1, is nai tow ais iii consist ent ý.t the number ,be-ImsI-,v,,- Labie in toe, array,
%L. s well kno-.ýn log-peitxodic antennas tend ito radiate in the dii ct itnx ol theii vorticcIS

-- that is, towe'rd the smail end of the antenna or toward the center of the array 01iýec-
tive beams are formo I, just as in a more conventional outward-jo king Wullenweber, by
combining the output't of a number oif elemeiats through phase delay lines which serve to
collimate the raxdiationi In outward- look ing circular arrays tIL' phasing. lines with the
w-eitt-tit delay are in scr'es with the elemlents at the center of the illuminated soctox,
in the inward-look'ng arrays described h~ere the phasing lines with greatest delay are in
oeries with the elements at the vd~es of the illuntinated 40ctox . Typically the eLements
occupyunq an arc of 120 deg~ees iare combined to firm a beawi. 14y coxtbinintl the elements I
eachi half or th., seetoi sepae~ltely, and then by combining these subsCLtors in a hybrid
comnbint-i wi .-, oth sum and diff ýre'ice out puts, both sux' and difference beams axe, obtained.-

Figures ', .-nd 6 tshow reprosuntat ivi' Patterns obta~ined with tLie arrays described, For
moni toring or communicat xoo'x appl icat ions vetirts eju.Al in number to the number of arrety
elements _-an readily be ir'-do available. For the direction- fintdingl and t ransm~itter locatin,:
fulict io'l, stparnite comput. r-Controlled swittchablo heams are employed.ý These cai. be made
avAilable simultaneously with multiple fixed boallis. A true k"'titixaimuthai be-tin -.bn also
be furxiisl',d if -etliired.

3.3 Ajvantnq,!s of inwakrd -Look ing Pvray onf Ijur-,tion2

For one accustomed to t hinkinq ot cii£cu iar arrays in the context of the conventixonal
outward-looking 00onf igurat icln, the t ype of arrays just d,Žsci ibed Peeni' st rangeo -- even
bi zarre -- and i'a iso many questionsttpon fuir ther o-mxs idlexat ion, 1,owever, it Lecomnes
appairenft hat the advant tkges are moýn' andi s igni floaxt %'Th le the disadvntages art, more
intagiiiaiy It '0 r-'al, Somo' of the adV~mnat agS Will now b'e di-'cussed. The s-Oomingi dis-
ia!'iantage-s iIl also be considered more c irefuilly,

3,3. 1 Large Biandwidt h and Simplified III' D) ist ribution Sysit m

InI the konvent tonal Wi Ilenweber syst mis the oporatinq frequency band is covered iax a sexries
of sub-bands, each Lypical11y of 3:1 L~and~widr I.. At I east two and ftrequent ly t hroec sub-
bAnds are required to %cover the bandwi 1 lth ot tntoexest . For- the ti1ward- look likno arrai's

tdan c perat inq x axige ot noeaxl y .A1 :1 1 .o to R,' MMu.: has been1 COVex-ed In a 11i.gl,
band. 'I hi i s I- o ,s 1b 1e ''ecauLiset o f th tic, v bIy'troadiba nd L-,,pa' t. i 11t O es o f th qi- tuaisI - I oo-
Pei iodic antenina v lemenlt: osi-d i'i the at I aYl

The fact that a wilde opel ati 1 bandwi dth can be c-overed by t he ax raty in a si ntile b..nd
gioat Iy simpl .fxtes the RF distr ibut ion system in adai t Ion to ixakinti i t much less cost lv.ý
For example, a tyeioa I TC1 system requi res only 24 irul t ieoupioers anid beaniformox s to, pi 0-

* ~v ide 2'4 nionitox beams and prov ide for t ho 1D1 capabixlity, By C-olt rast * the Ell-1,1,-. per-
'laps the bes.,t of the col,vent ioxia s~ st ois , has 48 xiow-ba d c olenient s, )(, mid-band e loneivt ti
and 48 l'iqjh-band ,eIomexnts;, a t otal oit 141 .lewmnet s. T~ p cii ly lb eloime.1ts are^ "'omblitd
iii the benitf- rmers to formi the mtolli tot beamls with addi-t rIOII.xI oknt puts to ac,'omrrioda Le t ht
1W futaction. To dot i~his each e 1extient x'inst be prov x Ae-l w Iit llu It couple x llt.v ino idany more
out put-s than are required iii the uaid- Iokigt ay;.Inx add it i ot, the mon itot be~am-
formers arxe both much morex- numberous .And xv.ý)'x- OtOOMION'. FAChI nuil -balud beamtn comblie-.IS't,

* ~~outputs fi om m.iny moioxv ele-ments, thex e ait lit-ioi o b, amut I C-1Il' d teri adequat,- anouoxax cover-
aqe iii each sub-banti, .nxd eachi si.b-baxid rt-1qU rOS its own ziot ox 'aixo-u,,u I' iti'ill to
obt a- Imonitotr tbeaxxvýt hat Coves thle t it irto opoiati-iq t x-oqitency band * thle separate 1beamis

troM thno tlixt di Ifex ext baniIs niust bv combined inx tut t it loil,; ixhixxits.-
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L3.3.2 Efficient (13e of Available Aperture -- Smoother and

Smaller Variation of Beamwidth with Frequenoy

The inwari3-looking quapi-log-periodic arrays mtaaý uniquely efficien- use kof the avail-
able aperture. Thin results, in turn, in both sin'sliet 3tid smoother variation of arrayý
beamwidth over the operatinq frequency range. It is a well known characteristic of
log-periodic antennas that thleir active regions change physical position with changes in.
frequency. At low frequencies the active, or rr'dtating, region in at the large end of
the antennas and progresses f-rward toward the veitvx as the frequency increases. ]in
the circular arrays desc-ribed heic this means thal '-he effective aperture at low fre-I- ~qu?ncies corresponds witrn the maximum diameter of the array. As freqUe.'cy increases
the active region moves toward the vertex Dr toward the center of the array.. Con
sequently the effect~v,, Lhysical size of the aperture decreases, but b-?cause the ~rie
of the ante-nnas are or, a circle of siqnificant radius and not at the center of the a-rray,
the electrical size of the aperture increases, and the beamwidth narrows, Alth the deo-
si,,n para isters available, the arra-ys call be designed to have a low-frequency beamwi'lthi
as narrow as the maximum diameter or the availabi.' site permits, and a high frequenicyI beamwidth jest wide enough to cover the required angula' sector,, for example, 15 degir-'s
with A 24-element array, Typically, over a 15:1 frequency oand the variation inl beam-
width is approximately 3:1.

3.3.1 Symmetry of Electrical Environment and Rlelative
Immunity to Site Irregularities

A further advantage of the irnward-looking array is th(I symmetry of the electrical enviyor,-
ment inheorent tin this configutration aaid the comparative 3mirunity to site irregularities
arid obstacles in the area st~rrounding che array. In a conventional outward-looking arrayI, the area outside the array itself must be smo-oth, uniform, and free of scatterinq obsta-
cles for a substantial distance. Otherwise the beam shape will chanqe as the beam rotateL,-
resulting in signiiicant Dr' errors., For the inward-locking array, onl the other hand, thet
separation bccween the _.ctive sector of the array andi site irrvtgulartites or scatteringi
obstacles is effectively increased by the diameter of the array. Irreguldrities or ob-
stacL.les outside the array therefore have much less effect on beam shape and DW perfor-
mance. Noent of thn sites where such systems are presently installed and perfoiming well

would be suitable for installation of an orrttward-lookinq array.I3.3.4 Ground Screen Considerations
The gIround screens uncO with present outward- look ing arrays are much toe Lhort to affect
radiation patterns andi serve only to stab~lize element impedance. In suct, arrays beams
at differert angular positions overlook differont areas of ground, atid to make the ground
screen sufficiently long to benefit the radiation patterns would be both i'ety expensive
ar,; increase by approximat2ly nine-lold the land area requxiie rcr the inward-It-okino
array, beams at d fferent angles overlook the same common area. 11Y covering- the aroa
occupied by the array with a grotrid screen, all beans are provi~iceJ with a grou-nd screenl
ot lengtih cisentially equal to array diameter, The improvement .n qainl and low angle
radiation which results more than ccmpensates for the power absorbed ý- scattered by the

* unexcited elemonts opposite the excited sector,

3.3.5 Ease of Testing

Another advantage of the inward-lookingq configuration of considerrable importance is the
ease with which the array can be testeJl. By iniectinq a siinal into a nmall e;-niaz Imilt all
antenna at the geometric center of the array, the array elements, lio.mforilers, mult-
-rouplors, and ot~er componentb of the system call be tested easily, iapidly, and aoccurately,

* and any mal func~ions tsiagInosed. The test 'ng operation can be accomiplished largely by thlt
site computer,

4. TV11TCAL RESt1LTS

Figures 7a and 7b are reproductions of actual hard copy pi intou, s oif MW r esul ts f, em ont,
site of a four-site system. Fach line of the printout r.opi esents the results oit ont, "cut"
for which the data were gathered iii less than 3,10 ins. Comput atiron of the bear 'ng4 ft o..r the
measured results r,.quires approximately two seconds. Signal-to-noise ratio was apptoxi-
mately 15 to 20 dr,., From left to right the printout columns qive the date and thlt local
time (to nearest decond) that the data were gathered, thlt computed azimuth bear iiig, tho
computed elevatior' angle, and finally a quantity callvd thet "confrder'ce factor." Therev
are sevvral foar-ures ev:ident in the data shown that deserve oomment, i~is I thle co)n I-
dence f'ctoi: This number is very closely akin t-) a correlation coefficient between actual
measured volt4ges and ar hypothetical set of idealized voltakies derived frow tlie stored
arraty response cha'acte, Ast '-s 'filhe DF computation consists, tin effect , oft !idi msg the
best possible nictch between the aenl(norma~i~ed) m:-~aau~e' voltaqvs at thc drfferent
beam output perts At- a corresiondirq set of voltageos derived from the stored arra,., re-
spense data as tho hypothezsized dirtction of arrival of tthe wave is shifted about. The
hypothesized direction yteldiaqi the b-e-st correlation is taken as -he correct diree.tioni and
printed out.

It will be noted that all but one of the confidence factors in thet examrples of Vig3. 7, ex-
ceed 0.9 and there are two instances whele the confidence factor is 0 '144. Thlt theilret
ical maximum for this factor is 1.00 and it is appi orri ate to consider the m,%ny) di ffer ent
circwmrstat.ces that can result Iin a lower- valure. Er rors aii the pre-.om,'ut ed st C'ied Ioe-

* sponse data or in the interpolation between thre disci etc values of frequency and englo31



that aie stored in the computer are two of the most interesting possibilities. The values
$ of 0,914 achieved agail.st actual s inale vmpiies very higi' accuracy of the stored data

and consequently of the computaLionai techo~ques by which it was derived, Factors whiL1n
could result )n values lower than 1.00 iiclude noise, measurement eiror, iriteefering sig-
nals, contamination of the principal wave by other propagating modes and others.

Another point of interest is that the diffe-ant "cuts," wh-Ch we-e taken several seconds
apart in time, do inot cattet- randomly but vary in a systematic manner with time. Fo;- ex-
ample, the first group of results tn Fig. 7a shiows a small neqative az'imuth vrror at
first. The bearing error then passes through zv'ro, goes slightly positive, then dlitts
negative, reaching a maximum value of more than I deqi:,es before it again turr~s in thtf

turn~ing nega&~ve. Such behavior is exactly what c~ic might expect from thtL' passage ofostv aieto n ece ~xm~ oiiv au f1/e~rc eoeaa~
so-called TID (travellin4 ionospheric disturbance) (JONX.,', "',3. and REYNOLD.;. J, S- B3.,
1971). Space limitations t~reclude the inclus~on o; M~any moie similar vxi-)kz

5. INTEGRATE:D SYSTEM

Typically several sites are ne'ted into a system. The individual sites autor..ati.7ally re-
port their Dr' results to a central command cc.,.ter where a computc-r uses the site results
to calculate tne location of the transmitter.

Figure 8 reproduces typical hard copy rc-ports generated in response to a system [OF comn-
mand, Figure 8a shows the report at one site of the sytem, while 1'ig., 8k, shows the
emitter location report at t-he command center for the same ever... At 'he operate! s
option the site report could be altered to eliminate the results for individual cuts and
to piimt oiut only the averege summary. It will be noted in they command center report
that- latitude and longitude decrees have been deleted at the syr:tem owner's iequest to
avoid revealing location, it should also be mentioned that the ..alcul -ted radlius ot un-
certainty U1 kin) shown in Fig. 8b is somiewhat optimistic in this cxample, The accual

transmitter ltcation was approximately 10 km from the- calculated ILcation.
6 SINGLE STATION LOCATION

The ability of the system to measur-' the elevation angle of ari;Val 3S W~ell aq its aZi-
muth gives it the useful ability to locate the source of a signal from a -ingle 11W station
Normally, emitter Iocat~or. is accompliqhe~d u-'ing azimuth bearing data and t-Aangulation.IHowever, on some occasions only onc station will obtain a high confiience bearing(, ol two
stations mii ht obtain beatings but tho angq.e between the lines of bearing from the two
stations is too small to tllow .iczuratc triangulation. In such circumstance,; tho singqle
station location capability is the only means by which ain estimato of emitter location
can be obtained.

Si~igle stition location requires in addition to elevation an-i azimuth aniles, 1 knowledoe
of the effective height 'nf che ionosphere at the froquency of the target I~f 1dea I I
this information should be available on a real-time bisis together with information con

ce~igio~iospheri,. tilts, etc. Fxperience with the sv-tems described has shown, oow-
evrthat. useful results can be obtained usins) only thty ionospheric propag4ation pro-

diction datia obtained from the Institute of Te'ecommunicaticsns Sciencýes (ITS),. Tlable I
shows a '.umber of examples of the results obtained this way, Use of a real-time~ ion'-~
spheric sounder properly inivorporz ted into the s)'stem would almost certainly impiove
upon the results obtained tnus far.

7, COMPUTERIZED SPE~CTRUIM ,LIRVEIIIANCI' AND SICNAL RECOGNITION

Although a ccmplete description is beyond the scope of this paper, it is approvriate to
mention that the computerized DF system just descr-ibed is ideally adapted to operation
with companion automated spectrum ±iurveillanvce an signal cla:- ificat ion or rvcegonit ion
equipment. TCI has furnished spectrum monitor equipment whioh, depending upon the channel
width defined, is able to scan the HF spectium at a rate exceeding 20 MHz sec, catlbo'l
and remember occupied channels, and roerit newly appeared siginals to a computerized

It classifier/recogniizer. The classifier, iecoginizer cai, 1-' programmod to re 'ognize sikinalt.
of particular interest if their mioduilation chiracteristi-cs can be de,ined with adekilate
precision, and to refer them automatically to the emitter locator system which then de-

termines the location of the transmitter from which the signal oriiinates.I 8. CONCLU1SION
*Thc~ direct ion-f ioding and transmitter _Icatii,iq system just described off( rs many advan-

tages of speed, accuracy, economy, and immunitl to site irrequL~rities over older, mote
traditional systems. These benefits derive to some extent from the novel api~roach used,
Of central importance, however, is the extensive use ot modern hiugh sl'eed cc:puti s
permit the Dr' array to be designed and its response chaiancteri.-tics to be known with "I
precision heretofore not possible. They also permit the rapid arid accurate collectio~n oi
almost all signal response data potentially available from the array i~nd its rapid pro-

cessing to obtain the direction of arrival of the signal of interust.
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Table 1. Summary of Tvypcal Test Lata of Transmitter
Location from a Single Site

Known Azimuth Error In
0sit to Elev Error Locating

fit Angle al (Great Emittr
Local Frequenc Somre Arrivml RONi Circle by Singl
TIMe1 (MHz) (kin) (deg) Layer degrees) Site (kmn)

1150 3056 231 384 E 08 14
11,52 3056 231 390 E 02 9
1207 5191 231 675 F 06 18
1239 3680 264 348 E 02 20
1246 3292 306 287 E 07 35
12.49 5295 306 603 F 09 24
1251 7299 306 590 F 13 40
1300 7299 306 585 F 09 44
1557 4969 361 785 E 18 10
1602 3681 361 796 E 14 5

I:
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DELAY LIN, BFAMFCRMERS
TILoIZE 1i3 OF

ARRAY 
A

,AN1ENNA ARRAY -

VSWITCH114G MATRIX AND
BEAMFORMING NLTWORK
WITH MONiTORINU ANDL DUAL CHANNEL DFL_ OUTPUTS

MONITORING AND/ AUTOMATIC SIGNAL DUAL CHANNELOR C n•MMUN ICA ACQUISIT ON1 NR C I E

TIONS RECEIVERS EQUIPMENT TE

tSITE COMPUTER S•STEM

.)F AND _____A

TRANSMiTTER 
LoCA CMMUIALOCAIONCONTRL TION LINK

DISPLAY CONSOL _ TO REMOTE

L.... LOCATI ON

Fig. I Syster Block Diagram
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il. 2ilk
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-ig. 2 Electronic Equipment at Typical DF Site
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HOW01114AI% polaiih) i^ lave ~ ti~e t L.ilihoz tiv atiJ vemrtiljt 1,i'Arizd wAvt ie~ Illdustr~cee

Beams

- SwitBeams

Sum Beams

Fig. 5 Reprcsontative Patterns of 18 Elemient
216m Horizontal ly-f olar ized Array. This

Array was Designed to Optimize nesponseto Highi Angle Waves.

Verticaliv uilanzed arr.t* Pat~tm* at 10 elromicL

x" Diffeen ece
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4.

"ig. 6 Reprci.,ntative Patterns cf 24 El-jtent
330,n %V.rtically-Poldrized Array.
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0-• _C- 77 11:48: 4 -3 J.1056 'HZ A8 259.8 CL 39, 2 C = .991
0, 3,11:,40: 5 .. 056 MHZ K = 2.->1 0 EL A.1 . C = ,9',L

014-'07 1: 49: 00 .1056 M HZ H 1=2 1. EL 7. 8 C = .9178
0 4 '30 77 1149:0 056 M4H,_Z A 5" -, EL -E . C =.99
04.0 7 11:49:17 3.056 MHZ R :_ 2561 EL = 6. C = .994

' 11:49: S.056 MH7Z H 2.4 EL 6. 1 C: = .987
04'-77, 11:49: 34 -:. 4 5. bMHZ H7 A : 26'.0 E L = 7.5 C = .986
04,'07 11:49:43 3.056 MHZ AZ = 259.0 EL = 39.0 C = .983
04077 11:49:5. .3'.056 MHZ AZ = 26.4 EL = 369. C = .981

:,:•_. . T-' -11EL43:.5.:= .. .. :.,,:,

04/, -:. 77 I::-:4 3:.,, 056MHZ RZ = 262.7 EL = 39.1 C = .983
04/377 11:50:09: 3.056 MHZ Ad" = 260.2 EL = .5 C = .991

04/30/77 12:07:20 5.191 MHZ AZ = 260.3 EL = 69.1 C = .976
04/30/77 12:07:29 5.1-01 MHZ AZ = 232.1 EL = 67.5 L = .990
04/30/77 12:07:37 5.191 MHZ AZ = 253.8 EL = 73.9 C = .900
04/30/77 12:07:45 35.191 MHZ UZ = 259.5 EL = 63.8 C = .972
04/30/77 12:07:54 5.191 MHZ AZ = 262.5 EL = 70.0 C = .903
04/30/77 12:08:02 5.191 MHZ AZ = 265.4 EL = 71.9 C = .894
04/30/77 12:08:19 5.191 MHZ AZ = 261.5 EL = 66.4 C. = .984
P4/30/77 12:08:28 5.191 MHZ AZ = 259.4 EL = 57.7 C = .951

Fig. 7a Typical RF T.estlLs with TCI Transmitter Locatoý
System. True Bearing of Signal Source is 261.0
Degrees. E-Layer and F-Layer Propagation.

04/30/77 12:48:53 5.295 MHZ AZ :320.0 EL = 57.5 C = .976
04./30/77 12:49:01 5.295 MHK AZ 322.9 EL = 54.1 C = .974
04/30/77 12:49:10 5.295 MHZ A7 = 319.8 EL = 64.1 C = .984
04/30/77 12:49:18 5.295 MHZ AZ = 320.0 EL = 60.9 C = .993
04/30/77 12:49:26 5.295 MHZ AZ = 317.5 EL = 60.7 C = .979
04/30/77 12:49:35 5.295 MHZ AZ = 320.2 EL = 60.8 C = .994
04/30/77 12:49:43 5.295 MHZ AZ = 319.e EL = 60.4 C = .990
84/30/47 12:49:51 5.295 MHZ AZ = 319.8 EL = 59.6 C = .951
84/30/77 12:50:00 5.295 MHZ AZ = 318.5 EL = 59.9 C = .998

04/30/77 12:51:51 7.299 MHZ (- = 322.3 EL = 60.3 C = .987
04/30/77 12:51:59 7.299 MHZ AZ m 323.2 EL = 59.7 C = .992
04/30/77 12:52:08 7.299 MHZ AZ : 322.5 EL = 60.0 C = .988
04/30/'77 12 : 5 2:16 7.299 MHZ AZ = 323.5 EL = 60.1 C = .987
04/30/77 12:52:24 7.299 MHZ HZ = 322.8 EL = 60.2 C = .984
84/30/7? 12:52:32 * MHZ A = 32.3.3 EL = 58.3 C = .987
04/30/77 12:52:41 7 299 :MHZ H = 325.1 EL = 58.7 C = .97?
04/30/77 12152:50 7.299 M"HZ AZ = 325.0 EL = 58.0 C : .979
04/30/77 12:52:58 7 299 MH7 A = 325.9 EL = 57.9 C= .986
04/30/77 12:53:07 7.299 MHZ AZ = 32.3.0 EL = 56.7 C = .984

"Fig. 7b DF Resulis at Two F-Layer Freguencies.
True Bearing is 319.9 Degrees.

ii
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Number of Cuts-I IConfidence Factor

4.077 MH. A: = _E, EL 67. C 1 .98L,
4.077 MiH2 H7 = :67. I EL. 67.1 " = II . ý,'.4

4.077 MKHZ P 6- 4 EL 67.1 " - .1.-
4.07 7 r'IH FjF = 6', EL = 1, 6.2C
4.077 11H: F1 = '6 EL = 16, 7 C="
4.07,' M H,'-' A2 r EL = 6t. 5 C = .985
4.077 MH? AZ E : 4.2 EL = 66.- : = I '6
4.07. MH FZ = 264. 4 EL = 66. C = 1 '8i 4.07, NH- n 2 = - 3.5 FL = E. E . 3. *7?

4.077 MHI AZ = -." 2. I EL = 65.' ? , q75
4.07? M4I K A: 6 61.?: EL = t:5.: A' = 1 .985
4.077 MHZ A- 2'64.2 EL =6 I6 6 , .-3.455
4.077 1.I1.: A: 265.0 EL = 66.- = 1 .964

07. MHZ A: =-t0. S EL = 65.4 1 = .'981
4 - 0 MH7 RA = ;t5., 0 EL = 6.- 1. .980
4 HZ A- = .4 EL = 66.8 C = I. .... 3

7 02 7.: 18:00:06 C 4.077 1'HZ A2 Z: 263.6 EL = 66.4 C= 1, .97- E = 4

Date Time / Frequency Avg.Az. Avg.E1. No.Cuts Avg. Avg.Signal

1 kHz (deg) (deg) used in Conf. Strength
Band- Average Fact. (Uvolts/*)
width

itg. 8a Typical Hard Copy Printout of Dr Results at
One Site of a Four Site Network.

Calculated Location Calculated Radius
Date Time Frequency (Degrees and Minutes) of Uncertaintyfkm)

0 3 02 -'.8 18:00:LI6 CC- C 4.0_'- IHH2 XX) H: tlXx 51 C P' 1SI D = 77 A8 = 5.1 EL = 79. = 16, .928 E = I
0$ =~ 276 ,800L" = : := 4.7,M:~~ x5
S2 , EL = 59.9 C = '0, .935 E =
S3 D = --.. A: = 31, .q EL = 55.9 C = 16. . 57 E = 17
S4 D:,.6 EL 66.4 C = "161 E 7 24

t t
Site Calc. Average Measured No.Cuts Avg. Avg. Signal

No. Dist. Angles Reported Used in Conf. Strength
to by Each Site Average Factor (pvolts/m)
Emitter
(kmn)

Fig 8b Emitter Location Printout at Command Center
of Four DF Network.
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DISCUSSION

A Larrher Br&nca, Po
(1) Can this DF technique be used in VLF. nain-ly for inagnett"spheric wiiestlers iecogniiing the practicil

limitations of VLF antennis?

k 2) When solving the current integral equations for the antenna array d." you use t variation of the method of
moments? How do you take into consideration the effect of the ground?

Author's Reply
I) In principle yes, but practically the required antenna would be too large and expensive to be used .-t VLF

frequencies.
(2) The rioethod is closely related to what is now called the "Method of Moments", rhe ot )inal program which

was thz progenitor of the present TCI program was developed consideraily before the term "Method of
Moments" was invented. Finitely conducting ground effLcts are taken into account by ausumrng the ground
to be a iniform lossy (conducting) half space and solving for the fields of a current elen.en, of finite exten. in
the presence of this ",,tound". The resulting fields are used as the Green's function in the solution of the
integral equation.

I

a.



DIGITAL ON-LINE PROCESSING AND DISPLAY
OF MULTIPARAMETLR HF TRANSNISSION DATA

K. Bibl and B. W. Reinisch
UniverTsity of Lowell

Center for Itmospheric. Research
Lowell, Massachusetts, U.S.A.

SUMMARY

Amplitude, phase, angle of arrival, polarizazion, frequeiv• shift and siral
tvavel time of a radio wave are simultaneou. ly measured as functions of time and fre-
quency in a n.!w digital ionosonde, the Digisonde 128PS.

For the 3tudy of the structure and motions of the ionosphere and its influence
on Over-the-Horizon detection systems, on sea-state measurements, on direction and
location finding methods and on cormunication systems a selection of the measurable
parameters is recorded anO displayed in real time with the nece';sary resolution, Two
main modes of operation are described, the ionograr, mode uting a Maximum Ampiitude
scheme for data compression and the DopFler-Drift mode using preselected frequencies
and range bins for data compression.

Many applications in new fields are anticipa-ed in addition to the thorough
understanding of the ionosphere, its sources and its forces.

1. INTRODUCTION

Radio waves are characterized by amplitude, phase, argle of arrival, polariza-
tion, frequency snitt and signal travel time. All these wave parameters ar- measured
as functions of time and frequency and displayed in real-time in a new digitaa iono-
sonde, the Digisonde 128PS. For the study of the structure and the motion of a dis-
persive medium, lik2 the ionosphere, and for a fill analysis of the irflae'cc of the
ionosphere on Over-the-Horizon detection systers, on sea-state measure'nrncs, or direc-
tion and location finding methods and on communication systems a digital radio sounder
is employed with pulsed carrier frequencies scanning in steps through a large frequency
band. Frequency scanning adds an important parameter to the wave characteristics of a
conventiona.l Radar system.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

As a scientific instrument, but useful for many operational tasYs, we have de-
veloped a digital ionosonde which uses a large antenna array in a scanning or in a
beam-fcrminL mode. The Digisonde 128PS 'K. Bibl and B. W. Reinisch, 19;8) simultan-
eously integrates the echo amplitudes in a phase coherent mode at many Doppler frecquen-
cies, and fo- all chosen antennas or beam-directions. Echoes fron 24 antennas can at
once be 3pectrur analyzed in 128 coherent channels, or 1E spectral linep can be moni-
tored for 128 range bins. Many other combinations of range windows, frequencies, polar-
izations, spectral channels and incidence angles can be processed simultaneouslvy
Using the time between the transmitted pulses to measure complex snectrum amplitudes in
up to 256 range bins (time sectors) requires a very fast on-line spectrum analyzer.
The Proces ing Controller of the Digisonde forms the products between the sine and
cosine szmples of the high frequency (HF) signal and the trigonometric spectral func-
tion (of three average6 spectral lines) at a rate of 1 MHz. But such z large arount of
data can not be handled on a continuous basis. We therefor( operate the system in one
of two data compression schemesf the Ionogram Mcde with the Maximum-Amplitude Method,
ana the Doppl-r-Drift Node with limited frequencies and ranges.

2.1 Maximum Amplitude Mode

The MaxiL'um Amplitude Mode iL used for recording of digital ionograms. For each
of the 128 range bins of the more than 100 carrier frequencies the largest amplitude of
t.ae 24 possible channels is selected. The amplitude ýs recorded togethe: with a status
cnaracter, indicating the selected channel number. Since the signals arriving from
different direc-icns with different Doppler travel along different paths, they mostly
have different trate! time. Thus the maximum method does not suppress essential
information.

In the contrary this differential method, selecting the strongest amplitudes,
enhances the main features of the investigated propagation medium, as shown on the
right side in Fig. 1. With frequency as the abscissa and range as ordinate tne ampli-
t',ies (on the bottom) or the status characters (on top) form patterrc from the numeri-
cal presentations as the third dimension (K. Bibl, 1974). Different features are
clearly distinguishable simultaneously. While one area of reflactio- (showing large
values of the status ;ndicator on the top of the picture) moves uotyard the observation
station, the older ionization, forming the lower pattern, with numnerical values belotf 8,
moves away. While the presence of the "4" bit (numbers between 5 and 7 or 13 and 15)
indicates high Doppler speed, the numbers 1, 5, 9, 15 indicate one direction, 2, 6, 10,
14 another and the numbers 3, 7, 11 and 15 a third direction of the ai 'iving echoes.
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A different metlod of data preseatation, the split-screen technique, is presentd in
Fig. la. Here two complementary data sets, echoes with o'dinary and with extraorrdinary
polarization, are presernted in two separate icnograms. Splitting into several iono-
grams is posnitle by an on-line microcompvtel (Fig. 2). On the bottom of the figure
the total of the recordcd data is preaented first in the form of amplitude i,nograj=
and above those as status ionograms. On top cf there two ionograms the data are broken
down into three practically independent amplitude ionograms which show echoe- arrivingI'rom thi.ee different directions. Since the interference is split in the same way a

substantial reduction in interferance appearance is achieved that way. To increase the
number of scained directions the receiver antenna be, m is luo-ing into differen* direc-
tions in sequsntial ionograms which are corresponding to the lef+ or the right side of
Fig. 2. This is done to increase the nuriber of reflection areas v'•th the same range
displayed simultaneously and to increase the sensitivity of the differential selection
in tnc Maximum Amplitude mode which overcomes the limitations caused by the large beam
width of the receiver antenna array. Thus the ionogram showirE the vertical echo also
includes echoes frcm directions iot separated by the split screen method. Therefore
the consecutive "vertical" ionograms appear somewhat different and must be further
clea-ed in the m-icrocomputer to include only common echoes. Similarly two additional
directions: north and scuth can be Lonstructed by extracting echoes cormon in the NW
and NE or SW and SE ionogram respectively. Thus it will be possible to construct false
color ionograms indicating six different directions as six eifferent colol's plus over.-
heae as white and till maintain amplitude and/or Doppler informarton as numbers. A
third method is the suppressicn of unwanted echoes, as shown in Fig. 3. This method
finds applicetion mainly in automatic compression and analysis of large data series
where one magneto-ionic component or oblique echoes should be svppressed (Fig. 4). But
the switching between ionograms with and without supjression of bpecific echoes shows
surprises even to experienced data analysts, specifically in the aurora region where
oblique echoes are often intez-reted wrongly. Thus tht digital tagging of the echo
properties is significant also for the manual data analysis as inputs for world-wide
mapping.

2.2 Doppler-Drift Mode

In the Doppler-Drift Mode a full complex spectrum analyFis is executed in real
time during the measarement. The build-up of the spectra can be observed for any and
all of the 24 independent channels by the programmable Test features. Guided by the
survey provided '-y the Maximum Amplitude Mode six frequencies and ranges can be chosen
for the rcanning of four antennas simultAneously. Rather than processing a multitude
of frequencies and zan'es, the signa2s from up to 24 antennas are spectrum analyzed
simultaneousl3,. This interlaced spectrum analysis is necessary if low Dcppler frequen-
cies have to be studied and the propagation conditions provide barely consistent data
during the integration period. In contrast to the Fast Fourier Transform proceduoe
used in most compu+. ts our riect Discrete Fourier Transform algorithm with Nanning
weighting by averaglig the spectral phase furn-tion provides a continuous consistency
check of the data. Y1g. 5 shows that the complete multi-dimensional spectrum analysis
is executed while the data are digitized as quadrature samples of the Intermediate
Frequency (IF).

3. APPiCATION

A wide field of actual and possible applications for this instrument can be en-
visioned. The fi-st system has been used to study the -quatorial spread-F phenomencn
in the ionosphere whizh heavily affects satellite-ground communication and navigation
up to seveLal G1 z during many nights. Similar phenomena are studied in the eurora
region of the ionospher",. We further applied tne Digisonde to measurements of the sea-
"state of the oceans by direct and ionosphericL'ly reflected scatter and bistatic radio
propagation experiments.

3.1 Gravity Waves and Fine Structure in the lonozphere

Incidenct angle neasuremert sn spectrum-analyzed monostatic 4nd bistatic pulse
radio signals have shown that the structure of the ionosphere is multidimensional.
Only rarely can the ionosphere be considered a plare reflector with an effective re-
flecting surface )f the size and shape of the fi-st Fresnel zone. In most cases the
surface of constant electron density ;s two-dimensionally curved.

Therefore it is not always possible to find an area of perpendirila-ity but
sometimes more than one perpendicular area can be found. The requirenent of perpen-
dicularitv is related to the requirement of constant phase by the r:esne! condition
which permits coherent integration of all contributions within the Fresnel zcne.

Although spectrum anilysis diminishes the area which can contribute to a coher-
ently integrated signal it does simultareously ease the condition of perpendicularity.
Under the assumption of an almost constant drift of all irregular structure over the
surface of constant electron density ýhe spectrum analysis cu-s out a band from this
su;,face. The width of the band is determined by the drift speed and by the spectral
resolution to comprise all reflectio- points with the same Doppler frequency. The
length of the band is given by the F,.esnel condition and is only extensive if the sur-
face is perpendicular at least in the direction along the band (whlich is ori:nted per-
pendicular to the drift velocity).
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But the perpendi±uldrity requirement across the band is substant*ally relaxed
because a change by ont. half wavelength in phase path can be admitted for the, width of
the rmfiecting surface band if the roughness of the iurface is sufficient to produce
specular reflection. Under reasonable as.umptions of drift speed and sp-ctral resolu-
tion the reflecting surface band has a width in the order cf 5$0 :n (for E-region
heights) which permits .oherent addition of retvr-s from all poi',tr of the surface it
the inrlination of the surface is less than 60 at 3 hHz prooino f'•rq' y Similar
deviations from perpendicularity are permitted in the F-region since sorme of the
changes in parameters compensate each other.

This Doppler-induced quasi-perpendicularity condition makes a large part of .he
constant electron density surface visible simultaneously and permits determination of
its three-dimensionai structure and motion a& least in Lhe time secucnze of the "sky
maps" which indicate the locations of all the reflect~on areas for all Doppler fre-
quencies present at the sampling timr (Fig. 6).

In transionospheric transmissions from satellites and reflections from targets
fading, scintillation and positioning errors are caused by multimode propagation.
Although the spacing of the differ,%nt propagation paths is small compared with those
of the ve'tical or oblique reflection ceie, effects of the multimode propagationmight becomr important since higher accur.cy for the incidence angle determination is
required. Not always does the higher operation frequency compensate f(- the more
stringent accuracy requirements. Therefore a good three-dimensional model is necessary
f¢c the correction of inc~dence angle errors. It ,an be produced by either multi-
antenna complex spectral analysis of known satellite signals or by extrapolation from
vertical sounding experiments not too f~r (<500 km) from the subionospheric point of
the expected s,_.ellite propagation path.

3.2 Sea-Surface Waves

In March 1973 a Digisonde was used for the radio Doppler probing of the ocean
surface in Eglin, Florida (Fig. 7). At a radio frequency around 6 M1z the e,.ergy scat-
tered back showed Doppler offsets of ±0.?b Hz. These observations are in good agree-
ment with the theoretically predicted Bragg scatter lines, but show ma.w additional
features and unexpected events. Nevertheless even the motion of the water parallel to
the wave motion can be resolved.

3.3 Future Aoplications

The precision of the digital direct frequency synthesis, and the larFe antenna
array permit accurate atngular measurements for radio-interferometrv in 4he frequency
range of .0 to 140 M'{z. Solar, planeta'y and galactic sources can be studied with this
system. A combinej acoustic-electromagnetic sounding of the non-ionized atmosphere is
very promising. Acoustic scann'-g in medical and material research rtquires only little
modification. Scarning of the sea-bottom (after Lonversion to acoustical waves) and
undergrounC radio communioation and structure research should also be possible with
this system.

We are developing a prototype for a topside dirital ionk onde with very low out-
pu: data rate (360 bits/sec). Such a system can also be used .. a unmanned station on
an island or a buov in the ocean, on-board of a ship or in the arctic or antarctic.
This sounder will broadcast the significant information of the preceding. inogram dur-
in, the following ionogram to anothez= Dipisonde station in a dirtance of up to 30J0 km
foz remote recording via an ionospheric propagation pAth (K. Bibl and B. W. Reipisch,
1976). This method has the advantage that the ionospheric conditions at the location
of the ionospheric reflection can be 'ionitored simultareously. Data fror revera) sta-
tions can be recorced simultaneously. Such a system can form an emergency radio propa-
gation p ediction network in case tnat satellite communication is interrupted. But foil
!ncrmal c.nditions simpler and more reliable satellite links can be used for collecting
the low rate data from remote unmanned Digisonde stations.
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NEW TECHNOLOGY TO IMPROVE HF CIRCUIT RELIABILITY AND

AVAILABILITY FOR REMOTE REGIONS

J.S. Belrose and L.R. Bode
Communicetions Research Centre
Department of Comaunications

Ottawa, Ontario

ABSTRALT

New technology offers several approaL.es and opens the door to the development of improved HF-SSB
radio communication systems. These can range from simple imprevements, empJoying new equipment and tech-
niques, to sophisticated integrated systems employing microprocessor technology to reduce operator work-
load through increased automation. The concept ef an HF system with automatic connectivity to other radio
systems, to private lines or to the switched public telephone system is an important feature of these new
developments, Selective calling relieves the user of the need for radio listening skills and the fatigue
caused by the manual monitoring of HF channels , , in addition it improves HF circuit reliability and
extends circuit availability to 24 hours pei day, for emergency use. This paper w

4
ll describe R&D under-

way at the Communications Research Centre, Ottawa, and in Ca .adian Industry.

1. INTRODUCTION

High Frequency (HF) radio communications has been used for decades to provide economical, easily
transportable non-line-of-sight communications. While there is an increasing trend away from HF to the
higher frequency bands and to satellite communications because of increasing demand for higher information
rates and message reliabii:ty, there are still important applications in which flF is expected to remain the
principle communications techniqua for the foreteeable future. Some of these are: communications between
naval vessels and between naval vessels and shore-based commanders; aircraft to ground communications; NATO
military exercises, communications in remote ans northern regions of the world; and important domestic
communications in developing countries, wbrre PF continues to provide a good service, and more important,
HF communications is Lost-effective for the low information rate and reliability required, in fact with
today's emphasis on mobile self-contained indeoendent point-to-point communications, HF communications is
more essential than before. The lEE Conference on Recent Ad-ances in HF Communication Systems and Tech-
niques, held in London, 27-28 February, 1979 made this fact clear (c.f Ref. 1, 2).

A fundamental problem with HF communication links is that the Ladio chancel is inherently variable,
due to propagation vagaries and nois and interference, so much so that a particular frequency (or channel)
may deteriorate during the period of sending the message, from being very good to useless. In general,
these changes are only partly predictable. Users normally attempt to reduce the extent of fluctuations by
adapting the operation of the transnitting and receiving equipments to varying channel conditions.
Efficient adaptation requires flexible equipment and reliable and up-to-the-minute intformation on the cause
of the degradation, Traditionally, HF links have been controlled by experienced radio operators. Lnfor-
tunately, the operator does not rie:essarily have adequate information for efficient control, but relhes
heavily on experience and Rubject~ve assessment of channel quality, Also the user is not necessarily able
to make these decisions, nor should there be a naed for him to do so (Ref, 3),

New technology offers stveral approaches and opens the door to the development of improved sy te-ns,
which can range from simple to very complex systems employing microprocessor technology to reduce operator
workload through increased com•iunications automation, The concept of an HF system with automatic conneL-
tivity to other radio systems, to private lines or to the switched public telephone system is an important
feature of such systems, since selective calling relieves the user of the need for radio listening skills
and the fatigue caused by continuous manual monitoring of HF channels. In addition, for communications
from northern and remote regions, wnere conventionally a ,adio operator monitors only duriag certala hours
of the day, selective calling, without the assistance of a radio operator, means that the HF Lommunlcations
link is potentially available 24-hours a day fer emergency use. Selectl',e calling is mi-ticularly impor-
tant when a mobile unit is operating with low battery powered equipment, so that the oper..or does not
waste time and battery power uselessly calling when propagation over the link is disrupted. The user wili
know instantly that the channel is available or not available, and if not, he wili call later when propaga-
tion conditions may have improved.

Direct automatic access to the switched public telephone system from p-itable or mobile radio
transceivers is -lot new., Radio amateurs have been operating VHF autopatch repeaters for a number of years
and sophisticated systems are being evaluated currently for general public avail:, mobile radio telephones
;,ill probably utilize short range UHF radio frequencies employing a cellular type of communikation systi
(Ref. 4). While Industry and in our intere-t Canadian Industry was responding to the anticlpated require-
ments for repeater-autopatch or radio telephone intertonnect (RTI) for Fii rodil systems operating . VHF
and UHF frequencies, Communications Research Centre researchers saw a ne3ed for system studi-s and hard-
ware development for systems employing HF-SSB suppressed crrle, radio equipment, Cot only for thLt signal
and control interface elements of the system, but als, for a new kind of hF-SSB transceiver. The CR( ha,
been engaged for some 4 years now in two projects that involve the develo,imknt of rew, improvod and auto-
matea HF radio-telephone technology- (1) a rather sophisticated system intended to provide basic tele-
phone and message service to small communities in the nortnern regions of Canada; and (2) ;. svytem whlitt
could be integrated with the first, or operated as a c,•rplrte'ly seperat•' system, aimed at providing

improved communications from the trail and from remote •amps in northcrn and remote regions. The need
fot this latter communications requirement arose from a brief presented to the Federal (,overnment, hv th.
Northern Quebec Inuit Association in October, 1974, and it has led to the installation of a prototyve
system at Koartak on the northwest tip of Ungava Bay in Northern Quebec, This paper will comwent on
features and results of this project. anC on research and developmeat presently being cuone at CR( and

- tin Canadian Industry.



C')M'IINICATIONS: A SYSTEM4S APPRII4Cl:

RF-.!SB trail ra~ ios have liven used by Northern peo:210 for several vceirs now, tor commun teat Imis
from remote ca-fips to tibsir home base cos.'unity.. Batterv opzrae~ed 10 watt PU' trsosciivc'rs are emipl,-ved.

k using either the Spilsbur,' Conmmunicatiors SBX-lIA ar the Marconi 'P3: -.,net lines t, oaoe .1tios are used]
with short whilp antennas, which at frequencies Cf 3-4 WIz, hav-e t-pical radiat ion cffhiv'i-1ces of -20 Jt60
(d3 w~ith respec, to a dipole),' consequently, comr~onicationq is poor since negligible pi~wer is radiated and ti'e
launch angle is not suitable for short -,o medium distatwe links. Furthermore, c-.,aunicat ions is between
the portable unit and a similar, or higher p,-wer b-4e statior tadio-veiiphonc, Thit is, ali operator in
the ,'ommunitv must li~.ten ter a call frox, thero; L~Mp . it seem,.d that there was a need tor limprove -

ment, not only to the radio equipment, a-,. the ts,,ýiated tomponent clermitnts such ais .int-nnas, hatte~it's.

etc. , fjut also to the whole sa'-tem c'octpt.

Because .if the .4uccers achie-,rd vith VP!' transceivers orerac ing through % remote sepeatet in la~nd-
mrobile communicsticon, in cities, and the eA,'eriollce of radio amateurs who e'i-vdoy ie'paters tor ,,,lmuilnitat ionti
betwecen mobileb and frew caistaot locations, such is hunting and fishing c..mns, etc.,* VHF-FM repeatet NVS-
tern see'ied to be i good :etor inch for tvail radio,. Community V'HF radios were s;:, up in people's' house.,,
in placet wlhýre they worked, e'.c. I'Lr canssunicaei~ons throu~h a ret-'te reneater. with VHF portables operat-d
on the tri-il and from remote c.--nps .jwf. 5) The tommunicatiens 'equirement however was for p~ortable comn-
mnunications from distancel, greater than could he LC-i~h4d by VHF equipment, oven when the"e were operated
t'irough a remote rercarer vhici greatly extended their range, to 10-100 kre lit-SSII transceivers wo'uld
still be needed for con~muni.,attonta at the greater distion'es, 60-'0lollk. lIE radio telephonesshud
the!refore, be n part of the conin'wiviations syqtetz, and the VHF comumunity radio should hie able to hear
call from the ttail or frvm a remote camnp wheth--r the tall oriiaot rm nlForVFporbe

A comnmunication. r~t;tem wds designe and develo.'ed,. emploving tone signallilug tor ac7cess, andi11 ~installed in September 1Mi at Koartak in Northern Que!'ec ~or use in a pilot project il~' n'rtl'ern people
for their own natural communication neeil-. The ryst-.m operation Is illustrate'd in Fig'ites I and 2. In
igure 1, comm~unication is vir VIF, from a V1!' portable unit to a VPF com'iunitv ladio) emplovinA .-. remote

battery operated repeater, Cocnzunicat Ions betaean kn HF portable tilit and a VHF commsueit: radio is
illtistrat-d in Figure. 2. The I*l po'-t..ble unit Must 'ncceSS" Lthe 'SteM, byv tone sigaall1in,-_ Mhen hie
calls his signal is reee5"ed b-,- the 1WF base station receiver, relayed byv a U'HF link to the reniote VII!'
repeater, so the community VHF tadbo heors the call even though it originated !r-om ar. HF portable, AnIimportant jeature of the sy stem, was that it had to i,e initiafll accessed byv sending a dual-r,'ne--mlulti-
frequency (DTMF) burst over the link, If this gignal we-.ecorrectlv received hv' he base stat ion receiver-
decoder, a 1 second tone burst was senit back ever the link by the base stat ion tiansinittor, so that :he

imobile knew hie had act-leved irnterconnect. Hie could therefore press his rnicroelhone button and .. lI

The communication asvsein described ai~ove i', an all radio one, aind since no basi' station radio
opzrator is invol-,'u, It is potentially avai lable '4 hours per dav, With the deploenent of ., number of
VHF community radios in peoples' houses, instead of one radio uneer operator control, thetev is I~ss

chance of an emergency call going io'heard. Clear iv, since tone signalling is emplo~ed ns an intvF1,I
p-1rt of the system, with appropriate design, it cou!J no possible tor the mobile t' %fllI his home ,httect iV.
through a radio link interconnection to the communityv telephone svstcm. Some it t hese idvas, and various
hardware developments through contract with Canadia-n Industry are described below.,

3, SUB-S)STEM CHARACTERlSTICS

3.1 Antennas for Base Station and lri-i- Ilse

Various antennea. wer- consi-dored fot use at the 11' bhise staetloll, in, remote camps and o, the trail.-
-such as the horizontal dipole, the inve'rted-V, various torms ot ful 1-wave delta--loops..J ~11 hot i0tai tull -

ILwave quad-lovp and, for trail radio appl icat ion, sloii' cent re-loaded whiipls, The-i'equi iemn,- fot r o the
antenna system were: nighi angle radiation (for s;hort distance 'omnmunicantions), adapt all litv ti .. xeIlt i-
trequency operat ion; nion-direct Iona1 It v in the az.imuthal pla~ne. inexpenisive: and. in part i,itlar, .r

portable'use, the antenna hid to l-e lightweight irna easily erevtable.

The inverted-V dipole antenna was t*i ie ,.enna t.*,e that best met t hese va1rious requiIrements5.
Essent ial ly, it is a hal f-wave l ipol e antenna withI drooping en~is mounted on a single cenlt t suplpoit 1mast,
Toe ends oF tho dipole ate attached by ' sulated -af'le to anchors at ground lcvel ,Ifo opposite, s idi's ot thle
mastat c. f, the sketclv in Figu:-e 1s). While this antenna is vtr\ popular with radio amateur,". it seei115 to
have had ifr'ited, it .u'\, use in commercial appl icat ions.,

As is ev'dent in Figui ,'s 3 a~id 4. the Important par-imlet ors are the' height if t owet (mc 15111ed ill
fract ions of a wavelIengthi), and th" itnc luded angle .\ tdgroets) biet ween t he dipole elms 1,~v loullv, if
A -l180, the inverted-V becomes a hori~o-ltal dipol.~ and for W %we have ae vei' !neft iclent tad jar tor.

For antenna mast heights, ti, ot 0.1 - 0.. 2'S the input Impedance of t he, invert ed-V is abot' t SOt ohtms, full
a iesonant antenna rn:: thieretore be tedl iire t lv with 50 ohm coaxial cable. Hoveyci , it is necesset1 (0t
utilize a 1:1 i',,iun transft i.:mer for illibalanced to bal it:.ed impedance ti .itsiorm;t too

The antenna radiates very wel! it high elevation atigleo,. and 'hie az imut hal response o t the .11i'0,111a
for conmiunicationq is essential llv non-airectional a,, will .ie doscribled beclow. rhe various uives in
Figure 3 show the vcrtical polar diagrams in the equatorial and meridian placls (the plane broadsaide to thle
ant itnnae and the plane contaIrIng the dipole) as treasuted it a scale, model tiequencv' of .ý00 Mil: onl an Antennta
pattertn range. The ridia. scale is linear in field-stt'engtb. The' inverted .V radiates a hot i7otitallv
polarized signal in the planec at a right angle to thee dipole', and a vertical lv polatiied signal in the% plane
in line wit,, the dipole. The azimuthal pattertis (t.ot shown) are tvpIt Al f .iurc-8 patteeins,, which, natural l\
at= orthogona.111 directed for the two polarizations Thus, on tiansmit, the antennA radiates either loio-
zontal or vertical polarization, depetident on direction of propagation. (in1 re-eivo the down-coming sky-wa4ve

receive antenna regardless of its orientation,
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other adVantogesl of the inverted-V are., several antennas Can be fed in parallel, with little inver-
action if the frequenicies are non-harmonicall-; related, If two frequencies are used, tile intennis ,,Iould be
arranged orthogonal to each other; fir more than tw,-: 'requencies, tile antennas would he arranged rivnunetricallv
about the supporting most.

F')r 1ortabie application, a sectional ttipod arrangement consisting of a bundle of 1.8 meter lengths
of 2.54 cr diameter aluminum tubing for the centre support was devised (see Figr, 5 and I'). 'Ihe hteigh, of
the centre support cou~d be 1.8 meters or 5.5 metres. When elevated tit its centre to a height
of only 1.8 meters above Poorly conducting arctic terrain, the inverre-4-V dipole antenna was tound to provide
usable communications over paths up to a few hundred kilometers with 10 watt PEP transceivers. Foi portable
use, the antenna is wound on bobbins and the user unrolls the correct resonant length to a coloured marker
on the wire correspording to the channel matker on his radio (see Figure 8)

A final comment,. the elevat ion pat tern for vertical polarizal ion (inl thle plane containing the
tinverted-V) is very sonsitive to anNy unbalance in thle di;.,ole, especiall-~ if the tower height is near tW a
resonant height of X/4, which is typical for installations employing frequencies near the lower eaid of the
HF band.ý Any unbalance in the dipole results in currents liowing in the tower, or in the sheath of the
coaxial feeder-cable, which results in the pattern being non-symmetrical, c.f. Figure 4kh), curve 1.- A

Cbalun was used for the m.odel measurements, however a balanced feed was apparently not exa~tlv -ichieved. Thie
diagrams in Figure 3(b) hf-ve been corrected for this unbalance., The ripple on thle patterns in Figure '#are
due to a range imperfect lot. Patterns were not measured for h/\ ' 0.25, sinte for the in~ended appli-atlon
(short to medium distance communicat ions) tile resulting polar diagrams would be unsatisfactory.

3.2 HF-SSB Transceiver

A new HI'-SSB transceiver is being developed as an offshoot of the trail remote camp radio piroject,
Special features of the transceiver are: (1) modular conqtruction so the 10 or 20 vatt trail rdilo call be
attached to a Lattery pack at the rear of the radio for ,ortable usk, oir a 100 watt linear amplifier for use
it, camp plugs in place of the battery pack; (2) digital channel control is utilized, so that the 100 watt
linear can be attached without motors or switch extensions; (3) auitomatic load control; I.e., the transmitter

r. drive adjusts to mismatched anuonnis and avoids distortion; (4) Speech processing for increased talk-power
that works aultomatically On louder speech (thle transmitter opetates as a linear amplifiet on low level
voicehf (5) simplif'ed channel programming, no wires to solder or filters ito tune; (6) built-in voice
operated squ-,ich; (/) noise suppression to combat ignition interference; k8) protection against over-voltage
or reverse po1.aritv power 3aupplvf and (9) Insulated cry:stal oven for reduced power consumption onl thle proto-
type transceivet.. Development work on a temperature compensated crystal oscillator, with channel crystal
derived frequencies locked to the master oscillator or synthesized from it is under develepment, since a
crvstal oven is not power conservative for battery operated e,,uipment,

The prototype trail-remote radio is still undei de-elopment, however the contractor, Spilqburv
Co-munications, Vancouver, has developed a new set ies oi S58 trankeivers for the domestic and export. Plalket
utilizing technology acquired as a result of their work mi thle treil radio transceiver. This will .1
100 watt PEP transcoliver, designed for land-mobile and land-fixed use, operating from a 1.2 volt veh.-Ic
battery (or equivalent),~ A photograph of the new transceiver (Spilsburv Communikations Model SBX-WO()

isshown in Figure 9.ý

3.3 eSli Tone Decoder

The problem with using tone signalling on SSB with suppi essed carrier has been thalt during detct t ion,
the audio frequencies are shi fted if there is any difterenkce betwee'n tile transmitter carrier frequencvt and
the receiver local oscillator frequencv.- A coo .ent lonal tone signalIling system would reqiulre .. wide band
width to accept this difference, and would thus suffer from lack of rel iabil1itv and poor noise inmiunit%.
The 558i tone signalling system developed bv Challenger Flect ronics, Vanc ouver , uitilizes, a pilot ti'ne i-' -
with an information tone; thle pilot tonle is b db higher than the intormat ion t one, if lie audio ton.4 .re

shifted in frequency, the difference frequency between the pilot ind informat ion totiv will remain constant
and may be detected in the co~nvent ion..l manner. The pilot tone frequency was chosen to be -211N liz.: The
v'arious frequencies for thle infornui~ ion tone for a 1 2-digit or a Iti-digi t signalli rg system are given inl a
table in Appendix 1., It will be noted that aill signalling frequenc ies are 11315 IL, anti all di fferent e fre-
quencies are '885 H~z; therefore, at hi-pasr, filt 'r ahiead of tilie decodmr reduces ,toise and inturference at
the detected frequencies. rihe block dia~j am in Figure 10 Illustrates how tile syster. *'netatvi. 'rhe audio
output is first applied to thle hi-pass filter whit h removez- all products oif mix~ing leaving ,,il v the pilot
and information tones. The compres-sion amplifier assures constant airli~ttude to the envelope detector.-
The resultant sign 21 wh~cli contains tile origgtnal tonle, and thle sit,- and di ffei ence trequencies is, al'il fed
to the 10-pass filter., This filter removes the original frequencies and thle sum icequenc'o'; ieavin:-; onli,

*the difference frequencies to be ampliti ed by tile final ompression ampl ifier, the decodc is, a convent iona.
* activý bandpass filter type, with the time constant selatrabout 250 ms to mlo.ml-,e falsing. After det ekt ton

and vet ificat Ion, conventional AT& r touch-tone, digits~ are regenerated the output tones aire compat ihht
with telephone signalling equipment. The DlTlF S'llI signntliný. rouch-tone R~ regenerator svsttr, developed
for CRC by Challenger is their No-Ici RD-0802.

3.4 SSB-I)IMF Mo~ile Encoder

It was, of -ourse, necessary to develop a special mobile tone encodet for uise wilt) ftlti) system.-
S The Challenger Model MF-0802 is a dual tone mu1 ti-frevquentv y ctiodei , gene rat i n, synthesized frequencies

in the range 1524s to 1878 II-, as well as tile pilot tone a~t 21 'a9 liz * A standard TV olour burst qtiart,
c r\sta' %frequenkv 3. 574545 Miz) Provides a stabil ize ret ereice for the svinthesized tonies. Ince encoder
provides a frequency stability of 0.001' over the operatting range -.40('C to +7011'. The mobile radio
telephone interfaced withI the encoder Is, ill itittrated in b lo~ k diagram tio Fi gore 11 and .a t rail ta.id I
equi~iietit is sh~own in Figure 12. The IIF-SSB radio, telephone is a SptIIsbury osu s ts Vancouver.

Type SeX-Il a 10 watt PEP lit-tablc transceiver.: Tht, 'iodiflevl tcanscrlvei operates otf the Ni-cad
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3.5 S eechProcessai

The amplitude u~mpander, known since the 1930s but only receaitlv tt!i'e practical and etonoinical
(Ref. 6), provides some significant advantages. Compressing the al 4tignal prior to modulation to
Achieve more efficient use of the transmitter power Is widely used by radio armateurs,~ Howe%,er, by vom-
pressing only tile amplitude peaks, the backgzound noise Increases relative to th,Ž ,eakti. h. significant
advantage can be achieved by expanding tht compressed audit, in thle receiver. Using full amplitude
companding a 12 to 15 db improvement in signal-to-noise ratio Is possible (Ref, 7). When only compression
is used, the impro.'ertent is not so dramatic, about 6 - 8 db Improvement (Ref., 8, 9 and 11)),

r7;i amplitude compander will improve the SINK, but only if thle received signal I$ It few dli .IIKVV
the noise. When the signal drops into the noise. the expander will not operate properly, since there is
insufficient sigaal for use as a reference.

The prototype trail radic transceiver under development employs voice compression on louid speeth1,
the more sophisticated system under development (see Sectitin 5) employs digital signalling and a micro-
processor controlled compander. Radio amateurs are currently experimenting with amplitude as well a.N
frequency compstrding, employing anl equipment manufactured by Henry Radio, w~s Angeles, Caslifornia, their
VBC Model 3000, usir- a circuit designed by Harris and Cleveland (Ref. 11 and 12). Although initial tests
to date have been successful, many nc'e tests by a large number of raoio cjrrmunicators under vatrying con-
ditions are desired, since only then will a blu'flicint data base be established a~s to thle utietulnesb of
the various systems developed and proposedJ, for the guidanco of future improvements.

4. THlE SYSTEI CONCEPT FOR AUTOMATIC
RADIO TELEPHONE INTERCONNECT (RTI)

The block diagram in Figure 13 illustrates th- system concept for a prot.3type system yet to be
evaluated by field-trial. The. most difficult part of the system turned out to be the transoait/receive
switch at the HF-SSB base station. In the all-radio system, that is lai operational use at Ileartak
(Figure 2), thle switching Is done by the carrier of the VHF commtunity raddb, i.e., by a carrier operated
switch (COS). With VU(F-FM, this provides reliable switching down to levels near to signal threshold.

Ouir first idea was to give control of tht switching to the called telephone pturty, a~ttr the
*initial functions of access. ant' dialling had beeta comipleted. Thtus when the called te.Lephore )artv picýked

up his phone, his v,.ice wi'tild activate a voice-operated transmit (VOX) swý,:ch. However, the balance' of
the hybrid, twh'ýn connected to act ial telephone line.,, provided1 cnlv 10 - 10 db isolation between the
r-'tc.ived r.-dio signal and the speech of the called telephone Party, and since automatic gain oontrol V'41
had to be used to hold levels constant, this degree of isol...ion was insulticient. Noise ind fnterfer..n~cc
received by the HF-SS8 base station receiver acttuaed the VOX control wl,ich, oif course, made the se'tdim
malfunction.

Toe system curruntly adopted utilizes d'ual control, that is, VOX operation onl thle speectl ot the
called telephone p..rty Is still employed, hut when tit, mobilec speaks. a I secvi~d VNMF tone burst isý ,ent
over tiha link which sets a gate, and when hie finishes spieaking, and lets his -itcropih'ne button So, anothet
DT4M* tone bu'-st is sent over the I tiak to open the gate,- The mot~ile transceivet therefore huas two mode., of
operation. In one mode for ordiina:. HF mobile to HF base stat ion operator control commuith at ions ore tot
the initial functions of access Anid d'ialling, tile ransmitter turns on and oft ittdee thle control ,f the
microphone button., No tone signalling is emp~loved, except those tones using the keyboard encode' . Whet
the mobile Is t3lk~iig or the autopatch. hie presses a push-to-bold switch on tila tra,insccivet, so that eaý h
time he presses his microphone button or releases it, I I second TMIF tone burst is transmitted. These
beeps will likely nor be annoying to tile user, in fact, the user could tome to like to hear them becauist
when the cailled telephone part) hears the second `leep, i'e k~nows lie should talk,.

Tire various signall ir'g freqjuencies onl the telephone I tne provid'e thle initital c'ont rol . Tire mo-, It,
di .s * to acre., tne systemn. If this is properly reOLIived. the off hook, fl .tp/f !op c lozses the, or f hook
relay in the voice stat ion -oupler (a unit supplied by tire telephione compativ) . The dial tone e..,tect c ir-
cuitry det cts the dial tone, and turns, on the Hi' fiansmitteý briefly, so when thle mobil-, fets go ok le
microphone but ton he heacs diall one. When the' base station tr-in.oritter is, silent, thle mo!Itle piesse
his micrvphone Zbutton agIain ýnd touches t,ut the te~ephone numb~er he wishes to all. lie lets go it titi; mt~to-
phone button. bependien. on the telephone exchange, ithe regenerated AT%%I' touch tones Ocan 'i~e used To dIial
directly, or these digits are converted to binary code and entered Into i ' irst-in-l irst-out (FIFO) mcaxrror
and sequentially dialled out by a dial pulse converter. It i ,u~ces';'kil dialling has beeni ach t eved, a
ringing signal appears on the line,~ If a busy 6ignal is decected, titl, system hangs itselt uptill tt.ll.
Ea-ch ringing signal turns on thle HF base statiton transmit ter so tht mobile caa htear :he phone,' rringing. It
after 10 rings, there is no answer the RTI control hangs rtil the ponole automat ically ind r evens. thle s' sttem

*to standby. If the called party answers, the voice operatcd ikitris en tire transmitter and the mobile
heare him speaking. Opheration continues, as detscribed above, and when vompiet-, the robile sends tire sitgit #
which hangs up the phone, If pronagat ion cond itiovs-tn, betore hie hangs itp, the phone and lie is, unail'l
to do so, the dlil tone wni 5 h .ilpears onl the line 30) seconds rt tcr the ciiile.1 party hia. hunig up is I. etecterd
and used to performi the automatic hang tip and reset to standbyv operat ionl.

' t fl prototype system is currently under evalu~at ion by f ield tital . It has been desigtjned to tevion -

strate: tile feasibility of RTI from an iiF-ScB mobilt. raidio telephone An operat ionot svstemi would toquti r
further dev~iopment and rtfinement, to Incorporate user ident .flca'ion, vtk'.

5. A DIGITAL HF RADIO TFLEPIVNe SYSTEM:
ONE OF CREATEP SOPHISTICA71ON

The HF ralio tolephoric system describee In some detail above is basically aI lver simple orne,
Hernial channel selection Is employ-d. analogue tone signa' ling is ut ilized, and :.peech Iproeesslrg while
carloyed Is simply aloplitude compression. Also supervisorv fur .'t itns as CV,'.iltred by 'he telephone company,.



si.ch as user identification. etc. was not a part of the development, This war, betaus,ý telephone compatible
system studies, -and a more sophisticated system was under developmen. as at separate Drolect. This iystem
will employ digital signalling. The heart of it is the controller/interface unit (C-.0 that provides the
means of 'interfaving an HF-SSB simplex radio link to the telephs-., e.twork without 0t,' a'd of an operator.
The liiterfa.~e unit monitors the operational status of the retuic .",Ipment and ti~e associated loop from the
switchb~.ard or telephone set, It generates and receives supvi'.sc ,. signalling such as dial tones or busy
signals, and ensuires that the calling and destination suIbsc-ibers also receive the appropriate signals in
the course of setting up a call. Most importantly it automatically tests and evaluates the available
frequency channels to determine the optimum channel tor use in that link at that moment. The contiolier
employs a microprocessor to Implement the necessary control tunctions, so that the system software Lan be,
t,.ilored to suit the requirements of a particular user.

The System also will utilize synchronized comp.-essioii and expansion (Syncompex) of spivL.. to
greatly improve the quality of spee. it obtained over a III-SSB radio link. Syncompex operates like Lincompex,
except that digftal signalling rather than analogue signalling is employed. Since the control interface
unit is digital, it is t-lear that a digital data link is required, and a digital control channel, which
will accompany the voice transmissions is provided thereby linking the speech compressor in the transmiitter
to the co~iplementary expander in the recei-er. Selective fading d~ie to Tiultipath prc'..stgation characteristics

of short range HF propa .at ion hap been fotind to be a problem with an early prototype for the Syncompex voice
processor, but this hasi been overcome by employin~g inband frequ'-ncv diversity (Chow, private communicat ions).

A new HF-SSB transceiver rated at too wiatts CW has been develop. d under this project, by Naut icail
Etectronic Laboratories (Nautol), Hackett's Cove, Nova Scotia, Model NXIIIOOTR. Feaitures of this transcei'~er
iniclude all sohxd-stat&1 construction with redundant circuitry tt olfer extended mean time between failutes..
In the power -'mplifiet stage, a tree network of solid-state iai~plifiers and rower combiners is employed tO
offer the feature of gc-..eful degradation. If at power amplifier component fails, the remaining components
can continue to operate with only a proportional reduction irn output power. Other teatures of the Nauitel
transcei~er include crystal stabilized, channelized, frequen,,v agile tuning for iapitl channel changes ind

digital control.,

The Spilsbur; SBIX-100 is intended tor use in .. otor vehicles, trt.-ks. tractors, snowemooiles as well
ats base camps, watch towers ai~d remote sites; and, although it can be intvr.hiaaged ,-s a mobile or base

X ~station, the Nautel NXHIOOTR is designed fo-. nase station uee, where reliableI Lomaunication is required,

~ end the additional cost of the sophistication provided can be at forded.

I b1 WNCI.USIONS
The concept of an HiF-SSB iormmunicat tons System with automati Ic nterconnectivitv is feasible, and17offers a decided advantage, for the untrained itser as.- well as time s-.ving. features tor the experienced

operator. The app1licat ion of this feature to HIF equipment under micrOPro~ essor control ofters new dimen-
sios tors Thi pomiaper hs, decrbd sromies rearc bands dffutervelopmeentlat haien automti ein .1donapie .Fit
sion-, hs tope hFctiiatos, decnbd providresearc basis dfvfurthert tdvant ien autoate isd aengdaptie atI CRdC
and th~rough collaboratiton with Canadian Industry. The mol ular con,,ept which alltows the HF svstem to be
optimized for the part icular application and the svstezm complexit' and cost desi~ed by the cus~omer is an
important feature of today's radio equipment..
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APPENDIX 1

SSB TONE SIGNALLING

FREQUENCY TABLE

PILOT TONE 2199 HZ

INFORMATION DIFFERENCE FREQUENCY
DIGIT TONE (HZ) TONE (HZ)

1 1878 321

2 1856 343

3 1832 367

4 1806 393

5 1779 420

6 1749 450

7 1718 481

8 1684 515

9 1648 551

0 1609 590

* 1568 631

# 1524 u75

A 1478 722

B 1427 773

C 1373 827

D 1315 885
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FIGURE 1. Sketch illuqtrating communication between a Vtliv portable
and a VHF colnriuklitv radio, by relay through a re,'ote repea'er.,
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FIGURE 2. Sketch illustrating cormmunicat~ons letween an HF portablt and
S~a VHF co, mmunity radio, en~plofizng an tIF base station, a UHF linkand a remote repeater,
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FIGURE 3. Measured vertical plane polar diagrams
for inverted-V dipole antennas, measured
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FIGURE 10. block diagram illustrating the (5'priacip4 ef ,pr ,, fcr 35n'I\

tone signalling decoder.

RECEIVER'

FLTE'v AMPLIFIER FLE

[MCOMPERESSION .•DECOjýR L•-I:TMF !
AMPLIFIER DECODER - REGENERATOR

FIGURE 11. Block diagram illustrating
an HF transceiver interfaced

MICROPHONE with a DTIF encoder.S] SS4'B/HF 1 I
I •-•MOBILEE

S[~TRANSCEIVERI

SSSB-DTMF
ENCODER

F I.UR. I.'., Photograph showing a pirtable -

trail radio (Spilsbury Type SBX-11),
a SSB-DfMF encoder (Challenger
Model ME-0g02 , Ni-Cad batteries and
tarrying cast, for trr.,sceiver and

batter ies

FILURE II. Block diagram illustrating
the principle of operation
for an HF base station radio

-- telephone interconnect 9,v'tcm

"(protutype preCentlG being

-evaluated by field trial).
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DISCUSSION

ER. Schmerling, US
How is the problem of frequency management hat•xied? First, operating frequencies must be chor.en depending
on ionospheric conditions; second, "he selected f.'equency must avoid interference with neighboring systems.

Author's Reply
In the simple systems I have described, chaanel evaluation is carried out on assigned ficquencies, or channels, so
interference is no different from normal channel t-sage in fact interferenc.e will probably be less since automatic
channel selectior. takes less time thaii manual channel selection.

N.C. Gerson, US
For the relative'y short distances involved, could you not use a horizontal whip?

Author's Reply
Yes, but for reasons given in the paper the inverted-V was chosen.

I

It
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SII•MARY

The communications efficiency of electrically short h.f. aerials ia d :atxtcal field envi'onment remains
unacceptably poor. THis paper describhs some of the results from a lc:".h, detailed, practical study of
the problem, performed at fuji-scale and discusses the effect on the aerial performance of several facto's
shown by the experiments to be important but not p:cviously suffici n, lv recognised.

1. INTRODUCTION

The theoretical base radiation resistance and reactance of a vertical radiator over an infinite and
perfectly :onducting ground are well known (SMITHC1947) and are illustrated, for the caso of a 4 m whip
aerial, in figtres I and 2. This paper is -oncerned with the behaviour ot such a whip aerial at frequencies
below the electrical quarter-wave where the radiation resistance is deercasing rapidly and the reactance is
increasing at a corresponding rate as aerial is shortened,,

In order to radiate power -ffectively. the aerial impedance ,ust be 'tured' and 'matched' to that of th,'
sourc. by means of a conjugatc reactance and transf-qrmer, Although the theoretical aistant radiated gro-nd-
wave field intensity induced by a vertical aerial of infinitesimal height is oniy 4.25% less than that
induced by a V/. aerial radiating the same power in a lossless system (BROWN G.1937) shown in figure 3, in
a real environment the unavoidable losses assoc:ated with the impedanct matching device and an imrerfect
gro, ic reduces performance drasticallv (figure 4). In small h.f. aerial systems of this type the dominant
lees mechanistm is generally associated with the imperfect nature of rthe groundplane. Figtite 4 also
illustrates the diminishing effect of a fixed grounu loss as the aecrial approaches quarterwave resonance,

The characteristics of large, complex ground systems have been studieu in some detail (MEISSNLR A, 1q22'

however, there is little data concerning th- performance of small transportable systems in field conditions.

2., EASURMNTS

A large number of field measurements have been carried out on a standard 4 m wnip mounted ve i•cally ovet
various ground systems throughout the frequency range I - 20 M~Uz, in order to evaluate the efft -tiveness of
limited size systems.

In order to assess the performance of the dificrent systems, it would ideally be necessaty to carry out a
series of protracted distant field intensity coviarisons throughout the frequency r.zge of :nterest. In
this instance, however, derial base impedance measurements were used instead, providinu a practicable method
for a rapid hut reliable indication of relative performance of a set of siailar symmetticci der'al systems.
This practice is justified later.

The oase impedance of the aerial systesi was me'suied using a .t 16OoA series impedance bridge and a Wayne-
Kerr SR 268 sourceldetector.

The first configuration to be measured was simply the 4 m -,hip mounted over a short 12" earth spike ("
diameter) driven 11" into the ground co-axial'y with the whip, The base ces;stance and reactance
Lharacteristic are shown in figures 5 and o and are much as anticipated., Altsiough the theoretical radiation
resistance continues to decrease belo,: 5 MItz, an increase o, cu.s in th- overall resistance indicating a
rising loss factor.

The ground system was then gradually enlargened in order to investigate the enginetring trade-off betwet-n
improved performance and increased size. An operational system must be simplc, physically coiract and
quick to erect and dismantle - these criteria generally eliminate buried systems, leaving sheets, wires or
mesh-. nmounted on or near the earth.

Since the return earth current density is greatest around the base of the aerial (igurret7 a smali 3 ftp.. diameter 16 swg aluminium disc was placed on the ground beneath the aerial and was found to give a slightly
lower resistance characteristic below 10 MHiz, but again detwonstrated the rapid increase in losses at the
lowest frequencies (figure 81. The addition , cix 8 ft insulated ,adial wires lying on the ground arourd
the 3 ft disc further improved the resistance below i10 MHz (figure 9)r

Enlarging the disc to : 6 foot square sheet reduced the resistance still further (figurtlO1) hdaever care
had to be exercised with the measuremewnts if spurious reqonances •-•re to be avoided (figure 11), A six
foot sheet of metal was becoming unwieldy and .o a series of radial wire only ground systems were e..amined,
comsencing with six 8 ft., radials. Figure t2shows these to exhibit a lower resistance between S - 15 MHz
but generally increased below 5 Hlt w;ien compared to the 3 it disc with 8 ft radials. The ground
conditions had changed considerably (very dry to very darp) between the two tests and may account for the
difference. Increasing the radial length to 16 ft made little general difference, Figure II, and interspersing
the six 8 ft radials in between the 16 ft wires gave only a nrginal improvement at low frequencies (figi,, 14).,

Amorgqt the very small ground systems, it appears that the 6 ft square alumintin m -lheet gave the best perfolm-
ance followed by the 3 ft disc with six 8 ft radials. In some instances it may be placticable to extend the
groundplane somewhat further and so a series of larger systems were investigated.
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It vas found that some improvement below 5 MHz could be gained by increasing the radial length to 32 ft,
however a broad peak in resistance centred around 7 Mglz (figureb1) occurred whicn appeared to be independent

of the equipment geometry.. The reactive component shows no disturbance, probably due to the broadband
nature of the resistive peak (figure 16),

When the radial wires were lengthened to 50 ft the resistive peak was moved down in frequency to aroLnd
5 MHz, however in this ih~stance, perhaps due to the extremely dry prevailing ground conditions, the
reak appears to be narrow band (fioure 17).- Further increases in radial length to 100 ft and then 150 ft
brought the peua down to around 2"5 and 2411z respectively (figure 18 and 19). Both tho 1Ot ft and lA'Ott radial
systems ho-ever exhibited multiple peaks, particularly the latter system which was laid on extremely dry
ground. Reducing the number of 100 ft radials from six to four resulrt'd in the same peak frequencies but
a general increase in resistance (tiguce 20)..

The multiple nature of these peaks and the close relationhip between radial length a-d centre frequency
strongly suggested a resonance mechanism associated with radial length. The resonant frequency appeared
to correspcnd to the 0l/ 4 'free space' wavelength on the line, however lie rtaonance clearly tesulted in a
high impedance transformation characteristic of a n\/2 resonance. In tact, using the impedance bridge,
nl/4 resonances are almost ir4.ossible to detect whereas nX/2 resonances are easy to discern as they result
in a high series impedanc- in the aerial system. Befo.r investigating the radial rvsonance phenomena lurther
the character° of a number of larger ground systems are presented,

In an attempt tc reduce the effect of the radial resonances short and long radial wireN were interspersed
and figures 21and 22 show thdt the resonancef. are considetably reduced in amplitudee This reduction can
also be effected by earthing the centre rommon point or, pieferabl,., the end of eaca radial wire as can be
seer in figures 23and 24. The aerial was erected over a 12" rarthspike driven into a level pebble beach
covered by 2" of sea water and figsice 25 illi-strates that only a mo.cst general improvement was obtained, a
fact that might be explained by zhe distribution of fertilizing salts over the home test range., To
confirm that the increased resistive ..e.ponent over the theoretical predicted radiation resistance was
ir fact ilmost entirely due to losses in the ground system, the whip was mounted over the largest metal
groundplane avaitab~e - an aluminium sheet 300' by 10' by 50 thou thick. The resistance now fall.. very
rapidly, following the radiation resistance, with decreasing frequency (figu'.e2fh however the firite size
of the ground system car, still be detected by the rise in resistance at the lowest fiequencies me,.sured.The measured resistance around 12 MHz is slightly less than t:iat prpdlct-d for the radiation resistance

which may be due to the influene of the operator or limit..tions ;n the absolute accur.acs of the
measurement.

Even disregarding the resonance effects there is little genetal improvement shkwn by the extel'ied ground
systems (except perhaps at the lowest frequencies) apart frim the large metal sheet.- In fact the 6 it
aluminium sheet is still very co'petitive.

3. RADIAL RESONANCES

The current standing wave pattern was plotted along a resonant radial wire ecti ir:.'ing tile tesonances to be
functions of nA/2 (figure 27). On a ;uggestion by James Wait an outer wire inp was placed over bet
disconnected from the ends of the radial wires but figure 28 shows no appreciable mod'lication to the giound
system performance, houever when the ends of the radial wires were linked to the outer wire circle thr
resonance erorped in frequency (figure 29)., When four vymukt rial radiAls were end-I inked in a squarel, he tcso-
n~nce Jropred still further (figure 30)., An examination o, the current stand;,t , wave at ricson.nce contit med the
resonance nechanism shown in figure 31.. Al though the resonant frequency dropped, the-e w.as li ttl apparent
improvement i,. performance, probably due to the end-linkii-g wires lot being parallel to the return earth
currents., Measui,-ents on two spiral ground systems pioviding a large amount of conductot petpendicular to
the returr. earth cur:ents clearly demonstrate the necessity for continuous .-adial condtutors - it is not
purely the amount of good tot.ductor in the vicinity ot the aerial base. fiiurev 12 and 11, whete th,. general
resistance characteristic is very close to that of a simple earthspikt. Th., low ft qsueticy esonan~e, Aliplpe.- to
be spit il mode resonances and z-re again reduced in awnpliiude when the ý,ouusnon point is eaithud;I (figuile 141.-

The n0/2 current standing waves on an approximatel) n0/ 4 'free space' wavelongth wite indicates that the
effective phase velocity on the radials has been reduk,,, by a factor of almost exactly two. The uiost lik,,lv
cause for this reduc:ion in phase velocity appears to be -he proximity of a lossy diceict,i( earth,

To test this hypothesis the entire aerial system (including radials) was gradually elevated above the ground.
thus reducing the influece if the adjacent 'dielectric' haif-space, Ahich should tesult in a ,'eoiesp,.diu•
increase in phase velocity on the wires and hence radial resonant frequency, -igure 35 demoletrates
the increase in rad:zl resonant frequency as a function of the height of tVe sstemn a',o\ki g.,und. It can
be seen that the resou.,nt frequency corresponds to that cxpected froum 'fice space' ,ltase velo itv wh•n the

r ' system was 5 tt above ground, It is intcresting to note that as the height of the ,vstem above ground
increases there 's L corresponding increase in resonant Q, and that the rate c- inclease o! phase velocity
decreases.

Let the phase ve.- ;ity on a 4ire in free space be V',,, if the wire is thn placed at the -untev:tae between
tree space and a dielectric mediam k (earth) then the phase "e, ,';tv r,,dlces to

2V2\0

Vph -

and if the wire is buried sme distance into the dielectric medium then it reuacs still furthet to,:

V
vph"

og



The 50 ft radial system twah buried I'" underground and figure 36 shows how the resonance for the radials onI.the surface at around 4-9 11Hz has been reduced further in frequenc~y to around 1.75 MHz. For a radial wire
ismmersed near the junction of two media, providing the dielectric constant of the seconce (more dense)
medium is much t~reater than that of the firs.., the effect of tr~e first medium on the phasp velocity will
become negligible olitly a short distance into the second, dense medium - in this case, the earth. Tile
results of the experiment yield an effective dielectric constant for thle ground of about 32.ý An independent
measurement of the elfective ground dielectrie constant using a sealed sample substitution method gave a
value of betwvon 30 - 34.

Analysis 'of the results tin igurc 39) shows tile phase veloc'ity oin the riad~l wires to depend upon
height aboxe or below the inietface according to figure 37. It was not possible to -onfirm the valuc
exactly in the ieterface due to ground roughness on the range, It is expected that this curve will depend
on the effective ground dielectric prorerties in the mannier illustrated in figure 3S, however further work
is required to verify this.ý

This pheromeron raises the possibility of providing a relitivc-ly simple method for dietermining the eftective
dielectric constant of the ground over a wide range of radio frequencies. one straight forward measurement
to deiermine the V/2 resonant frequency, and hence ph'ase velocity, oni A shallow buried %ire ýppears to provide
an accurate bulk effect value,

Relative distant field intensity comparisons between resonant and non-resonant systems were conducted to
confirm that tile higa impledince nA/ 2 radial resonances did indeed result ii' a reduction in radiated power
at and around the resonant frequency, Several systems were examined and -igures 39 and 40 show the
distant field intensities for two systems each normalised to a non-resonant earthspike system. These
measurem.ents illustrate very clearly the iuhstantial reductions in distant field intensity, that occurred
around the radial resonant frequencies, and thus in system efficierncy,

When the predicted relative field intensity !baseu on tile impedance measurements are plotted oin the same
graphs, (Iigures 41 and 42) then thle close correlation between the hase impedance measurements and the
relative distant Lield int,'nsitics is qet evident, establishing base impedance comparisons -is a rapid
and useful method of assessing this type of simple, synmmetrical groundplane.

During the measi~rements on elevated systoms a substantial reduction in resistance was apparent when the
system was lifted clear of the ground, tither due to reduced effective ground loss or to modification of
the radiation characteristics of thie aerial SySten1' (flagutl 4 i3),: c-roundwave field intens it% comipar isons !nown
i~i f igut e 44, whett' a l6 it radial system on tilie ground is coiiqare.d to Lthe samk, sys temn ra*i sed S It a.l"a
fom the earth, shows qa in' c learly . a significant imlprovemont in radiated field intensity t or the

elevated s~stem. This may be relevant to %"ehicular mounteJ system.

4. CONCLUSIO0iS

This practical study of electrically short h.f., aetials has providpd fresh insight into their behaviour
in i field environment, and has demonstrated] that

- Aerial base impedance nkeasurements appear to provide a straight forward but tapid means
for the evaluation *:f syimmctrical aerial systems.

- Small ground systems: can provide a significant improvement over a simple earthspilkc. and
are competitive with larger radial systems- when wideband operatiin is required..

- Larger ground systems may provide improved narrew-hand performances, however radial
re'sonances at previously unexpected frequencies can give rise to sul-stantial losses of
ef ftc i ecy.,

- If narrow-band operation is uaeiteu then the radials should he designed to be 11',4 resonant,
taking into account the p~iase 7clocity reduction due to thle pro'.,imitv ot the earth,:

- Sma.ll elevated radial systems appearea to exbibit a 2 - 7 dR groundwave advantage ovet the
same systcm oin the ground.

- Radial resonance frequencies, can be predicted4 carily from a knowledge of the effective
dielectric coasta:It of the ground and thle system geomeiry.

- A straigit torward meastitemrent of the /2. re,'sanant tricqtinev M1 a1 hall w bui ied ýadial
wire canl uased to determiew the effect ive dieleet: ac coustalnt of "'. ground at Indio
frequencies with minimal mathematics.

51 A(nKNO1WLIXEW1MNTS
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RADIO-LINK COMPUTATIONS OPTIMIZE PATTERN SHAPIN(3 OF SHORTWAVE ANTENNAS

A. Stark

Rohde & Schwarz

Munich, FRG

SUMMARY

The reliability of a radio link in the shortwave range depends to a lirge deqree on the
vertical patterns of the transmitting and receiving antennas that are used. The inforna+ion
necessary for dilmensiciing vertical radiation patterns can be dertived by computer forecasts
for representative HF radio links. The paper shows how statistical data can be obtained
from forecast printootb to produce frequencydependent, optimized values for the elevation
angles of the radiati(.n maximum and for the vertical bearwidths.

Four kinds of antenna that are important in everyday use are then examined tc see how
suitable the) are foi applying these principles:

a) Vertical antennas, e.g. rod or whip antennas, offer no possibility of creating tne
"vertical patterns in the desired form.

b) Horizontal dipoles, through appropriate selection of the height above ground, can be
matched very well to the requirement& of wave propagation, The.r fi.ed heiqht above
ground, however, means that a compromise has to be made as regaros the requirements
differing with frequency.

c) Vertical logarithmic-periodic antennas permit no shaping of the - h-cau•p of
their construction with vertical radiators.

d) Horizontal logarithmic-periodic antennas offer ideal possibi. - the elevation
angle for maximum radiation plus the width of the vertical paýt very accurately
matched by correct dimensioning to the values dictated by the fi Nu cy,

1. INTRODUCTIIN

The vertical patterns of transmitting and receiving antennas are of decisive zmportance
for the efficiency of a shortwave rad:o link. Theshapingof the pattern is part of the
development phase and correctioi*s to an antenna once it has been erected are only possible
- if at all - at the expense of a good deal of effort, so this aspect cf the desiqn, ofan antenna calls for special care,

In the following it will Le shown how sound statistical material for the shaping of vertical
patterns is derived from the information contained in ý!' forecasts..

A marked advantage of the method described is that really representative data can be
generated and compiled; there is no dependence on accidentally available informat-on that
could easily lead to over-assessment of special cases. That which would exceed the realm
of possibility for normal measurements, is possibie with a computer: in addition to times
of the day and of the year, the com21ete sun-spot cycle is included, and :adio links with
distances graded simply according to aspects of propagation can be referred to in different
geographical regions. The results that are obtained can be reproduced at any time and
cannot of course be impaired by interference or instrumentation problems.

2, EbEVATION-ANGLE STATISTICS FROM HF FORECASTS

Standard radio forecasLs as shown in Fig la (S(18mann, P., 1976) reveal no information
about the elevation angles. Detailed computer printouts like Fig lb and Ic, however, show
the elevation angles that the radio-link computations are based -n. The three blocks of
figures in Fig lb and Ic - bracketed for the sake of cl.ricy - contain the data that are
important for shaping the vertical patterns:

"The uppermost block shows the frequency that is used, The middle block ANGLE gives the
angle of elevation assotiated with the observed transmission path. The line REL indicates
the relia-llity of the radio link for the particular frequency, One cr- at once see which
combination of elevatio.- angle and frequency leads to maximun. or acceptable reliabi-ity.

These data apply for the radio link studied at a certain time. However, sizce the best
frequencies as well as the height of the layers change with time of day (SUlmann, P., 1976),
one obtains a numher of combinations of frequency and elevation angle for a 24-hour period.
And once one starts to consider the influence of time of the year ana relative sun-spot
number, ¶t becomes clear that the relationships so important for shaping vertical patterns
- even for a fixed Ladio link - can only be described with statistical means-

With a shortwave antenna it is generallynecessary to cover oifferent distances. This, plus
the need for designing an antenna so that it can be used in different geograpnical regions.
means an expansion of the statisticýl mzterial that is required.

Fig 2 shows how, i- principle, the elevation - angle statistics that are derived then
appear. if one emphasizes qencral-purpose use of an antenna, the median of the required
elevation an.les falls - as is to be expected - from high-dngle radiation in the lower
portion of thv shortwave range Lrdbelow to flat radiation at the higner long-haul
frequencies. A characteristic feature is thR initially sliqht dropping off that leads to
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maximum alteration of eleiation angle with frequency in the mid-band. In the upper portion
of the shortwave range the chance in the median value with increasing frequencý then
becomes less. The width of the angular range between the limiting curves entered In
Fig 2 - the lower andupper dez tiles - is also typical; whereas the mid-band frequencies
exhibit a relatively large range of elevation angles, the range is very much constricted
at higher frequencies. For practical purposes, as will be seen later, this rosult is
by no means undesirable.

In a number of applications, e.g, with rotatable logarithmic-petiodic antennas (Stark, A.,
1976/1), it makes sense to limit the frequency range. This generally then also means
concentrating on particular distances. Fig 3 illustrates an example for the preferred
coverage of medium- tG long-haul distances in round-the-clock operation with the inclusior
of shorter distances during the daylight hours. Fig 4a shows elevation-angle statistics
for a case such as this. As can be seen, the region of high-angle radiation was suppressed
in this case by placing mcre emphasis on the greater distances

3. F.f)M STATISTICS TO VERTICAL PATTERNS

No matter whether an application calls for a radio link over any distance at any time or
is tailored to a special range of distance, one always obtai;s from an evaluation of radio
forecasts a relationship between elevaticn angle and frequency that looks, in principlc,
as in Fig 44. The information for shapinS the veriical patterns is obtained from sections
through this diagram for a conbtant frequency. The section at f entered as a broken line
results in the distribution of elevation angles in Fig 4b.

For shaping the vertical pattern at this frequency f, one Froceeds as f.iliows: The most
frequently occurring elevation angle it4 is chosen a• the angle for the radiation maximum.
The quartile values from Fig 4b produ:e angles on both sides of the maximum at which a
certain drop in gain, of 1 dB for example, is permissible. The decile values provide two
more angles at which, for example, a drop of 3 dB as against the maximum is practicable.
This is shown in Fig 4c and one can see how an ideal pattern caii be sketched for this
frequuncy.

4. PUTTING YNTO PRACTICE

In the following four different antennas that are presently very commonly used li the
shortwave range will be ljoked at to see how suitable they are for implementing the derived
pattern requirements.,

4.1 Vertical antennas

The vertical radiatiou, pattern of vertical antennas with a teight of h 4 -/4, e.g9 theI. 1.5-meter high active rod antenna in Fig 5a (Stark, A., h,77/1; Stark, A., Demmel, F., l74),
is shown in Fig 5b. Alteration of this patterit is - d;sregarding the conductivity of th-ground - almost impossible. If the height of the antenna is increased to more than ,/4,
one obtains the more strongly dipcd vertical patterns of Fig Sc. Defined matching ot
the maximum and the pattern widths to elevation-angle statistics is not possiDle with
vertical antennas. It can be seen that vertical antennas, besides their use for grounj-
wave links, are only suitable for long-haul sky-wave communications if omnnlrectional
characteristics are callee for or higher antenn3 gain can be forfeited. The fact that
the region of greater eleation angles cannot be covered with vertical antennas is seen,
among other things, in the well-known zone of silence between the areas of ground 'laves
and sky waves,

4.2 Horizontal dipoles

The vertical patterns of horizontal dipoles alter considerably in relation to the height
of the antenna above ground. The significance of this kind of antenna in the shortwave
range stems from the fact that with suitable height above ground the dependence on
frequency of the patterns as dictated by propagation can be achieved reiatively well. As
Fig 6a shows, heights can be ,ound at which one obtains hiqh-angle radiation in the lower
portion of the .perating-fretluency r nge and a smoctn transition to the flatter angles
of departu-e needed --or the higher frequencies.

Horizontal dipoles are thus widely used in shortwave applicaticns, for reception, for
instance, in the form of active dnte,,:.as (Stark, A., 1977/1; Stark, A., Demmel, F., 1974),
and -rabling for the first time the realization of electrically short, omnidirectional
receiving antennas for horizontal polarization as shown in Fig 6b (Stark, A., 1977/2;
Stark, A., 1979/11.

In the past the use of horizontal dipoles for transmitting purposes was often frustrated
by the fact that the zntennas w;re of large dimensions and had to be tigged botween two
or thzee masts. Fig 6c illustrates a new version, for transmittina power of up to I kIZ,
that surmounts these drawbacks (Stark, A., 1978):

This new horizontal dipole is erected on a single supporting mast, meaning that it can be
.imployed even when available space is extremely scarce. This design was made possible
by the low overall length of the dipole of onl,' 10 meters, the prerequisite fDi this being
the tuning of the antenna over a tuning unit integrated into the feedpoint of the dipole.
As a result of the low-loss design of the transforming circuit - enebling the preprogramming
of any six freouences in J'e range ý to 30 MHz - higher deqrees of efticiency are -
attained , despite the small dimensions, than with the loaded broad A
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26 meters in length that were often used in the past (Stark, A., 1979/2).

r4.
Being extremely broadband directional radiators, logar'thmic-periodic (LP) antennas have
attained unusually largo significance in radio and radiomonitoring. The versions for
vertically polarized waves, as shown, fur example, in Fig 7a for the range 1.5 to 30 MHz,
consist of monopoles enabling minimal erection heights. The vertical patterns result from
those of the individual vertical antenna according to 4.1 through multiplication by a
frequency-independent mathematical factor; the result in Fig 7b therefore shows, apart
from the unilateral directional effect, the same principal behaviour as the 7erti'al
antenna: the large elevation angles that could not be reached with the single antenna

S element cannot be covered by combining to form an LP antenna either (Stark, A., 1977/3).
The differences between the two patterns shown in Fig 7b are merely a result of the
increase in the attenuation of the real grourl with rising frequency. Shaping the vdrtiJal
patterns after the derived statistics is not possible with vertical antennas for general-
purpose use. This also applies to vertical LP antennas that use dipoles as individual
radiatrrs. The dipole also exhibits a null in the directiorn of its axcis, so the regions
of greater elevation angle are impractical in this case too. Shaping of the vertical pattern
according to freqne.icy is only possible for the very small elevation argles, meaning a
restriction to long-haul radiocommunications.

4.4 Horizontal logarithmic-:L~riodic antennas

For understanding the excellent possibilities for shaping the vertical patterns of 'his
category of antenna, one has to look a little more closely at the way in which logarithmic-
periodic radiators work. Fig 8 shows the faniliar arrangement of dipoles, the lengths of
which and the intervals between them obey well-known mathematical principles (Care'l, R.,
1961; Isbell, D.E., 1960). When looking at the vertical patterns it is important to
note that only a group of a few radiators is effective for a particular frequency within
zhe operating-frequency range. Such a group of geneAally three to five adjacent dipoles
is limited toward the rear by an element of about half a wavelength. If the frequency is
increased, the effective zone shifts in the direction of the antenna tip, towards Shorter
radiators.

Fig 9a illustrates such an LP antenna arrangement; the Intended tip of the antenna is at
the level of the ground. It can be shown that the height above ground in relation to the
wavelength is always constant: at the lower frequency limit f1 the dipole with a !>ngth
of L::_A1 /2 has an absolute height of h, above ý,iund, i.e. a relative - referrnd to
the 6pera ing wavelength - height above ground of, for example, h•/X = 0.25. At a
frequency that is twice as high, f x 2f1 , the effective zone will b4 found to ha'.e
shifted to a dipole of half the length L s L /2 L/2. This dipole is at a he.ght
above ground - ds a simple geometrical cAlculaiion showl - that is exacLly half of h
referring to the smaller wavelength X, one therefore has again the same relative value
of h /A = 0.25. The free-space pattefns of LP antennas are independent Of frequency. One
theriforg obtains with this arrangement, as a result of the constant relative height
above ground, vertical patterns as in Fig 9b th3t are constant over the entire operating-
frequency range if the antenna is regarded as being above an ideally ccnducting pl+|ne. If
one considers the damping by the real ground, which rises with frequency, the resu.t is
even of a contrary sense to the behaviour required from the point of view of propaGation:
the maximum of the vertical pattern shif-s with increasing frequency to somewhat larger

Selevation angles.

Constant vertical patterns with horizontal LP antennas can be achieved in the manner
Sdescribed with little effort; however, they are generally contrary to the reqlziremn*nt.

of wave propagation and cannot lead to optimum reliability of a radio link,

If the tip of the logarithmic-periodic structure is raised from the ground (Fig l0a), the
:elative height above ground increases with frequency. The maximum of the vertical pattern

ais thus dropped towards higher friquencies and the width of the pattern decreases
(Fig 10b). The correct alteration of the veitical patterns with increasing frequency as
regards propagation is therefore actieved. Horizontal LP antennas of this kind (Fig 10c)
are somewhat more elaborate than what was described beforehand because a mast at vile

antenna tip of appieciable height is called for (Stark, A., 1978). However, through
optimization of the structural parameters r and a and of ti' height above ground, vertical
patterns are possible ,4ith this arrangement whose dependence on frequency corresponds
"exactly to the requ~rements of the elevation-anýle statistics (Stark, A., 1977/3).

The rotatable LP antenna (Stark, A., 1976/1) shown in Fig hIa can be taken as an example.
With an operating-frequency range of 5 to 30 MHz it is designed primarily for medium- and
long-haul links, shorter distances upwards of about 200 km being possible d-LIng the day
;Fig 3 1. The shaping of the vertical patterns was therefore based on the eievat.u,i-ar+gl"

statistics shown in Fig 4a. The radiation patterns obtained are reproduced in Fig lib
These show that:

a) The elelutson anqes of the maxima for all frequencies lie exactly at the 50 t
values of Vig 4a,

b) The pattern widths could be well adapted to the spacino between the 10 % and 90
curves of Fig 4a. The correspondin" region of the %ertical pattern- a shown by
broken lines in Fig Ilb.
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The~e radiation patterns apply when the antenna is above ideally conducting ground.
Investigations have shown that the alterations of the elevation angles and pattern widths
occurring as a result of real ground conductivity can be neglected in genuine use
(Stark, A., 1976/2).

5. CONCLUSION

For achieving high reliability of a shortwave radio link, the vertical radiation patterns
of transmitting and receiving antennas are of primary importance. It is shown how
statistical information can be derived from radio forecasts to form the basis of vertical
patterns thdt are optimally shaped from the point of view of propagation.

The practicability of these data is very much dependent on the type of antenna concerned:
vertical antennas and vertical logarithmic-periodic antennas are useful solutions for
ground-wave links and when one is restricted to long-haul traffic. Their vertical patterns,
however, cannot be adapted to the dependence on frequency, dictated by propagation, of the
angle of maximum fire and the pattern width. For sky-wave communications over short and
medium distances, horizontal antennas present substantially better characteristics. The
horizontal dipole can be well matched to the conditions of transmission by being at a
suitable height above ground. Its limitations are to be found in the constant height above
ground that exists for all frequencies, this calling for a trade off between the differing
requirements according to frequency. Horizontal logarithmic-periodic antennas offer idealpossibilities for shaping vertical patterns in line with propagation. A different zone of
the antenna becomes effective depending on the frequency, so within certain limits it is
possible to select the best height above ground in every case. By combining appropriatefree-space patterns with a suitable height above ground, vertical patterns that are
optimally shaped from the point of view of propagation can be achieved throughout the
shortwave range.
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DISCUSSION

Comment by G. May, UK
Whilst agreing on the importance of the elevation angle definition cf the horizontal log periodic antenna that you
have described I would like to emphasise the need to consider azhnuthal directivity. In our practical tests we fimd
that the horizontal log periodic antenna that we usr for aircraft communications at ranges of 2000 kha is quite
inadequate because of its lack of directivity. Our Beverage antenna outperforms the horizontal periodic array.

Author's Conament
I agree on the importance of azimuthal directivity as signal-to-noise ratio is propo, tional to directivity under certain
boundary vonditions. So in antenna with 20dB directi ity (e.g. a Beverage antenna) is better than a 13dB log.
periodic - as long as the signal is arriving exactly from that direction where the pattern maximum points to. Great
circle deviations, however, change this re.ult considerably. Due to such propagation effects a signel will be eicked
up less often with maximum directivity the smaller the horizontal beamw'dth is. For a certain azimuthal deviatior
the reduction in directivity is the greater, the smaller the beamwidth is. So we soon reach an angle of deviation
where the reduced directivity of the Beverage antenna is smaller than the LP directivity that is less affected due to
broader beamwidth.

"The attached sketch gives some examples from the research work that we have carried out on this subject (the
propagati'nn dat, shown are taken from H.A. Whale, Radio Research Centre, Ur.iversity of Auckland). It can be
seen that there are times where the narrow beam antenna outperforms the log periodic, but there are also times
where the contrary is true. A compromise between directivity and availability of a certain ignal-tc-noise ratio is
therefore needed. Taking into account these statistical considerations LP antenp,-s have proven to offer increased
availability and reliability of hF links also at several places for aircraft communication.

T. Elkin US
The ITS-78 Propagation Prediction program produces significant elevation angle errors, as compared to accurate
modelling and ray tracing techniques, as the frequency approaches the MUF. Does your experience support this
and if so, have your found a reasonably simple solution?

Author's Reply
I think that these errors do not affect the results very much as we only consider the frequency with the highest

reliability whica often occurs considerably 'Melow the MUF. In addition a safety factor can be used by which the
frequency has to be below the MUF (this safety or correction factor can depend on several parameters).

D. Scholz, Ge
The primary advantage of high elevation angle pattemns lies in the preference given to maximum radiation for short
and medium hatu sky-wave com.nunications. The question aims at an adverse effect: To what extent it can be
expected that a certain amount of radiation from far-distant transmitters is suppressed?

This would render feasabie the manipulation of interference potential generated in undesired or irrelevant distance
ranges -- an interesting aspect from frequency management and a military point of view.

Author's Reply
Thes is a very interesting aspect of correct pattern shaping for short and medium-haul links as wzll as for any other
distance range. When pointing the vertical paitern to elevation angles needed for a certain distance ranee we reduce

A the antenna gain is, unwanted directions. Therefore interfering signa's arriving from other distance ranges are
received with reduced sensitivity. To what extent a signal is suppressed depends, of course, on the deviation from
the angle of maximum fire and on the shaqe of the pattern and therefore on the operating frequency, but IOdB or
more can be achieved in many cases. Using the same pattern shaping at the transmitting station may reduce the
interfering field strength in addition and can double this value.

Furthermore this effect is also very useful for increasing the security against unwanted radio reconnaissance.
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